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FOREWORD 
ln August 1997, NASA spoftsorrd a 3- workshop to assess rhe prospects elaergreg from physics that 
may evenuially ktd fo d n g  propulsion ~ o u g h 4 - - r h e  kind of bmd&auphs that could 
revoluuocrut spsce flight and ttMbte human voyages to othn star sysents E w t s  Pnd theories wen 
~ ~ ~ I h e ~ g o f p v i t y r a d e b c a o l n 9 g a e z r s m , v ~ ~ t s a g y . w v p b i v c s  
and w w s ,  and wpcrhmunat qaawm mmehg Btcarrsc d# p r o p l t b  pals se pnsumsWy far 
from fdm. a emghd?i~s was to identify a*, ntar-tenn. d d i b k  research tasks tha 
~ m a k e m t l s t P r b k p r a g r t s s t o w m f k g d p n b i t i o a s .  Thiswakshopwasontofchtfirsseps 
f a  the new NASA Bred&rou& Ropulsioa Physics pog~n  kd by trw NASA Ltwis Rtvardr Center. 
This program is fusdsd a t t  of itre Advance4 !3px TrsrrjpMsrim Brogram mmq@ by Mptshpli SPqCC 
~~. 
'he warlshop, htld in CkvetPnd. Ohio. feaatrrd 14 invited prestrrt.aiow rbout emerging physics (tab 
optimistic a d  pssm&ic vktvgoiMs). 30 p e r  papers for provdrtng tkougkt. a d  6 paraUcl W o u t  
hvmtrtpanicmgclrcngsat isroC95mecxt-sacpr .est~rchtasks.  
In total. 84 panktpaats aueadod tht w o d s k p ,  k k k n g  26 fi-c#n industry, i8 from uaivcrsities, i 2 fn#n 
p;wamnm labs ( k W i  Los Ahnos, <)riL t l i .  Fami. Brooktraven. ?bd the Air Foroc Rcstarcb Labs 
at Edwards and Kirtloed). 16 fmm NASA f inc ld ig  Ltwts. Langky. Marshalt. Johnson. end the Jet 
Pmpdsian Lzboratory). T d v e  studeats siso atmded. 
Scvnalr+scachPpprordwswaejdtRtifkddtirisgdtisw~bservtpsex.nrQksof&ordPbk. 
near-tenn, and mdiMe tasks that could make merrsrtrsMe progress w a r d  these grand ambitions. flie next 
stcp a to d n w  thc exchange of information amongst intcmsed researchers and to seek tht fuml~ng 
aeccssary~supportrescafch- 
MprC G. Miiiis 
NASA Lewis Rcscarch Ctnter 
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PropellPntkss Propulsion: Tbc Most ~ ~ n t  Way to Fly? 
.,- -- I ., , ,.d (53 
La- M. b u s s  
D e p m e m  of Physics and Asvonotny 
Case Western Reserve University 
10900 Euclid Ave. 
ClevelPnd OH 44106-7079 
E-mail: krau~~@thaoryl.pbys.cw~.edu 
ABSTRACT: 
Gmxal Relativity offers in principle tbe tantalizing possibility of using the properties of spacetime in whicb 
spamime is locally fiat, but not g l W y  so in order to allow one to apparently circumvent tbe constraints of 
special rebtivity on botb the global speed of moving objects with respect to a distant set of iawtial observers 
and also on the nature of energy in empty space. However, in spite of these tantaiizing questions of 
principle, ;ircumventing special relativity invanably requires matw wbich violates the weak, dminanl. and 
strong energy conditions in general relauvity. While it is quite possible that such material cannot be even be 
created on macroscopic scales, general arguments suggest that even if it were realizable, tbe energy 
requirements daunt those associated with any fonn of propulsion based on normal relativistic pmpelhts. 
Momver, arguments based on causality damstrate &at as far as practical space uavel is concerned, one 
can =vex opatioaally travel Ewer tban light, if the experimental setup lime is mclubed. Finally, tbe energy 
which might be extracted from the vacuum is in general infinitesn~lly mall, and in any case is generically 
jess than the energy input required. Tbese arguments suggest that even if the use of spacetime for 
propellantless propulsion is not impossible in principle, it is likely to be useless in practice. 
laterest in rbe possibility of using spacetime for propulsion purposes stems from three facis: 
{I) The Rodcet equation, which in its nomlativistic form can be written 
where the quantity on the left band side is rhc ratio of the vehicles weight including propellant to tbe vebile's 
dry weighr, Pod AV is the desired velocity change of the rocket, while C is tJx propellant exhaust velocity, 
implies that to aavel at relativistic find velocities, either aa astronomical amount of fuel is needed, or a 
propellant traveling at light speed is required. 
(2) Special Relativity requires Ve C, while interstellar uavel in a single human lifetime (for a distant 
observer) requires V > C. 
(3) General Relativity implies that flat space intuition is incorrect in curved space. Tbus, for example, ?be 
rcquiremeni (2) refers to local quantities, but not global quantities. As a result, global velocities greater tban 
the speed of light are possible. An enarnple is an Inflationary Universe (i.e. See Linde 1990), in which a non- 
zero vacuum energy density (VEV), given by T,,, = Ag, during the early universe leads to a period of 
exponential expansion, wbere distant objects, locally at rest with respect to the expansion move at relative 
speeds whicb exceed C. 
As a result, numerous suggeslions bave been made for utilizing spacetime, including so-called Warp Drive, 
and extraction of Casimir energy. 1 shall now describe why these ideas are impotent. 
WARP DRIVE: THE LEAST BANG FOR YOUR BUCK: 
In 1994 it was sbown (Alcubierre 1994) that a metric could be written down whicb was a solurion of Einstein's 
equations, and in which the propalies of W q  Drive on Star Tr:k (Kmnss 1995) eppeared 10 'b.: possible: 
superliminal travel with no time dilation. Aicubiern's metric has tbe fonn 
2 dr = -dl2 + (& - v p r y r ) '  + dy2 - -  t i i2  
w k  v =presents tbe velocity of the bubble containing a spacecraft. and f represents a function of finite 
support wbicb essentially produces an expansion of space behind tbe spactnaft and a contraction behind it. 
Alcubierre recognized that this metric invdved an energy dens ty ?@ < 0. which vtolates the weak and 
dominant energy conditions. Ibis is similar to tbe requtremenl demonstrated by Morris and Tbome (Marir 
and T!mme 1988) that lraversable wormbdes require that the negative of tbe radial pressure exceed tbe emergy 
density for tbe material holding the warnbole open. Norad ci-~al rnaucr does not have his pmpmy, 
altbougb vawam fluQuatr0n~ can. n u s ,  tbe question becomes whether *&e kinds of exotic mauer can be 
auted in #be labaiatwy. and if tbey can, at wbat cost. 
In spite of tbe powtirl tbis idea bolds out, two practical results suggest if cannot lead to viable metbods of 
space travel. 
(1) Recently Pftaning and Ford (Pfmiag :lad F W  1997) have utilited qunatum inequality restrictions on 
negative energy density moterial to exmine how large a practical warp bubble region is possible. lbey 
discovefed IIMS the oegntrve enagy motcriol must be confiined to a thin sbell on tbe outskirts of tbe bubble 
(moving with vcbcity v)  with thicinas b; 100 v L,, wbcre Lp if. tbt Phi& Length. As a result, tbe totai 
energy required to maintain this cooi~guration far a bubble of radius Ris, in leading approximPtion: 
For a macroscpic bubble, of say 100 meters, this implies an energy requirement roughly 10 orders of 
magnitude greater than the total mass of tbe entire visible mivase 
(2) Even if tbe daunting energy requirements could be met, causality argumeots imply tbat to travel 20 light 
years w-iU Plwdys q u i r e  at b t  20 years. This point has not beerv sawsed in rhe literature to my knowMge, 
wtil refently O;rauss 1997). Tbt d o g  is simple. in order to obtain the metric of Alcubierre, space must 
be filled witb the proper coafiguration of energy. In order to dc tbis, so lhat distant space knows when to 
coatfact, ope must at rbe very least sead a signal rhrougbout tbe :.paw ro be warped. Thus, while the actwl 
period of expansion and contraction can be arbitrarily fast, the setup time for the experunent is always sucb 
that the net result is that one cannot mvel between two points fat u thaa the speed of light from (he mament 
one dcc* ro do rhe uavellicig. 
VACUUM ENERGY: MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING 
The fact bal vacuum fluctuations exist in empty space has cause1 intenst in mining lhe vacuum for enagy. 
There are two ways to do this: (a) If the vacuum has a non-zero t nergy density, this can be dimsdy extracted 
via a phase transition. (b) by changing boundary condttions, set that the spectrum cf vacuum fluctuations 
varies, one might can produce either non-zero forces, or non-ze~) radiation from the vacuum. Unfortunately 
these ideas are not efficient, fc- che following reasons. 
(1) The Casimir energy i j  EXTREMELY small. Between perfec ly conducting parallel plates, h e  change in 
vacuum energy produced by excluding certain vacuum modes lead; to a force per unit area of approximately: 
wLtn a IS tbe distance between the places, and ht2n =c =I in these mi&. For macmcqk piates. &is force 
is IS so small as to be usetess far pqmksion of manosroptc masses, nnt to mentioa the special nqukmeMs to 
ritilae this fore .  
f2)Tbe r\ppa limit a, tbe vacucm eaetgy density of tbc Universe wbicb can be exulaed on lvge scaks. 
comes from a limit oa the Cosmdogial Coastant (Krauss 1997). of approximately (10-3 eVP. In order to 
levitate an a v w z e  size human being in the earth's graviouoaP1 fieid with &is energy density would require 
libemk3 Ulc m g y  in a cubic vohmx tbe size of lkhbuan. 
(3) Utilizing spec.* auvaturt is vrrsdy inefficient. inskin's Eguauoa:G,,= 8xC T,,, qh, kame  ot 
h e  d l o e s r  of G, rhat rbe energy requirmreaa to producx a ccpvplrue wbich migbt allow eitba Hawking 
tadmion, or a B o g u Y ~ v  transfumation which would yield significant am-tcm energy in a distvrl flal 
reference frame ic itbweec';hlv large. Namely. €be inpN c . g y  r c q d  to produce tbe curvature always is 
greater rhan or qua1 to kr: energy whicb which cu. be so extracted. Again. Ibe energy requirrmc~b a n  
g d l y  far hrger than those associted with merely impaning a kinetic energy to an dyect comparable to 
ru nst mass (i.e. to obtain relativism velocities) via propulsion. 
Geeaal Relativity makes - questions of m p k  exuemely inmesung, iockdhg: cpn one manufactme 
~egptive energy coafiguratims on mamopic scales wh~& might allow w y  superhrninal travel, time 
travel, or observable energy from dre vacuum? While lbese is- yc of great iwes t  for our fpndyneatal 
physicai wdmmding of tbe universe. tbcy do aoc lead to pncticll metbods of space tnvel witb fbc kind of 
rcsoums accessible in our c i v i h a h  for the forseeable fu(ure. Tbc emrgy requinmeats ALWAYS exceed 
those q u k m e n u  associPted with propuIsion. As a mlt. propellaatkss populstoa, to the cxteat it is  not 
ruled wc by tbc laws of physics, nevertheless seems to be a gross waste of money in ~ncticc for realistic 
space rravel at t l s  time. 
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ABSTRACT 
QlrtlaILs*r-.-d f k  ~ v a i f y . d r Y a a 9 ) r ~ ( L c v w p m ) ~ m m o r r r w #  
~ b l l c L o o I p d ~ ~ m r a o p a i . 1 o a t y ~ .  & i r i . J t y ~ t o b t o f d a i f i c l ~ c c  
dpforrvcL~-adpcrarbrriaerro~muiaapoccrwr,itunorrkaor~ato 
play r mle in luge-rcdt phmmema d inluut to tcchdogiw ms well. wch as rbc iebibitioa of 
rparlacw tk gemuaba d abat-rcrrye warairc faras (e.g., the M a i r  farce), .ad tk 
pardWty ot .Ea#oring for srmoldneaaace pbc#rcet*o ZPE topics d interest for rp.odlight 
applidao) 1..(~e froa f t d m a m d  b ( w h e  dotr i m d a  come from. cur it k amtrdled?), thou& 
~ a t c n p u t o c x ~ d d ~ f r m n  voctlusrZlocarPcioar(caacbeZPEbz~~~fapr;rcrid 
~ i ~ ? ) , t o a c i a W ~ y - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t k  v#.wum'(is Iwjl.D-ctnvtR space 
pmprltiarr a rckacirnc potsibiiity7). ..cant ia ttrtvch into the physics d the d y i n g  ZPE 
h d k ~ ~  tbt @bilky d polcarirl rpplidao in dl tbnr amm d d u u t .  
T L t a o c q r r ~ t L c v m o z r c r r f m ~ b y N o W L u r t H c T . D . L s c m b i r W  
P ~ d r P h p s i c s o d l ~ t o F i c S d ~ .  h r u d ~ . ' T b t u p c r i ~ ~ t o J t a I b t  
p p z b  d tbt vaaum mry bt d c d  racum agheubg.... Ii iadctd we arc able to datr rbe vruum. 
tberrrrrtmaytlwr~~llnersomc~mpbtl*rmtopcoullymu~* RacwtupcrimtetrhrvciDkedsbtnvu 
tksrokcbtcrcc. 
w i h r r l * r d r o ~ ~ . t b c ~ o 1 1 o t ~ g w v - ~ k p # r p e c ~ ! y :  
clepr itdfprovidt the rddtm?" Surpiri.dy umgh. tbcrr uc bims tin? potcatirrt hdp may in 
frc emerge quir i iraJIy wr d tbe d sodkd  rpoct: Qlt.amm t b t ~  ttus US tbot 
t m p r y ~ h m v u l y ~ . k r ( ~ u * m d m y c i d ~ q r u n t ~ ~ c h c d d ~ e  
pfd& Wiiou f a  fmmc aw. trawl. To mdmamd clrtlt kplicrtiopr it will ~ ~ v t  w to review 
k i d l y  tk bittorid d c v c l o p a t  d aicolific view d what d a r r t r  aapry space. 
A t r h e ~ a f c h G r c & p b i l o s a p b m . D e s K # i r a ~ d r u e a r p r r p r c c w r r v u l y a v a i d . ~ r  
chtrr rrarid not k roam f a  the doe of atmu. Arirrolk. on (ht oc&r M. v d  c q d y  forcefully 
r h ~ ~ c o b t ~ t p e e t w u i o f r c l a p l c ~ ~ s l ( a W ~ f i l l c d  w th nrbnmce). fordid 
btJ a d  light mvel fmol place to plrcc as i i  canieQ by sum kind d d u r n ?  
Tbe m g m c a t  rrrw beck a d  farh tbnwgh the ctamrics d l  fiorlly codified by Maxwell's tlrcory d rht 
luminifaoru e k .  8 plenum that carried dccuomyac(ic wava. idudiog light. much as water carries 
w a v a  across its s d r c .  Attcmplr to - the propmica d this tcber. or to murum b e  Earth's 
vel4dty rbrough ck ctbu (as in &c MicWloa-Mortcy cxpuiracnt). bowever, met with failure. With rbf 
rir d rparl fduivity rvbicb did mot nqvirr referaxe to wcb an udaiying subwait. Einstein in 1905 
dfcUivdyktirhed Ik ctba in fmnw of rk caoccp Ihu empty rpcrcc eonrtitwcs 8 tru~ void. Ten ycM 
I-, bowever. Eimtcio's o m  devdapa~at d thc pDaJ rkay of mlativity with its corrcp d wrvcd 
spec .Dd distorted geometry f o d  him to rcvene his sund Md apc for a rid ytndowcd pknum. under h c  
new ~.kl spacerime m c .  
It was rk d v m  of modem qtmwn tbeory. bowever, tb# d i s h e d  the quantum vacuum. sa-called 
empty tprcc. u r very active flux. with pzutkltr arising red disappearing. a virtual plasma, Pnd fiddr 
continmusly fluctuating a h  rhcir 7 m  bosclicrc vducs. The cnqgy associated with such p c c s r u  i s  
d c d  zero-point cmgy m), rckling &c Cau ilrit 4 activi~y d m  even a\ absolute .am. 
THE VACUUM AS A POTENTEAL ENERGY SO'JRCE 
At its most fmximacd k v d .  we mw magnitc ihet tk: q m  vacuum is an emmow reamair d 
~ ~ a e r g y . ~ i l f t e n e r ~ y d a P s i t i e s c o a s t i v o t i v d y  mimamIby Fcyemaa .PJOdben tote  on tk ankt 
dnrftrrcecr#&mitiesat&N'a. Tbad~t.gKquesti0~ is.cmtkZPEbe *mioedaforpractiduae? 
If $0. it would coertitutc a v i d t y  ubi@tous tocrpy arpp y. a vcrit.bk "Hdy Grail'' eeeril)r f a  
rpafc ~ O Q .  
As utopm m r pwribility may seem. -st Robrt Farward at Hugbw Rtrrtch Iabaataiea 
&masmW pmdol-piecipte in a paper publirbed in 15% "Exarling Elccdcal m g y  fmm Ibt 
V ~ b y ~ d B r p d F d i r O t d ~ . *  F o r r r d L ~ u p k i c e d 8 ~ c r t l c d  
the Can'mir Emf. ar attractive qwmm fact  bctrpeu~ M y - p . o c d  d *tea. luned f a  its 
diswcnr.H. G. B Crtimir d PWip h b m a b h  in l e  bklha'lrrdr. Tht C M d r  force. mcauly 
m u d  with high -y by S. K. Lmaerwr at the U n d t y  of Wdhgtom, derives fram prtid 
sbiddiq of tbt interim region of tbc plater fmm tbt b k - p d  -paint f i d a  d &C V- 
d-c field. As shown by Lna A '  tbtaid Mi 04 ad bis odkrguer. rhia didding nsdb 
in Ibt plates being pllsbbd together by tbt md~~I ls#d ZPE rxliptioo pler-. lb d t  is a oaollrry 
caavctsirm of vacuum umgy to rome otba form ouch as hat. Roof tbet such a poccrs violam wither 
eoerpy ncx dmmdynamic coda^ can bt f d  in a ppcr by D. Cole rad m y d f  @tished in 1993 
\IDdtt tbe tide T5.x- Eaaly rad Heat fram tbe Vacuum ." 
Attempbhrntssche~irPDd~~&easfoavrcuumtecrgycrmvusiooueo11~inar 
labmtaq .Id elstwhat. The fact that its p d a l  opplrcat m to sprc jnqdsim hu not pec t m w h d  
by tbc Air Force can be seen in its request for propaaals for tbe N-1986 Ddtrpre SBlR Rognm. Uod# 
entq AFB6-77. Air Force Rocket Propdtiort Labmawry (.WRPL) Topic: N m - C o u W W  Roplswn 
Conarptr we f d  tbc statement: W d .  aew wrr-cooventicoal popdim caeccpcs a sdicitcd .... Tbe 
W a c  rcpcl in which AFRPL is iatuwted iochdt.... (6) E &c caergy mmcm f a  pqglisicm including 
b r e m ~ g o r p b l m d p v n i c c ~ c r t y d v ~ c \ i ~ m r p ~ a . "  
S e d  enpaiopcoul famols far tappinp the ZPE fa pracric al me am lrada invcsliptiao in orn 1.bmtay. 
AnwlyootdirdcRalithscdmbrcidadaCuimirpocheIfectLm-dpi~.~Uya 
p ( m  O g p i ~ b t  ol md'~ d-d charkrd-@rt+ dlrpoe (SCC P u M .  1990). TBt 
rodatyiq paysics is  duaibtd io a paper &ttcd for p & d m  by myrdl d M. Restntp, rod it is 
i l l w ~ v c  thJ (bt fint of u v d  pateata issued to r cimdtrrn to ou Ihxatory, K. R. S M b .  
cooraiastkduuiptiveph.st "... c~etgyisprovi dcd... a d  bcultirruasa~~x o f t h i s a q y  .ppeur IO k 
tbe -point ndi.tion d the vaamm caotintum.' 
Awtba intripkg porribility ia provided by the @momen IO ol d u m k x e x c .  bubble coll.psc in .n 
ulwmmically-drivcnfluid wbicb is a m q a i e d  by i o t t ~ ~ t .  Rlbsroc#ecmd light rdiatian. Altbaugh $he 
jury is still out as to the mechanism of Light gcacntiao. Nobelist Jpl i iu~  S&wingcr bas argued for a 
C;rsimir inttrpntstiorr. Possibly dated e x p a h a d  evibrcc fa excess htrt ip rrltrasdcally- 
driven aviulim in bury  water is dmmed in an EPRl Report by George aad Suiagbm of E-Qllcst 
Sckncu, dthougb attributed to a nuclear micmfusion proc m. Work ia undcr way in our laboratory to 8cc 
if b s  claim ca, bc rc@catcd. 
Y a  .eolbtr proposrl for ZPE extraction is denuibtd in 8 patrat imtd lo Mead and Kacb9mbn. The 
apporh Ihe PK d -t didCCttic +em, P g U y  &and fnw erb o k r .  to provide a beat- 
f m p n c y  ofhe maemqpicbigh-fngutocy a mpwmb dthcZPE to a more d y  captured 
form. We uc dimming Iht possibility d a collaborative I ffort belwceo us to determine whetber such an 
rpprorcb is fcaaible. 
Finally. an approach utilizing micro-cavity tcchaiqou ta perturb the ground atate arability of atomic 
bydmpislnrducoesidcntioain our lab. It is bucd on I 1987 paper of mine in which I put fonb tht 
bypotluau that tbc nnorpdipcive nature of the ground st;~te i s  due to a dynamic egtulibrium in which 
rdbtioa emiued due to accelmtad elcctmo ground state u d m  is compensated by absorption from the 
LPE. If h a  hrpotbenr i s  tntc. them exiau thc potential lor energy generation by tbc application d thc 
ttcimigws d so-called caviry quanncm ekcrrodyncvnics (QED). in cavity QED, excited atoms arc pasted 
bough Cagmir-like cavities whost structure supprcsscs :Icc(romagnctic cavity modes at Ihe transition 
f ~ b e t ~ I b c a ? a m L u c i t e d r r r d ~ ~ .  Tbertrtrlris~tbesoalleb4poetlaraorrr. 
airier b e  is k @ w d  cmaiBcnbiy (far uumpk, by fraon of tea), riaply becam qmbaww 
~ i a n a i r o ~ r l ~ 1 ( d l , k r t ~ h b i v e n b y ~ ~ .  EhimsebKmgnka. 
dymdiarirYttthc--drlw:erodes,beaoc-hydkueiced-. AS 
8IakdinanApril 1993Scirrrtf/EcIClm~rc~icwulickoacr*iyQED,~&cltciledrramtsrrwordd 
a r r l i a r i l y e p i t r l o r r - f ~ y ~ ~ & m , a o M u v ~ m ~ ~ ) v ~ f l ~ r o r r i s w l . t c  
itsmimian ....' ~ ~ ~ a t i a t o ~ ~ c i a o . d ~ h d b c u ~ d s o p c m r r b t b e  
h y p a r b t r i a r d d y a t m i c ~ r u c ~ ~ c r r l v l r r r n t ~ L e r d ~ ~ ~ d u s t @ r r t o t ~ .  
Ascrrpkm~Nartbcrrlfauyhvcdrcadvrtyedcaapric-deo(rir&rcorrodma 
reoddp&?blirbtdbyPEcdltrLrctA. R\wdrdcalifdSueuai*crrity.tLaagBerch.B. W d d  
1 M u t h m d D . C o t c d I B M .  h r r ~ q c r ~ i a t B c & m p h y d d l ~ i a  1995, duy 
p o p o w r b . t c b t v . d r r r b a d a v r t f r p . c c c a s M i ~ r r r i d a l e r r ~ t f o r ~ ~ a o d n u d d  
rd thw proride r aach.aitrr for m e g  upa cckunic rap. DttPils of cBt modd wodd appe~r to 
~ f a o r b a ~ d p b c a o m e r u . r ~ . R I c b r r r ~ f ~ t i o c r d c o r a D i c v a i & .  Tbisrairucht 
powibility ob airing a Sub-manic-ray" q p a &  lo accderak prettm in r uyogeuidy-cookd. 
~ o o - f ~ # v ~ m p d ~ t x ~ ~ f r m n ~ v ~ ~ b y t h i t m e c b ; m i s m .  
THE VACUUM AS 'RIB SOURCE OF GRAVITY AND INERTIA 
I b e f i n r b i u t h w d r r e ~ e i d # ~ ~ b t t n c a b l c t o m o l r i o t h t ~ ~ ~ o u d  
Ibt vatu- amc in a 1967 study publiskd by cbc wdt-bmwa R a r i r e  playskist Adrti SsLhuov. 
S e f f h e C t o d t r i ~ ~ r ~ ~ f a p w n l d r n i v i r y f r o r s r l a o r r f ~  
set d .#rrrspliau. SlLhrov came to cBe d e r i o l r  tivt chc em& pvlopry of g c a d  f d 8 t i ~ i ~ t i ~  
p b a r a e a r d b c w t a u ~ d f a c ~ ~ r b a r b y ~ i a ~ ~ - ~ o e e s t f f y d  
tbcv.apmdretotbtpercoced-. I r r Y ~ * i m 1 B t ~ # p r * i ~ f a f t i S ~ . t i n  8 0 t h  
i r r d u x d ~ m i r f o c c c d i r c \ t s r t d r t w v e , t b e n l o t h c ~ i a r a r t s t p m e I r # f a r c t b e t m c a ~  
parlicks with which it is often oompnd. Allbough spccrdrlive when first iwodpced by Sdihmw, this 
bypothas bas Jtd to a ricb a d  ongoing l i t cr~rvc  (including a costribrrtios d my own in 1989) on 
-4ucUdoa-induccd gravity. a li-um h~ coMinuet ytdd dctp imigb imto tbc d e  played by 
Vrwaaforrcs. 
Oivco m deep camaioa  bctwtcn p v i t y  rsd tfzopaiar fl- d the v.curm. a si~nilar 
m m c a h  must exist between t kac  rdfrrac vacuum ~~ a d  Mu. This is bemuse i t  is .a 
empirical fact t&t tbe g r a v i ~ t i d  urd iscrtid la~lrstr hrvt tk  us^ vdrr ,  cvta tbargb tbt tredcrlying 
pbeoomar~quitc dirpurclc. Why, for crumpk. ahodd 8 ~tsnrc d Ibe rrsirrorr# d 8 body to being 
rccckrlsed, even if far from my gravilMiod field, have tbc u ~ ~ c  value t b t  is associated with che 
prrvirocid attraction between bodies? I d a d .  if oae is dctenniacd by vacuum fluctu;rtions, so must rbc 
ah. 
To get to the berat of inertia, canider a specific exmaple in which pa am r trurdiq oa a train in tbe 
atation. As tbc uuo !caves rlw pblform with a p l t ,  you cadd bt thrown to cbt noor. W h t  is this fotcc 
thot taoctr you h a ,  seemingly comiag out d nowhue? This pltmarcwo, wbicb we cxnrvcniently 
1.kl iocrcir .id p an abouc ow physics, is a sublie feature d tht rtaivcnc tho1 bos perpkxal gcacmthm 
d phystcisu fmn  New- to Emstein. Siacc in this emaqlc the sml&ndi@dng imbdrurr results 
fropp ICOC~UWIOO ' f i v e  to Ibc fixd stan." io its most povocolivc f o m  aw eald my that i waa rhc 
"awV"ddivercd the punch. This key fewre nu cmehpril*d by Ibc Arr r t r i~  pbilowpbcr of science 
b! Mach. .ad is now truvrPa as Mlch'r Priociple. Nonetkieu. the mcch.nism by which tbe srpn might 
do tbir deed hu cbxM cmvbchg explication. 
Addrrwily Ulis iuue in a 1994 paper entided laerti. u a Z#oPoint W d  Loly~tz Fame,* Haisch. Rucda 
a d  1 wmc succcssfut in tracing UIC proMem of incrtia ;mJ its conneclion to Mach's Princrple lo (hc. ZPE 
proprties of the vacuum. In r scotcocc, altbough a uniformly moving body k s  not experience n drag 
bfmrbc~- invr r i re l )v rcurr ln f l twrsec io lu ,mcmckPraabody~r  if-) 
pqathdabaccekkm B Y m r r W ~ - , d ~ n c . ~ r d r i v c ~ ~ ~ .  It 
w ~ ~ m ~ 1 1 ~ ~ ( ~ t ~ 1 ~ b t a r r d e t s r t t b e q u v r t u r n I t u c : r u t i o a r o l d i ~ ~ l c r ~ t B e ~  
v r # m a - t h m m & m C ~ d c d e m x c ( p a e  M. 'Stnmx ....' 1989). Tbut. in tBc example af tbr u i n  
tlu prch was d c l i v d  by t b  wall of vrcrrum 11uctu;rriom 4 ctiag es a proxy for the fixed s u n  tbrotryh 
r r b i c h o c ~ c o r c o d c r u r .  
~pwr'biQt),dd~proriibaoicr~o~kc#cr~yWdf~#tmrpcabiprhrkco 
rtrioraly coaridcd by tbt A d v d  comctpts 0CT1ce of tbE Ropvticm Dimmmtc of tht Pbillipa 
L&ammy&#AirAirBs~~. ~vi tyratrcberRabcrtFuward~masai~eattonvkw 
this coacept. His ddivcrable product wm to recommcul a broad. multi-pronged effort involving 
lrboMaicr fm .R)PPd I& w a d  80 LOVCS@& tbc inertia mxl c x p c r i 4 i y .  
'.... Mmyrrrcrdcnrcctk~~~urceatr8tio(prdiclud2lrt-Ce@myIJydct. 
S a ~ a c ~ ~ ~ l r b d i f * t ( h C v m m m y b e L l Y I I t d m ~ a l i m i d e r r  ropply d e ~ c r g y .  
Tbisrrpm~tu.p~prrofisd.rerpcliarent~wddk#rhcH.ircb, 
W u d ~ ~ c a o p e b r r W t b t ~ . t * I i ~ d a b o d y u t i n b c t d d ~  
h m g h a b a a b y ~ i n  t b ~ t u a r - f h ~ ~ t ~ c n ~ o f t h c  vacuum.... It was 
porriblcrOfiadrrtxpcriaart~mi~beeblctupovcor~~rbnltbci~~ 
n u s d a b a d y m k J c a c d b y ~ ~ i s I h c r ~ ~ o g I b t b o d y . '  
W&ltprdowciaeimMinfret-arreMtirtdmawknw-to be 
c a i c d a ~ r ~ d b t u r b t z p F - W a c m c c p t . o d i ~ b r o o r l i ~ i ~ ~ .  Tk-iodudtd 
~ ~ d ~ p q # r c d " r u b - c c r a m i c r r y t p c r f y & v i c e m t ~ c r r t i a . d  tkinv- ofan 
hrpotbtriatd liaati.-wida ef'fcct poposed by our lakwsmq red possibly dtrecrcd in evly txpenmattnl 
work by Forwad .ad Mitler. though thc locker w i b i l i ~ y  is  h f l y  spcctlletive a1 &is point. 
ENGINEERING THS VACUUM FOR *WAR? DRIVEm 
- o a c d t a e r w # r p e w l . t i * c . & d e c r w i e a a f d y g o r r d c d . w d . U i s  tbcao- 
dled ~~ Wup Dcive. T a g  m tbe ctullee~ d dctamining w h d m  Warp Dnvt a ha Suu Trek 
wu a &&IC pooribiiity, nircivity theorist Migwl Alcubicrrr of Ibe University d Walt8 wt 
Birnrdf tlw lraL of delemining whcSk fmer-rhm-light t avc! wm postibk witbin tLc arraninu of 
rtrQrd tkory. Altbayb sucb d u r l y  d d  dbe the cuc a the flat space of specid rrlativiry. g c n d  
dativity pdts ad&mtitm d d t d  spacelime m a  wbem such r possibility is m apiari nrbd 
out. Ncubhe'r f& rdf-impcued umtmilrr oa m n u x k b l e  Oluticm ibeludcd Lbe nquinnrenu that 
no mt time distortion rbould ocw (b&fast  cm Earth. luncb on Alpha Ccnuuri. and home for dinner witb 
yorr wife .ad cbiI&ea. not pur -1-prrt-peat grpadchild~m). md lbsl UDC ocapamu of tbe spaceship 
w e n  not to k II.LWr&rirUI Ik bulkhead by looocud00;1blcrccclcratiaru. 
A # I ~ m  rnetPily dl of tk above r#lpirrmcat~ wns f d  ond publirhd by AIcubicm ie Ckruic~lmtd 
QwWm Grovify ia 1994. The sdutioo dircovatd by Alcub cnr invdved cbc emation d n l a d  distatioa 
drpctricerucbrbrr.#ccrimeis cywdcdkhind Lbe y . c u h i p , ~ c r k d d i l .  md yicfdsa 
h ~ t r - ~  h a t  f.rter t b ~  tbe qrecd of light seca 3y obsavtn aursi& Ihe disturbed rcgioa. la 
- . m I b t o u ~ q I e g d i u ~ y r b t ~ p i r p r s h c d n w a y  f r m  EorlbaadpullcdtowPrdtics 
d i m  dutilvrion by the cagioomd local expansion of spa xtime iuelf. (For fdlow-up oa the bropdtr 
stptcu of 'kntuic coghcringm coac+ptr, anc can refer lo n p; iper published by mytell in Physics Ersays in 
1996.) ~nterrrlinfy emu@, t& engineering rrquircmenIs rely on the gmcmtioa of macroscopic, negabvc- 
ctrrgy -Jrivi~ly. (';~uiour.iilic st;dcs 11, lltc (!tl;n~tteti v;worrlrl 14 tlrc t y p  &ww.wl eulrcr I ltrlrnutnrcly, 
meeting such fCQUiremeotS is beyond kcbadogid reach witbout some uafotcaetn brcakhougb. as 
cmpbanzea by Pfenning arid Ford in a recently subnintd mmuscript. 
Related. d cowc, ia the knowledge that general relativity pewits  tht possibility of wonnhdes. 
topological tunnels wbich in principle could connect distant parts d the universe. a cosmic subway so to 
speak. Publishtag in the American Jourml of Physics in 1988. theorists Morris a d  Thome initially 
o u t i d  in sornc deuit rbt rtquircments fm mveniblt wormholes ond have f d  t h t .  in principle, rhe 
possibility exim provided ooc has acccss to Casimir-like, negative-energy-density quantum vacuum states. 
This haa led to a rich literature. summarized rcccntly in a 1996 book by Matt Visser of Washington 
Uivcniry, St. Louis. Again, thc tcchndogid ftquircmen~ appear aut of reach for rhe fmreenble funat. 
pabps  awaiting new techniques for cohcring the ZPE vacuum fluctuatiolu in order to m e t  thc energy- 
dtosity raquiremcnrs. 
CONCLUSIONS 
We begm this discussion witb tbc question: "CM the V O C U U ~  be enginotrul for s p a d l i a t  applications?" 
The r rswu is: "In principle. yes.' Howcvtr. tsiginnrirtg-wise it i s  clc;u that there is a long way to go. 
Oiven rht d i e  'a j a w c y  of 1000 miles begins witb the f i t  steps." it is aim desr  that we can take t h e  
fiat steps w w  in t&c ! h t o r y .  Given that Casimir and relared cffats i d c a t e  thc p-bility oC t;rpping 
IIK enormous residual energy in the vacuum-fluctuation ZPE. and Ihc demonsu3tion in uvi ty  QED that 
portions of h e  ZPE sptctnun can be manipulnted to product macroscopic techndogicol effects such M the 
inhibitim of sponls~tow emission 01 excited a u k s  in quantum systems. it would appear that rbc first 
step along this pa& arc visible. This. combined with new1 y -emerging confepts of the relatiooship of 
gmviry, inertia and warp dnve to properties of the vacuum as a manipulable medium, indicate ye, further 
ltoches of possible techaologicat dcvelopmcnt. although requiring yet unforueen b n a k b g t u  with regard 
to the possibility of engineering vacuum fluctuations to produce desired resulm. 
Whtrt dots h s  leave us? As we peer into Ihe heavens from rhe dcplb of our p v i t y  wdl, h+g for m e  
"mgic* Jolution that will 1auncb our s p f a r c ~  first to Lbe plvleta and hen to I& SUE. we arc reminded 
of Arrbu C. Clarke's phrase &at highly-advanced technology is csscntially indistinguishable from magic. 
Formnately, such magic appezs to be wiring in h e  w i n g  of our J~~pcning understanding of the juantum 
vacwm in whcb we live. 
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Abstract 
Experimente at hrkeley and eleewhere which show that the process of tunneling is apparently superlurninal 
will be reviewed. Conflicting theories for the tunneling time will be compared with experiment. The tunneling 
particle in the Ekrkeley experiment was the photon. The measurement of the tunneling time utilized a t w ~  
photon light source (spontaneous parametric down-conversion), a Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer, and a 
coincidence counter of photos pairs. The tunnel barrier wneisted of a photonic-bandgap medium excited 
at midgap. We find that the peak of the tunneling wave packet appeared on the far side of the barrier 
1.47 f 0.21 fs eurlaer than the peak of a wave packet which traveled an equal distance in air. However, 
Einstein causality is not violated. 
Xrtroduction 
Tbrrneling, the quantum mschaqicd process by which a particle can penetrate a c!efisically forbidden region 
of space, may appear to be weli understood. The probability for a particle to penetrate a tunnel barrier is 
calculated in elementary textbooks on quantum mechanics. Furthermore, the tunneling process has been 
observed in numerous physical settings, and has been fruitfully utilized in various devices, e.g., the Esaki 
tunn.4 diode, the Josephson junction, and the scanning tunneling microtxope. However, there remains an 
open problem concerning the time (or duration) of the tunneling process, which is still the subject of con- 
troversy. Various theories contradict each other in their predictions for "the tunneling time." Apart from 
its fundamental interest, a correct solution of this problem is important for d-termining the speed of devices 
which are based on tunneling. Hence we decided to perform an experiment which used the pboton as the 
tunneling particle to memure this time. 
I t  is very important in the tunneling time probiem to state precisely at the outset the opemtional definition 
of the quantity being measured. For the tunneling time for our experiment, this definition is based on the 
following Gedankenezperiment (see Fig. 1). Suppose that a single parent particle (a  photon) decays into 
two daughter particles (two photons), as in a radioactive decay. Sup- further that these two daughter 
particles have the same speed in the vacuum (i.e., c in our case), and that they were detected by means of 
two detectors placed at equal distances from the point of decay. There result simultaneous clicks a t  the two 
detectors, which could then be registered in a coincidence counter. Now auppose that we place a tunnel bar- 
rier in the path of one of the daughter photons. (The other daughter photon continua to travel unimpeded 
through the vaaium.) Of course, this would greatly diminish the coincidence count rate. However, whenever 
a tunneling event does occur, the diference in the time of arrival of the two daughters, as measured by the 
Figure 1: (Top): Cedonkenezpertment to measure the tunneling t iqe  by means of two particles simultanwusly 
emitted from a 80urce S and detected by two equidistant detectorj. (Bottom): Realization by a spontaneous 
parametric down-conversion source S, in which a parent photon 4iecays into two daughter photons. 
difference in the time of the clicks of the two detectors, constituter a precise definition for the tunneling time. 
The question concerning the euperluminaiity of the tunneling p r o m  can now also be precisely stated. Does 
the click of the detector which registers the arrival of the photo-I which traversed the tunnel barrier go off 
earlier or later (on the average) than the click of the detector w lich registers the arrival tbe photon which 
traversed the vacuum? If tbe tunnel barrier had eirnply been a t ]in piece of transparent glass, then the an- 
swer would obviously be "later," since the group velocity for a ph>ton ineide the glass would be less than the 
speed of light, and the group delay for the photon traveraing the glass relative to that of the vacuum would 
be positive. However, if, aa some tunneling-time theories predict, the tunneling process b superluminal, then 
the counterintuitive answer would be "ewiier," eince the effect ve group velocity for a photon inside the 
tunnel barrier would be grater than the s y e d  of light, and the group delay for the photon traversing the 
barrier relative to that of the vacuum :vou~d be negative. Hence it is the sign of the relative time between 
the clicks in the two detectors which determines whether tunneling is subluminal or superluminal. 
Presently, the best detectors for photons have picosecond-ecale re! ponse times, which ate still not fast enough 
to detect the femtosecond-scale time d:&tences expected in om tunneling-time experiment. Hence it was 
necessary to utilize a Hong-Ou-Mendel interferometer, which h 1s a femtosecond-scale temporal resolution 
for measuring the time dicerence 'jetween the travel times c~f the two photons traersing the two arms of the 
interferometer. By placing the tunnel barrier in one of chew arrls, a precise measurement of the delay due 
to tunneling could then be performed. 
The barrier used ~ I I  our experiment. was a dielectric mirror in w lich periodic layers of alternately high and 
low index media produce a photonic band gap at the first Bdllouin 'Gone edge. The problem of photon prop  
agation in thin periodic structure ia analogous to that of the Kronig-Penney model for electrons propagating 
inside a crystal. In particular, near the midgap point on the first Brillwin zone edge, there exists due to 
Bragg dee t ion  inside the periodic structure an evaneucent (i.e., exponential) decay of the transmilted wave 
amplitude, which is equivalent to tunneling. One important feature of this kind of tunnel barrier is the fact 
that it is nondispersive near ~nidgap, end therefore  the:^ is little distortion of the tunneling wave packet. 
The reader may nsk why Einstein causality i~ not violated by the superluminality of tunneling. It  has been 
shown that this superiuminal behavior is not forbidden by special relativity, since it is permissible for the 
group velocity to be faster than c, eo long as Sommerfeld's front velocity remains exactly c, aa is the case. 
For details, the reader is referred to Chiao and Steinberg 11997). 
Tunneling Time Theories 
Another strong motivation for performing experiments to measure the tunneling time was the fact that there 
wete many conflicting theories for this time (see the reviews by Hauge and Stovneng [I9891 and by Landauer 
and Martin j1994)). It suffices here to iist the three main contenders: 
(1) The Wigner time (i.e., "phase time* or "group delsyn). 
(2) The Biittiker-Landauer time (i.e., "semiclassical tirnen). 
(3) The Larmor time (with Biittiker's modification). 
The Wigner time calculates how long it takes for the peak of a wave packet to emerge from the exit face of the 
tunnel barrier relative to the time the peak of the incident wave packet arrives at the entrance face. Since the 
peak of the wave packet in the Born interpretation is the point of highest probability for a click to occur (see 
the above Gedonkenerperiment), it is natural to expect this to be the relevant time for our experiment. This 
calculation is based on an mymptotic treatment of tunneling as a scattering problem, and utilizes the method 
of stationary phase to calculate the position of the peak of a wave packet. The reeult is simple: this tun- 
neling time is the derivative of the p h w  of the tunneling amplitude with respect to the energy of the particle. 
The Siittiker-Landauer time is based on a different Gedankenexperiment. Suppose that the height of the tun- 
nel barrier is perturbed sinusoidally in time. If the frequency of the perturbation is very low, the tunneling 
particle will eee the instantaneous height of the barrier, and the transmission probability will adiabatically 
follow the perturbation. However, as one increases the frequency of the perturbation, a t  some characteristic 
frequency the tunneling probability will no longer be able to adiabatically fallow the rapidly vwying pertur- 
bation. It is natural to define the tunneling time as the inverse of this characteristic frequency. The result 
is again simple: for opaque barriers, this tunneling time is the distance traversed by the particle (i.e., the 
barrier width d) divided by the absolute value of the velocity of the particle I v l  (In the classically forbidden 
region of the barrier, this velocity is imaginary, but its characteristic size is given by the absolute value). 
The Larmor time is based on yet another Gedankenerperiment. Suppose t h . t  the t,rlnneling particle had  a 
spin magnetic moment (e.g., the electron) Suppoee fi~rther that a magnetic field were applied to region of 
the barrier, but only to that region. Tken the ar-gle of precessiot~ of the spin of the tunneling particle is a 
natural measure of the tunneling time. However, 9iittiker noticed that in addition to this Larmor precession 
effect, there is a coneiderat)le tendency for the spin to align itaelf ither along or against the direction of the 
magnetic field during tunni:ling, since the energy for these two spir orientations is different. The total angular 
change of the tunneling partick's spin divided by the Larmor prec =ion frequency is Biittiker's Lmnor time. 
One coneequenre of the Wigner time ie the Hattman effect, in whch  the tunneling time saturate for opaque 
barriers, and approaches a ilnik limiting d u e  ss d becomes Icuge. The apparent mperlumindity of tun- 
neling is a consequence of this effect, since as d ie i n c r e d ,  t h m  is a point beyond which the saturated 
value of the tunneling time L exceeded by the vacuum traversal time d/c ,  and the particle appeam to have 
tunneled faeter than light. 
By contrast, the Biittiker-Landauer theory predicts a tunneliny, time which incresses linearly with d for 
op4ur. barriers, as one would expect clamically. For a rectangilar barrier with a height Vo << mc2, the 
effective velocity ] w l  is dways less than c. However, f ~ r  the pedodic structure whicb we used in our ex- 
periment, the effective velocity lvl at midgap is infinite, which i; a behavior even more superlumind than 
that predicted by the Wigner time. This fact makea it easy to dictinguish experimentally between these two 
theories of the tunneling time. However, we hasten to add that 4 he Biittiker-Landauer time may not apply 
to our experimental situation, as the Gedankenezperimen! on which it is based ia quite different from the 
one relevant to our experiment. 
Biittiker's Larmor time predicts a tunneling time which is indt pendent of d for thin barriers, but which 
asymptotically approaches a linear dependence on d in the opaqlle barrier limit, where it coincides with the 
Biittiker-Landsuer time. In our first experiment it was impossible to distinguish experimentally between thie 
time and the Wigner time. Only in our eecond experiment. could these two theories be clearly dietinguished 
from one another. 
Tlle Berkeley Experinlents 
The Two-photon Light Source 
30ntai~cous parametric down-conversion was the light source I sed in our exper~menk (Stainberg, Kwiat, 
md Chiao [1993]; Skinberg and Chiao [1995]). An ultraviolet (IJV) beam from a r ~  argon laser operating at 
a wavelength of 351 nm was incident on a crystal 3f p9tassium dihydrogen pboaphate (I<DP), whicb ' ps a 
x( ' )  nonlinearity. During the process of parametric down-conve*sion inside the crys~al, a rainbow . I  ..lany 
colors was generated in conical ernissiona around the ultraviolet aser beam, in which one parent UV photon 
broke up into two daughter photons, conserving energy and moinentum. The KDP crystal wae cut with an 
optic axis oriented eo that the two degenerate (i.e., equal energ.,) daughter photons at a wavelength of 702 
nm emerged at a small angle relative to each other. We used twc pinholes to select out these two degenerate 
photons. The size of these pinholes determined the bandwidth cf the light which passed through them, and 
the resulting siagle-photon wavepacketa had temporal widthe ar~mnd 20 fs and a bandwidth of around 6 nm 
in wavelength. 
The Tunnel Barrier 
The tunnel barrier conskted of a dielectric mirror with eleven quarter-wavelength layers of dkrnatcly high 
index mak,iai (titanium oxide with n = 2.22) and law i ~ d e x  material (fused silica with n -- 1.45). The total 
t h idmw of the eleven layers was 1.1 pm. This implied an in uacuo t r a v e d  time across the structure of 
3.6 f9. Viewed ss a photonic bandgap medium, this periodic structure had a lower band edge located at a 
wavelength of 800 nm and an upper band edge at 600 om. The tranmieeion coefficient of the two photons 
which were tuned near midgap (700 nm) was 1%. Since the transmission had a broad minimum at midgap 
campared to the wave packet bandwidth, there was little pulse distortion. The Wigner theory predicted 
at midgap a tunneling delay time of 2 fs, or an effective tunneling velocity of 1.8~.  The Biittiker-Landauer 
theory predicted at midgap mi infinite effective velocity, which implies a zero tunneling time. 
The Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer 
To achieve the femtosecond-scale temporal resolutions necessary for rneafuring the tiny time delays a s ~ t  
ciatcd with tunneling, we brought together thee two phdons by means of mirrors so that they impinged 
simult~eously a t  a beam splitter, before they were detected in coincidence detection. There resulted a 
natrow null in the coincidence count rate as a functiou of the relative delay between the two photons, a 
destrlrctive interfet.ln:e effect first o t ~ r v a d  by Hong, Ou, and Mandel j19871. The narrowness of this coin- 
cidence minimum, combined with a good signal-tenoise ratio, allowed a meaurement of the relative delay 
between the two photons to a precision of f 0.2 fs. 
A simple way to understand this twephoton interference i s  to apply Feynnian'a rules for the interference of 
tndistinguishable procesmes. Consider two photons impinging simultaneously on a 50/50 beam splitkt fol- 
lowed by two detectors io coincidence detection. When two simultaneous clicks occur a t  the two detectors, 
it is impossible even in principle to tdf whether both photons were reflected by the h a m  splitter or whether 
both photons were transmitted through the beam spiitter. In this case. Feynman's rules tell us k, add the 
proba'iility amplitudes for these two indistinguishable process, and then take the ahtolute square to find 
the probability. Thus the probablity of a coincidence count to occur is given by Jr2 + t2I2, where r is the 
complex reflectioc amplitude for one photon to be reflected, and i is the complex transmission amplitude 
for one photon to be transmitted. For a loesless beam spl~tter, time-reversal symmetry leads to the relation 
t = fir. Substituting this into the expression for the coincidence probability, and using the iact that irl = If 1 
for a 50f50 beam splitter, we find that this probability vanishes. 
Experimental Setup and Data 
A schematic of the apparatus we used to measure the tunneling time is given in Fig. 2. The delay between 
the two daughter photons was adjustable by means of the "trombone prism" mounted on a Burleigh inch- 
worm systen~, and was measured by means of a Heidenhein encodl:: with a 0.1 pm resolution. A posrtive sign 
of the delay due to a piece of glas5 was determined as correvpondirig to a motion of the prism towards the 
glass. The multilayer coating of the dielectric mirror (i.e., the tunnel bzrrier) was evaporated on only half 
of the glass mirror sahtrate. This allowed ,a to translate the mirror sc that the beam path p a w d  eithcr 
through the tunnel barrier in an wtual measurement of the tunneling time, or throitgh the uncolted half of 
the substrati. in a control exper~rrxnt. In this way, oiw could ob4.ain data wit,h and without, the harrier in the 
Figure 2: Schematic of the Eerkeley experiments to nttasun the tunneling time. 
Figure 3: (a) Coincidence rate vs delay (i .e.. the pogitioa of the tr.,mbone prism in Fig. 2) with and w i t h u t  
the tunnel b r i e r  (mirror) in the h a m  path at normal incidence. (b) The same with the mirror tdted 
towards Brewster's angle. 
beam, i.e., a direct cornparim between the delay through tht tui neling barncr and the delay for traversing 
an qua1  distance in air. The no rma l id  data obtained in this fasirion is shown in Fig. 3(aj, wit.h the barrier 
or:entcd at normal incidence (8 = 0'). Kote that the coincident. minimum with the tunnel barrier in the 
beam i s  shifted to a negatrw value of delay relative to that withc ut the barrier igr the beam This negative 
shift indicates that the tunneling delay is superluminal. 
To double-check the sign of this shift, which is crucial for the i:~terpretation of suptrlurniuality, we tilted 
the mirror towards Brewster's ang!~  for the substrate (8 = 56') where them is a very broad minimum in 
the reflection coefficient a a function of angle. Near Brewster's angle thie minimum is so broad that it is 
not very sensitive to the differencp between the high and low inelicea of the successivc~ layers of dielectrics. 
Thus to a good appmximrltion, the reflections from all layers va1,ish simultaneously near this angk. Hence 
the Bragg reflection responsible for the band gap disappm,  and the eMnesctnt wave behavior and the 
tunneling behavior seen near normal incidence disappsrs. The .%electric mirror s;muld than behave like a 
tbin piece of transparent glass with a posttive delay time relative t., that of the vacuum. Detailed calculations 
Figure 4- Tempord shifts of the minima seen in data such rs In Fig. 3 plotted as a function of incidence 
aagie, compared with tbe tbeon?kd predictions of the Wigner time ( d i d  curve) and of Biitt~ker's Larrnor 
time (longdashed curvej. The transrnkior, vs incidence angle (short-dashed line). All curves are for p 
polarixation. 
not using tht above approximaticms dso shew that at # = So, the sign of the shift shouM indcad revert to 
its normal positive value. 
The data taken in ppdaizatjoo at 8 = 55' in sbara in Fig. 3@). The rcvtrsal of the sign of the sh i  is 
clearly seen. Hemu, if we Lad made a in the sign of the shift in Fig. 3(a), so that the obeerd shift 
were u t u d l y  subiumind, titen tbe o k m d  shift in Fig. 3(bj must be siipcrlumind. Thus o m  is confronted 
with a cboicc of the data either in Fig. 8(a) or in Fig. 3(b) as showing o supcrlumind dfect. Simx we 
b o w  t L a  tbe delay in nciind ditiectriu as repreeened by Fig. 3(b) should be sublumind, this implies that 
tbe tunneling delay in Fig. 3(aj sboiild be superluminal. Tkrefore the data in Fig. 3(a) impl ie  that after 
traversing the tunnel harrier. :be peak of a photon wave packet arrived 1.47 f 0.21 fs earlier than i t  would 
had it traversed only vacuum. 
Another reason for tilting the mlrror is that one can tbmby distinguish between the Wigner time and 
Buttikex's Latmor time. as they differ ooosiderably in the ngmn near the band edge, which occurs near 
Bnwster's angle. This cac be: e n  in Fig. 4, where there is a considerable 8ivergence as the band edge 
is approubed between the solid line representing the theoretical prediction of the Wigner time, and the 
long-dashed line representing that of Biittiker's h m o r  time. The data points in Fig. 4 seem to rule 
o u t  Biittiker's L;rrnmr time [although agaiu we hasten to add that this thmry may not apply to our exper- 
iment). The agretmeot with tt'igner's theory is better, but there are discrepancies which are not u n d e r s t d .  
Other enpcrimcnts confirming the superiuminality of tunneling have b w n  performed 111 Cologne, Florence, 
and Vienna (Endcrs and Nimtz [1993], Ranfagni et al. 119931, Spiclmann et af [1994]). The Cologne and 
Florence. g r o u p  pfirf~rmed mlrrr.r-ave expeimenta. and the V~enna group performed a femt.osecond laser 
exper~nrent All these groups have confirmed the fIartman eflect One of thcsc groups (Heibmann ar,d Nimtz 
[1994]) has claimed to have #nt Mourt'r 40th sympboay at a r d  of 4 . 7 ~  thmugh a microware tunnel 
b r i e r  114 mrn long consisting of a periodic diekckic structure timiiu to our diekctric mirrrir. However, 
the futther implication that their experiment repraats violrbioa of causality is in our opinion unfousdcd 
(Chiao and Steinberg [lW7]). 
Rcccntly, cra experiment indicating tbe s i m u i m  exbtewe c4 two tunneliq times wm performed in 
Rennes (Balcou and Dutriaux [1997]). In frustrated total d a t i o n  (FTIR), the tunneling of phdoae through 
an air gap oaurs bet- two glm~ prians rben a light bum is nckht  upon this gap beyond the aitial 
angk The Rennes group obeuvcd in FTIR both a lateral dtsplot.rrtrart of the tunneling beam of ligbt and 
an angular deflectson d this beam. Tbae two &ccb were inkrprcted as evidence for trw different tunnding 
times that eimultMawsiy occuned in the same t u d g  barrier. The lateral d i i s e u n e n t  is related to the 
Wigner time, and the angular ddlestion k n l d  to the Biittiker-Lsndauer time. As evidence for this, the5 
cited the saturation of the beam displacement (the Hartman effxt), and the linear increaec of the beam 
ddkction, as the gap was iocressed. 
Conclusions 
The experiments at Berkeley and elsewhem thus indicate that the tunneling process is superluminal. In our 
opinion, this does nd imply that one cur eend a signrl (i.e., information) faskr than I i h t ,  despite claims to 
tbe contrary by Heitmurn and Nimtz [1994]. The group velocity cannot be identified as the signd velocity 
of special relativity by which a cause can be connecred to its e& . Rather, it is Sommerfeid's front velocity 
wbicb exclusively plays this rok, and we believe that it is thii l a r k  velocity which shouM be identifwd ur 
tbe true signd velocity (Chiao and Steinberg [1997]). 
Although the controversies amongst the varioua tunndiag thecrir have not yet been fully d v e d  by ex- 
periment, a good beginning bas ban made in this directron. In mrticular, it is now clear that one cannot 
rule out the Wigner time simply on the grounds that it yields a supetluminal tunneling time. It also appears 
that there may be more than o w  tunneIing time, and that diffumt ucperimenb with diffemnt operational 
definitions of this time may lead to different result. Hopefuliy, tle role of time in quantum mechanics will 
be further elucidated by t h e e  studies. 
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EPRcrpairncntsdaaoRstntettut~qunun,mecsraicguiibitsthtpropatyof 
~ l o c a l i r y . ~ e n f o r c a a e n t d ~ ~  ~ p e r t s d a n e ~ g k d q r r s a b t m s y s t c ~ ~ s  
o a a s ~ ~ s .  Narlot.alitywillbecirifiadadngthetmua3bdmtaprerrtiard 
quantum mdmics a d  the psibiiity of supatuminal e&cts (e-g., Easta-thsn-tight annmtgWon) 
from n o n w i t y m d  non-bear qaakmn ma%mics will b guuniaed 
1. BELL'S THEOREM AND QUANTUM NONLOCALITY 
Albert Eh&n disliked qrwtilar mccimics, as dcvebpcd by Hciseabag. SdrtCldinga. Dirpc, 
snddhas,barrmseithadfluvtystraage~tkatmhcadonmtoEinsein'sfindylwnedintuition 
andiindaslaadingodboarapmper~iwsemghttome. O v e r t h e ~ b e ~ a l i s t d  
obpctians to the various peculiarities d quantum mcdurnics. At the top dEinsteinls list of complaints 
was what he called "spooky actions at a distana". Eioslein's "spoaluness" is now called AOnlucality, the 
myste?ious ability d Nanse to e n f a  cmdations bdwem sqmra€ed but entangled pyis of a quantum 
sysan that arc aa d speedd-ligh amtact, to reach tPffa-ban-light across vast spotid distpnces or everr 
acrckfs time itself to ensure tAat tbe parts of a quantum system we made to m a .  To be m a  specific, 
locdity means that isdPtcd pnrts of any quantun mximical system out of spsebof-light cantact with 
c&r pprts of that sysl#n are ailowed to rdaSn defhtir tdalioaships a cmdatiaas only through munory 
d prtvious contact. Ndocadity means thd in qumm systems c m c h t h s  twt p s h k  I~Jw@ simple 
memuy are sanehow being c n f d  fasla-&-light aa~ss pace and time. NonWity. p a d k  
though h is, is  a fact of quantum systans which has been qeatcdly duncmstr2dc.d in iaboraw 
expaiments. 
in 1935 Einsadn, with his collobarours M s  M s l r y  and Nathan Rasen, published a list of 
objaaions to quantum mcdmics which hrrs cane to k known as "the EPR paper" (I], in which they 
lodged three cunptarna againa quantum mecbonics, m e  of which was aonlocalily. The EPR papa 
argued that "no real change" owld take plsct in ane system as a remit of a mtrrsurenent performed on a 
distant second mem, as quantum mechanics requires. 
A decades-long uproar in the physics Iituature fdlawed the publication of the EPR paper. The 
foundas dquantum mechanics tried to corne lo grips with the EPR criticisms. and a long incmclusive 
battle ensued. EPR suppater David Bohm introduced the Ration d a "local hidden variahie" theory, a 
parhlly reformulated alternative to athodox quantum mechanics that would replace quaatum mechanics 
with a thcuctical structure omitting the paradoxical features to which the EPR paper had objead. In 
Bohm's hidden-variable alternative, all correlation were established locally at sublight speed. 
Wmking physicists. however. pa~d little artention lo hidden variable theories. Bohm's approach 
was far less useful than orthodox quantum mechanics for cakulating the behavior of physical systems. 
Since it was m t l y  impossible to mdvc the EPfQbidda-vmirMe debPte by pafmmmg an 
txpaiment. physicisu tmded to ignae tbc whok conbovasy. Tile EPR obgdcm were considaed 
prabkms Tor p h d o q h a  and mystics, m o t  Real Physicists. 
in 1964thisprcqrtioAEJWr~ lobnS.Bdl,atbaonticplpbJnicistmgatheCE?RN 
~ i n ~ . p . o v a d m ~ r h a r a a w k i d r d e m o n s t n s a d ~ c a t n i n ~ t l ) t e s t s  
CUM distinguish the pratidians d q r t r a t ~ m  srecbaics fmm thrre d r a y  loal Biddtn-dbk  themy 
12.31. Wl, fd iowbrgdrekdofBaBaa,brdhredbis~saalm mammmtsdposirian and 
manentuA1,thtfclcusd~s~g~(S.btm~ltSdtbestirtesofpotarha(ionof 
pbatons d tight. 
Ex~Paan~dtrnprodnampholossiaapocessm'lada"~~inralvingtrvo 
successive quantum jumps. Because of angular lrnmnnnn a m r v a b n ,  if the atan begins and ends 
w i t h a o n e t v r g u l n r ~ . L b e i r r o p b o t a o s m ~  hsveartrwpdrriatians.Wbcngldrphataas 
~ v t l i n o p p o s i t e c t h s t i c m s , n g u l r r ~ ~ m g r 6 n s t h s t i f o n e d t b e p l r o Q a r s i s  
~ m h a v e a n r c d c f i n i l e ~ s t r t e . ~ a t b a ~ i s ~ b y q u ~ s m a r a c b a a i c s t o  
h a # e ~ l l y t b c s w a e p a E P r i z Y i o r r s t r t e , n o a r r t l a ~ ~ t i s m d c .  S I l c h c € m & e d ~  
p a i n a r c s a i d t o b c m a n " e n t m ~ ~ s t d e s .  ExperimentaitestsdBdSstheaern,dten~lad 
" E P R u ~ t s - , ~ y ~ c n ~ n g l a d p A a o l r s 6 m s s r h m ; ~ a ~ l k ~ .  
EA1upaimeats-tbccoinddmtmrinldtwoslrbphaaMr~asdsdthe 
appualus, as detected by quantum-sc~oitivt ~ t i p l i m  tubes r&r each pholon has passed thropgh a 
~ g ~ a ~ .  T h e ~ t i l t i p l i a s a t o p p a s i t e e a d r d 4 t ~ p o d P a ~  
pubwhich, what thyoccurat t h e ~ ~ , m n o o r d a l a s a  "ahcibcc"cr twopeataneveat Tbe 
rare R(8) d such coincident events is measwed wbar the two poluizatioR axes art oriented so as to makc 
a relative angle do. ntea 8 i s  drrtgal and h e  rate mcasoraaa t is r e p a d  until a ample& map of 
R(8) vs. 8 is  devdopcd. 
Bell's thaxan &als with the way in which the coinciderce rate R(8) of an EPR wpaiment 
changesasBs&l tshzaoandbbcoarespr~vdyia tgt r .  I k t l p w o d m a ~ l y t h a t f ~ a i I  
local hiddtn-variable kmis  R(8) must dmxcasc tinearly (a h) as 8 inuaes, i-e., the fastest pcssittk 
decrease in R(9) i s ~ d  toe. On tbeahahmdquaatam mdmiics predidsthatthcoourcrdenoe . . 
ratt is R(8) = R(0) ~as'(8). so that far smdl8 it will deucasc m~ghly as 4. Thedue, quantum 
mechanics and W s  Tbeorcm make qualitatively ditkrent predrctians abaut EPR measurements. 
When t w t h m i c s m a k e s u c h ~ y d i f f e r c n t  pre&imsPbauttbeoutconredthessme 
expaimenl, a mawrcwcnt can be palmned to test ahan. F a  q~ antum rnecbanics and Bdl's thamm 
this crucial EPR expaimart was pafmaed first in 1972 by Frecc man and Clausa(41, who dcmarstrated 
a 6 0 ( s i x E l a n d n r d d c ~ ) v i d r u i o n a C B e l l ' s ~ i t y .  Admde  W t h e  Aspaxgroupin W 
pafamed a saies d c k p t  "toophde closing" ex-& that dawn- 44% violatiars d Bell's 
ifquality t5.61. In these expaiments the pndictions afq- mechanics were always confirm&, and 
vay significant violatims of the Bell Inequalities ;tte democlstratcd. 
When the firs( exptrimcntal results fnm EPR cxpximeitts k c m e  availabk. they were widely 
inmetcd as e demanmtion that hidden vanable theories must be b e g .  This intapretation changed 
when it was realized that Bell's thaatrn assumad a local hiddcn ~ulabk theory, and that nonlocd hidden 
variable lheaia can also be con- that violate Bell's thearen and agree with the experimental 
mcasurmenls. The ossumptkm made by Bell that had bcen put I J the w, tke fae ,  was the assumption 
of locality, not the assumpon of hidden variables. Locality, as f romoced by Einstein, was found to be in 
mflia with experiment. 
Or to put it anotha way, the intrinsic nonlocality d qua,~tum mechanics has been demonstrated 
by the expaimentai tests of Bell's theorem. It has b m  experime~tally demonstrated that nature arranges 
(be comiatic*rs betwcm the p o h h h  d the two photons by stme fnstef-than-light mdmnism that 
v b W s  E i n e s  intuitials abut the intrinsic Mi of all MW processes. What Einstein called 
" s p o d r v P d i o n s a t a ~ ~ ~ i w ~ t p P r t d t b t a n y ~ t \ a t ~ ~ ~ c q u a a ~  &I. 
Einstein's faster-than-lighl spodrs cannot be igoaad. 
A c k i ~ ~ t h e ~ o f n m k d i t y i s p a h a p s ~ h a t .  Loc litymtkfarm 
af manay auld explain the amelah  of photon pdmzations for any one chaw d measrrrements, e-g.. 
vtrticaivs.hari#llltalpoki&at. I t i s f k ~ d t h e ~ t o ~ u s i n g m a n y d i f f u c n t  
~ ~ u ( o r e v e n c i r c r d a ~ ~ l i n c s t p d a r i t p t i 0 A ) t h a t k s d s t o t h e n e e d f o r n o n l o c a l i t y .  
To pia il uMtber way. if ym wac cmstructing a c h s i d  science-muscum simulstion af m EPR 
expaken1 (not asing txld photons). pu would aeed s i g d  nircs running from each mcwrement to 
tbtothertomrlrc(ttesirn~apar~eas~tummcchanicsdots. Nabweseanstohavesuch wires, 
butwtannaallcrwadto~tbun. 
2. NONLOCALITY AND THE TRANSACTIONAL 
INTERPRETATION OF QUA.NTW MECHANICS 
QumtummecB~glicstQM)wasinventcdintbciatc 19#)'swharananberrassingbodyaf~ew 
experimental facts fmn the rnkmmpk w d d  caridn't be explained by the Bccepted physics of the paiod. 
Heisenbag, Sduddhrp, Dirac, and dhas wed a mmkabk ambafim d intuition and brilliance to 
devise cleva ways d "gcttiag the right answer" hum a sef d arcane rnatsaBatical pocbdum. They 
~ a c c o m p f r i ~ ~ w i ~ t m d a s t a r r d i R g i n a n y b e s i c ~ w k p t t h e i r m ~ ~ n a l I y m e a n t .  
The m a t h m i d  h a k m  of quantum &ics is now mstd by all physicists, its use ckar and 
unambiguous. But even now, six decades later. its maning remains ummvcrsial. 
The part d the thaxy that gives meaning to the srathearaticst formalism is callcd the 
intcrpretaiort. For quantum mechanics there arc several comp&bg intapret9tims, with no general 
msensus as to which shouM be used. Tht mhodox i n t m t i o n  d w t u m  mechanics used 
(sparingly) in mast physics kxtbadrs was developed prhaity  by Bohr and Heismberg and is called the 
Copenhugen interprerurion (CI). it takes a "don't ask -- d d t  tell' appmrd, to the fmmdism which 
focusis exclusiwly m the outcomes of phm measurements and whicb farbids the pract ikr  fran 
asking qucstiars atxnst possible underlying mechanisms that produce the absmd effects. 
The nmlocality of the quantum mechanics bnnalism is a source of sane difficuity fa the 
Capenhap intap.aotion. It is aamnmdatcd in the C1 through Heisenberg's "knowledge interpretation" 
which views the quentum mechanical state ma (y) as a mathematicallyencoded description of Ihe state 
of abserver knowledge rather than as a b d p t i o n  of the chjective state of the system observed. Fa 
example. in I%O Heisenbag wrote. The act Mrecordmg, on thc other hand, which leads to the 
reduction of the flat. is not a physical, bur rather. so ro say. a marhcmatical process. With the sudden 
change of o w  knowfedge olso the mthcmatical presentation of our knodedgc undergoes of cowse a 
sudden change." The knowledge in-s accaunt of state wctor collapse and nmlocality as 
changes in knowledge is intanally msistent, but it i s  ratha subjemve, intellectually unappealing. and 
the suurce of much of Lhe recent misuse of the Copenhagen interpretation (e.g., "obsena-created reality"). 
An more objective alternative interpretation of the quantum mechanics formalism is the 
transactional inrerprccarion (TI) propied a decade go by the author. A reprint of the original paper(7.81 
can be found on the web at hrrp ~/lwww.npl.nazrhington.edulti. 
The bansact~onal intapretation, a leading alternative to the Copenhagen interpretation, uses an 
explicitly nonlocal transaction model to account far quantum events. This model d&bes any quantum 
event as a space-time "handshake" executed through an exchange of retarded waves (y) and advanced 
waves (y*) as symbdized in the quantum formalism. It is generalized from the time symmetric Lotenlz- 
Ditac~ynrmicsiaaodurxdbyDinrssdan"rbaorbatbary"asari~byWbadaand 
Feynmur[9,10]. Absarber thmy lads to exactly the sane prulictians as a n # n t h a i  electrodynamics, 
hrt it differs h n  the Wu in that it can* a twpway cltchanp, a " b ~ e W  b c t m  advanced and 
retarded waves scrass space-time kading to the expcaed transport d e n a g y  and mamcntum. 
Fig. 1 Schematic of on advanced-ret,zrded transaction 
This advancui-rumkd handshake, illuswted skmati  dally in Fig. 1, is the baPis lar the 
aaasactiaral intuprcmicm of quantum mdchlmics. It is a t w w  ~y canbact b d w m  the future and the 
past fa the purpa~c of wdsf&g enagy, momentum, etc, whill: M n g  all of the conservation laws 
and quantizatim anditiacls imposed at the emittal- taminating "boundaries" of the transaction. 
The transaclion is expbcitly nanlocal becausc the future is, in a limited way, affecting the past (at the level 
of enfmcing axrelations). 
To accept the Copenhagen interprelation me  must -4 the intrinsic pasitivism of the approach 
and its inteqmtatim of sdutioos d a simple = d a b  diffacntial equation combining momentum, 
mass. and energy as a malhematical description of the knowledge of an obsemr. Similarly, to accept the 
Iransactional inteqmalion it is nemsary to accept the use of &lanced solutions of wave equations for 
reb-oactiw conhat ion  of quantum event transacuons, which snlacks d backwards causality. No 
interpretation of quantum mechanics comes without amccpural t aggage that m e  find unacccpfahle. 
With the advanced waves empiayed in the transaaional inkqm4atkm it is  easy lo account fa 
m b l  effects. Fig. 2 shows a trsnsacCimai diagram af an EPR experintent, which in the TI invalves 
twin handshakes bctwaa bah rae;wltemorru 0, and W and Chc source (SO). The two-link transaction 
can arly s a w  ~ l ~ t g y .  -ban, and sag& ~ ~ l m e ~ t u m  camm&m laws if the mtPstrnmeni 
outcomes at DI Pnd & match Whm the saw m c a m a n m t  is made. Thus, the CQT-i bet- 
measurement wtoanes is enfarced, not acmss a spadike intawl. but across negative (y*) and positive 
(y) iightlikc intervals (if the EPR expaimcnt uses phmns). 'llmdore, the n o n i d i t y  of quantum 
mchanics i s  readily accmnted f a  by dre transactional intaprdation. 
Fig. 2 Transactional diagram of an EPR experiment. 
From one perspective the advanced-warded wave canbinations used in the van&onal 
&scription of quantum behavior are quite apparent in the SchtWinger-Dirac fmalism itself, so much so 
as to be almaa peinfillly obvious. Wigner's time nasal operator is, aftef all, just the operation of 
canflex conjugation, and the canpkx canjugate d a retarded wave is an advanced wave. What else, one 
midkt legitimately ask, could the ubiquitous pr* ndations of the quantum wave mechanics famalism 
possibly denoae except that the time revased (or admeed) c c l u n m  of nonnal (a retarded) ry wave 
fimctions are playing an implant  role in a quantum event? What could an overlap integral combining y 
with ly* represat uher than the probability of a tnrnsaaicn Wwgh an exchange of advanced and 
retarded waves? At minimum it should be clear that the transarlional inmprcmion is n d  a clumsy 
appccldage gratuitady grafted onto the famalism of quantum mechanics but rather a dwaiprion which, 
after one learns the key to the language, is found to be graphically re~resenled within the quantum wave 
mechanics fmalism its. 
Can quantum nmlocality be used fa faster-than-light <r backward-in-time communication? 
Perhaps, for example. a message could b !elegraphed from m measutemmt site of the EPR experiment 
lo the olher thrnugh a judicious choice of which measurement was performed. The simple answer to this 
question is "No!". Eberhard has used the mdard formalism of quantum mechanics to prove a theorem 
demonstrating the impossibility of such nonlocal superluminal communication [11,12]. Briefly, the 
quantum operators characterizing the separated measurements always commute, no matter which 
measurement is chosen. so ncn-iocal infarmation transfer is impossible. Nature's supcrluminal telegraph 
cannot be diverted to mundane human purpnses. 
3. NONLINEAR QUANTUM MECHANICS 
AND SUPERLUMINAL LOOPHOLES 
This prohibitkm @st supcrhnii c a n m u n W ,  s slaW a h  is a part d srandrrrd 
quantum mechanics. Hmwcws, tbis pdtibitkm is tu&cn if quailurn medranics is allowed to be slightly 
"non-linesr*, a t ecbn id  Lam meaning Lhrt utKn qaslem wfvts are supaimpaed they may garaPtc a 
mdJ ass-tam not p t a n t  in the amdud fandima S m  Weiabeg, Nobd hurerdt fa his 
lhcaetical wdL in milying the aad wak i n m s ,  inmtiptal a themy which 
introduces small m-lineat  amxt ions  so rdondptd quantum m-hoab [131. ?he onsel of nan-linear 
behavia i s  seen in dher areas of physics, e.g., her light in certain media, and, he suggested, might also 
be pnsent kit unnolictd irr  quantum mechsaics. Weinbag's MI-linear QM subtly alters certain 
p r w e s  of the standard theory, producing new physical effeclc that can be dcrected through precise 
meamancnts. 
Two years ofta Weinbag's m-linw QM tbeay was ~blishal, Jos@ k k b h k i  published a 
papa demanscdling that Wanbcrg's nar-linesr upezl thc betrrnce in quantum mechanics that 
prevents superiuminal coc~nunication using EPR expefhmts [14]. 'Ihrwgh the near m-linear  effects, 
scparateA lntesuramnls on the same quantum system begin to "talk" to each aha and faster-than-light 
and/or backward-in-time signaling baconres possible. Pdcbinski describes such an arraitgzmc~t as an 
"EPR telephone". 
The Weinbergklchinski wa-k had impLications that s e  dewsating for the Copenhagen 
- mnar repmentation of the wave f u n u  as "obewx kmwkxige". Pckhinski has shown that a tiny non 1' 
modificatMIl transfnms the "hidden" nonlacality of the standart1 QM fannelism into a manifest ptoperty 
that can be usxi f a  mlocal o b s e r v # - m  cammamicaticwr. 'Rtis is completely ~nansistent with 
the Copenhagen "knowledge" inreapretatim. 
Thus. the Copenhagen interpruation is not "robust" be- it is incon-t with a tiny 
modification of the standard fcrmalism. The transactid intaprelation. on the other hand, can easily 
accommodate this modification of h e  fnmalism and is robust e w g h  to be tested and d i e d  (or 
falsifiedj by the same effect. If quantum mechanics has any ddxtable nonlinearity, we get a faster-than- 
light and backwards-in-time telephone. 
But is quantum mechanics non-linear? Alomic physic.. experiments have ban used by sevrral 
expaimental groups to ttsl Weinbag's non-linear (heay. So fa*, these tests have all been negative, 
indicating that any nan-linearities in the quantum f d i s m  ar: extremely small, if they exist at all. 
These negative d t s  are not surprising, however, beauure the atomic aansiticins used involve only a few 
electron-volts of enagy. If quantum mechmics does have non- inear popa(ies, they would expected to 
depend an energy and to appear mly at a very high energy s c . :  and particuiatly at the highest eneagy 
densities. Weinbag-Pdchinslri tesls should be made, if p s i M - : ,  with Me highest m g y  particle 
accelaatars. Fahaps thcn we can find out what mnedions  m~ght be made with Polchinski's EPR 
telephone. 
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As a BOW condensate, superconductors provide novel conditions for 
revisiting previously proposed couplings between electromagnetism and gravity. 
Strong variations in Cooper pair density, large conductivity and low magnetic 
permeability define superconductive and degenerate condet~sates without the 
traditional density limits imposed by the Ferrni energy (-10-6 g cm3). Recent 
experiments have reported anomalous weight loss fa ~r a test mass suspended above 
a rotating Type 11, YBCO superconductor, with a relatively high percentage change 
10.05-2.1%) independent of the test mass' chemical composition and diamagnetic 
properties. A variation of 5 parts per 1W was reported above a stationary (non- 
rotating) superconductor. In experiments csing a sensitive gravimeter, bulk YBCO 
superconductors were stably levitated ir. a DC magnetic field 2nd e~posed without 
levitation to low-field strength AC magnetic fields. Changes in observed gravity 
signals were measured to be less than 2 parts in 1iY of the nomni gravitationaf 
acceleration. Given the high sensitivity of the test, future work will examine 
variants on the basic magnetic behavior of granular superconductors, with 
particular 6:xus on quantifying their proposed importance to gravity. 
Extending the early experiments on graqeity and electromagnetic effects bv 
Faraday (11 and Blackett (21, Forward [3] first prljposed unique gravitational tests for 
superconductors in an electromagnetic field: "Since the magnetic moment and the 
inertial moment are combined in an atom, it ma) be possible '-0 use this property to 
convert time-varying electromagnetic fields into time-varying gravitational fields." 
Recent experiments [4-5) have reported that for a variety of different test 
masses, a Type-11, high temperature (YBCO) superconductor induces anorilalous 
weight effects (0.05-2% loss). A single-phase, dense bulk superconducting ceramic of 
YBa2Cu307-d was helu at temperatures below 60 K, levitated over a toroidal 
solenoid, and induced into rotation using coils with rotating magnetic fields. This 
phenomenon has  no explanation in  the standard gravity theories. 
Without superconductor rotation, a weil;ht toss of 0.05% was reported, a 
relatively large value which has been attributed to buoyancy corrections [6]  or air 
currents (71 until further details of the experiment elaborated upon measurements 
in closed glass tubes encased in a stainless steel t ox. Three theoretical explanations 
have been put forward to account for a possiblt* gravitational cause: shielding [4], 
absorption via coupling to a Bose condensate (5, 81 and a gravito-magnetic force [Y- 
11). The symmetry requirements of each explanation are different, as are the need 
for magnetic fields or superconductor rotation; most notably an  absorption 
mechanism (based on an instability in the quadratic part of the Euclidean 
gravitational action in the presence of a Bose condensate [5,8]) may not require an 
external EM field (except to generate density flu(-tuation in ihe Cooper pairs), while 
gravitomagnetic effects in the ion lattice f9-111 iepend on a time-varying gravito- 
magnetic potential, iAg!':t. Careful experimt nts must identify and isolate the 
relativz importance of thermal, magnetic, and any gravitational components. 
5.up~rcot~ductlrzg Dtsk 
To achieve large area superconductors, tw3 configurations were employed. A 
bulk, melt-textured YECO disk (10 cm diameter, 1.25 cm height) was used with 
mostly square-like multidomains I121 with sizes up to 5 mmz. The disk levitated 2-6 
cm above a cylindrically symmetric, permanent magnet (<B>=0.52 T) with one 
central south pole and four peripheral north poles. Both the verticat and horizontal 
inhomogeneity of the magnetic field pins magnetic flux lines in the superconductor, 
damps oscillhtions and levitates rigidly within a continuous range of possible stable 
positions and arientations. A second set of 4 parallel pole AC magnets (B=600 
Gauss; characteristic oscillatio~l time of 0.75 s) did not levitate (but induced AC 
resistive losses in) the superconductor. Thus gravitational results were reported for 
both DC and low field strength AC effects on bulk YBCO superconductors. 
Melt-texturing [see e.g. 131 was based on solidification of the Y-123 phase 
through the peritectic temperature (1020 C in air, following the reaction 
YzBaCuOs + liquid phase-->YBazCu@,, 
The second configuration introduced a compatible base dimension (15 cm x 20 
cm) comparable to the actual footprint of the gravity measurement. An array of 48 
single-domain YBCO hexagons (2.03 cm x 0.63 cm thick) was machined with a 
central hole and fabricated into a network. The surface of the hexagonal samples 
were examined using SEM (Fig. 1). To maximize the levitation force, the single 
domain hexagons showed high criticat current densities (104 Alcrn2 at 77K in a 1 T 
field) and when field cooled, a maximum trapped field of over 0.4 T in the presence 
of a 2 T applied field [13]. The hexagons were melt-processed using a top-seeded 
technique and nucleated at the surface of a flat Ndl+xBaZ-xCu30y single crystal and 
epitaxially grown with a favorable temperature gradient. Diminishing gains in 
levitation force are observed for thicknesses >O.S cm. Microcracks (141 from over 70 
thermal cyclings introduce <3% variatior! in the levitation force F, where above the 
first critical field, H,,, the force F otherwise depends on processing technique, a 
geometric factor, A, the critic4 current density, J, and the size of the shielding 
current loop, r, as: 
F=! A J r grad H d V  (1). 
Further increases in the repulsive f~rce,  F, depenj on increasing J or r. 
Instrumentat ion 
Magnetic flux density was measured to 2 T with a Hall effect device 
unidirectionally over a sensing area of 0.093 cm2. Gravity was computer-monitored 
using a modified LaCoste-Romberg gravimeter (151. The instrument reports very 
small changes in the gravitational force a c t i ~ g  on a mechanical spring-mass. 
Gravitational changes are expressed as the ele-trical force (measured as voltage) 
required to maintain the spring-mass system at a predetermined position (the null 
point). The dimensions of the gravimeter's base were 38 cm x 26 cm, with 
instrumental resolution in the variation of gravity of one part per 10 billion 
(resolution, 10-7 crn s-2; repeatability, 10-6 cm s-2; average operating condi ticns, 
>5x10-6 cm s-2). The observed gravity value inciudes tidal corrections varying with 
time and location (measured on &satellite GPS [is], where an error of one mile [one 
minute of latitude or longitude] or equivaientl!. one minute in time will cause an 
error of 1 pGal (10-6 cm s 2 )  in the tidal correcti m). Approximately 1 pGal of error 
results from a 9 arc second leveling error, which is automatically calculated and off- 
level corrections are included in the final value The instrument's range is 5 x10-3 
crn S-2 without resetting the counter, which would correspond in the present 
experiments to full scale readings for less thar~ one part per million variation in 
gravity [16]. Instantaneous gravity was recorded at 1 s intervals and displayed with a 
variable averaging time interval of 1-15 s. Calibration was done using the USAF 
Gravity Reference Disk fur a local absolute measurement, then relative tests were 
conducted: I )  height variation (I rn) of the gra~imeter altitude (-300 microGal/m); 
2) uncorrected and corrected tidal measure~nents over 12 hours; 3) thermal 
constancy for internal instruments (+c0.3 C) during a 20 C external temperature 
variation. The results of these three calibration steps are shown in Fig. 2. 
Vibrrition, buoyancy and thermal isolatiolt 
The mass-spring system is insensitivt* to longitudinal and transverse 
vibration and the instrument was placed on large concrete blocks to isolate the 
vertical direction from background disturbances. The instrument box is sealed from 
outside air to avoid any small apparent change in the buoyancy of the mass and 
beam with air pressure; in the event of leakage, a buoyancy compensator is added as 
counterweight to the balance arm and its mass/volume ratio removes 98% of any 
change in atmospheric pressure should the sensor enclosure leak. The gravimeter is 
temperature compensated with a thennistor heating circuit at 53.7 C; the box itself is 
thermostated externally and internally. When placed 5 inches above a 1 liter 
straight-walled dewar of boiling liquid nitrogen (77K), thermal variations were 
monitored at <9.05 C tor internal temperature and ~ 0 . 7 0  C for external temperature 
in the course of 0.8 hours. 
Magnetic isolation 
To maintain relative magnetic isolation, few ferrous metal parts are used. 
The meter is demagnetized, then installed in a double metal shield (magnetic 
saturation 9.75 T). In some measurements, a 1.3 crn thick iron plate (1 m x 1 m) was 
used as a base plate separating the gravimeter from the magnet and superconductor; 
iron's high magnetic permeability diverts or shunts the magnetic flux. Measured 
flux reductions at the instrument were approximately l f  10 the unshielded value for 
0.5 T permanent magnets. Without magnetic leakage, the nearly quadratic dxay  of a 
DC magn~tic field was also accounted for using spatial isolation. 
Geometric Constraints 
Magnetic levitation forces depend on the magnet and superconductor 
geometry, as does the apparent iack oi a height dependence for observations of 
changes in the gravitational force above a superconductor [4-51. Above the 
permanent (0.4-0.5 T) magnets, the flux inten+v decays quadratically to a value of 
50-120 Gauss at the gravimeter when leveled 23 crn atmve the magnet and 18 cm 
above the YECO disk or array. The superconductor was either field cooled (FC tc 77 
K using liquid N2) in contact with the magnets (flux-trapping) or zero field cooled 
(ZFC or flux excluding) and then stably levitated in a foam walled cryostat to an 
average height of 2-6 cm. 
For both FC and ZFC superconductors, a ceductive protocol [17] can separate 
the thermal, magnetic, and superconductive ccntributions, while the gravimeter 
remains stationary and a wheeled platform is moved beneath it. This protocol has 
the additional feature of excluding eddy currtbnts from influencing the gravity 
measurement, since the magnetic field is not ACI over the relevant time scale. The 
magnitudes of the various contributions to 3n apparent gravity change are 
summarized succintly below. 
As indicated in Figure 3, vibration is measured wilh an empty platform 
moved underneath the gravimeter (4-3x10-6 cm s-2); cryogenic contributions to 
instrument drift are measured with an open cryostat of boiling liquid nitrogen 
moved underneath the gravimeter (15 cm below the baseplate, <2x10-6 cm s-2); 
magnetic contributions are measured with the nagnets alone moved underneath 
the gravimeter (4x10-6 cm s-2); cryogenic YBCC superconductor contributions are 
measured with a zero field cooled disk moved underneath the gravimeter in the 
absence of any magnetic effects (<2x10-6 cm s-2); and finally the static (non-rotating) 
but magnetically pinned superconductor contribl~tions are measured with both the 
zero field cooled and field cooled disk or array moved underneath the gravimeter 
(<2-5x10-6 crn s-2). When measured multiple times, the effects of each contribution 
are seen as a series of step functions with a repeatable offset which constrains its 
relative importance. Using a simifar protocol measured AC effects using the 
parallel pole magnets showed a similar but smallc~ influence (Fig. 4). 
Discussion 
Error Analysis 
Error analysis is critical to this experi.ncant. The reports from Podkletnov 
range from a 0.05% to 2% peak weight loss. For ti eir 5.48 g silicon dioxide test mass, 
these values correspond in absolute values to 2 74 to 109.6 mg. These vaiues are 
large relative to traditional gravity experiments, which have reported no gravity 
shielding to one part in 10 billion for a variet) of materials. For comparison, a 
standard level, electronic toploading ba!ance has specifications of: repeatability, 10.5 

contribution to a change in gravity of a static su~erconductor in a constant magnetic 
field was measured as less than 2 parts in 1 0 b f  the normal gravitational 
acceleration. 
This measurement extends an approxiinately 4-5 order of magnitude 
improvement over that previously obtained v, ith the use of an opto-electronic 
balance [4-51 instrumented without either the-ma1 or magnetic compensation. 
An important question remains unreso ved, namely whether any small 
magnitude of gravity variation has a theoretical explanation. Among the three 
possible theories (shielding, absorption, or gravitomagnetic counterforces), these 
results are more relevant to an absorption mechanism based on local density 
fluctuations. This interpretation is not particulz rly sensitive to the magnetic field 
configurations, which the experiments reported here are not optimized to probe. it 
is an open question whether the fluctuations of citrrier density in superconductors at 
transition, would be sufficient to perturb any grasritational coupling and thus induce 
a signal. Regardless of the relative orders of magnitude, a coupling term (quadratic) 
to Euclidean gravity based on the Bose condensate and radial absorption does not 
necessarily require either rotation or a magnetic field to induce density fluctuations 
in the Cooper pairs, particularly in the limit of in inite conductivity. 
Relative to a gravito-magnetic force 19-11; 181 which depends more 
particularly on an AC magnetic drive or source term, aAg/at, the static case more 
strongly constrains interpretations based on either simple material shielding (4-51 or 
absorption of gravity [8]. In ccncordance with th 2 Schiff-Barnhill and DeWitt effects 
(181, the residual internal electric and magnetic f i f  Id generated (by lattice distortions 
arising from the solid's tendency internally to co~nteract gravity) do not go to zero 
at the onset of superconductivity. DeWitt desxibes the result a s  "free-floating 
electrons," but in any case, the linear combinatio~s of electromagnetic terms are the 
relevant terms to describe. The coupled role of ion lattice distortion in a gravity 
field modifies both the internal electric field (Sh~ff-Barnhill effect) and the internal 
magnetic field (DeWitt effect), much akin to a g -avitational analog to the Zeeman 
shift. Thus the gravitomagnetic permeability is persistant and finite, whiIe the 
magnetic permeability goes to zero. In mks units, the gravitomagne~rc field, Bg, has 
dimensionality of 1 /time and equals the precessional angular velocity for the ions 
or "quasi-bodies" possessing spin. If an appropriate geometry arises that can induce 
organized (partially aligned) or precessional ion motion, then any observed 
gravitomagnetic field strength (2%?) will experimentally translate to a proportional 
contribution from any non-zero angular momenta, including ions, vortices or 
larger percolation centers. Vortices also can possess spin angular momentum (in 
Type I1 superconductors) and can be regarded as a quasi-body; they should also be 
subject to precession. The rotating verion of this exptriment will be reported in 
subsequent work. 
Criteria for Future Work 
Some further considerations for deductive experiments should inciude a 
mapping of the various effects and their potential artifacts. 
Absorption vs. Shielding of Gravity 
Appropriate geometries should test for weight loss above and below the 
superconductor. An absorption mechanism can be speculated to lead to weight loss 
in the neighborhood of the superconductor (including below and to the sides), while 
a strict shielding or shadow effect would lead to no weight loss except directly above 
the disk. 
Height deyendence 
The suprising lark of height dependence in Podkletnov's results poses a 
number of problems for theoretical interpretation. The reported weight loss did not 
change within one part in a thousand over a distance ranging from 10 cm to 3 m. A 
traditional l /r2 force would be expected, on the contrary, to vary over 3 orders of 
magnitude over this distance. Unless the length scale of any proposed force field is 
exceedingly long, then the interaction would not correspond to any traditional 
electr~~magnetic, gravitational or gravitomagnetic description. In the linear 
approximation, the gravitvmagnetic force shares a similar Maxwellian description. 
The usual picture would ascribe much longer characteristic lengths to 
gravitomagnetism, but would share the same characteristic decay as the EM field. 
Buoyancy and convection 
There is some incongruity reported between the various groups on the effects 
of air pressure on the weight measurement. Since the first dramatic observatisns by 
Podkletnov involved rising aerosol particles, considerable attention must be paid to 
the effects oi buoyancy, air currents and thermal c.onvection. These effects should be 
eliminated by taking the weight measurement under vacuum conditians, which 
has the additional feature of excluding any stray ultrasonic or buoyancy corrections. 
Podkletnov has noted a 2% drop in air pressure n a cylindrical air space above the 
superconductor, although Modanese interprets the latest set of weight measurments 
as occuring under vacuum conditions. The buoyancy corrections under lower 
atmospheric prssure  would account for weigh: loss and have a long history in 
gravity experiments as  giving analous conclusi~ns. Bull (1995) has treated these 
effects in the cci~text of the Finland experiment. A simple test of con~.rective effects 
is either temperature control cr variation in the aerodynamic shape (cross-section) 
of the test mass while keeping the same material and mass. Moldable wax provides 
a convenient way to vary independently the sllape, while keeping material and 
mass constant. 
Electromagnetic coupling 
With time-varying magnetic fields, the ~roduction of eddy currents can 
produce substantial levitation effects; induce11 diamagnetic effects should be 
measured independently, but different material; of the same mass will typically 
produce several orders of magnitude difference in the repulsive force. Relatively 
low cost shielding foils are cominercially avai1,rble with specifications of 1 /  1000 
reductions in electrostatic (Cu or A1 foil laminales), eiectromagnetic (Ni or Fe foil 
laminates) and stray radio-freq. fields (CujAl foil laminates). Thus an intelligently 
nested isolation box is essential to meaninf1.11 interpretation of the results. 
Decot~plrrtg changes t n  the gravtty frorn chnlzges in moss in the weigllt 
m e a s u r e m e n t  
One method to decouple changes in mass from any measured changes in the 
gravitational acceleration is called the Wilberforce pendulum, named after Lionel 
Robert Wilberforce (1861-1944), a demonstrator a: the Cavendish Laboratory in 
Cambridge, England around the turn of the century. It consists of a mass suspended 
from above by a spring. Such a pendulum has three 'nodes of osciIlation: 1) the 
ordinary swinging mode, 2) an oscillation along the axis of the spring and 3) a 
torsional (twisting) mode. If the resonant frequencies of the second two modes are 
nearly identical and one mode is initially excited, the other mode will slowly acquire 
energy, and the energy will slowly transfer back and forth between the modes. 
The swinging mode of the Wilberforce pendulum is independent of test 
mass, but depends on gravitational acceleration. A change in the angular frequency 
above the superconductor would indicate direct variation in gravity. The angular 
frequency of the swinging mode is given by (g/L)l/2, where g = 9.8 m/s2 and L is the 
length of the pendulum. The spring reciprocation mode is idenpendent of 
gravitational acceleration, but inversely proportional to the square root of mass. A 
change in the oscillation frequency of the spring above the superconduc dr would 
indicate direct variation of the test mass value. The frequency of the spring 
oscillation is given by (k/m)1/2, where k is the spring constant and m is the mass 
supported by the spring. Finally, the torsional frequency is given by (K/I)ll2,where K 
is the torsional constant and I is the moment of inertia of the suspended mass. 
Usually the moment of inertia is controlled by having several bolts threaded into 
the mass in a symmetric arrangement. Nuts threaded on the bolts can then be 
moved back and forth to change the moment of inertia without altering the mass. 
'Thus the two frequencies can be made nearly equal. 
If there were no coupling between the modes, the energy in each mode would 
remain constant, ignoring friction, and the modes could be excited in Eny 
combination with no subsequent interaction. In reality, the stretching of the spring 
produc>s a small torque that excites the torsi~mal mode. Che torsional mode, in 
turn, 611ternately stretches and compresses the spring, exciting the spring mode. The 
necessity of having :he frequencies nearly equal is that the coupling between the 
modes is small, and thus the energy must be t-ansferred over a number of cycles. 
The effect is quite impressive if the frequencies are carefully adjusted. This is an 
example of a harmonic oscillator driven at its resonant frequency by a smaIl driving 
force and provides an exotic, but potentially novel way to clarify interpretation of 
the results in the event of a measured weight loss. 
In addition to supercor\=',uctors, other Bose condensates such as superfluid 
heiium have been investigated for gravitomagnctic field exclusion [19], but the low 
thermal conductivity of helium limits measurable power transfer from an AC 
magnetic iield by several orders of magnitude below a YBCO superconductor. 
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Fig. d. Experimental results for measured DC-magnetic field and gravimeter 
fluctuations (baseline plus magnetic, thermal anti superconductive contributions). 
Ii not otherwiw indicatd the vertical axis is appi rent gravity in rrnits of milli-&Is 
or 10-3 cm 5-2. See text for protocol details. 
Fig. 4. Experimental results for measured AC-magnetic field and gravimeter 
fluctuations fbaseline plus magnetic, thermal and superconductive contributions). 
If not otherwise indicated the vertical axis is apparent gravity in units of milli-Gals 
or If33 cm s4. See text for protctcol details. 
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ABSTRACT: p 
in 1983, Ambjem and Wolfram produced plots of the energy density of the quantum mechanical ekctromagnelic 
fluctuations in a vdumc a# vaarum bounded by ptrfectly conducting walls in the shape of a racrangular cavity of 
dimensions a,, a,, and 4, as a function of the ratios a,/a, and %/a,. W i n s  of these plots are double-valued, in that 
they aliow rcdanguiar cavities with the same value of Gal, but d i f f e m  values of da,,  to have the same total 
energy. Using these double-valued regions of the plots. 1 show that it is possibk to define a "Cllsimir Vacuum 
Energy Exvaction Cycle" which apparently would allow for the endless extraction of energy from the vacuum in the 
Casimir cavity by cyclic manipulation of the Cesimir cavity dimensions. 
INTRODUCTION: 
One of the ycl untapped possible sources of energy 
for advanced propulsion systcnts is the quantum 
mechanical dectnwnagntlic fluctuation energy in the 
vacuum of empty space. Since the electromagnetic 
fluctuation energy exists everywhere except inside 
conductors, such an energy source could be tapped 
anywhere the using vehicle goes. This paper 
describes a method of cyclically manipulating thc 
dimensions of a Casimir cavity which appears to 
result in the exuaction oC energy from the vacuum 
contained within the Casimir cavity during onc . 
poruon of the cycle, without the need to supply 
energy back into t!! Casimir cavity vacuum during 
the other portions of the cycle which return lhe cavity 
dimensions to their original state. 
CASIMIR CAVITY ENERGY: 
C)ne of the ma~osoopicdly observable effects of the 
electromagnetic fluctuations of the vacuum predicted 
by the themy of quantum elecmdynamics, are the 
forces produced by the vacuum fluchaticn energy on 
the conducting walls of a "Chsimir cavity". Casimir 
(1948) predicted that the vacuum between two 
conducting metal plates would have less energy than a 
similar region of vacuum not bounded by cnnducting 
platcs. He also meted that Iht: two uncharged 
conducting plates would experience an amactive f- 
Those forces were measured by Lamonaux (1947). 
and they agreed with the Casimir predictions to 
within 5%. The two closely-spacad conducting plates 
of the standard Casimir experiment are an extreme 
example of a more general Casimir cavity such as a 
sphere or box. For this paper we will conctnvatc on 
nxmngular Casimir cavities, when  the two close1 y- 
spaced conducting plates would be replaad with a 
reaangular cavity in the shapt of a pizza box. 
The energy density of the electromagnetic vacuum 
fluctuation energy in a rectangular Casimir cavity has 
been calculated in detail by Ambj0m and Wolfram 
(A&W 1983). They assumed an empty, perfectly 
conducting, rectangular box of dimensions a,, a?, and 
4. They then calculated Lht "energy divided by 
volume" of the vacuum in the box for the case of a 
n u m b  of different heoretically possibie fields. The 
case we will use is when the vacuum inside the cavil) 
contains the quantum mechanical fluctuations of a 
"massless vector field". We will assume that the 
A&W phrase "energy divided by volume' is 
equivalent b "energy d e n l j  , and that the phrase 
"massless vvector field" is he e l ~ g n c t i c  fidd. 
A&W (1983) found that the energy density in a 
Csimir cavity can k either positive, negative, or 
irxro. depending upon the &&g of the cavity, When 

CASIMIR VACUUM ENERGY 
EXTRACTION CYCLE: 
There are many conceivable vacuum energy exwtion 
cycles which can be conjured up from studying 
f ig .  I ,  but the most convincing Casimir Vacuum 
Energy Extraction Cycle uses the zero energy density 
t w e .  The minimum volume rectangular cavity 
which lies on the zero energy density curve is the 
rectangle with relative dimensions of I x 3.3 x 1. 
Since the energy density of this cavity is zero, then 
the total energy in the volume is zero, independent of 
the scale of the cavity. The vacuum inside this cavity 
shape seems to be similar to that of an unbounded 
vacuum. 
We will now cyclically manipulate the dimensions of 
the cavity as shown in Fig. 4. We start with the 
cavity shape a,=l.  a,=3.3, a,=1.0. Hdding a, and a, 
mnsml,  we make an ifinitesimal increase in the 
cavity dimension a, from 1.0 to 1 .O+. This should 
requirt no energy since the Casimir energy in the 
cavity is zero, which usually means the forces on the 
walls of the cavity are zero. We have now mc ed 
into the region of the plot where the energy density in 
the cavity is positive. According to the usual 
interpmtation. a positive rncrgy density in a Casimir 
- ' woduces an m?:*ard or repulsive force on the 
walk* the Casirnir cavity. We now permit the 
walls o, mining the dimension a, to continue to 
move outward under the npulsive Casimir force. 
During this forced expansion mode, we can use either 
mechanical or electrical iforward 1984) means t o  
extract energq from the moving walls. 
Fig. 4 - Zen, Energy Cur e ('asimir Cycle 
'fhe outward force on the walls will grow larger as a, 
increases, then smaller, until a, naches the point 
1 .US, but all during the change from 1.0 to 1.85, the 
force on the wall is outward, and energy can be 
extmcted t m  the forcefully moved wall during that 
part of the cycle. Since the f m  on the wall is 
produced by h e  positive Casimir encrgy density of 
the vacuum, one can draw the conclusion that the 
energy extmckd came from the vacuum. 
With the shape of the cavity now at a,=i. +=3.3. 
+=I  .85, we afe back to a cavity shape which is on 
the .fin, constant energy density curve. With zero 
energy density and zero total erergy in the Casirnir 
cavity, there should be x r u  force on the walls. We 
now hold a, constant at 1 .O. and decrease a, from 1.85 
to 1.75, while at lhe same time incnasing a, from 
3.3 to 3.4, in such a way as to have the shape of the 
resultant (hsimir cavity always nmain on the ~ r o  
energy density curve. Since the forces on the wall are 
zern, no energy should be required lo move those 
walls. We are now at the Casimir cavity shape given 
by a,=1.0, qr7.4, a,=1.75. We now continue the 
cycle by holding a, at 1.0. and decreasing a, fmm 
1.75 to 1 .O, while at the same time decreasing a, 
fmm 3.4 to 3.3 in such a manner that each 
intermediate shape m m m s  to a point along the 
zeto energy density curve. Since there is wo energy 
density in the Casimir cavity, there should be zero 
force on the walls and no energy should be qu i red  to 
move the walls during this portion of the cycle. We 
have now reachtd the beginning shape of a,=1.0. 
+=3.3, and a3= 1.0 and completed the cycle. During 
one portion of the cycle, when the walls determining 
a, were allowed to expa~ld from 1.0 to 1.85 under the 
outward Casimir force, we were able w extract energy 
from the vacuum electromagnetic fluctuations in h e  
Casimir cavity. During the m t  of the cycle, when 
the shape oi the rk imir  cavity was adjusted so that 
the shape followed the zzro constant energy density 
curve, there should be no Casimir forces on the walls 
of the cavity. I f  so, no energy was required to move 
the walls and no energy was returned to the cavity. 
We thus seem to have identified a "f'aqirnir Vacuum 
Energy kxtraction Cycle" which obtains energy from 
the vacuum during one portion of the cycle, hut is 
not required to return that energy during the remaining 
p)rtions of  the cycle. thus endlessly extracting energy 
f m  the vacuum with each cycle completed. This is 
an extraordinary corn lusion if it IS true. Extraord~nai y 
conclus~ons require extraordinary wecautions during 
analysi\ a\ well as extrdordimry proof obmned by 
enmmely canful experimental measurements. It 
could be the anomalous result was obtained because 
of either sloppy plotting by A&W (1983) or by my 
reading of mote into their plots than is warranted. If 
one looks at the original pot of Fig. 1, the zero 
energy density line is very thick. Although it looks 
like the curve is double-vaiucd at ciLher a,la,=3.3 or 
aJa,=3.3, it could be that the aaual data is always 
single-valued for all values of + and q. in 
contradistinction, the negative energy density curves 
am doublavalucd, so the zero energy 
density curve is also probably double-valued. It is 
also possible that the A&W calculations are wrong, 
and the doublevalued curves of constant negative 
energy density arc wrong, and should look more like 
the single-valued quarter-circles seen in the p i t i v e  
energy density region. The nccnt calculations of 
Hacyan, et al. f 1993). which generally agree with 
those of A&W, make that unlikely. 
T.A.N.S.T.A.A.F.L ALERT!!!: 
'There Ain't N o  Such Thing As A Free Lunch' - 
This del~htely-illiterate "catch phrase" f m  one of 
Heinlein's books applies equally well to bar lunch 
counters. stock markets, grocery check+ut stands, and 
physics. But.. using the accepted thcorics and 
models for the behavior of Casimir cavities under the 
idutna of the quantum machanical ekctraina@c 
fluctuaLions of the vacuum, 1 have described a method 
of manipulating the shape of a Casimir cavity in a 
cyclical mariner so that I can extract either electrical 
or machar cal energy from the fonxs acting on the 
walls of the Casirnir cavity, while at the same time 
periodically returning the Chsim~r cavity to its 
original state. Since such a procedure would generate 
more energy that it uses. it is highly probable that 
something is wmg.  The mcst likely candidate is 
that the ('hsimir forms on the individual walls or a 
cavity with zero total energy are not zero. But I 
h o w  of M reference to this. There may be other 
explanations 
CONCLUSIONS: 
Wc have constructed a physics paradox using the 
presently accepted theoies of the electromagnetic 
fluctuations of the vacuum. The resolution of that 
paradox, at a minimum, could lead w to a bctter 
understanding of the electmmagnuic tluctuations of 
the vacuum, or, at a maximum, could provide an 
essentially unlimited supply of energy for space 
propulsion. 
There is new physics to bL. learned in Ihe accurate 
study of the electromagnetic fluuuations of the 
vacuum in Casimir cavities. Microelectrunic 
fabrication techniques can construct tk m i c m p i c  
and subnicroscopic amlucting wall cavities needed to 
put the existing t e e s  to an accurate test. What are 
needed arc some good ideas for experiments, backed 
up by &md theoretical models for those experiments, 
which will produce numerical estimates which can 
then be :heck& by careful experiments. 
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ABSTRACT: 
Tkis NASA Breakthrough Propulsion Physics Workshop seeks to  explore concepts that  could someday enable 
intersteiia: travel. The effective euperluminal motion proposed by Alcubierre (1994) to be a possibility 
owing to theoretically al!owed space-time metric distortions withir. general relativity has since b u n  shown 
by Pfetning and Ford (19971 to Se physiialiy unatta;nable. A number of other hypothetical possibilities 
have been etin~marized by hlillis (1997). We prmtn: herein an  ove:view of a concept that  has implications 
for radically new propulsion possibil;tics and has a baais in theorcticai physics: the hypothesis thai  the 
inertia anO gravitation of matter originate in ciectrornagetir interactions between the zero-point field (ZPP) 
and the quarks and ciectrons constituting aroms. A new derivation of the connect;on between the ZFF and 
inertia haj beer. carried through !ha? is properly c ~ v a r i a n t ,  yielding the reiativ.stic qi:at ion of motion from 
XIuwet!'s cquaiions. This opens new possibiiitts, but also rules out the basis of one hypothe;ical propulsion 
rrchanism. Bondi's -negativt inc~t ia l  maas," appears to be an 'mpossibiii-y. 
INTRODUCTION: 
The objective oi  t h ~ s  NASA Brcaktcrough Propulsion Physics Workshop is to  exp!ore ideas rangicg from 
extra,-c)!a:ior.s of know!: tcchnologiea to hypothetical new physics which could someday lead ?o means for 
Interstelia: trwe;.  Qce concept that bas generated interest 1s the proposal by Alcubierre (1994) that  e%c- 
tirrely super!urr,inal motion shotlid be a ~osjibil i iy owing to theoretically allowed space-time metric distortions 
witbin genera: reia!i,-.it:;. In this nodel ,  motion between twc !oca?iocs co.xic! take place a t  cRective:y hy- 
perlight speed without violating npeciai relativity because the niotisn is cot through zpace a t  w > c, but 
rather wirhin a space-time distortion: somewhat like the "stretching 9f sprce" itself implird by the Hub- 
bie expansior.. Alcubierr-'s concept would indeed be a "warp drive." Unfortunately Pfenning a d  Ford 
(1997) demonstrabed that ,  : h i k  -he theory may be correct in principie, the ncccruary conditions are physi- 
caily una?talr,able In "The Cna!lenge to Create the Space Drive" Miliis (1997) has stimmariztd a n ~ m b e r  
of other possibilities for radicai!y new propulsion methods tha t  could someday lead io interstellar travel 
if various hypothetical physics concepts shouid prove to he true. S ~ v e n  di9ere11t propulsion concepts were 
,,resenred thereic- three involved hypothctical collision mils and four we:e based on hypothcticai field drives. 
'I'he pl.:pose of this paper is to discusa a new physic-., concept that no longer fa:ls in  ?he category of "purciy 
hypothctical," but rat hzr has ti theoretical foundation and is rr ievant to radically new propuieion schems: 
the zero-peict field [ZPF)  ,as thr basin of inertia and g:avitat~on On :he 5 31s of thie corrept we can defini- 
:~:,eijr r d c  oc: one of tile hypothesized propuision rrechanisms since the cxiatence of negati-~e icertial nass 
15 conclus~vrly showr to be a n  impossibility. On the other hand a differential space sail becomes a distinct 
possibtity. Mare ~mpo;tantly. though, the dm; is thcoret;ca;ly open to the possibi!ity of manipulation c: 
~ n r r t i a  and gravi!atior, vf matter since both properries arc ahown to stern at i.tast in part from electroby- 
aan ics  This raises the stakes consi~!erably as Arthur C .  Cinrke (1997) writes ir. his novel, .YO01 referring t o  
the ZPF-:nertia concep! of Hai~.ch, Rueda and Puthoff (1994; hereafter HRP): 
A n  'inertiaiess drive,- wh:ch W Q U ~ U  act exactly !ikt a cantrriilable gravity field, had never been 
discugscd lreriously o~~tsitfe the pages of scirncr fictiofi 11cti1 very recently. Hu t  in 1994 three 
A1rrcr:can p1:ysicista did exa~ti ;r  :his, r!pS :i:;g aor1ir ideas of tbe Krea: Rusaian phyeicist 
Anti-ri Sakha7-tv. 
THE ZERO-POINT FIELD FROhi PLANCkTS WORK: 
In the year 1900 there were two main cioudr on the toriron of cl.issicJ1 physics the faiiure to m e w r e  the 
motion of the earth relative to the ether and the inabi:iiy to expla~n blackbody radiation. The first problem 
was reaolved in 1905 with the pub!ication of E i n s t c i ~ ' ~  Zur Eirktr ~dynamik bewgter  Xiitper' in the journal 
An&n der Phynk, proposing what has come to be known ar the spcclal theory of relativity it is wuait~ 
stated that  the latter problem, kuowr, as the "ultraviolet cahrtroche," WM resolved in 1901 when P!anck, in 
" ~ b e r  daa Gcaetr der Energiewrteilung irn N o r r n d ~ ~ k t r u r n "  in the same journal, derivcd a rnathernatlca! 
expremaron that fit the measurea spectral diatriI.~tior. ot thermal -adlation hy hypothaking a q ~ ~ t l z a t t o r !  
9f the average energy per n,ode of oscillation, r = hu. 
The actuai story is somewhat  ore complex (cf. Kuhn 1978). Cince the abjective is to calcuiate an clec- 
tromagnetic spectrum one haa to repraent  the elcctromagmtlc field in some faahion \t'eli-know- theorems 
of Wey! allow for an txpansio~i in couctabiv many infinite elect omagnetic mod- (e.g. Kurskawa 1958). 
Every ciectromagnetic field a o d e  behaves eiactiy m a iinear h..rmonic oui1la;or. The Harniltonian of a 
one-dimendonal oacil!ator bas two terms, one for the kinetic ener ;y and one for the potential energy: 
The claaaica! eqciparition theorem s t a t a  that  each quadratic tcrm in posl~ion or mornesturn contributa 
. kT/2 to the rnean energy (e.g. Pecbker 1992). The mean exlergy of each mode of the electromagnetic fieid 
is t:ez < E >: kT. rhe  number of nlodea per unit volume is (8su'jc3jdu leading to the Xiayieigh-Jew 
e9c:trai energv dentlty (8ru2/cS)kTdv with ita ua divergence (the ultraviolet catastrophe). 
In his *fint theory" Planck actually did more tha.1 simply assume f = hu. He considered the statistics of how 
'P indistinguishable balls can be put into N distinguishahie box-." !Miionni 1994) So Phnck anticipated 
the imporLance of thc fundamental indietir.guishabiii?j. of e!r.ne itary pariicles. With those statistics, 'he 
average energy oi each oscillator becomes < E >= t/(er2tc,'k r,l - 1,. Assuming that c = hu together 
with the use of s b t i s t i a  appropriate t o  inairtinguihabie energl e!ements ther! icd :o the spectral energ? 
distribution conslatent with measurements. now known a* the PI mck f o r  b!ackb~dy) funcL.>ri: 
Contrary to the c u w r y  textbook history, PIanck did not immdiate!y regard his r .- hv amamption aa a 
new fundamental law of physical qilantisation: he viewed it rather IS a largely ad hoc theory with unknown 
implications for f~ndamenta i  law8 of phys;cs. In I912 he publi: hed his "second theory" which led to the 
concept of rerc-point rDcrgy. The average energy of a thcrmai os~illa~cr t eated in thil i ah ion  (6. Miionni 
1994 for dttalts) turned out to be cr E >- hu/lt-xp(hv/kll j - I j - - hu!2 trading $0 a spectral energy density- 
The significance of this additional trrm, hu,'2, was unknown. Wh !r this appeared to rcauit in a u3 ultraviole; 
catastrophe ir, :he second term. in the context of prtsent-day st xhastic eiectrorlynamics (SED; see belowj 
that  ia intepreted as not :<, be the case, because thie component nllw rrfers not to meaaurableexcm radiation 
from a heated object, but rather to a uniform, isotropic backgr~ i~nd  radiation field that cannot Be directly 
measured because of its homogeneity. Flanck came to  thc conclu?ion that the zero-point energy would have 
no experimental consequences. It could be thought of rra analagous to an arbitrary additive constant for 
potential energy. Nernst (1916), on the other hand, took it serio~sly and proposed that the C'nivcrsc might 
actu;,lly contbin ert,.imous amounts of zero-poin~ energy. 
Work or, zertrpolnt energy In the context of clawicsl phys~rs wat ementlaily abandoned a i  t h ~ s  t-ge as the 
drvcloprnent of quantum mechan:cs, end then quantum eltctrod)nam,cs IQED,. look centrr stage Ilowever 
the para!!el c(,r.ce; of an c l e c ~ r o m a ~ n r t ~ c  quantum vacuum soo I rmerged 
THE ZERO-POINT FIELD FROM QUANTUM PHYSICS: 
For a me-dimcmiona! hannocic oecillator of unit mass the quantum-mechanicd Hamiltonian analagow to 
Eq. ( 1 )  may bc wri t ten icf. Loidor. 1983) 
r h m  p and 4 are momentum and *tion operators mpectively. Linear combination of the p and q m u l t  in 
the h i d e r  operators, aim known as destructiorr (or lowering) and creation (0: raisingj operators respective!y: 
The application of the aa:roctian operator on the Rth eigenst~te of a quanturn mi!!ator results in a !owering 
of the state, and rirnilar!.y the creation operator resulta in a r;i?sing of the state: 
i t h j  r (n + 1?l2,n ? 1). 
It k wen that  the n~rnber aptrator h a  the !nj states as its cigcnstatcs as 
I*:,,; = i~i=.~x! - n,*\ 
The Hanbiitonian or energ? operator of F4 (3) becomts 
Tbe ground arate enere of the q~anturn -iliator, loi ,  is greater than zero, aqd indeed has the energy $hw, 
and thua fo: excittd states 
&ow let us turn to the case of classical elcctromagnetic waves. Plane elcctromagnetic waves propagating In 
a direction k may be written in terms of a vector potential Ak as 
Et = wt{Akcxp!-wkl -t ak rj - A ; e x p ( w k t  - ak r ) ) ,  (gal 
Using generaliseo mode coordinates analogous to ntomenturn (fi) and position !Qr) in the manner of Eqs. 
(4ab) above one can write Ak and A; as 
where ik is the polarization unit vector and L' :he cavity volume. In terms of these vuiabla, the single-mode 
phaae-avcryd energy h 
Xote the paralltls between equations ! 10) and (4) and equations i 1) and (3). Just as mechanical quantiration 
is done by repking position, x, and momentum, p, by quantum operatom i and p, so is the "recondm 
quantiration of tbe elccttomagnetic field accompluhed by replac ng A with the quantum operator A, which 
in turn converts E into the operator E, and B into B. In this way, the electromagnetic field is quantized 
by auociating each k-mode (frequency, direction ard polaimtion) w~ th  a quantum-mechanical harmonic 
oscil!ator. The ground-rtate of the quantired field has the energy 
that originates i n  the non-commutative algebra of the creation and annihilation operators. It is aa if there 
were on crvcrage half a photon in cach mode. 
ZERO-POINT FIELD IN STOCHASTIC ELECTRODYNAMICS: 
A common SED treatment (d. Boyer 1975 and referencca therein; ako the comprehensive review of SED 
theory by de k Peiia u d  Cetto 1996) h u  been to pcsit a serepoint field (ZPF) consisting of plane elec- 
tromagnetic waves whose amplitude is cwctly such at to result in a pharc-averaged energy of &/2 in each 
mode (k,a), where wc now explicitly include the polarisation, c. After parring to the continuum such that 
summation over discrete modes of propagation becoma an integ .a1 (valid when space is unbounded or nearly 
soj this can be written as: 
where &,, is the p h w  of the waves. The stochasticity is enti -ely in the p h w  of each wave: There is no 
cortclation in phae  between any two plane ekctrornagnetic waver k and k', and this is reprented by having 
the Gk.,, phaw random variables independently and uriiformly c istribated between 0 i nd 2n. 
DAVIES-UNRUH EFFECT: 
In connection with "Hawking radiation" from evaporating b l i d  boles, Davica (1975) and Unruh (1976) 
determined that a Planck-like con~ponent of the ZPP wili arise in a uniformly-accelerated cordinate system 
with constant aroper acctlcration a (where la! = a) having an 4ective temperature, 
This temprrature is negligible for moat accelerations. Only i I the extremely large gravitatioca! fields of 
black holw or in high-energy particle collisions can this becorne significant. This effect h a  been rtudied 
using both quantum field theory (Davica 1975, Unruh 1976) a ~ d  in the SED formalism (Boyer 1980). For 
the c!asaical SED case it  is fo11r.d that the spectrum is quasi-Planckian in  To. Thus for the case of no true 
extcrnai thermal radiation ('I' - 0) but including this accelera~ on effect (T,), equation (2b) becomes 
aher- the acceleration-dependent peeudePlandtian component is placed after the hv/2 term to indicate 
 at except for extreme accelerations (e.g. particle collisionr at high energies) this term is very small. While 
these additional acceleration-dependent terms do not show any spatial asymmetry in the exprmion for the 
ZPF spectral energy density, certain asymmetries do appear when the electromagnetic field interactions with 
cha~ged particlea are anaiysed, or when the momentum flux of the ZPF is calculated. The ordinary plus o2 
radiation reaction terms in Eq. (12) of HKP mirror the two leading terms in Eq. (15). 
NEWTONIAN INERTIA FROM ZPF ELECTRODYNAMICS: 
The HRP snalysia resulted in the apparent derivation of Newton's quation of motion, F = ma, from 
Maxwell-Lorentz eircrrodynamics an applied to the ZPF. In that analysis it appeared that the resistance to 
acceleration known as inertia was in reaiity the elcctromagr.etic Lorentz force stemming from interactions 
htween a charged particle (such ae an e::ctron or a quark) and the ZPF, i.e. it wiu found that the 
rto&astically-averaged expnssion < v,,, r B" > was proportional to and in the opposite direction to 
the acceleration a. The vela-ity v,, represented the internal velocity of millation induced by the electric 
component of the ZPF, E P P ,  on the harmonic oscillator. For simplicity r 'calculation, this internal motion 
waa restricted to a plane orthogonal to the external direction of motion (acceleration) of the particle as a 
whole. The Lorentz form was found using a perturbution technique; this approach f o l l ~ d  the method of 
Eindein and Hopf (1910a, b). Owing to its linear dependence on acceleration we interpreted this resulting 
force am Newton's inertia reactioc force on the particle. 
The analysis can be summarired aa foliows. The simplest possible modei of a structured particle (which, 
borrowing Feynmar.'b terminolog,~, we referred to as a parton) is that of a harmonically-oscillating point 
charge (#Planck osciliator"). Such a model would apply to electrons or to the quarks constituting protons and 
neutrons for example. (Given the peculiar character of the strong interation that it incleazm in strength with 
distance, to a first approximation it is reasonabk in such an exploratory attempt to  treat the t h m  quarh in 
a proton or neutron a independelit oscitiatocs.) This Planck oscillator is driven by the electric component 
of the ZPF: E Z P ,  to harmonic motion, v,, asaurned for simplicity to be in a plane. The willator is the: 
forced by an external agent to undergo a constant acceleration, a, in a dircctior, perpendicular to that plane 
of oscillation, i.e. perpendicular to the v,, rnotione. New components of the ZPF will appear in the frame 
of the accelerating particle having a similar origin to the terms in equation (15). The leading term of the 
acceleration-dependent terms is taken; the electric and magnetic fields are transformed into a constant proper 
acceleration frame using weli-know11 relations. The Lorentz force arising from the acceleration-dependent 
part of the EiZP acting upon the k l a ~ c k  oscillator ie calculated. This is found to be proportional t o  the 
i m p d  acceleration. The constant of proportionality is interpreted as the inertial masrr, m,, of the Plan& 
oaciilator. The inertial mass, m., is a function of the Abraham-Lorente radiation damping constant of the 
oscillator and of the interaction freqilency with the ZPF, 
where we have written vtj to indicate that this may be a resonance rather than the cutoff assumed by HRP. 
Since both r and u, are unknown we can make no abs .iute prediction of mass values in this simpte model. 
Nevertheleas, if correct, the HRP concept subutitutes for Mach's principle a very specific electromagnetic 
effect acting between the ZPF and the charge inherent in matter. Inertia ia an  acceleration-dependent 
e1ec:romagnetic (Lorcntc) force. Ncwtocizn mechanics would then be derivable in principle from Maxwell's 
equations. Note tnat this coupling of the electric and magnetic components of the ZPF via the technique of 
Einstein and Hopf is very similar to that found in ordinary electromagnetic radiation pressure. 
THE RELATIVISTIC EQUATION OF MOTION AND ZPF ELECTRODYNAMICS: 
The physical oversimplification of an idealized oscillator interacting wit): the ZPF as well a3 the mathematical 
complexity ai the HRP analysis are ucderstandable soilrces of skepticism, as is  the limitation to Newtonian 
mechanics. A relativistic form of the equation of motion having standard covariant propertien has been 
obtaioed (Rueda and Haisch 1997a,bj. To understand how this comes atout,  it is ~iaefuf to back up to 
fundamentals. 
Newton's third law states that if an agent applirs a force to a pcint on an object, at  that point there a r b  
an equal and opporite force back upon the agent. Were thu no the cane, the agent would not experience 
thc procum of exerting a forn  and we would have no baais for neehanica. The law of q u a l  and oppoaite 
contact forca is thus fundamental both conceptually and perceptually, but it is legitimate to scek further 
underlying connections. In the caw of a etationary object (fixed to the earth, may), the equd and oppai te  
force can be aaid to arise in interatomic forcer in the neighborhood of the point of contut  which act to & a t  
comprension. This can be traced more deeply still to elcctromagretic interactions involving orbital electrons 
of adjacent atoms or molecules, etc. 
A similar upvienc t  of equd and opporite f a r m  arisa in the prdcesl of ecctkrating (ptuhing on) an object 
that ia free to move. It ia an experimental k t  that to amlerate an object a fora  m u ~ t  be applied by UI 
went and that the agent will thua experience an equal and oppoa te reaction forn BO long ss the acceieration 
continua. It appears that t hh  c q d  and opposite reaction force dm haa a dtcper physical caw,  which 
turns out to alro be electromagnetic and ir specifically due tc the tattering of ZPF radiation. Rueda 
and Haisch (1997a,b) demomtrate that from the point of view of the purhiry agent there e h t s  a net flux 
(Poynting vector) of ZPF radiation transiting the accelerating cbject in a direction necer~uily oppoaite to 
the acceleration vector. The u t t e r i n g  opacity of the object to the transiting flux creata the back reaction 
force -ustomarily calkd the inertia of the object. Inertia is thus a special kind of electromagnetic drag 
force, namely one that t acceleration-dependent dnce oniy in accelerating frames ir the ZPF perceived as 
aryrnmetric. In stationary or uniform-motion frames the ZPF is perfectly isotropic with a rero net Poynting 
vector. 
The relativistic form of the equation of motion result. because, from the point of view of the agent, the 
accelerating object haa a velocity dependent proper volume dce to length contraction in the direction of 
motion which modifier the amount of ncatkring of ZPF flux that take0 place within the object. 
The physical interpretation that springs from this analysis is lac following. In stationary or uniform-motion 
frarna the interaction of a particle with the ZPF will rcault ill random oscillatory motions. Fluctuating 
charged particla will produce dipole ~ s t t e r i n g  of the ZPF which may be paramctriKd by an effective 
scattering apedral coefficient q(w) that dependa on frequency. Owing t o  the relativhtic trimnformations of 
the ZPF, in an acceierated frame the interactions between a part cle and the field acquire a definite direction, 
i .t .  the 'ncattering" of ZPF radiatior, generates a directional lesistance force. This directional resistace 
force is proportional to and directed against the acceleration vec .or for the rubrelativiritic case and it proven 
to have the proper relativbtic gcnerali.stion. 
GRAVITATION: 
If inertial mass, m,, originatee in ZPF-charge interactions, thc n, by the principle of quivalecze ao must 
gravitational m a ,  m,. In this view, gravitation would be a fxce originating in ZPF-charge interactions 
analogous to the H R P  inertia concept. Sakharov (1968) w w  the first to conjecture this interpretation 
of gravity. If true, gravitaticn would be unified with the otiter forces: it would be a manifestation of 
electromagnetism. 
The general relativistic mathematical treatment of gravitation as a apace-time curvature works extremely 
well. However if it could be rhown that a different thcoretica baris can be made analytically quivaient 
to space-time curvature, with its prediction of gravitational let sing, black holes, etc. this may reopen the 
possibility that gravitst~on should be viewed as a force. The foll~rwing pointe are worth noting: (1) rpacetime 
curvature is inferred from the propagation of light; (2) general r!lativity and quantum physics are a t  present 
irreconcilab!e, therefore something substantive is either wrong or miming in our understanding of one or both; 
(3) the propagatioc of gravitat~onal waves is not rigorously consistent with space-time curvature. (The ~rsue 
revolver around whether gravitations: waves can be made to va lish in a properly chown coordinate system. 
The discovery of apparent gravitational energy low by the Itulnt -Taylor pulaar provideu indirect evidence for 
the existence of gravitational waves. Theoretical developments ; nd calculations have not yet been perforrnecf 
to examine whether an approach bared on the Sakharov (1968) ideas would predict gravitational waves, but 
the coordinate arnbiguitiea of G R  should not appear in a ZYF-, eferenced theory of gravitation.) 
There were mme early pioneering attempts, inspired by Sakharov's conjecture, to  link gravity t o  the vacuum 
from a quantum field theoretical viewpoint (by Amati, Adler and others, see discussion and references in 
Mirner. Thorne and Wheeler /1973]) as well aa within SED. The fi.:t step in developing Sakharor'a conjecture 
in any detail within the classical cc * t x ~  of nonrelativistic SED %:as the work of Puthoff (1989). Gravity is 
treated am a raiduum force in th+ manner I-; the van der Waala force. Expressed in the most rudimentary 
way this can be viewed 3 ffn:!sws. The electric component of the ZPF c a w  a given charged particle to 
oscillate. Such orciikationa 'lw r k  to mondary electromagnetic fields. An adjacent charged particle will 
thus experience both the ZPF driving for- causing it to oscillate, and in addition forcee due to the secondary 
fields produced by the ZPF-driven oscillations of the first particle. Similarly, the ZPF-drivtn oscillations 
of the second particle will cause their own secondary fields acting back upon the first particle. The net 
effect ia an attract~ve force between the particla. The sign of the charge does not matter: i t  only d e c t s  
the p k g  of the interactions. Uniih the Codornb force whicb, classicdly viewed, acts directly between 
charged particles, thia interaction is mediated by extremefv mimate propagating secondary fields created :.r 
the ZPF-driven oscillations, and so is enormously weaker than the Coulomb force. Gravitation, in t h ~ s  view, 
appean to be a long-range icteraction akin to the van der Wads force. 
The ZPF-driven ultrarelativiatic owilia ions weye named ZiUerbewcgung by Schrijdrnger. The Puthoff anal- 
ysis consists of two separate parts 111 the firet, the energy of the Zittcrkwcgung motion is equated to 
gravitational mars, m, (after dividing by I?). Thi i d s  to a relationship between m, and dc-t-2dynarnic 
parameters that is identical to the HRP inertial mass, rn,, apart from a factor of two. This factor of two 
is d k u d  in the appendix of HRP, in which it is concluded that the Puthoff m, should be reduced by a 
factor of two, yielding m, = m, preciwiy 
The second part of Puthoff's analysis is more controversial. He quantitatively examines the van der W d s  
force-like interactiow between two driven oeciliating dipoles and derives an inverse aquare force of attraction. 
This part of the analysis has been chaliecged by Carlip (1993): t o  which Puthoff (1991) has responded, but, 
since problems remain (Danley i994), this aspect of the ZPF-gravitation concept requires further theoretical 
development, in pariicclar thz implementation of a f ~ l l y  re!ativistic model. 
Clearly the ZPF-inertia and the ZPF-gravitation conzepts must stand or fall together, given the principle 
of equivalence. However, that being the case, the Sakharov-Puthoff-type gravity concept does legitimately 
refute the objection that W e  ZPF cannot be a real electromagnetic fieid since the energy density of this 
field would be enormous and thereby act as a cosmological constant, A, of enorrnoun proportions that would 
curve the Uninree into something microscopic in size." This caxi-.?t happen in the Sakharov-PuthofT view. 
This situation ia clear!y ruled out by the elementary fact that, in this view, the ZPF cancot act upon itself 
to  gravitate. Gravitation in not c a u d  by the nrere presence of the ZPF, rather by secondary motions of 
charged particles driven by the ZPF. In thia view it i s  cmpnssiblc for the ZPF to give rise to a cosmdogrcol 
corutanl. (The possibility of non-gravitating vacuum energy has recectly been invesrigated in quantum 
coarnology in the framework of the modified Born-Oppcnheimer appro.cimation by Datta [1995].) 
The other side of this argument is of course that ~u eiectromagnetic radiation is not made of polarisable 
entities one might naively no longer expect deviation of light rays by massive bodies. We speculate however 
that such deviation will be part of a fully relativistic theory that beeidea the ZPP properly takts into account 
the polarization of the Dirac vacuum when light rays pass through the particle-antiparticle Dirac sea. It 
shouia act, in effect, as a medium with an index of refraction modified in the vicinity of massive objects. 
This is very much in hne with the original Sakharov (1968) concept. Indeed, within a more general field- 
theoretical framework 0r.e wouid expect t.hat the role of the  ZF'F in  the inertia and gravitation devriopments 
mentioned above will be played by a more general quantum vacuum field, as was already auggeated in the 
HRP appendix. 
SUMMARY OF FOUR TYPES OF MASSES AND IMPOSSIBILITY OF a CC:AZ"VE MASS: 
The proposcd ZPF perspective associates very definitc charged particle-fieid itti >.-i:on* s i ! h  each of the 
hur  fundarnenta! masses. inertial mass, active vs.  passive gravitational mass ..! !,I\ ;ic!ic ;eat mass. It 
is important to be ciear on the origin and interrelation of thrse "maascan when cu, ~Pr-rtng something as 
fundamental as the possibiiitv 'altering inertial (or  gravitational) maas 
Inertial masa u rten M the reaction force due to the aaymmet! y of the perceived ZPF in any acxeltrakd 
frame. A flux of ZPF radiation u k  in an accelerated frame. When thia flux is acatkred by the charged 
particla (quub or electrons) within any object a =tion force :s generated proportional to  the acceleration 
and t o  the proper volume of the object. This immediately rulrr out any sciena-fiction-like possibility of 
'negative maun (not to be confuacd with anti-matter) originally hypothcsiscd by Bondi (1957). If an 
obaerver mover to the right, the perceived motion of the surroundings must be t o  the left. There is no other 
rational ponibility. Thut the flux ~ a t t e r i n g  which is the phyrical baain of inertia must be direckd against 
the motion since the (acctlerated) motion ir into the flux: an obiect k i n g  accelerated must pueh back upon 
the accelerating agent because from the point of view of the obj x t  the radiation i coming toward it, which 
in turn pointa b c k  11pon the accelerating agent. 
Actbe gravitational maw ia attributed to the generation of ~ c o n d a r y  radiation fielda as a result of the 
ZPF-d riven orciliation. P u i v e  gravitational m a u  is attributed to the raporme to such secondary rdiation 
fields. Finally, the relativistic r u t  maM in the E = d relation reflectr the energy of the ZPF-induced 
Zitterbewegung oscillations. Masa is the mmifeatation of energy in the ZPF acting upon charged particlea t o  
create forces. 
THE NEED FOR A QUANTUM DERIVATION: 
Clearly a quantum field theoretical derivation of the ZPF-inertia connection 'a highly dairtable. Another 
approach would be to demonstrate the exact equivdenn of SEI) and QED. However aa shown convincingly 
by de la Peiia and Cetto (1996), the present form of SED is no.  compatible with QED, but modified forms 
could well be, such aa their own proposed 'linear SED." Anothe~ s k p  in the direction of reconciling SED and 
QED is the p r o p o d  modification of SED by Ibiaon and fiaisch (1996): who showed that a modification of the 
standard ZPF representation (Eqo. 138 and !3b) can exactly re3roduce the atatiatica of the electromagnetic 
vacuum of QED. This gives us confidence that the SED basis of the inertia and gravitation concepts is a 
valid one. 
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ABSTRACT: 
Prehnumy analysis of tlre momentum flux (or of tk Poyxuing vector) of the classical elecmnlagnetic version of thc 
quar~um vacwm wmihg of zcro-poh ndiaoon i m p i i g  on accelerated objects as viewed by an inemal 
&sewer suggests that the resist- to acceleration attributed lo inertia may be a force of opposition originating in 
the vanrum This amJysis avoids the ad hoc modeling of panicle-field irderaction dynamics used previously by 
Hasch Rueda and Puthoff (1994) to derive a similar result. Thls present approach is not dcperdcnt upon what 
happens at the parbcle point but on how an external observer assesses tk hncmatical clwacteristics of d r  zero- 
p ~ n l  Mation impinging on the accelemtcd object A relativistic form of the equation of motion results from the 
present aridysis 
INTRODUCTION: 
It was rcccntly proposed b y  Haisch, Rueda and Pudmff(1994), henceforth HRPJ, that the inertial propen: of matter 
could origirrate in interactions bctween clecmmagnetically interacung panicles at the level of their most fundamental 
components (e.g., electrons, quarks) a-.i the quantum vac-uum IQV). This gencral idea is a descendent of a 
conjecture of Sakharov (1  968) for the case of gravity that can be exlcnded by h e  principle of equivalence to dw: caw 
of urertja. In the a c c o w  paper (Haisch and Rueda, 1997), we gvc morc rcfcrcnccs and fmhcr bscuss~on 
pertinent to this point T k  approach of stochasuc electrodynartucs (SED) was used in HRP to study the classical 
dynamics of a highly W - - x l  model of a filndarnentid particle comtituent of matlcr (Ulat contained a 'parton", 1.e . a 
sumgale for a veq fiudanrntal pamcle component) responding to the driving forces of the so-called clxsicd 
clectromagnctic zcro-point field (ZPF'), the class~cal analog of the QV. 
The primary purpose of the edzvour reponed herc i s  to find a simpler approrich, which attempts to avoid 
drawbacks and model-related issues in the approach of HRP (six Cole 1997. Cole and R u e 4  1997). by exrunining 
how an opposing flux of radiative energy and momntwn should arise under mtural and suitable assumptions in an 
acmleraled f m  &3nm the viewpoint of an inertral observer and without regard to details of pmcle-field dyrumics, 
i.e., mdcpcndr?rulp of any dytlamical models for particles. Usirg relativistic transformations for elccuottlagnctic 
fields, it is argued that upon acceleration a tlrne rate of change of monlenhm density or mon~n:um flux will nnsc out 
of the ZPF, and Lhat this turns out to be directcd against and linearly propomonid to the accelcratlor.. ms arises 
after evaluation of tk ZPF momentum density as it appcars at a gvcn pint in an accelerated frame S ,  to an 
uK&penjent irrerid laboratory observer due to transfornutions of the ficlds from UE obsemer's inefital laboratov 
reference frame, 10, to another inertial fmmc I, instantaneously comoving with the object and h r n  the viewpoint of 
rhc observer in the laboratory inemal fmw I*. Absorption or scattenrig o f h  &tion by Ue acrrlented ciurged 
p m c k  will thus result ii a torce opposing the acceleration. yielding an f = nu relalion far subwl. IriJC niotions 
(Vectors are symbolized throughout by boldface letters ur by an arrow or a llrie on top of 1112 lct:ev, 
ZERO-POINT FIELD AND HYPERBOLJC MOTION: 
We assume a non-~nemal f r m  of reference, S, acceleralcd in such a way [hat t l ~  acce1cr;ition a as see11 from a 
pmcle fi.ied to a spcclfic pol* namely (c'la, 0, O), In Ure xcelcratcd qstcnl S, rcnlains cowitant. Sucir condlion 
i& as In Boyer ( I  9x4) and HRP to tlc wcll-known case of I~~vperbolrc nwtion (see e g h i d e r ,  109 1 J WL .lgiiin 
npreserl the clsrsical e l e c v o m t i c  ZPF in tbc txaditiorral form and assume the same three eference systems I*, 1, 
and S, as in HRP awl ongudy irlroduccd in Boyer (1984). 1. is the i l e d  labomtory frame. S is thc accelerated 
hm in which the pamcle is placed at wt at the point (c2/a, 0,O). T is the particle proper timc as rncasurcd by a 
clock bcated at this a m  pattick point (c2/a. 0,O) of S. I, is an iner ial system whose (c2/a, 0.0) point at proper 
time T ewctly coincides with che panick point of S. The acceleration cdthis (c2/a, 0,O) point of S i s  a as rneasurcd 
h m  I,. Hype&& mtion is defined such that r is tk sarne tar all proper times r as measured in the 
contspordq IT 6rames at a point (c21a, 0, 0) that in each one of U w  1, fmmcs instantaneously comoves 4 
coincides with corresponding partick point, rramty (c'la, 0, 0) of S. At proper rime r = 0, rhls pariicle 
point of thc S system k d a W ~ ~ ~ l y  coincides with the (c2/a. 0.0) point of 1. and thus 1. = I, (r = 0). We 
refe- to the observelJs laboratory timt in k as I*, chosen such that t* = 0 at r = 0. For simplicity we let the particle 
accelcaion r at proper time t take plaw along tbc xdirechon so .r = a% is ttre same constant vector, as seen at 
ever). proper timc r in cveq c o f r q x w h g  I, system 'Ihe acceleratio~t of thc (c2/a, 0,O) point of S as seen frotn 1. 
is am = y:'3a . We take S as a %@' f m .  It can be Wwn that ar a a)rstqutnct ttu acceleration r is not tlle same 
for tht different points d S, but we an ow i n t c d  in points hide a small neighbortruod of the accelemtd object 
w i d e r  (i99l)j. Specifically wc are interested in a mighbortmd cf the object's central point that contains the 
object and within w;:ich the acceleration is  evetywhere essentially the same 
Because of the hyperbolic motion, the velocity &(r) = cQ, in S with lespect :c I *  , is 
and then 
The ZPF in the iaboratory system I. is giver1 by 
2 
E"(R,~ . )  = x I d 3 k i ( k ,  1 ) ~ , ( m ) c o r [ ~ .  - cut. - B ( F ,  I ) ] ,  
1.1 
R* and I* n i t r  nspcctively to the space a d  ti~m coordirates of the pont of observation oftlle field in 1.. At t = 
0, tht point R* = ( c21a)* of I* ard tk pgiticle in S coincide. 'I%: phase tenn {0(k, 1)) is a family of mrardorn 
variables, umformly dstrib~tkd bchveen 0 ard 2x, whose ~ l t d l i  independent elements are indexed by ttre 
wavevector k and the polari7ation index A. Furthermore one define!. 
Chc coordurates R e  and timc I* d e r  -: the pmcle point of the anzlerdtcd fmme S as v~ewed from 1. Wc, for 
mnveniellce, Lorem.-trandorm the fields from I* to rhc corresponding I, frame tangential to S aid then. ortlittirlg for 
simplicity ,o display explicitly the A andk dcpendencc in the polari ation vector 
2 = q i , ~ ) ,  
we obtain 
wkre the zero in the argumnt of the 1, fields, ELC and BY a c M y  means the I, spatial poi -1 (c2/a, 0, 0). Herr we 
observe that we take the fields t!! cornspond to the ZPF as viewed from eveq inertial frame I, (whose (c2/a, 0.0) 
point c o d s  wilh the particle point {,;'la, 0, 0 )  of S and inslantaneousfy cornovcs wilh thc particle at tlr 
correspombg m&mi of proper time r), to 2 . h  represent the ZPF viewed instarilaneouslp and from lk single point, 
(&a, 0,O) in S. 
Wc car selcct space and time coordinates and orientation in I- such that 
C as\ 
1. - - sinh (Tj 
a 
From the equations above one obtains [ l , 4 ]  
INERTIA REACTION FORCE A!!D TEE ZPF !WOMENTCT\f DENSITY 
c o u r = d a n i r h W o b ~ t a r r l r o b ~ a ; t ~ r t u n e r = O  andumde t b t p w n t a ~ r c f ~ ; r t d t o c h e ~ r r ~ f r a m t I ~  
tha~ w ~ l l ~ m c ~ d e w t h t k c o b ~ e c t a a f u h l r e ~ r r ~ ~ o b ~ l e c l  yr pcrtrmf r > O HCKX we 
cop* tlr I, -Poymg \.eaor, but e v d d  rt thc (c'la 0.0) span ptm of tfr. I. imrtlal franc, namh in I, at 
the I ,  space-l~me mint 
I 
C' 
c t ,  . - --sinhi --  
a 
wkrc 4 .  thc irmc of I, is sclacltd -uch lhal t, - 0 al proper turr: 1 whcn the parack cormvcs a d  couut* with thc 
(c'la 0.0)  porn of I Tbis Poymne \-a ar w shall dnate by Now Everything bweve. a uIb!nately m k d  to 
thE I* M as thaf IS tk f r a ~  of the Uat looks i t  the & J ~  and whose ZPF bsckground tk 
m n g  O~JCCI IS weeping pa.uph In ordcr to accomplish h w  we first comp:tc 
tJml we use in the evaluation of the Po,nting veaor 
T b t i d c g n l r ~ r r m ~ u d h ~ t o L t r I - p F b a c l g r m r n d a s t b a t k t l r b a c k ~ l b a t t t r l - ~  
ramidas tbt abjcct io be sweqbg tkrough This is why m will demrc Ums Poymng as N- ', wirh an 
ssliuisk-&oCarsub*u,Oohr3icr&tbrritcftlscottr2fF&i.. ~ ~ ~ i n q . ( l I )  tbrltnn 
~ m l t o t h t ~ Z P F P o y x n i n g v c u o r o f b , ~ u a b c s .  TbtIrl;gmur(ofmomcmunofthcbadrgroud 
the @ctc has swrpl th@ aer a time t-. as jwl@ a p n  from tbe I fmme vimpolnt. IS 
We can conpute Eqs (121 and (13) la more &tail l h  as well as sup other daaiis or. the +US wtil qpeu 
ckwhtle (Rueda a d  Hais& 1997). ?kt P v m  b t  tht should have a thc (c2/a0,0j pw& d 1- 
but referrcd to I. wth the coonhates of cq ( 1 1). can be shown to bc 
a d  (13) th mgmm is mkrstood to proceed over rhc k-sp- cf I-. 'Ihe p~uck m w  s not if. d o n n  but 
m s t d  in accck& nution If suddtaiy, at propcr time t. Ihc motion were to . w h  fnnn bpcrbolic back to 
l l l r i f b r m b # i l & C t t r ~ ' ~ r g ~ ~ w t w ~  j ~ n t e d t o r c p l x e i n q . ( l 4 ~ t h t ~ ~  
~ a t W ~ f o r a r , s n d & i n q . ( 1 ) w o u k i ~ b e m ~ l t t Y r h ( p / c ) .  (BrttthnN.wwdoearbbc,fbr?U 
timesonwardafhuonof~ardfoi& ~ a s e g . ( 1 7 ~ ~ ~ w a j d ~ ~ ) .  Obscrvcthacwe *exyirat 
tlre z dependerrc of ttps as well as of ttrt subsc~uta quanlilks bebw . Noq (TI repnsests mTgy flux i.e., 
per unit yea a d  per ,1151 time in tk x-dimtion It aka unplics a pY;llki, x-cbrcad nvnrrdurn dcnm)., i.e.. &Id 
momraum pe; unt! volumt incomurg towanis thc pmt~ck position. (<'!a O . 0) of S. a4 panick propcr tinr: T and ss 
cstirnaled from thc viewpoint of 1.. Explicitly such momentum &fISiQ is 
- - Y - rve 1 ho'dw p.lP = v .g .wcr)  = ~ g . ~ ( r )  = - i - ( c p ,  j+j q w  
r r 3 C 2 % ' ~ '  1 
q(o ) h a  ' d w  
isrriavrprrrbtwigtbr-dm. ~ ~ m q . ( l 9 ) w e b r v t ~ a ~ o f 4 / 3  lhat 
sbPukt~ppar-iafroa S u c k h a # ~ b c ~ € c c r s e a f u g y c o M M n ~ ( R u e d a d  
Hais&lP9f)slmwsttmitdkppPs. T b r ~ ~ d m , a w m t n ( u r d m t b a r t t r t 4 / 3 f a a o r ) i s  
arocgtibkafasarJrnapnatwra l n t m d m p s s k t b c ~ a t t h t < a t r g y d t h t ~ ~ e n c l o s c d w f f t r n t h c  
prude and that docs amidly iatarcl with it ( rl(m1 frtor in the inregrand ). 
TBE ZERO4OIWT FIELD MOMENTUM CONTENT 
. .  . 
L u r r t p c K a s m I t u ~ p r r v e a l r = i n n a ~ a n i i n p o n a r r c o ~ p p n w c h l o k ~ o o n c .  TIE 
a m q m d q  adyas is bo#cvn s i d a r  to th above ud will b: d@ayal in Rueda ard Haisch (1997). it 
~ ~ o f t k t i n e ~ O Z p P - t . k  tirnracofp-, themomSumconnnlofthepartlck. ThtarraJysis 
yiddsallraprlbqmmion T k ~ ~ d t s t n r e s s p c c r a l ~  ABtrtkmkrauonpmce,;;z 
~ h t L t p a i a d v i e w d m i a a r i r i a b s e t v a ~ t o t h t ~ ~ r y f r ; r m t h m a p p l  s 
rsociwodwlfitlubodymarotioeaaetlhxdm~ewuun&silymtk~ZPF. Inatbworc%,on 
r r l * . J I L v t l e ~ ~ ~ i t l r k a b j e a a s ~ m l k a b s e n n r ' s  ownin#tielfiramc.thc 
abservefwddooPctudt tkaccrbiaravwtdmonrtw~1 is-  within the proper volume 
V,dttrtroDviagobjcct ~ a o l n c P n i s d i r o a l y r c i a e d t o w b t w o u l d a M m a l l y k ~ t k p h y s i c a l  
rraahandtkobjeu ~ w h l i ~ z p a d ~ ~ i t s o w n ~ I b t a b ~ ~ ~ ~ . d w o u k i ~ m t l r e t Z P F  
n#ncetunr costliaed within itsdf, consiPmt with the view that one's own momentum is nusmrily always zero 
F w  tktk6aitiOa of tbc numeam p'D. in aq.(16). 6rom eqs.(l7), (IS), aad h ~ o n ' s  thint bw it -ely 
follawstbrtthtwwntwrrtdtbcpYtideis 
i a o c l a ~ w i t h t h c ~ e ~ n h a ~ ~ c k i n r p c c d ~ i t ) '  ThtexpcpFcssionferlte 
sp;rctvamrcompoat~oftbef~~t-f~f~~ is then 
in the ordinar) way aanlicipaied above 
CONCLUSION 
As Ls eqrwbm for tk ZPF re;laion force of eq (1 8) dcpenrk only on the. ; &rmiccus mluc of the acce l er i  
~mtkrcdenrtdobjectbytkerrceknrwlgaguM, itargreblyfdIku~Ihattbs k s c n o f a n y  mmory 
c&us, i.:., dany qmmim in the fme tbia nveals b u d e d y q  u a i d i m  hyperb6lic motion origw permits 
to rtPddy k rrguracd tc much arnt errrat type of mociom. Further rclevatt features of Uu gemral 
( b x b  Yd HIlSCfi 1997) IDt hcrc arc a fuUy ca.anant cahbIion a dtwslon ant anaiysis 
ofrlreckmScrdthek-sprx~ndaaprr&taikdevahrationoftk Poyntingcron produrn. Thcse will 
also k prcsmtcd in Rueda rod H?irtr (1997). 
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Thtlrra u ~ . ~ ~ ~ t o b e p r r s e n b d ~ a c m f c n a ~ c n t i t f e d . ' B r u h h r o \ l g h  
Roplinan Pbyska Waksh~p,~ in August, 199?, at NASA. Three Copies imtohring kt-tic 
er~pdnt(ZP)rrdistion*rili & ~ b e r e t b u a p p c r r t o b e o f i n t e r r s t t o t h e w o r ~  d y ,  
r h e ~ b k r r l a t i a t d e k c t ~ Z P h l d s t o i d ~ u d ~ s v i t y . n d o p m p o & d p r ~  
involving uttactiag q horn tbe vacuum. All three bpiQ fsve bcm d k u m d  in the literature 
in relatidy ra*nt ~aus. In psni&* s propad w m  made [H. E P u W ,  Php. Rev. A 3B P33 
(I-)] thstthc~kZPfiddrue&hm~b]b.sbfathc~btioadinlcraction, 
L i - r ,  a rehted proposd was made jB. Hdsdq A. Rusbi, and H. E. Puthdf, Phys. Rev. A 49, 678 
(1994N tbat tbar &Ids are rlm rbe origin la iaatia mmw. As s u m m u i d  hue, *lMutuuely, a 
dcbikd examination of the speific s t e p  in the a k d a h n s  mppotthg b two proposals aham 
rhsr srvenl d the &tical step in the adymm hnrc mzvae pobknrs. Regarding the third topic, 
huwevcr, d extrsaing m r g y  from the vacuum, this ptoclcar, docs sccm k b k .  The main quarth 
b t r c i s w b t t h c r a k b  pasps i r~oaZPmrgy  wil lcnabkvideaqy atractioapnrcssa b 
bed+vdapsdtbatucaotakadyinutistmcm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Three areas of research will be describsd here that appear to be of c b  intenst to the W n t  axifereace entitled, 
'Breakthrough Propulsion Physics Workshop." Tbese three  am^ are: (1) the eion force of ekctromseptetic - 
point (ZP) radiation on an accelerated electric dipde axillator, (2) the mymptotic a&+vsis of the van der Waals 
hoes between dectric dipole otxiilators, and (3) the thermodynamics of physical operations invohred witb uctracting 
energy from etectromagnetic ZP radiation. Most or the  prgent articie will mncentrate on the first topic of the reaction 
hce from ZP radiiion. 
What &ion do t h e e  three apparently very distinct topics have to e!ach 0th and what relation do they have to 
"propukion physics?" Ail three aregs are relah 4 to proposals by dners for constructing alternative physical means for  
space travel [I], 121. AS 1 have recently learned when ~ppraeched about this workshop, t o  seriously consider interstellar 
travel within one's lifetime, significant breakthroughs in the use of new physical i d s  and &hods are required. More 
specificalfy. the  types of propuLsion for spnce travel ?hat the scientific community is h i l i a r  with. or even the  types 
that at k t  seem reasonably b i b l e  given our p w n t  kvel of knowledge. such as propulsion via chemical, fission, or  
fusion methods. would all require far, far longer times than a typical human lifetime to tmvel From our solar system 
to the next nearest star (Alpha Centauri). Moreover, the present known methods for propuhion would all require 
incredibly ewrmouv quantities of fuel, making such a trip essentially impossible for any reasonable flight time tbat  
one might want to consider. 
The first two ~f the three topics that will be discussed here involvt my investigati~ns on prapcsed ides by others who 
haw attempted to -bin gravity and inertia as arising from the dfects of electromagnetic ZP radiation acting on 
matter i3].[4j. Other people [l] have sorle hopes that such a connection. if true, might enable means to be found for 
manipuiating gravity via methods more familiar from electromagnetic work 151. The tbird topic that will be discussed 
here on energy extraction from ZP radiation has been stated to be of interest to this workshop since there is a n d  
to "discover fundamentdly new on-board energy production methods t o  power propulsion device." [6] 
1, this artick I will cover these tnree topi- sequentially. then at the end give some cbrlcluding remarks. Briefly, 
however, my outlook at this point is that for the first topic involvine: the reaction force from electromagnetic ZP 
radiation on an accelerated system, there is indeed son: very interesting physics to report, and more to explore, bu t  
this mechanism ,ioes not appeac to provide the  fundamenki explanation for inertia proposed m Ref. 141. For the  second 
topic, Puthoff [3] has pmpaeed that  gravity may be explained as tbe result of a van der Wads like mechanism betbetween 
distant particla, due to a correlated jiggling motion cau.st?d by electromagnetic ZP radiation. Likewise. 8s with t h e  
first topic, this  p r o p , d  mechanism hks  doubtful to  me. Finall%, regarding the third topic of energv extraction 
from the vacuum 171. iff], 191, this concept seems quite reasonable. The question here. however. will be whet her or not 
vtewing energy extraction in this manner will prove t o  provide new practical energy extraction methods. 
Wore covering these three topics, 1 need to m n t i o a  that t y  ar-rk has all been addreEsed using the methods ol 
a thclgr o h  called "stochastic ciectrodynamics," and usually a- es "SED". The k t  taro topica I will 
report on certainly rely on the cakuhtiond methods of this theoiy while the third topic of "energy extractin dog 
nd. S t o c W i c  dectmdyaamie is a theory that treats the movenent of c ~ i c a l  charged partick via uwvcnt ion~l  
classical electtodynmics, n d y ,  via hfla*well's equations and the reletivistic generalization of Newton's second law 
of motion. However, one additional feature is inclu;iad, name!y, tbc assumption is made that as the temperature d a 
thermodynamic system is r e d u d  to zero. the thermd dactrornqoetic d i e t i o n  p e n t  does mt simply reduce to 
m, but r d h r  to what k CAM the %repoint" spectrum given by: p ( u )  = 9 (A). 
The following ressoning provides ooe of the main motivating fhctors behiad the t h y  of SED, namely, that one should 
not comida the equilibrium behavior of cbeeicrl dwged particks JI isdation from the thermal equilibrium behavior 
of electromagnetic radiatioo. As ctessical c h a r d  particles in-2 with esch &her, they naturally ecodenrk and 
deamderate during tbar trajsdories, tbssby ndhting -ic radiation. Indaad, ae two oppaddy char@ 
point &up rapidly approscb asch other, the radiated energy rcughiy rb3 imrersely proportional to tbe distaace 
bebmm them. Htna, rsd i ioo  must be a very key component of any system that mtght constitute a thermal 
equilibrium qituatioa for c k m i i  dwgd psrticks. Indad,  becartee of Earnsbaw's thamm 1101, we kwrw that a 
system of c k i d  c b r g d  -ides cannot exist in static, sbbk quilibrium. Thus, if an equilibrium sit& for 
c k i l  charged pnrticles L at all pusibk,  then the chargas must -x foUowin~ a fluctuating, oecilkting trajectory in 
SF. A self consistent picture is then obtaiwd when one reaks t lat the  ektmumgnetic radiatii arising from this 
fluctuating trajectory must effset tbe trajectory of other partick b r a d  mmret be an integrd part for enabling thermal 
aquilibrium to be obtained between particlea a d  radiiation. This canapt is actually a fairly natural one for most 
people wben they think of a system at a temperature T > 0; i-e , it is commonly accepted to think of a thermal 
Rwxctuathg system with an a- energy of the fluctuations dictated by T. S i  tk early 190QE, experimmtdly 
we know that fluctuatbns elso exist even at T = 0. Combiniig this observation with the ides about Earnshaw's 
theoran, and the  otha remarks above, leads SED proponents to believe that fluctuations between clessicd particles 
an6 fields are ako a key feature even at T = 0. 
A number of very icteresting propertis We kcn establkhcd for c W i 1  ekctrmmgnetic ZP radiatmn, includ'mg 
that  the  spectrum exhibits Lurentz invariance (1 11, [12, and that i t  iatisfies the thermodynamic definition of T = 0 by 
resulting in no heat Acnt during reversible thermodynamic opersticm for several simpk eleckodynamic systems tbat  
have been examined (131- 1161. What makcs the tbeory of SED part cularly interesting is that besides reexamining the 
ageold problem of whether squilibrium can utkt for cia&A &mlzd particles, which at some tnight be viewed 
as purely an exercise of academic interest, one finds that  SED actuaZv predicts the correct quantum macbaaical 
propertig of simple dactrodynarnic systems. Indesd, many pecqtle working in the  area of SED haw haped tbat 
SED might prove sufkiently powerful to provide a very deep un*ierstanding and microphysical basis for quantum 
mechanic& phenomena. 
Unfortunately, to date, this hope hes not materidid. Agreemen. has been found fix linear systems. However, for 
nonlinear systems found in nature, SED has so far been found to y eld physically incorrect predictions. Whether this 
diigroement is the final story for SED, or whether there are inacrtracies in tk Mi for the  calculations carried out 
to date, has not been fully settied yet [l'ij. Certainly, however, it is sak tc say that only a very small minority of 
physicks believe that  SED iE the correct appn>sch to sdequatery lleacribe nature. 
The natural quesZion must then arise as to why would one use SE D for the  m~ukions reported in this artick? A t  
kast three simpie answers exist. Fit ,  provided one stays in tbe  regime where only a linear system is amsickd, 
in particular a simple harmonic oscillator (SHO), then the results of these cahr!:*tions should be accurate. Such is 
the  use kK the results reported bere. Seoond, the physical mnoepts in SEE are very ckar; one doesn't run into the 
complications of quantum electrodynamics (QED) where it is difficult to keep straight what is physically real and 
what is nd. In QED, such questioas become incraraingly more dif icult when dealing with accelerated system, such 
as what will be discussed here. Third, for some type of calculstiocs the 'mhnques of SED are considerably easier 
than thcee of GED. Indeed, a number of calculations in SED have IK- ones in QED, such as with the analysis of 
?he bzhaJior of simple elacttodynamic d e r s t A  through the vacuum (simpk, but more c o m p l d  than a 
sitgle p d i c l e )  f18!, or with regard to .%me van der Waals force ca:oulat.ioni. carried out at T > 0 and a t  all distance 
121), 113j. 
For those interested, kef1. !'&I- (2'71 Frovide further background or SED. 
111. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON RELATING GRAVITY ANR INERTIA TO THE 
VACUUM 
Lec us now turn to the first two of the three topi- that will be d W  bere. In ndativdy rment yasrs, a line d 
research bas been pursued by a few researchers [3], (41 that  has prompted much of the work summarized in the  prgent  
section and in the subsequent one. The resear& being referrad to here i n d &  the possible relationship between 
gravity, inertia, and ZP energy. indeed, P u t M  [24 has proposed that  "... gravity is a form of long-range van der 
Waak foi x with particle Zit-rrg response t~ the m m q d n t  fluctuations of the e k t m l a g n e t i c  
field." Put  W s  work m t a i d  calculations that he felt showed that ore could obtain the  Newtonian appmAm&iion 
to the gravitational intuadion by considering the  dfects of the ZP fie& on creating a correlated, fluctuating motion 
between distant particle. The  pursuit of this ides was motivated by a n  article by S d r k v  [29\ that  praposed the  
gravitational interaction is not a fundamntd  physical interaction a t  d l ,  but rather that it results from a "... change 
in the ad ion  of quantum fluctuations of the vacuum if space is curved." [?9] 
Using somewhat analogous motivating id- to that of P u t W s  in Ref. (31, Haiih, Rueda, a d  Puthoff (HRP) have 
pmposed that inertia arb due to the average resistive brce that  acts on matter when i t  is mxeierated through the 
vacuum. These researchers proposed, k w d  on lengthy Q f c u W i  for tbe behavior of a specific particle model, that 
the average of the 'magnetic component" of the electromagnetic btz h c e  due to e h r o m a g n e t i c  ZP radiation 
acting on tbe particle is equal to  -ma, warhcre a is the sccderstion and m, is the  inertia1 mass. More specifically, 
they cakutated e ( z  x B ~ ~ ) ,  where the brackets mean an ensemble average, v is the  velocity of an oscillating particle 
withi the accekrating particle, e is the charge of the oscillating particle, c is the  speed of light, and B" is the 
cks4i l  magnetic ZP field acting on the oscillating particle. 
Certainly if these propods are correct, then this work represents very proFound physical changes to physicists' 
conceptions a k w t  gravity and inertia. Moreover, if cwrect, then it seems reasonable to speculate that inertial and 
gravitational properties of matter might be alterable somewhat by moddying the structure of tbe vacuum, per@ 
very much like what is done in cavity quantum ekctrodynamic experiments [q. Akhough i t  is far from clear to me 
how these ptoceduts might provie practical tneatrr of aid for improved prapulsion schemes, which is one of the main 
aims of this conferenoe, still, 1 d o  recognize that this possible explanation for inertia and gravity, if correct, would 
open up  new v i b i l i t i e s  for controlling our environment. The key question then would be to what extent this can 
be accomplished. 
The a u t h  in &Is. !3], 141 supply a number of suggestive arguments as to why ZP radiation should pravide an 
erplanation for pavity and inertia. Their calculetions attempt to support these arguments. Consequently, i t  seems 
critically important to carefully check the accuracy of t h e e  calculations. After all, no matter how much one believes 
or does not b e l i  in the basic physical arguments, the details of sorting through the  calculations, their p tdi i t icns ,  
aid whether they agree with physical observation, are uttirnately what dictates the 119tfulnes3 of the theory. Reference 
!311 examines the calculations in Ref. [4] in considerable detail, c a r r i e  out some corrections, and extends them by 
mrnoviag some approximations. Here, the results of some of these calcuhtions in Ref. 1311 will be reported and 
summarized. In addition, many of the physical assumptions and limitations in Ref. (4) ate examined in some detail 
in Ref. [32] and are briefly mentioned here. 
The calculations in Ref. [4!, in particular, were quite lengthy, with a number of approximations made to yield the final 
resu!?s that  were obtained. The calculations were sufficiently complex to make it quite difficult t o  determine the full 
validity of the a~rox imat ions ,  which is what prompted much of the work in Ref. [31]. k q  wiil be described here. the  
results )f ,he detailed calculations thht reexamine the work in Refs. 13) and 1.11 d i  with the major conclusions of 
thee: ~eferenccs. Consquently, the point that  wiil be made in the cnncluding -&ion here (See. VI) is t b t  despite 
the very inkr-stinq qualitative ideas in Refs 131 and 141, the debi ts  of the  mathematics do not justify them in several 
critical ways. UP' 36 the detailed calculations back u p  the general ideas, then we need t o  conclude that  the gravity 
and inertia ideas invo'iving ZP enerqy as the source, are not correct as they present:p stan I .  
IV. REACTION FORCE OF ELFCTROMAGNETIC ZP RAEIATION 
Reference f41 consib.. . an electric dipole SHO that was uniformly xze1erat.d through the  va m. A specific model 
of i. particle was considered that consista4 of an overdl neutral particle containinb a n  internal oscillating point charge. 
This point charge was ~ssumed to undergo scochmtic willations in its t ra je tory dut to the fluctuations of the ZP 
fie)& acting upon iL. The rjHO oinding force acting on t t  oscillating particle essentially connectet' ' t o  the  rest of 
the composite particle The entire system was assumed to be uniformly aceb -ted through spece, rne~ning that as 
observed in the r a t  frame of the erquilihiu~ p i n t  of the ompasite pa~ticle jr.e., the place where the Si.0 force 
equals zero), the  equi l ibr i~~n point was always accelerated a t  a constant rate given by a. 
Although one migbt w n d e r  why the  behavior of such a spacific system might be ctmsen to be malymd when we 
know it represents, a t  ba t ,  only a vecy approximate description for a molecuk, an atom, a nucleus, or a subatomic 
particle, probably the best reason is thst for anything much mcre complkatd, the calculations become extremely 
unwieldy and unmmqpable. As with many pupas in physics, dating bedc to the early papers of sucb pe~ple as 
Einstein and Pbndc, &n d i u l t  calculations are done on tht simpkst system paseible to first dcmmtrate the  
intended behavior, and are then generalized if at d l  possible one: the pattern ol the underlying physical behavior is 
understood. I belie= this was the  intent of Re&. [31 and [4] Ind&, s i n a  then, Ruade and Haisch in Ref. [I331 have 
attempted to generake the rcsulb in [4) to other systuns in natttre [34]. 
To calculate e ( z  x B ~ ~ ) ,  the qlcilkrting trajsctory of the fluctuating internal particle mwt  be kmmn, which wss 
o b t e i  in Ref. [19] by essentially linarhbg t h e  Lorentz-Dim: equation that describes the motion of a cbical  
charged particle. In this way, the vaocity v can be expressed in t %me of the proper time of the particle and in terms 
of the ZP fieids ming to amwe the fluctuating amtion of tbe  i n t m l  particle. A s  done in Ref. 141, if the ooonlinate 
system is set up so that the uniform acceleration occurs along the 2 directioa and oscillations arz constrained fo occur 
in the z - y plane, then the enstmbk average of this magnetic component of the Lorentz force, as measured in the 
re4t frame of the equilibrium point of the composite particle, is given by 
Here. T, represents the proper time assodated with the equilibrium point of tbe oomposite particle, t ,  is the time as 
metsured in tbe instantaneous inertial tcrt frame of this point, K, is the  paei t in  of this equilibrium point in this 
inertial rest kame, and y, and 2,. represent the  y and z posit ons of the oscillating internal pertick in this same 
frame. Upon expmsing y, and r ,  in term of the ZP fields =.using the fluctuating motion and upon recognizing 
some symmetry properties, one obtains: 
a3 
e2 FM,=  -- ( I  f& J ( - ) ( ( I, ) B 0 T ) )  , where 
W c  A 
Hue,  r = f $ and m is the  ~ B S S  of the internal o~ i l l a t ing  partick. In Eq. (Z), the quantity 
(EF:, (o,<) B::~ (0, re;) npwents  the amelation function, or eusembk average, betwen two components of th 
electric and magnetic ZP fidds a t  different proper times 7: and 7 :  dong the trajectory of the equilibrium point of the 
un ihmly  a c c e l d  particle. 
Equation (2) can be s W n  to agree with expressions in Ref. (41 be1 x e  certain appmimations were made there. What is 
pnicuiarly intersting .bout tbi. expression is tha t  if one carries ~ u t  a ulcubt ion of E::, (0, <) BF:z (0, re))  in SED ( 
for r: # re, then in the nwut-off limit ( i .e. ,  meaning in t h e  limit where the upper frequemy limit of the  ZP spectrum 
is arumed to  be infinite, u that there is no upper frequency el t d ) ,  one can show that (e~,  (0,~:) B: (0, re)) 
exactly equals zero. This rsult can be shown t o  agree exactly s ith the corresponding quantity in QED [35], (361. 
Hence, one's initiel reaction to tbe expression in (2) might natundly be that the force should equal zero. Such was my 
initial reaction, which was one of the reasons why I strongly sus!mted that the results in Ref. [4] might be incorrect. 
Casting the equation for FMa in terms of an  integral over a a rrelation func?ion is what enables one to make this 
obeervation; Eq. (2) is different, bu t  equivalent, to the starting c~pressions in kef. [4]. My suspicion was that Eq. (2) 
did indeed equal zero, although I aiso suspected that there was another term involving e z . VE" that needed to 
be cakulated that might contribute in a n  important manner. 
( ) 
However, Eq. (2) does not equal zero. Altltough I did not arrivt a t  the sarne results that HRP did, due to a number 
of remsons t h a t  I will roughly explain here. neither did I o b t a i ~  a zero answer. The reason for this is that one has 
to be very careful when carrying out the integral in Eq. (2) over 6, er, the correlation functicn does not equal 
zero when 7: = T=. Instead, the correlation function is siugular at. this point. Consequently, one needs to use mote 
sophisticated techniques for dealing with this singuiarity while integrating tbrough it. Reference (311 deshibcs how this 
was carried out. Roughly, though, it involves first evaluating the  integrand in Eq. (2) when a finite upper frequency 
limit is assumed for the ZP spectrum. For a finite upper freque~cy limit, the inkgrand is no longer singulst, so tbe  
integration can then be safely carried out. The reauh is that. FM4 can be expressed as a function of the  frequency 
c u t 4 ,  a t  -vhich point one can then examine taking tSe IIO ccut-otf limit in the spectrum. 
Several approximations made in Ref. [4] were removed in [31), including a small velocity appraxirnation involving Eqs. 
(20) and (21) in Ref. (41, which can be shown to be invalid when carrying out the integral over all ri in Eq. (2). A h ,  
the exact exprgsions were obtained for J (a) in Eq. (3), from which a full expansion to any order in I' can be made. 
Finally, a n  accurate method was found t o  express the correlation function ($71, 
while in tegrat i~g over the product of J (7: - 7.) Chf,o (T: - re) in Eq. (2). These steps led t o  the recognitian that the  
step in Ref. f41 of neglecting the r: > re part of the  integrai ir. Eq. (2) was not correct fB1. 
Correcting t h e e  steps Lead to the result that  the average of the ZP Lorentz force. as expanded in the 2P spectrum 
cu t 4 f  parameter a 1371, is given by: 
If the r: > re integral contribution in Eq. (3)  was neglected, as was done in Ref. [4], then the first term above that  
is proportional to i/(r2? would not have dropped out, as the 7: < r, coiitribution to  the integral in Eq. (2) equals 
- ( I  - 3 (ar)') a s ,  while the r: > re mntributbn quah the  exact negative of this quantity. This t a m  is domly 
related to the result ol 
which HRP obtained as their final result of Eq. (109) in Ref. i4], when using their sharp c u t 4  model that  treats t h e  
ZP fieeki as being sharply cut off above all frequencies larger than w,. Clearly, then, the 7: > re integrai contribution 
must be retained. 
Consequently. unfortunately, dcspite many of t be interesting and suggestive ideas in Ref. [4], a t  present, the detailed 
calculations d o  not support the authors' pr-1 in Ref. (41. Rom Eq. (S), we see that  the "magnetic" component 
of the ZP Lorentz force does cause a rtsistive force proportional to  the acceleration, but this SED result d o s  not 
become large as the cut-off in t.he ZP spectrilm is remo:ed (ie.. as is 4 0); this result, although quite interestirzg, 
hardly seems able to provide a fundamental explanation t o  inertia. Instead, this result shows that  the  ZP field can 
cause mass corrections, a result long known from QED anmrlysg. 
My belief is that  'he SED cakuiation of the  "electric* contribution to the ZP Lorentz force, namely, the contributicn 
from e z . VE" , will prove to be more interesting, but I d o  not believe that the result will leed t o  a new fundamental ( ) 
explanation for inertial mass in the manner described in Ref. 141 Calculations o n  this term are still in progr-. 
V. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF THE CAS1MIR.-FWLDE EQUATION 
The following analysis regarding work in Ref. 131 was contained in a letter I wrote to Dr. B. Puthoff in 1993 1391. 
Earlier, I had become aware of the as yet unpublished work in Ref. [4!. While invgtigating HRP's reasouing, I 
reexamind Puthoff's propasal in Ref. [3] for explein~ng gravity based on ZP fields 131, since the pmsibk c o r m t n g s  
or incorrectnas of that p r o p i  might he tightly coupled to the same outcome for HRP's proposal that  the  ZP fields 
were also responsible for explaining incrtk. Unfortunately, my aruilysis of Ref. I.?), aq outlitled here, did not support, 
P u t h d ' s  proposal on vavitation Skcr: that letter. K. D ~ n l e y  worked with Prof. .4. Rueda and wrote a Mvlaster's 
thesis (401 that came to the same conclusions my kttu, although be and Ruade held out hope that a relativistic 
analysis might yield results in line with Puthoff's original suggestion. Unfwtunatcly, I am unaware of any evidence 
to  eitber support or not support this hope, so at present I do not share this optimism. 
Briefly, Putboffs work in Ref. (31 r e f e d  to the Casimu-Polder poxntial between polarizeble particles as an  appro- 
priate starting point for his analysis, where this potential is given by: 
Here, R is the distance between the two particles, and Puthcff onsidered the case where the two particles were 
SHOs with tesonant frequency yl and p d a r i i i y  given by a = e2/ (4). Hi tmt rnen t  in Ref. [3] masidered 
only the nrst tetm in brackets above [41], in which he substituted b~ = 0 into tbe  integrand and then supplied some 
arguments to support that this tetm would result in a 1 /R  & d i k e  potential between particles. Later, in response 
142) to a criticism by Carlip [43] on the mathemst id  steps uead in Ref. p], he gave some additional arguments and 
different r m n i n g  to still yield this 1/ R dective potential, now elnphasiing that there should be physical reasons 
for imposing c u t d s  in the integration that enable this 1/R form t.3 be obtained. 
Some of the  points made in Ref. [39] were tha t  (1) one cannot sin:ply extract the  Fugt term in Eq. 7, as a11 of the 
terms contribute on n roughly equal footing in the large distance regime, and (2) one can directly analyze Eq. (7) 
without imposing approximations. By making the substitution of ut  = uR in Eq. (7), one obtains: 
hc w,' IJ ( R )  = -a2- - (y' , where 
/ 
Thus, U (R) b a ~  a functional form of 1/R3 ti- an integral that depends on e, where each of the erms in the  
Cmimir-Polder integral make an important contribution. In Eq. 4, one can also r e p b e  the  upper limit of infinity 
by an upper cut-off, such as might be imposed if the ZP spectru n was thought to  be cut off at sufficiently large 
frequencies If a 1/R potential is to emerge for the form of U (R) under whatever limiting conditions one imposes 
(eg., large R, small 4. etc.), then I (b) must result in a b2 depend trice under these conditions. 
However, a full evaluation d Eq. (9) does not reveal any such deyendency, even if one i v  a reasonable upper 
ZP spectral cut-off limit. Instead, as shown in Fig. 1,  at large b = obR/c, I (b) is bounded by the asymptotic van der 
Waels exprension of 
23 I, ( b )  - b-4 a '  
yieitding an overall l/R7 dependence hr [JfR) in this regime. At s~nall  b, I (b) is bounded by the unretarted van der 
Waals expressiori of 
3r IUr (b )  z -b-3 
4 ' 
yielding an overall 1/R8 dependence for U(R) in this regime. At nt, point either between these extremes! or st these 
extremes, is there any behavior that remotely approeches a b+2 dep :ndencz that wouM be required to yield a net 1/ R 
dependence for U ( R ) .  An upper ZP frequency cut-off does not sub,&intially change this analysis. 
In Ref. 1421, Puthoff added the additional argument that to  obtain a net 1 /R  dependence in potential, an tipper 
dect ive frequency limit of w, d e d  to be impastd in the integration, where u, < <, followed by the condition that  
the limit of -+ 0 was to be taken. In hiu justification for this ertsoning, he used an argum .nt by Boyer in Ref. 
(441 that only the low frequency contribution of the interaction between polerizeble particles sho ild be effective in 
yielding the long range attractive force due to correlated motion. This argument is indead valid; however, applying 
this rassoning leads t o  the retarded van der Waals exprwion in Eq. (10) with its l/R7 dependence, rather than 
to any 1/R dependence. If the a d d i t i o ~ i  constraints are imposed of an upper limit of w, in the  integration, with 
ui < ~ g ,  as well as that the limit of 4 0 be taken, then this procedure is c q u i v e h t  t o  saying that additional 
physical effects need t o  be i n p e e d  that are not present in the full Casimir-Polder expression. Indeed, after reading 
Refs. [3] and 1421, one might have the i m p m i o n  that the W.mir-Polder expression reduces to a 1/R potential if 
one could only calculate it appropriately undzr the  correct conditions. Instead, the C8simir-Polder expression clearly 
contains the retarded van der Waais expression with its 1 / R' dependence as a limiting arse (see Fig. 1). T h e  p h y s b l  
reasoning of the  k g &  contribution to this result 3eing due t o  the small frequency regime is indeed correct and 
is not a n  additional requirement that need3 to t : imposed when evaluating the integral in Eq. (7). Insksd, the 
requirements of Puthoff in Ref. [42] involviiig wj, u, < c ~ o ,  and yo -4 0, constitute additional physical impositions that  
are certainly not contained withi.. '.'.e Casimir-Polder equation. Indeed, I a m  not aware of physical mechenisms that 
would result in these impositions. Consequently, without additional justification available, I belie8 e it is necessary to 
conclude that Puthoff's conjecture that the gravitational attraction is due to  ZP fields, is incorrect. There may be 
other ties between ZP fields and gravitation, such as in Sakharov's brief article 1291, but this particular connection 
does not appear to hold. 
VI. EXTRACTING ENERGY FROM THE VACUUM 
'brning to the last topic of this article, Forward in 1984 first wrote about a possible means for extracting useful 
energy from the vacuum 171. He described a relatively simple mechanical mechanism usiny charged conducting plates 
that  are  brought close enough together to allow the Casirnir force to  overcome the electrostatic repulsion between the 
plates, t h e b y  enabling charge to be stored at a very high dectroetatic potential energy. Indeed, m e  scientists have 
speculated that there may be enormous quantities of energy that  can be extracted harnessed from the vacuum, 
since the energy density of the electromagnetic ZP fields has been estimated to be incredibly brge 1451. I am strongly 
convinced that there is little question that energy can in principle be extracted frvrn the vacuum; Forward's example 
is orle simple method that should clearly work. As for practical means of generating large quantities of energv, that 
is a separate issue I will discuss in a moment. 
Two sets of questions t ~ i c a l l y  arise during discussions a b o ~ t  extracting energy from the vacuum. The  f m t  set involves 
the  physicel legitimacy of being able to extract this energy; i.e., the very concept seem like it must be violating some 
physical law, such ~s conservation of energy or the  second law of thermodynamics. Indeed. there are a number of subtle 
h u e s  involving thermodynamic operations a t  or near T = 0, such as regarding the behavior of physical systems under 
thermodynamically rever&bie process (eg., Casimir plates held apart and then quasistatically diiplrtced toward each 
other) or irreversible on- (e-g., the same plates initially held apart, t h ~ . i  r e b d  so that  they collide), or whether 
heat can be  generated crt T = 0 (no it cannot for reversible operations, but yes i t  can f ~ r  i reversible o m ) ,  and 
how is energy conserved for these procecws (the "vacuum" changes under thermodynamic operations, resulting in 
the  net energy in ZP redi t ion pius the energy of the %.stern being examined to h a y s  be conserved). Although 
subtle in some w, a t  least until one clearly starts examining the issues, all of these concerns appear to be readily 
understandable and to not constitute violation; of physical Laws. References [8] and [9] LO over rneny of these concerns 
in some detail. Reference 1221 briefiy summarizes some of the work in Refs. [13j- 1161 on related therrnody nemic issues 
concerning ZP radiation, as well as specifically addressing the  issue of conservation of energy for charged particles 
and ZP electromagnetic fieids. 
The second set of questions that typically arise involve the practical i s sue  of how one might extract large quantities 
of energy from the vacuum. I am aware that  there are some technologists actively working on this problem, inclr:i~:.g 
Puthoff, who has k n  working with what he  refas to  as a charged piasma. Since from a physical standpoint I am 
convinced that one should be able to extract m b i e  energy, then it seems ~ i b l e  that some of these experiments will 
be sumssful, although I have not as yet carried out any specific investigations. T h w r e c b l  calculations should also 
be possible to estimate the quantity of energy possible in specbic situations, which should be helpful. In addition. i t  
may be possible t o  put limits in general on the maximum amolint of useful energy one can excrect from the vwuurn. 
I think, though, that the following viewpoint shoulu be kept autiously in mind when considering ZP cnergy extraction. 
The theory of SED has the perspective that the  stability of atams and molecule is due in large part to the balance 
between "energy pick-up" from the electromagnetic Z P  fiekt4 and the r d i e r t d  energy from electrons in their orbito. 
Although SED has not been shown to hold for noc1ins.r systems in nature, still, this physial  picture is carried 
over in some ways in quantum theory, whera the vacuum field is formally c e s s a r y  for sttbility of atoms, otherwise 
radiation reedion will cause canonical commutators like [ x . ~ , ]  to decay t o  ?era u n l m  the fluctuating vacuum is 
included. Coasequently, much phenomena in nature, such as ch4:rni-1 reactions, can possibly be viewed, rougb.ly, 
as "Bctractions of energy" from the vacuum, in aaalogy to the irreversible chanp of position of colliding parallel 
piate capncitors. After all, c h e r r ~ i d  reactions roug:dy rearrange average "positions" of electrons in atoms as well 
as atoms in mkculea,  and typically release electromagnetic ener ~y in the process. Hence, in this senae, a t rac t ing  
energy and heat from the vacuum is not mysterious at 4 1 ,  but is caily observed in mmmon phenomena such as with 
batteries, combustion, and other chemical rerhions (461. Even &.ion and fusion may be similar examples, although 
such operations would then necewuiiy involve the ZP k i d s  assoc ated with nuclear interactions. 
I don't mean to claim that the above is true, but i t  may be, and onat should bsar this in mind when trying to construct 
new ideas for generating energy. If true, then the only real advant.3~ for specific thoughts on energy extraction from 
the vacuum would be that the deliherate aim of diuectly a t t empt  ng this procedure with 2P r d i i o n  might enable 
methods more famtliar from electromagnetic work to generate inventive energy exlraction methods ; J ] ,  [I]. 
VII. CONCLUDING REMALKS 
This article briefi: oveted ~ ~ p e c t s  of the following three topics that appear ta be of close interest to the present 
workshop, namel;.: ( I )  a P~OP(*YL~ by fW 141 that  electromagnetic zero-point (ZP) radietion may provide a fun& 
mental explanation for inertia, (2) a related earlier prapasai by Puthoff 131 that  electromnagnetic ZP radiation may 
also provide a fundamental explanation for gravity, and (3) t h t  ext -action of energy born   he vacuum. As summarized 
here, and as will be discussed in much more detail elsewhere 1321, [31], the c a k ~ ~ l a t i o ~ ~ s  in (41 on the first topic have. 
unforta-mtely, been found to b v e  m e  p r  approximations in t.hem that a hen cormcbd, d o  not yield results for 
the average of the 'magnetic" component of Larentz fm from the electromagmtic ZP field that  fit with the author's 
proposal for explaining the origin of inertia. In sddition, there rrre a number of more basic issues, otber than the 
details oi the cakuletions, thbt limit the intended scope and gencmlity of the  wark in Ref. 141, such as that the use 
of the Abraham-LonnbDiac equation in arriving at the r e x l t s  already contains the  concept of mass ernbeddsd in 
it; these paints are d i i u d  in some detail in Ref. [32]. 
Regarding the  sscond topic, the point w- made here that Cas mir-Polder integral can be explicitly evaluated [see 
Eqs. (8) and (9) and Fig. 11. The approximations made in [3] a r d  (421 are not valid for examining the asymptotic. 
long distacce behavior of the Casimir-Polder integral. Only if additional physical constraints, not included althir  the 
basic physics embodid by the Casimir-Polder integral, are impoer d, can the  propoeed steps made by Put hoff in Ref. 
1421 be justified. At present, 1 a m  unammre of any ptysical mecbanisrns that  justify these constraints, so Puthoff's 
gravity explanation qmm to be invalid. 
F ' d l y ,  regarding the third topic of extracting energy from the v a c ~  urn, and despite what may appear t o  be in violation 
of one's common sense, I do not presently see physitai reasons t i  at prt:*:nt the  m u r r e n c c  of such thermodynamic 
processes. R e f s e n a s  [8] and [9] provide explanations here. The  resl q~es t ion  here will be whether this knowldge will 
aid the :reation r,' additional practical methods for enerey e x t r a  ion that we d o  not already know about and rndeed 
make u c ~  of presently, such as in the chemical process of combu..ion. Quite possibly this additional knowledge and 
insight on the .~r.tribution of ZP en.ngy to typimi phqsical proasses will be helpful in mnstructing new processes, 
but that of course remeins t o  be seea. 
As for r ~ o m ~ i e n d a ' ~ i o n s  for future wart, 1 have stveral. E~rst,, a clee;nr physihl tinderstsndinq ran  czrtainly be 
gained by continued exp1wr~;on of t h -  issues on inertial mass -tit xbutions from Zk fields. This + N-:, ~s an iolportant 
part of the renormalizatiorl progrpn: ~n QEC and k c l ~ ~ y  relace 1 LO rvvesiiytions by pny$ic;-' I cavity c. 3ntum 
electrodynamics on dect,ir.q the iifef~rnc of stcited rtclmc state and the trwmurcil nlrrss of Fm,iclc=i I t  LS lar f r ~ m  
clear to mc t m t  such wwj; rdouM have any relation to advsnml %pace prcyulsion xhaes b u t  Iron, :he standpoint 
of m f u l  advanced physics, tbiR directixl IE ;.~rtcir;lj R g w x i  onr  tkat should LJe, explored more fully, br::h trreorPtically 
and experimentall-]. Zero-point Ilc 1 iscnc-11b-l clmrly probide a c jnt  'fhution to i n c t k i  mass. altirougi: it wms doubtful 
that  it car. be the full explanptm~t. Af+,er d! there ui- czttai~ly c ~ t  \TCOC~; ;~I  tbutiorls to the :n=nrd mass of p.trnicls- 
surh as  due to ~l&~r,t;i~cgrw~ir, bindiny forcts in composrb partic1 s and -vcll in models of kindam-ntal particles 1481. 
The uniqrc: trarrsiorrr.ati.sn propeflie :.i 31' ricids, in pari,~ctllar with rq~d to Lorentz iavarjance, plus iheir 1arr: 
filagn~tude, are dttdou5tdly what ermS:t: them to ~r~l l . .e  .mportAl:L rncrth!, mass contributions. 
3 w o i 1 ~ 1 ,  since %P end:r:rp.v 4?ould ciclarly cor,trrbuk to in&;81 rl3wq, tire. 2 u st:11 r ~ I G  ,rr IF donr to  ?~.wa*! ike 
rehttoasbir. of ?IP f i rk i j  ~ n d  t ..e pav rtactr,r~I interactio,i Puthof made an inkreking j~ropm==! that dim n ~ t ,  appear 
te tne  to hc.Ld. but !,?ifrrr: a ail! ~ , I C  ~ u r i ~ ~ - l s  t:~rti~ll? of Sakharov i?9\ mi other kssurs involving e x r g ; ,  mass, vavlt.atior, 
and 7," t ~ e h  t l ~ a t  rrre no: yet wt* ;,*; The,? rpIbte:-ilYIIIpL; r t t ~ ~ l  t be ex m i r r ~ f  IrlorP dt.eply and yin,14 down. 
TBird, iurtha inHstip&ioas should k tm+d cut on spKlfie erantpks rtl pmprrad e m  atrrr t i ta  m&j& fmm 
tk vacuum. lu ptu thk ,  deta1W. caktriaticm sbouM be cMiad ott r o  *a &a the wtimh:? of specific pmpraafs 
and ta .id in setting up tk 'H.Z cc drtmns k: cxpaimcnhrion, as d l  as on arne general imtes indving the 
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"So you want it simple? Well I'll make it simple But then don't ask me to explain 3b8205 
everything." - Titus Colema 
ABSTRACT 
The physical origin of Casimir effects is discussed together with the notion d 'ex- 
traction of energy from the vacuum." 
CAS- EFFECTS 
Limited space, time, and knowledge make it i m p s i  ble for me to to describe dl that is 
significant about Casimir effects. I have previously studied the subject in some detail 
[Milonni 19941. Here I will summarize the most salient features and how they can be 
understood. 
Mainstream physicists regard the world at its most basis level as a set of inteaacting 
quantized fields. Particles are associated with excited states of t h e e  fields. Quantized 
fields, much like the quantized harmonic oscillator, have fluctuations in all states, 
including the ground or zero-point state of no particles. Associated with that state is 
a zero-point energy, or actually a spectrum of zero-point energies. Casimir effects are a 
consequence of a change in the zero-point spectrum of a quantum field when boundary 
conditions are imposed (or when the topology is non-Euclidean). Brief overviews, 
including some history, are available [Milonni and Shih 1992; Spmch 1996). 
The best known Casirnir effect, often called Me Casimir effect, is the attractive 
force between two parallel conductir~g plates: 
where d is the distance between the plates. The force per unit area ( F )  is about 
0.013/& dyn/crn2, where d is in microns, giving 0.013 dyne for 1 cm plates separated 
by 1 pm. Two square plates, each 200 ft across and separated by 1 pm, are attracted 
to each other with a force of about 1 pound. It is not a large effect. 
It has been of interest primarily because of the wi~y Casirnir first derived it [Casimir 
19481. In free space the number of mode per unit volume in the frequency i n t e r 4  
[o, w + dw] is the well known o2/(x2c3)dW, and each mode of frequency w has a zero- 
point energy (112)b. The zero-point field energy density in the interval jo,w + do] 
is therefore (tW3/2z2c3)dW. 
If instead of free space we have two conducting plates, parallel and separated by d, 
the possible field frequencies in the space between the plates are restricted. Outside the 
plates there are no restrictions on the frequencies. '?he total field energy is therefore 
different from the case of free spxe. As ia free space, the totd  energy over d l  possible 
frequencies is infinite. The difference U between tlese two infinite energies can be 
calculated in various ways, and it turns out that the force F = -VU is finite and given 
by Equation (1). 
Sparnaay reported the first experiments to tes, this preciction [Spaarnay 1958, 
19893. By measuring the capacitance c h q e  of a capacitor L-nnected to one of the 
plates, the displacement of a spring was determined and used to infer the force between 
two conducting phtes with separations in the range 0.3 - 2 pm. Sparnaay's experiments 
are frequentiy cited as evidence for the Casimir forcs:, but i t  should be noted that the 
relative errors in the measured foras were on the order of 100% due to errors Ad - 0.3 
pm caused by hysteresis in the capacitor. Sparnaay himself was more careful, writing 
that "The observed attractions do not contradict Czsimir's theoretical prediction." 
If Casimir'rr prediction were wrong, a fundameatai change in our understanding 
of quantum iields and vacuum fluctu~~.tions would be required. It is highly noteworthy, 
therefore, that Lamoreaux recently undertook a new, accurate measurement for d in 
the range 0.6 - 6 pm. In this experiment the force wiu inferred from the correction 
voltage that had to be applied to a capacitor in o-der to keep fixed the angle of a 
torsion pendulum attached to one of the Casirnir pl.rtes. Excellent agreement (- 5%) 
betwen experiment and Equation (1) was obtained without any adjustable parameters 
[Lamoreaux 19971. 
Equation (1) follows as the limit for perfect cor.ductors of a complicated formula 
derived by Lifshitz for dielectrics [Lifshitz 1956; Schwinger, DeRaad, and Milton 1978; 
Milonni 19941. There is a rather large literature on Casimir forces if their interpreta- 
tion is extended to dielectrics. The first successful experiments were reported in 1951 
[Derjaguin, Rabinovich, and Chursev 1978; Milonni and Shih 19941. 
Casimir effects also appear in the microscopic c~omain. The famous l/r6 van der 
Waals interaction, for instance, goes over to a l/r' interaction when the distance r 
between the atoms is large compared with an absorption wavelength, a consequence of 
the finite speed of light [Casimir and Polder 19481: 
where aA,ae are the static polarizabilities of atorrs A,B. This, as well as the usual 
"nonretarded" interaction, can be interpreted as a r hange in the zero-point energy of 
the field as a consequence of the presence of the tw.3 atoms. Similarly a large part of 
the Lamb shift can be interpreted as a change in the zero-point field energy due to 
the mere prelence of a single atom, which changes the fr-pace modes of the field 
by acting as a dipole scatterer. Casimir effects can aim piav a role in the spectra of 
Rydberg atoms [Spr~tch 19961, 
An atom near a conducting wall is attracted to the wall as a consequence of the 
dipole-dipole interaction with its image; the interaction energy goes as i 163, where d 
is the distance of the atom from the wall. But in the retarded regime of farge d the 
interaction varies as 1 Id': 
where a is the static polarizability of the atom [Casimir and Polder 19481. Again we 
can interpret this in terms of a change in the zero-point field energy. The transition 
from the nonretarded to the retarted interacti. n has been accurately verified in beau- 
tiful experiments carried out by Hinds's group [Sukenik, Boshier Cho, Sandoghar, and 
Hinds 1993). 
VIEWPOINTS 
Vacuum fluctuations and zero-point energy htve red, measurable physical conse- 
quences. However, it does not necessarily follow that there is an enormous (infinite!) 
field energy out there that could be put to good use if only we were more imaginative. 
I t  is important, first of all, to remember that there are other ways to  interpret the 
effects we have just described. 
The explanation of these effects in terms of zero-point field energy seems so nat- 
ural that they are often invoked as proof for the reality of this zero-point energy. 
However, underlying tbese explanations i s  a particular and rather arbitrary choice for 
the ordering of field operators. Different operator orderings suggest different physical 
interpretations. In particular, a nomel ordering of field annihilation and creation o p  
erators suggests that Casimir elfects can be attributed entirely to source fields [ M i l o ~ i  
19941. In fact, in a theory differing fundamentally from stsndard quantum A d  theory 
in that there are no nontrivial vacutrm fieids, Schwinger et al. derived varibus Casimir 
forces based entirely on source fields [Schwinger, DeRaad, and Milton 191781. 
I cannot properly explain the vacuum and source interpretations in standard 
Heisenbsrg-picture quant.um electrodynamics without resorting to straightforward but 
involved calculations, and it is impossible to do so here. It is also uacalled for, as I 
have done so many times before for problems rdating to spontaneous emission, the 
Lamb shift, van der W d s  forces, asimir effects, and the laser linewidth [Miionni 
19941. Here I will present a simple "toy modelw to make the point. The model system 
is a laser amplifier with (small-signal) gain coefficient g and with all N atoms per unit 
volumt: assumed to be in the excited state of the amplifying transition. The field inside 
the amplifier is assumed to remain weak enough that we can take g to be constant. The 
intensity I can grow because of stimulated emission and also because of spontaneous 
emission at rate R into the field mode under consideration: 
d 1 
- = g l  + RhwN , dz 
where z is distance along the pencil-shaped amplifier. We will assume that there is no 
input field, so that I is generated by spontaneous emission. The appropriate solution 
of equation (4) for the intensity at the output end z = L of the amplifiei is therefore 
that with I ( 0 )  = 0: 
This is the output intensity resulting from the sportaneous emission from a uniform 
distribution of excited atoms along z. 
Now let us take a different point of view, ignoring spontaneous emission but as- 
suming an input noise intensity IN.  In this case we mite dI /dz  = g l  with I (0 )  = IN, 
so that 
I1(L)  = I N ~ Q ~  , (6) 
where I' denotes the intensity caiculated from this viewpoint. The claim is that the 
results (5) and (6) are equivalent if IN is the noise intensity associated with the zero- 
point field energy (1/2)ho per mode. In other worc.s, we can understand the output 
intensity either in terms of source fields - the spontaneous radiation from the excited 
atoms - or in terms of the amplification of the vecuum field incident at z = 0. 
To justify this claim, we first note that the viewpoint from which Equation (6) 
follows takes the zero-point field to be a real, amplifiable field. This field is always 
present, eo that I' is never zero. In fact I' = I +  IN, where I is the measurable intensity 
over and above that associated with the ever-presen t zempoint field. Thus Equation 
(6) reads I ( L )  + IN = I N C ~ ~ ,  or 
The equivalence of Equations (5) and (6) then foI Im if IN = RfWfV/g .  To see that 
this is so, use the gain d c i e n t  for bandwidth Aw. g = 2r2c?AM/w2Aw, where A is 
the Einstein A coefficient for spontaneous emission into all modes, and write R = PA, 
where /3 is the mode fraction factor for emission along the pencil-shaped amplifier. 
Then 
Redling again that (w2/a2c3)Au is the number of %ee?lpace modes per unit volume 
in the frequency interval [w, w + Au], we recognize t11.e right-hand side of Equation (8) 
as the intensity over the ain bandwidth & of a f d d  of energy (1 /2)& per mode, Q this field consisting of p(w /x2c3)& modes per unit volume, In other words, Rhw.!V/g 
is the noise intensity associated with the zero-point field. 
This little aalysis can be justified more: rigoroufly by treating the electromagnetic 
field as a quantized field with boson annihilation ar d creation operators a and at for 
each mode. In the quantized-field treatment tbe f a d  that (aat) = (ota) + 1 leads to 
the relation I' = I + IN used above. Equation (5) follows from a "normd" ordering 
(ata) of field operators, whereas Equation (6) is derired if we work instead with "anti- 
normally" ordered field operators (aat). 
Is it better to regard the intensity at the end of our amplifier as amplified vacuum 
field energy or as amplified spontaneous emission fro12 the excited atoms? According to 
the formalism either interpretation is possible, and neither the source nor the vacuum- 
field picture is better in principle. And the same is true of Casimir effects: derivations 
in terms of zero-point field energy are correct and alpeaiing, but they are not the only 
way to interpret Casirnir effects, no matter what. we read in the newspapers! 
We can in fact explain some Casimir effects qualitatively without referring explic- 
itly to either vacuum or source fields. Consider an atom at a distance d from a dielectric 
half-space made 11p of N identical atoms per unit volume, each with polarizability a. 
Assume a pairwise interaction given by Equation (2) between the atom outside the 
dielectric and each atom of the dielectric, so that the total interaction energy between 
the atom at d and the dielectric is 
where in the last step we have used the Clausius-Mosotti relation between the polar- 
izability and the dielectric constant c. In the limit c -+ CG of a perfect conductor, 
which is within 15% of the Casimir-Polder result given by Equation (3). A similar 
calculation for two walls separated by d gives about 80% of the Casimir force defined 
by Quation (1). 
In fact, if we take into account that van der Waals interactions are not really pair- 
wise additive, but that the interaction between two atoms is affected by the presence 
of a third atom, then we can regard these Casimir effects as just macroscopic manifes- 
tations of van der Waals interactions {Milonni 19941. And van der Waals interactions 
are interpretable in terms of source fields or w u u m  field energy. but then again we 
can derive these interactions using standard perturbation thmry and not worry about 
the interpretation, or even take a stand "against interpretation*! 
TAKING ENERGY FROM THE VACUUM 
There have in recent years been clever suggestions, based on Casirnir effects, that i t  is 
possible to extract energy from the vacuum. The preceding discussion was intended in 
part as a warning against taking zero-point energy too literally. It is possible to use 
Casimir effects to transform electromagnetic energy into other forms, but the fanciful 
notion of Uextraction of energy from the vacuumn can not only fascinate, but also rnis- 
lead laymen or even physicists who have not had the good fortune to study Casimir 
effects. 
A simple analogy may be useful. Consider two point charges g at points xl and 
xz. Each produces a Coulomb field, and the field energy is (1 /8n) J d3xE2(x), where 
E(x) is the electric field at x due to both charges. The interference term in the field 
energy, 
is the interaction energy between the charges. The field energy associated ivith the 
self-energy of each charge is infinite, but this poses no problem in deriving U ,  because 
to properly calculate U we must subtract from the bctal (infinite) energy the (infinite) 
energy of the field when the charges are infinitely far apart. As in the case of the Cssimir 
interaction calculated from the perspective of zero-point field energy, the difference of 
the two infinite energies yields a finite interaction energy. And as in the Casimir 
calculation, the interaction energy can be regarded M the change in the field energy 
due to the existence of the bodies wfmse interaction ?nergy we are calculating. 
To carry the analogy further, we can imagine electrostatic generators to extract 
energy from the Coulomb field. Such devices, of ccurse, already exist! They might 
be said to extract energy from the infinite energy of the Coulomu fieid. However, a 
more down-to-earth explanation would start from th? fact that charged particles exert 
forces on one another. Similarly, the proposed "Casin~ir machinesn could ii, my opinicir? 
be more sensibly described starting from the fact thar polarizable bodies c v e r ~  m.1 der 
Waals forces on one other. 
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Gravity is an interactive N-body phenomenon wbereas Einstein's 
gencral thawy of relativity in gcntral kads to only mnintedve 
sdutions of S c h m  type. Thus g e d  theory of relativity 
cannot produce legitimately the N-body interadive effeds such 
as the planetary pertwbtions in the d a r  system h e  such 
d '  is the N-body pat&atwe &anct d planetary perihelia 
which in the case of Mercury is 532" per century (1 I W "  for 
Earth, 1559" for Mars, so on). We call the pesence of' thea N- 
body &ex% the 5& rest of gravitational theory and owsida it a 
crucial test. A new thawy modifying Einstein's frdd equaijoas 
by adding the gravitational field stress-energy to the matter 
stmsemgy passes the 9 test. 
It is b w n  that the only possible  cation of general relativity that 
leads to the four classical tests, namely, 1) the red-shift, 2) light-bending, 
3) the perihelion precession, and 4) the timedelay, is 
here GPv is the Einstein-Hilben tensor, Tvv is the matter tensor, tpv is 
gravitational field stress-energ y tensor, 
in the Newtonian limit, and A is an arbitray I#uamter. (Here we shall 
not need the more genersl form of tPv.) 
It is also b w n  that the value A = 0 ccmsw to General Relativity, 
and h = 1 to wbat we call T h e  Ncw Themy of Gravitation" 
IL = 0 General mlativity 
A = l  The new tbeory 
a d  that a fl test is needed to nmove the ''final arbitrariness"(of A) 
in tbe freld equations. Note that if matter is in the form of particles 
(matter -), tbea nruses arr given by T,Y = ou,,uV , 4-go 
= ZAm,s(x - XJ where 4-g is the J M a n ,  A+ = XAmA6(x - xd. 
An essential distindim between the two tbmies is that for IL = 0 
(General Reiativity) one has no N-body M v e  (force) sdutions 
mtrary to the Newtonian c o ~ n c e ,  whereas for A = 1 (The 
New Theory) one has N - M y  interacti.re solutions satisfying the 
Newtonian cams- (the slow &tm k t ) .  This corn about 
as follows: If ane demands tbat one shall bave N-body solutioos with 
Newtoaian cmmpmdcnce, there arises, in the expression of the 
Einstein-Hilbert ten- tbe condition (obst~xtim) 3 
wbem (italic) indices an +'s are paRial derivatives. If IL = 1, the 
o M m  is remved and we have the N-body solutions. If h = 0 the 
mood peranahesis must vanish but it can be shown explicitly (for 
example, by a symbolic manipulation compukr) that the 96cond 
paranthesis amtains the aoss terms q- as a factor and tbey an all 
removed by tbe condition. Consequently, then are no cross terms, 
hence thre are no interactive solutions if 3. = 0. On the other hand, if 
h = 1, the N-body solutions in question are found to be of the form: 4 
and are hen cailed the "interactive N-body sdutions." From this 
solution one fincis the comsponding N-body Hamiltonian 
from which the second order N-body equations of motion 
can be obtained and dl the numbers in Table 1 and Table 2 can be 
calculated w h  m, is the mass of the moving planet which here drops 
out. Note that the analog of tbe Newtonian force can also be obtained 
to this otder as a,,(J-gtvf but we mad the Hamiltonian ta 00mxt to 
the rate of momentum change or aaxleration Gx/dt2. 
Note that in the h = 0 theory a 1-body solution of the usual 
Schwamichild type (tbe central body solution) is allowed by the 
condition. A 1 -body solution can, at most, lead to a test-body tbeory 
where the four classical tests mtnticmed above can be derived (though 
not fully legitimately) by putting the test bodies (if' planets are 
considered as unphysical test-bodies) by hand. But this violates the & 
body symmetry of the Newtonian tbeory since one of the bodies is  in 
the solution, the others are not. (la fact according to the condition the 
Newtonian correspcm&ace is violated even in the sense that if + is a 
solution, then 9 + C is nd a solution to the field equations. The latter 
has serious consequetxxs as huli expressed in an other amtext) 
In the Tables I below and in the formula that foIIow the N-body 
interactive nature of the planetary perturbations are clearly indicated. 
Table I1 gives further evidence of the universal N-body interactive 
nature of gravity. A 1-body solution c a ~ t  interact with anything as 
there is  nothing else with whicb to intcracl. Nevcrthtltss, a test body 
calculation gives (though illegitimately) similar results to the case of a 
small body moving in the fald of a very massive body. For that reason 
test-body theories are widdy used for conveaience. One must keep 
f d y  in mind, however, that M-body theories can never give N-body 
perturbative effect . 
TABLE I 
Table I can be calculated from the newr theory. In lowest order a 
reasonable approximation of the total is obtrlinaMe as 7 
dr = (312)s K M-bn,Z,,mfi(r,, - a)rp(rp + a)] 
where M is thp. inass of the Sun, mp mass 4' Mercury, q are those of 
w i n g  planets, r, art their distances from the Sun, K is a constant 
&pending on units and a is a semiempirical paramder. The important 
point is that the perturbing plaaets contribvr: according t o  their (active) 
masses in the solution. If these were test W e s ,  their active masses 
would be zero and all the planetary-perturb&ve parts would be zero. 
Furthermore, the test bodies cannot interact wi-' each otbtr (they are 
not of interactive Newtonian type since they am not in the solution) 
hewe the planetary-perturbative puts  of the advamx of plan* 
perihelia canwi be okined from a test-body themy. (Summation s i p  
ova test Ma would be missing.) T ~ s e  orn, howevcz be obtained 
from the new theory. This calculation is carried wt in the casle of planet 
Mercury bnd fc. .d to be as shown in TaMe I. in Table U the N-body 
Wrbative advances of perihelia for other planets are also shown just 
to app~eciate haw pervasive and important these N-body effects are. 
The observatiollal presence of these N-body perturbative effects which 
are! predicted by the new h a y ,  and not by general relativity, is  a 
c m d  test. In view of tbe other four "classical" tests it is here called 
'the @ test" of tbe curved space-time cheay of gravity. 
TABLE II 
Planetary perturh50ns are a most important part of celestial 
nwxharucs. essential t h t  from their presence and their precise 
magnitudes the ptamt Uranus, and Neptune. were discovered 
( predicted) on paper befme their discovery by obsefvations. k t  us ask 
tbe crcial question: "Are these planetary perturbations and, in 
pluticulat, the plaaetary pciturbtive adv81kcs of tbc pwihdia d the 
planceobtajnablefromEinsteia'sthaoryod~rtlativity?"Or 
putting it rather bluntly, "Could the planets Uranus and Neptune be so 
d i ~ v e r a d  (predicted) on p p e r  if tbc oniy ttrewy of gravity available 
at tbe time were general relativity?" 
The answer to this question is an mpba!!c no! We are ampellad to 
say that geuerai dativity is d y  a test-body theory (ooe body in the 
solution, all other bodies being test particles put by hand) and that it 
cannot meet the demands of the e test which quim N real bodies 
with mutual interaclions. We have seen above tbat such N-body 
4dutioasarepossiMcodywbeaA= 1,hencetbe @ testkadiogto 
this vallr: of A may be cmskkrad tbc "experimCannn aucis" of the 
curved spaceLirne tbeay of gravitation. 
The d y  (though only psychological) banier to this mnclusion is the 
Mid that the Eim&in-infa-Hoffma~ #rpers of 1-39 o&aincd the 
Newtonian tirnit frwn their N-body expansion method. But the truth is 
that they implicitly assumed the N-txxiy patemtials without proof. A 
d u l  study of a summary given by Bergnrano ckuIy  b s  this. 
Wth Eqs. (15.12) on page 239 in his wd-kmrwn book the equations 
are satisfied in fmt order (right-hand side put to zero in vacuum) but 
with Eqs. (15.25) on page 234 they are not satisfi in d order. 
Yet as stated on page, 232 to obtain the q u a  ions of motioa one has to 
satisfy the equations in both first and seamd ordct Thus it appears tbat 
the HH mcbic is XKH a dutioa to Einstdn's equations in d &r 
and this can, in principle, be checked by a oomputcr program. 
S i n e  for the Newtonian limit on page 238 ow needs to keep only the 
ho = 9 component 3 f m  the beginning, one can ignore all the other 
potentials. Then it is clear from our previous discussion that in order to 
have N-body solutions of the Newtonian t)pe one has to equate the 
right-hand side of Eqs. ( 15.25) on pagc 234 to 
that is, (In) GPv = tpv in nwce-free space. In other words, Einstein- 
Infeld-Hdfman mctbod will produce the Newtonian limit with 
apQropriate N-body solutions if the undtrlying theory were the new 
themy with A = 1 .  But with h = 0 the implicitly assumed N-body 
solutions do not matr-rialize, hence the N-body Newtonian theory is not 
recovered. The introduction of l/c2 factors in the metric components 
does not hdp in the evaluation of the field equations because the 
Christoffel symbols are of tbe nature of logarithmic derivatives of the 
mehic a w n &  henct they drop out of tht calculations. Ail 
calculations mentbirned in this paper can easily be verified by any of the 
modern cwnpltcr programs. 9 The problem of pseudo tensors arising 
fnrm the use of o r d i q  partiai derivatives of the beckgrwnd metric is 
oommon to all curved qxcethm theories. This pmbkm is now solved 
by using beclrgdcov-1 &rivatives and checked out for all 
time-independent mebics we bave Mi. lo  The prooess is general 
and of course applies also to general relativity. 
Mk would like to take this opportunity to also answet some criticisms 
of the new theory. Tbese are mainly of two categories: I )  In the 
first category the authors attack our tbewy by trying to show tbat it is 
w m g  m & a m b U y  or dm physically. In this category rn S. 
Antochi l and C. W. Misner. 12 Antochi's claim that the theory still has 
a pseudo-tern poMcm is not valid becaw that problem is resolved 
as mntiooed above. On the other band Misner 's claim that Yhaz' 
thdory camds  Newtoo is W y  unfounckd. It is already answered by 
showing that one af his premiss is false. * Wi&, or;;. metric bas the 
requisite N-body solutions satisfying tbe Newtmian limit, to required 
order* how can it caocel Newton? 2) In the sswd category the 
authors think that we are amking &ral relativity (ActuaUy, of 
course, we are not attacking general relativity - we are only exhibiting 
the structure of tbe two tbeories oo the basis of two mathmatical 
identities so tbat we may be able to modify general relativity correctly.) 
and defend it so that by implication our analyses appear unjustified. To 
understand this category one must understand uoder what assumptions 
the equations of motion am obtained in tbe two thaories. 1) in the new 
t k a y  the Bianchi i k t i t y  gives 
Tbe first tcnn is  zero add-gou,,uv) m 0 by i:nud's identity, hence we 
have 
lrza dpgaeu=uP = QtVV 
which, for a given fcxm of g, M n e s  the form of W (up to a 
z r n  divergenoe). The equations of motion f c l b  f m  the Lagrangian 
to be 3 
o ~SMS = ma,- (0 us$ + PO) 
In the slow amtian limit a* P@ - 0, barc we d a l t y  rocova 
the geodesic equations d motion as a limit. 
2) lo general mlativity the t; is a s d  to be z tm (a0 t m m x e ~ ~  
restriction since, as have sen  above, Fred Id plus Bianchi Id. 
determiac the t,,v for any given gad, k m  lmda tbe Freud and 
Bianchi identities one has the restndtlon . . 
Thisis bad because t h e e x ~ i s t h e  j g B : a o f t h e  g e a h c  
equations of motion and is zero! In general r Aativity one tries to fix up 
this ploMun as follows: From the Biancbi i& ntity ane fvst has 
Then, by differentiation of the first term ow mites 
(via wd,,x, - d%lds) Now in addition to the F=ud i&nQ& sets 
add-gcnr) = 0, 
hence one gets 
which gives the impression that the gemks1c equations of rnotion 
fdlow from the field equations. However, in view of the Freud identity 
the condition a,,(Cgauv) = 0, implies ait+,/ds - 0, knee what d l y  
fdlows is 0 = 0. 
But suppose one does not know about the Freud identity or one 
forgets to take it into account. Then one would tend to take the result 
it vJ ((I du,,lds - 1/20 a,&@) seriously as if~legithate. S i m  it is 
f Q . T  iJ fomrally similar to the new theory's equation of d o n  it will appear 
i to give similar results. Hemx our papers can be made to appear to 
bave criticized g e d  relativity unjustly. Brill.14 Cooperstock-Wick Is 
and FackemIl16 articles are of this category. In virtrvally all sucb articles 
the d u s i o n s  drawn are not justiffred becatme tbey are besod on 
implicit assumptiom voiding Freud's identity at least oriel (sometimes 
Ma). S k  this is not stated explidd y the wrim as well as the d r  
is irnpssed by sophisticated manipulation of formulae. Cooperstock 
and Brill i-citly assum such an equation of motion believing tbat it 
will lead to a gravitatbd face. Then add an ekdm!atic form to 
balance.. Of come, there will be no balance since the gravitational part 
i s  zem. Sucb a balance will be achieved in the new theory as can be 
seen f m  our remarks at the d e r  part of tbis discussion. Frtud 
Identity is an integral part of any s w m e  theory of gravity and its 
omission will lead to inoonsistencies in the fom of overdetermination, 
hewe nullification of the formulae. As it turns out, in these articles the 
Freud identity is mt even mentioned. It is hoped that this discussion be 
carefully read by these authors and due apologies m d e  for their 
mi-ng and not so civilized language in SQUE of their 
writings. 
The author would like to thank Mr. Teruo H i m  of Hamamtsu 
Photonics, K. K., Japan, and Carrdl 0. Alley of the University of 
Maryland, USA for their genuine interest in fundamental research. 
SUMMARY 
A) Tbt lhst four b d s  a n  compatible with a r b b u y  A in 
Th~s ,  the W eqmtions at tbe Newtonian h& 8t.m 
by eqmimeot. Any gememtintiom memt t k r e k c  
lwfuce to this case in.order to be viable m its N e w t d m  limit. 
My equalion is  like a house with two wings. The Icp- 
Wsidcism4dcof~wuarble,bUtthe*ht-hand 
sidc of perishiabk wood 
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ABSTRACT: 
We analyze dificriities with proposals for hyper-fast interstellar travel via nlodifying ?he spacetime geontetry, 
rrsing as illustrations the Akubierre warp drive and the Krasnikov tube. As it is easy LC- see, no violatioris 
of local causality ~c any other known ptysicd principles are involved as far as motion oi tpacecrafts 1s 
concerned. How~ver. the generatior and support of the appropriate spacetime geometry configurations does 
create problems. the most significant of which are a violation of the weak energy condition, a violation of 
local causdity, and a violation of the global causality protection. The violation of the chronology protection 
is the most seriotis of them as it opens a possibility of time travel. We trace the origin of the difficulties 
to the classicd nature of the gravity field. This strongly indicates that hyper-fast interstellar travel should 
be transferred to the realm of a fully quantized gravitational theory. We outline an approach to  further the 
research in this direction. 
INTRODUCTION: 
It is commonly accepted that for an interstellar travel to become of a practical interest and importance one 
should acquire a capability to complete such a travel within a rezsonable interval of time by the clocks of 
both the traveler and the commmity remaining on the Earth. In most cases it is the total time of the round 
trip that one is concerned but, under special circumstances. it might be alsa the one way time of arrival at 
a destiuation. 
The troubles with the time of an interstellar travel emerge as the result oi an interplay between two major 
contributtng factors, (1) the necessity to coyer very Large distances to reach even the nearest stars, and (2) 
the lirnitatim on the maximal speed of a spxecraft imposed by relativity. This speed must be smaller than 
the speed of light. Equivalently, the world line of the spacecraft must pass inside the local light cone in a 
neighborhood of each point of this world line. 
In Minkowski spacetime (the case of special relat~vi~yf the construction of the iight cone is global and the 
distance between the Earth and the star of destination in the frame of reference of the Earth's observer 
is fixed. Under these conditions the only means to rduce the travel time is to increase the speed of the 
spai.ecraft within the limit determined by the null cone. ne nature of the limitation on the minimal time 
c,f trawl in this case is best illustrated by the spacetime diagram [Fig. I ) .  Points S and R on the world line 
of the Earth's observer are the events of the start and return of the interstellar expedition, while point A 
on the world tine of the star is the event of the expedition arrival at its destination. The world line of the 
spacecraft SAR. and with it the the expedition duration for the traveler, can be m d c  as short a~ desirable 
by choosing pieces S A  and A R  sufficiently close to the null curlcs (moving at a speed s~ifficiently close to 
the speed of light with respect to the Earth). Meanwhile. the distance between A and R alrlng the world 
line AR of tho Earth (the driration of the expditiori a5 perceived by Earth's ohsorvers) obvions!y cannot be 
made less than 2d. wherc ci is the distance between tlle Earth and thc star of destination in the fnmc of the 
Earth. 
General relativity opens. at least seemingly, opportunities to c rcumvent this difficulty. As in &lie case of 
special relativity. the speed of the spamraft is limited by tbt speed of light, i. e. the world line of the 
spacecraft should pass inside of the local light cone at each point of the world line. However, the metric 
and topology of spacetime is not fixed, and nresumably can be manipulated. The construction of the null 
cone is not global in this new setting. The syn,:etime geometry, and with it the tilt and the opening of ttle 
local light cones can be manipulated in a controlled fashion. Sich a manipulation allows in sonle cases to 
reduce tlie distance to be covered by the spacecraft, which redu:ts the time of arrival a t  the destination as 
well w the round trip time. in other cases it allows to transfon~l the epaceiike separations into the timeiike 
separations. which does not reduce the time of arrival but reduces tile round trip time. 
It is easy to write down an expression for a spacetimemetric that :.atislies the basic chronometric rgrlirements 
of a feasible interstellar flight (d. the next section for some det& and references). Whether such a metric 
can be generated, supported and controlled in the red physical world without violating the most basic laws 
of phyyicu, is a different and, perhaps, the most troubiesome isaue. Whatever the 6nal answer might be. any 
atternpt to analyze the emerging situation denlands an expansi )n of the donlain of application of the laws 
of physics far beyond the conditions for which they were fonnul3ted onginatly. 
1. A straightforward computation of the Einstein tensGr aholrs that in dl cases gravitational fields cor- 
responding to desirable rnetrics demand 'exoticw matter lo be at least a part of their source. Such 
-exoticv matter violates various commonly accepted energ) conditions, including the weak energy con- 
dition, which means that it is supposed to have negative eEergy density. Although the negative energy 
density is not ruled out by quantum field theory, undersran4ing of its coupling to the gavitational field 
is incomplete and it shows up sooner than one might expect. 
2. In many cases ( a  good example is the Alcubierre warp drive ~pacetime) the domain of modified geometry 
is carisally disconnected. This means that the appropriate c mfiguration of the gravitational field cannot 
be generated, sustained. or controlled as a result of any ge3metrodynamic evolutiorl unless one has at 
his d i s p ~ s d  tachyonic matter. or some kind of a device capable of emulating twhyonic effects. 
3. All known configurations of rnodified spacetime geometry ktvolved in a hyper-fast travel, when consid- 
ered in conjunction with the ptinciple of general covariance:, imariably lead to a capability of building 
a time travel machine. Basic theorems characterizing th?  causal structure of spacetime [Geroch Sc 
Horowitz, 19791 tell one that, as a conaequence, such spazetime geometry cannot be a result of any 
geometrodynamic evolution unless there are some means to contribute to the spacetime structure ex- 
ternally (spacetime sinplaritiee, appropriate boundary co:lditiona, tachyonic effects, quantum effects, 
topological effects. etc.). 
The recent literature presents quite a few attempts to asses con~patibility of the idea of modified spacetime 
geometry as a mems of hyper-fast trawl with basic concepts 3f physics (we will provide a more detailed 
account and references in subsequent sections). Unfortunately, inoat of th's literature has a tendency to rely 
on standard theoretical constructions without any modificatiors or wit+ minimal modifications, frequently 
without clear understanding of their relations to observations The results are all too predictable. This 
approach leads one rather fast and in a relatively trivial fashion t o  ruling out virtually all particular geometry 
mod~fication proposals on the ground of their nonphysical na t~ue  via seemingly plausible arguments. The 
arguments are relying heavily on rather involved computations s nd contain numerous assumptions necessary 
for their tractability. Some of these assumptions are queetior able, others leave one with the impression 
that they might be circumvented via roore sophisticated dmign I. In brief, the trouble with this direction of 
thought is that it does not provide an understanding of the common mechanism of the failure. 
Tllc argllments of more general nature, less computationally d.!manding, and appealing to more basic anc: 
dependable arguments are scattered in the literature, but have nc t been systematidy used for more balanced 
assessment of the problems and prospects of the field. In this p.rper we attempt to do so having as goals (1) 
to determine the restrictions imposed on modifications of spacc time geometry, (2 )  to  determine the nature 
and the origin of thmc restrictions, (3) to formulate the conditic ns on the mechanism that might circumvex~t 
the restriction, and (4 )  to evaluate possible realizations of such mechanisni. 
SPACETIME GEOMETRY MODiF'ICATION AND HYPER-FAST 
INTERSTELLAR TRAVEL: 
There are numerous examples of spacetimes with tilted null cone  (where the travel distance is reduced), 
such as Godel Universe [Godel, 19491, cosmic string spacetimes (Deser, 't Hoa~ft, 19841, traversable wotnh*le 
/Morris & Thorne. 19881, and the recently suggested warp drive spacetime (k\lcubierre, 1994). Altho~lgh all 
of these examples are useful for improving our uuderstanding of the related issues, in the context of an 
interstellar travel achieved by teclinological nleans only traversable wormholes and tlte warp spacetime are 
of a possible interest as they involve or~ly locd modifications of spacetime gtLometry and topdogy. The 
transformation of the spacelike separations into the timeliie ones, thus reducing the round trip time, is 
illustrated by what is frequently called the Krasnikov tube [Krasnikov, 1995; Everett. homan. 19971. We are 
going to use for illustrating the idea of hyper-fast interstellar travel via spaceti1.1e geometry modification 
the two most recent proposals - Alcubierre warp drive and the Kraqnikov tube. Tihey utilize two different 
features of modified spacetime null cones. Other proposals work ' n  a way similar to one of these two .md 
pose the same kind of difficulties in their realization. 
Alcubierre Warp Drive Spacetime: 
Alcubie~re warp drivt qacetime is the best studied example of modifying spacetime georr,etry for the purpose 
of hyper-fast interstrr rr travel. The basic idea of the Alcubierre warp drive is to modify the spacetinie 
geometry to the one expressed by the metric (dimensions y and z are omitted as they are irrelevant for an 
expianatiorl of the basic effect) 
ds2 = -dt2 + (dz - v, f (r,) dt12 
Vvhere r, = lx - xsl, t ls ( t )  = dz , ( t ) /d t ;  and z , ( t )  f arc arbitrary srnooth functions such that z,(0) = 0, 
x,(T) = d ,  f (0 = 1 for 0 < { < R - c. f(() = 0 for ( _> R, while c, T and R me arbitrary positive 
parameters. If v , ( t )  3 0 this metric reduces to the Minkowski metric, in which case (v, f zz 0) ihc null cone 
at all points of spacetime is determined by the left ru~d the right future directed null vectors 
1x1 the warp drive spacetime, where o, f changes from point to  point of spacetime, the left and the right 
future directed null vectors are given by 
The change of the future null cone is shown pictorially in Fig. 2. One can observe that as v, f grows the nu11 
cone tilts to the right whiie the opening of the cone narrows down in such a way that some curves that used 
tu be spaceiike in Minkowski geometry beconle timelike and vice versa. 
Fig. 3 represents spacetime geometry determined by the warp drive metric which is pictured in t-z coordinates 
by the world tube of radius R and thickness 6 with axis given by x,(t). The spacetime geometry outside 
the tube is Minkowski geometry. Inside the tulle the geometry is also flat but the light cones are tilted with 
respect to the outside cones. The wall of the tube represents the curved domain of spacetime. 
Suppose rrow that z , ( t )  represents the world line of a spacecraft with a device on board that enables it to 
modify spacetime geometry to that given by the warp drive metric. The spacecraft is then si~rrounded by 
the bubble (warp bubble) with the wsll cootaining curved spacetime and moving at a coordinate speed v , ( t ) .  
The case v. > 1 wotlld be nonphysical in the original geometry of spacetime for a spaceship constructed of 
standard matter as its world line would he passing outside the null cone (superluminal motion). However. 
aq it is easy to see in Fig. 3, :ile ship's warp bubble tilts the null cones inside of it ir such a way that the 
world line of the ship becomes timelike and physicaily acceptable for any v,(t), inrillding superluminal. It is 
clear that the proper time of arry Earth's observer coincides with the coordinate time T, = t a. the Earth is 
oritside the warp bt~hhle a t  all times. The rxpression for the warp drive metric implies that the proper time 
of thr ship also coincidps with t. To srlm~~larize, the elapsed time of tlre trip coincides with the coordinate 
time by t8he clocks of both Earth and the ship. If the coordinate distance to the star of destination is d then 
the time of arrival at the destination is d 
where L;. is not restricted by the speed of light erld can be made. as large as it is desirable. This means that 
the tinle of =rival at  the destination can be made arbitr&y short by both the clock of the Earth and the 
clock of the ship. 
We put off cen~poraiiy a discussion of difficulties present in the Alcubierre warp drive proposal. Instead. we 
tntroduce a different idea which seems to avoid some of them. 
Krmnikov Tube: 
A nlodification of spacetime geometry known as Krasnikov tube ;s perhaps, the least studied of all proposals. 
Although it shares some of the difficulties (among them the must serious) with other ideas along the same 
directions. it avoids some of them. In a t ~ y  case, it is diierent er ough to deserve a brief introduction. 
Krasnikov tttbe idea i* h d  on ntodiQing spacetime geometry to the one determined by the metric 
ds2 = - (d t  - d z )  (d t  + k(r .  a )dx)  
where k = 1 - ( 2  - 6 )  8,tt - x )  [ 8 , ( z )  - B , ( t  + c - d ) ] ,  and 8, is a smooth monotonic function. such that 
Be( [ )  = 1 when < > c and 61,() = 01 when ( < 0, whiie 6 and c < d are arbitrary small pos'tive parameters. 
Obviously. in the case I; I I (or. equivalently, d I 2) the Krasikov tube metric reduces to the Minkowski 
metric. The interesting case, however, is that of 6 being a small positive number. 
The future nil11 cone of such geometry is changing from point to point and is determined at  a point by the 
left and the right iutrue nu11 vectors 
The change of the future null cone as k is changing from 1 to - -  1 + 6 is depicted in Fig. 4 (the cone ti1t.s to 
the left and opens wider). One can observe that when k < 0 the vector 1 shows in the direction of decreasing 
value of t .  
The Krasnikov tube metric subdivides spacetime in three regi ~ a c l  (cf. Fig. 5). The first one is the outside 
region { r  < 0) U {z > d) U {z > t). The metric in it is the Minkowski metric (k  = 1). Future light cones 
in the regson we determined by null vectors lo = at - a, and ro = at + a,. The second region is shaded 
in Fig. 5. Spacetme is curved in it. The thud region {z < t - E )  n {e < z < d - 6 )  is flat (k = 6 - 1). The 
future light cones in it are determined by nil1 vectors 1, = - 1 - 6 ) &  - a, and r, I at + a,. The cones 
are open wider than in the outside region to such an extent th rt along some future directed timelike curves 
coordinate t is decreasing (the curvea go hack in coordinate tixne). 
A hyper-fast interstellar travel utilizing the Krasnikov tube is test illustrated by spacetime diagram [Fig. 5). 
The spacecraft is moving from Earth to the deatination star al mg the timelike world line S A  in the outside 
region. The arrival time by the clock of the spacecraft can be made small if the line S A  is close to the null 
cone ( i .  e. the speed of the ahip with respect to Earth is clote to the spred of light). The time of arrival 
by the Earth clock (pictured by SA' cannot be made smaller than d and is very large. However, the ship 
carries on board a device that changes the epacetime metric d iring its Right to the destination forming the 
Krasnikov t i t tx metric. On the way back the ship is moving alc ng the world line AR which is future directed 
in the modified metric but canim the ahip back in coordinate ime (which coincides with the proper time of 
the Earth). Thua it becomes possible to cornplete the round t -ip for a short Interval of tirne by both ship's 
and Earth's clocks. 
DIFFICULTIES OF MODIFYING THE SPACETIME GEOMETRY: 
It is clear that hyper-fast interstellar travc; utilieinb modiied spacetime geometry docs not involve any 
violations of local causality or any other known physical ~rinciples as far as motion of spacecrafts is concerned. 
However, the generation and support of modified spacetime geometries (such as the Alcr~bierte warp hubble 
and the Krasnikov tubc) Roes create problems, the most significant of which are a violation 01 the weak 
energy condition and a violation of the causality protection. 
Exotic Matter: 
A straightforward computation of Einstein tetivor and the energy-momentum tensor for Alcubierre and 
Krasnikov nietrics shows that the regions of curved spacetime in both cases are filled with matter. LI the 
case of the Alcubierre warp bubble the matter is supposed to have the negative Pnergy density everywhere in 
the wall of the bubble (of the external radius R and thickness c)  [Alcubierre, 1cW4; Pfenning Sc Pord, 19971. 
In the case of the Krasnikov tube the expression for the energy--momentum density is more complicated and 
its evaluation is possible only for a particular choice of the function k [Everett Sc Roman, 19971. However, 
airy reasonable choice of this function (smooth and monotonically dxreasing in of the wall from 1 on the 
outside to -1 + d on the inside, yields qualitatively the same picture. The energy density must be negative 
 ear the int.er side of the wall and positive on the outer side of it. In any case, the source of the gravity field 
modifying the spacetime geometry ir, a desirable fashion always contains, at least partially, matter with a 
negative energy density, which is often called exotic matter. In other words, the weak energy condition is 
violated. 
Violation of the weak energy condition is ordinarily considered inadmissible in the classical theory, and with 
good reasons. In brief, existence of negative masses produces etTects that do not contradict bask laws of 
physics but never have been observed in reality. However, quantum fields are comnonly thought to be 
capable of violating the weak energy condition. The violation o! the weak energy condition is restricted by 
the quantum inequality /Ford B Roman, 1996). The inequality implies that the larger is the averzge negative 
energy over a sampling interval of time the shorter must be the dwation of this interval. Application cf the 
irlequality in conditions generated by the modified geometries has been recently used to estimate the amount 
of negative energy required to produce the modifications such as the Alcubierre warp drive (Pfenning & 
Ford, !'397], the Krasnikov tube fEve;ett St Romat?, 19971, and Morris-Thome traversable wormholes iFord 
& Roman, 19961. The results are discouraging and similar in all the casw, as they yield absolutely nonphysical 
orders of xnagnitude for the energy. To illustrate the situation it is enough to say that to make a Krasnikov 
tube 1 meter long and 1 meter wide the energy required is of the order of 1O1"aIactic masses. 
The significance of these results should not he overestimated. They are based on the quantrlm i,iequality 
the validity of which has been established originally in Rat spacetime,., and later in the quantum field theory 
on a curved background. This mews that they neglect the back reaction ..f quantum matter fields on the 
gravity field (treated classically). There are ,=xmoles of modified spacetime geometry where the quantum 
ir -a,dity is violated. Among them are 'criticd" wormholes [Krasnikov, 1994: Yurtsever, 1991) and Misner 
. with 1. ~ s l e s s  scalar field in the conformal vacuum state 1Krastiiov, 19961. The point, however, is that 
~evance of the estimates is dubious in the context of spacetime geometry modifications. Essentially, 
.. ..estrictior~ are applicable only to exotic matter ti C, does not modify spacetime geometry. 
11: order to make relevant estimates it is necessary to uee a theury taking into account full :oupling hetwc- 
the gravitational field and matter fields. The standard procedure of coupling quanturz, fields to gra\iby 
through the regularized expectation value of the energy-momentum tensor is unlikely to provide dependable 
results for exotic quantum matter. What one really needs is a proccdtlre of coupling the quantum grav~ty 
field with qrlaniunl matter fields. Unfortunately, such a procedure haa not been developed in general case. 
Our proposal would he to develop it for the cases of particular modified spacetime geometries. 
Violations of causality and  chronology protection: 
The idea of Iryp~r-fast travel via spacetime geometry modificatior~ encoi~nters obstacles of a more serious 
~latqire. The first one can be observed in the Alcubierr~ warp drive t f  the gravity field is assumed to be 
generated. supported and controlled from the ship. It h easy t t see [Fig. 3) that the the world line of the 
front nf the huhblc passes everywhere outside of lo-at null cones {moving at a superi~mlinal spercf) if r:, > 1. 
The depth of the layer moving supertumindiy is determined by the condition v, f < 1. The energy density of 
matter filling this layer is nonzero. This meam that the layer eit ler should consist of tachyonic matter. or be 
rep!aished all the time from the ship which also requires tachpm. This conclusion ia usually taken harder 
than it should be. Nontrivial and positive part of it is that if there were larhyons the ship that itself consists 
of ~iontachyonic tilatter could he moved supmlumindy. Besid~s. aixqence of tachyons (i.e. fields violating 
local causality) J o e  not niean by itself that a local object camot act on events off its causd future. In 
partic~~lar. the nietvir itself can. in some cases. act as a tachyc n field fKrasnikov, 1995). Simpler yet, OIIP 
can place automatic devices dong the route well before the ti ne of the expedition and program them to 
m~ula te  a desirable tachyonic effect. The natural name for such an arrangement could be the jump gate. It 
is e a ~ y  to see that none of these issues show up in Krasnikov tutle, whicb is the main reason why it has beer1 
introduced. 
The second arid tke most sertous ob ,tacle is that dl known cor&guratiorrs of m o w  spacetime geometry 
i~&volvd i : ~  a hyper-fast travel make it possible to build geometi ies with timelike closed c-xves (time trav~l)  
Fig. C shows how it can be done with A l c u b i  warp drivc and Kraoaikov tube. According to basic 
:hcorexxu characterizing the c a d  s t r~c ture  of ewet ime jGeroll& Horowitz, 19793 suA spacetime geometry 
cannot be a result of any gometrodynamic evolution (dl.mno1q.y protection vrdationj. The situation could 
change if there were some means to contribute to the s p a c b  structure externaily (spacetime singularit i s .  
appropriate boundary conditions. tachyonic effects. quantum e f a .  topological effects, etc. 1. which would 
arnormt to a11 evolution with the initial $ .Citions du ing the evolution. 
This is iu; exciting and ~mresolved problem in general relativity YXrasnikov, 19963. We do not go into detaib 
here because we do not feel at this time that the time trawi should survive in the final account. Th 
important poiit is that in the classical theory any attempt to iiitrodnce varying conditisiu resulting in 
globally s u p e r l u d  phenomena unavoidably I d  to time traml. The reason for that is general tovariance 
of the theory. in particr~lar its slicing independence. T!lis f a t u  -e does not s w i v e  in quantum gravity. The 
ger~erd covariance is broken. The Schriidinger equation and cor straints are attached to one slicing IKheyfets 
fr Miller, i996], thL slicing being determined. roughly speskhg, by quantum 'ether". The varying conditions 
and related superluminai effects iri expectation vaiuc?s are causei by thin quantum gavitational vacuum and 
take place only in this siicing. Ths means that superlurninai phenomena might s w i v e  while the time travel 
dots not. All of this is possible only in a truly q~iantum gavit;.tional system differing in -tid way from 
t! e crie with the state functi,>nai expressed by a Gaussian cente-ed at a classical solution [Kheyfets Sr Miilcr. 
1WSi. 
Our review and analysis of the current state of the theory ,:oncerning hyper-faet interstellar travel via 
~nodifications of spacetime geometry based on general relativit r leads us to the following conc!usions: 
1. KO violations of local cawality or any other known physical principles are involved for as far as hyper-fast 
!notion of spacecrafto in spacetimes with modified geomet .ie3 is concerned. 
2. Generation, sustainin8 and control of gravitational fields a odifying spacetime geometry presents several 
problems. 
a) A necewity to use as BOIUCM of gravity fields matter with nerative energy density. 
Up to day analysis of this problem, including the qu.mtitative estimates, cannot be considered as 
satisfactory. It mentially neglects the back reaction ,f quanttml matter fields G,I the gravity fiold 
and downplays poasib!e gravitational effects. Better maerstanding of coupling hetwwn quant~~rn 
matter fields and the gravity field is needed to improv! the situation. It is our opinion that analysis 
of the problem in quiultum p-vity might be crucial. 
t) J Violation of local ca~~sdi ty  ir i   son^ rnodificd spareticle cor~figurations. 
Some i~lodifieri spacetime (cf. Aictitticrre warp d-ivc) require tadyonic effects for t!:rtir generaticjn, 
s ~ ~ s t i n l n g  and control. The issue ha% been invetig.ited only partially. Better ~~ncicrstaiding of 
t.-d 6 lyou-iih effects produced by gtsvitv fieids is necessary. I t  I-. conceivable that slich rffe-ts. 
especially when they are of quari:lm~ oriels. will not lead to contradictions with observatt91;s. 
c j Chronolqqy protection violatior?. 
A11 spacetime geometry modifications, . hen considered within classicd genera! reia~ivity. allow to  
design spacetinies coutaininq closed timdike curves (time travel 1 .  Tile fact that such ;:mecirnes 
cannot be produced a9 a result of causal geometrodynarnic evolt~tion. in our (as well as soi:rc other 
authors, opi~uou still does imt rule Lhetu out as there are nleans to interfere with this evolution ionc 
of the simplest ideas is the jump gate). The source of the time trawl dect  i n d , : y  associated 
with hyper fast travel is the general co=iance of the classical t1iro1.y of gravity. Only qttarirum 
gravity. where the genera: covariance is broken for essentially quantum ~tates .  there a a hope :n 
have hyper -fast travel without time travel. 
i t  appears that only quantum gravity is in principle capable to give a b y  to a possibility of hyp~r-fnst r a 4  
free of ttre difficulties encountered in classical ger~eral relativity. Accordingly. we suggest to undertake an 
investigation in quantum gravity having the following go&: 
1. To c ! & p  quantum gravitational configurations resulting ul niocitfication of an expectation v d - ~ e  spar.- 
time gmmetry suitable for hyper-fast intersteliar travel yet excluding time travei; 
2. To inves:ip;at.e the c-onfiguration of the sollrce of the gravity field cecessary to q~nrrate. s::pport and 
control such a niodhed geometry. 
3. To Investigat~ ccupsnq betwen q~antum gravity artd g!~autitrn matter fields havinc as a god to estimate 
p~ss i t l e  contribution of grav~tatiorlal effect; towards for~iling niodific-ri geon~etr'rrs. 
1. 111 parttuular. to tnvestigate a possible contribution of quantum gravitationai &et  to tarhyon like 
pher-ornera w,d to the effects sin12ar in their oatlxe to these produced by the negativt enerp;v density 
mat, ter . 
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ABSTRACT: 
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,!) /D 
'Tkaversing cosmological scale distance will require ultrtrardativistic rockets, I.=., rockets fot which 7 = I 
( I  -e2/c2)-'/2 > > 1. I outline the theory of high 7 rockets, showing that (1) the expansKW! of the universe can 
be used to slow the rocket, thus drastically reducing ihe initxi mass ratio: (2) pro&-antiproton annihilation 
is the favored rocket propelkst. (I develop the theory of rockets with such propelknt); (3) Lbc Standud  
Mcdel of particle physics allows baryon number conservation to be violated, making it easier to manufacture 
antiprotons; (4) payloads will probably weigh less tban a kilogram. because virtual humans wili be the only 
humans ever to engage in interstellar travel; (5) constraints irnpostd by the universe's ult im3e future must 
be taken into accmnt in any analysis of interskilar travel. I show that thest ultimate future constraints 
imply the top quark mass is 185 f 20 GeV and the Rigjp boson mass is 220 f 20 GeV. 
I. INTRODUCTION: 
At this conference we've seen many proposals for 
( 1) Propelantless Propulsion 
(2) Faster-Than Light Interstellar n a w i  
I proved a number of Theorem in the late 197(j's ( T i ~ l e r  ;1976, 1977a, 1977b, I978a, 1978b) showing that  
faster-than-light travel is impossible unless r e  haw a violation of the Timelike/NulI Chnvergence Condition 
( R,,l!'lrU 2 0: where R,, is the Ricci tensor and UP is a timelike or null vector respectively!. or a violation 
of the Averaged Null Convergence Clond~tion ( ANCC): 
~ntpgration over complete null geodesics. The mast recent evidence (Ford & Roman, 1996, 1997) strongly 
suggest that the AKCC holds even if the Casimir Efiect causes a violation of the other two conditions. 
RUT - suppose the evidence is misleading. Suppose that  we CAN buiid a p r o p e l l a n t h  spaceship or a 
faster-than light (FTLj drtve 
WHY BOTHER? 
That is, think carefallg about the implicattons of these proposed devices 1 want t o  chalknge the TACIT 
assumptions o f  this conference. 
In Section 11, I shall show that  an antimatter rocket can effectively move a spaceship as close to the lyh t  
con* 3 s  could a propellantless engine As regards a FTI, dtlve, it is well known le.g. Tipkr  1974) that such 
a device is equ~vairnt o a trrne machine. This rnearts that ~f such a dev~ce is possit: . then suprbetngs from 
the universe's future can travel to us now, and restrict our actions to ensrlre their survival. In Sectmn 111. 1 
shall outline the physics of the liltirnate Future, and show i t  v*ill not be in the superbeings' interest to allow 
us  to use FTI, drives. 
11. ULTRARELATIVISTIC ROCKETS: 
A relativistic spacecraft is one whose cruising speed is comparable to the veloc~ty of light c. For "short" 
tnterstetlar distances, there i s  really no point in going faster than 0.9c, because at such a speed the transit 
time relat~ve to the universal rest frame is 90% of the rninimum transit tlrne, whereas going fastet than than 
0 . 0 ~  is extrenzely costly rn terms of energy For “large interstellar distances a spacecraft needs a h ~ g h  initial 
speed in order to avoid being slowed down during transit by the expansion of the universe. I s h d l  summarize 
the bastc theory of spacecraft t r a v r l ~ n ~  at relatlvistir speeds; see (Tlplcr 1994h, 1996) for details 
The General Tbeory of Wtivistic  Rocbts 
If thc mam of the payloid is lLfp and the mas of the entire ro:ket is ir,iiid!y Mi, then the mas mile is 
t M,/M,. Ikfiniag ~3 r u/c. y (1 - #?=)-+, we recall that tfie Lotd energy E of the -acecraft is given 
by E = ymc', where m is the rest mass of the spacceraft. in this paper, all masses d1 be rest mlsats. A11 
modern textbooks In reiativity written by professional relativisk , use the term "mawn to  refer only to test 
mass, because thts is the only concept of mass that is independe~t of the reference frame. 
It will be essential to introduce a kss familiar concept, that of tlie rap:diig cl: defined by 
The reason for introducing the rapidity is t h a  rapiditis, ueiB: velocities, add linearly. That is, w have 
tdu,+t.nhu 
ME = ur, + w,, since taah(w, -t w,) = ,+,,,crrekj, is both the standard velocity addition ionnula and an 
identity of hyperbolic functions. 
T o  compute the wiass ratio, suppose a rocket having initid mass 1.2 moves forward by exptlling a burst of glrs 
with ~nfin~tedirnal mass Am at exhaust velocity v, (as masum in the rocket's instantaneous rest !?arm), 
leaving the rocket with mass & and infinitesimal forward vebci  y dv.  Then d( f ) = dB = t anh(&). 
of energy in this situatmn is given by 
and the conservation of momentum by 
Since & is d n i w r n d ,  we have coshfdw) 2 1, and sinh(dw) :: dw; putting in &best! approximations and 
dividing the momentum equation (2.4) by the energy quat ion ( 1,3) gives 
sinh w, 
-- - 
u, M& 
m h w ,  = - = --- 
C U E ~  W ,  c ~ i - M  
But the change in the rocket lest mass is dM = M - M ,  so 
Now rapid~ties add linearly, so (2.6) can be interated to give 
n h ~ c h  implies 
where v is the finii velocity of the rocket in the rest frame of the i h t h .  After a little algebra, this exp:rssion 
gives 
I I;! 
Stnce = ,/- then if 7 > 1, we have I r 1 - +, a the mam ratio is approximately 
For photon rockets (v, = c), this means that, in the ultrarelativistic limit ( y  > l ) ,  the ratio of the initial 
total enorgy of the rocket, including tBe fwl, to the find total energy of the payload u just 
Photon rockets art thus a quite efficient rreaas of obtaining a high y: the W in ihd  mass-energy needed 
to  sccelerate the rocket to the find velocity v is ohly twice the final total energy the payload bas ia the 
rest frame d tbe Earth. However, once the rocket's vehxity has reached 0.9c, it becomes extremely costly 
t o  decrea~e significantly the travel time M measured in the universal rest frame. When v = 0 .9~ :  we have 
7 = 2.3, whereas v = 0.99 corresponds to y = 7.1; the total rodtet energy must be incremd by a factor of 3 
in order to  decreirse the transit time by only 10%. This is expensive, tiince lor photon rockets the mass ratio 
is 4.4 for a velocity of 0 . 9 ~  but 14.1 for a velocity of 0.99~. 
S~nce any spacecraft acceleration mechanism will require at  least E = (7  - l)mt2 of energy to be imp.art.ed 
to the spacecraft, the photon rocket i s  within a factor of 2 of the most efficient acceleration mechanian;. 
Using the Expansion of the Universe to Slow a Rocket 
A high y spacecraft will be useful only if the spacecraft is going so far that the expansion of the universe 
becomes significant - as would be the case, for exanlpk, if one wished to go to  the opposite side af the 
universe. In such a situat~on, the spacecraft would appear to be going slower and s1owp.r relative to the galaxies 
farther and farther away, since these galaxies are moving faster and faster away fiom us, by Hubble's law. 
The FRW metric i s  
Sinrp this spacetime is spatially homogeneous and isotropic, a geodesic initally moving entirely in the the 
radial ( x )  direction remains without velocity in either the 6 or the 4 directions. Thus a radial geodesic moves 
in the 2-dimensional space defined by the metric ds2 = -dt2 t R2(t )dxZ Since the metric components do 
cot contain x explicitly, this means that the momentum in the x direction, p x ,  is a constant of the motion. 
But. px = g x x f l  = gxwdx/dX, where X is'the f i n e  parameter if the particle we ate following is a photon, 
and is equal to  the particle's proper time pet unit rest mass along the particle's trajectory if the particle is 
timelike (as it would be if it is a spacecraft). 
If we compute the momentum In the radial direction tn the local Lorentz rest frame of observers a t  rest in 
the FRW coord~nates -such onservers have co~tstant ~ , f ? , 4 .  and they are the observers a t  rest with respect 
tc, tlte cosrnologrcal background r a d ~ a t ~ o n  we get (letttng pi,,,, be t h ~ s  mornenturn) 
where w' 1s a local orthonormal basts I--form. and p is the 4-momentum vector Rut sinre g,,d~/dX ~s s 
conserv~,l quant~ty. and s~ncc g, = R 2 [ f ) ,  we have shown that R(tfpZ,,,,(t) is a constant, rndependent of 
cosrnlc tlnw Thus  
where p~o, , , ( t , , , )  = 7norumvnow is the relativistic rnonleiitzn the spacecrdt has in the rest frame of the 
stellar system which launches it, and R(t,,) is the scale factor o i  the universe the day the spa-ecraft is 
launched. 
The crucial thing to  note about equation (2.12) is that it s a ~ s  we can in etlect use the expansion of the 
unlverse itself to slow down the apaeecraft; we need not cart!. dong any fuel t o  accomplish this. This is 
extremely important for high gamma epa=raft, because if al) the velocity of transit had to be killed, the 
initial mass ratio given above would haw to be squad.  If the epacecraft is to  reach the antipodal point at  
a time when the universe u 3 x 10' its present sice, we would need an initial y, = 5 x 10' for a photon 
rocket if the travel is to  be relativistic the whole trip. (Having ~( t , , , )  = 2 is a sufficient condition for the 
entire trip to be relativistic, where i,, is the time of maximum expansion.) If we had to use the rocket 
to  siow down from y = 5 x lo6, we would have to have an initial mass ratio of 1 x 10". Instead, only 
(3.7)12)(5 x lo5) = 3.7 x lo6 is necessary. (The extra factor of;' .7 is required to slow the payload from 7 = 2 
d ~ w n  to y = 1.) 
The Theory of Proton-Antiprdon Rockets 
However, a realistic relativistic rocket would probably not bl? a phdon rocket, because the on!) h o w n  
method of converting mass entirely into energy involves matter-antimltter aneihiiation. Thus the rocket 
fuel has to  consist of half matter and half antimatter. The reaction e+ + e- -r 27 gives only photons, 
but there is no known method of storing large amounts of ~ d t r o a s ,  except as part of anti-atorns. So 
most of the antimatter mass would be antiprotci.~, which dces not annihilate directly into two pbotons. 
Proton-antiproton annihilation generally proceeds (Cassenti 1' 88) by decay into pions: 
where m x n a 1.60 None of the pmns are stable, and the neutral pion usually decays via the reaction 
u' - 27 The gamma rays from the neutral pions are lost, car-ying away energy, but the charged pions will 
travel about 20 meters before they decay, and thus can provice thrust by having their trajectories bent by 
magent~c fields so that they go out the rocket exhaust. The 1 eutral pions carry away on the average zero 
net momentum in the rocket'y instantaneous reet frame 
If some of the energy in the annihilation is lost, then equaticns (2.3) and (2.4) have to be mo&fied. If a 
fraction r)Amc2 of the propellent rest mass gets rapidity w , ,  atid another fraction 6 ~ r n c ~  just disappears in 
the reaction, then equations (2.3) and (2.4) respectively beconte 
Proceeding as In the derivation of equation (2.51, we qet 
sinh w,  Mdw 
-  - -  
Mdw 
-- 
qcoshw,+6 M - M  dM 
where I have inserted the change in the rocket rest mass, dM = M - M .  Integratinff equation (2.15) gives 
sinh (J, 
= [cmhws+ 
where now v, is the velocity of the charged pions in the p - jj mnihilation reaction. Solving equation (2.16) 
for the mass ratio yielde 
But by conservation of energy we have 
which reduces equation (2 17) to 
For -y > 1, we have 
inste~d of equation (2.10). Equation (2.19) differs from equation (2.10) by an extra factor of 2 in the 
exponent 
Conservation of energy gives 2 x 938 - 4.8 x 139 MeV divided more or less evenly among 4.8 pions, so each 
charged pion has a kinetic energy of 252 MeV. The ratio of kinetic energy to rest mass is y - I ,  so each pion 
has = 0.935. Equation (2.19) thus becomes 
Wtth the initial = 5 x lo5 required to reach the antipodal point by the time of rnaximum expansion, 
we would need an initial mass ratio of 1 x 10". (Remember that an extra factor of 17 is required, because 
the rocket must be used to reduce y(t,,,,,\ = 2 down to y = 1 .) 
Now the term "payload" in the mass ratio includes not only the payload proper, but $so the fuel tanks and 
the rocket. engines. The key to reducing both the mass of the payload proper and the masses of the tanlts and 
engines is nanotechnology (Drexkr 1992). 1 have argued elsewhere (Tipler 1994b, Section N) that the mass 
of the payload proper need be no greater than 100 grams. If we use molecular-size universal constructors to 
reshape the rocket and the engines as it accelerates, then in principle, the tanks and the matom can be made 
out of fuel; the tanks and motors will then make zero contribution to the payload mass. If this is done, then 
a matter-sntimatter annihilation rocket capable of traveling, at relativistic velocities the whole way, from 
the Earth to the other side of the universe by the time of maximum expansion! would have a mass of ten 
billion metric tons. 
Using the Standard Model to Reduce the Energy Cost of Making Antimatter 
The current cost of five billion tons of antimatter is enormous. A large iraction of this enormous cost is due 
to the baryon and lepton number conservation law, which requires that a proton be created along with each 
antiproton. This means that a t  least half of the energy must go into creating useless protons. The sane 
conservation law restricts nuclear energy to kss than 1% efficiency: less than 1 % of the rest mass of nuclei 
can be converted into energy, whereas if the law did not hold, possibly all the mass could be converted into 
energy. 
Howcver, in 1976, Gerard t'Hooft showed that the law can be violated in the Standard Model of particle 
phystcs. The predicted viola'ion is tiny, ar.d has never been observed, but if the Standard Model is correct 
- and all experiments indicate that it is - then this violation must occur. A number of physicists (Tipler, 
1994h, Section PI) since 1976 have discovered ways in which the effect can be enhanced, but our mathematics 
is  too priniitive to analyze the details of the effect in the absence of experiments. 
W h y  Virtual Humans  will be the Only Humans  Ever to Engage in Interstellar Travel 
RI3~all that nanotechnology allows us to  code one bit per atom in the 100 gram payload, so the memory of che 
payload wotiid sufficient to hold t h e  simulations of as m a y  ar 104 individual human equivalent personalities. 
at loZ0 bits per per.sonality. This is the poplilation size of a fair sized town, a~ large as the population d 
"space arksn that have been propmd in the past for interstellar colonization. Sending sinlulations - virtual 
human equivalent petsonalitim - rather than real world pejple has another advantage besides reducing the 
mass ratio of the spacecraft,: one can obtain the effect of relativistic time dilation without the necessity 
of high y by simply dowing down the rate at which the sp.:ecraft computer runs the simulation of the lo4 
htrmrul equivalent personalities on board. One needs the !art e y in the trip to  the universal antipode in order 
to get there by the maximum expansion time, not to  reduct the time experienced on board the spacecraft. 
A third advantage of wing virtual human equivalent perm~nalities rather than real wotld humans is tha?. 
it solves the problem of radiation shielding. Protom in tile interstellar medium have the same 7 in the 
spacecraft's r a t  frame as the epacecraft has in the medium s rest frame, and tbe resulting intense radiation 
from the protons in the inkrsteiiar mediam h a ~  often be?n cited as proving the irnpossiblity of high y 
spacecraft. One indeed tleeds thick shielding: 2 meters thicknets of aluminum is required to  stop 1 GeV 
protons (y = 2). However, if tbe spacecraft has a crosa-sectional area of lmm2, then only 5 gram6 of 
aluminum is required. 
A fourth advantage of virtual humans in a virtual environment over real humans is that the virtual humans 
will experience the simulated acceleration of the virtual e~~vironrnent rather than the red  acceleration of 
the rocket. If a rocket accelerates at 155 gravities, red humans would be converted into jelly, while virtual 
llumans on the same rocket would experience their choice of accelerations: the usual I gravity or !a. Since 
there is no difference between an emulation and the machine emulated, I predict that no r e 4  human will 
ever traverse interstellar space. Humans will eventually go to the stars: but they will go as emulations; they 
will go as virtnai machines, not as real machines. 
111. THE ULTIMATE FUTURE OF THE UNIVEB.SE: 
I shall show that the mutual consistency of all the taws d physics in the Ultimate h t u r e  imply: (1) the 
universe must be c l d ,  with S3 spatid topdogy; (2) the universe wi:l expand to a maximum size, tben 
collapse to a final ainylarity; (3) the universe must be neat y homogenemrlr and Bat, with AT/T < 6 x 10'" 
and 4 x < Q0 - 1 < 4 x lo-', where T, AT, and S&J a:.e the temnpc:ature and temperature variation of 
the Cosmic Background Radiation (CBR), and the denaity parameter :esepctiveIy; and finally the top quark 
and Higgs b w n  massea must be 185 f 20 GeV and 220 f 20 GeV respectively. 
i shall then show that the ultimate future implied by the laws of physics is unlikely mksa life expands to 
engulf the entire universe, and to control it, forcing event horizons to  disappear. A spacetime without event 
horizons is called an Omega Point universe., and the theory of such a universe the Omega Point Theory. I 
shall show that this universe-engulfing behsviour of life is apivalent to the constructability of a "universal" 
computer, a computer that can emulate any other computer. Finally, 1 shall ehow life can survive in the 
far future only if FTL drives are never used. I shall only outline the proofs of these claim here. A full 
demonstration would require a book, which l've written: T.\e Phystcs of Immortality (Tipkr, 1994b). 
Hawking has shown that if black holts (BBs) compbtely evaporate - which they will if the universe expands 
forever - then some information inside the BH will be lost, since event horizon can end only in singularities. 
This loss of information will necessarily-cause unitarity to be violated. (I can show, but do not have the 
spacr= t,o do so here, that this violation of unitarity cannot >e circumvented by invoking quantum "hair" or 
the standard d-brane mechanisms.) But unitarity i a fur damental physical law. Hence, if astrophysical 
BUS exist -- which they do - then the universe cannot expand forever. This means, if gravity is always 
attractive, that the universe must topologically be S3 spai.ially, a universe which expands to a maximum 
size, and then recootracts to a find singularity (Barrow e i  11 1985, 1986). 
The entropy of the universe is bounded below by the entrcpy in the CBR. By the Second Law of Thermo- 
dynamics, this entropy cannot decrease But the Bekenstein Bound (See Tipler (1994b) for an analysis of 
this Bound; it's basically the Heis*aberg Uncertainty Prin :iple in relativistic guise) says if there are event 
horizions present: 
Entropy < I n  f ormat ton in Un:  verse < rR2 
LZplanci 1' 2 
where fi! IS the scale factor of the universe, and L P ~ , , , ~  is the Planck length em.). We have a 
contradiction with the Second Law if there are event hor zons. since R - 0 in the contracting phaee of 
1 . h ~  universe. (The CBR. entropy contradicts (3.1) when the CSR tempercture reaches lo4 GeV in tlrc 
contracting phase.) However, if there are no event horizons present, then the Bekenstein Bound is not (3 i )  
but 
2 x  EK dntropy < In forntation in O rriver$e < -- 
hc In 2 (3.2) 
where E is the total non-gravitational energy in the univercle. It can be shown that iflife (and/or compukrs) 
has engulfed the universe, then the available energy in the contracting phasc increases as R-3, SO the 
righthand side of (32)  diverges to infinity R -. 0, thereby avoiding Seconi Law violation. 
So life must become ubiquitous near the find singularity, and event horizicns must disappear if the laws 
of physics are to remain con3istent.. But - it is well-knowr: that S3 honrogeneotis solutions of Einstein'o 
equations without cvert borrzorrs ar,? of measure zero in the space of all wlut~ons. It is exceedingly implausible 
that the entirc uni.lerse could be evolving toward a measure zero slate. 50 if such were tc Jccur it would 
mean t b ~ t  some essential physics was being left out. 
A universe with no event horizions is mesure zero, however: only if the actions o i  l i l /corn~uters ~c left 
out of the analysis. But if life is present, its effect on a large physit a1 system cannot be ignored. Conaider 
the Earth's atmosphere. If we ignored ?he effect . ' !ife, we meld infer that it would r.ave to consist of 
95% carbon dioxide, the some a? the atrnoepheres of Venars and Mars. Lik has -om~letely. -.hanged Ebrt4b 
atmosphere: carbon dioxide h33 been removed by Ereen plants and they have inlroduced free oxygert. The 
oxygen is s**stai~ied oy the continual zcticn of plants. So it wiU be with the aniverse as a whole. Life in the 
far future wiil zxpand and engulf t t e  un;verse, and eliminate event horirions, something ;iie must do if it is ts 
siirvive. Furth?r, life must be present in the ultimate ftt:.urz for the mutual conskttncy of the physical 1;~s. 
As I show below, taking life iicto ascount ~za!!es ihe elimination of horizon- rlecessarily present in the space 
of all physically tlasonablc solutions of Einstein's eouations. In sr!cil a space of solutionc, tbose soiutiottz 
without e ~ ~ n t  ha>rizons arc cif no*malized measure one, not measure zero. 
In the preceding discus sic^,, I have identified life w~ th  computers Let nle ,.cw justilj this, and reac.rive the 
Omega Point Theory from a computer science postulate (Tipler 1986): A UNIVERSAL CCLIPIJI ER CPX 
BE CONSTRUCTED. 
The reason for believing a Universal Computer is not gnly fundamental in compuwr c.~mpiexity theory, but 
its consfuctability is also posjible physically comes from the Feynrnan/Drutsch view of physiia! p t 3 ~ e s w s  
(Deutsch 1397), according to which computations a d  physical procescs are in one-tc-o:,r co:respondence: 
not only are all computations physical processes (obvicusly!) but conversely, all physira! p r ~ c w e s  are really 
computations. In particular, the evolution of the universe 16 just a gigantic computation! Life also inust 
be a form of computation, one in which the information is preserved by ~aturaf eelection. The Oxford 
liniversitay zoologist Richard Dawkins (1976, 1987) has independently Go,fended this cornputt;: defintion of 
life. This view of physics - regarding computer science and phystcs as beu:q in 1.1 correspondence - has 
lead Feynman and Deutsch to invent the quantum compcter, which justifies the view experimental:~. 
The ultimate limit to  computation is therefore a fundamental phyaeal law, the fundemantd limit on the 
complexity of ~hysical processes. Computer science has  already drtermmed the moat, natural limit to the 
complexity of a computer, namely a un~versd computer. 
Recall Rome key facts about universal computers. First, by the Church-?bring Thesis (see Deutsch 1997 
for a discussion of this thesis), all universal computers are equivalent (not surprising, since by definition a 
universal computer I8 one which can emulate all other computers.) I shall need two theorems about universal 
computers: ( 1 )  they ail have an infinite memory, and (2) each bit of this memory is always accessible to tt~r 
central processor. See Minsky (1967) for the proofs of these theorems. These theorems have the following 
three implications for cosmology if a universal computer can be constructed: 
( A )  computation must continue in the universe until the end of time, since for all events p and q in a 
deterministic spacetime, J + ( p )  n J - ( q )  is compact, where J* (q )  is respectively the causal future (+) and 
causal past I - )  of the event q (Hawking dl: Ellis 1973). A compact set cannot contain an infinite computer 
nrerncjr y. 
(B) the computer must process an infinity of bits between now and the end of time (since the computer is 
infinite), and 
(C) the computer must store a diverging amount of causaily c mnected bits of information as end of time 
is approached (causdly, since each bit of the menwry must be always accessible). 
A universal computer cannot be consttucted in an open (or inflaticmary-) universe becauae dl structures decay, 
and such universes expand too faet to UM! available energy to re.construct them (Tipler 1992). A universal 
computer cannot be constructed in a flat universe because ther: would not be enough energy a d d l e  to 
send an infinity of ignals back and forth actass the univerae an itfinity of times (which must happen if dl 
bits are to always be causally t = t d b l e ) .  Thus we PREDICT that the universe must be c l d .  R e d l  that 
each bit of lnforrnation tmversibly processed requires expendinfi kT of free energy. By 1mplic.ation (B), we 
must have 
Total In jormation Processd = - & = + m  f 3.3) kT 
The ene ra  density p avai lhk in an appropriate aeymrnetric collapse of the univenre increases i.' - R-6, 
the btd avaifab1~- znergy as -. p@ - R-3 (m I stated above) the temperature increases as - R", and 
R - 1"" where t is the proper time until the final singularity is reached at t = 0. Thus in a cloaed univeree, 
t n ~ r ?  is MORE TBAN ENOUGH BNERGY to process an infinity of bits. 
PROVIDEn even*. horizions dieappear, so computer oprrations can be carried out over the entire universe. 
Note that c t l x  dsappelrance of event horitions also yaranteea that each bit stored in memory is always 
eva~ioble fcr further procmmg. The abeence of event horiaonr meam that in Penroee's c-boundary con- 
~trect to* (Rawkinq & Ellis 1973: 'riplev 1994b), the future c-bol~ndary rnnsists of a single point: call it the 
Omega Porzr, m d  this thcary rJf the universe's I!ltimate Future The Omeya Pornt Theory. 
Since thc temperature of che universe is going to infinity as the final stale is approached (recall T - 1/R), 
ififormation muxt be stored in some other form than the chemica bonds now used. In general, information is 
stsbly stored if it is coded in energy leveb with cnerdy greater tkan kT. Such storage can be accompliehed if 
we  tore ink as standing waves with the universe itself as the boi nding box, since the collapse of the universe 
would i:.seii increase the energy of the waves as E - 1/R. Trznsferring the information from ib present 
matrix of chemical bonds tc stacding waves is easiest if univece ebws its cdlapee before the temperature 
rcxties the chemical bond energy rii - 1/100 eV. The Standard Model of particle physics minimally coupled 
to gravity says such a slowing force milst exist, and may he of sufficient magnitude to  work. The elowing 
effect is matamired and hence the lihlibood of successful info tru~sfer is maximized if (PREDICTION VipIer 
199.?z,b]): 
mass of top giiark = 185 f 20 GeV, nnd mas8 d Higgs boson = 220 f 20 GeV 
C;omputers will not bc able to elirr~nate vent horizions if all n~atter condenaces into giant BBs before the 
matter can be reached by ultrarelativistic rockets. The only wily tllis can be prevented is for irregularities 
to cot have grown too large before other parts of the univeree ;.re reached by su& rockets. Projecting this 
back ori the CBR gives (PREDICTION): AT/T cr 6 x lo'= 
Setting up the conversion from information storage in present-di.y chemical bonde to universe-sized standing 
waves requires that computets/life have already engulfed the universe, and further, have been in causal 
contact before thc standing waves are aet up. It -,an be shown (I'ipler 1994b) that this requires, ir. addition 
to approximate homogene~ty st that far future time, JYREI)IC"l'lON): 4 x lo'= < Ro - 1 < 4 x lo-'. 
'rhc energy from issymmetric collapse of the universe does cot become available lrntil after the recollapse 
of tt.e universe has begun. Iintil then, the conversion of rnathr into energy will bc the . r i r w y  suurce of 
energy. T b *  causal structure of the universe actudiy prevents r his matter-energy from 'rciag used too faat: 
in a ma~cer-dominated universe, the univereal antipodal point c m o t  be reached by v < c rockets until after 
the !,~mne of maximal expansion. But s F'rl, drive would permit life t o  use resources too faet, and tbus far 
future life would intervene to stop the use of FTL drtves With the above Ro, virtual humans would arrive 
at antipode 10'"ears from now (when R(i ) /R( t , , , )  = 3 x I,)'), and our Sun would have long since left 
tht. Malil Sequenrt- I l ~ ~ w e v ~ r  ~f Earth and  the  orhcr plmet.. in the tlnlversr are  dowtrloaded in computers 
Lt-fc,~? thpy art. dtx\trc,yeri, viz!ud humans c a n  cvpatually return '1: (r~nr~lat-d) Ear th  and/or  ali otirer planets 
at any trm they choose in  short ,  evvrq virttlal human . a n  ~ r s o n a l l y  ser everything iil tlte present day 
':rrIvrr\e there is t o  see t"rL spacfisfrips are unnri*ssirryf 
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A growing body of experimental evidence is cited showing that bw-mergy nuckar reactions ItENRs) can occur 
unkr relecc conditions in solid hakcs loaded with hydrogenous atoms There appear to be various reaction 
regimes kding to difFaeM nwkar products. If this phenomaron continua t o  be vaifted, a rab'dly 
tboory fa tk irtcnaion md bK sub- rwctior! must be dewlopcd None of the presentty pPposeC tfreories 
have born rdcquacly bcmhnuked. Om key d.tficuby remains& improc8ic1%li(y of expaiments. possibly due 
to yet to be ikntifd variability ofthe solid state sarrctwe invoived. To illustrate the LENR effect. recent 
qmumm at the Uaivcnlty of llliaois ae dtsatsd,  whcre a nurnkt of new elements arc obsaved in thin 
f i b s  of vniats metah as Ni mhgoing ekcuolysis. A swni-anpkical theory to interpret tksc results is also 
outtintd. If LENRs ue verified this will lud to r twdhwgh in nuclear physics wrdtntanding and also to a 
number of bpataM pacaW appkaioas. nrch as spiux pl;avn mi&. 
Tht phenomena of anmulous heating effects in deuterated met& gained w d w i d e  attattion through the famous S. 
P ~ n s  and M. FleiJlman (PF) announcamnt of "cold fusm"  in 1989. ( 1  ] Shortly after that. discrepancies in their 
repon were u n c o d .  Duc to tixu md to difftcukies in reproducing the experiment, riK scientific community 
became skeptical. Whm the DOE ERAB committee commissioned to evaluate the situation released a negative 
report, skepticism accelerated. Despite this, a number of scienttsts worldwide have col~linurd dedicated bu: low-key 
studies of  such effects. and there have been numerous reports of posuive results. Thus, in a recent review article, 
E. S t m s  (21 cites over one-hundred positive experiments of various types reported h: well-know:, laboratories 
around the world. While even these experiments are still plagued by nonrcproducibility. the fact that this many 
defmitive experiments have been reported provides rather convincing evidence that anomalous heac~ng and/or 
nuckar effects can occur in a v a r w  of materials loaded with high concentmtions of hydrogen or deuterium. Most 
recently. a number of h e x  expcnments have identified nuclear reaction products that are attributed to hydrogen or 
deuterium interactions with the metat electrode. rather than the D-D-type fusion studied by PF 13-61, Consequently. 
workers have renamed thts feld ?sA'Low Energy Nuckar Reactions (LEN&)." This work has used a variety of 
configurations and a variety of loading techniques giving reaction products ranging from Helium-4. Tritium. to an 
m y  of h a w  eiements. Various theories have t m n  advanced to explain these results, but they are usually 
resuicted to a class of reaction products. In this paper. we will first briefly review some of the i E N R  experiments 
and rhcrnies reported by ahers and then concentrate on experiments oy the autlior at the Unrver sity of Illinois. 14.51 
LENR CHARA(TERI!TUCS 
As indicated in Figure I.  the PF D-D-type reactions when obsened experimentall}, have shown chaficter~stics that 
are quile different from normai hot fusion D-D reactions (I] 
- 
hot fusion -1 
Conciusion: mNew" ENRs am distinctly different from 
P-F D-D type and both d&r from noimai hot fusion 
mactkms. 
Figure I .  LENR Crrraaaistics vs 'M" React#wrs 
The original PF concept is that if the compound He-4 nucleus fonned by drr: D D  reaction is in a la!tia, its 
excitation energy might transfer in a c c k r m  d a  mode w the lattice sttatczurc. This would yield heat ond 
helium as the main outputs inaed of tritium and mutroas that normally o c : ~  by the fast decay of excited He-4. [q 
The mat m t  LENR-typc experiments have npatod yct mMzingly diffcmt major products ranging fiom tritium 
production to an array of isotopes with masses befow and above the mass o.'the reacting metal. (3-61 Other 
experiments appear to funnel mergy into X-rays through a collapse of grou d-state hydrogen inlo a lower energy 
kvel ksding to so-called hydtinos. [8] 
Thesc LENR reactions have been produced by a w u i q  of techniq~s ranging from the morc traditional ekctrolytic 
technique on to ekctrical discharges in gases, ekctric arcs in water. higii-ptssurc gas loading. and biological action. 
In view of this wide range of condittons, th tomi ians  arc fand with a c b l  a g e  in defining a common driving forte 
of the reaction. One thought is that all of t h e  phenomena basically invohe nontquilibrium flows in the crystalline 
structure. but other investigators argue that thc reactions themscives arc so ii%fent th: they may involve entirely 
different mechanisms. 
Exampks of the wide variety of expmrncntal conditions and the vartay of reaction products observed are outiintd 
in Figure 2. [I] 
Electrolysis -- PF, IMRA. SRl, CETI, etc. 
L O ,  Pd; fused salt ....... heat, fie-4, .. 
1 H20, Ni, Pd, ... heat, fps I Plasma discharge - Karabut D~rfour, Claytor 
1 D2, Pd, . . --- tntiurn, fps 
8 Proton conductor --- Mizuno, Or1 mi, Blberran 
Sr(Ce,. )03. AILaC3 -- heat, (fils) ( m U/trason;c, Gas bad;ng - -  EQ, P antell;, Flat 
[ metals - heat, rad., fps 
F~gure 2 Examples of L.Eh'R Exxnments 
Questions can be raised, but many of these reported results appear to defimitively demonmate that L E N 5  do occur. 
For example. 7 Claytor's experiments at Los Aiarnos 191. emoioying a plasma discharge loadin? method. have 
achieved tritium levels that are ordcrs of magnitude gnater than background. Nuclear mctions appear to be the 
only way that tritium couM be & in hesc experiments. The man issue thst remains is reproducibility-tritium 
production wan only in about 15%" of the many experbents pafonned. This problem, a characteristic of most of 
the work in this freM, is generally attributed to diffefmxs in ~lystallim structure of the did being lo&. To datc, 
howeve:. a dcfiitive id tn t i f~ ion  of the cause has not been made. Suggestive cxpenments by Srinivasin in lndia 
I 10) exposed ekotroder aftn a run to X-ray film and found a yrcdtted pattern of bright spots. This obscrvakhn md 
related experiments by others s~ggest hat thc lattice cant~ins a scatted palkm of nuckar-active-sites. (1  1 but 
exactly- what defines such a site md how to create one mains unknown. 
KEY PHYSICS lSSUES 
Assuming that. based on this data, LENRs caw. a n m b a  of key new physics issues must be todcled to tmdcmd 
the phenornuron. Basically, any theory must exphin two key issues: how jmnration of the Coubbic barria 
b e e n  hiih reactants can occur, and then hew a "nmtraditkmrr' rracticm occurs. Some of the many &corks that 
have been r d v d  to explain these issues tue listed in Figvlc 3. [ 1.1 11 The majority of the theories involve in 
some manna a cabaent wave nrucnne in the a)Pallinc host nunrial. C M k s  &butt tbe effect to fwmation of 
n e ~  particies such as hadrons or polyncutrons. 
Chubb and Chubb - ion band theory, wave overlap - critical crystal 
size - He4: Bush - resonant wave interactions 
Preparata - QED, coherent fields combine, x-nys 
Bmhutov, McKibben - hacfrcHls, fixtima1 chg pts I 
Miley & Hora - SEL at thin film interfaces 
Hagelstein - energy transfer via phonon laser 
I 
I 
Fischer - plyneutron - BCS condensate, nuclear nr i 
Ilfifls. Dufour - fracrional energy levels in H I 
hcherov - phonon energy transfer to nletals I 
Miley - RIFEX - combir~s SEL and BSC condensate I !
Issue - despite major dlflerences, non full-v accepted due to iack of 
benchmark. I - -  ! 
Figure 3. Some Thecmes 
Despite fhe m;?jo; differences among these theories, none have gained general acceptance. Tile reastn i s  that there 
has not Seen ur accepted benchmarking of the theories against expcfimmtal data. This is partly due to the piobkms 
of nonreprod1;cibility of the experiments. and also to the inability to defin-: a definitive benchmark experLent. 
Some yogrea is being made, e g.. initial steps towards benchmarking RlFFX theory with thin-film data are noted 
Later, but much more work is needed to complete this effon and to evaluate other possible theories. 
Wh,le the field of I.ENR remalns some~hat 111-defined due to the Isales noted ahwe. 11 r \  clcnr thdt ~f 1 FNR5 arc 
fully demotistrated in a reproducible manner, research will  rapidiy expand, and extremel) imponant scien:ific and 
practical appltcallons can he exnectcd The physics necessary to ewplatn I.ENKs 15 so radlcaih dtflerent from 
traditional nuckar d o n  physics that it offers a w b k  new fuld of stud), which has llK potential of new 
breakt)trwghs. The field is quite i n t d i s c i p l ~  bringing togctk physn s chemirtry, nnd materials science. 
Cmscqwntly. all three scientif~ areas sund to bmefit from the new insigl ts gained from this resurh. lk 
conclusion of tbis m h  could kad to an cxbunely Imponant new nuckar energy wrufce, which would have far- 
ranging implications for both t+mstriPI and space. Other arcmcty impor ant appliutians could involve isotope 
pro&ctm cmd radioactive waste mmagenmt. Additional appticYions an: likely to c m q e  as more is teamad 
about this mdcabk phenaneson. 
RECENT REACTION PRODUCf MEASUREMENTS A T  THE UNI'IERSITY OF ILLlNOtS 
G. Miky et al. ncently reported f4 51 a xrks of unique measurrments thar employed -us metallic (Ni. Pd. Ag, 
Ti ...) thin films (500 A) caatcd on m i l i i c t a - s i d  plrsuc beads. Ttmc bads served as the c a b &  in a Wing, 
packedbed eledrotyric cell. One molar LilSOI in light water was used, w th thc objective of studymg proton- 
inducedlmtrircmions. Rmswcecvr ieda t tovaa~mdcpa iodwi tbrO.1  W i n p l t o r d a m d o u t p u t  
of 0.1-5 W. Analysis of the beads was done Mat d afur the experiments using high precision techniques in- 
ckKLiag NAA, SIMS, EDX, a d  ICP-MS. A wide range of nm ekmtats were fd in the metallic films feliowbg 
the runs. These ''reac!h products* had tnrzs nuabers ranging well below and above the base maal  mass nu&-. 
In several runs, very high y k k  of d o n  products were obinod the key prabcts comprismg approximately 40 
atm .A of metalti film following the run. The incmK m miss of eight kev danenn lppeating in the thin f i h s  
(A!, Ag, Cr, Fe, Cu, V. Co. Zn) was measured by NAA in the film. ekctroiyte. Pnd cell components before and after 
a NR. As illustnted in Figure 4. most ekmena incraxd m mass by an mortnt that was an order of magnittide or 
more grcatn than all of the conrspoading impurg. pcsart in the cell ek ro iy te .  the major source of impurities 
Further. there was no evidence of a plating out, it. .  signif~~ant reduction of impdies in the ekctrotytc afin a run. 
Funha. the "neu" ekment conccnortiars p&ed in tbe fih vdume rather &an at the film-ekctrolytc in tehe .  
I 
i SOME NAA ELEMENT RESULTS FOR RUN #8, hl FILM 1 I Incnw. mg mg. 100ml Ratio* Ycr 10' b e d s  elcctmiyte 1 A~ 1.5 3 lom3 500 
I Deviotioa from a a t r m l  abundance, NAA on 1-1 bead ampk. Ag-107. + 3.*b f 1.2 Ag-109: - 4.3% : 1.3 
I CU- 63 : + 3.6% t 1.S Cu- 65 . - 8.1% . 3.6 
1 I 
Figure 4. Large Yield of RPs in FI  m. 
As also shown in Figure 4. thesc elements typically exhibited a small bur significant deviation from natural 
abundance. All of the facts provi& strag evidence for production of thee elements by nuckar reactions. A 
number of additional isotopes, up to jeventy in some nms. were okerved >y SIMS to increase. However, this 
measurement uses a localized region cn the bcad and suffers from possib!c line overlaps. ~ntroducing added 
uncertainties compared to the NAA result Further details o i  the experimmts and the coated beads are provided in 
14.51. 
Ulqtile these results were unique in that the combination of thin films and analytic techniques zllowed a reasonably 
accurate measurement of the reaction product concentrations. several prior studies had reported a similar array of 
products. 161 The latter studies, however, typically used thick electrodes and the products were found micrumetcrs 
heneath the wd~ace m a thin zone. roughly a thickness of the present thin films. Due to the "dilution" of the 
products by the base metal. absolute concentrations are difficult to obtain in such experiments, so the main focus 
WAS on non-natural isotope ratios. 
The key characteristic of the reaction products found in the thin-film meaurentents as well as the carlier solid 
ekctrodz studies cited, is a grouping of high-yield clemcnts in roughly four "zones" of mas5 number. This pattern IS 
clearly seen in Figure 5. 
I 
Production Ratc vs. Mass Number 
a .  
Figure 5 Reaction Rate vs Mass Number 
Additional kej e~perimcntai observations that appear to be characteristic 3f  thesc reactions include a lack of high- 
energy radiation. the production of nearly .,table elements. the observatior of low-energy X-ray or beta radiation for 
beads following a run. and non-natural isotope ratios. Further. since reactton products have been observed 
consistently in twenty runs using various metal films at the University of Illinois, the thin-film configuration appears 
to he an effective melhd to "initiate" reactions. Also, unlike solid electrode experiments that appear to have Iwal 
active regions, sometimes giving volcanic-like spots on the electrode surface. the thin films appear to react more 
uniformly. Wi le  the film surface is roughened during a run, no significant local artifacts have been observed h m  
SEM studies. With these characteristics in mind, the author is working on a scmi-cnrpirical theory: RIFEX 
(Reaction in a film-excited complex) and this theory is briefly described next. 
RlFEX THEORY 
The RlFEX model is based on the observation that the yield pattern in Figure 5 resembles a fission spectrum with 
valleys of low yield lying at A = 20.38.97, and 155. This suggests that the corresponding compounding nuclei, 
lying at A - 40, 76, 194, and 310 fission to ptodwe the pattern of light ald heavy products on each side of the 
valleys. These compound nuclei, termed complexes, designated X*, are theorized to be created through RCS 
pairing of neutrons and protons. (This concept has some aspects similar to other theories that evoke compound 
nuclei to explain LENR effects, e.g., see [ 1 I -I4].)The conesponding liquid drop model pmhcts that the observed 
complexes are marginally unstable to fission. The initial compkx immediately breaks up into several lower mass 
complexes. which then undergo fission into an array of products. The fi :&ion fragmentat~on for this pairing and the 
comespanding reduced excess energy IS predicted to yield near-stable elements, in agreement with the experiment. 
The overall reactions involved arc summarized in Figure 6, where reactitms involving Ni and Pd, conesponding to 
data fror~t runs in Figure 5, are shown along with various possible reacta:bts (thin-fih materials). The reactants 
Figure 6. Illustrat~ve Complex Kuclei Pathways 
generally "funnel" into thc lowest mar, quasi-stable complex available, In these cases X *  = 1 16,232 and 3 10. This 
in turn determines the "brePkup" states. Again, a consistency with the ez.penrnent is observed because Ni (runs 8. 
1% Fig. 5) gives high yields in ail four mass number regions; whereas, I'd has the highest yieMs at the two lower 
mass number regions. This is consistent with the predicted breakup of tt e respective pstulated complex nuclei in 
Figur 6. The predicted pference to form lower mass number  complex:^ for reactions with .i h, h g ,  Bi, and Ti is  
also in general agreement with data for these mate ria!^ reported by N. Gtkul[15] and by 1. Patterson 1161. 
The penetration of the Couiombi: barrier and subsequent formation of tbe complex nuclei in this model reiy upon a 
combination of  he swimming electron layer (SEL) theory for thin f ibs ,  and subsequent coherent oscillation orbc  
lattice nuclei. ultimately leading to the multibody reaction complex illustrated. While these events proceed 
sequentially. the overall result is the combination of a large number of virtual neutrons, n*, with the base metal 
nuclei. as shown in brackets in Figure 6. The formation of the virtual ne Jtrons follows from an electron-proton 
capture process such as proposed by Stoppini [I?']. 
m e  RIFEX model is  also in rwgh agreement with the overall energy ba ance observed experimentally. A 
comparison can be made by taking the sum of the products of all of the r :action prnducts and their binding energies 
and subtracting the similar sum for the reactants. When this is done for 'di-based material, wing thc reaction 
product yields from Figure 5 and the proton-Ni ratio front Figure 6 to conpute the reactants lassuming nucleon 
conservatim). a power level of 0.9 W is predicted, vs 0.1-0 5 W recorded experimentally. A similar calculation for 
Pd yields a somewhat higher power output, again consistent with the exferiments. Some of the reaction energy is 
also carried off by neutrinos created during electron capture, but this frat tion is relatively small in mosc cases. 
In summary, while thc RIFEX model predicrq some of thc imponant trer ds observed in reaction product 
experiments, it assumes various features such as SEl, penetration, cohen nt oscillation collapse, and nucleon pairing 
which are radical depamires from conventional nuclear physics. Thus il or other contending theories, need much 
more study before a fully acceptable theory is possible. RIFEX is preser ted here, however, to illustrate the type of 
radical "new physics" that would be required to explain the observed phcnomena. Other theories that also predict 
some features of these experiments include Kucherov's "slow excitation model" 1131 and a recent unpublished 
modification of Fisher's original "polyneutron model" 112). and Prepara a's QED model. [I I ]  In each case. radical 
departures from traditional physics are involved which require verificati~m. Thcre arc other important differences 
among the theoties, e.g., Fisher's model does not involve complexes or fission, but relies on polynrumn 
propagation reactions to build up high mass elements. 
CONCLUSION 
Mounting data supports the reality of low-energy nuclear reactions in solid-state lattices loaded with hydrogenous 
gases under a variety of conditions. The situat~on is complicated, however, by the possibility that several different 
reaction regimes exist: e.g.. D-D reactions in PF cells, hydrinos in Mills cells. tritium in Claytor's cells, and an array 
of fission products in the Miley-Patterson cells (cf. Figs. 1,2). Onc challenge is to find some commonalily between 
the initiating and reaction mechanisms, which can tie together the seemingly disparate results. Before confidence 
can be gained in the area of LENRs and theories can be sorted out by benchmarking, it remains necessary to develop 
an experiment that provides good reproducibility. The thin-film experiments described here appear to be a step in 
t h ~ s  direction, but confmation of this will depend on demonstrations of reproducibility by a number of independent 
laboratories. Should the existence of LENRs be verifibd, as anticipated in this paper, the implications are immense, 
both scientifically and nractically. For example, the power densities reported in present cell5 are quite high, such 
that a simpk volumetric scaling could be used to quickly develop 10-100 kW power units. In addit~on. there is no 
obvious fundamental block to going to yet much h~gher power kvels, but new designs would be required to handle 
tbe extreme heat loads mvoived. 
Acknowledgment. M. Millis is to be congratulated on organizing a meeting where phenomena like this could be 
discussed in a constructive atmosphere with due skepticism, but---without the preconceived notion that it  must be 
wrong because "conventional physics is (seemingly) violated." Only such free interchanges can foster 
'breakthroughs.' 
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ABSTRACT: o h  
New propulsion methods for interstellar spaceflight will most probably require new on-board energy production 
methods deriving energy from presently unknown sources. 
An experiment conducted by the author in 198 1 with a very simple device  show^ J a measured energy output 
significantly greater than the measured energy input. '13e origin of the excese energy was and still is unknown. 
The purposes of this paper are to describe that experiment and to urge that it be rep.,cated. If the anomalous excess 
entrgy is seen again, then this experiment might reveal its sollrcc and show how it can be enhanced. This may lead 
to a previously urucnown source of energy that could be harnessed to drive the propulsion methods that can take 
mankind to the stars. 
INTRODUCTION: 
In recent years, there have been a number of claims, in both scientific journals as well as patents. of devices or 
processes that produce anomalous energy effects. sometimes including an energy output greater than the known 
energy input. These include anomalous excess heat produced under speciai conditions in some solids (Patterson, J . ,  
1997), electrical discharges through water (Graneau, P., 1985). organized electron clusters (Shoulders, K., 199 I ) ,  
and others (King, M., 1992). 
In 198 1, this author was part of a team that conducted an experiment with a very simple device in which the 
measured energy output from this device was significantly more than the measurrd energy input. Estimated 
experimental errors were relatively small; the anomaly appeared to be real and not readily explainabte. This 
experiment has apparently never been published. Whatever the origin of the excess energy. this experiment should 
be replicated and the phenomenon explored further ~d enhanced, if possible. 
Specifically, a source of radiant heat energy being used for other tests consisted of a piece of carbon (graphite) 
heated (in air) to wh~te hot incandescence with dc electricity. The electrical power heating the carbon and radiant 
heat fl i lx emitted by the carbon were carefully measured. and data were recorded by a computer. The mass of the 
carbon, before and after nearing, was also measured. Even taking into account the relatively slight amount of heat 
caused by the combustion of the carbon, the output power at equilibrium was approximately 152% as large as the 
input power. 
THE ORIGINAL EXPERIMENT: 
Unfortunately. only some pieces of the data from this intriguing experiment still exist. These are: 
I he  experimental apparatus (refer to Figure 1 ) consisted of the elements listed below 
A rectangular picce of graphite (purity unknown), which had dimensions (the part that was heated to 
incandescence) of approximately 8.9 cm long. 1.6 cm wide, and 0.24 cm thick. 
I LEAD ACID STOkAGE BATTERIES 
1 
Figure I .  An experiment flrutproduced anomalous a c e s  enetgv 
I'he electrtcai poser source. cons~st~ng of four truck-tjpe 12-volt lead-ac~d $torage batteries connected in 
serrrs tach batteq was fully charged to a voltage ot approxrmately 12.8 volts. 
A callhratatcd volmrerer to measure the voltage acro5s the g r a ~ h ~ t r  and a calibrated shunt to mcasure the 
rleotr~cal current through the graph~te 
A water-cooled, calibrated calorrmeter used to measure the hfat flux radiated by the incandescent graphite. 
This instrument was used within its rated range and had a calibration traceable to the National Institute of 
Standards and Testing (NISI.). The calorimeter was positioned approximately 0.4 crn from one of the large 
faces of the graphite, approximately 2.5 cm from an end of the graphite, and on the longest centerllne of thc 
large face Other details of the calorimeter are M longer availatie. 
A ha\!-duv switch consisting of several car-ctaflinp solenoids connected in paral!ei, used to cmplc t r  the 
cuc'~it hrough the graphite. 
A wparrtir t~ming circuit rhar energized the solenoids thereby allowtng cunrqt flow through L I ~  graphite for a 
predetermined length of time. which was :)pically 10 seconds. 
tieaq-duty cables that connected the batteries. graphite. current-measuring shunt. and heavy-duty switch ir, a 
series circuit. 
A ccrnputer and assoc~ated equrprnrnt to record the data. 
A laboratory balance used to measure the mass of the graphite both before and after a test ,un to determine the 
mass loss ofthe grapnite due to cornbustron. 
The data measured for a run t with vpical values taken during a steady-state pr>rtion of that run in parentheses) were: 
- voltage drop across tiie graphite: ( 3 3.6 1 volts); 
- current flowing through the graphite: (502 amperes); 
- brat flux radiated from the graphite. ( 3 9  watts per cm' area times thc incandescent area of 32.75 cm', which 
cquais a total radrated output c.  24 86 kilowatts); 
- graphite mass \oss due tt; combustion in air: (0.255 grams); and 
- run ddratlon. ( 10 seconds). 
In addition 1,) the radiated hear output. a srgnifiant mount of heat was conciuctcd from the praphite through the 
water-cooled mcriil clamps that were holding the graphite and prnvidlng current contacts The flw rate and 
temperanlre rise of  this cocliing watcr allowcd the power conducted away in this manner to be calculated. There 
was iilst~ 3 snlaii convcctivc heaung of ad!accnt i t .  which was calculated by a method described in a heat transfer 
textbook (Incropera and &Win. 19901. 
'The energy (actuaif) power) balance for one partic~;las run w3s as follows. 
- radiated output p u e r  24 8b k~lowsns. 
- conducted output power 1.74 kilowatts, 
- convected output power 0 I4 k~lowans, 
- electrical Input power 16 R? krlouatts. and 
- ~1)emi~dl  ( c ~ ) n ~ h u ~ t ~ o n j  rnput p w c r  0 76 k ~ l o ~ a t t s  (This assltmes thr carbon burned ro ?reld carbnr. 
d~c>x~de. u111ch ut)uid p e  thr Inobt poser ) 
Ihe calculated ratio of output pawer div~dtd by input power was the?): 
Output Pwr - ( 24 .PbkW + 1.74 kW + 0.14 kWi 26.74 kR' = 
= ,5tK - -- . - 
I n p u ~  Pwr (16.87 &W + 0.76 kR3 17.63 kW 
Others at this same laboratory had previously conducted &ally tle same expnunent except that the 
incandescent heat source was a 0.63 5-cm-diwretcr graphite rod ;ad !he dorimdcr was placed furtha away from 
.&is KKI On several occasions, the invcst@ors had measured a radiated heat output p a w a  that when divided by 
the ekctrtcal invdt power gave a ratio of more than 200.h. (They dic not measure conducted nor convtaed output 
pwers nor b. Inass loss of graphite due to combustion.) 
TliE DF3Gs( OF I HE PROPOSED EXPERIMENT: 
It is p-qsscd thk present experiment be conducted in the same manaer as the original. If fundamtnull parameters 
w :re changed, @ie excess energy (if it is real) may aot appear and d e mason would not be kamed. However. this 
st111 aiiows improvements to be made in areas such as insbumentatio~. The electrial power WJKC should again be 
fcu tr;ck-type 12-volt kad-acid storage battenes connected in strie:.. 
The dc electrical power (watts) delivered to the mcandescmt graphit: is the product of the vottlge drop (volts) and 
cunmt f lrw (amperes) through the m n e  Voltage drop and curmt flow data are recoded in OK data acqulsltron 
comrtuter The radiant energ) emitted by the graphite is measured with a caiorimcter with outpur that is aq 
eiectrical srgnal. which ts also recorded rn the computer 
Primary experimental data. recorded in a computer (at selected time intewals. e.g . every 0. ! stcondi by using the 
appropriate software and signal conditioning. will consist of: 
- volage drop across the graphite: 
- voltage drop across the calibrated shunt (from which current flow through the graphite is calculated), and 
- the electrical signal from the cainrimeter (which allows the raliant heat flux emitted from the graphite to be 
calculated ). 
The ends of the graphite are physically held by copper clamps whic I aiso serve as electrical current connections. I t  
is necessary that these clamps be water-cooled. or they will melt 
Additional expertmental data will cons~st of: 
- volume flow rate and tempwarnre increase of the cooling wata to the graphite current connectior. clamps. 
which allow conducted neat output power to be calculated; aid 
- mass oi the rrapiaite before and after neating and run duratior . which allow combustlor, input power to be 
calculated. 
The output power convected away by alr is relahveiy small. but this can be ca:cuizted (Incropera and DtWitt. 
\990) 
THE DIFFICULTY OF MEASURIYG RADIANT HEAT ENEttGY: 
Kcarl) all the energy output from the graphite w ~ l l  be radiatcd heat. and 11 ts recognl~d that I!? accur~te 
measurement rs not as stnlghtforward as the measurement of the other parameters. e g , voltage. temperature. and 
mas% 1 1:r exampie. one problem can he caused by heat reflecting h ~ k  to an erntnmg surface caustng a dlfftrcnt 
emtttmg surface to emtt morc heat To be sure radiated heat w~ll be measured a\ accurately as poss~hle it IS 
proposed that pan of tht planning process for this experiment will iccfude a tr~p to a latw#atxy known for the 
accurate measurement of radiated heat. which couM perhaps k a seaion of KIST. This 1-:p is mluded in the 
-mated costs. 
SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS: 
Ignwbk surfaces must be kepl several feet away fmm the incandtscent graphite. 
Hydrogen must be vented proply when the H-acid s?nqe bneries are recharged. 
T 3 e  f a r  batteries ccmnectcd I:: series will provide appro.\:rnately SO-vc%ks potential. w.hich require common 
sense prccau!irw;ls if, its use. 
ESTIMATED COSTS: 
The estrmxcd msts of equipment and labor for conducting this pro~:ed  experiment are gtben rn the table bebw. 
The above costs assume that fabr~ictnm mJ asnmhi? of e~perm~cntal  compncnf. could be compizted and enoiigh 
1- runs conducted to deterrrme ~f the a m a l o m  enere). measured In tite cxrg~na: experrment. is real or not If the 
anomabus energ, uere serc! agsrn t b  ccsr of additional tcstrng would be mami? for labor lhesc costs alsa 
assume the testrng tacrlrt? ts aIrcad> aal labk,  and tke? do nor tnclude suggested rwprovemerlt> referrcd to In the 
nc * I  sectim 
Matemis. Equipmen1. znd Hard- I Sl.5oooo I 
!nmumentation and s o h a r e  $2.850 Cfi 
SUGGESTED IMPHOVEWEICTS: 
Travel 
I a b i  1600 hours for ptming procurement. f a b a n .  c a f i h ~ o n .  and testrngt 
TOTAL 
If  the a n m a l w c  excess energ rs seen wain. thc f~+llo\crng are w a y  the expcrrmenl may be enhanced to e\plore 
this phenomenon hurther 
9.000 00 
$30,000 00 I 
~ S ~ . O ( L  
The chemical reactions (combustic~n) oitk graphite could be eliminated by enclos~ng it in an inert gas ( e . g . ,  
a;gw) or in a vacuum. This also allows for more continuous operation, providing the power source has enough 
capacity 
Rather than using a radfant flux :almimeter. h e  incandescent graphite couid be enclosc.d a calorrmeter 
Drfferent punt) grades ut graphrtc could he r e ~ d  if  the anmalou.- effect rr caused hy rmpurrtlez rn the 
graptlitc. then tk g r ~ p h ~ t s  should be tnten:~ondll> dcped'' wrth vartou; eiemenls (one at a time) to lea~r, wh~ch 
ones are rcryflnc~hle Thi. could tead to a malor enhancement If ammalous cksess energi appean mi), %hen 
thc _enphite I< d y e d  w~th  a spccrfic element (or elements). then thri cot~!d he evrdence for the occurrence of 
ano~,~.ilous exces5 heat produced under \ p c ~ a l  cond~tions In snrne so:~ds Whether the graphite 15 doped or not. 
11 shtbtlld bc chernlcal:> am!; ;ed k f o r r  rnd after heattng If anomalou~ elccrs energv was emitted b? 
extremely pure graphite and the graphite had the same purity afi tr heating, then pernaps some other source of 
emrgy, such as " m o  point energy", is being tapped. 
CONCLUSIONS: 
In conclusion, the search for an unknown mrce of energy should begin with anomalies a W y  known. The 
experiment proposed here is  fundamentally very simple and has J m d y  been partially rcplhtcd; however, it should 
be replicated again. If the anomdous excess energy is seen again an.1 it can he detcrmincd that it is real and is  not 
due to exper~mmtal ermrs, the findamentat simpiicity of this 5xpai1nent may aliow the phenomenon to be 
signifmtly enhand. This pbcnomm might then be developed nto a fuel-less energy source of a suffiient size 
to drive intenullar vehicles. 
l3e preparation of this paper was conducted through the DOE-EM Office of Science and Technoiogy at the 
Western Environmental Tecbiogy Offm Mder DOE Conaact Nunber DE-AC22-%EWW5. 
I wish to !hank the folkwing individuals for their connntaive critiq #s of his paper: Dr. Jan-Luc Cambier, Gbyd 
Simmons. Don Schiikr. and David i ~ f f t u s .  
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ABSTRACT: 
Tk speed of light is a bamer that prevents suMumind craft from d i n g  supertumind spetds. However, ifsptcd 
become ampiex .  rre can go "amand* the iight speed singularity the r a y  a car faced witb an insurmountabk n>rd 
bkKC; migbt leave the road to go around tbe barrier.[ :! The treument is a matbmrtid devir?. In theory, it make 
possible in& hi& yKads w i t h t  severe attrgg demwds or dhet dnrstie relativistic e k b .  La pr&c, chalkmges 
eslst in the madel, t8e mast obvious beulg &at no known physical intapcebhon exists for aiopier speed. Horem, 
&nt does e.&i for physical maairy derived from compkx numbers. Iks~ ing  ~~ between sud~ bxks a d  
thi romplcx speed formulation tan &er insight into the physical interpretation and may suggest erptriments that will 
farther tk goal of breakthrough propuklcln physics for iatcrsteilar uad. 
The s p e d  of light, c, i a barrier tha t  prevents sublumiad objects from d i n g  superluminal speeds. If we make speed 
complex. we can go around c in a m a n e  andogous t o  a cat faced with m iesurmountaMc road b i d  tea\* tin rod 
t o  gi, atound the barrier .[ ll The theory itself is simple. but the ehdkngrs i t  presents ate anything but b l d ,  the utost 
obvri~us king  t ha t  no known physicd interpretwon exists for complex speed. However, precedent does exist far physiut 
mearring derived from complex numbers. Drawing analogies betweerr such theories d the complex speed forrnulat~oa 
o f k  insight into the pbysical interpretation Md may suggest experiments that will further the god d breaktbroegh 
propulsion physics for interstellar travel. Sec. 2 of this paper summarizes the physics involved, Sec. 3 preants the 
t:ompies speed formalism. and Set 4 considem enaiqies that. 0fit.r physical insight and suggest paths to verification 
S t  YERLUMINAL PHYSICS: 
A large arid growing body of fescarch exists on stiperluminal physies,[2]-[i3] and many reviews and bibliographies 
have been compilcd.fl4j-[l?] Tlw paper that introduced many modem ideas on the subject is the article by Bilaniuk, 
Deshpande and Sudarshan i2] Feinberg introduced the word tachyon, from the Greek word tachys meaning "swift '[$ 
Two words ate offered for suMumind particles, "bradyon" from the Grak word for "slow" and "tardym" from the 
obvious derivation.[l4, 16. 171 To avoid the similarity bef.ween tadiyon and tardyon, 1 foliow Recami and use bradyon. 
Foliowii~p, Rilanillk and Sudarshan. I use"iuson" for particles with luminal speed.[lbj 
P r o p e r t i e s  
Special relativity predicts that the transition from sublight LO supertumtnal speeds is ~mpovsible because en object 
traveling a t  light. speed ha$ Snite mass relative tcr slower reference frames. However. the th,~ry d m n ' t  x tua i ly  rule 
out super!urniild process- .\sumin?; i t  itolds in a st~perlrtrn~nal u n i v e r . ~ .  i t  can In. rlsed to prrdict the behavior of 
tachyotis, which have c as their lower speed h i t .  This suggests tltrec classes of objects: hrdyons (Class I particles) 
that travel at s~~hluminal sptwls: luxons (Class Ii) that  have no mass and travel at light speed: and tachyons (Clm 111) 
tlmt travt*! at scil>r.rlr~nlinal spMuls 
?'ac:hyui~-, and I r a d y o n ~  show hignificatlt differelic:cs iri their pred~t: td behavior. Sup- a space ship can travel at any 
S@ u. w l l e i ~  ; r r J  < r .  Twn ahservers kwp tr.wk of it, one 111 rt?fereni.r frame S and the o ther  in S' T h e  frames share  
n r.tunrltriit r asis. S' rilove ;t i  sped . relat iv~ to .S. wbere < r ;  ai~tl u is mtasurcd relative to -5'. If the o b r v e r  in 
, .  rtrc-crrclh t.116. S I I I ~  a.i t r i tv~lt~lg d i ~ t a n ~ e  J r  111 ttmc AI, t l t r -  Lr,r*'iit~ tran.iformatintls give rhc intervals In S' i r s l l l ]  
xlw-tc- . j  = t l / i  aitcl 1 = I/ dl - J? L)e[~.rtiliiig *)it the vdurs ta w d  I .  tire datruic-e irltc-rvJ Sc' can haw the s~w: M
rite qyrh i te  agn as Ar tIowe.v~r 1rrtq .= for ail u arid :I, s, At' ~ l w a y s  has tllta *rite ~ t g u  as Ar An obgwver tttay 
rtr.wrt a 4ttp inovtng s t  eltiler tile ++ or - I  II~W~KHI, but every otwrver agrees tllr sltip goes forward to time 
.?\t srip~r1i:rnttraI s-. f rc l  > r anti time .ri\ci ztxxe ~nterchange charxter Assuming rite otmrvers are sttll sublumrnai. 
j ~ t  > trtf  nad Ax' always has tile .same sign as Jr, but bt' may bav? either tile same o r  thc opposite sign as At. Ail 
ollscrver- agree on tfw ship's Jirectton 11% qitt-r but not in trmne. This gives rise to the so-c:niied causality problem. 
'Ike trzutsfwraatioas dao predict that if we ohmw a part& moving :nto the past. we meaaure its energy. E = MP, s 
uegnfivc- Here the mass M = rlby, where rtro  is the rest masrr-[l8j LC*. E arid At be crwrgv aud time intervals in frame 
.<. say f ~ r  a w i c k  with s p e d  u that travels Or. If E' a d  At' an rhe energy arid time intervals in 9, tkenll?) 
Wheti ur- > c', both E' a d  At' chaage igir relative L3 their values in S. Eq. 2 is il~oRJiSkat with the k w n  skbility 
of tlte universe because matter is tinstabit. tigaiiut the emission of par;icks with E < 0.[3, I i j  
Rctakrpwtdm prwides one way to d v c  the probtem; atachyon witb megdive enesgy gokg intoteepmtaa 
be reintapretad ss an anti-tachyon with pasitive energy going into tBe future, f m  its destination b its point of 
origin.[2. 161 Suppasl particle Po emits a tachyon wikh energy E > 0 thrt tn& until 6 &be it. Obarvers 
wim measan its energy as q a t i v e  mukt record its ;iirbeorption bdm. its emission. Rein&rpreta€h s a g p i s  tbtp sce 
t&r time-reversed process: Pb emits an =ti-tachyon with E > 0 &at travels into the future until P, aborts it. Not d1 
obatmh: agree on tt e even&. but btie laws of physics as we know thern remain d i d . f l #  
HciatupreWkm is the temporal a d g y  of a famibar p;lrenomenon. Grasidcr two wbiuminat ears. Persm P, Qrives bis 
car >t speed o, and m a  Psdrives btrs at %. We mtce from the :&walk and & e w e  0 < t;, < q, << c, so cu o 
goes by us in the same d i r e t h  car 6. However, driwx 9 sees car a n~oviag backward. That Pb sees a goiag bickward 
and rt e a going I d  crrates no paradox because di the obsatioes are consisknt among thtmseloar, n t d  
through the Caliiean transformations. Ewryone agrees, for example, that Pa and Pb arrive at their destination even 
though nst dl observets sce it happen in t;ie same way. 
Nor say Po is ttte pilot of a sujxrluminal ship and Pb is a rocket scie~ttist taking data from an observatory. P, always 
sees himself moving forward in time because he is at rest relative to  his ship. Howenr, suppose Pb mords him travelin6 
pa3wad. Can she observe P, go back in t tn~e  and prevent his m a  b rth? In an@ with the spatial example above, 
the pilot-s observatiom must be consistent with those of everyone elre He experiences his iife in a t i d o e  that for 
htna always goes into the future If an evetit stopped his birth, r t  wouitf haw dready happened in his timetine, which it 
didn't. The ?vents of his iife as observed from a!! n f e ~ n e  frame, including his own, must be consistent. This doesn't 
man Pa can never appear in hk own past. n~ily that he can't chsrtgi. what he has already experienced. 
One miglrt be tempted to call thrs s prcdeterminatron. I would zrgue hat the human w ~ l i  1s too compi~cated to fit into 
our current ::is* of the uitivorse. But evcm if d\ events are prtrdeteri lined, for most of then1 we ha%r aro way to know 
in that determination In eswnce our dectsionb reinan ~ndlstinguishab.e from free wtll 
Sc, what does P+ actually set when Pa gee into the past? 
Irnagirlr. P,, initidly travels utto the fut~i-P rplativr to obser\?er Pb H s ship reache* J 1 at time t i  as measured in hrs 
f r w ~ e  \ r  r t ,  his ship takes c n  a speed su:11 that Pb observes t t  golnl pastward uritil 1' -caches r* at tlme t 2 .  It then 
takes on a s p e d  such that fi records ~ t s  iltotton as futureward while t continue to z~ Then Pb first sees the ship at 
r; ,  wherr the prime ~nd ica tn  the measureiiiertt 1s mn her frrut~r Fa c n the other hand ~ l ~ r v e s  himself continuously 
travelilmg forwanl €11 tirrie froiir I 1 to x g  hi other wonts P, re-ords t < tz  and Pt, word, ti > t;  
The elrerlsion of reinterpretation into a tnac:rcw;opic redm has problems a s s ~ i a t e d  with it. as discuveed below, but 
dim givr an in te rpre ta t~~:~  fc,r the scenario described above. At tl and t i ,  the observer sees two ships create by 
patr-prcxtitc.tion. one matter ;ul:i tkr other a~lt~lnatter (this requires enwgh mass ti? the vicinity to ensure conservatioil 
laws are ~~t i s f i ed )  The matter ship travtll. ro +; Tlte antimnr,ter shi ) goes from r:, to r', along a time-revened path 
.ripart.#! to wiiat pilot P, ~.xlieriences Itii~isctf LL-, Ilr goes Rorn x f  t c  r l .  Meanwhlie. P,, a third ship approach 
I ; .  al~it,,>i a twit1 to tltc niatter ship now ;?tng frc~u~ r ; to rj (thp sil~ps arem~': ~ d e -  CIC,Z) becau*~ they are at different 
points sio~ig tlle trajectory) .-\t cl  and t', 1.11r arttii~intter and nlatser ships ~treet a id  an~tiitilatc, pmducing ali r?qu;v&nt 
;tuii~uiit $IS criberg), :lla5s. ail<! ci~nrge a tit;!' it.irit to *.reate tb.. aiit~matt tr and tilattrr ~ l l i ~ h  at ti. Although the difkrent 
, , i ,wrvrr~ see dranlat,caliy tltfkrel~t eveli!>. r.lrr ptor:cs.se are all consiitent Both P,, atid fi set? the same result: the 
S ~ I O  arrivrs at its dostinatiomt. 
Of tauwb. the ~ l l .~ taxopi r .  11.1t-ttrt~ 01 tltib wrnario 1nitkc-s it rat11c.r rittssy, on*. of ti1*1 n~ain  probienla belng curraihilation 
btweet~ ~ t ta tkr  and antitr~attt.~. (see R.4.  [ I !  for a brief disciissiuti). 111 xftlitiotr, relativity predicts s u p e r i ~ ~ r n i ~ ~ l  0bjtu.e 
Lave irtr:qinary r:r.Is's. Witti .j i I .  
'I'll*' - + o ~ r ; ,  is  dr~pped in III<,*I ?.ti.at~ttents aitd i wilt do likewise-but only for now 
The thmry d suprlumind rcfctrence frrunes provides a way to circumvent the imaginlvy nature of tachyons.[4]- f7] A 
twhyon with d > 1 relative to subluminal frames acts like a bradyon with i / i l  < 1 relative to superluminal frames, and 
tachyons obey the same physicd laws in superluminal frames that hradyons obey in subluminal frames. Combined with 
reinterpretatioil, this suggests the antiparticles we observe ate actually their aswciatcd particles. but traveling backward 
ttr time. 
Alternattvely we could postulate an imaginary rest mass n b :  
~ " o  = zp when i/3! > 1 . (4) 
where p is real. imaginary ni,, doesn't cot~tradict known physics bccawe as far as we know tachyons never go slower b a n  
light, so "rest" mass has M, meaning ;or them. Substitution of Eq. 4 into the 4% root of Eg. 3 gives A3 = p/Jm, 
which m b  E = Mc2 real. Time dilation and leagth contraction can be treated in a similar manner.fl1 
Notliing in tht h t z  equations sets an upper limit on how fast tachyons can go. At speeds greater than (a = &c: 
time contracts. kngth dilates, and the magnitude of the mass decreases below I%]. If we are on a ship that accelerates 
& 14 = to, the observer records that our l i p  has no mas, that it experiences infinite length dilation, and that an 
infinite am011nb of time for us while m e  pasacs hu her. Such objects are called "transcdent.*f2) B~lsniuk and 
Sudarsban make the intriguit~g suggestion that the infinite length dilation for a transcendeat particle is rutdog01*i to 
a particle at test having infinite p i t i o r t  uncertainty.jl6j This fdlows from the Heisenberg uncertainty principle: the 
product of the uncertainties in position and rrwmentum, or energy and time, must be finite. A particle a t  rtst has zero 
momentum uncertainty, so i t s  position uncertainty is infinite. The interchange of space and time at superlumina speeds 
suggests that if the spatid uncertainty is infintk for a transcendent tachyon. then energy rather than momentum may 
be known exact1 y. [21] 
if our ship travels at speed J ,  it h s  mornentrim p = M e  So C' = m ~ c ' ~  and p = m r d - )  The limit !#I + m giws 
E -, 0 aid ~ p f  -+ flc- This contrasts to the subtum~nal unlvetse, where an object can have zero momentum but wver 
zero energy. So bradyons have "zerc+otnt energy" (E = mot2) and tachyons have "tnfin~te-point m o m e n t u m n ( ~  = PC). 
Just as 3 = 0 1s not invarrant for bradyorrs. but depends on reference frame, so ]BJ -- x- for tachyons depends on frame 
GOING AROUND THE TREE: 
The sinqttlatity due to the in the denominator of 7 is easily circumvented by making speed complex; 
$=13,+1d 
For simpldty. I consider nlot.ioo only In orw d~mens~on Ftg 1 shows coordznates for 311 arbitrary complex speed d, 
where r* and f3+ are the polar coordinates of i)* : 
With tlir* defiliitlons $+. j -  = 1 - d2 = r , r -  expjt(f?+ + 8 - ) ]  For ~ O I ,  *.- In the upper-half-plane ,n Fig 1 )  (such as 
P, ,  #, 0 and 0- < 0 Fjr i ,~)ot ts  rn ti)p l ~ w ~ r - h a l f - p / a i ~ ~ .  8, > 0 alirl 8, < 0 In  wtlter case 
llq !I 1. 11c3 t  oiiigl~*-vsltrc~l F(0+ + 0,) # i:'(O+ + 0- + 2s). 'li) tnzke the eiltrgy a ft~t~t.rioti. we restrict i t s  ph;rrie to 
; i ~ t  irit~~rv;ti wl~c.rr. if is + i i ~ y . i t . - \ * ; r I i ~ c ~ c l .  Tllc fiiitl:tioi~ i ~ t  scicli ;III  i~ittxrvd tx a hrailcl~ of E :';urc? t l i t  si~rgular points = f l  
arc. hr;u~t,lr poitrts. A hriti~c.lr c.tit o r i g ~ ~ ~ a t r s   a br;tticI~ poi~at, ciu 't bt* c - r d ,  and is  drawn tc  define the interval 
111' N+ + 0 -  whcrt, E is sitigIcr-valiirul.j2U1 Fig, 2 shows three. pajsiblc cuts for the energy in Eq. 9. each of which has a 
physic.al 11iterprel;tti011 
The branch cuts shown in Pig. 2a lie on the red j9 &, one stretchin; from -i 4 -00 and the other fmm 1 -t w. This 
cmnfiguration blocks the  real axis for all 1/31 > 1 ,  so only fsj < 1 is allowed for red speeds and 8+ = 8- = 0. The coe%y 
on the real axls is thus 
which is the usual form for E. In the universe represented by Fig. 2 b, no object with real speed can ever have > 1. 
Thls arrangement of branch cuts thus corresponds, along the real ax ts, to the universe of brzcdyons 
However. sup- our ship's speed corresponds to P In Fig. 1. B(P)  = rexp(i8) if B # 0, what will th t  observer 
rrleasute for orJr energy? It seems reasonable to expect she wiil rec0.d either A)  its magnitude or 8)  1t.s real part. For 
thr ttme belng, assume mu I* real Ustnp rilethod A on the energy g ves 
whtrcas with 11rethcd R a n~otl!tlating factor appears: 
Here E, t:, the real part of E.  M e t h d s  A and B yield identical rest~lts for real sublumiqal apeeds and agree with known 
nhysics. W h e n  jb! -+ r s .  E -+ 0 in b ~ t h  methods. as expected ~ G I  x transcendent particle However, elsewhere the 
rquatiotts give different r e t~ l t s  The mctltod .4 energy 1n-i no phase angle dependence, whereas the method B depends 
on the ~ I I , J ~  !9- +@+I. When the phase allgle equals K. then E, = O a id  B predicts the observed energy is zero for real 
s~~perf~rri~inal s m l n .  
Simiiarly. ttlethotl h predicts nonzero ntomei~tum wiil he ot,wrve~I fc r real > c, wlicreas B predict3 it vanishes. The 
1,rancli c.11t . i  i n  F ig  2a block that portir,:~ of ~:ontylt:x speed ~ m c c .  btr, 11 becotnes available i t  we deform the cuts off the 
r e d  axl* hl+~t.Irc~l B t11ils . S ~ P I I I S  to suggest tlaat wl~rit our spry4 IS r:al and superluniinai, we cease to exist. Although 
the ot~crvc.r happily contccnplacm this as iln end to laer o h r v a t i o i ~  I roblems. she sooil realizes that B only predicts the 
rrrd parts *,f F atrd p (-ease to  exist. I t  say? nothing ahout tlit:ir inla! iiinty parts Fltrthcr irlsigltt requires consideration 
of other ,yreds. 
f,~in~itlal ~~iutic:It.s, or Itrsoes, r.r:tvt.l a t  light. sl~rctl 'I'hry havt- ~ r i , ,  = O; at. /,dl = 1 tltc- ntns+ is! is 0/0. whicll is undefiod 
; t r td  niay yield a fiuik .~lllllbcr. For j 2 0, s:~r-lt )>:rrticlrs crcnst. to wrst httcaue LM = 0 .  kIow do we define a luxoil 
in tile co~nplex speed plane'' C:osslder j;lri = = i Fig 3 shows tliese sl>mls produce a circle of radius olle 
r:etrted at the origin and ii~tersecting the real axis at brailch points : j  = f 1. On t h ~ s  c~rcte, the equations ewounter 
tin sirlgularitie: off tlic real ,ISIS. Do* tliis .suggest Itirons with t11a.i~" With $,? -+ ;j;! = 1 
McthmJb A and B thus prdil-t 
where M = Mr 3. i M i .  In either method, if rno # 0, the observed mass goes b m a+ iji -i 0. To ensure M remains 
fiitite at J = f 1, we can make nlc, = 0 for all speeds on the circle. Then M = 0 except at d = f 1. This doesn't require 
an object with Inass never have 1131 = 1, oniy that it always sat~sfy /?, # 0. Conversely, adding an imaginary part to the 
speed of a massless luxon makei 7 finite, so M = 0 and the particle ceases to exist. For these reacmns, 1 use the term 
Iuxott oniy for massless partick-s with 9 = f 1 
Tachyons 
Consider Fig 2b, where the branch cut stretches from -1 -+ +I. Kow no points can be t&?n on the red axis for 
< 1. so particles with real speed must a l w y s  be superlun~nal. Fig. 2b thus represents. ,3n the real axis, a universe 
of tachyons. 
F o r  real speeds, Eq. 8 gives M = imo/,/?+r, if @ > 1 and Af = - i r n o / & K  tf U < -1 (in the interval 0 5 8 5 A 
that defines the upper-half-plane). This is consistent with tho Eq. 3, where 7 = ri/d-. Extending the icloa of 
imaginary rest mass to the complex plai~e givs 
j42 
= p cxp ti(@+ i 8- 1/21 and E = -- m' ( 15 )  
where p is real. Altmg the real superlun~ind axis this is the same result obtained with h. 4. However, along the real 
axis, Eq 15 gives mo = - ip  if 13 > 1 and rn(] = ip if 8 < - 1. Hence. we no lor.gcr need to dixard a root of A4 in Eq. 3; 
the phase of accounts f ~ r  both. Eq. 15 is physicdiy pleasing because it suggests that as speed changes, rotates 
snloothly through the complex plane rather than making a discontinuous jump from R real to imaginary vdue. Similar 
arguments can be nlade for timi* dilation and length contraction.[lj 
In c~ther Fig. 2a or 2b it is ~n~possible to draw a curve that iies on both sublt.minal and superluminai sections of the 
real axis In other words, if our ship has real sublight speed we can't get into the superluminal universe with red speed 
and vice versa; if we leave the road to go around the road block, we can't returil to it after we pass the barrier. 
ilowever. other ways exist to draw the branch clrts 
?f  we t11i11k of complex f l  s p x c ~  as curvpJ rr~to a sphere, Figs 2a and 2b are actually diff~rent configurat~oas of the same 
branch I u t  Envtaon two p1i17 stuck in a ball bucb that 311ly a few degrees of arc separate them The ball's surface 
1.ntresputids lo all /3 space ant1 the ptns tc ,  8 .- It i .4 rubb~r hailtl stretched b ~ t w e e ~ t  thr pins represents the braoc-h 
1-ub If we pull the barid arouncl the  ball tlic ioriy way from pln to prn, we have Fig 'la 'l'he curving of complex 13 space 
allows ;u arid -xi to "meet" on the far side of t\re ball. so the two cuts join rrito one To ohbin  Fig. 2b, we move the 
b.tncl so 11 stretc.hes the sllott dtstancr h~twwn tltc. pills 
ilow-vrr. with a bit of glue w r  {-an at-Larlt tllv ballcl to the ball 111 111sny other ways. ,411 infinite nusnber of confiqt~rations 
rxtst. TI)* only rtrquiremettt is clixt we anvhor the branch c:rit at  3 = f I .  Fig. 'LC sltows a third possibility. Now ail real 
xyreds ar*. avnilable except. f = il, whti:li nlrhastx our slilps can start at real stlblight speeds and accelerate, vla complex 
il)xi'e. 10 real .si~perlurninal sywt:tls. TIII> ~11qv;csts the ~>cmibility of a ''(b.ss 0'' psrt.irle tltat can go at any sped, real 
or r.~i>tl>lc.~, excrpt & = f 1 ( ' 1 ; ~ s ~  U woultl t.oilt,ai~h all 1,artil:lrs wct.ii Inah%. al~ggest.i~)g tile name rnwons. 
PHYSICAL ANALOGIES: 
WIrat clu ~~nagiliitry cornpottetlts ~f physical properttes alean? Precedent does exist for the ilnaginary part of a complex 
ftli~ctiorl ilavrng pliysical nvar~ithg I consider two analogies: the ref .active index for damped dispersion and quantum 
wave aluplitudes. Precedeltt also exists for using :uldogies to postulate new physics; Schrbdinger, for example, developed 
llis contributions to quanturr~ tnecltanics hy ;studying the wave q u a t  on for light. 
Relativistic "Absorptioit" 
The theory of diunpeu optwal dispersion has a acotnples formuintion. The real part of n. the refractive index of itgl~t, 
g lue  the speed of light in n laaterial. I t s  imaginary part provides a rneaJIire of how itluch the material absorbs light. 
(.'o~rjider a molecule in an tsotropic dielectric medium subject to EM Seld E = Eosrnut. with .V electrons per unit 
volume. electron Inass m, a~td  charge e. To a first approximation, tbc system acts like a ntechanicd oeeillator driven by 
a sinusoidd force with frequency d. The refractive index for a rutfird medium, n(w) ,  is thenf23j 
Here w~ i s  the resonance frequency of the oscillator (assuming it has only one). We dctine a unitless dispersion f q w c y  
Bd = w/w.,, and a ^dispersion" -fa 
Eq. 16 can then he written as  
which has the same form as the relativistic y, with w and wo playing analogous roles in dispersion to t. and c in special 
relativ~by. 
However, classical dispersion theory neglects absorption. Energy loses due to absorption cause tlie oscillating atom to 
behave like a damped o~citlator, with clamping force f = mC(dR/cft). where G is a constant and dR/dt is the time 
derivative of the displacement R experienced by the electron cloud. Nith absorption, n becomes[24] 
Colllbinl~lg Eqs. 19 ar.d 17 yields 
In dispersion theory, tlir rc:..ioltance occur:$ at ur = fuo, which can be rewritten as llin = rtl (only the +LJO root. has 
known physical meanin~j .  \Vhrtl abuotptioti is ignored. 7 d  -, .xt at tne resonance frequency. With absorption, the real 
part of j , l  goes to zero al. r f , l  = f 1 
The relativistic y -t -x. at ,i = f l With ,j c.ot~i~l+s, the r ~ a l  part, of 7 q c ~ a k  zero on the hyperbola 9: - 0; = 1, which 
irrc.lu<le> j, = f I .  Asqutni~tg :2,. ;in<! $ ~ u i  he posrtlvc or negntive, both branches of the hyperbola have meaning. if 
we rake ;is the relativistic i\lliilCB~ of the dispersio~~ resotlance tile poi I& where the real part of y = 0 (this includes the 
~ i ~ ~ g i ~ l a r ~ t i t . ~  111 Y), hen at1 ol>jrc.t wit11 d 011 t.lw hypcrhola "al>*orbrt" out of real space! This is consistent with mo 
bt-lng: zrvru for lun~ittal partic Ics. As .d, -+ U. &he rclativistrc: rmrlaltct goes to f 1, coirviste~~t with known physics. 
'I'l~f* rclt~;ttioi~s for y and y,, st~ggrst he a~~;tli>~rrzl: 
C:onlpnrisn of o/c with LJ/.JO suggests /jr cornpares with dd. Note that tlis dr J, 1.3d doesn't require ,& = 0; rather, 
i t  iridit-stes a constant in the dispersion model oonipares with a variable in the relativistic model. This leads ta 
dZ t--+ (.;/(%ict), wliich comes from applying /Y, t-+ dd to the second analogy relationship. In other words, pi "clamps" 
the energy in a manner anaiogous to the way absorption damps oscillat.ti-n of the electron cloud. 
Suppow we consider a small region around c where /3i = d//1c), where I: << c. Physically this corresponds to  a "tight" 
p w  aro~trtd c. The imaginary speed then satisfies fl: << @, so 
which has the same form as Eq. 20 and allows the direct comparison S o G. Thus, near the light speed "resonance," 
the complex formalism eve11 more strongly suggests an absorption process. 
When a t~~decule  has more than one resonance, a sum over woj appears in Eq. 19 ( j  rum over dl resonance frequencies). 
This raises the intriguing suggestion that f c may be only the first of many siagularities on the real speed axis.[%] 
Quantum Wave Amplitudes 
in quantum theory, all information about a system is contained in 9,  the wavefunction found by solving the %hrSdinger 
equation (SE), H $  = E$, where H is tllr iiarniltonian and E the eigenvalue. Its solutions can be imaginary; the 
rneasurat4e quzrttity is the real energy E. Consider a particle in a one-dimensional box of length L on tlie z axis.f22] 
Witl. .As its mass, its SE is h'/(2rn)$l" = E$.  Only certain values of E ate allowed, giving a spectrum of discrete 
energies; . -7 r2h2/(2m~'), where n = 0,1,2, . ... The wavefunction tl, = C,+ exp [in*z/ L] + Cn- exp f-inuz/L] : 
where coeffic >ts C,+ and C,- derive from boundary conditions, such as g0 = 0 at the edges of the E ~ x .  The average 
value of any pt.;sical quantity F can be found from i ts expectation value < F >; 
f bei~lg the complex conjugate of $. The Hermlticity of H ensures that if F represents a real observable quar.tity, such 
as momerrturn or position, then < F > is  real. 
An anatogy between quantum theory anr! special relativity suggests we measure properties for massons with nonzero 
d, using some sort of expectation vdu-. This is consistent with method A.  if antiparticles are tachyons observed in 
our universe, then perhaps t . 1 ~  energies, ~ ~ ~ o ~ l ~ e n t a ,  and other properties we measure for them are actually expectation 
values for superluminal partrcles. 
iUow colt-icier quantuni sc:att Pnng t hmry 'Tile Greens functiot~ that drscri bes the p~opagat~ion of a scattered particle tias 
s~ngular~ t~es  si~riilar to those 111 the cornpirs speed formulation of special relativity. The particle energy E i s  extended 
~ n t o  r,lte. q.omp1.s plane: E = E,,, - i (1/2)IT.  In t h e  Brelt-Wlgner formulation, the probability of a transition taking place 
from initla1 state I to final da t e  'I derives fro~n the cross-sec-tion u12,  which is the squared magnitude of a transition 
amplit url?:[25] 
t r 
"' a ( E  - E)? + jr* + higher order terms 
T l ~ e  q~iuititv 1 is the lifctinle of the: 111~tastahle resollatlee. Near the resonatice cworqy Ere, ,  the system forms I 
~~ist,astal,lr hoi~r~cl state. TII~.  rce.$onance is it polp smhetld~d 111 llle energy r:ontinuurtl rniich the way the speed of light 
is a r)o11\ r ~ ~ ~ b e ~ l ~ . l t : J  111 t ! ~  s p t ~ t l  c r t ~ t i i ~ ~ ~ t i i ~ ~  of d. In scattcriag, laultiple resonances states can occur, so an analogy 
I,rtwreti -i.attrri~tp, ai~ci c :n~~~p i r s  reintivity suggests rrlorc rrsonar1c.m intigllt occur at > 1 ,  again raising thc possibility 
b 1 1 ; ~ l  ,. I - ,  {inly t l ~  first ilk ;1 ~liza.r+.te 3prrt T I I I I I .  '1h1t s ini i Ial .~t~~i  ;1111oiiq scattering, corripiex relativity, and "rclat,ivist.ic. 
; ~ h ~ r p ~ i o n "  suggrst, furtllcr 1nvc~3t  igat ion 1.11' t he r*:sotlirlic.r ~t..ztterillg arlalogy. This IS thc direction of current rmarch 
( 'a)rr~l)l~*s Ibnergy I i i t s  all irrl.~.rl)r~.t.;rtiulr i l l  -;c.:~ttcri~tg tllcury; pt.rlirps e,or~tplcx relativist~c- quantities have c:ompruabl~ 
:~tt.r~rl)rrt.;tl.io~is i t i  rc?iativ~scit. 1 Ii1toi.y. Sc;rtsl.clrir~g ~Iier~onrrcii~ ;$re erts I t.o olxserva, M, if tltti atlalogy holds I I ~ ,  it may offer 
~)l;~~rsihll, irtt.+-r~r*-tatio~~.i L,:, 1 1 + 1 .  irliag~uncy (~l.ul.wrti~?j l ~ f  sul)erl~rtn II;LI ol?jwts alld ilisiglrt illto how wc. n~igllt. observe 
t:tc.lry~>rr- F~rvl~iig tat:lr.vut~. tvoti::l ~ I P  firht, step iu  (Lt.trrtiiiirit\g hew to iwces supcrliitl~ii~d apace o u r s l v e .  
ltr t . l t ~  yb;l.w sitli-t. t,llis W O T I ~  tv:~..; O~'gu1i,!271 a growing hotly of rrsc arc11 on superlun~inal effects in qua~ltuin t.uaaeIi~ig 
11:t.q ;ri)l>r..~r.e<l.[Hj I21 A t.it~r~it~li~rg syste~n !I;)> ricgative ki~~el i r  wlergy, wltich implies imagioary speed. If  tunneling docv 
ttrrti OII I  t.0 I I IVDIVC superi~rl~r~l~;ti  effects, I I  iliiry lielp verify the coicplex speed fornialis~ti of special relativity. 
CONCLUSIONS: 
The ^lawsv of physics represent models that describe the universe to the best of our knowledge. A lack of evidence is 
not rii itself proof of itnp-ibility In the past, leaps in utiderstacding have bee11 acconipanied by a reformulation of 
t.l~mries that describe physical phenoniella. The cotllplex speed fcrmalisni for special relativity gives a mathematical 
lllodel t,hat circurl~vents the speed of light. If the math can be tratt:.iated int.0 real pllysical phenomena, perhaps it ttiay 
sotrieday lielp u~ake  possibl~ int.erstellar travsi at  reawnable speeds wit11 low fuel costs and n~itlimizatioa of effects such 
a; t i n~e  dilatiolt. Analogivi rvttlr disjwrsio~i arid quaiiturn processe offer insight into the physical meaning, of complex 
sped  arid experiments in quarttun] tunneling provide a possible mc ans to verify its existence. 
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The research of astronomers, and physicists has shown 
that the speed of lig5t eight not be an absolute 
constant. This could help open up avenues for exceeding 
light speed. Draining increasing mass energy, and 
altering the gravitational constant would also be helpful 
for both propulsion and exceeding light speed. 
Propellantless propul~ion and the application of 
zera-point-energy coul2 help provide the energy to travel 
faster-than-light. 
Speed Of Light Problem 
Einstein's theory outrules material objects achieving the 
s p e ~ d  of light. But it does not outrule faster-than-light 
travel. If ve consider the speed of light to be a true 
absolute conslant, exceeding light speed would require 
more energy than that contzined in the Universe. Time 
dilation, and mass increase are also associated with 
approaching the speed of light. Satellites measurements 
have confirmed time dilation by comparing communication 
signals with sateiiite orbital speeds. 
1. Mitchell Pfenning and Larry Ford, of Tufts University, 
in Massachetts, calculated that the proposcd Alcubierre 
Warp Drive would require a region smaller than aa atom, 
and be sustained by the energy of 10 Billion universes. 
Although Alcubierre of the Max Planck Institute, in 
Germany, suggests that the q~antum effects of gravity 
might hold a solution to the prcblem. 
Tachyon Theory 
2. General relativity does not outrule material objects 
that travel faster than light from birth. These proposed 
tachyons can't slow down to the speed of light. 3. A s  
tachyons lose energy, they speed up. 2. Tachyons tend to 
pop up 1.1 the calculztions for unified field theories, 
especially string theory. Alan Chosdos of Yale 
University, suggests that some netrinos might actually be 
tachyons. Aharon Davidson of Ben-Curion University, in 
Israel, suggests that all elementry particles become 
tachyons when examined in four spatial dimensions. 
4. Relating to faster than light travel, Kinio Fujiwara,of 
the University of Tokoyo, has proposed that high energy 
gamma rays could travel faster than light. Divergence in 
field theories assume that every lire segment in 
three-dimensional space has a quantsm structure similar 
to an atomic chain of atomic distance. This relationship 
becomes nonlinear at sufficiently high momentum. The 
symmetry is broken. Wave arid particle properties of light 
break and travel at drfferent  speed^ in relativistic 
quantum field theories. Energies between 10 to the 11th 
electron volts and 10 to the 12th E% is required for the 
effect as measured from Earth. 
One problem with tachyon theory is the causality problem. 
Two observer5 might see a tachyon ccming from opposite 
directions. 2. With extra  dimension^, causality might not 
be a problem, according to Davidson. 3. A preferred 
reference frame in space-time could eliminate causality 
probleas in the calculations; but t t i s  would contradict 
the special theory of relativity. Easically, the problem 
of causality itself shsws that the ~hysics of tachyon 
theory is probably incomplete. Backrard time travel in 
excess light speed, is an assumptioc of general 
relativity, based on the speed of light being an absolute 
constant. Perhaps time would speed cp again in the future 
direction after light speed is exceeded. I propose that 
the speed of light might not be an absolute constant. 
The Speed Of Light As A Variable 
5. Energy and linear momentuut are ccnsidered true tensors 
in space-time. But parity and angulcr momentum are 
psuedotensors. But if light speed irvolves broken 
symmetries, it might not be an absolute constant, but 
possibly a psuedotensor, permitting faster-than-light 
travel. 
. Using the rotation of the Earth to change directioc in 
he propagation between two signals, results in a one way 
rift rate between clocks to within 0.001% of the speed of 
light. The departure from linearity for the separated 
clocks was i.5ns 30% of the time, ard 1 to 3ns most of the 
time. The results indicate anisotropic distribution of 
matter in the Universe in dynamical absolute space. 
In other research, it was found that the Crab Nebula emits 
light at 'IMhz, which is far above tte l i m i t  of light speed 
suggested by quantum electrodynamics. There could be 
variability in the speed of light dependant on frequency, 
and power source conditions. The p?.ase velocity was not 
constant for two sources for fast rcbtating pulsars in a close 
binary system. 
The conventional speed of light has been found to be 
constant to 4.8 parts in 10 to the 17th. But there is 
poesible vector anisotropy in the speed of light, 
according to Paul Ntchman and associates at the 
University of Colorado. 
7,8. According to research conducted by Borge Nodland of 
the University of Rochester, and John P. Ralston of the 
University of Kansas, radiations in the Universe rotate 
in a subtle corkscrev pattern, with propagation through 
the Universe. There is g,cater rotational approaching a 
parallel direction of travel. Not all space is equal. On 
the internet, the researchers stated that their results 
took into consideration measuring errors. "'here research 
indicated that light travels through space in a polarized 
pattern, at two slightly different speeds. This effect of 
space motion also takes Faraday rotation into 
consideration. 
13. The speed of light might be slowing down over time. 
Alari Montgomery of Kanata, Ontario, Canada, showed over a 
250 year period, a light speed decay rate at a 
cosecant-squared curve, with a correlation coefficient 
better than 99%. 
9. A s  an explanation, Chuck Missler, Personal UPDATE, 
Jan. 1993, page 1 2 ,  states that if electrical 
permittivity, magnetic permeability, zero-point-energy, 
or intrinsic impedance change isotopically; then both 
atomic behavior and the speed of light would vary 
throughout the Universe. Permeability has been shown to 
have changed over time, suggesting the possibility of 
decreasing fight s p e e d .  
1:. Alan Montgomery and Lambert Dolphin, reported in 
1993, in Galilean Electrodynamics, that there actually 
has been a decrease in the speed of light over 250 years, 
after measurement errors are considered. Constants 
involving atomic phenorna, an2 units o f  time have also 
changed over time in relation ta the speed of light. 
Today, atocic clocks and dynamical clocks run out of step 
with each other, due to changes in the sp'ed of light 
over tine. Comparison with lunar orbital decay has 
indicated a slowing of atomic clocks. Data was analyzed 
with weighted regression, time dist.ribution, accuracy, 
and precision. They confirmed another study by 
Setterfield and Norman. 
I propose that the light barrier can be broken by j u p i n g  
between tvo light speed change variations, and coming out 
in the tachyon range. 
Changing The Gravitat ional  Constant 
A change in the gravitational const.ant of a spacecraft 
could serve both as a propellant so;irce, and a mass 
reducer, as the spacecraft approaches the speed of light. 
I i .  In Reanalysis of the Eotvos Experiment, Ephraim 
Fischbach discovered an ifitermediate range coupling 
related to baryon number or hypercharge field, connected 
with various elements. The experimelt performed well 
outside the error bars, but Dr. Fis:hbachls explanation, 
regarding tce relationship of metal properties to the 
experiment, was open to debate. 
12. This experiment confirmed an ex?eriment done by Dr. 
Ervin J. Saxell, a postdoctrate stu.fent of Einstein's, 
where ne demonstrated variation in the gravitational 
constant, using a torque pendulum, "raday cage, and an 
electrical charge, baring equal potzntial environment. 
He was able to raise and lower the gravitational constant 
of the materials studied. 
4. D.F. Bartlett and associates, at the University of 
Colorado, suggested that Eotvos expsriment sensitivity 
would increase up to a hundredfold dith the use of solid 
hydrogen for comparison. The experinent measures the 
relationship of binding energy to nJclear mass. N.C. 
R i t t r r ,  of the University of Virginia, suggested using 
superconducting spheres in rotation, to detect changes in 
the gravitational constant. He also suggested that the 
Eotvos experiment showed that the gravitational force was 
independant of physical state and chemical structure, 
down to 10 to the -9 gravitational =onstant level. 
H.A. Chan and H.J. Paik, of the University of Maryland, 
at College Park, suggests that the spatial dependence of 
the gravitational constant could imply the existence of a 
5th force of nature. 
T.C. Van Flandern, of the U.S. Naval Observatory, 
indicated that lunar occultation, and lunar laser ranging 
experiments, show that the gravitational constant is 
decreasing at a rate of ( - 6 . 4 + - 2 . 2  X XO to the -11th) per 
year. It is changing with respect t3 atomic time. Dr. 
James E. Faller, of the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology, informed the author of this paper, that a 
recent measurement of the gravitational constant, iri 
Germany, was apparently carried out well, and showed a 
result substantially away from the accepted answer. 
Draining Xass Energy Increase With Acceleration 
1 2 , 1 4 .  The Newman a a ~ h * n e  may deliver net energy output via 
electron spins cougled to the electro-weak interaction, 
conserved under supersymmetry, according to Paul Bruney, 
of Silver Spririg, Maryland. The Newman machine has been 
scientifically tested, and does hold to conservation 
laws, considering that there must be an energy source in 
the process of the machine. 
Use of the Nevman effect, in acceleration of a 
spacecraft, would involve a cycle which involves a 
temporary short circuit to the impeller to add pover to a 
power source. This increased pover is used to strengthen 
the impeller's field, -rhich then retpeats the cycle at a 
higher energy level. The process continues until 
resonance is achieved. The Newman ef fec t  produces from 2 
to 7 tines the output power from input power. 
It would be possible to connect an AC transformer to an AC 
power source, connected to the primary winding. The 
secondary winding load would vary continously from high 
resistance to short circuit. As short circuit is 
approached, the field would increase in the primary 
winding. 
Mark Solis of Shreveport, La, suggests that an atomic 
particle approaching the speeC of light, might increase in 
mass due to the kinetic energy imparted to it, by the 
accelerator. Drain off this imparted energy, as the 
particle approaches light speed, the mass woald decrease, 
and the particle might exceed light speea. 
1 prapose that this mass increase energy could be used in 
conjunction with a Newman effect engine, tc accelerate the 
spacecraft past light speed, while draicing the mass 
energy increase from tha spacecraft, if this theory is 
true. Also, its state in potion would be affected by the 
charge and spin associated with ?.he magnetic field, 
possibly helping to alter the gravitational constant 
around the spacecraft, as it accelerates. 
Propulsion Needs 
15. There is a problem in using propellant to travel to 
the stars. Traveling to Alpha Centari in 50 years, would 
require 100,000 supertankers of antimatter. 
16. Gravitational fields accelerate masses, and -.:c?ctri.c 
fields accelerate charges. 
16. If a spacecraft could induce a f - e l d  around itself, 
and then couple to the gravity of a +fistant mass, it 
could conserve momemturn, and accelerate continously. It 
would be like dropping through a con:~tant gravitational 
well. The gravitational constant wou..d be increased 
behind the craft and reduced in fron: of the craft. 
5 ,6 ,21 .  Physicist Alan Holt, formall:! of NASA Johnson 
Space Center, suggests generating extremely coherent 
electromagnetic energy patterns to affect the 
gravitational constant around the craft, and then set up 
a resonance with a distant space-time? poi?lt, tunneling 
through the speed of light energy barrier, almost 
instantaneously to a distant star system. 
5. F.E. Alzafon suggested an alinement and disalinement 
cycle of dynamic nuclear orientation. which w2uld create 
an electrogravity coupling, to escape the Earth's 
gravitational field cheaply vithout propellant. 
18. 
cou 
cou 
The zero-pc 
Id power the 
Id be a drag 
int-energy of the vactlum of outer space 
starships of the future. Gravity itself 
on the ZPE force, acczording to H.E. 
Puthoff, as reported in Physical Rev:.ew Letters. 
Interia might also be a side effect of ZPE. This ZPE 
could be used to alter a spacecraft's grsvitational 
constant, as well as propel it to light speed and beyond 
17. Throughout space, for every cubic centimeter, 
there is 10 to the 54th +- lo  to the 38th grams of mass 
energy density. At 100% efficiency, l.his would contain 
enough energy to vaporize the Earth's; oceans. But it 
should only be possible to extract this energy at low 
efficiencies, but still sufficient to power interstellar 
spacecraft, as vell as make solar system spaceflight very 
cheap. The Casimir effect shows evidence that ZPE exists. 
5 .  R.L. Vallee of France suggests thilt ZPE could affect 
the gravitational constant around a :;pacecraft. 
19,20. Perhaps the most impressive elridence for ZPE and 
electrogravity effects can be shown :.n the research of 
John Hutchison, of New West, B.C., Canada. George Hathaway 
of Toronto, Canada told the author ol' this paper, that he 
has confirmed these experiments to a limited extent. The 
Hutchison work has been supported by R.L. Vallee of 
France, t t ~  Japanese government, the King of Belgium, and 
Dr. Hal Puthof f. 
6 , 1 9 , 2 0 .  John Hutchison has demonstrated electromagnetic 
levitation of non-magnetic objects at an increasing rate 
of acceleration. Objects can fly both up, and sideways. 
The shape of the objects witn respect to gravity effects 
the results of take off. A shield could be placed behind 
a spacecraft and the Hutchison effect used to accelerate 
it. This effect might involve electrogcavity coupling. 
He uses Telsa systems, Van de Graaf generators, and 
signal generators to achieve results. He launched a 19 
lb. bushing that accelerated to 45 MPH by the time it Bit 
the ceiling. He has achieved acceleration up to 132.15 
M/sec. 
The Eutchison effect can also be used in metal 
disruption. The effects required 1000 to 10,000 times the 
amount of energy applied, sug~esting the possibilitf he 
has tapped into zero-point-energy. 
John has t o t 3  the author cf this paper, that some of his 
research is classified. In the 80s he worked with 
Lockheed. 3ut he has also stated that he wishes his 
research to be us& for peaceful purposes. 
One problem with the experiments is controllability and 
replication. It might takes days of work to see these 
effects. But John is confident that these effects can be 
controlled with increased energy and research. John has 
used some of this technology to produce controllable 
energ:. cells, whose energy levels, he can only explain 
with zero-point-energy. 
5 , 6 .  R.G. Zinssar, of Idar-Oberstein, Germany, has 
developed an electrogravity coupled propellantless 
thruster that is 1000 times more efficient than the Xenon 
ion thruster. 
Conclusion 
Using speed of light variations, manipulating the 
gravitational constant, kinetic energy draining of 
relativistic mass, and by using zero-point energy, and 
electrogravity for power and thrust, the means will be 
found for star travel. 
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ABSTRACT: 
Space fight by means of wormholes is described whereby the traditid rocket propulsion approach can he 
abandoned m favor of a new p h g m  involving the tnmphuon of spac&nc. Macme (1 995) extended h- 
Civita's 19 17 magnetic gravity so1ut.ioa to the Morris and Thome (1 988) wornole solution and chimed tbat static 
bomogen80us magneticlelectric fields can create spacetime curvature manifesting itself as a traversable wormhole. 
Fuahennore, Macame &owed that the speed of l i f?~t  throu* this curvature regtan is slowed by the wagneac (or 
eiectric) induced gravitatiaorl field there. Maccme's analysis immedhldy suggests a way to perform Irboratory 
experiments whereby me could apply a powerfd static hanogeneam magnetic field in a vacuum, thereby c&g 
spacetime curvature, and meawe the s p d  of a ligbt beam tbrough it. Magnehc fields employed in this s d o  
must achieve maphdes > 10" Tala  in order for measurable effects to appear. Curmt magnetic induction 
technology is limited to static fields of - several x 10' Tala. Howevcr, destructive chemical (implosivelexplosive) 
magnetic field generation technology has reached peak rate+f-rise field Srengths of - 1 09 TesWsec. It is proposed 
that this technology be exploited to take advsnragc of the bigh rate+f-rise field strengths to create and measure 
s p a m e  curvature in the lab. 
INTRODUCTION: 
Rapid interplanetary and interstellar space flight by ..leans of spacetime wormholes is possible. in principle, 
whereby the traditional rucks propulsion approach cau be abandoned in favor of a new paradxgm involving the use 
of spacetime manipulahon. In ths scbeme, the light speed banier becomes irrelevant and spacecraft no longer 
no-d to carry large mass h c t i m  of traditional chemical or nuclear propellants and related hfhsmcture over 
distances larger than several astrmumical units (AtJ). Travel time over very largc distances will be reduced by 
orders of magnitude. Emstem puWed his General Theory of Relahvitv (GTR) in 1 Q! 5 in 191 7, physicist 
Ttdho Levi-Civita i d  a paper before the Academy of Rome about crealing artlfi~ial gravitational fields 
(spacetime curvature) by virtue ol static homogenemu magnetic or electric fields as a snlubon to the GTR 
equtions. Tlus paper went largely lpuloticed. la 1988, Morris and 'lhurne published an exact solution to the GTR 
equahons wiuch describe the creation of traversable womrbo1~~ in spacehe by virtw I.rexotic (mass-energy pcZ < 
stress-energy r) matter-energy fields (see figures 1 and 2). Visser ( 1  995) has c x t c n ~ i  and added to tbe knowledge 
base of thrs r e s  --h The essennai f m e s  of these solutions are that wormholes a traversable throat in 
h c h  there is L an or sinphty. For the purpose of h s  study, we also impose the additional constraint 
that travel thro:. wo~mhole is causal, although, this LS not a necessary rnstra.int in general. When these 
properties are PJ A together witb the GTR field equations, it becomes necessary to inboduce an exotic 
matenal in the 71- ale's throat h c h  generaces its spacaime curvature. 
Maccone ( 1995) extended and malcbu' LLwiCivita's solution to the M o m s  and Tbome solution and chimed thal 
the earlier descrik a wormholc in spacerime. More s~cifically, Macconc claims Lhar static homogeneous 
magnetic/eledric fields wirb cyhdncal symmetry can create .qw&e mature which manifests itself as a 
traversable wormhole. Although the elnun of inducing s i c d i m c  curvature is caed. h-Civ i ta ' s  metnc 
soIWon is nill a wormhole. A near4em lab experirnen~ bas& on Maccace's analysis wiU be d i d  It is my 
intent to introduce a new space propulsion concept which employs tbe creation of mversahle wormboles by virtuc 
of ufuahigb magnetic fields k anjunction with exotic matter-mergy fields. I call Uus propulsion concept 
"Wormhole Inductito Propulsion" or WHIP. It is speculated that future WHIP spacecraR c ~ ~ u l d  deploy ultrahigh 
mapncVc fields dmg w d i  exotic matter- cnefgy iields 4e.g. ndul ur mapem tie& Casimir energy kid, 
ctc.) in space to create r w~rmhole d ttren apply crmveoianal .pace propulsur ~o move t h r o e  the thmi to 
reach the athtr mk in a matter of mmutes or days, rvharce the g h r v . A  emerges several AU's or ligbt-yeus 
~ y 6 - ~ ~ m i l s s t u t r n g p o r a t .  l k r e q l n r ~ f b r c a a  vepaopr! prupj~m ia WHIP spaam& d be st r idy  
~ b y ~ n e e d f m ~ m ~ t h r m g h t b e ~ t h r o l t r s a f e l l a f o r o r b c u t l e r o a r v e r i n g ~ ~ ~  
wurlds. The lu~qmacd wcm c m g  the mrpt ic  ~ x i a n l e x ~ c  field *;ormbcile and imventwanl 
ppulskm urns could k died WHlPfl cn "V!ormhok hhcmm %q&nm Integrated TccBnw." 
+BEORETICAL BRIEF: 
LXvi -C~vm's  spaamne metric for 2 mos &-m magneac field w a s  ongmally sanceived by P a d  ( : 38 1 1: 
where C, d c, are mtqmam muants wbch are dc&msed by apqmae b a d a q  cx&kms& 
1 4  1 ; x ... x are Cartesian coorduLMer, ! .r . . .xu = spcre. :i4 - trni 1 wrth o r t h e c  pmpmu~. Tt,. unpottant 
pametalo~ijs. 
wtuch o w s u m  tbc &us of' ycwtutw -antre rejucai by a btm*~peneous e u p d ~ c  held wnb cjlndnd 
mi(=, ~ ' = i ) ~ b a * t b c ~ o f t h e f i e i d ( G = ~ \ ~ l ~ ~ t a ~ 1 ! ~ . : = ~ o f ~  B 
= maparc tield mtcnaty m Teda w, = ML- jx~meaLuI1~ - dl m mks uxuvl From the coeffimt of dr4 a& 
( I ), .Ma~cwre dcnved thc "sped  of h&t fimc~on" whch gves ?he g n n t o t l d y  t o d u d  v+nauno d it@! s p e d  
mthLak~wrnrre- 
At r b e  carter of ths r e g m  ! z = 0 ). ths bmes: 
ia 0 i L <.-- a.  whae k' = 2 = 3.4840~10"' Teslammct4r. EquMat (4 )  1s hsat m h e r s .  
d Pa 
the m a ~ c  6eM u crcrted by a u~!euo~d of leqab i m e m d  Ctmg t b ~  I-OX;>. m-: &at c - 3~::)' ~ S F C  at 
the solarcnd's cnds (: = 322). w b k  at : = ;). r shnm down r:m~!,n(r to ( 4 )  hccaw ofthepresaw afthe 
amlictally mduw- spoc-e cuvarure. Fu,&er. M a c w u  lnvenat cyuabrm !J s dmd solvtd filr I{ lo per 
Equauons (2). (4) and ( 5 )  arc formula$: w use I d  creating and de?ecbq spawnlr curvature a the lab 
Travtrsrtie wormhole% are creatures of classical GTR and represail :on-hivul topdo@ chanpe in the sprccume 
maxuf016 % m r l r e s ~ c i u r s c d g k 3 w L r n i s e s t h e ~ a f ~ ~ c c u r ~ o r  
fluchw to accunmrodHe wormhole cramon Black holes IYJ n d d  singuhi*1~~ .re .Iso aatms of GTR 
repmmtmg wm-tnvul tgrdogy change in  spa^, yrt they are accepted by th: asuqhysics aad " 'ul 
~ ~ : - ~ f o n n e r b y H u W k ~ T ~ & x o & ~ d t h e L t t n b y t h e o r e t i c r l ~ d u e t o I C I p  
W. !&phen )frwhng. Riwr Pauose and &rs. f8e Bohm-Ahuorrov dTix2 IS a w t k  example wiuch awes 
irs existence to maid topcbgy change in the mandidd. ?he topology cbnge (-) tbeotems chxmstd 
in Vism i i 995)  mrkc: pr* meal abm the 'r *' -'cirri's topology" (topology oi 
'4 rbstrrctHlo s p n c a n a e ~ s m ! ) , W . V l s s e r c o r r e a l l y m o l t L b r t t h u i s a -  . La fa% Visser 
( 1 W ) p v e d d u t  t b z e x i s t e ~ a u f m ~ e  Lormtzhmaricmsprcuimeisnd a suf6cientcarrdaiaD to 
preoenttopd. ecbnnp. Frathermclre ,Vls~er( l~ ,  1 9 9 5 ~ ~ e ~ t h t p b ~ d p o b e s ~ r ~ s e a s i t i * c t o d r i s  
r m t b d d  a&act#so, bal m- they t * d y  uqk to the pnneaicslt ferlwes of space. Vmcr ( 1990) rlsu 
Bowed thrt it is pdble fbr peort - 3  -d effeas to mimic the dfects oftoporOgY &age. Topology s too lmntted a 
rod lo acarniely chncmw 1 pr,aic mvemble wonahok; m eenerJ aae n& &xmelric nrfbmath  lo 
&ea tbc presenw of a mwmhle, or oote p r d  y to WC thi: wMmhde thrw ~ V w m .  pnvrte crmmrmicorirm, 
1W7i. 
M ~ l W 7 ~ h r m Q ~ d ~ o f h c c a a e ' s ( l W 5 ) m r r i r ~ t h r t b e L e n C l v u n v m c m  
tbe p e s e ~ x  of a &OW rn-c W d  does nat foam a wowboJe wRhm the Moms and Thorne (1988) 
fnmework WhrktheI#1annuacurceatbet&d~tsuenclcacanueor~e. Clmgmgthe 
zrnmimac s-em from Cartman to cy ldnca l  (xi = rcnrv. x" = rslnp, xa = : Id x' = I) eqmam t 1 ) mto rhe 
r i  lrviame. 1995): 
Thu is a cleurer fm, but wh;U u the im41wta  mctnc really? Wr w find art fia ~ b p  a fhrnp of 
lradull vanable by lemnp r - ;arnti. dr - oc.cjs&ld and subY~Wuig these into equmm (6) :  
( 7 )  *T thiat Len-C~v~t l*~ ~~e m m c  1s v t l y  a hyp~rcytmder mth a ramm depedmt panlrrlwaai 
put&- sza ~';ymptoQcdy flrt wpm. no flarzii-out wurinhd; moulh a d  uo wmnlmle thrort. Macame'% 
eqMtxm~ for tbc radd  !bype&dlc b p s s w c .  mess and energy dcnuty of the 'ha@ehc wnnnhole" u;nfi@on 
u c  thu% mc3ned. 
io adchtmt. Otrrcctlnp tnenbup m thi. W n w  of -rile pmmePry at asvmptmc Wt\. IS nut tm profitable 
k l s ~ e r  ! p ~ a t E  C ~ U ~ U O I ~ .  1 9Q7, &&kg md Vlsscl ,9Q7) -es th.1 ~i LS t d y  tbe hchrwr 
the wormbok throat tbw 1s cmcal la understmdmg wha8 is @mp m. md that a genenr hngl can hr detioed 
WNHKlt hamg to make all $he symmcn) amgbons and wnbud a-np tl~e wencc  of 8n t syq tmca I Iv  flat 
qxcelmc to embed tbe wrrmbole m. Cke olrly w e d s  to IWm tbe g a m i c  f i e s  of tbt near tbc thrwbl 
zn order tr) .gunrantee n o ~ s  oitbt. nnll enerp c m h m  WEC; sce Wwhnp and E.ihs. 1973) Tor catam open 
r e p s  near the chnlat Niser. annmulraoar. Ic$97). Then, are general tba#ems r l f  Weren~d 
gmmebv that parantex that thcrc must kc NEC n d r t r v l s  (meanmg cxuhc matcerenerpy ~s proiept) w a 
wmmhok throat. In new ofthrs. h v e r ,  n a knmm thrt w c  r b l  elc;anc or m r p a i c  fields are bortkrlme 
extn; when !hreadw.p a wormhok ~f thar m~tm wcre mhiteslmnlljv larger, fix a pven enerqy . J rs~ tv  
tkmnanlr. 1QW-J. f ,vkmp anJ Ellts. !(17.3) Orber exatsc (energy an&tsm wdamg) maaer-tax~prv fie* arc 
hcmn tci be squeed states of'bc. d~murmp~c field, C a w  (elearomapoetic 7mo-po1nr: ennw and orher 
quaolm f W s U t & W s .  Wltb q w d  to cremng wormbc.les, these kve h e  ~ m f ~ m u t e  repltrtloa of 
ahmng physetsrs. T b ~ s  is lafbrnded since ril tbe energy cclMfiria~ Bypattieses haw been e e l y  tested 
in tbc Lbontory md e-y shown to be fJse - 25  us befitre thm formuLtwn iVisser, 19YO and 
. . 
rderenccj a e d  theran). Vdamg rhe enetgy candiaoss commits no dfeese qamt ~ltllfe. 
T a w  I bebw shaws the dmsafcllrnhae grmented by1 q e  of-c kki suqths via eqortiaa (2). 
Equaks (2) .  (4) and 15) siggs a way to perkmi a kbmwosy txperimcat wheteby are owld &y a prnwcrfiri 
& (cyimdndy ~qmnmic)  eargnet~~ 6eld in a ~~, Lbereby creating spacetime curwtare in 
jnmcIpk,PDdmersurethespxdofrhghbeamthr@ir. A ~ ~ s i o w i n g o f c i n ~ a t ~ ~ t ~  
c l a n a n s n u - a - e f f e c l h r s b e e n c d i n t h e e ~ ~ t .  ? b e a c h e v a b k p r e c i s i o o m ~ ~ t b u s  
would 5e c - vv() or c' - v2(0j as sten fiun rq~rtlcm (5 ) .  Uecbic SrMs Muld also be used to create the srmc dea, 
hov~ver. tbc field snqztb rerp&cd *? aaunplisb the same radiu; of maturc or sio~mg of c is scventetll tunes 
;Up than magneac ficM s t x c q t h 9  (Maccooe. 1995). 
F r u n l r M e I .  r t ~ ~ ~ W k ~ ~ ~ f j e M s t r e n ~ s w o u t d a e e d t o k >  1 0 ' -  10' 7esluwth?ta 
spuficant &as of nuvltme and skmmg of c ran be n t d  Expenmaus exnployq~ c h u n ~ c a l  
expioswdrmpkmve nu-c rechnokgm would be an amqemeat fi)r thu. The Lrrmt of m q m t ~ c  6eld 
~CWTUH~ for chtmca1 expkraveulmpkmves a - sevcrol x 10' Tetla md the qtmtua~ hut for ordmuy nrculs a 
- 50,oW Teslu. E x p b a d q h u m  mnk Qae by Russnn (MC- l generator, ISTC gram), Los AlPmas Nabanal 
Lab (ATUS) ,  h'rtwnrl Htgb h b p d a c  F l d d  Lab md !b& Notwml Lab ( S A T U J )  ~nvestqaiofs have 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r d s o f ~ h ~ y m t h ~ ~  - 10an,bovlngpeak~~f-1x~ofiiekIof - 
10' TaI(~~scr where a few namwuds is spar at 1OOO 7esb. w wbcb IS long ma& for a good meaummU 
td c 0 S o h .  pnvotc ummunruucla. 1 9 7 ) .  Further. mtb pcoiectnd pPlseJ. c COUM be measured to a put nr 
. . 
10- or l ! ~ '  At irrO Ta1.3, c- - be(0) 3 0 m2/sef-'md thc rad~us of mamrc n 0.368 light-years If the pezk rate- 
M-nse of fieM (- 1 o9 Taldsecl can be usad, then a mdnu d cu~.$nre .s several x 106 krn -;m be yaaated dong 
, . 
WI& c' - ~ ' ( 0 ,  I srvrrul r 104 (A'/SPC*. 
11 d bc n e a s s q  to LSLQ&J d v m q  Ihe gat--obi uC U.-C mducbm techdopes m order to racb  
s m c  6dd thu u e  > 10q - 10''' T&. Extremely sumtve meosuremeats of c a rbe ow part m 1;)" or 
10 '  level my be nexcsmy for Xxmaary expenmeots mvdvlnp field strength ot - 10' 7wla. Magnctlc mducaoa 
tecbndopes bsed aa nuclear expbves/unpiosves mav need to he sencrwly madered m os&r to acheve luge 
mrputude results. 4n order of mqmrude ulculat~un tn&cues t ut magnetic fieids peroted by nuclear pllsJd 
magy methods cudd be magrufkd to scat values of 2 (? T a l a  by ham of the nudear-to-chemcal 
hmmag energy ntlo (2  10'). Otha expanoent;rl mahods cmploylng CW lasen. repcnam-pulse fia. elearon 
lasen. o w o n  htvn-pumpai 110: la.. pulsed lascrpkma utcmcbuo5 or p u J d  bcfl (theu pmch) plasm4 
erthergmenteindcient mgmmc tieldstrenpihsforourppsesor crnwt paate them at d w h n  Ihc' 
aperamp modes (see llso Table 11). 
W%IP spmraff will have muitifmctlon insegrl,t -1 technoh .r f r  pnpdslm. Tlre W a d m k  1nQ1ctim 
F'ropulaon integrated Techo1ogy WHIPIT) would en! ul two mod.? .he first mode is an advanced 
~ ( ~ c r l , n l l c l a t ~ q i a r i p h s n ? , , a t h n m e r , d c . ) ~ d p n d e ~ ~ k  
warmhde Ihrort. orbad mmwvaiq capbihty nfix stellar or pklrluy bodies, d spacecraft & amtroi 
PDdOrbLtcoffe~1110~. h ~ t s y s t e m d n ~ ; L n ~ n ; i s s i o n @ ~ c e d c r r s i i s t h e w a r r l l ~ l I n n t  
mtsshcbm requued fa this mode. A deshable conmamt limmng tius to accepts& (h) lev& shadd bc tlut 
an&utcedamveetiolrPlsystemulouM~ers(eusanboarJW~yintdyorthi itobtunandprocess 
its f i d  supply fnaa the sihl space enviro3Hleot. Other Wpoitant consbaints mdls  W c c  prluuanents to 
c;msider for this pmpbm mode v mkl include spea6ic impulse. thnrst, energy ccnversim schema a c .  Further 
dsmsdun dtbesc is be- the scope o f h s  paper and is left for the redcr to explore on theu own. 
The second W P ! T  mode is tk surdrive cmpment. h would provide Ute necesury propdscm to nppdly 
mov: thc s p a ~ ~ r a f t  over intaplnaetuy or interstellar hstanccs through a travcrsablc wormhole. The sysurm 
would generato a static, cylindrically symmetric ultmh@ mapneoc field to create a hyperc- amatme 
cnvclqc (graviry d) near the spacecraft to prc-stress yaw mt:t a pseudo-wormhole umfipatka. The &us of 
the hypercyltnder eavdope &odd be no snrlla than LBe lugs hear dtmeusian of the spoazaY. the 
sprcrcnft is gravitated inw the atvdope, the field-gentmt*,r system then d ages tbe cytmdncaf msp3x fieM 
1nt0 a h l  m@rahai wtule @mag it a tensioo that is gala lhan ~ t s  energy deemy. % t r a v d t :  wwmhole 
t h o a t  a then induced mu the sI#caroft whm the bypercylinder and throat gecme4-k .re patched logdher (scc 
rigwe 3). The cunvmtional propulsion mode then bcks en to nudge the sppcRcraft throopb tbc throat and scnd i ~ 5  
ocmpmb cm rheu way to adventme. This smwio would apply ifulmhigb e l e d c  tickis were e q h y d  inseed. 
If qmmmma of mrrmhole thmat fgeanary) creabm and hyperspace mmeb_a ciisuace r e q a m  a fhlly exotic 
energy field to thread the throat, then the p r ~ m  system wuuld need to be capable of generaring and deploying 
3 fCashr (or dber e a i c )  energy field. Although ultrdugh rnap&cIelebnc ond exotic field peaemtin schanes 
arc spcculmve. farher discassiaa is beyund tht: scope t~this  ppcr  and will be Left for h - e  wl&. A hypotbehcd 
W f l P  spacemall umccp is depicted in figwe 4. 
A unci td;rr~  for hr&hrou,.fi prc9,uLs1or, physics has ham ~dcouficd la the form of a traversabk wnnholr created 
In wnuc of liltrahigh mapem or elednc field5 mth an add~hc~oal cxcuc cncrpy ~ c w p e n t .  MPccone ( 1395) 
clauncd that cjlnrincailv symmeulc ulualv@ loamdlc (elcctnc\ fields can create a travpwble wormhole. m cht. 
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ABSTRACT 
7711s artick: examines rhc various hina which suggest an Aicutnem Type Warp Dnve can be consrructecS Wr the J 
assumption that tbc physics of tbis world is desnibed by M-Theory. In pcular ,  this article will review thc ~1ev;lot 
physics. Superstnng Theory and M-Tbearl;, and cxamiw tbc physical SUES of M-Thcory which silggest that an 
AIcubierrr Type Warp h i v e  may be possible witbin tbc framework of M-Thenr).. 
The universe is hgc .  and the speed cf ligbt is painfully sbw. Briefly. tbis -summarizes the 1undamentA &tack to 
interstellar mvci. As an example, le us ccmsider a round-trip to Vega a relatively clcl. .star. If we were to set off on 
a round-ulp to Vega w h g  a ligbt sail and uaveling at one-half h c  spccd of i i g k  we would arrive back on Earth 100 
years later according to an Earth-hound observer. If we were lo attempt sucb a round-trip using tbe Space Shuttle, 
we would aniic back on Eanb in 1.3 billion years. Wbat is obvious from such numbers is that if we an to ever 
emhark upon practical, interstellar travel, we must circumvent [be Iigbt-speed bamer imposed by the tbeosy of 
Special Relativity. The question tben hecomes, how.. . 
One of the most famws rnethnis of circumventing the iigbt-.qmd bamcr, and Ule mlhod on which we will focus, IS 
tbe so-calkd Akubime Type Warp Dnve JALcubierre 941. Such a warp drive fundoas by malung use of a "loog 
bok" In the theory of General Relativity which allows for "faster tban ligbt" travel. Spcciai Relativity forbids 
superluminal vehxities, howevcr, General Relativity states Ihal Special Relativity is only valid i d l y ,  withir, 
"mall" regions d spaceme. Tbus. G e d  Relativity leaves open the posihility thai "w;upcrluminaln vclocitics may 
be achieved w h e ~ ~  cmc ctmsiders "Large" regions of spacelime. It is this "loop-blc" which is exploirzd by an 
Alcubiem Type Warp Drive. In conmast to rbe light sail and Space Shutfie, if we were to take a round-trip to Vega 
osing an Atcubiure Warp Drive, we could amvc back 1x1 Earth in an arbitrarily small amount of rime. Tbc catch is 
that an Akubierre Type Warp Mve requircs xtcalled "exotic matter." 
Lm~trc matter is matter with a mass density p which a less than zero, p d .  Cdneral Relativity, in and of i~seU, doex 
not describe matter. and thus. C'iral Relativity makes no prdictictns as to whcthcr sucb exotic muter exists. 
General Rcbtivtty simply tells us that if such exotic marter exists. t k n  it is posibie to create an Alcubierre Type 
Warp i)nve. To a = a n  whclhcr such exotic marrer exists and whether such e.tolic m n e r  may br: cmploved in Lhe 
creaiion of an Alc-ubicrrc Tvpe Warp Dnvc, one must examine a tbeory which describes ho(h gravitation and maucr 
in a self-cxinsistc~it manner. Ihe ott:y known &wry which 4.e~ so is M-lhcory. 
M-Thec!~ is a p n v r  supersct o l  Supersulng Tkwy.  Superstring Theory, previous b two ycars ago, was tbe best 
candicialc Tor a unilial tbet~): of all inkracuons. However. Suprstnr ,~ Theory is actually not a theory but a set of 
five theones. each of which &scribes the most fundamental paNcies of the untver:,.: at little lcngths or loops of 
"string." Tic varicws vihratHlnal modes c;f such a "string" wrrespond to ~bc various possihlc particles which such a 
"suing" may represent. M-Theory encompasses all fi\c :onsistent Su~rstr ing Thcoics. Each one of the fiv. 
S~~perrlrinb. 3ecries i\ a different limit of M-Therxy. For example [Witten 951. the so-called 'Type 1IA Superwing 
Ilteory cm a spacebiw M IS equivalent to M-'lbeory QII a -oacctirnel MxS1. Similar relations also cxisn tcween M- 
T ~ C L K ~  and r!k f a r  i r t h  Superstring Theories. 
M-Tlicory, in ,tddt-~on 11) expanding uptn Superstnng Theory. prcd~cts ihr: existence of cxotrc matter [Wttten 
05/4lI l.lndc 951 If we dt nrde a Iuncnsional t m s  as T" and a half -circle as S'1Z2. then I W~tten 9SAIILlnde 951 
'If M i s  a gene-nc. spacetlnle and N J gerertc rnun~fold 3 spatettrnc .+,rboul A I I ~ C  dlrecttc,t). a p t n i  ,, tn MxN I <  gtven by 
sprc~f$~np .a prxnf (1 I,: P *  along w~itl  a point r ~n P! In our caw wr  take N to nc - rcle 5' 
upon examining h4-lIwn-y on a spacetime of the fotm MxT%(S1/&~. we find an mtea'cstiag set of stabs. On such a 
spaceume, M-Tbeory predicts the existence of a class of s w s  whicb are "BPS saturated" and thus stable. In 
addition, these stares have a "core" which consists of exotic ma+ rcr. Hence, M-Theory provides tbc misstng 
ingredient required for an Alcubierre Typc Warp Drive, exotic rnatlr r. However. much work remains to be done to 
&fennine if sucb cxoric W e r  leads to an Akubk~lcubiene Type W2-p Dr ve witbm the framework of M-Theury. 
2. A1,CUBIE;KItE TYPE WARP DRIVE 
As one will recall, an Alcubiene Warp Drive functions by malung we of a "loop-bole' within the theory of Geaeral 
Relativity. Let t r  now review cbt: pbysics of sucb a "loop bole." ?'he &my of General Relativity is basically a 
modification of tne tberxy of Special Relativity; tbe lbeory of Gemid Relativity, a m g  oher thing% skates hat tk 
lbany of Specla1 Relativity is valid only W y ,  in "small" regions of spacetime. The theory of S p e d  Relativity. 
on tJw (her hand. states hat a massive body must go slower than 'be speed of tigbt. Tbus, Ihe theory of Generai 
Rclativity stares that I d l y  a massive body must go slower tban Ute speed of light However, General Relativity 
&lcs noc forbid a m s i v e  body fm moving "faster than light" whc n g W  considerations an: taken into account. 
Let us illuminate tbis point witb ~ J I  examplc. 
Consider two observers A and B sc$)aratcd by a distance D in a pe-i ~f! ..!hoary universe. As the process of inflation 
begins [Cmtb 811, b e  a a l  fabric of s ~ t i m e  between A and B begins to stretch in such a manaer that D 
increases. Thus, according to observer A. observer B is moving auay at a speed dWdr. If tbe spscetime is being 
stretched quickly enough, one may have (dD1d.t) > ct wbere c is tbe speed of ligbl ad. in point-of-fact Genexal 
Reiativity places no upper-bound on dD1d.r [Wald 841. So, to obse~et A observer B can appear to be moving with 
an arbitrarily bigb ~ptxd. In aGdition to this seemmgly speclacular result, one may note that as tbe spacctime itself is 
expanJlng and neilber observer A nor observer B has fired a rocket of any sort, observer A and observer B are 
locally stationary, thus not violating the tenets of Special Relativity. 
N e x t  kt us examine. from a moderaleiy rechnical pointaf-view, b v  an Alcubierre Warp Drive employs tbe a v e  
"inflationary" effeu. As one will recall [Wald 841, a metric gpS(x) dl:fines how &stance is measured in a spacetime. 
Two polna XP and xP+dxP according to tbe mcrric ~ ( x )  are separated by a distance ds given by 
So, m e  may see rhat !o cdescrihe a stretching of spacetime, as we encountered in tbe above inflationary example, one 
rquire  a metric. Alcubien-c's contribution [Alcubierre 941 was to find a nrerric whicb "pushed" a spaceship along a 
trajectory dcw-ibed by an arbitrary function of time x,(t). It is given l y  
wbere 
and 
witb a and R constants and rS2 = IX-X, ( ( ) )~+~~+Z~.  If a spaceship is situated at ( x,(t). 0. 0 ) at time 5 tben it will bc 
"pu~hed" along tbe trajectory ( x,(t), 0, 0 ) by a stretching and cont:acturp of spacetune in a manner similar to hu 
encountered in the abovc inflationary exampk L,;lcubieme 941. Hou ever, xJ1) is an arbinary functiw of time; bus, 
one can bvc a spaceship mvcl at an arhikaniy bigb velocity. The catch i. hat suc:. a set-up requires exotic nutrer. 
Let us next prove his fact. 
General Rclalivity describes how spacelime is curved in response to Lhc mce of mawr. in other words, it relates 
a merric gpl(x) on a spacetime to the niarter present in that spacctine. In the case of h e  above Alcubierre metric, 
Gcncral Relativity require$ that a slaticmay observer see a mars den ;ity p given by [Aicubierrc 94) 
what? G is Newton's c4mStPot. As one may see, p a ;  so, an Alcubiefle Warp Drive requires exotic W r .  If ~ e ,  
- ier the case in which %(t) is given by x,(t) = ct, o = 8x11-1 and R = 3m. rbea at a time t = 0s we can graph the 
density p by sup~es ing  z; it is shown in Figure 1. 
Now, fnrm Figure 1 we can ste some of the problems associared witb an Ahbierre Wasp Drive. First, as pa,  an 
Alcubierre Warp Drive requires emtic w e r .  frOm our everyday experience we koow exotic malter, if it exists, is 
*ue. Secoxd, upon examining the values of p in figure 1, one finds an Alcubierre Warp Drive requires a "large" 
quantity of exotic nuurcr. If Generat Relativity is "tacked" onto the Standard Made1 2, then tbe classical answer as to 
whether exotic matfer exists tends to bc [Kaku 93) a "w," but the quantum answer tends towards a "yes" for very 
"small" quantities of maaer [Ford %I. However, we sbould, m all likely-hood, not trust tbe answers produced by Ihe 
joining of tbe Slundizrd Mczdcl and (iewrat Relativity when dealing with gravimtion as such an amalgamation is ill- 
defined as a quantum field theory [Kaku 93). We should turn to a theory wbicb unites G e d  Relativity and 
quantum field theory in a consistent manner. The only known tbeory to do so is M-Theory. Let us next review M- 
'Ibeory and tbe theclry it eocompasses, Supersning Theory. 
3. SLlPERSTRING THEORY 
Consider the Standard Model. If we simply "tack" on General Relativity, then [Kaicu 931 it i s  well known that one 
obtains a theory whicb is inconsistent wben quantum effects are taken into account. So, one mi&: wish to extend the 
Standnrd Model and General Relativity by adding extra symmetries so as to allow a harmonious maniage between 
Geoeral Relativity and rhe S t d u r d  Model. One finds [V;~SS 921 that the oniy possible symmebies whicb one may 
add to sucb a model and maintain consistency witb General Relativity are the so-called "supersymmeaies3." 
Supersymmetrus are symmemes of a theory which exchange the "matter" fidds of a theory, the fennim, with tbe 
force car, .gW fields of a theory, ?he bosons. Fwthamm Wess 92][Duff 951, one fmds that upon introducing two 
or more of these supersymmetries inm the Srandurd Model and General Relativity one introduces strings, one- 
dunensional extended objects, into tbe theory. 'Ibis leads one to study tbese srrings ir~ and of themselves. 
Upoa considering such strings, one finds Witten 871 that there are five consistent thwnes containing sucb slrings, 
these are the so-called Superseing Theories. Each one of these five Superstring Theories merges gravitational a d  
non-gravitatid fwces in a self-consistent manner W'itten 871. Tbese five &wries go by tbe names Type IIA, Type 
ilB, Type I, SW32)G Heterotic and EllxEs Hewotic Super~tnng 7'heofy. Each one of these Superstring Theoties, 
2The Standard Model is the prevailmg theory of non-gravitaticnal "low-energy" physics. 
31be exact statement p e s s  92][Haag 751 is: Oi all h e  graded Lie algebras. only the si~persymmetry dgebras generate 
symmemes of the S-mstrix consistent witb rel~tivistic quanhm field tbeory. 
to maintain intend mosiskncy [Witten 871, must reside in a spso:time of ten-drmensions. Tbis may seem a bit 
strange; however, it is rcally not .w unusual to propose a theory with more than four-dimensions and is quite an old 
idea (Kaluza 21 lfhlcin 261. If we consider a ten-dimensional spsceti.ne of tbe form Mx&, wbere M is our normal, 
fouc-dimensional spacetimc and Kg is a "small" nc~mpactn six-din~a\sional manifold. then one can show rciatively 
a i l y  (Witten 871 that all low-energy' experiments on M can not detect &, SO. our world could in fact be ten- 
dimensional, but in doing only low-entrey experiments, we would no. be abk to detect any higber dimensions. 
Even though Superstring Theory successful merges gravitational and non-gravitational interactions in a self- 
consistent manner [Witten 87). it is not without its problems. Stperstring Theory essentially has two major 
prchkms. Fht ,  it is not known which of the five consistent Su.uer:tri.tg Ekories describes the physics of our world. 
Second, as wc live in a world which is fourdimensional at !ow-enet'gies, whichever Superstring Theory describes 
our world must be formulated on a spacetime of the form MxK,, when: M is our normal, four-dimensional 
syketime wd Kg is a "smalln "compact" six-dimensionat manifold The problem is: No one knows which K, to 
chonsi. Fmhtxmae, these problems arc intertwined. If we consider putting a Supcrstring Theory on Mx&, then the 
bw-energy physics on M is  dependent upon the choice of a Kg and o e  cboice of a Supcrstring Thcory. As we base 
uur choice of a Supntring Tluory and our choice of a Kg upon the kw-energy physics we observe on M. lhe choice 
of whch Superstring Theory describes the physics uf ow world and which Kg this Supersrring Theor?, is fumulated 
on must te mrde in paraliel as tbe only data with which we are working is h e  low-energy pbysics on M. As a ncxi 
step in examining the exoric mutter present in M-Thcory let us rzview M-Theory and iLs relation to the five 
wsistent Superstring Theories as well as how it solves some of the above problems. 
M-Theosy, as previously menuoned, e n c m w s  and extends Superaring Theory. It is able to exphm all ppenies 
of the fivc consistent Supcrstring Theories by way of a single, unifying Wry. However, unlike Superstring &ory, 
all fundamental parucles in M-.mor), are membranes, twodinrensid extended objects; in addition, M-73eory is 
formulated in eleven-dmlensions [Witten 951, not ten a5 is the case fcu all Supersrring Theories (Witten 871. Let us 
next examinc how M-Theor): is related to Supersfring Theory. 
As M-Theory is fmulated in eleven-dimasions !Witten 951 and a.1 five Supersfring Theories n e  fm~uhted in
tendunensions [Wilten 871, tbe relation between M-ntrory and S ~ ~ ~ e r s t r i n g  7heory is analogous to the relation 
between Supcrstring Theor?, and tbe Standard M&i. In particular ['H'iaen 951, the Type 1IA Supcrstring Zkory  on 
a spacetime M is equivaient to M-Theory on a spacetime MxS1. Likewise [Witten 95A1, the &xEl Hetcrotic 
Supc;srrinx Theory on a spacelime M is equivalent to M-7'heory tw a spacetime Mx(S1/q). Similarly IWitten 
951ISeiberg 891, the Type SIB Superstring m o r y  on a spacetime M<S1 is equivalent to M-Theory on a spacetime 
MxS1xS1, and [Witten 95AIIGinsparg 871 the S0(32)IZ2 Helerotic Superslring Theory on a spacetime MxS1 is 
equivalent to M-Theory on a spacetime MxS1x(S1/Zz). Finally [Wioen YS][Gin$parg 8711Witien 95AI. the Type I 
Supersfring Theory on a spacetime MKS' is equivalent to M-Thcory cm a spaxtime MxS1x(S'/Zz). So,one can see 
that all five Superstring Theories are related to M-Theon, and all ar : derivable from somc limit of M-Theory. In 
addrtion, with a little thought o m  can see bow the sfrings of Supectring llteory are related to membranes of M-  
neory .  Cynsider tbe Type IIA Superstring Theory as an example. If we w q  tbe M-Tbemtic membrane about the 
S1 of MxS1, tben it will appear on M [Duff 871 as a string. It is this wrapped mcmb:ane [Duff 871 which take? on the 
role of tbc Type IIA string. Similar relations are also true of the vious other Superstring Theories and their 
respective strings. 
As one will recall, one of Lhe main problems with Superstring Thcory a &at Superstring Theory is nor a (hair). but a 
colicclion of fivc Ihcories, and it is not known which of these five heones describes the physics of our world. 
However, in M-Theory ibis probknl is solved as M-'lirreory is a tbcory and we have no choice in tbe matter of which 
theory descri'ms tbc physic?; of our world. It  is M-Theory Howeve , tbe second main problem with Superstring 
Thtory still persists in M-Theory. As we live in a world which is four- i imensid  at low-energies, if M-Theory is to 
describc our world, it must be formulated on a spacetime of thc form MxK,, where M is our normal, four- 
dimensional spacetime and K; i s  a "small" "conlpact" seven-dimensitma\ manifold. The problem is: No one knows 
wbcb K7 10 choose. However, here are some severc constraints impsed upon K7 by way of &e Sranddrd Model 
4 ~ y  low enc.rp5 we n:cdn an elicrpy h such that b<( l,'R), wticrc H ~h a length I l~aractenrt~c of Y, 
and Gencral Rclauvity. But, none-the-less, it is still unknown which K7 enters this M-Theoretic corwrucr. Ltt us 
mxl review thc general properties of Ihe so-called "UPS saturated sratcs," properties which we will  employ is 
examining the exotic m f t e r  present in M-Ttreory. 
5. BPS SATURATED STATES 
Many of the interactions within th: Standard Modcl are descrihcd by a so-&led "Yang-Mills Theory." Yang-,tiills 
Theory is simply a modification of eIecvomafnetism in which tbe gauge field A, is mauix valued. (.he can also 
consuuct Yang-Milk Theories which possess supersymmerries ( or a s u p r s y m t r y  ) [Wess 921. Thesc: are tbe so- 
called S u p ~ r ~ m m e t r k  Yang -Mill.r :rireories. If a Supersymmetric Ymg-Mills Theory has one supersytnmetry, then il 
is calkd a N= l Supersymmelric Yang-Mills Theory. If a Supersyrnnclric Yung-Mills Theory has two 
supersymmet rirs. then it is called a N=2 Super~jnvnctric Yang-Mills Theory. In general, a Supenymnvrric Yung- 
Mills l k o p  with n supers.ymmetries is aUed a N = n Supersymmetric Yang-Mills Theory. For mw, let us ccmsider 
a N=4 Supersymmetrtc Yung-Mills nieory on a fow-ilimensional spacetime. As M-Theor?, 011 Mx'PxiS1/ii) yield. a 
N=4 Supersymmctric Yang-Mills Theory on tbe fourdimensional spacctime M coupled to a N=4 Supergravity 
Theory, a version of Cieneral Relativity witb fwr super.v.vmmelries, an examination of such a theory will he useful. 
N=4 Supersymmetric Yang-Mills Theory on a four-dimensional space- has four supcrsymmelries; carh of tbese 
Zour supersymmetries has an associated supersynunetry generator. Let us denote these gc:r)era(ors as Q'.,, where L 
varies from 1 lo 4 and labels tbe particular supersymmetry and n is a so-called "Wcyl spiiior index." a varies from 1 
to 2 and determines how Q1-, transforms under rotation, it is similar to the vector index ol thc gsipe field 4. One 
can think of & as being similar u> a matrix. A mauix generates rotations of vecto~; it car rolau: one vector into a 
second vector. QL,, in contrast, rotates boson.~ into femions and fermions into bosons. Furthermore, like matrices. 
the @, need nor commute. In f ~ a  the various commutation and anti-eonunutacicm5 relations of tbe QL, witb a few 
other generators are imponant cnc~lgh to gamer a name, the N=4 Suprrsymnwt.+~ A1,pebm. Let us next examine a 
pnirm of this N=4 Supersymmetry Algebra. 
To examine tbe ~o ralkd "BPS Saturated States" we wiil not have need of the full N=4 Supers)mmcrry Algebra. We 
will o ~ l y  ncui b consider tbe various commutatio~ and anti-ccmrnutatmn relations of the QL, with a few Other 
getmators when the index L is lunitcd to the values 1 and 2. This is the so-called N=l' Tspcrvvrnmetry Algebru. If 
wc denote momentum as Pp and introduce a constant 2, tbe so-called ce~ t ra l  r h r g e ,  then the portion of the N=2 
Supersymmerry Algebra witb whi t  we will bz concerned is [Wess 92) 
w:~crc c3P4 is a set of four 2x2 matrices witir &J4 = -I,d,a'up =. . .; 6LM = 1 if 17M anu is 7xro otherwise; EI2 = -FZI 
= -1 and Fd, is zero otherwise; likcwisc, c '?  = - = 1 and E" is x ro  otherwise. Let us mnsider the form this 
portion of he N = 2  Super.~mmrry Algebra takes for a pmclc of mass M which is at rest in om Enune of refcrcncc. 
In that case Po=(-M,O,O,O). So. our above portion of the N-2 Supcrsymmetry Algebra take thc form 
Now, we are free to definc two new supersymmPtry genera'ors qf., which are linear cnrnbinatio~~s o f the Q",. Wc 
dcfirie the qL, by, 
5 ' h c  cummuLPtnr of A and k3 IS (A,HI::AD-BA: th! .toti commuratrw of A and R ,s (A,B):=AT(+BI\ 
By way of ow original rt:lanm in e m 9  of the @. nnd tbe mass M. we fbd. 
These twit quarims together unply [Wess Y2j that MLEV2. This is a scdkd BPS Iwqualiry. Stntes which saturate 
ltus i q i d ~ t y .  states with a mass M=W, are bown as BPS Sururmd Slafes. As we will now sbow, such states 
have .mie rcrPlarkabk propt.Nes. But, bcfore doing so, we must examine dr: cenrral charge Z in a bit more &tail 
Thc actual form of ,f central charge Z a thcory dtpendtnt. So, to give some fee1 for what Z correspr irk to 
physically, wc u-iil consider s specific exampic. in thc S f d r d  hf?dt.; tbere exists a so-called SU(2) Ymg-Mills 
Theory whici ong wiib m so-ctilied U(1) Yang-Mills Tkory  de.scnbes !he w,& face and elmmgaeusm. WI: 
will considei : N=2 Supersymttufric Sll(2) Yag-Mills l7wory, a version of Ibe SU(2) Yang-Mills Tlieory from thc 
Standard M&E tlut witb two sypei symmelries. Ttus theMy uwterg~~s a w-calkd "spontaneous symmetry breaking*' 
[Witten W1 in whteb it i s  reduced to a N=2 S u p e r . ~ m t r i c  V(1) Ymlg-Mills Theory, a version of electranagnetisn 
witb twc? uupersymnrefries. in tbis N=3 Supersymmetric UI-.) Yang-,Hills 'Theop &re arise two different complex 
numbers [Wiuen 94) which we &F,W as a and &. If a padcle in this &my bas an elecuic charge %, an integer, 
ad a magneti: c h q e  n,, also an integer, tben ~t bas an aswcbredclargc vetlor Z := r@+n&,. 'Ibis charge vector 
[Witten 941 is ~latt .d lo the cmfrul chrge Z by way of Z =2Ul. Let us now set: what thii implies about the stability 
of BPS Sarurated States. 
Consider a BPS Saturated St& wirb eiecnic charge n,, magnetic charge n, and mas M 1- IZl = I n p  +n& 1. Let us 
e b c  h e  stability of such a state. Assume it decays into a set of pnides with masses Mi. electric charges 4, and 
madaetic charges n ~ .  As with our original state, associated to eacb jmrticle of mass M, is a charge vector Z ,  = n,, a 
+ b, b. Funberrnon., the ULW M, also obeys a BPS Inequality Mi . I Zit. Let us assume a/aD is n M  realJ. As a/au 
is, by assumpti~n. mt red, l , c  mn.w:ahm mpiia Z =I;, Z,. Th s quation in men with the GPS Inequflliries 
M, 2 1x4 and the !IPS Equaliry M = IZI iapties h r  M $7 MI. Kowever, cnnser,v$i~~. at mornentunl implies that ' : 
< I;M, is Impossible. 'Ibus, M = & Mi This. ir; tun#, only wcm if a;l the Zi and Z are wllineru. This occtlrs only ii 
n,. and n, are rmt relatively prim. i.e. lberr cxist mnrwers nm and q sucb that n,=qn and n,=qm However, we src 
free to consider an 1niW BPS Sdrar~i!ed Sf~#e in wbicb n, mc! n,,, are rdauvely prime. In this case. as wc bavc 
pro.!crl above. ibe sate with mass M = IZI can nr;:. tiecay. Ifius, a BI'S Salurwcd Slav with rekiuvely prmc q awl 
n,, is stable allt  dws nor decay. Tbe imporw~cc of tbis rdsull cm aor be overstated. Jt lies ai the ctm of nrany 
modem ~su1t.s in Superstrirtg Theory anti ,V- n~z~ory. Surtbr,m~cc.c, :6 uc wili :see, the exotic mntrer yxsent in M- 
Theory IS RP! Saiurrued i . ~ .  it  LS a G I 5  Srriurafed ,?tart, iind &us i l  is sabk agmnst decay and hence a ~ a l ,  I ,ng- 
rtvld stak m M-Theory, 113 a shas-lheJ hund :,ate. This i s  ~ ~ i t i - 1  if WL. are 1.0 ever ern~lol; sucb emtic matrer in 
an Alcuhiem Tj-p Warp J3r;ve. 
So, let us r~ext elanlrne Llc txofic m ; r t r  present in W-Thei'ry As mc u4l n:n~arabcr, .M-Theory on a sw&ne 
ru9xtS';X2) i s  qtiiv:Jci.t t ! ~  ihe E8rE, Heteintir Sup!r,sr:in~ 7'hegrv crt a spacetime M. Henu*, 3ny yhysial principle 
w9ico wc dcrive fcr the E 8 d a  Hcmcxic Fuperrtring i3wry os !be spaxtlime M i s  vAiC for U-'r;zeo~y on the 
spacetin~e Mx(SL/%-) So, let x, for mc muoellr, exju~unc ilic &xEk Hekmtio S~pcrs~ri .~g 7 k ~ r .  - n :be spacptinle 
hi. lke low-unevg.; iimi' CT thr; F.#xFs Hewotic i'aperstnng The cn the spacethe M t .  m-ca)led A= i 
Svperpravity 'Ihcory " ?hi; f J 2 - I  Sujwrgrccvuy 't&9rv is sirrlply a Xi) dimrnsio.nal venim of Germ; R c i ~ i v i t y  with 
o.1~ supcrsvnvmlry. i-Ioucvc.~, as ,me n~?gbt t.;p;t. Lbc l i iw-encr,~~ 1 iniil of' the E6;>Lll Hetcrdc Jzpcrlrln'rlg Theory 
is iuzt IDr vl!r)le story. In tnk;cg the low ; n q y  Brnit we we &in? tb : limit in which the sfrirsg Lensiori is htfinite. In 
Ih.- Xmi' it ukes an infiutte ax3un! 3f m r g y  to CXC;:~ any ~f I ~ V  ~t r ing 's  htgher mode.s 9t v~hrr:~on. Sit, uU.uiy 
"srfirgy" &vier i ;  rzaily k i n g  w ~ .  If pry, dO w)t tajle tht: low en<!# yy  limit, that k. .strlrlg tension :r. fin& ard we 
bepin b sr:e rstrin;l;" tffects. Three effects are nrmifcstd a,; concctmns t . ~  the N= Sup6,grovi~ 7 ' f ; e o ~ ~ .  The 
acGon of tr.: P = I  Slc,ncrp;;rvi:y 1hrc;rv i s  rorrwud 0. jwwcrs IJ: L?t string tee.';lor~V~c fa x. !ltcrc ;uf an rnfir;i[c set 
6<?A~ CWI also u;ocside, IW:!;en 94) more ui?lpl8cbt& carcs in which dal, JS !:al. Bol. we kill v!dn $0 tiel(. FF i~ only serves to 
add & t d s  wb:~'n 2re mt t . 6 . ~  "91 :G o w  cx,w*s~ticlt~ 
'B.. L;IW +.n~?,$v lint11 v,iB mean  be i i i i r i t  In which Ibt rt,*np tcn~iot~  is 1r.finrte 
.vfclc'l a .. lwi-8on f ( x j  can he exycsi;ed as A 1x)v.e; rerie* i:~ :/.a di)r)c;? the !*tint X=-, t h ~  iWI!Otl G; i h ~  E * X ~  Hetcrntjc 
.i'qyl~r::nnx f%rerv ~ a q  bc r.cpilrsvcd n ywer  r14.c I I I  1': dlu)u! (!I? p i n :  T - -  tctui!l. sirrr,? rcni;:~n 
d cocrcaions IWlosh 91A) to the N= ' Snpurgravt~ Tkory. Hcncc. one can see thal it is rehvely difficult to 
oh. :n eEcr sldutrons lo the equations of motion for thc &Ail Hemtic Sqwrsrrmg 7?mr). a$ its equations of 
mc&m coatlin an iILfmite m of tenns. How:ver. IKallosb 9 i A j  me m a y  solve this seetnmgly inurtlhk pmbkm 
i, exarming in detail tkse variorts cmedx s. Gne finds that ti;e bosonic p h n  of this r;tio-'s p a  w k s  in 
oae over I& srring eLlsicwr bas a paaa~l [Kailcsh 93A1. In p~ t rmlm (Kabsb 93A I. dl of tbe tam in such a power 
WY arc coasLnrcted -if a few elementary tenn . so-called IK?#osb 93AJ T-'iensors." So, if ow can llnderswd 
ks "T-Tenscrs." [ICaIhb 93A) it is p i b l e  to se~ ;be femionic pom<r of the action to 7 m  and hen solve 
l iw eqtratlons d moCKwr f i r  the h s m c  p#ucm d thc act-. This IS exrciy what Bergsboeff el. al. IWlosh 93AI  
r c c o m p l i . . .  However, In doing so teey f o m  iK;rl)osh 93AHKallolch Y3B] that one must also requne one-bdf of 
the o v p ~ r M m c r r y  d the hxE1 Permtic Superstring 'Theory to be h&n9. If we look back sc ow portion d the 
N=2 Supersymmetry Algebra involviq b,. &en we sa: when M a .  i.e wben a s~iltc is  BPS Sainra~d. ow 
of Ihe geaaam qLa IS ;.era. la other words, --half of Ihc s~pPrs.ymmeIry of the tbemy IS broken. This suggests 
thsl Ik sohmms of BagskKff a. d. [ K W  93A] m y  be related H? BPS Satvrufed States and bus be provably 
subk.Wewil!seeLhar.thisisirxkxdtbe~se. 
In exambmg tht exact solations of tbe &xE, Hetautic Superstring &ory formd by Bergshoeti cX. al. [Kallosh 
93AWZCdbsB 93BI. Kallosb and Liedc ILh& 951 decided to examine & s o i u t h s  fm tbe pointd-view of tbe 
&XI& Heraolic Supersring IALary m a spacehe MxF or equidmfIy from tt, - -4-v iew d M-~~JCOV on a 
spalime Mx76x(SrlZ&Wkat &ey f d  was amazhg! F a  rbey f d  Ust  npan examining &c exax so)atiaas 
of tOe &% H e t e ~ W  Superstring TRcory of Bqsboeff ei. d. [IWlosb 93A~KaIhd193B1 OCI M e ,  or 
equivaledy. rbe 'ng e m u  soiulions nf M-7kov (K?llosh 93ABKallosb 93B)IWitte.1 QSEI on 
Mxl%Siw.  h=s rr BPS Saruraad Sfores Tbus. they are exact w l o l a n r  of M-Theory on 
MXF%S'IZ2) wbich ae stable aad do uor decay. In fact. k s e  BPS Wurared Stoics are residest in a N=4 
Supcrsvmm~ric Yrn,~-MiUs Theon. of just tbc type we bave studred. Second, and nnne relevant to the study d an 
Alcub* T w  Warp Drive, &: found that sucb sduth,  possessed a fara of [ L d  951 cxotic matter. M a e  
sgecifidy. awrrg the f i e h l ~ ' ~  peseM in Ibis solution of M-mot? on Mxl%(S'ri)  dley found hat tbc metric of 
lhis solutkm in spbencal cnwdinats is given by 
wbar: M, which i s  . ~ ~ M I ~ I V C  semi-definite, is tbe mass of Ux solution ILindc 95). r is 315 "distance' fmm tbe 
s d u t k d s  ccnter and q and g are charges of the d u r n .  Let us next examine why such a solution is  said o pmscss 
trDtic m e r .  
6. M-THEORY ON M@x(S1f'i?? AND THE ALCIBIERRE TYPE WARP DRIVE 
Let us conqider why our ahove exact solution of M-Throry on MxT6x(S1 Uq) is .said to p w s s  exotic matter. 
General Rei~tlvity jWakl84I aUows us IO extract a Newtonian gravitalkml pwntial fnm tbe ahwe mezric. This. in 
turn, tr, i;.e foUt)wing gravitatrona) fwld in .spherical ccrordrnatcs 
where is Lbc outward powring r d d  unit vector. Graphically. Lbc coefficient of f is rcpre.senled, for rbe values 
q=I, g=1 and M=.2, as 
9P supcnvmmetn. SF satd cn he brokm wben ~ t s  asmlated suprmmmt.!n. generaor IS zcn) 
a ' ~  fields p e n t  tn t h ~ z  wlutlon are scalars, a m d n c  and an ~1,111-symmetnc teasor. tbat LC, all 
S~,anenuyscecbforr> f O ~ a t s r . a n d l m s c l i ~ c g r p v i ~ d f o r c t ~ ~ ; f a r =  10tbtgpvitdocvlfauis 
rero, rd f a  tht palion of r < 10 dcpictad aa tbe gnp4 the grviWhd farce bbcarres nprrlsive! Hence. for the 
re* r 4 0  depjaui an the grgb, one co see thrt tbis sokniaa bebrvcs as if its oms is ntgaive! However, if we 
ld41rbelinitobIbcIbove~~6eldrsr+,rPto~seemplitptkstbC~(-Mhl)t form. Heaa, 
~~isacrrrndrtiPflldey~l)dMLtrisd~htsa~hi2OdaotdisrrlbwcdbydrcBPSf~~, 
wU~M2O.Oaccpsetthtuolicauncr~t~by~theNcwtooiP~tYitbiaaSpbtnd 
~ r ~ S U C b a c o a f ~ g r m t i o n . O n e W l b i s ~ t y i s r B c p c a r e a t ; r a d ~ a o M ~ r ~ . F o r ~ ~ ~ I ,  
g=l a d M = . 2  itbas tbe form 
As one can see, Uie "con' of this solurn IS emtic' matter. T b i s ,  at kast partrally. .solves tbe " e m c  m l e r  
probkn." as we now have proof that such cxoric mamr exists in a h n d  srate witb nonnai matter. But we do ooi 
know bow to employ thc above states, or similar states, in a Alcr bierrr Type Warp Drive. This is wbat must be 
Such a study must ad&cs many quesms.. . . What other exotic nro v r  statcs cxist in M-Theory? €bere exist an 
Alcubierre Type Warp Drive based upon tbe above state& or !imibr s l l t w .  in M - k t y ?  By w M  physical 
processes can such states hc geoerated? etc. Tbese are some of rbe topics wbicb must be toucbed upon in a fuller 
stud) of Alcubierre Type Warp Drives in M-77mn..  
7. COST OF STUDY 
The study will mainly a'msist of tbeoreticai work. i.e. pencil and p ipa work, along witb some annpueLlollPl work 
wbicb will be needed to ccnfm some of Ibe M-Tbeaclic results, he results may conlain an infinite sum d bigbtr 
cxdir membrane tension tams wbicb arc bard to check by band. Ibp main cost will bc for Labor at W K  per year, 
office spacc will cost appmximally SlOK per year, computers iutd various office suppks will hc approximately 
S3K a year. For a sum toial of SlO6K for a two year study, which s tbe suggested pemd over whicb such research 
should be conducted. 
* 'Remernhet. ; is an outwvd pointing d i a l  unit vector 
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Thc pr-ts for interstellar travel under Einstein's Special Relativity Theory arc dim. Dinowitz's Field 
Distortion Theory (FDT) is intgldcd to replace Einstein's Special Relativity Theory (SRT). To date, all 
experimental data thy appear u, support SRT Piso support FDT, irnd under most amlitions the equations of 
FDT reduce to those of SRT. However. umla certPin co#iith?as, Field Distortion Tbeory predias &at matter 
can be acderated to light speed, aad beyond, without experiencing the increstsc in mass or dilation of time 
associated with near-light spds undcr Spccul Relativity Tbowy. Such a possibility would have enormous 
~mplicaions for the prospect of interstellar travel. The amount of proptllant currently believed necessary to 
reach near-iight speeds would be g-ly raduad. Mom imponantly. h s e  thac is no limiting velocity ~ n d c r  
FDT, the minimum amount of rime currently believed necessary to reach other star systems would be greatly 
reduced. Field Distort~on Theory can be experimartally tested by conducting the Michelson-Morley experiment 
on NASA's space shuttie. This possible experiment is described along with bpecitic estimates of thc magnitude 
of the predicted effect. it is found that the predicted effect is well within the detectable range of current 
instrumentation. 
MTROMICTION; PROSPECTS FOR LNTERSI'ELLAR TRAVEL UNDER SPECIAL RELATlYITY 
THEORY 
At the speed of light one wld tuch the Moon in a men instaut, like flicking a light switch. One could reach 
Mars in an avenge of 13 mimes (depending on the psition of the Earth a d  Mars in their orbits), arPd 
Jupiter's moon E u q  in aa average of 43 minutes. like a drive from the suburbs into the city. Even distant 
Pluto would be less than 6 hours away, like a ";gbt from New Yo* to Los Angeles. Thus, in terms of travel 
within our solar system the light speed limit strpulated by Einstein's Special Relativity Thcory (SRT) will not 
prove too bothersome. The stars, however are a different matter. 
At the speed of light one could reach the nearest star system, the Alpha Centauri star systew, in 4.3 years. 
L'nlike the aforententioned c a m  however, there is no analogy for this sit1:atiw. Interstellar travel would be like 
nothing we have ever done before, and perhaps like ncthing we would ever be willing to do. Even Columbus 
was nor called upon such an arduous task. Ihe Nina, Pinra, and Wta Maria set sail from Spain on August 3. 
1492. stopped at the Canary Islands for repair and reprovisioning on September 6, and arrived in the Americas 
on October 12, a voyage of less than two and a hd f  months 11). Under Einstein's light speed limit it i s  simply 
not possible to travel to even the nearest stars and back in tunes measured by those on Earth in less than 
decades. 
Under SRT a civilization engaging in the task of interstellar travel cannot possibly reap any benefits of this 
endeavor for a time of at least 2dlc. where d is the distance to the star system in question. :ad where c is the 
speed of light. Thus if we sent a probe at the veiocity of light to the nearest star system. 4.3 light-years away, 
we could not receive any data back until 8.6 years had passed. If we sent a probe at the velociry of light to a 
star system 430 light-years away (which, for all we know may be the distance to the nearest extraterrestrial 
 civilization^ we could not receive any data back until 860 years had passed. 
One must realistidly consider Ibe  will^ of our civiliation. or my other, to engage in such a vast utd 
costly enterprise as interstellar travel when the fruits of this endealor caanot possibly benefit the civilization 
until decades if not cuWries h e  passed. 
Under Einstein's Specid Relativity Theory (SRT) as one appm&s the spced of light time passes rnore slowly. 
(We wlll not &c the logic of this statemtat here or w k h c r  it i: actually true). For example. under SRT if 
one un attain - speed of .W!k then only about 2% months would pas for the crew of a starship whereas 4.3 
years would pass for those on Farth. Thus as far as the crew of the sWship is concaned they could travel to 
the Alpha Centauri sur system in the same amount of timc it took Columbus to reach the aew world. There is 
no limit to which om can carry this ' t i n  dilation' effect. If one wanted to travel to the nunsl extraterrestrial 
civilization. assuming it lies in a star system 430 light-years away. then a speed of .9999999c wouM he required 
in ordcr that 2% months pass for tbc crew of a staship. Of course 430 years would pass for those on Euth. 
While providing m iaocnuve for those on Earth, the timc diluioo :ffm ccnainly, at leobt in terms of the 
amount of timt that posses on board ship, makes tbe prospect of Irtvd to the stars more palatable for my 
perspective stanhip crew. However, tRt tim d i m  effect is onl) significant near the speed of ligbt . k t  us 
consider the amouat of propellant required to m r h  near-light que1s under SRT. 
The rocket priacipie - throw samahing brrdEwml md, by the law of cansavation of momentum, you move 
fonvard - is currently the only Irwwn wry to travel in thc vast depths of interstellar space. The amount of 
pmpellant rapid for a rocket reach near-Light speeds under SRT is, 
whcrc M, is the initial mass (propellent plus payload), M, is the firal mass (payload), v is the vtlocity relative to 
tk observer, c is the velocity of light, and v, is the rocket exhaust velocity. 
Assuming the highest rocket exhuW v-ty possible under SRT, v, = c, we find by equation 1 hat a ship 
velocity of .99!k is possible if the initial mas of drc ship is about 45 times its final m, and a shi? velocity of 
.9999999c is possible if the initial llurss of the ship is about 4 W  t mes its find mass. These mass ratios reflect 
only what is required to achieve these velocities, the equivdeni of a one way fly-by mission. A one way 
decelerated mission, or a round trip rnission would impose additior at exponential multipliers to these values. By 
comparison the initial mnss of the Saturn 5 moon rocket. mankind's most extrrmc case to date, was only around 
68 timcs its payload (consisting of the Command Module and the Ixnar Excursion Module (LEM)) 121. 
In light of this diffmlty it has been suggested that rather than fuel dong it be obtained from the 
environment. Designs for interstellar solar sails, grand affairs dwafing the clipper ships of the pw,  which 
would use the fetble pressure of sunlight for propulsion have been suggested. Interstellar ramjets which, by 
pounding the space ahead of them witb pawetful lasers, would ion ze the thin hydrogen gas in the neu vacuum 
of interstellar spree, a d  then w huge electric or magnetic fields to draw the ionized gas into the ship as fuel 
have also been suggtsted. However, both these schemes have tnmmdous problems of their own and lack the 
capability to nalisticaliy rerh speeds greater than . Ic f3. 4). 
Assuming thiu thc velocity of light is tbc highest possible velocity n the universe, and that Einstein's Special 
Relativity Theory is a perfect refkction of reality, the prospects fo . interstellar travel are not g o d .  However. 
perhaps Spaid Relativity Theory is not the last word on reality. 
In 1% Field Distortion Theory (FDT) was publis!! 15). Field Distortion Theory (FDT) is intended as a 
nplscement for Einstein's Special Relativity Theory (SRT). The equations of FDT reduce to those of SRT 
under all cuditions that SRT bas so far been tested. However, uadtr cenain conditions that have yet to be 
tested, FDT makes several clear predictions that contradict SRT. 
Einstein's Special Relativity Theory (SRT) is based on two fundamti4 postdates: (1) The laws of physics an 
the same in ail inertial frames of r e f e m  (i.e. then is no preferred frame of reference) and, (2) the velocity of 
light is i-at of the vdocity of its source. A logical consequence of these postulates is that the velocity of 
light is indepmdent of the motion of the source or observer. For this constquMtce to be ten* the Galilean 
transformations are r e ~ ~ ~ t e d  and a new set of transformations, commonly referred to as the brentz 
transformations an adopted. These t a n s f o d o n s  distort space and t~me so that  ti^ velocity of light is 
independent of the motion of the source or observer. All the other consequences of Special Relativity Theory 
(SRT), such as the increase of mass with increasing veloc~ty relative to the observer and the slowing of time 
with increasing velocity relative to the observer, follow from thest ttansfomtions as well. 
Field Distortion Theo~y (FDT) is also based on two fundamental postulates: (1) the Galilean transformations are 
valid, and (2) the fwld distortion principle - the electric field amnd a charge experiences an aerodynamic-like 
distonion when the charge moves through a gravitational field. Basal on these two postutates a theory of light 
pmpgation is developed where, rather than distort space and time, it is the distortion of the electric held 
around a light Mwce that accounts for the experimental evidence concerning the propagation of light. 
Under FDT it postulated that a body's inertial mass is related to this field distonion. The result is a new 
quation for nus in whicb motion relative to the gravitational ftelds with the locally dominant field energy 
densities, no? motion rclative to the obstmer. is tbe critical factor in determining changes in mass. Under all 
conditions tested to date the fidd distortion mass equation reduces to Einstein's equation for mass. However, 
under certain conditions, the mass of a body does no1 become infinite when its velocity is equal to the velociry 
of light, as is the case in Special Relativity, but rermim finite. Under these conditions it should be possible to 
occeierafc matter ro hyperlight velocity. 
In FDT the relationship bctwctn mass and time is examined. It is found that an increase in the mass of a system 
will result in a siowing of the time that system keeps, providcd that the forces governing rhe system are not 
massdepcndent. A ncw equation for time is derived in which, as is the case for mass, motion relative to the 
gravitational fields with the locally dominant field energy densities, not motion relative to the observer, is the 
critical factor in determining changes in time. Under all conditions tested to date the field distonion time 
equation reduces to Einstein's equation for time. However. under certain conditions, the time a system keeps 
does not slow to a standstiil when its velocity is equal to the velocity of light, as is the case in Special 
Relativity, but con1 inues unabated. 
PROSPECTS FOR INTERSfELLAR TRAVEI, UNDER FIELD DISTORTION THEORY (FD'J'): 
According to Field Distonion Theory a body can be accelerated to light speed, and beyond, without 
experiencing the increase in mass or dilation of time associated with near-light speeds under SRT when the 
gravitational field energy density of the body in question is much greater than the gravitational feld energy 
densities due to all other bodies at the location of the body in question. This condition is never realized at the 
hrth's surface, where the gravitational field energy density of the body in question fsuch as an electron or 
proton in a particle accelerator) is invariably much less than the gravitational field energy density of the Earth. 
In this case the equations of Field Distonion Theory reduce lo those of Special Relativity Theory (except at 
extremely high energy). However, this condition occurs quite naturally in the case of a spacecraft leaving the 
solar system. 
Consider a test particle locased on r spacecraft leaving the solar system. The f ~ i d  energy density of a 
gravitational field i is, 
when g, is the gravitational field strength due to gravitational field i at the location of the test body, and G is 
rhe gravitational constant (6.67 x 10" Nm2/LgZ). Suppose that thc test particle is su ;&cd to a gnvitatioaal 
field energy density due to tbe qwcacnft itself of y = 6.0 x lo5 Jim3. (This is the same gravitational f~ld 
energy density a tea particle located on the surface of a id sp&cie one meter in ndius would expcrknce). 
Table I shows h e  gnvitationai k i d  energy dcasity at the lawtion of the test particle due to tbe spacecraft, y, 
and due to the Sun, uo, as the distance (in Astronomical Units) of the spacccdft from the Sun increases. 
Taw I: Gravitational Field Energy Density Due to Spacraft, I , and the Sun, u, at Location of Test 
Particle 
Distance (AU) u, (Jlm3) u, (Jlm3) 
The grav~tational field energy density that the test particle elrperiences due to the sp;rcecnft, u,, does m change 
since the test partick does not change position relative to the spacaraft. Howcver, tbc gravitational field energy 
density that the test particle experiences due to the Sun, k, does .:hange since the test panicle's position 
relative to the Sun changes. 
When the gravitational field energy density at the location of tbe tmt pruiack duc to the spacecraft is much less 
than the gravitational fdd energy density due to the Sun, u, < u,,, as is the case when the distance of the 
spacecraft from the Sun is less tban 10 AU, the equations of Field Distortion Tkory nducc to those of Special 
Relativiq Theory (except at extremely high energy). 
However, when thc gravitrtiona f ~ h i  energy density at the 1ocatic.n of the test partick due to the splcectlft is 
much greater than the gravitational fidd energy density due to the Sun, u, > uo, as is the case when the 
distance of the spacecraft from the Sun is greater than 100 AU (.Cold light-year), the test particle can be 
accelerated to light speed, and beyond, witbut experiencing the i~cnase in mass or dilation of time associated 
wtth near-light speeds under Special Relativity Theory. Since evert particle of the spacecraft can be regarded as 
a test pn~ticle subject to the gravitational field energy density due o all the other particles that make up the 
spacecraft. tt follows that the spacecraft itself can be accelerated tct light speed, and beyond. without 
experiencing the incnase in mass or dilation of time associated with near-light speeds under Special Relativity 
Theory. 
Thus under Field Distonion Theory future interstellar craft having a gravitational field energy density greater 
than the gravitational field energy density due to any other body a the location of the creft will not experience 
the increase in mass or dilation of time with increasing velocity relative to the stars. In theory such craft cou!d 
attain velocities relative to the stars many times the velocity of lig N. 
Let us consider the implications of such a possibility for the prospa of intentellar travel. Imagine a "space- 
drive" capable of subjecting every atom of a spacecraft to an acce eration of 1000 mi$ (approximately 100 g). 
Suppose the craft is subjected to a constant acceleration of 1000 n Isd to the midpoint of its journey, and then a 
constant deceleration of 1000 m/s2 from the midpoint of its journey to its destination. 
Table 11 shows the amount of time required for the journey for a given distance under Special Relativity Theory 
(SRT) and under Field Distortion Theory (FDT). 
T h k  n: Time Required to Cover a Given Distance Under Special Relativity Theory, t,. and Under Field 
Distortion Thwly , t,
Disrancc (light-years) ~ S R T  (Years) ~ F D T  (Ye@ 
5 5.02 0.44 
10 10.02 0.62 
50 50.01 1.38 
100 100.01 1.95 
500 500.00 4.36 
loo0 1000.00 6.17 
Clearly, if Field Distortion Theory (FDT) is a more accurate reflection of reality than is Special Relativity 
Theory (SRT) the implications for the prospect of interstellar travel would be enormous. 
n.e example a i ~ v e ,  employing a 'space drive*, was useful for illustrating the potentially tremendous difference 
in travel time to the stars under Special Relativity Theor). (SRT) versus Field Distortion Theory (FDT). 
However, we presently have no idea how to construct a "space drive". Let us return to the rocket and examine 
the amount of propellant required to reach near-light speeds, and beyond, under FDT. 
The amount of propellant required to reach a given velocity under FDT, provided the spacecraft has a 
gravitational field energy density greater than the gravitational field energy density due to any other body at the 
location of the craft, is, 
where Mi is the initial miUs (propellent plus payload), M, is the fiaal mass (payload), v is  the velocity relative to 
the observer, and v, is the rocket exhaust velocity. This equation is b w n  as the 'classical rocket quation" (as 
contrasted with the "relativistic rocket equation" that one obtains by assuming SRT's variation of mass with 
velocity). 
The key to the amount of propellant chat a rocket must carry is the rocket exhaust velocity, v,. A final rocket 
velocity, v, much in excess of the rocket exhaust velocity, v,, requires a tremendous amount of propellent. This 
is why any rocket that has been built (or is ever likely to be built) has a final velocity only a few times its 
rocket exhaust velocity. 
Table Ill shows the ratio of rhe initial mass (propellent plus payload) to the final mass (payload), M,/M,. for a 
given final rocket veiocity , v ,  when the rocket exhaust velocity, v,, is  equal to the velocity of light, c. 
Table IU: Ratio of Initial Mass to Final Mass, M , f M , ,  for a Given Final Rocket Velocity, v, When the 
Rocket Exhaust Velocity, v,. is Equal to the Velocity of Light, c 
Assuming a rock@ exhaust velocity equrl to tbe velocity of light, v, = c, we find that rodret velocities in 
excess of a few times the velocity of light would require a tretnmdous amount of propellent. However, if the 
rocket exhaust velocity could k raised to hyperlight velocity Lhen rocket velocities many times the velocity of 
light cwld be achieved without requiring a tremendous amount of propellent. 
Under Field Distortion Thaory (FDT) it is possible to raise rocket exhaust vcloci?y to hyperlight levels. Recall 
that under FDT body r c .  be accelerotcd to light spctd. and beyontl, without experiencing the increase in mass 
or dilatior. of tiac associated with mar-light speeds under SRT when the gravitational fzld energy density of 
the body in question is much gnater than the gnvitationtl field energy densities due to d l  other bodies ,I the 
location ot the body in question. Though this condition oaam quire aarurally in the case of a spacecraft leaving 
the solar system, it is not the case for small bits matter (i.e. the rocket exhaust) leaving the spacecraft. The 
gravitational freld enttgy density of the rocket exhaust (such as su*m of jmtons) is invariably much less than 
the gravitational field energy density of tbe spacecraft. In this case the equations of Field Distonion Theory 
reduce to those of Special Rdativity Theory and it is impossible tc raise rocket exhaust velocity to hyperlight 
levels -se the mass of tht rocket enhaust goes to infinity as i e  exhaust velocity v, goes ?o c. However this 
is not the c%c if a second moving body having a gravitational fdc. energy density comparab'le to the spacecraft 
is intioduced. Consider a spacecraft with the configuration shown n Figure 1 . A mass, q, orbits about the 
main body of the craft, m,, a the short end of a long boom with an orbital velocity, v,. 
According to F i  Distortion Theory. for a 
spacecraft with the configuration sbown in Figure I ,  
the mass of thc hyperlight rocket exhaust is, 
me. = m,* 
v**(i9: + d:) (4) 
v2g1 82 
where q. is tbe mass of the hyperlight rocket 
exhaust, G. is the rest mass of the byperlight 
rocket exhaust, v,. is the hyperLight rocket exhaust 
vekity, v, is the orbital velocity of mass 9. g1 is 
the gravitational field strength due to the main body 
of the spacecraft, m,, at the location of the rocket 
exhaust. and g, is the gravitatic>nal field strength due 
to the orbital mass, %, at the location of the rocket 
exhaust. 
I 
If g, gz- v2 = 3.0 I* ml,* and ve* = Figure 1. conflymion for r possible hyprlight 
1 
mfs (-)- then the mass of the hyperlight rocket rocket. A mass, m,, orbits about the main body of the 
exhaust is 1.0 x 10' times its rest m. Tbis 1s rbout adt, m,, velocity ,. 
100 times the mass magnification factor record 
currently held by the L&e Electron/Positron (LEP) 
particle collider located on the French/Swiss border. However, there is no doubt that in the future the size of 
these devices will come down. even as their energy goes up 16, 71 With a rocket exhaust velocity of 500 times 
the velocity of light the spacdcraft itself could attain a velocity of ! 00 times the velocity (sf light canying only 
1.72 times its empty weight in propellent. 
Clearly, if correct, Field Distortion Theory would have nvolutioniry implications for the prospect of interstellar 
travel. 
TESflNG FIELD DISTORTION THEORY; CONDUCTING THE MICHELSON-MORLEY 
EXPERIMENT ON NASA'S SPACE SHU7TLE: 
Field Distoriion Theory can be tested by conducting the Michelson-Modey experiment on NASA's space 
shuttle. The Michetson-Morlcy experiment was conducted in 1887 at tbe Case Institute (now Case Western 
Reserve University) in Cleveland Ohio. It was this crucial experiment that, in conjunction with other 
experimental data, led to the downfall of the Newtonian world view and paved the way for the acceptance of 
Einstein's Special Relativity Theory. The experiment made use of an optical interferometer, a device of 
Michelson's own design, and for which he was awarded the Nobel Prize m 1907. Basically, the experiment 
involved observing any changes in an interference pattern (fringe shift) produced by the recombination of two 
iight beams that had been directed along paths ~t right angles to each other. 
According to Specid Relativity Theory a Michelson interferometer should not experience a fringe shift. Indeed, 
it was the lack of an observed fringe shift in the Michelson-Motley experiment of 1887, in conjunction with 
other experimental data, that served as experimental evidence for Special Relativity in 1905. 
However, according to the Field Distortion Theory of light propagation a Michelson optical interferometer 
should experience a fringe shift of, 
wbere 1 is the path length, v, i s  the velocity of the light source relative to the Earth's gravitational field ti.e. 
the veiocity of the interferometer relative to the center of the Earth). )r is the wavelength, and c is the velocity 
of light. 
Using 1 = 11 m, X = 5.5 x lo7 m, c = 3.0 x Id mls. which were the values used in the Michclson-Morley 
experiment, and v* = 3.5 x Id mls, which is the velocity of the interferometer relative to the Earth's 
gravitational field at the latitude of Cleveland Ohio, we find that the fringe shift, N = I .1 x lo4. This result is 
100 times smaller than the sensitivity of the Michelson interferometer. Updated versions of he Micbelson- 
Moriey experiment performed since 1887 have steadily increased in sensitivity over the years, but not by 
enough to detect so small an effect 181. 
Thus, according to the Field Distonion Theory of light propagation the Michelson-Morley experiment failed to 
detect a fringe shi3 because the interferometer was not moving through the Eanh's gravitational field fast 
enough to produce a detectable fringe shift. If the interferometer's velocity through the Earth's gravitational 
field could be increased by an order of magnitude the fringe shift would be 100 times greater and thus, provided 
FDT is correct, detectable. 
NASA's space shuttle is a reusable space-plane that transports men and cargo into low Earth orbit. The shuttle's 
orbital velocity, and thus its velocity relative to the Eanh's gravitational field, is 7.9 x 103 mls. Suppose the 
Michelson-Morley experiment was conducted on an orbiting space shuttle. 
Using 1 = 11  m, A = 5.5 x lo7 m, c = 3.0 x 108 m/s, and v, = 7.9 x 10' m/s, we find that the fringe shift, 
N = 5.6 x lo2. This result is 500 times larger than the effect at the Earth's surface. It is also well within the 
detection capabilities of even the original 1887 Michelsnn interferometer. 
Let us consider the cost of such an experiment. One important fat to consider is that to conduct the Michelson- 
Morley experiment on the space shuttle no new technology is needed and nothing new, at least in theory, need 
even be built - Michelson interferometers of the required sensitivity have existed for over a century, and 
NASA's space shuttle has existed and continues to operate since l1,81. One need only br~ng thwe two existing 
devices together f ~ r  this unique experiment. On this basis ont would expact costs lo be low. However, space on 
the shuttle is u a premium d it m y  be necessaty to design a Michtlson interferometer that is specif;,caily 
geared, perhaps in tcnns of size and weight of components, for us; on the space shuttle, 
It should be noted thu even on Earth in the 1880's Michelson was f a d  with similar considerations. In 1881, 
Michelson conducted his experiment using an interferometer with a patb length of 1.2 m. However, to leave no 
doubt of their results. the 1887 Michclson-Morley experiment made -are of a newly designed interferometer 
which made use of repeated reflection of the light beants, made pcssible by the precise placement of additional 
mirrors, to incrtlse the patb length (and tbus any fringe shift) eve:. 9 times in the same size device [9]. If 
necessary, given today's precision technology, it should certainly he possible lo repeat Michelson's feat and 
design an interferometer to fit within one of the shuttle's cubby-like e~perimental bays a! a reasonable cost. 
We should also consider the political costs of such an experiment. News of the creation of NASA's 
Breakthrough Propulsion Physics Prognm [lo] was well received :n publications such as Ad Asua and Final 
Frontizr [11, 12). However. a news brief in Science magazine was atitled "NASA's Fling With Anti-Gravitya 
1131. The brief article, which concerned one of the expMiments being conducted under NASA's Breakthrough 
Propulsion Physics Program, asked: 'Anti-gravity - this year's "mid fusion"?', and then clearly implied that thc 
answer is yes. Valid or not, articles of this type can be written because experiments of this son cannot be 
regarded as a legitimare investigation into currently accepted theor,. 
Fortunately. conducting the Michelson-Morley experiwnl on the space shuttle can be regadd as a legitimate 
investigation into currently accepted theory. Consequently condwag the Michclson-Morley experiment on the 
space shuttle would be considered 'good science' by the scientific :ommunity. In fact the author is not alone in 
suggesting IIUI this experimnt be performed (141. Conducting the Michelson-Moricy experiment on the space 
shutt!e, regardless of the outcome, would represent a no-lose sccmrio for NASA. At wont the experimental 
results would be a unique and spectacuiar wnfirrmtion of Einstein's Special Relat~vity Theory, which has never 
been tested under conditions in which the observer's frsm of refe . e ~ x  is in motion relative to the E d .  At 
best the experimental results of the conducting the Michclson-Mor cy experiment on the space shuttie would 
usher in a revolution in physics that may eventually pave the way or manned journeys to the $tars. 
CONCLUSION: 
The distances ro even the nearer stars are vast by human standards. If ship velocity is limited to the velocity of 
light, as dictated by Einstein's Special Relativity Theory, then the prospects for interstellar travel are dim. In 
1996. Field Distortion Theory (FDT), a new theory of the fundamental physics of light propagation and motion, 
intended as a replacement for Einstein's Special Relativity Theory (SRT), was published. Under certain 
conditions FDT predicts that matter can be accelerated to light sped, and beyond, without experiencing the 
increase in mass or dilation of time associated with near-light specb under SRT. Thus, Field Distortion Theory 
has potentially revolutionary implications for the prospect of interstellar travel in terms of the amount of time 
required to reach other star systems as well as the amount of prop:llant required to reach near-light speak, and 
beyond. Field Distonion Theory can be tested by conducting the blichelson-Morley experiment on the space 
shuttle. Since one need only bring two existing devices, the Michelson interferometer and the space shuttle, 
together to conduct such an experiment, costs are expected to be ic~w. Considering the impact that Field 
Distortion Theory would have, if correct, on the prospect of inter!tellar travel and man's view of the nature of 
the universe in general it is recommended that this new theory he ested by conducting the Michelson-Morley 
experiment on the space shuttle. 
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mecbankal Rlotion of the two metal niirror platts that ~ l s o  carry ur i ike cltcnhl chargts, i s  a "Push 
- Slidt - Pull - Slide" npemfvt, faur qck ar stroke ndm daw at ex- ciese piate spacings. 
<k Figure #I). Hr1h4ut thc effect oftbe Carlmlr force, th : ekctrortatic h r e s  s i w  can4 out, (a 
zero sun1 prvcess) and RO net eatrc a n  be e.rhcted end -he system "runs Bownw to a step from 
normal macbim (fidlon?l), losses. Wtth thc Caslmir force also lenng the plates are attracted m a r d  
one another \t i th n niuch greater force than the ekctrostattc forces alont could apply for a @en 
voltage difference due to t lw intense Casin~ir  attraction at %.try close plate spacings. By allowing the 
e~rchanical q sten1 to store displacement energy, l ike stret~%ing or bending a spring, emrg) i s  
transtmrtd to the nnchanlcal force part of the systent. Th s is the f irst 'Push" part of the four stroke 
operating cyclt. 
I n  tht n t k l  part of the motion cycle. tht two, now w r y  closely spaced, oppositely tlectrkall~ 
charged plates, are now sltd or sheared apart while malntafniag a constant p13te spacing. This i s  the 
first "Slide" motion in the four cycle or four stroke proces,:. Work i s  rtquired against tln 
ekctrostotic force to sepante tbt plates in a s h r i n r ,  motiar but I S  K01' rcQuired to  wctcmtc the 
potvtrful CIasimir attractive force. \\%en dw W o  plates are naw separated b t e r a l l ~  the Casimjr force 
is nfl but some tkchwt~tic fwce ttiH esists, but  is atateh r e d t ~ d  b d o ~  the d u e  the plates 
wert  facing each ether. As ttn charged plates move laterally, the atctricat c;)p;##aecr Ltmw the 
phtes dKnases greatly (like a fa- of aft? or so), and bmn the voltage keMyc1) the pbrcs incwases 
greatly if t h y  are isolated from ether external clrdtq. f U s  i s  tbt mdt of Q = EC. er, Codmtbs 
equals Vohagt tianr CaprcHulcc. Q, or Cawhmbs is anwmed or mshnt as tkt capem ef tlrc 
capadtor is -d if n o  charge is dlo\vrd to fkw into other parts of thc txteraal clrcult. With Q 
hrld cenrtant, and C decreasing, E, tbe v a g t  across the capacitar will inctnsc (by a fa&w dm or 
so), in proyorlion. 
Thc toid s t a t d  in Joltkr, iuerra.. as Y: of  the t q w t  d the vat*@ and &creases 
linearty as the capacUanct drtrcases, 3 = '4 E' s C. This means tbat as wwk i s  d.M in separating 
charges by m i n g  ttrr opacitor pbtes to a l o t u r  caparftante confiiantkm tbr emrrgy shcr up as 
m increased ncunlm of Jeuks stored in thc capacitor. Thc CasWr force is u r ~ d  h augment tBc 
change kr ngaciuacr beyond what tbt dcctrartatic farcvs are capable eZ. This CasinJt twcQ 
contribution to tlw cbange in the ratio d nwximwrr to minimum capacitance during the four stroke 
qck, in tflect, co#s far 'free". t b t  is requiring ao estwrrPI tmergy input wrce to m i d e  this 
a d d i i  ava ihbk decfrosO.tic emere. Since the Cashair farce cmns from thr ZPF virtual energy 
k t  fflls ai l  space, a snr;ril a w n t  o f  tht ZPF energy is  "tapped* for free to supply tht r t q u k d  ear3  
energy withaul any apparent ordtmff - source being This is trhy the machine. in 
dtkr mtbodhent,  appears to kek l ike a classic 'perpetual m i o n  machine". witbout vidatfng any 
of the usual thrr~lrwfpruntic bws, w tht consenatisn ofmrs. The stored I;inctk lgcchnical  
entra- d tht \ ibrstiag "hming ferk" l ike tints suppbing tht 'Push and Pull" motion on the on, set 
of capacitw plates, a&ng mtrh the ether medarn id  Iat-1 "Slide" aetien, is merdy an Wermtdhte 
mrgr .  transfw process that allows for tl8c complex four stroke 'Push - Slide - Pul l  - Slidt" qdbi 
precrss to operate. The d y  difficult part of* process Is tbe rcqukeawnt that the mechanical 
optrattng dlstams are so t h y  ht order for the Casimk force to ame into play. S o  one has ever buill 
a luge nuckinc with anpbing Hke these ciose spacings befivetn high speed moving parts. The anly 
Ha? that such a system can be bullt wtthoot the moving parts crashing together ir to use fast acting 
swornrckanisnts tsith input spacing n m s u r m m t  trmsductrs and ykrockcnic actuators h m w d  
from the ST31 and Afhl tccltndogges. 
Since o w  of t l ~  plates is Ptbeftrd to tin ~mhnical spring system it is d d k d e d  mom by the 
combined ckrlresiatic plus the Casintr force than it wwid have been by only the ckcrrostatic f o m  
actb~g a h .  This add- sprfng defkctlwr i s  a fornt of s t 0 4  &nk;rl cncrgv and a n  be 
utlliud kt* in th? ~~l qdt. TUs  is thc first part of the 'Push" prt of tht F8ur part  cycle. 
Tht second part o f  t l ~  four stroke cycle Is the *Slidew motion. As tht pbtes a r t  slid or sheared apart, 
the foms attracting the plates in the dirrction perpendicular to thc faces ofthe phtes Is greatly 
reduced and the stand energy in the spring dtfleden of the plate rtbctwd to the spring I s  a w  v e p  
much reduced. This allows thr spriag to "snap hack" pan Its mutral or resting poshim and r a i l  so 
as to increase tlie spacing bttnven the plates. This i s  the 'Pull" part of the four strake process. This 
furthtr reduces the e h t ~ l c a l  clpatitanct btMm tht plates a bit more. I f  the spring-mass (plate) 
mechanical t i t~te constant i s  set to be oprratlng at its nahtnt meckanlocf resonant frcqucnc?-, l ike a 
tuntng fwk, and tht "Push - SUde - Pull - Slide", c?-disal motion i s  also repeated rt this same 
frtqumry, the spring - mass ozdWatlons of the moving plate Wll build up to a substantial amplitude. 
In the case d t h e  app lh t i on  to this invention, the spring i s  very stiff and the ntaxlmum amplitude i5  
only a few mhons, hut the osdb t i on  frtqutncy Is quHe high, like 5 to 15 Kilokertz er more. Under 
these conditkns d g n d i n g  upon plate am,  phte  spad~g,  the spring constant, the mass of the 
ntovabk plate, the total travel (nalcrons) of the plat0 (tuning fork  tine) and the n rdan i ca l  resonant 
operating frequency, considerable kinetic ntechanical energy can Ce stored w l~ i cb  w i l l  be coupled out 
later into the electrostatic force part of the proctss. 
hiechdal iorses a r t  also grtatly reductd, (le. - t k  nwcslnkal 'Q" increased) - (this 'Qw, 
or 'qtullty fach", i s  a Mmat Q t&n is u s 4  as the s p n b d  far C-s above), - tinct tbe d r t  
qs tccn Is .gc rdcd inaL lgh~r r t~n fe r rmum4r rd~s .  ~ ~ d r r g o f ~ i r  
r * d u c n l B e c ~ # a # . l t ) ' z t r o h a h l g h ~  ThtetkreasoaCortBcvcr?;hlghvacuun~ 
rquimclrat Is to ebt.in very g o d  ckctrical insubtion ktw- t8t very dose sy;lcrd bare metal 
n m h g  parts. Ekcmial lnsubtioa values of as much as M80 volts pw 4 (0.881 H) m perJbk 
inavtfyLf%rvacmm. A s ~ ~ d m n n b k r , ~ a ~ . f a v ~ ~ v 1 ~ ~ i s ~ s e ~ u r y a s  
brUtPtkD ZOT dtk h t  a r t  ~ n t d  i t  -@ t - m  in tk hr* m k  
ear- d t b i s  iavmtloa. 
A s  this qclbtal process ptecrcds. t k  spring - p t r t?  (mass) tuning Zerk Wrt oreihtkn reaches 
t l w : t ; u n d d t i w ~ h r v d r a d r t r r ( s k l w o v e Z a c u w d o ~ t ~ ~ . t k ~ .  Tbls is tkc 
d.ftbc'P~*+.Ttbcqlftmdtbctngkolngat~*P~~~B~ prtdthtqek. MeumMkthe 
w s t H S l i d e ' p u t d t b r c _ r c k I s ~ .  TbtstimpiattLmovhgagaininlirtvrHhtbtrprlng 
bdd phte the 'Push* part of tlw ~~ qck s-arts YU again. T k  'Push & Pullw q c k  
a # 9 0 ~ . 1 l t d p h r t + ~ t l r t t w o * ~ f ' a # t i # l 3 r ~ d t k e v d c ~ & ~  A s R c k t s r e i t i s  
a ~ a f h r d e d b p b a k ~ t k c t r e s t o g c ~ d C o z i e d r k r c t s  aadmovescv*a~tewardtLt lxed  
pWc To prevent tbe p h h s  fran a?rssleg togetlw, stntolr u r s t  &eci Ik sub-Pirrerae)k 
stpara tha  Int#wn the piares aad cause a sme bop to wiihdmv ttu spring leaded (Rrat.g fibrk like) 
st- plate tirm back am>?' slightly Cron~ the flsd plate te pmlat  a d s i e n  between tbt two plates 
as tlrt tudng CBCk (w) o d h t k e  aqWu& tncreaus. 
Oac aa makt r vagm parrikl d tMs 'Push - Slide - Pun - Slide" Caslmlr device, to the four 
strub d a  far tick pistea tngbt. One could leok at the *Pushw strake as the 'Comprtssioa" 
atroli, of a piston mgk. T k  ntxt 'Slldt" notkn of thc Casimir dcvict wmid be much Wt t k  
'Penrr" snd;r of a pisten engine. The 'Puiiw stroke would be akin to thr UEshaast" s@& of the 
piston mglme and tfn lart 'SUdtw lilorioD w d d  be Edit tbr 'Inlake" smtke of the pislam tngint. The 
anakgv is not perfect, but it gives a flavor for tbt emerg utUinH.cl parts of tbe CasWr  drvke four 
part qck. As a further a m  to the four qck piston en:- t k  cber  the p l a t s  a n  Bc rplccd at 
tbc peak 4 t i a t  'Push" cyd t  the greater tk cmmibution s( tbc Casimir force to ttn operaaka of tlu 
over;rl kvke and the greater the overall eutpuf efflcime).. 
The analog kt is that rduclng the pbte sparin:: at tk point of closest approach is much 
like i se r rn ing  tht cocaprcsshm ratk in a few cyck piston au twwb ik  tngine. At v q  close spacings, 
lke five uaaenntcrs or so, tkt Casimir forcer are ~ t q  higt , W;t trns of atwosphcrts, so very hrge 
amocirrts of mechadcal energy a n  be tnnsf+rttd to the amcbraial osdhtor part of tht syskm. 
T M s r l l k n d s t o ~ H w n a p h b 4 h l n e h s l n i a l c ~ a n d  lrmccthtmtiooC~~bum 
to artPhauat tkmIad a p a d f i u m .  This then ceuples to tbt ekmostatlc force as part d tbt three way 
iaSer%Wm a d  iraeases ihe dcctrkPI errtput power. T k  danger wlth wotI;b,g wBh ever d tsms ing  
p b k  spacings in the bope of gaialog addttlonsi machine *(put e l k h q  is the -red r isk  of 
"crarbingw the Wtes tegetbcr and destroying the nuchlac Sine thc Cashsir ferce, whkh In theory, 
increases at tht L d b k  inverse fdum power rate, woufrl  d e  it vev MWuh to prevent a 'snap 
adom Crash* or ck ru re  oftbls already very small gap spacing. Tbe r t q u l ~ s  on tk resp.nse of 
the drt;rm+ stn~hg  m o  bop to prevent a "Crash" \ w u l a i  be vety severe If not in~potsibk. - - - 
Agaln n t c r t l ng  to thc pressure vs. d i s t u m  curvts In the other paper, the C a s b l r  fo rn  should 
flatten out and nof get very much greater at decreasing spacings bckw a fm mnonttters. This will 
be a great W p  to p m n t l a g  the ' s o p  closed Crash" p d  km that rvould bt very dl f f iw l t  far the 
servo kep to pmmt H lbt Cashnh. f o m  amttnucd t o  Incr s o t  for dmeadng spaetngs I%r the 
thcmtlal Caslmlr fom cuwt w d d  predict. Hence the Irnportanct of the informalton @tn in the 
ether paper to this Caslmir michine. 
A further a n a k s  to piston type internal combustia~ enghns to my 'Casimir Qcvkew is that 
of comparing engine displarrmcnt to overiapging "Casimk- force actfve working area" and mglne 
RPhl to the Casinlir device operating frequency. Both these eflects i n cmse  the output powor o f t h t i r  
respective devises. 
Emrg is extracted fma the overall qttcnr as mM"d high frtqueac?. electrical power by 
means ofthe w d I  knoan. old, * C b r g e  Puntp" circuit, n-hiek depends em thc c y c k d  incratzing and 
dmc?sing of the W i c a l  capacitance of a nnlor driven varhblr  capadtar, connccttd t h w h  two 
diode mr i f iws .  (See Feure HZ). The dassk  'CB;lrgc P ~ "  requires power t~ drive the motor that 
wts tlw me* ~wfirbk t;lpdtet and ads  to bwrease th* v&gt sup- k a bad I t  
earreawspeffcrrrtbcrthanpt.daeiagpg).. W l f h t b c a p ~ . f t k c r w r $ y e r i f m l t l r c  
Caddr  fern ta b#+trse tlw rtltla ebcalni;nuru k mastntrrrr capadtance el the mew driven variable 
capacitor the eDtpuf vdtage p r o d d  by tbe "Chuge Pump" is greatly increased a d  eoasequemtiy 
thc eatpu! p w r  of tbe Casjmlr cskOIKed "Charge Pump" it gay. herastd N W  tk prqm 
scl#ag dthc devicr, whether k r g e  or s rmU more wtp t  pmrr sborM be prodwvd t b a ~ ~  Is required 
to e p d e  tkr drive nntor that opefates tlw variable orprltw. CeaslBcnhle clrcul;ai.ng powrr is 
requited to power the drive motor frona tke Caskair fmct d s i a d  output \dtagc of the 'Cbarp 
Pump", But tlwn sbould be cens i dmbk  powu produced to gew+r esternal b d s .  Hence the 
machime, in w k k v e r  krm it takes, vFSH continut to ram "forever", or at kan mnl sane part fails, 
once started by an e x -  starter nrohr peuw supply. The strrtrrp motor ftow supply i s  jud l ike 
an a u t d i k  pMon or a gas turb i i  engine rquireinrnt. O m  epcnting at the self resonant 
f r c q ~ c p  ofthe tuning f d  rlms, u.blch are one efthe capacitor plates, e ~ t e n n l  power should be 
predtmd and thc starter -or pow= supply can k dircbRnccted mad tbe drive mator pewwed by 
the p e r  pmductd by the device Itself. There d course would &e e m s s  power produced to drive 
olkr e .ne r4  ustful &&rial ieads. 
The Rrst mboditamt I will &scribe is the S i l h  h i i m  Ekctro hItchanica1 System, (or 
AIEMS n w N n e  vcrsisn). This would consist of a device made by integrated circuit ttchrtology on 3 
single crystal Slkon urftr that weuld ~ ~ n s l s t  of a susptded flat polished phte supparted onl? by 
four anttlcver bums, on each side ofthe s u s p t n k l  plate and etcbed free ef the Silicen substrate 
an t iw  underst& ef t)n S i h  wlftr. The flat plate wrwM also carry interdigitatcd er ''comb finger" 
rapadtor pbtes en tbe opposing pair of edges. (!ke Figure #3). Thtst hterdlgi tat td "comb finger" 
capacitor plates would be iaterknved wi th  r t a t i o ~ ~ r y  ''comb finger* capacitor pbtes attached to tile 
solid fronn of thc Silicon wafer. This combination is t lws far a dl known h1EhlS Bcvke that Is 
often used as a linear accekronmer. This device if enclortd In a high vacuuna &swe a high 
mecbanicrl 'Qw (like 3 fmv t inus lo4), and a high mechanical menate  frequency, (like tens o f  Hz), 
depending oftkc spring-maass constaats d the structure. This device also can operate as a h e a r  
~ectrostat ic oscillator motor when a high f r t q q  ckcfricd signal is appikd across the two sets ef 
intctdigitated 'comb finger" capadtor plates. Whm the high fnqwnq electrical drive signal Is 
tuned to the d a n i a l y  resonant freq'ueng of the described -urn mcrsed MEhlS device, the 
amplitude dtbe linear v ibratkn wlll -ease gmtly and the kvicc will bchPve I k e  aa ekctrMIy 
driven tunlng fork, osdlbt ing hack and forth. UnCortumttty thls Wnd of mechanical orctl latw will 
coupk ~4h-iatlonal energ to tbe Siliean wafer frame and uAkss restrained, or compensated for, wi l l  
scrieusiy spoil the mechanical "Q" of the hiEMS dn-icc. One way of cmptnsat ing for this 
unbllanrtd tom on the wafer is to phce nvo Identical de~.Iccs on the same wafer, in Une and dose 
t@r. These twn &vices will then be operated at the same resonant frequency but 180 degrees out 
of phase so that tht vibratiens coupkd into ttie wafer wHI a n d  eut. This requires gad matching of 
the device structures dur ing fabrication so as to achieve matching resonant frequenrks and mar ly  
Idenllcal masses of the moving pans. This is like matching the two tlnes of a conventional tuning fork 
so very l ittle vibrathrr;ll e a e r s  f r  coupled into the support rod, also called "damping kssw. I f  this is 
cadulty done, thc overall mechanical 'Qw of  the MEMS pair operated at nsolurncc m u l d  be very 
hlgh and the high frequency electrical drlve requiren~ent quite low as long as tlte MEMS naeclaanical 
oscillator was not operated at excessive displacenrent amplitudes. So called Microresonators have 
feature sizes of about one mllcton by 3 or  6 microns. hIarrons6nators have feature sizes on the order 
of several millimeters and have mechanical "Qws that are g m m l l y  much bigl j r r  but have generally 
lower resonant frequencies due to t lw  Increased mass of tlre suspended platform. 
I f  this kind of dtvln is ccmblned with a torsional ~sc i lb tor  of the mnw g w m s l  type, tht t ips 
on 3 torsional oscUtntor m i d  mow up and d m  while th : p b l f o m  o f  tht i i w a r  resonant motor 
u-ould nwve back and far*. If both systems are v t e d  .rt tbt saw moa& fmqwsq but tbe 
t o s s h l  o s d b t o r  was timed so as to In 90 degnrs out d phase wlth llit Umjr oscillator the relative 
m d o n s  between the LWr plPtfwm motion and the pad&? tips of the to rs iowl  oscillator located Jasr 
above tbe edges of t k  pb t fo rm wmld meve in t k  ' P u s h - S ~ P d i - S U W  mamet n d t d  to  become 
a Caslmir pdnvr p n d r r i n g  machh. T k  tpadao, k v c t . 1  tk paddk tlps of Ikc torsional osdllater 
and the pbtderm ot tkc bear amtion m o r  wwkl  h v e  to  be d u l l y  aoAtrdlcd by servo b o p s  so 
that the two sets d parts om the Cashnir JblEMS device did nU edikk and "Crash". External to ?he 
Carbatit hIEMS Qtvh,  but prPbab$ on the s a w  wafer wuId be thc irigh fnqwaq driver 
d r c t r d c s ,  the charge pump tkst t a o v e q  Woect. tbe r e q u i d  QLstane m m g  tm.0 ond 
assectaid fetdblck circuitry. In effect t b s  would readhttt an I.C. ddp that provides peww to 
operate (bdf plus pi-erktg excal.sal cimrltry. I t  t x d d  oarF r tqube  e ~ t n l m l  goww for 3 
fracth of a rcoend, leng enough to stan the Caslmir >!EMS &vim qwrating. Tire spacing between 
the two sets oftno,-bg en the MEMS dcvlct ~~~ stil l  have to- nlthfn 20 a m a m t t r s  
or desu at tBc pbt of c b N t  approach in order fer tht C arintir forces ta be signUkant emugh to 
ovuces# dl olkr loss ~ b a n i s m s .  
Fabricatton of such Casltnlr biEhfS devices t l ~  required on ctlrp control and drive 
dcctronics could probably be fibricated by tlu Conell X d a b r h t l o n  F d t t y  (CNF). (Dr. Socl C. 
Mchld's group in tkt.E.E. Ikpt.) at Corn4 University, or Sandb P(atiorrP1 Lab. in h l l~uqur rqu t ,  
NM., as urll as a f t w  ether places that can do AIEMS work. T k r e  are a number of tbccms and 
varhriocts on the MELWS type devices related to t l ~  nlcch.tnlca1 resonator design structures that 
would do tbc ~ I W  bask *PuohSiid+PdCSlideN fmd~ri required b l  the basic potcat concept. 
In the large stzt scak, embedinmrt. (Scc Flgurt W) two ckctrialiy conductive disks, rough!? 
o m  mtw In dhnwter, rebtlno, at  high s p e d  (thc maw) and aet statlonary are placed in v q  
close p rox imw to each o8hr and have their faces pamile to me mother. Both disks have mir ror  
f i u i s M  s u r t m s  on tbc -outer third of thtii diametws vitii a speeIa1 small corrugated finish 
running mdhllg. Tbt stationtar)- disk (the stator) is also c u t  kt0 two halves across a d h e t t r  that are 
ekarlally insulated f rom dm. T k  sgliI i t n a r y  disk pair (the split stators) also are slit, 
with a thin M t e r ,  radkily into an -2 number of segments about one Uurd the may in froln the 
eutslde edge (over tbe nrlrror surClr, region). Tbe radial comugatkas have thelr convex faces 
centered an the cmter of  tach slit sqnwnt.  Thtse m d h l  segment mirrors bated on the wter th i rd  
of the split stator disk a r t  arranged so they can vibrate U ie tuning fork t ints in and out of the plant of 
the face of the d l s k  Each ugrnmt f s arranged so it \viII \ ibrate at its natural nu#r;mnt frequency out 
of phase -4th each of I t s  aeigltboring tines, (i-e. - t ieer  1,3,5,7.9,II,etc. are moving toward the rotor, 
whtk tines 30,32,2,4,6,8,&c are nlavlng away from the rc~tor, All the tlms art  Individually tuned so 
that th ty  111 have exac* the r i m e  mturatl reonant  f req imcy  h) adfusting the mass of the back of 
the tlne and the spring constant o f  the thinner ftexlng hirlge aar the root o f  the tine or  the "flower 
petsl". 
Each split stator tine o r  "flower petal" only rimes a very small distance, even at the lip o f  the 
time, a dldance measured in, llkt one or two microns. T t Is  makes the tlnes v e q  "stifl" muhankally 
with the pdnt of greatest flexure near the root o f  tht tine The mechanical resonant frequency, the 
spring - mass time constant, Is at a hlgh frequency, on the o rd t r  of  5 to15 Kilohertz or so. The 
n ~ t c h a n h l  resonant 'Qn is kept as hlgh as possible. Tt Is mtans that the Cesses due 10 internal 
t r k t ' h a l  properties of tbe stator rcgnwnt material be L p t  as bw as posdbk. For this and other 
rclsons, the tnt t re &v&t I s  eperattd in a hlgh vacuunl (like 1c6 Torr or  better). In a vacuum 
rmiramnem the "f lowtr petal* like segments om the staror tvrivez that are vibtatlng a tlny amount at 
r hlgh frequency will have no aerodynamic drag that w-uld bwer tht effective 'Q* of these multiple 
tuning fork l ike h e r .  The outer parts o f  eaclr "flower p *I" Ilk tfne are stiffened on the back side so 
that It only flexes near tile root of the tine, near the insid ? end of the thin radial slot. Wi th  an even 
nunahr of tines vibrating oul of phase with their m n s t  n t i g h k s ,  the "cJiintping iossw to titt bulk 
of the split stator s h l d  be quite io\v which also ilnproves the nreclranlcal "Q" of this cot~rpks 
vibrating structure. 
The outer third of both the rotor and the tw~ stator Icalvts have a very high qaal mirror 
surface wlth a special "figure* or astlgnmlistr~ that i s  in the form of radial corrugrtbns that are In tlre 
form ef dongated raised islands tlmt are only about one rtricton above tlw base plane "flat" with 
gentle sloping sides. These ralsed istands caimiC tsith tbe center oftkc tvm' other 'flewer petal* on 
the WH'O stator segments and have half the number of "islands* on fhe rotor as on the stator babes. 
As the retor twns  with respect lo tk sbtor halves, ti* rdar and stator islands will move in and out 
of pbase vrrlth respect to each ether. (Sn Figure#Sa, 5b, 5c & 5d). Eveq other vibrating stator 
"fcower petal" with Its Isbnd, will be at the point of closest approach to a retor isbnd at the slnn linte 
and in Iwtwetn a pair of rotor Islands, (facing a valley), at the nest instant in tinre, ('4 cycle hterj. The 
linring diagrant (Figures #5 a,b,c;d) will make fhis clear. 
The timing oftlw rotor RPM is matched 10 the stator "flowver petal" mtclaanial resonant 
frequency so that Ire mecha~lcal momace of the stator "flower pttals* is reinforced by the mrlodic 
cleetrostatrc attraction and the mudl stronger Cadntir force at  the close spacings required to nlake 
the machine werk Since the ckeMcal eulput coming dirrctly from tire rotor - split stator vnriabk 
capacitor combination produces high frtqutncy AC, superimpased w n DC voltage level. the high 
frequency con-t is used to drive an ekch-ostanc synchronous nlotcr that is the drive nlotor 
sbafted directly to the rippled mirror surfaced rotor wjth suitable power conditioning electronics. 
There are a number of unique preptrties of the electrostatic drive nwtor that is shafted to the 
rippled rotor mirror assemblj.. Since a high RP3I rotor w~itll ordinav ball or roller thrust bearings 
could not possibly hope to allow tbe rotor to run as clo~e to the spUt War plates as  Is required to get 
within the Castmir useful distance range (20 nanometers or less), uitltaut *Crashingw, a special set of 
shaft end bearings are needed. 
As onr of the additkwwl A i m s  reauired bv this larot scale cmbodimtnt of this ckvice, 
sumconduainn. liquid nitre-en cookti crvooenic WCBO - HTS) hvbrid bearings are mui red  at 
both mds of the ekarostatic motor. ripokd nairror rotor arsemblv. These Ends of bearings arc \yell 
devc(oped by crveral instltuttons. One group at the tiniversity of Houston, tlre "High Temptrature 
Superconductor, (HTS) Levitatlon Applications Laboratoryw. headed by Dr. \Yei-Kan-Chu has 
produced high RPM, and fairly high load bearing HTS bearings that have fantastic vibration 
iselation capability. These HTS bearings also have very lo\% (near zero) frictional loss \\itich i s  very 
important to this application. Since this entire device must be operated in a high vacuum lor both 
aerodya~nic drag and ektrical insulation reasons, as well as the thtrn~al insulation required to ktrp 
the YCBO - HTS Iearlngs at iiquid nitrogen tetngtratures, it makes sense lo encase the e n ~ r e  
Casiralr machine in a cold ssalled vacuunt tank whiclt is also a vacuum dewar for liquid nitrogen tlrat 
surrounds the entire machine. Tl~is  would also help maintain the high quali9 vacuunl Inside the 
entire device, a cryopuntp Cor condensable vapors. 
The liquid nitrogen consumption rate should be quite lotv, about like a few hundred liter, 
super insulated liquid nitrogen dewar is now. Escess pocwr would also be used to supply the small 
anwunt of power netded to maintain the high vacuuni in tlie Casimir machine cold walled vacuuni 
tank Csing a small "Vacion" type Titanlunl, Penning discharge vacuum pump, in addition to the 
cryegenic, cold u;llled vacuunt tank, the vacuunl pumping power requirements should be trlvial. The 
largest ancillary power requlrtntent would be a srlall nitrogen liquefier to recover the boil ofl LN2 
gas so that the system would he totally self sufficient. Ti14 only other piece of erternal power 
equipment needed would be an autonaobile type storage hatter?. needed to restart the machine in case 
of a safety "SCR4hl" fronr a severe sltocli or heay lo\v frequency vibration. This would assume tirat 
the machine has been filled n#h LN2 aird is under vacuuni in the first place. This initial vacuurir 
pump down and I,K2 fill arid cool do%m would require prrliaps a day or so to get things operating for 
the o a c 4 h t  &s Bcto Wkd wi th  LN2 and is uader vacutlm in the first phc r  This initiil vacuum 
pump dawn aud W1 fill and cool dowo would require perhaps a day or so to get things opcntiag for 
the fmt time acid get the BTS brings levitating and bring the rotor up to speed for tht fint tiwe 
from a d a d  warm stop. This wouid require external power in the few I;ilowan range for a little 
wbik plus the required LN2 to cool o f l  the tatire mrchi:le and fil the d m a r  jacket with LN2. 
I would cnvisioo the machine as baviag the rotaer lsstmMy operate on a vertical asis and the 
amchime heusiag, LN2 dcwar .ad a 4  wdl  ird.rtd frwn reosr a r d  b r  vibmtioas. Tbt fast wpoose 
time distanct masuriog and m t r d l i n g  servo bops aecdtd to maintain the correct Gs imi r  required 
spnciag betwan the rippled mirror face of the rotor and the $@it stator mirrors with tb t  vibrating 
%wtr +I'' tines wodd use tbt STM or AFM season and the piaoekttric ac twton combined 
with stepping meson to position the dose spaced paru at the correct dirtatacts wishout 'Crrsbingv 
the macbinc At distances like 5 to 20 nanometer spcings, the typical rigid structuru as used for 
optical benches are only a staning point aad me bas to depend oa coatinuour, active murur#ntnt 
and coatrol of the required spaciugs bctwcm the moving and stationaq mirrors. Vibmtion and 
s h d  rtlnon located on the mscbine iuh t ion  supports can be used to actuate fast acting safety 
devices to quick@ increase the qmciog bttmta the rotor and split stator mirrors by jerking lmck the 
split stator mirror ~ s e m b l y  away frem tbt rotor before tbt Aock can cause a UCrash'' bttrrecn the 
moviog -tor and the spiit stator mirrors. This is the omly vibmtioa and shock surrit ivt part o f  the 
cotire system, but i t  must be well protected. k r h g  back l e  split #.tor m i m r  asscmbly from the  
rotor mirror by a few millimeters, would tcarpotlrit). stup the machine from producing any power 
and i t  weuid start to sic# dorm and drop out of synrhmuization. This wouid requin a restart 
sequence to begin by using a link external powtr from the autoawbik battery to bring the rotor 
s p e d  up to sync with the vibrating %wer petals" on the split s-tor and then slowiy inch the splif 
stator m tmb iy  Coward until it i s  within the Casimir dt ;tanre mage a p i n  to the rotor and the 
machie w d  again @in to product output power. Such a shock induced protective 'SCRAM" 
would probrbiy rquirc several to tens of seconds to rec+)ver and again produce full output power. 
The power dmio on the automobile restart battery would be trivial. 
Please read the related paper that discusses the limitatioos on the utcn t  of the Crrimir k r c e  
at very dore spcings. 
Figure * 1 
"Push-Slide-Pull-Siide" ~asirni; Power Cycle 
Figure # 3 
Circuit Diagram of the "Charge Pump" 




A PROPOSED LIMIT ON THE EXTENT OF THE 
CASIMIR FORCE AT VERY CLOSE SPACINGS 
The Casimir force, stated in a simplistic way, states that when two 
minor smooth (preferably metallic) surfaces ate brought together, paralie!, 
to with~n very smaff distances, under a few microns to a few nanometers or 
less, a very powerful attractive force comes into play that increases at an 
inverse FOURTH power rate. As an example, at a plate separation of 20 
nanometers the force is -0.08 atmospheres, or 1.176 PSI, (one sea level 
atmosphere equab 14.7 PSI). At a plate separation of 10 nanometers (nm) 
the force is now sixteen times greater or 1.28 atmospkres or 18.8 PSI. 
Taking this tc a five nanometer (nm) plate separation, the force is now 
20.48 atmospheres or 301 PSI. If one cares to take this effect down to 2.5 
nanometers or 25 Anptrom uniS, the force woutd be 4096 times larger 
than at 20 nanometers or 0.08 x 4096 = 327.7 atmospheres or 4317 PSI !! If 
o m  decreases the spaeing another factor of two, down to 1-25 nm or 12.5 
Angstroms and allow tho force to increase another factor of 76, the force 
acting on the mirror plates v tild &e 5243 atmospheres or 77,070 PSI I! 
Going to still smaller spacings, say, 6.25 Angstrom- +he force would be 
83,886 atmospheres or 1233,925 PSI. This is dearly ridiculous, as or* is 
beyond the structural strength limits for al! known materials and into the 
range where carbon would transform into diamond if heated. Clearly there 
is another limit that is coming into play at very srnail separations or 
everything :o the world wouid colfapse into some ultra high pressure 
phase modification. 
What I am proposing is that when the Casimir force requires the 
inu~king of wavelengths beyond the uttraviolet and into the X-ray region, 
the mirrors, whatever they are made of, start to become transparent to the 
tadiation they are supposed to exclude. At this point the plate separations 
become "fuzzy" and probably iossy as the soft X-ray radiation begins to 
penetrate the plates and wouid be attenuated, if it could exist at all. This 
would then provide a high frequency or short wavelength cut-off that is 
very much lower than the quoted loa3 cm Planck wavelength cut-off limit. 
The short wavelength, penetrating radiation, would pass through the plates 
from both the inside and the outside of the plates and would hence not 
produce much if any radiation pressure, either internal or external to the 
mirror interferometer cavity. This would aiso tend to explain why dielectric 
cavity boundaries or "mirrors" tend to have Casimir forces that are about 
one order of magnitude less than metallic mirrors since the die!ectric 
"mirrors" are transparent to much of the radiation below the uftraviolet 
region of the spectrum. Stnce radiation pressure only acts on a scrface if it 
is either reflected o: absorbed and does not act on a surface that is 
transparent to that radiation, the dielectr'c "mirrors" are transparent to and 
hence unaffected by the virtual radiation pressure. It is probably brgely 
the ultraviolet and parts of the infrared s %?&urn that contribute to the 
Casimit force on dielectric "mirrors". Since an utttavidet photon contains 
much more energy than an infrared photm, the UV portion of the spectrum 
up to the X-ray transmission limit I am postulating, probably contributes 
most of the remaining Casimir force on dielectric "mirrors". 
This meam that the Casimir force has a reasonabte force upper 
bound and does not increase at the invese FOURTH power rate much 
beyond this p r o p e d  X-ray transmission timit. This would mean that at 
distances of around 3 0 0  Angstroms or a little kss, the Casimir force vs. 
distance curve would cease to rise at the incredible inverse FOURTH power 
rate but would gmdual!y flaten out and become nearly a constant value at 
very close distances. These forces would then be well within the structural 
limits of ordinary materials. Most probably on the order of several 
hundreds to a few thousand PSI at even the closest of interferometer 
spacings, even with metatiic mirrors. 
As of June 27,1997 we are having some experimental parts 
fabricated that hopefully will provide a few experimental points in that part 
of the Casimir force vs. distance cuwe that wilt fall into that region where 
the X-ray transparency limit would be acying. These will consist of 
hardened steel tensile bars made from 4MC stainless steel that have 
optical flat faces of - ten square cm. cross sectional area, that are optically 
contacted and are held together by the Casimir force. These tensile bars 
are only held together by the Casimir force in the center section. They can 
easily be slid (or shead) apart, just like any contacted optical flats, but 
fairly large forces will be needed to pull the optically contacted flat faces 
apart as a pure tensile force. These opti ally contacted flats will then be 
pulled apart in a tensile testing machine and the force per unit area needed 
to defeat the Casimir force will be noted. These two piece tensile bars 
should be reusable many times. This should provide a rough measure of 
the true, usable, Casimir force beyond the extreme limits posed by the 
"Planck cut-off' wavelength. At least these experiments should provide a 
few points in the proposed X-ray transparency region where the Casimir 
force vs. distance curve should flatten o ~ t .  Several possible variations 
using these two piece tensile bars are pto~osed that might shed some 
additional light on the proposed X-ray lirnit suggested in this paper. 
Cieorge F. Erickson - June 27, 1997 
Lus Alamos National Laboratory 
P.O. BOX 1663 - MS I G770 
1.0s Alamos, New Mexico 87544 
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Negative maner is a hypolhctid fonn d matter with negative red mass, inertial mass and gravitational mass. It is 
n u  mtimaner. If negauvc matter cwM be dlcc&d in m a c m w  amou#s. its negative inertial propeny COW be 
used to make an d n t w w l y  operaring pmpulsion system which requires neither m g v  nor reaction mass, yet still 
vbkitcs no iaws of physics. N e e v e  maax has never bzen observed, hu its existence is nor forbidden by the iaws 
of physics. We propose that NASA s u m  an cxreclsion to an ongoing astrophysical obsrvat id  df0n by da 
Custa. el A. (1%) whkh could p s i M y  deternine *hetiter or n c ~  negative maaer exists in the welldocumented 
tm little-understocKf interpakctic voids. 
NEGATIVE MATTER: 
Negative mattet n a hypothctd ftwm d matter witn negaivc rest mass. inertid mass and gravitational mass. It is  
RO( antimatte, which has positive nst mass and inmial mass. Negative matter has n t v u  been observed. but. as I 
discwed i n  g m t  &tail in a p v i m  paper (Forward 1990), its existence is not f d d d e n  by any of the known laws 
of physics. Negative matter gravitat idly r e p i s  both positive and negative maatt. Thus. clouds of tmchgd 
ne-Piuive maner will nor gravitationally clump to form s l a n  and galaxies, but will disperse into empty spece. 
thausx of thc negative inmiat mass of @ve matter, m e e v e  maner p u t i d e s  of opposite charge repcl each 
other. 'Thus, a negative matter 'electron' will not be pulled into a circular orbit arwnd a negative matter "proton". 
but will be -led into a hyptrbdic o m i ~  As a result, clouds of negative matttr iaas will not even form into 
standard W s .  In contmt. negative maua perticks with the same charge ate attracted to each other. Lkpendtng 
u p  the types of quantum mechanical restrirnons that apply, this could lead to the formation of highly charged 
"bags" of quarks with exotic p~ymlies (Forward.1992). 
I f  negative matter could be d k a e d  in maaosooqic afllwnts. its ncptivc inertial propmy could be used to makc: an 
continuwsl y optrating propulsion system that requires ntitha energy n<w reaction mass (Forward 1990) and which 
vio las no laws of physics including the Einstcin Gmral  l'haory of Relativity (Wi 1957). 
EVIDENCE FOR EXISTENCE OF NEGATIVE MATTER: 
I f  negative matler is not forbidden by the laws of physics, then whne is it'? Then exist clues that may porn1 to me 
place w k r e  negative matlcr can be found--in the inaergaiactic voids. The ducs wen atready strong in 19%) (see 
Forward 1990. especially pages 34 and .MA whik a recmt paper by da Costa. et al. (1%) makes the ciues even 
Qrongcr. ktaikd discusiuns of Ihc interpalactic voids can be found in dc Lappannt, el al. (1986) showing thc 
"foam-like" structure fcwrnd in large-sale threedimensional "maps" of the universe. The "huhMesW or "voids" in this 
"foam" are 100 million lightyears across (cwr Milky Way galaxy i s  a mere 0.M million lightyeafi across). The 
voids arr sharply defined by a large number of palarics Cl'rimMe 1987) that seem to lie on the surface of thc bubbles. 
There are almost m galaxies in the voids. and those galaxits found there arc very unusual. characterized by strong, 
high-excitation emission spectra. 

l'he matter density map includes Ihc density umuibulions of both Ule visible muer  (the galaxies) and any unseen 
dark matter. The gmvity forces due to the candidate matter density disrribulim art: calculated. The gravity force are 
then used to gcneracc estimates for the velncities of the visible matter galaxies subjected to thrice gravity forces. 'The 
mattcr density map is then &jusk!d until a self-t:onsistent solution is achieved. 'he  resultan! matter density map 
shows  me intatsting features: (a) The matter dcnsity map is characlerixd by positive matter ovmknsiiies which 
ax compact and negative malier underdensities which art larpc in volume, have a roughly spherical shape, and have a 
high ncgativc underdensity amtmt. (b) 'I'hc spheroidal voids have m-trivial  neyative density c o n t r a  rradring 
b-4.6.  which are amparable in magniUde to the mwe eompecr positive dtnsity cvmlrasts which reach 6-+ 1.2. 
(c) Comparison with ndshift maps s u m  that the visible galaxies dclineatc real (very b w  matter density) voids 
in the matter d i s t r ihu t i ,  rather than m l y  icss luminws regions with normal matter density. These voids arr 
seperated by mdemtdy Iow-ckmity structures which cmqnmd to the fila- and wall-like structures observed 
in dre galaxy dislribution (da Costa. et al. 19%). 
Airfrough the rnatw density variations of the voids have b m  assigned negative values in Rg. 1, that does not mean 
the voids contain negative rmttcr. The velocity field prtdictiom: wOUM be the same if the malkr density map had a 
constant value d matter density added ti) each pim.  This backgnand matter densit) rvould only bc thcrvahie in 
the velocitj flw pancrn of a much larger sample of the universe. 
PROPOSED OBSERVATIONAL SEARCH FOR NEGATIVE MATTER: 
It is proposed that NASA suppal an extension of tht prcsenr program of da Costa. al. 119Y6) to produce a larger, 
coarsr. mauer density map which includes near its center the region covered by b i p ~  1. This coarse matter density 
map should give an value f t ~  the Dotal mass (5 a region ctmaining one or more voids. Once this "backgm.mdW 
matter density of the region is known, then using the more dctd~lcd istribution of Fig. I .  it s W d  be possible to 
estimate the "absolute' matter density in the vclids by subtracting the b--0.6 value of the voids ftom the coarse 
&mate of the positive hackground matter density. i t  is fully expected that thc value firill; w ~ l l  be 
positive, although close to  zero. If. however, a void is determid to have a significant negative matter density. then 
e i k r  there is negative mttc r  in t:le voids. or  t k n  i x  a large underlying positive u ~ i f f m n  matter density to t k  
univerje that i s  unobswvahle using peculiar rclocily f low field maps. Either result i s  scientifically significant. 
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Although the r;pacetime metric associated with gravitation can be distorted somewhat by 
electrornagnctic influences (such as magnetic fields of stupendous strength) thcre is no strong 
interaction or carpIing b e h ~ a n  ordinary el-c (an) fields and those of gravitation because 
they are of a ditI;ercns essence and form. But if the fidds rrJsociated with ord.mary em radiation could 
be endowad with an essence and form similar to that whidr undcrks gravitation, a much stronger 
or kmt icm might be accomplished for propuisivc usc. This paper dcscn'bes sevleral ways 
of seating specially conditioned em radiation and, sevunl ways that the fields associated with such 
radiation might interact with those associated .with gravity or the vacuum's zero-point state. 
Space seems inert and empty but quantum field theory and stochastic electrodynamics v i m  it as 
possessing vigor and vitality over scales of time and space that are too short for the material senses 
to perceive. A major ambi'butor to such vigor and sn "zero point" energy (ZPE) fluctuations 
- innumerable electromagnetic energy pulsations of varying wavelength and frequency whicb 
manifest the mergetics of the so d e d  "vacuum electromagnetic zero-point field" (ZPF). 
Distributions of individual ZPE fiuctuatians are isotopic throughout undisturbed space and the 
spectral energy density of the ZPF is Lorentz invariant. Thus, the ZPF acts uniformly over bodies 
moving at constant sped, causing no net force. But the ZPF is not isotopic and Lormtz inwuiant 
in the accelerated firames of accelerating bodies, and Haisch, Rucda and Puthoff (1) have proposed 
that the inertia of bodies might be a consequence of spectral distortion of t5e ZPF in inertial h e s  
of accelerating bodies and of a resisting em Lorentz force acting upon the bodies that arises from such 
distortion. Om observed ZPF distortion is the Casimir f m .  Here, two parallel conducting plates 
placed closely together can be viewed as, either excluding ZPE fluctuations of longer wavelength 
fiom the region between the plates, or lowering their fluctua?ion hquency. Inward pushing forces, 
therefore, act upon the piates. In (2) Milmni associates a "radiation pressure" with each ZPE 
fluctuation, and views the Casirnir force as caused by diminished radiation pressures associated with 
fewer (or lower frequency) ZPE fluctuations between the plates. And Scharnhorst (3) calculates that 
the velocity of light in such a region of reduced ZPE fluctuation density should be greater than light 
velocity in vacuo (unconfined space). 
General Relativity allows gravitation to be described in terms of a "spacetime metric" which is 
associated with all cosmic distributions of matter throughout all time and space And if Einstein's 
Correspondence Principle (which eqdates "gravitati~nal" and "inertia)" mass) is valid, perturbation 
of spacetime metric within a given region should not only change gravitational influences within the 
perturbed region - but the inertias of masses as well. A l t m @  no means have yet ban found for 
panJrbmg gravity or the spacetime metric associated with it for propulsive use, Alcubime (4) has 
shown a sohrtion to the equations of General Relativity that allows development of enormous flight 
speed if an accelerating vehicle can "warp" sprcetime metric. Expansion of the spacetime metric 
behind the ship "pushes" it in the desired direction, while contraction of spacetime metric ahead of 
it adds to impulsion by "putling" the ship where it wants to go. Spacetime metric throughout the ship 
is warped into a "flatn configuration in this idealized example. Gravitational intluenccs and inertia 
aw; thus, zn.o w i t h  the ship and it undergoes unlabored motion while rapidly accelerating to (and 
dcccI&~ fiwn) speads that can be a#umous with nspact to euth. Alcubierre points out that such 
firmtable sps#time warp'hg would require negative energy densities in the vicinity of the ship. And 
negative energy densities could be aJsociated with redud ZPE fluctuation energy density - such 
as that existing between two closely spaced Casimir plates. 
Millis ( 5 )  notes that is a logical choice fa aeatinl) an accderation-inducing force, 
in that it is related m some degree to spaEdime ad gravity is a taAmology in which we are fWy 
proficient. And Holt (6) has proposed the possibilit j of gcncrating coherent patterns of em energy 
to accomplish field interactions that reduce or amplifa, gravitation in the viciity of a hovering or 
moving :.hip. Unfortunately, patterns of ordinary em energy do not rppear to intersct intimately 
enough with gravitation. For although the spacesime metric associated with gravitation can be 
distorted somewhat by em infliimces (such as magnetic fields of stupendous strength) enormous 
hels of ordhq an enagy appear to be required for such distortion. And this may be because the 
fidds that underiie gravitation and orctinary dcctromagnd.sm are of differcat essence and form. 
In this respect, the behavior of all matter and radiation can be dcsai'bed in terms of "gauge" fields, 
with the sources of such fields being comewed cpntities. If the essence of the generated gauge field 
is different f b m  the ssaxc of its source, the field is "abdirn". If the essence of the generated field 
and its source are identical, the field is "nonabeliann. Nonabtlian 6dds arc, therefore, sometimes 
viewed as being generated by themselves. Gaugr fields that d#cn'be ordinary em radiation and 
electrical attraction and repulsion of electrons and protons within atoms and molecules are abchn, 
while nonabelian fieldb are associated with nrocesses suct~ as weak and strong interactions within 
atomic nuclei. I'he more intricate confimions of nonabelian fidds result in higher internal 
symmetries, with the Abeli i  fields associated with ordiwy em radiation being of restively modest 
U(1) symmetry, while the nonabdian fidds associated with weak and strong interactions within nuclei 
being of SU(2) and SUi3) symmetry reqxctively. 
If a nonabelian field underlies gravitation - as suggested by field theorists such az Yatg (7) - 
significant interaction between nonabeiian gravitational fields and Abelian dectrornagnetic fieids is 
not likely But one of us (Barrett) has shown the possibiliqr of transforming ordinary em fields into 
specially conditioned em fields gf nonabelian form and hie her symmetry (8). And J pxtulares the 
possibilit-. ,,f such fields coupling globally with the nonabr tian gauge fields that :nay be associated 
with spacetimdgravitation through a quantity that may be common to each -- the "A vector 
potenttal " 
Does the DF I&de a H- Field? 
The preponderance of currerit scientific cpi~jo? is the! gravity is one of 4 hdamental forces cf 
aatm But imvsigators sudr as S a h v  and hthoff (9) contend that gravity is not a hdamental 
force - h t  one that onsts From the cciarinual en interplay betwet6 dl the charged particles of the 
uriverse and all the ZPE flumatiom of the ZPF. He=, thc ZPF is ususlly described as a random 
-c Md that is not intrinsicafty diffwcnt 6.m other e i m m w e t k  Seids - cspccially 
*hen in its isotopic, Lorrrat invariant 6gurar im.  The ZPF m such a configuration can t M ~ e  
bc considered lu: abebn field of tf( t ) symmwi. But if a n o r d i =  6 4  tindertics gravitation (as 
proposed by Ymg) and gravitation is t corscpencc of the ZPF (as proposed by Sakharov ad 
hitho@ the ZPF, c0u.Y concdvably conrain a nuMbeLaul cmponent of higher symmetry than 
Lq 1). A d  pattaps sad! a ncnddiart fidd compnefi would be d e s t c d  in accdenrtcd fiarats - 
whxe specmi di&cdm cf t.Fe ZFF rmrs Kso, thew is the possibility of the inertia of accelaated 
mattet ker+ a co~#lutnx sf both ;rbefim a d  midelian gauge field ir;teractions -- with these 
inz#sctions - - as mggmy3 by ( I )  betrig associated with. (a) the charged substructure of accelerated 
fifiu, and (b) tk q x c t d l y  distartad ZPF m the matter's acceierttted frame. 
AithvJQh evm the most campfex co&.rwtions of !hpmq and amplitude mddation do not 
tradbm &inmy em rrdds into m&iim Mds of hi* symmtgy, (8) and (1 0)  show that such 
r tiansformati~n can be accornpfshd by modulating the pol-on of em wave energy radiated 
£ k m  antams or apertures of RF or lw iransmi~as, ar by tuning the fi.equcncy or wavelength of 
an wawhms to the t o M  geomeriks thn; -& the cause d t h e  wavcf~nns - alternating current 
- moves. These two mirods incraw an field qmmby fiom U(1) to SU(?) md rwlts in 
f m a b c h ~  gaage fields with ability to cozlpic g!&a8y with f elds of similar fcm ~Ltmgh the adion 
o f d g  that m y  be ammon te each - t h  A vector ~ a t i a l  Thus, if mnabdian muge field 
configuratians with SCr(2) components are assxiat& -with gravitation or the ZBF. W e  s h d  hr 
a - 2 4  tbr rnoti%'rg grawatiala! or 7PF influewes wit& s p e d l v  conQtroncd becuns 4 en 
radiation 
'-- SptciLtly Conditioned 
EM Radiation 
Figure I - Slcc@om@r; Radiation Comparison 
The propagating speed (c) of dectromagnctic d i m  within a given region of empty space a 
dcramkdtydredaaricrlpmrittivitymd~pamerMttyoftbtv~cwm through which they 
move, udttvargban tbat region since ordinary cmfiddsd;, aotintirmtdy intend withspaadmt 
metric, dcurid m n i v i t y ,  magnetic pummbii, mi the speed of bght in vacuo remain 
unchurgcd. Wave b t s  witbin ordinary an beam therefibre propagate as planar or spbcricri 
drstwbutas at constant c, as shown in Figurc 1. However, if polandon madulated em beams 
interact with sp;r#tiarc tmtric, permittivity, pcmdihy md wave h n t  speed L* changed within 
specidy cod- an beams - urd the em wave fronts will propagate as non-pw or non- 
spkrkal dishHburcts u d i e  c within the beams. 
Ordinmy em l?man&ns arc solutim to hdaXwe4'5 ap-. But tk U(1) fad rymmetry 
associated with than is lower than the SU(2) symmetry cf speedy conditioned em d o a s .  
EkctromagnctiC d o n s  of' SU(2) fidd symmetry must, thadbrr, be sdutiorts to bd 
eqatiomofmorcapabdcdandsyunn&dh.Bmft i 8 ) 1 m s d a i v e d ~ d 1 ~ M u w d l  
apurtiam,whkha~eshowninFi2. Mmvcllaqurtiarrcdmrwr~mdsyarmcbicaffbrm 
r e q u i r r ~ O L L J t e r m s t h i t m r k c t h t ~ r r # m ~ w i ~ r r t p c c t t o d e c t r i c t n d  
xmgnuk-. T h e s e 8 d d i t i c d t c r m s ~ t b e ~ o f  d e c t r i c a n d ~ i i d d s  
through the action of the A vector potential. Aad becrust the dot and cross produas within the 
tumthrt include tbe Avedor p o t m t d d e y  tbeammtdon ~ o f ~ r l g c b n u d  
quantum mcch.nics, they uz ntvtr eqwi to zero if SUf2) pbemmm are pnsent The additional 
tamsdedwithspccia4r c o n d i t i a n a d a n d i a a i o a ~ s ~ t o b c ~ ~ ~ - t h e ~ d  
quantity ti). V i  i as m operaor tbat rautcs qurntitis 90 degnts with rcspea to two otha 
ciawdinatedimtbm(rtrhatbbnastbesqurrrrrootofnri?lus 1.0)~ocdoasmvolvmgAvcdor  
pot- tobcvisurtized a s o c a u r i n g i n d i r ~ ~  totbostinwtrichofdinaryan6dd 
d k t d m m s  move. Thus, nptaaily cotrdi t id em rsdi.tic#r invoives actions that unfold upon our 
Farmliar spcctim piant of mistaxe and dm, aaiorrs tbrt take plrcc in orthogonal direaions as wdl. 
'And it is speculated that such orthogonal action (which woufd be invisible to ordimy observation) 
is that which could conceivably warp spacetime d c  or cause spectral distortion within the ZPF. 
I .I*. I -- ; in', 
U!l! 
' ) 1 )  1 ,  )iiiiii)?}))))4 
I SW2) I 
Creation of Pclerimtiorr M&fated EM Radistic:! 
A means of creating pohzat~up. rnoduhed em ndiatian of SU(2) symmetry and nonakban f m  
is described by Burctt in (8) ud shown in Figure 3 Ordinary input em VAVC energy is sem to be 
divided into three firctions One fisction is polanzed (has its polarity rotated 30 
degrees) and phase xmduiated Anodra Man is expended in accomptishmg the phase mcxiulation 
of the pd-n rotatcd wzvc energy. Tk mnabbg !hmcn of the input wavt energy is tnen 
~ w i t h t h l t o f t h t ~ t n d  phascmoduhted~werrergyat a"mixcrn, md anissionof 
spedatfy- . . em .radiation with c 0 1 l ~ f y  varying pliuization with respect to time remits 
If a -on of inpn wave enug). (oeyond tb dasaptal by circuit resistance and reactance) is 
cqmded in iwxqkkg  phase mati- tht decbic sad mapsic tieid intensity associated with 
polrrrization moQirted radiation can be less than for ordinary en! radiation for a given input power 
But energy coaservltion quires that e-xpmkd energy not t d y  van&, but be tradormed into 
another fonn. And orre possibility would be inmad A vector potential fidd intensit)-. wthin the 
dltal mdhkm Ifto, sigrrificud pdanzaticm moduhrion could sipificantiy diminish etectric and 
magnetic field intendty whik incr&ng A vecior potential intensity for coupling with the A vector 
f iddsthatn~yb~rs~.?c;sttdwith~p~cetune~~tric~r gnvi ation 
Figwc 4 shows paths traced out by the "arrow" o f  the electric fidd vector of polarization modulated 
radar or laset radiation after the emitted radiation has travded 50 and 500 wave lagths fiom the 
anitter. A pbase lnoddab fkpaq that is 0.1 the 6equency of the input waveform is used in this 
example. It is not obvims wbat portions of tht em spectnun are most appropriate fw interacting 
with spacdme mebidgravitation o: the ZPF by means of polarization moduiated radiation Kor is 
it h w n  what dcgrcc of p o M n  modulation would m x i m k  the interaction For a given input 
power, pobrinttion modulated radiation car\, of cwrsc, be foarsed into em beams with the narrowest 
width and highest intensity with laser systems, while the broader beamwidths o f  radar/RF systems 
enable a greater voiume of space t c  be affected Polarization modlrlation of both laser and radar 
systems is therefore being explored, and increasing amounts 9f modclation -- up to the highest 
achievable with modified hardware -- investigated. 
w r  Potel&!! wave . . P a t t a  
sP=w amdithd em Sdds which consist almost etltgd) of A vector potentirl wave pattans can 
also be created, as descri'bed in (10). try flow of aitanrtng cumnt through a toroid with singk 
windings. The resuftirtg magnetic and electric fields to aut extend sgdantly outside the toroid, 
but its geometry and the alternating current flow produces ovuhppb~ A vector potential patterns 
which extad outward &om the toroid over significant distances - - as shown in Figure 5. Tht over 
lapping patterns combine into 'phase hctor" waves whicb represent disturbances in A vector 
potential. The pattern of these disturbances - as shown UI Figure 6 - become airnost spherical in 
shape at distances from the toroid of  the order of i ts diameter or greater. At the present time, it is 
not known whether tbc phase factor waves art standing waves or waves that propagate at non-zero 
speed. 
Figure 5 - Toroid A2ten~ 

Specially conditioned em beams wou;d be very attractive if they wwid require nu more electrid 
power than high power airborne ra6Lf and laser system ki use or m dcvdoprrmt today. But such 
pow levds are much more than that likely to be eMiiaMr rbr initial laboratory proof-of-prindpk 
ttsts. Thus, then is the challenge of daecting relativdy srnall gravicttiod oi ZPF changes within 
specially conditioned em bcuns gcsletrtd by only d c s i  .inmints of electrical power One means 
of detsctlng smJl grovitabd or ZPF =tungcs within sucb beams would be measuring slight changes 
i n w a g t d s o f ~ k t h e d b y t ! ! ~ .  o r s t i g b t ~ i n  fbrcesacthgupunthem AnottKf 
would be wc of paxiuhm cr ducks to detect slight terqoral changes due to perturbation of 
SpCUime rncbic or he ZPF. A third mhod wouki be use af a sensitive S a p  lnterfm~neter - - 
which is shilar to ring laser gyms us4 to detect &al c h q e  due tc aceel& For Banet-t 
(12) has shown that A vector potmtia! field changes mmiatui  with gravitation changes can be 
sasad by a Sagnac intafkrometer 'J7rus an); change in 4 vector potential and gravitation caused by 
a coup@ with q m d y  dtim =m radiation should be detectable by such a device 
Su- and ConclustgQs 
Ordinary em radiation can be conditioned with the mnre Edd esstncc and farm as that which ntay 
underlie gravity/spacuimc metcrib QT the ZPF. And it may be able to mpk propuisivdy with 
gravity/spdm mehi or thc ZPF daargb tbc rdm of something that may Be common to each - 
the A vector potenthi. The eflicaq of sptciatly condltic~xxed ern radiation in acmmplishing field 
propulsion depecrds upon the undedyq essence and beha;ior of gravity, spacetime metric and the 
ZPF - none of wbkh is yet corryktdy understood. Bm in the meantime, the propulsive potential of 
such radiation can be imqmstvely p r o d  or dis-proved q m - h d l y  by testing existing radar, 
laser and electrical systems mAif id  for the gcnaation of such radiation 
SDCC~~%Y Condit io~d EM M i a t i o n  by: 
superposition of orthogccr.tly pd.ritetl em wavcfows of different 
frtqucmcy (pd.ri+.tion modulrtioa of hstr or radar beams) 
\ 
'A" vsctor Fidd i \ I 
superposition of em wavcformr caused by dttmrting cumnt in 
toroidll shapes (amplified A vector potential at nsonrnt frcqueocics) 
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Nuclear Isomer Decay' L,-> ,. 4 / y' 
A Possibility for Breakthrough Space Propulsion 
Dr. Uri Gat, Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Phillip A. Carpenter. U. S. Depanmeni of Energy, Oak Ridge Opcrations Office 
A novel propulsion system for dtcp space missioas that utilizcs accekratcd dccay of nuclear isomers via 
induced gamma emission is proposed. The propuision is acctmplished by ejection of gamma particles resulting 
from controlled nuclear isomeric decay. The specifs impulse per unit mass is comparable with that of 
chemical-thermal sources; however, rhe specific energy comparison on the same basis is about five orders of 
magnitude higher. It is expected chat the auclear isomers can be recharged while in space by gamma rays to 
'pump-up" the isomers. A prime candidate for this application is the isotope Hf-178. The nuclear isomeric 
transition is a trmsition of an excited nucleus to its ground state by release of energy as gamma particles. The 
aoceieratcd nuckar decay is accomplished by further exciting the isomer so that the degree of forbiddcnntss of 
transition to the ground slate is reduced and occurs rapidly. 
The recharging is done by supplying energy in quantities that recreate the decay inhibited state. The 
rtchargeabiiity of the isomers in space makes accelerated nuclear decay attractive for long space missions. It 
may be possible to collect gamma rays while traveling in space to recharge the isomers. Further. it is possible 
that with controlled releases, the non-propulsion energy requirements of the spacecraft can also be met. 
Onboard power m i d  be provided through the controlled release of gamma rays (i.e.. photons) which can be 
converted to electricity via photoelectric or other effect. On long trips, gathcred energy from space can be used 
for contimed acceleration for about the first half of the trip and then for deceleration for the remaining half of 
the trip. The photons momentum provides the propulsion momentum. This concept is akin to the eariy light- 
sail (i e., photon pressure propulsion) concepts as proposed, for example, by Dr. Roben L. Forward in the 
1970s. and earlier by others. 
The major initial development areas proposed are: verification and confirmation of the principles; establish 
theory arrd develop physical control; quantitative control of energy and impulse release; direction and 
coilmation of the rekase; development of the recharge ('pumpup") mechanism of the isomers and the 
controlled triggering of release(s); concept definition of applications as propt~lsion; and as an onboard energy 
storage and generation sorirce . 
The submitted manuscript has been authored by a contractor of the. U.S. Government under contract no. 
DE-AC05-%0R224C4. Accordingly. the U.S. Government retains a nonexcIusivr, royalty-free license to 
publish or reproduce the published form of this contribution, or allow others to do so, for the U.S. Government 
purposes. 
Physics Rlnciph 
HIT - Hot tsonterIc TntNition 
The principle: 
Decrease: inhibition to transition by supplying some of the inhibiting quantum values, r~is;l?g the level to a point 
whence it decays readily, releasing a large amount of energy. 
a DECAYS 
Energetic photons trigger decay of hcaby in~clibts, displaying 'g ant resomms,' that result in their accelerated 
h y  - 
The energetic photons are supplied by brem-g which triggers f m d  scattered energetic photons. 
The a decays wt be suitable for propulsion, and may mt be renwabk. 
p DECAYS 
lsotopcs that d i i i o y  @-decay may be triggered by electrornaguctic fields. The $ decays are expected to be 
energy efficient. Tbey may not be renewable, and there is no blown focusing mechanh. They may be useful 
for reserve energy or as an interim stcp. However, it may be rewired as a developmental interim step to assist 
understanding and deveiopment. 
y DECAYS - ISOMER DECAY (HIT) 
The y decays arc !he subject of this paper. They are expected to be useful for deep space propulsion. Tbe y 
decays fulfill the goals of deep space propulsion: 
No propellant. 
Redmrgeabk, thus facilitating long missions and high qecds, 
In addition, they can supply the onboard power needs. 
ProwWon and Energy 
Momentum of photons vs mass propulsion: 
Assutuing 1 mole of 100 amu isomer with a 1 MeV gamma emission one gets: 
p = N ~ h v l C  = NAEIC = 6.0 x 10L3 x 1 x 1.6 x 10-"/(3 x 101) = 320 kg. mls 
Assuming 1 mole of 100 &nu molecule expeiled at 1 km/s one gets: 
p =m.v=9.1xld= 1 0 0 k g . m l s  
Efficiencies and losses are not accounted for. 
Energy to mass ratio 
1 mole of 100 amu isomer with & 1 MeV gamma emission represents: 
1 rnde of 100 amu molecule of 40 MJIkg (10 kcallg) represents: 
p - impulse; NA = Avogadros Number; h - Planck Constant; '3 - Speed of light; E - energy; m - Mass; 
v - velocity. 
Energy Cornprima 
Baee Informath MeVl(atomic reaction) keVl(nuc!eon) TJIkg TJImoi 
Fusion T + D - b H e + n  20 
17.6 MeV 
Radioactive 2 MeV (y) 
decay 
Chemical C + 02+C@ 4 x 1U6 0.4 x lo-' 40 x 10" 0.5 x loa 
reaction 94 kcallmol 
The feasibility of the basic amlerating decay possibility is confirmed. However the controllability of the dischargc is 
not established. 
The efficiency and completeness of the discharge must be established. 
The ability to recharge (reestablish the isomer states) must be establiskcd. 
The efficiency of recharging is not known. Also it is not known if the -c are parasitic side effects or asy unknown 
loses or attritions. 
Quantitative evaluations have not been done and an needed. 
There is need to develop effective ways of isomer separations. 
The focusing and directing of the discharges need to be established. 
Efftcient energy transformations methods must be developed for the st )rage and for the retrieval. 
CANDY Developwc~t 
initially there is need for the verification and confirmation of the assoc:ia&d pienomena: 
- Establish a thaory 
- Confirm empiricaHy the phenomena 
measure the 'giant cross sections* 
measure the accelerated beta decay by ckctromagnct c fields. 
There is need to select and test suitable isomer candidates. 
Quantitative analyses and coiicepml designs must be done. 
isomer separation and collectibn must be established. 
CANDY 
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iWF'(;LOtlS EXPEMMENTAL TESTS OF MSWtBEIt T H E M :  
k ~ m m d P Q ! g ( l Q ? 1 ? ~ 9 a c r p a ~ ~ ~ r b c d a b c  
tiaaddvrooodndrotion. ' f h r : g m m i I u n t i a c s o f ~ ~  
ureg#hMIiD@we3. n i S C 1 P P $ 1 Q X c & h ~ a - t k  
d ~ ' s ~ t i n t b c ~ t p ~ p r c i d m t h i s p l p a i n ~ .  
t h r l j c a r h t j c n c i m o f p l m e r ~ o r ' t b t w t L O r m  
Icnviqtht~bt6iplind. I b a c m t w ~ r $ t b c I f o m  
a a d ~ ~ v b i c h a c ~ i l u y ~ e u ~ d K  
cspukwspq;wcdhat, CkreQ1&rcwrlicsh-I9 
~ t k a n l s s i m r a e t y v a y i a e ~ m ~ k .  In* 
o r n s a i c l c r P I ~ ~ t h t ~ ~ $ o m * ~ -  
a i m ~ r s v r s r l r i t 4 c a n i s d o a t r w e ~ a i r h i s ~ d w f ) r ~  
r a n p i a s w a n - r b t d r n .  TbcraPccrJkaast 
t=r/r: bas the p u t d  to mDurwx thc oaissi,m at d~ gffcd 
miua, provided €&t U x  sPrrjmitta aad rhc rawrt; a k u t x ~  rn 
z l i g K d i n a r J I I I t l ~ w t r c r c t h c ~ t i t y d ~ i s  
kssrhPndty. HacndPeggrpparr'9havehadsameissgh 
inlotbcspptipIdcpcndeneycbtbc~icabsapllja?6ctm.bat 
r n i s r a d c m p o p o s i a g l o r t t a m p t r ~ r n ~ S p & d ~ r ( x ~ n  
aakJian mcs. (Tby pqmal a b t i n g  tbt Prrnsmttra aimx'kr 
line pqmdwar to the pimc oftbt gJucy.) 

1 Detector Type EmissionAstronomy ! Abrarption-now 1 
unlnrown??? 
FhotoDiode 
Position #2 CCD 
1 
if cbc first aq#imart a wuxdbl in 6mbg regats 
o f s p r r a a l a r i c n ~ i n w h i c h p b o t a a ~ i s ~  , 
psscd fran t k  dercaas natwal me, thcn a 2nd 
apcrimeat is propossd as adlined in Figve 6. The 
rtgianamtaiocdwhhinthcdottcdlbciseswt~ 
tbc Invasc rclescopc aad dasaar. Her5 h e  inwrsc 
t ~ i s d i n a e d u a ~ e s w i ~ m i n o r .  
Tbemimxislaataiadistptrar thctdcscopc 
#hichistherrZaloaiod8tthaericinthcmiTra's 
past. I h c ~ C b d O C O f r ~ t h C s w i t c b i n g n t t  
o f t h c m i r r a @ m d s ~ m  thcMMcoftbc 
TixbMh'' dircctMns ahm@a~ drsractaistics. F ~r 
tbcapdmmttoochibitautcrtrsalftyviolation,you 
2- I 
S*)LMLYa . - -  .+ - - - - - .   . ... 
. *  I 
\. 
D . l e b a r s  
, I I ( :  
bdldcrr*n : 
PuPd rrb.lld.aym. 
m ~ b b a a  d? 
p1 I 
---...--...--..- - -....-' 
watldlhcthcmtmrsvrftchingtimctobeiesstban 
rfc. Similnrly, the ttspaasc time of the dac~cr should F~I~PC 6. 1 ~pairn-1 for -lity 
be such that a timc less tban rlc is sufficiart to poQoe ,,iw, ' bc prrmp md pobe -1 a 
a s~gnifSr;ant change in the daactcr in that time. means of ppuhting an excited state and monitorlag 
Switchfag between the local aksdcr and tbc %bid- it's h y .  
dca" anlssim dimdim is ittarckd to gcnuac a signal in tiu past that manif&& itsdf as a MttPtian in the dccsy 
ratc of the arcitcd slats. 
The univrrse does not nad  to have any penicular behavior just to satisfy human debts. It is artirely po6sibk that 
we might nat sucrcedad in Bading a n y d c p d m q  wpm ajQIOtMB at any waxlength fu q i m a m c ~ ~ ~  emissim. 
llwt is still a data point that modcl ~ o l o g i e s  haw to deal wW. If we do succeed in &cuing abwptirn smc- 
hPt, w w  will have opened up to errplartion half of thc cxximas that h d  been pmhusly bca~ hidden. The phi]& 
sophicad impact of cxploriog and armmmicating with the fiffute light m e  wit1 be as profmd as any revolution 
thsthas~~~otxumcd 
F i  7 is a m- of the e x p i -  
 me^ illusuatcd in figure 6. W e  the 
resiviaut of excited sates in the past is 
anIpkdtoanGubytnmsraitlathat 
rrlPlys the signal via ccmven t i d  means 
to r rcctiva lmtcd at a spocclilrt inter- 
val &om the sigoaling mimr. 
SUMMARY: 
&orust~tlavescenwitbcnncyrsfbr 
rhatsPds of yevs the nigbt sky, it warld 
nmu ocna to us to build a physics 
& a ~  tbep;ts iigbt a m c m z s  u, us a 
unifimnanissionbsdrgrorndtbrusao 
Gtca. Locking any cfiraa saw of the 
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Did the M-M exprimest prove ttwre is m, acther. or merely chat uniform motion relative to the aether cannot be 
detected? From ahout 1890through 1922, this questiun was of paramount concern to theoretical physicists. Tmuton- 
Noble performed c r p n m n t s  to no avail. The unipolar induction studies of G. P. Pepratn, E. H. Kennard. W. F. Ci. 
Swann and S. J. B m t t  (circa 1908-22) could have solved the problem but for an unfortunate design flaw in measuring 
the EMF'S i n d d .  Ead the circuits Barnett used been truly open when he reported the magretic field under test did 
not rotate, presence of thc acthcr would have k n  confirmed. Einstein m g 4 ,  however, that at the instant Barnett took 
data. he had actuated tiny cor.tactor thar closcd his circuits and rendered his results inconclusive. On thc theoretical 
possibility that the f=M did rotate and generate an EMF that open circuit testing. if  avaiiable, would have detected. no 
credi hie conclusion could be reached. 
The untenable conc)usion d c d  by many was rhar "there is  no acther." Is there in facl nu aethcr? If we are tc) achieve 
force ficld propulsion. the answer to this crucial question must he resoived. The tests being propclced here offer a 
means of doing so. In the early to mid-%'s, sensing an urgent need for a superior alternative to reaction motor 
propulsitnr, M.N. Kaplan wondered if the aethcr's presence could be shown by some means as yct undixovcrcd. 
Using unipoiar dynamos designed to study system torques, he discovered that although a significant moment could he 
elecuon~agneticatiy generated on the rotor. no counter-torque could he ma& lo appear on the rotatably mountcd srator. 
The seat of the system counter-toque therefore had to reside in ambient aether space. These siudies led to US Patent 
3.3W),ZYO, thc motororor, which, when interacting stronpl~ with thc aether in torsion. accelerates briskly in  rotation. 
The studies also led to the development of "Structured Space Tluory," in which all of the known forces, including 
gravitation and inertia, are seen to derive from energy dcnsity differences in the aether interacting with particle ssrfaccs 
they cannot penetrate. Ancr professor R. D. Eaglaon joined forces with Kaldan in mid- 1978, development of strt~cturcd 
space theory progressed rapidly. in accordance therew~th, force field propulsion should hc achievable hy generating 
vccrored energy density differences in the aetber that ;:'eract strongly with the nucl?.>ns in the mattel. k i n g  accelerated. 
Aether History in Rrief 
For the hcncfit of thosc who know nothing of thc oncc hyplthcsized acli,,r or who have hccn led to helicve that no 
acthcr exists. a brief rcvicw is warranted. Before Michelson-Morlcy, it was generally believed there was an acther 
medium prcstnt.1 Alth~ugtl ittle was known of its nature. the records clearly show 2 that Ampere bclieved the aethcr 
composed of psitive and negalive charges: and Maxwell's "displacement current hy,oott~esis" clearly suggests partial 
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Early in the cenulry no= &g. a a m c a d  effm was madc to dctcnninc if empty space had physical content, LC.. the 
once hypotksined retha. No cxpahaav coll- its pr-e was folsrd at tk time. sc !hc ac$la was nkgatcd to 
rBt coatirued Wus d aa open qucmon. Tbe mhu is d ama inlcrest beuuw as part of its "Brt,7ttlmnigh Proptl- 
sion Phydcs" pmpm, NASA i s  seekkg to d-ine if a mwh suptrior way lo  -1 spaamdt u n  be f d .  
Reccatly. elperkrwnd evidence of art adha was rrprnod which qpcars to make possible p i s e l y  the p r g u l s i n  
capability NASA &s. f.orm f i k l  propulsion mmst effeaivcly aampori entrpetic parlicks fore of the 'Ihrust prmps" 
to qioas aft of them. The amhiem mure" is kmwn to be a k t  lUc mewtonsirnet&. As i t  inta;lcts 
*(wtgiy with nw)tom. an infinitmima1 w i q  of it wjidcasi ly pmpcl sjwaxdft .  The spaces between nuclei are o r b  
ofwgmtudtgrmtwrtur, the sittsofpartickst),~conrposethtrthcrsomauumows W y  thin@ spacetime 
without obsesv;rhit ir#eraciioa. Propuluon qwcs  earxgy snnversion from potential to vectored "kinetic" fonn. 
Inatia is rhc couplrng &a makes this am& p s i h l c .  
According to acthtr hismy, bag before ttit cpamm t k w k  emerged. Andre' Marie Ampcrc' clearly envisioned the 
acthcr as a comhnation of the positin. ar.d mgttivc uelcctricities." J a m  Clerk Maxwell effcctiveiy enlarged u p  
Amperc's insigh by inuuducing "dispiartmcnf" currents to account for a-c conduction in dielectrics. Then in  the early 
1930's. shortly after P.A.M. Dinc hci m c t d  the txiuencc of "antimurcr." C.D. hndcrsen discovcrcd the positror . 
Two &adex hefore t k s  physicists had w d c d  fervently. to no avail in their atumpl- to show thc Michelwn - M&y 
results did no? prccludc the acther's In a companion paper', rsults of a recent cxpcrimcnt wcrc rcpcwtcd 
which should msablish itR: aether's prcscoce. It is now well known that gamma ray photons can crcatc pctsitron - 
e k m  pairs out of :he vacuum structure near heavy nuclei a d  conversely. positrons and c!ectmn pairs can "annihr 
lak" each other and produce gamma ray 
In  a recent development in theoreticai physics 'callad "Structured Space Theory,'' these facts were effectively corn- 
lated by assuming LW actkr  composed of!+) and (-: "chartrons." and "awn>." natures smallest charged snd ncutral 
panicfcs, respectively. It would appear rhc sigcificancc of Orac's and Aitderscn's ~onrfihuti in~s e caped Einstein's 
attention as orhcrwisc, by 1938 in a b d  he co-aulhord with I ~ w p l d  InfeM ' t h y  would have ral ized the acther has 
elcccnmgmtic pupactcs as wdi  as ma-hanical ones. As the "standard ntodcl d c ~ s  not include an a e k .  i t  can 
neither deal with mattcr/vaswm interactions or. by itself, can i t  conrribute to the thcorciical or physical dcvelctpmnt 
ol' krcc fiekl populsion. Aww and chartnnts provide the spasetimc xthcr with its mechanical and ekclromagneiic 
propcrtics, re\pc,.,\ely. How they car! hc c%ploited to provide the propulsion mcans sought w-as suggested nearly four 
decades ago ' 



The tnergy s t m d  in ihc vacuunb structure is nmmally unavailable. Thus. thc unavai1lrh)e energy, E. s l ~ m J  in any 
masks spacerune voiunte, v, at mxgy level pa, is  then Seen to be 
Available energy can be dexrifa<l as m,Z a d  hv,. These cxprasicurs describe the sinks contained in detectable 
peaicks such as n u c h s  and photons.Equ;lting, 
wbcze v, r q m s a t s  the & volume displaced by voids. This suggests the a e W  is the source of a11 energy. Tlte 
eftergy sinks. m,c2 and hv,, comprise regions of nductd a q y  density i m  which the vacuum superftuid rapwfly fknws 
whm tbe symmetries involved aix h k e n .  The eaergy madc availiibk wiil be dtrcctly proportional to rhc ~ o i d  w!um 
then filled. 
In the pmence of a for= imposed on a body fire ta acmlcratc . a pressure dilftrence develops whach interacts with the 
propded cross-seaion of each of its nucleons io produce a rcsutta~t istnial force, equal and opposite to  the force 
imposed. As the body accelerates, thc unavaitftMe eeergy it dispkc.5 is transformed into the availabk kinetic energy 
flow pattans eisewhac describtd; Aethcr intenets strolrgly with matter and endows i t  with its inertial -.
Forccs are pressures i n r p d  by cmget ic  m d k  on surfaces t h y  cannot rcadily pcnetnre. Whtnver dwn is energy, 
dme is a fonn of prcssrm. b q ~ y  is  nwislped in temrs of the work it  can do. i.e.. the force.#, it can imposc CHI a body 
whiie moving it through a finite distance. r! Energy density is measured in tcnns of work (6/) contained in a giwn 
volume, I', i.e., w/i. As this expression teduccs to lip. it cw be Ken that pnssun  is a fonn of enagy  density 
intcmcting with a surface. real o; virtual, which it tannol readily pcnctrate. Ckarly. presswe can be a measure of 
energy level. Forcc fieMs ace c n q y  density gradients in the m b i t  aetbcr. Any body immcn;ed in a force field with 
which it interacts will accelerate if free to move. 
The acther canna penetrate moving ~uc1enr.s so it must flow around them. As illustrated in re. 5, the vortex flow 
pattans generafed dispirc &r I a k d y .  an8 dynamically store the movi~g nucleon's kinetic cnergy. As like ctrarvons 
cannoi penetrate each olhcr, they. too, gmrate cbaracafi~ic flow p-s when in maion And again, the kiwtic 
energies lhcy gain come at the cxpense of energies st& in the interacting cwiomb fieIds. ERetgy stored in force 
fields is thus c o n m c d  directly into kirdic energy centered in the aethcr about bodics in motion. 
AEON 
Jig. 5 241, crca&d by moving rnergyfiom A to B; energy re- 
turning ftonr B to A proptl~ M, 
It can he argued thal ail force3 derive from pressure differences in the xiher !hat interact with '.x -srrocs rarlirle c-ross- 
sections. As this includes gravitational and incrtisl forces as well. it appears stttictured sp~c: - ~ - q y  p:t*vicies a physi- 
cally realistic means fir inter-relating all forces, i.c.. a ccherent approach to the f m u b  :.? ; a!id "nificd field 
thmry. Regarding pravi!ation.'i'~truc~urrd spacc them). assumes that extremely high f r q ~  -iir, in,rctiihiy m a l l  
vanations in noclcon ;loiumes cause lrxal spacetimc to cffac!ivcly ;~cceleratr in the direction 21 *k unjuiating nuclc- 
ons. This appmrs (0 e~plain,  mathematical!:,. how mass physi~a!ly "warps" spacctimc. As h a 1  pravitatiollal t?d 
inertiai acoeicnticwrs always interact with one aed the syne nucleon crws-sections, tbc foms w e d  by equal accd- 
erations must bc equal as well! This may bc Ihe physical basis ior Einstein's principle of equiwlencc." Note that 
"energy" mass is prapxtional to volume wtrcteas "gtrvi~atioaal" and " iacftial" m a s s  arc pmportional to xca. This 
causes no problem because the ratio of a nuckon's volume to its wi-section is numerically constant. 
As &he seoas of which it n compmd can and do dissociate into (+) and (-) c h t r m s  completeiy or in part, the 
"mochaaical" ether abandoned by Einstcia is now seen to possess ek ctromPgnetic piapesties as well. When stnillbd 
rcctilindy, thc acther's aeons store coulomb energy in the farm of 4ecfrk fidds; whtn svaincd in shear, however, 
they store avaihbk energy in tht form of m a p t i c  momeats. E1ect.i~ "lines of face" rrt gradurn w W  interact 
with charged psnick cros'stclions, causing them to acr~kate.  The expnssion "lines of force" is a misnoma when 
applied to magnetic ficlds. Actually, thcse iincs an normals to rhe planes of mpgaetic tllomeals. For thtm to be 
grrdients, magnePic mosopoies drouid have been deoacd by sow. According to classid thbory, ma@ fields 
derivc from movi~g charges. In Structured Space Theory, some scslid materials possess retentivity characteristics 
caused by sheer displacements in their aggregate substnrcturcs which remain after the magnetizing facts vlmich 
produad them sit! g n e .  Thcse magnetic ii lds are not caused by ccntinuing currents. Were this not so, the synthe- 
sized magnetic it~nopdes in motomtors would require there to be pot mtial gradients c a p a k  of driving d-c currents in 
nppcsing directions concurrently through the same cor#tuctors. 
Reaction motors work because comma, high enagy density sourcs, apply forces to a x h u e  s p e a d t  in one 
direction whik applying equal forces to accelerate cambustion exbist  particles in the other. In both directions, the 
inief&m i n d v e  m;rttcr being acoderaled relative to the Pmbient .usher. Whik the kinetic mergy unpartwl to the 
spacecraft continues with it in the form of the a&er flow partems dtsr ribed, physical losses of the propellant mass and 
thc energy expended in acockrating it cannot bc recovered. rxx obvior s reasons. such reaction motors must k: rnowwd 
in the rear, outside che spacecraft. 
Thooretically, thrust pumps should work by effectively generating avaiWc energy in the spacetime aether fort of each 
thrust pump and moving it to space aT: h f  where it would be r c l c d .  
CONCLUSION 
As thrust pwnps would not pollute the environment or eject anything. they could be mounted inside the spiucraft a& 
interact with the & there. They could bz made availabk in staxlard sizss md theist ratings and al! wcwvtd be 
controllable by readily available hardwan: systems. W.cn availab e, these pmps  should be ahout as tR;cicn: a. 
clecatc motors ot gemtors. 
For rnhabired vehicles, it may he frossible to provide chambers in which a one "g" environment could he maintained. If 
so, vehiclc accelaations exceeding levcls passengers could nonneiiy endure might become feasible. 
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Abstract 
Configurations of positive and negative mass can be used for propulsion, as proposed by 
B o d i  and Forward, or to creak a reactionless "warp" displacement within the constraints of the 
general theory of relativity, as discussed by Alcubierre. One way to create such a configuration of 
positive and negative mass might be by use of loops of cosmic string. 
1. Cosmic String 
"Cosmic strin " is a macroscopic one-dimensional "defect" in the geometry of s ace-time, l S, which is allowe (but not required) by the gcncral theory of relativity. Some eories of 
cosmology predict that cosmic string may havc been formed in the early universe as a relic of tht: 
big bang. 
A conventional cosmic string is a region surrounded by an angle deficit; that is, a closcd c ixk 
around a cosmic string contains Icss than 360°0f an le. This can be thought of as a wedge 
"missing" from the surrounding space; the embe d ding of the analogous structure in two 
dimensions is a cone. This results in a s ace-time which is flat at every point which is not on the 
one-dimensional string. The string itsel ! has large mass (mass per unit length, p, typically on the 
order of Jupiter mass per meter) and positive tension (T). From general relativity, it follows from 
the geometry that p and T must be relad to the angle deficit 0 by: 
p = T = 8/8nG ( 1 )  
Alternately, a cosmic string couM be conceived with an an le excess, rather than a deficit. A 
closed circle around such a string would contain mcre than !3 t50° of angle, correspondin to a 
wedge of "extra" space. The embalding of the analogous structure in two dimensions is a tf uted- 
cone. From equation (1), such a string would have negative mass and negative tension, hence, we 
refer to it as a negative-mass cosmic string. (Negative pressure is the same as positive pressure: 
for a positive increment of length L, dFJdL4). 
Negative mass cosmic string havc been discussed in the context of wormhoic physics 1 I]. and 
it has been proposed that such suin may have been formed in the early universe [21 However, it 
should be noted that the question o f whether neestive mass oh'ects are permitted bv 5e:d theory is t unresolved, and remains a topic of some &hate In the physics iterature. 
Note that cosmic strings should not be confused with "superstrings". Cosrntc strings rve 
objects of macroscopic lerlgth and mass, subject lo analysis by general relativity, while 
superstrings are objects of microscopic scale (ca 10-35 m), and are analyzed using the tools of 
quantum field theory. Both are one-dimensional objeccs, but otherwise the two are not related. 
2. Cosmic String in Early [Jniverse 
i t  has been proposed that cosmic sstrings rnzy have existed in the big-bang. Oscillations of 
cosmic string emit trvitarional waves and lose erier y; bops of cctnwntiimd (positive mass) 
cosmic atring woui f thus tend to shrink toward zero f cr.gth. Hetice, II" (positive mass) cosmic 
string was produced in the bcgirming of the universe, :; I S  ixlieved ti) have long since vanished. 
Loops of negative mass string also radiate energy irt  osci~Ltions, However, since loss of 
enerFy increases the negative mass, such strings would grow, rarhcr than sht ink. This creates 2 
"squi ie" of suin surrounded by a shcll of gravitationd radiation. This process has nut oeen 
studi8. One like 9 y result of the ~ccumulauon of angk excess would be a "baby uninrse" 
consisting of the negative mass string, cauplcd to the '+.rdinwy" universe by only ;: na70iv 
mouth. 
3. Creation of Strings 
Since angle excess or d5ficit extends to infinity, a iont : tring cannot be created, sinee it cannot 
match the flat-space boundary condition at infinity. 
In principle, though, loops of cosmic string might be crated in positi--:dncgatiw mass pairs. 
This is a consquence of the fact that topologi~d efects can only be created in pairs. Outside the 
regions bounded by the strings, any angle deficit must t e balanced by angle excess in order to 
match houndary condrtbm at tnfinity 
!. Bondi Dipole 
A gravitational dipole of positive and negative mi ss can he used for propulsion. This 
application hw been examined by Bondi [3] and elaborated by Forward [4,S]. One way tr, create 
such a dipole might bc by use of loops of cosmic string. 
A configuration of positive md r'egative mass can also be used fcr reactioniess " w q "  
displacement, as discussed by Alcubierre [6]. Again, such a configuration of positive and 
negative mass might be c-ed from osrnic string. 
5. Possible Example of Alcubierre Dipole 
An Alcubierre type drive. ryuires four loo s of co: mic strin , two positive, two negative 
(figure I). & negative mass loops vibrate, re P easing energy. *&is lengthens the strings. and 
creates additional angle excess. The added angle excess "inflates" the surrounding space. 
rqion of travel 
negative string; positive string; 
e x , ,  ding space contracting space 
Figure 1 : positive and negative mass dipole created using I.mps of positive and negative sosnic string. 
'T)re posillvc mass string:; absorb energy. 'Th~s lengthens the strings, 2nd " c o n ~ t s "  space. 
In t h  p r e s s ,  the neg~tivc-mixs tring gains negative mass and the ptsitrve-mass :.trine ghins 
psitrve mass, so the entire system grows with tinte. i-lewever, P: "4 end of the prrcess, +k 
positive and negative ntass strings cm be c a c e l e j  agd\in.st ea .  ., her, sz there is no mat 
xcumuiation of mass. 
For each oi the posirirfc- a d  negative-mass regions, two Ioc,, . G:' smng are used. This is 
engineered so that the v~hratisns of cacti strin can k done rn phase, ailowing the radi~iion m i m d  
from thc negative nlass .string to te ahs'rbed ft y rhc positive nlass stnr~g. 
6, Engineering %tsils W.c.main 
Considerab!? engineering challenger semaitl unco;lsidered. How do you rnairx cosmic strin 
Once made. how can you control it') Gle magnitude of the masses considered will be extreme f' y 
h~gh,  likely to bc more than the mass z?f Jupiter (positive and negrui*~.), and possibly cunsictmMy 
higher, in the stellar mass range. Controllin$ such masses. 2nd pha :ing the emission and 
akorpt~on of enerpy by each string, presenu 2 considciable challenge. 
Liliewisc, physics details =main. If creation of cosmic-string pairs is not forbidden, it would 
ted to occur naturally in the vacuum, releasing zncrg . Since we do nor see rhls, thcrrl 
must be e some barrier to production cf cosmic string parrs, per aps kc. the form of a yet-mkmown 
selection n~!c which ft3rhids this occurrence. 
Z 
7. Conclusions 
Cosmic string is a t;?ml of negati, :.-mass mattel that is not currently kno\-tln to be. fcrttIdden 
with111 thc context of the general theory of relativity, and that could, in principle, be created ftom 
the vacuum in the form of marched loops of positive- and negative-mas3 bops. Surh neestive 
mass arlifacts couid be used ftjr reactionless propuision, as dtscussccl b j  Bondi, ~ o r w a r 6  a d  
Alcsbic:rx ' h e  enginwring challenges, however, itre daunting. 
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The ma..mcn~ ot energ? dense m the vacuum tlucruatia~ of rhe m o  yorn! clfftromagtrt~ field s tmportaDt for 
several r e i o n s  
I )  V r r r a a  fbxumiun plwnrrcrs luc predicted by Qurgua FMrod_nrPmics (QED), WW is the 
swat pccvstdy v t r i r i  LDOI*A to xkmtisb. QED has made predtctaorrr of enera kvels (c g Lamb Shih 
spimmg of b 2p kvch m rhc hydrogen Itom), magnctrc momrt ls  (spm-orhit cmectlons to g-factor), and rad~rwe 
 orre re dm to scaaenng cmss uan#n to an accuracy of hettcr than I pur m 10' Thus we haw an accurate and wtii 
acct~tcd h n  w h ~ h  can be uxd m y r d e  eyrenmental efforts. and to pro\& a cornpanson for our expenmental 
rcs J'IS 
2 * ~ p n d i c t s ~ ~ e ~ 0 ~ 1 l ~ 0 a ~ ~ ~ y o C t k t v s c o u n , t c m o l ~ d i a g p i c p d t ~ d r p n  
ik m y  d erptter. The ahri:Q to transfer eMrR to the vacuum flucruatms at even a small fractm of 
h i s  eIx,nnou\ cncrg) densir). cmld result m a mapr sctenhfic and tcchndogical brcahhrciugh. In 1x1. QED pred~cts 
an lnfrn~tc vacuum flucruat:on cnern densl? 'Iht ener:) can be made finite cml? by urvokmng a shon wavelength 
cutoff (he very xmwrvaive choice for the short wavelength 11ma 1s h e  Cumpton %ravekngth of the prtrm The 
rcsdting m r g y  dtmiq is  ahout 10- rwrklcc To lppreciatc '3te enwrmty of t h ~ s  number, m e  how large it is  
compared to thc chcmicai enern of a fuel. 10' Joule%'cc tn the energy densit). of matter. 10'' p l n / c c ,  and I@ the 
enerp) densit) of a nucleus I&' !oufcc/cc If the Plank length 1s taken fnr a curoff. a< I< often suggested. then the 
vacuum cncre k n s q  a over 54 orden of magnttude zreater' 
h fd QED -, oftea dris divqpt  portiar elf tbe energy &nsity is removed by b. ccr.5 ad 
hoc mtthtmulcll tecbniqutJ [Brown a d  Maclay, 1%9; Ambjorn and Wolfram, 19831, and only dw &nges it. the 
m f g y ~ r y o f r k v a c u m f i u a u r t i a n s p r e ~ e d .  
3 ) ' l k r r a r e ~ L r L i d t B t ~ f L r Q l s t i O e n t W C a n b r ! r l t e n d d ~ ,  wbidl 
cbm e3gacard dtvias are paasek. 'Ibc rmst mclbk eumpk is dam Casimir force, which is the Corcx 
b t t ~ ~ g l t ~ ~ Q O O d w i n g p k e s i n a v a c u u m t b a t v a r i c s a s  l i & P n d ~ e s t h t f w c c w t m r h t s e p M t i o a i ~  
utbmicnm [Pkruar a d. I%). This force has been obstnnd expeiimtrrally [hnomu*. 1997j. Thc pntcace of 
thecasimir fonx ispndncd by QED, w h i i  istisAtocomgurtdKchaagt i n k  vrwm mrgy dmsq h e  tothe 
rwmr;rliolr of modts btclrsc of the cmluctive p'hm. The face cai be uacrpmed as d . h g  of dy h e r  
energy 6tmrty ktween the p k a .  In geueral tk vr\ium f d  is altered by the prrsam of my inaerial thar alters 
the h o l d q  conditions of the ekctrormgwric field. 
4 ~ m ~ r i - r d o t k r l ~ r ~ p t i a s ~ ~ ~ o i t k v r c l l r p ~ ~ ~  
k v c r y ~ i m n e w ~ ~ .  Ent fgycanbccarr ted franbrvpcuumbyle t tmgtwo~  
attract each ocher by the Casimir force. There is the poasil;i! of revolutionary ncw anbodied m 
microckvices expkntmg vacuum ~~ 1 b a r d  1984; Shnvaa ~ v a  et al 19851. The applkakm may b btOPd 
in-. 
5 ) ~ " e n r b Y l l g " t ~ L s w c k o d o p a l t k . r m y k v a y r s d b t m ~ -  
ttrenrciaa pbaenr, ia the re b. mkd" t- .bns tk muvY-irul 
castrrrtior a~ prtial srbn,,~ra pccl~-.e, At tbe ~icmf- ~pplicatiom 
(MALb at tbc University of Illinois 11 Chicago we use aniscri .. ct&mg and rnicr- of silium to kuM 
ekancal, m#banicat and dtvises wtth micm sbd dinxmhs (plttnsoa 1982). It  is with such 
devices that we exptci br-. 
6 ) V ~ c m l k a m d o n ~ r c r r r ~ r g c e a P L  d a r e ~ t o o c c u r w S h a U f i i  
~ ~ o f i c l d s , ~ M Q , l l c r a r M d s , ~ c .  Ccnvngcncralresultsareexpcacdfrornthe 
study of fluduntion pbnnmrcna. Tht photon frM is the proptr f ~ k l 1 3  study W l y  since v r u u m  flumakm of tbe 
photon f ~ l d  will have e- umcqmws rhat arc tht mou mily -able. This is ullc becase the phoron 
has~t~~rtstmus.corrscqucnrlythttbrrshoMc~u~m~fedteapholonpui iver) : low~~mparrdto~trrquircdto 
create ari eicctron-positron p a r .  Useful citnoepcs and &V~CPS for *:on f ~ l d s  may c.ix day bc applied to other f ~ W s  
1- Proefesscs. 
k g m  cornputath~ of the change in ik v a ~ u u n  energy k 6  , for different gcomctries have shed some 
hghi on the InterpetYion of the vacuum enngy h i t y  and the Ca. imir force. QED &!ations have shown that 
Casimir's m&l of dw fora d w  to vaamm fkrnwhs was midmading in its simplice. ud ttut it is probably 
through s e d l p i t y  rhal he obtairxd the correct d t .  For example. based on his sirnplifd malei. the Cashir 
for% between nvo conducting surfaces of arbitrary shape would a1 ways be aancrive. no matter whu the spec if^ 
p m c t q .  Howcwr rigomus fwkl theomic computations predict that both the magnihdc and direction of the 
Casimu force is  strongly depcndtnr on the spcciftc geometry, and s r cpllsive in many cases. The Casimir force on a 
sphcriul ronductlng shell or a cuk 1s outward, not mward (Boyer, 1968; Milton. DeRaad. and Sctwinger, 19781 
Table 2 thc variation in h e  magruadc and sign of tbc energy d:nsity kr severh: smpk geometries. 
TABLE 2. CASIMiR FORCE FOR DlFiWWW *ZONDUCI1VE GEOMhmES 
TI 
PARALLEL, PLATE I CUBE 
-- 
__I SPHERE I 
As the relative d i m e m i i  change from a cube into an infiniK paralkl pl*. the force changes from a 
rcpuisive force to zero force. to an attractive force(Ambjom and Wdfram, 19831. Figum 1 shows a contour plot of 
the ei~ctr-ic vacuum energ). density for a perfectly conducting a, x a, x a, box. In the region with a; = a2 = 
a, (near the origin) the energy h i t ) :  is positive and a maximum for rhc cubic box. When one dimenrion, e.g. a,. 
becomes equal to a b w  3.3 (a,/a, = 3.25). then the energy density is tero (dark line j, 1.e. equals tbe free fekl dcosity 
with no Mxes present. If a, incrczses beyond 3.251,. tfrut the m r g y  dmsity becomts negative. The infinite 
paralkl plate Casimir f o m  as computed by Casimir or the Lifshiu -1 repmcMs the asymptoric case wkrc 
both a,la, and +/a, are very large. The Casimir forcc wouid tend to &form an mcmpsibIe  spherical 'buWk' 
wi& corductive walls into a lung tube (with thr same volume), thereby minimizing dw free energy of the system. 
Thr. only heorerical prodictions that have been verifed are for tbe I/aC dependence of the Casimir force for 
pdkl plate geometry. Expenmcnrs are nwded to measure the Casimir force bttanm mwls at wbmimm 
-ions. and for regions wirh Qfferent geometries. wirh positive and negative energy demities. Thee 
experiments will lay the bmdatlon of knowkdgc required to develop devices engineered to elrplolt the vacuum 
f l u c m m  of the elerromagnetic f ~ k ' .  
C) Use d A t d  Force M i  to -e Cmhir Forces 
heviaus errperlnrnters have r c k d  on custom-made insuumentatton, with relativeiy large compooen?s to make 
measurements of rhc Casima f m e  in tjK parallel-plate cunfiption. With very few mcmpts made at measmng 
Casimir forces m &r geornetrnc confipurations. much of the theory remains unwbaaiaced.  What makes such 
mcaurrmcnts mre dif f~ul t  than those 9f rhe parallel-plate Casimir force an: the extremely small dimensiorrs of 
Castmrr structures required, and rhe insrmruation chatknges a s s w i d  with proper alignment d such smctures 
during masiremel&. 
'The Atomic Force Microscope i. .FM) integrates a number of features csscrtlial for mcasumments of Casinir faces 
in the parallelpiate and in man! other configurations. Thtx features include a m e w  force sensor with (ht 
nmsary scnsnivin., capa.dity of detecting the m e k m d  response of the force sensor. fine-positioning capabilq 
with extremely good -racy, and built-in d ektronics mxasay to control the separation between the 
elemertts carrying the Casimir-active sllucnires. 
The force s e w  in an AFM is a cantilever beam made usmg silicm microfabrication technology. Iht beams are 
typically several k i i e d  micrometers brig and about 30 microns wide. The deflecrion of the m i l e v e r  as it is 
scanned over a surface is ?~easureG by reflecting a lascr dKlde spot off a reflective surface on thc untikver. The 
diode strikes thc wrface of a photodiodc that IS divrdeO into rwo (or sometimes four) sections. The char@ in the 
rehive LWI~ from the different sections is used to infer the cantilever deflection (Figure 2) .  Deflections of om 
Mnorneter can he readii, m u r e d .  The A F M  can -:ate i c  static or corwacr mode. or in tapping mode in whch 
thf. ;- is osc~llaring. If useful dcvtcrs could be made wrth AFM rnahds ( e . g  vacuum energy monitor or motor, 
th- :con microfabricat~on wchnoiogy could be used to make the devices. 
Usu, advanced MEMS fzbrtration technology, AFM cantileven with ano-newton-per-meter (10-18) spring constan= 
havc re:. .,::y bcen fabricated at Slanford University. Although such force sensitivities make the AFM cantlkver 
extremely suscejxibie to thermal noise in the environment. current commercial cantilevers with lower xnzitiviry are 
routinely uscd to measure sub-m-Newttm forces in !abra:ories 
We have used a crrmmercial AFM tD!gira! Insfrulnents NanoScopc MultiM&( AFM) for mea..urement of rht: 
Cas:l~~u forcc 1ri the pariillel plate geometry To work around the problem of marntamng two flat sirfaces parallel. 
vie nave uceJ one fiar surfaces and one curvcd surface. which in a small area of a hemisphere approximates a flat 
suriace 
in om of our experhenu, the flat surface was tbsr of a Walco;ltej AFM caatikver witbout tht integrated sharp 
tip, wluch in d AFM c d w r s  is wd for topographic imsgu g. In this elperimenr, rhe curved surface was 
that of a ball of mercury, which we deposited on a metal-coated subsoate, such as a silicon die. 
In the other experimnt, the mercury ball was auched to tbe AFM u icro-cimtikwr. The =ray-laPdtd cantiher 
was then held above a m u l d ,  flat, smooth surface, such as a die from a polishtd silicon wafer, or muscovite 
mica, or highly otkted pydytic graphite (HOPG) (Figure 3). We have used uMikven from 1M to 450 
micrometers long and of varkws materials to control the fonx ctmanl.  The mercury balls are .table on the 
cuulkvcr tips. 
Th separation bawan tbt surf- of the Casimir-active struaurc:; was varied by m k q  or lowering cithcr tht 
A M  uot~kver or tk sutfftratc. Coarse p o s i t i i  was done wing a stepper maw, which moved the A M  
milever,  lad fine positioning was dont using a pkmtkaric elem:nt, which in principle can move the subsuate 
with sub-qsroni  nsdution. Since we did mt use my f d b d i  to c -1 thc w, we did not t&e advantage 
of rhe sub-angsrorn resobion fi- posit^ capability of the AFM 
We performed ail Wi experiments m bacuum. at a pressure of 0.1 au losphere or less, in a bell jar. 
n# s m p k s ~  m?suremcnt type wtwb the A M  offers is fix static dcfkction measurement using the 
Forcc-versus-Distrroe (FD) cmve. This is shown for an experbas in whicb a mercury Ml on the end of a 
can J e w  was bmq#~ rvar a poiishtd silica wafer (Figun 4). The x t i k  deflection is plonrd ?loag tk w m d  
axis. ?hc abscissa is Ulc: sepadon between the &ver and dw substrate, which is varied by pkm&dndly 
moving the substrate up and down, wllkh moves the sm@c closer 'o and fvthtr away from the AFM cantikver. 
Ihe points on rht far ri+* correspond to the largest scparairorr 
The cun-anue sctn ia Ftgw 4a tndicavs the presence of a force. In tbi pnnicular experiment the force proved to be 
due to the prrscnce of stltic charges on tht . dices, even tbargh m e d d  substntes and cadeven were usat. 
Aficr prq  ; electrical cumcdion was mdc between the surfaces, dr: flat. sl~ght~y tilted. force dcfiection (FD) came 
shown in Figure 4b was obtlintd. The disappclf;mce of the force ccusing the curvature indicates hi the fwcc w& 
primarily ' .c to  stat^: charge. The sepvatlon between the surfam was several microns at the ckmst a p 9 W  w 
rbe Casimir forces were small. 
r s-t th ' even with the ptoper ' groundrag" pfe~autmt ;3;=n, the co-t poitMtll between the Casmr-act~ve 
structures wdl contribuie a puriy ekctrostatic component lo h e  f a  measured. bmorew has recently s h v n  that 
11 n nccrssary to offser this ~,,.riact potential in Casunu force mcasu crnents [lunwcaux, 19971 Some commerc~al 
AFM'F rworporate the ntcessary hardware t r  9ffset ttus contact rxentd m an operational mode calkd "Kclvu~ 
Probe h.,.-~ocrp)' Here. rhe contirct polenttal .F detected usmg a c ynamic method involving the AFM cantlle\er's 
fundamental rrso~nce frequency. and a p o t a ~ a l  equal m magrun& to the contact potentla1 and opposite m polanty 
n applxd b e e n  the sample and the AFM trp durlng the irnaglnz n an experiment of the types wc have attempted 
wlll have UIC AFM tip and the sample replaced with the Casrrmr-acthe surfaces 
The absolute xparation berween the surfaces is nof known during t lis experiment. rhe change of this xpxaton IS 
hnown. The absolute separation was later detcrmined from rhe jun~p-tocontact separation betweer, che surfaces. 
Th~r was done by modulating the relative separation by a known arnount (typically about I - iicrometer) while 
incrementally reducing the absolutc separation by a small fraction o'  the modulation length. Typically the aMute  
<paration was reduced in increme* OF 5nm to Shun. The static c eflection showed on the FD curves and k a m e  
larger wirh each incremental rcductlon :.I W absolute separation. Finally, the static deflation curvc stwwcd the 
jump to contact as the absolute qarauon war reduced to thc p i n t  where the force on the cantilever was loo ' :t 
(LC. ,  the spring constant of the cantilever was tcn small to hold the a rfaces ffom ;urnping lnto contact). 
The AFM also offers dynam~c measurement5 of the AFM can ilcver's f re~~tmcy and phase response to an 
dtcmatiogcumnt drive vdtage. This drive voltage is typically applied to r small pkoekcuic stack which shakes 
the A M  cantilever substrate by a s d l  amount. Near h e  cantikver's resoname tkquencies, this motion is 
amplified by the cantilever and dttected by the y l i t  photodiodc CeWctor. The f r c ~ ~ ~ n c y  and the amplitude of the 
dnve signal can be mro!lcci -rith g d  accuracy, and the lmpiinde teqmmt and rhe phase l d  (lag) of the 
cantikver's motion can t: mco 1-4 very accurateiy at a given frrquclry. Also, canfikvcr's n q o m  can be 
monitored at range of fm:a -- . .xrving the f v n ~ y  of the driw signal. Ataactive fo- shift the re- 
fnqumcy of the AFM canti:cvxr :c iowtr valurs (51. A phasr: shift cu-nds to this frtquency shift d both can 
be m e w e d  with : .c A:;. 4 7  have r q e d l y  and reprducibly m e a d  such f m p e ~ ~ ~ y  and phase shifts of the 
cdlcvcr  due to e!-i ros. .tic i .aractions. 
As discrrsscd in Socum 1. the p m h e d  energy density in guualkiepipcd cavities can v q  from positive, to zero. IO 
nepaivc as L !  ratio of the wafts :haages. A proposed m&od of meawurft the propertics of these fascmat'i 
submmon cavities is shown in Figure 4. Using photolihogr$ty. we can &.fu;c s d l  rectangular regions. The 
deph of thae regions can be d e t e d  by etching. By removmg a sacrifsial layer. cgltikvers or static membranes 
arc made thar srrvc at the top to each paraltzleptpx! iegion. Calibration is obined by using the same type 
memnbrm w:L! diffiicnr dcpth cavitia or no cavity h the the-.iik?n, The deflection of h e  membrane or cantilever is  
desenned using AFM mcthods 
ff thc: sldes are in the correct ratio tabout 1 1-3.3) Clp cankkwx rx mntbrant would tend to vibrate due to vacuum 
mera v a n a i m  w B  pusjiror, The eequillbrturn positm wrlofd correspond to energy densit). equal to the free k id ,  
prsittvc &flectm< to energy kss than free fidd. vrrl regalive d c k t m  to acrgies greater than free freld. 
F w  5 shGuss a mesa s w t u r c  rhan could irP: & to measure the exchange of m g y  wirh the vacuum via the 
Casirnir force. Thc ~ncvaMe phtf.kmn is &is-d tn be umuoikd by ticcirosratic forces from four capaci&rs on the 
surface id to izstire padiciisrni Gas pressure can be used tr, bakncc d~ Casimir force at separations from 1CL 
100 xm. r .ke  TI& 3 for the reia!tw forces). Moving mecharucal microsystems with Castmir forces have been 
modekd [Sere. Waliiser, .,7d h2&y. 1995j. 
TABLE 3: C m s m  of C'zslrrur fgxc aid e l c c ~ ~ l c  for e for c o m v r  paratiel plates. The form are given 
x a function of the p!are q~fatt i i f ,  'a". The Casimir force is given in N!m2 and torr. The voltage a p p l d  is 
assumed to ?w: G .  I: ndr . and the .tw,roxrmatt: cor.eyzi>ndwy eicctrh field IS glvcn also 
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) ?netbods hold promise as a mew; of t x p l q  Casimir forces. Coupling AFM 
mrllods wirh silicon micmf?bricdtiion techndogy may be a r r a l i  appoach to vacuum cmgy measun~l~m and 
may produce vacuum devices of interest. 
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Figure 1 .  Schen~stic Diagram of ZPE Photc n Drive 
RHE 
R=ZPE React-or , L=\a!;er, P=\asr:r photon stream. 
RHE=radiated wsste ileat, H=hl~n13n space habitat 
Table 1 .  Performance of PE-Pnoton Drive starshim 
r freacbr ML/MB Peak Acc Time to Various Stars 
specific mass 1 G. Cent  (4.3 t pt.1 r lhti (1 1 2  lt y r j  fi Hyrd (21 lt ;T> 
~~ - - -- - - ~  - 
The initial velocity for the configurahon ,inalyz+d is 0.00: c, the tungsten 
laser wall thickness is 5 microns, the lase' efficiency is 5OW, habitat mass 1s 
10% of ZPE reactor mass and a 30-year deceleration ttme is assumed. 
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ABSTRACT 
To travel to our neighboring stars as practically as envisioned by science fiction, breakthroughs in science an: 
required. One of thcse breakthroughs is to discovcr a self-contained means of propulsion that requires no 
propellant. '1.0 charr a path toward such a discovery, seven hypothetical space drives are presented to illustrate the 
specific unsolved challenges and associated rescarch objectives toward this ambition. One rescarch objective is to 
discover a means to asymmetrically interact with the electromagnetic fluctuations of the vacuum. Another is to 
develop a physics that describes inema, gravity, w the propaties of spacetime as a function of elccmnagnttics 
that leads to using elecuomagnetic tcchlogy for inducing propulsive forces. Another is to detcnnine if 
negative mass exists or if its properties can be synthesi7d. An alternative approach that covers the possibility 
hat  negative mass might not exist is to develop a fwmalism of Mach's Principle or reformulate ether concepts 
to lay a foundation for addressing reaction forces and conservation of momentum with space drives. 
INTRODUCTION 
New thcories have emerged suggesting that gravitational and inertial forces are caused by interactions with the 
electromagnetic fluctuations of the vacuum. '.' There have also been studies suggesting expcrimentd tests for 
mass-altering affects ', and a theory suggesting a "warp drive." With the emergence of such new possibilities, i t  
may be time to revisit the notion of creating the visionary "space drive." Space drive, as &fined here, is an &ahd  
form of propulsion where the fundamental properties of matter and spacetime are used to create propulsive forces 
anywhcrc in space without having to cany and expel a reaction mass. Such an achievement wwld revolutionize 
space travel as it would circumvent the present constraint of requiring propellant. Without such a discovery, human 
interstellar exploration may I I O ~  be possible. ' 
One of the missing prerequisites to achieving this breakthrough is having a starting point for the rescarch; a 
description of the specific probkms to be solved. Without this first step of the Scientific Method there is no 
framework against whch to assess, augment, and apply emerging science to the goal of creating a spacc drive. To 
provide such a starting point, a variety of hypothetical space dnves are presented and analyzed to identify !he specific 
problems that have to be solved to make such schemes plausible. 
PROBLEM FORMULATION METHOD 
A NASA precedent for systematically seeking revolutionary capabilities is the "Horizon Mission Methodology." ' 
This method forces paradigm shifts beyond extrapolations of existing technologies by using impossible hypothetical 
mission goals to solicit new solutions. By setting impossible goals, the common practice of limiting visions to 
extrapolations of existing solutions IS prevented. This method forces one to look beyond existing methods arrl 
specify dlc technologies and sciences that are genuinely needed to solve the problem, whether the solutiqns exist yet 
or not. 
The theme of the Horizon Mission Mcthodolopy is followed hcre. Thc "impossible" goal targeted in this cxercisc is 
to create a space drive. In the spirit of the Horizon Methodology, the envisioned propulsion methods can entertain 
the possibility of physics yet to be discovered. However. to ensure that the envisioned methods are consistent with 
firmly established physics, thc analysis imposes the constraint? of conservation of momentum and encrgy, and 
requires that observcd natural phenomena are not contradicted. From imposing these constraints, the characteristics 
necded lo make space drives plausible can bc identified. 
Seven different hypothetical propulsion concepts were cnated for thi: exercise. These concepts were envisioned by 
considering d o g i e s  to collision forces and interactions with fields 1.) produce net forces. 
HYPOTHETICAL COLLISION SAILS 
One means lo produce force is collisions. Conventional rocket proprlsion is fundamentally based on the collisions 
between the propellant and the rocket. These. collisions thrust the rocket in one direction and the propellant in thc 
other. 
To entertain the analogy of collision forces for a spsct 
drive, considtr the supposition that space conarins a 
background of some fonn of isotropic medium that is 
constantly impinging on all sides of a vehicle. This 
medium could be a collection of randanly moving 
parricks or electromagnetic waves, e i k  of which 
possess momentum. If the collisions on the front of a 
vehtcre could be ksscntd and/or the collisions on the 
back enhanced, a net propulsive forcc would result. 
Thnc variations of such a hypothetical collision-sail 
are illustrated ~n Fig. 1 thra~gh 3. In all these 
illustrations, the rectangk represents a cross s e c t i d  
element of the sail and the wavy lines repesent 
imp~nging waves of the isotropic radiative medium. 
The )arge m w  indicates h e  direction of accckration. 
Fig. 1 Hypotbetkal Differential Sail 
Ana1oga.s to h e  pnncples of an idtal radiomc&r vane, 
a net dif irencc in ri&alion pressure exists across the 
reflecting and absorbing stdes. 
For any of these concepts to w&. thm must be a ical 
background medium in space. lhis medium must have 
a sufficiently large energy or mass density, must exist 
cqualfy and isotropi~dly across all space. and thtn 
must be a controllable means to alter the collisions 
with this medium to propel thc vehicle. A high 
energy or mass density is rsqwnd to provide sufficient 
radiation pressure or reaction momentum within a 
reasonable sail area. The raquinment that the medium 
exist equally and isdropically across all space is to 
ensure that the propulsion &vice will work an+ 
and in any direction in space. The nquirement that 
there must be a controllable means to alter the 
collisions ensures that a controllable propulsive cffcct 
can be created. 
The supposition that space contains an isotropic 
medium is reasonable. Space contains electromagnetic 
fluctuations of the vacuum, also called the Zero Point 
Fluctuations (ZPF) ', Cosmic Blckgnnmd Rsdiation 
(CBR) f fbe  hydrogen (protons) 9,  the theotetically 
suggested virtual pairs 'O and possibly even dark 
matter." Whether any of these media have all the 
characteristics necdad to be used as a propulsive 
medium remains a subject for future ~ t s w c h .  
Regatding conservation of momentum, this condition 
can be satisfied by using the medium as the reaction 
i'ig. 2 Hypothetical Diode Sail 
Analogol-s to a di& w one-way mirror, space radietion 
passes though one dition and nfiects from the other 
c d n g  6 net difference in radiation pressure. 
Fig. 3 Hypothetical Induction Sail 
Andogcus to mating a prcssurc gradient in a fluid, the 
energy density of the impinging radiation is raised 
behind tu sail and lowered in front of the sail to create a 
net diffcznce in radiation pressure across the sail. 
mass. Any net momentum imparted to the vehicle must be qual and opposite to the momentum change imparted to 
the d u r n .  
Regarding conservation of energy, this condition can be satisfied by imposing the conmint that W v c r  
propulsive method or phenomenon is used, the total system energy befm and & the propulsive effect is equal. 
This includes the energy state of the sunounding medium, the energy state of any energy sources on the vehicle, the 
kinetic energy imparted to the vehicle, and any loss mechanisms. 
HYPOTHETICAL FIELD DRIVES 
In addition to produciag forces with collisions. foras can be produced from inkractions between mat- and fack. 
Gravitational fieids acczlerale masses and electric fields accclaate charges. To entchain the an&# of using fidd 
interactions to mate a apace dnve, it is necessary to assume that there is m e  way for a vehicle t~ induce a field 
around itself that will in turn accekrate itself. Field drive concepts are more complex and more speculativp than 
collision sail drives. A description of thc critical issues fdlows. 
Even if there was a device on a vehicle that could induce a force-producing feld, there is still the question of whethtr 
such a field would accelerate the vehicle. A typical expectation is that the induced foras would just act between t k  
vehicle's field-inducing device and the n s t  of the vehicle, like blowing in your own a l s ,  or trying to move a car by 
pushing on it from the insi&. In such cases all the foras act iniernally and then would be no net motion of the 
vehicle. For reference, this issue can be called the 'net external force nquircrnent." 
The net external force requirement is closely retabxl to conservation of momentum. Conservation of momentum 
raquins that the momentum imparted to the vehicle must be equal and opposite to the momentum impsrted to a 
reaction mass. In the case of a field drive, them is no u6vious reaction mass for the vehicle to push against. 
Similarly to conservation of momentum is the issue of conservation of energy. This issue can be satisfied by 
imposing the constraint that whatever propulsive method or phenomenon is used, the energy rcqMcd to crtau: the 
effect is equal to the lonetic tnergy imparted to the vehick and to whatever constitutes its rcaction mass. plus any 
ineftkiency losses. In addition, there is also the issue of conmllability, insuring that the force-pducing effect can 
be turned on and off at will. 
A closely related aspect to con~ollability is sustainability. Sustainability refm to the ability to conlinue the 
propulsive effect throughout the vehicle's motion. This implies that the force inducing effect musl work in both an 
inertial frame and an accekatd frame. It also requires that the force-producing f ~ k i  s carried along with or 
propagated with the vehicle. or at least can bt induced again after the vehicle has been set in motion. 
In the spirit of the "Horizon Methodology", it is assumed a priori that space dnves are possible. By doing so and 
then by addressing the critical issues, the required physical chamcteristics of matter and space to make such 
propulsion methods plausible can be idcntified. Future research can then determine whether these conditions can be 
created with the phenomena that are known to exist. or at lcast indicate what other phenomena to search for. 
Four hypothetical f ~ l d  drives, "Diametric Drive," "Pitch Drive," "Bias Drive," and "Disjunction Drive," m 
presented next and illustrated in Fig. 4 through 7. These concepts were envisioned by examining the characteristics 
that describe a field or how matter reacts to a field, and then assuming k is possible to modify a given characteristic 
of this relation. The Diametric Drive works with field sources, the Pitch Drive with the field itself, the Blas Dnvc 
with the propertics of the space that contain the field, and the Disjunction Drive with the properties of matter that 
create and react to a field. 
A common thcme to ail of these is that an asymmetric field is  induced such that a gradient i s  located at the center of 
the vehicle, or more specifically at the center of whatever part of the vehicle will experience a rcaction force from the 
field. An asymmetric field i s  required so that a net force is created on the vehicle. 



To illustiate how this concept works, examine the sum of the resulting forces: 
Gm,m, 
I; forces = - +%,a+ m,a 
d' 
The first tenn of the sum is the gravitational force from the source mass, ms, acting on the nactant mass, mR. By 
definition, there is no force created on the source mass from the rceclsurt mass, and hence, no tenn for that force in 
this equation. However, to entertain Lhe possibility that the source and the r a t an t  mass have inertial mass, terms 
are included for the reaction forces due to these inertiae. These reaction form 81.e he second and third terms in the 
sumln~tion, where m ~ ,  is the inertia of the source mass and m ~ ,  is the ineltia of the reactant mas.  Since it is 
assumed that the masses am rigidly connected by whatever &vice has pulled them apart, the acceletation, a, is the 
same for both masses. Solving for the acceleration gives: 
which acts in the positive x directios. 
Although existing evidence strongly suggests that the source, reactant, and inertial mass properties are inseparable, 
any future evidence to the contrary would have revolutionary implication to this propulsion application. 
REMAINlNG RESEARCH 
Thm are a variety of unexplored paths toward discovering the physics for a space drive. To explore the collision sail 
concepts it would be useful to seek any means to interact asymmetrically with the media that are known to exist in 
space. In particular, the medium of the electtomagnetic fluctuations of the vacuum, also called the ZPF, is a 
promis~ng candidate because of its high energy density, estimated to be as high as 10"' Joules per cubic meter. " 
w e n t  expcrirnent to reexamine thc Casimir force, which is an empirical artifact of this encrgy density, f d  
agreement with the theory at the level of 5%. " 
Multiple research paths exist to further explore field drive concepts. First, the concept of negative mass, with its 
inherent negative inertla, could be further explored. Another research path that covers the possibility that negative 
mass cannot ex~st, IS to develop a formalism of Mach's Principle or reformulate ether concepts to provide an 
alternative means to satisfy momentum conservation for field drives. Such formulations would also have to addrcss 
how to impafi reaction forces against space itself. A mare general approach that may even er.compass these other 
two approaches is to develop a physics that describes inertia, gravity. or the properties of spacetimc as a function of 
electromagnetics that leads to using electromagnetic technology for inducing propulsive forces. 
Regarding the physics of negative mass. it is not know whether ncgative mass exists or if it is evcn theoretically 
allowed, but methods have been suggested to search for evidence of negative mass in the context of searching for 
astronomical evidence of wormholes. '"f negativc mass is found to exict and if methads can bc eventually 
engineered to collect and handle negative mass, it seems reasonable that a propulsive effect could be engineered as 
previously discussed with the Diametric Drive. If negative mass does not exist naturally, it is still possible, in h e  
spirit of the Horizon Methodology, to consider the alternative of artificially synthesizing negative mass effects using 
some as-yet-undiscovered physics, perhaps using a f m  of gravity-elec&omagnetic coupling. 
The idca of discovering some gravity-elcctrornagnctic coupling goes beyond the idca of mimicking negative mass. If 
there is any way to rnodify gravity, inertia, or the properties of spacctime using electromagnetics. it may be possible 
to mimic negatlve mass to ueak a gravitational dipole, induce gravitational or eicctromagnetic fields to creak a 
Pitch Drive, or modify other properties of space to crcate a Bias Drive. 
The idea of using one phcnomenon to control another is not new. Electric fields are used !o creatc magnetic fields. 
By knowing the specifics of how these phenomena an coupled, it is 1)ossibb to engineer such effects. In the case of 
a spacc drive it is desired to create an acceleration-inducing field usin): some phenomenon like elactrornagnetics that 
can be readily controlled. 
Electromagnetism is suggested as the control phenomenon for two reasons: eleclromagbctisrn is a phcnolncnon for 
which we arc technologically proficient, and it is known that gravity, spacetime, and electromagnetism are coupled 
phenomena. In the formalism of general relativity this coupling s described in terms of how mass warps the 
spacetime against which electromagnetism is measured. In simpl:: tcrms this has the conseqwce that gravity 
appears to bend light, red-shift light, and slow time. These observatrons and the garerat relativistic formalism that 
describes them are cxpcrimcntally supported. Although gravity's effccts on electromagnetism lad spacetime have 
been observed. the nvcrse possibility, of using electromagnetism to affect gravity, inertia, or spacetime is unknown. 
To explore this possibility, it would be advantageous to have a forrrulation that &.scribes these obcmed couplings 
as a function of elecaomagnetics. 
Electromagnetism is also suggested as a target phenomenon for spacc drive research because of the ZPF. The ZPF is 
an electromagnetic phenomenon. Discovering any way to react asyn~metrically with the ZPF would likely cnarc a 
space drive. ZPF has also been theorized to be an underlying phenonenon to inertia and gravity Ii2, and experiments 
have been suggested to test these theories and to test dhCf related speculations on the relation between the ZPF and 
mass properties. It should k noted that these theories wcn not written in the context of propulsion end do not 
provide direct clue$ for how io electromagnctlcally manipulate inertia or gravity. Also, these theories arc still too 
new to have either bten c o n f i  or discountec Despite such uncertaintk these theories provide new, alternative 
appmachcs to search for breakthrough propulsion physics. 
Inherent to all the propulsive mcchanisms &used above is the reed to generate an asymmetric field, one that 
results in a net acceleration of the vehcie. One way to search for SIM h asymmetric effects is to search for ncnlinear 
or non-conserved effects. If, for example, thcrz exists some chaacteristic coupling between electromagnetism, 
spacetime, inertia, or gravity that behaves nonlineariy, has some hystmsis, or is n o n e  (analogous to 
friction) it may be possible to create net forces from imbalanced, cyc .ic perturbations of this effect. 
To illustrate this possibility, consider the analogy of an imgulariy o:;cillating mass affixed to a cart that is initially 
at rest on Ihc floor. When the mass move; slowly in one direction its reaction forces are not sufficient to overcome 
the static coefficient of friction between the cart and the floor and he cart remains s21l. When the mass moves 
quickly in the other direction its rcaction forces a~ sufficient to ovi x c m  the static c o t f f i t  of friction, and the 
cart rolls. Repeating this cycle results in a net motion of the car. L' there arc any fwM properties of space that 
have such a characteristic non-conserved interaction analogous to friction, then it may be possible to errate an 
analogous propulsive effect in space. 
A more conventional example which better illustrates thc possibilities of nodin-ar propulsion, is a mcthod 
suggested by Land~s. " This conctpt outlines a technique for changing the orbits of satellites without using 
propellant, and does so using conventional physics. It uses tethers c In a satellite to take advantage of the nonlinear 
nature of L gravitational well. If the orbiting satellite extends a ttthtr toward Earth and another tether away from 
earth, the imbalanced reactions will aeatr. a net force toward the E rth. This is bvause the downward force cn the 
near-Earth tether increases ma 7 than the outward force on the outer 'elhcr as the tethers are deployed. By altunately 
deploying and retracting long tethers at different points during the or >it (apogee and perigee), an orbiting satellite can 
changc its orbital altitude or eccentricity. 
Another approach is to revisit the field properties of spacc itself i l l  search of evidence of imbalanced forces. One 
experiment to exploiz this possihiiity is where a homopolar motcr is used to illustrate a paradox of apparently 
imbalancrA magnetic reaction forces. " Another is fiom experi~nental observations of unipolar induction that 
explores the reladon between magnetic fields and the surrounding sp ice. l9 
To further explore thc propulsive implications of any of these imtdanced force concepts. it is necessary to fully 
address the law of conservation of rnomcntum. In the case of the tcther example discussed above, tire Farth acts as 
thc reaction mass :.) conserve momentum. In the caw of negative nass propufston, conservation of momentuq is 
satisfd by taking advantage of the negattve inertia of negatlve mass. " With the nmain~ng fuki drives, however, 
resettch wi;t he required to determine how the s d n g  space can be use 1 satisfy conservation of momentum. 
One approach to conserve momentum is to msii space itself as the reaction mass. This app.oach evokes the dd 
idu of an "ether." To be &ly consistcat with empirical evidence. such as the Michelson-Monty experiment, any 
further research to revisit the idea of an ether would have to bpose the condition that an ether is e k c f r o m ~ c a f l y  
Lonau invariant. Now that this condirion is a chamcmiaic of the ZPF. 
An r l t c d v t  to conmkring spow a; the reoctioo miass is to irlrthtr dtvdop Mach's Principle. Mach's Rinctpte 
assats Iha surrounding matter gives rise to inutial ftnmcs, and that the intrtid frames are somehow connected to the 
sumntnding matter. ' Mach wrote that although ht k l t  a connection to the surrounding matter was q u a d  for thc 
prq# ty  of M a  to lx detect,.,- ' - he also admittad that such a trzatment was not necessary to satisfxtorily desaibe 
tk taws of maim. a To search for new, additiaeal laws of mraion to e x p i n  t!! god of fieM dnvcs, however, if 
may be useful to revisit Mach's Principle more literally. Specifically, to be useful for propulsion physics. a 
formalism of Mach's Principle is reqund that provides a means to transmit naction forces to surrwnding matttr. 
This implks developing a quantitatiw dcscript!on for how ihe surrounding matter creates an ine.Kial franc, and how 
pushing against that h c  with a space drive is actually pushing against the distant surrounding matter. 
It Is also possiblc to consider the very structure of spacetime itself as a mndidatc for propulsive intuactions. If it 
wae possible, for cxarnplc. to ~mafe asymmetries in the very propefiies of spacetime which give rise to inertial 
frames, it may be possible to create net inertial forces. This is similar to the "warp drive" suggst td  by Aicubicrrc. ' 
Ir is also conceivable that other research approaches exist. To further explore any of these possibilities, i t  would be 
useful to have a succinct problem statement to guide the e faluation and application of emerging science t6 the goal 
of creating a space drive. Such a problem statemcnt is offered next. 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The c~iticai ssucs for both the sail and f ~ l d  . nves have been complied into the problem statement offered below. 
Simply put. a space drive rcquim some controllable and sustainable means to mate asymmetric farces on the 
vshick wi,hout expelling a reaction mass, and some means to satisfy conservation laws in the process. Regardkss 
of which concept is c x p W .  the following criteria must be satisfied. 
( I )  A mechanism must exig to interact with a property oi space, matter, or energy which satisfies these conditions: 
(a) must be aMe to induce an un~directional acceleration of the vehicle. 
tb) must be con~d lab lc  
(c) muit be sustainable as the vehicle moves. 
(d) must be effective enough to p q x l  h e  vehicle. 
let must satisfy conservation of momentum. 
(0 must satisf) i.onscrvation of energy. 
(2.1) If p t v r t i e s  of mutter or energy are used for the pmpulsive effect, this mattcr or energy ... 
{a) must have pri+wrties that enahle conservation of momentum in the propulsive process. 
(b) must exist In a form ha: car, he controliahly collected. carried, and positioned on the vehicle, or be 
cor.uollably created on the vehicle. 
!c) lncst exist tn sufficiently hgh  quantities to create a sufficient propulsive effect. 
(2 .2 )  i f  properties of s p r ~  are used for the pr~~prrlsive effa!, these propenies ... 
(a\ must pii:':ld~ an equivalent rt .,ztlon mass to conserve momentum. 
(b) must be tanp~blc; must be able to be detected and tnteracted with. 
(c) must exist ac:oss ail spacc and In all directions. 
(4 rrkust have a sufficiently high equivalent mass density within the span of the vehiclc to be used as a 
propulsiw= reaction mass 
icj nlust haw charactcriztl~s that enable the propulsive effect to be sustained once thc vehicle is in motion. 
(3) The phys~cs proposed for the ~rclyuisi~c mechanism and for the propenies of space, matter, or encrgy used for the 
propulsrve elfccl must he completely cnnsfsrent with empirical ohsewatlons. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Rior to the cmtrguw;t of new h m e s  suggesting cmncctions between gravity, iaertia, ord tbe ekctrontg#tic 
~ o a s d t h e v r t n w , P n d $ l e n c e a t n w r r p d r i w " t b e o r y , t & p ~ f o t a # t i n g a s p c t ~ v e h o v e ~  
t o  far in the futm to p v i d t  ner tam & opportunities. Mnv with these awrghg theaies. new leserdt 
a p p m d ~ ~  exist. To provide a hmcworlr fa taking dvmhgc of tktse earaging theor#s md progressing ricna 
towad the gad of a spacc dnve. a problem sl~remeat was mukd ard is now o t h d  in this prper. Reg* the 
prospects for breakdrrou*, andcr  the following quotes from rast experts. These quotes wat c- horn 
Andamn's article on the Harim Mcthaddogy. ' 
"Heavttr h aim m o c k s  am e, " "h!&io h a  nofuacr, " "x-my$ a " 
- William ?hornson (Lord Kelvin) 
Pnsident of London's Royal Society (1W5- 1904). 
"Tkre u no likelihood man can ever the power of the atom. " 
- Robat Millikm. 
Nobel Ria in Physics (1923). 
"lie secrets ofFlphf will not be mastered within our liferinre.. not w:tlrin a tkovrard peurs. " 
- Wilbur Wright (1901). 
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- i '& f3~  b 
This paper argues that scientific speculation on tbc possibility of pradic.1 superluminal mnsport leads down puik 
rarictive paths of thought. A machine that can globally exceed the speed of light must be abk to actively modify 
the speclime mdric in its locality in order to Pvoid rhc tachyonic causality violalion in Minkowski space. 
AWough metric warps SUBicicnt for h m p t  to require anphysicalty large amounts of aegativt eatrgy 
within General Relativity, the potcntidiy evcn larger content of vimral energy i: the EM zempint fluchations 
(ZBF) is pointed out. M s e ,  €0 work around the energy dilemma, then must exist a small-smlt stludurt €0 
spacetime that can be manipulated W l y  with resmab1e energy expenditure. Tke idea is proposed that quantum 
noise of somc sort prevents the fecoaneclion of ckmeotary spacetime paths and a conscqucnl topoiogical collapse. 
or reversion to a icss smctud state, of spacetime its&. This is a generalization of an interpretation, M, on 
Baycr's stodrastic elecmdynamics, that ZPF keeps the world from atomic collapse. The lransport madune then 
operates as an inchworm in spacetime by temporari1y fming an above equilibrium conncaion d patbs bchvccn 
locally spacelike scparalcd regions. EM field configurations analogous to those used in some resonance 
experiments are suggested as possible toots. The connedion of paths belwee~ normally spacelike separated regions 
having a diflerent energy l m l  of the vacuum may possibly lead to the direct extraction of energy at the exputst d 
spacetime struchue. 
Introduction 
Hopefully, Dr. Richard van der R i a  Woolley's famous quote"', "Space trawl is utter bilgen, emphatically repeated 
by him in rcspoase to President Eisenhower's announcement of the US satellite program just one year before 
Sputnik I, will be shown not to apply to practical interstellar or intergalactic tmvel as well. Howewer, this 
speculative paper makes no attempl to predict the future. Insread, thc purpose here is to provide food for scientific 
thought by supposing that such lravel is possible and asking thc question of how can that be? Retaining only the 
most basic and well established generalities regarding spacetime structure, the above assumption k n  drives one 
down rather selective paths of h g h t .  These p a h  then naturally suggesl hypothesis of a microscopic structure 
that should have obse~yablc onsequences in nature. 
Minkowski space and continuous Lorentz transformations are accepted as a well established and a I d l y  d i d  
manwcopic approximation wherever spacdime curvature is not too great. The physical spacetlrne, however, is 
well known to contain the fa spe~uwn(~) of the zeropoint fluctuations (ZPQ of the vacuum cicctrornagnaic (EM) 
field. Therefore, it may be necesary to replacc thc Wnkowski spacetime and its continuous Loren@ group with a 
discrete spacetime in ordcr to cut off this & ~ s e  unbounded f spectrum Besides ZPF, other forms of 'quantum 
noise', such as fluctuations of the vacuum with respect to particle-antiparriclc pairs, similarly hint of a deep 
subsvucturc that has a potential discreteness built into it Globally, spacetime is assumed to be well described by a 
naciric manifold structure, wherc the metric has the usual signature and satisfies eithcr the usual E~nstcin-filbert 
or perhaps someone else's field equations 
Globally superluminal space-time machines are not mere tachyons 
Practicality of travel to the stars is taken to mean that round trip time for journeys to the local stars, or even to the 
nearest galaxies, as measured back home, i s  at most somc reasonable number of years. Thus the sccnario of 
hero~catly drifting in a spaceship for generations is excluded as being impractical. This implies that the transport 
machine must k capable of a globai speed that is tnrly enormous the viewpoint of the back-home obcmrs. 
And it also itads to a violati011 of the comnoa sense of inacrosca3ic camlity in Midcowski space, preset& in 
intraductory physics texts and repeated below. 
Test particles that exceed the speed of light c, as seen by an inerti?l &ewer, arc fotbidden by the basics of Lonntz 
cnndonrts in combination with the common sense of timc-orderin~:. Let El and & be the events of depiuhm firom 
point 1 and a n i d  at point 2, respecliwly, of such a test partick. 4n obstrrcr wbo s t c s  El and Er to k spatmUy 
fixed a distancx d apart will assign t2>tl. Since dl(ti-tl)x for this particle, another inerlial obscrvcr a n  k f d  
such that he sees t2'di*, which amounts to i blatant violation of ca~:dity. 
Thissimpkrrgumcnt againstbdyRicpWesinMinkowdri sp;tcchrsgrtPifimx. There isa way, MdpossiMy 
the only way, to avoid a crucial d r y  viobtioa at the &art: the tmqmt machine must somehow modifj. 
spacetime gaoarc~y away fnwt Mink-. And ior tbe sake ofpr3aicality. oae sbould suppose tbis modifaation 
to k relatively locai about the tnrnsport arncltiat. To put it cBmdy ,  this hypathctrcPi machine must k 
sunwnded by a lncVic field-like distortion s d  that, rcgardicss of the obscrvcr, the synchrcwism of his docks tbat 
bappen to be in the vicinity of El aad & is mfiieiently disturbed t:) avoid a causality violation. This fast machine 
ttwscaaaotbehavcasa~mpkteaputicle,vritb#cficffonttrc:bodrgrouadmetric.~itmuBkiat8e 
'warp drive"" class and is, in that sense, a space-time machine of some sort, i.e., a d n e  that actively modifies 
the spacetime geometry in its locaiity. Such arachincs have argued by Akubkmc to ban impressive 
advantages, deriving from the use of a dynamic spadme tvithir. g e n d  -ty. Tk round trip lime can in 
principle be very short, as measurcd by both the ship clodrs and Qe docks back home. And within the ship itself, 
the occupants are not subjecl to violent tidal f o m  because 1rrsumaMy a relatively flat splcetimc can be 
maintained there and the ship remains ssenti?lly at rest in its a b n g  ftam, thus the term 'warp bubble' is 
sometimes used. Further, causality swms not to be violated, because closed linlelike curves cm be avoided If 
fasible, such featurcs wwld make this a 'dream machine' of transj~rt, indeed. 
Not to build bridges to the stan 
Traversable, large-scale wonnhoks may conceivably exist, with tt mats perhaps near a large gravitating body, as 
suggested by some authon, that could serve as short cuts to &IWISC distant parts oftbe ~niversc.'~' Wolmholes, if 
thcy exist at all"', may have serious diff~culties related to traverability, stability and navigability. Mortover, a 
wMmholeisnotlilrtfytooonnccttowhoaewantstogo~thelooltionolitsfPrdwouMaotkLnownin 
advance. Brute forcing a large wwmhdt i a o  b c i i  is surely mkd out, simply by the enormous amounts of energy 
required. For cxampk, magnetic fields fat in excess of lo6 T woul+l be required to produce a signifiarll spacelime 
curvature due to the fAd energy'? but no method is prcsendy known that couM sustain such enormous fields. The 
Alcubierre warp bubble has similarly bent critinzd7' on the p d  that an "unphysical amount of nemvc 
energyn, of the order d 1012 joules, is needed to maintain an w r ~ e r  rly thin-wailed, 100 m diameter bubble moving 
with speed c. This criticism is based on an inequality from quann:m field theory combined with Etandard general 
relativity and orhcr assumptions. If the engines of this drive can no muster the energy required for speeds in excess 
of c, then the drive slows down and btcomes less interesting. 
Thc idca that the magnitude and Eetmingly turphysical aegativio of thc required energy prescnts an insuperable 
barrier to a general w a ~ ~  drive, can k challcngrA and certainly dsemes further study, since alternatives') to the 
Einstein-Hilbert equations have been proposed. Or there may be mon W e  work-arwnds in regard to the source. 
nature and gathering of the energy Enomtous energies do indeed occur when evaluating the total spatial density, 
8n2hfc4 /c3, of energy in thc EM zero-point specmm, where & is a cutoff frequency. The f, is thought to be derived 
from the Planck time. and depending on whose formula for f, is u ;ed. energy densities in ex- of 10lm ~/m' can 
be obtained; for example, the Sakharov cutoff f , = ( ~ ~ / ( 2 h ~ ) ] ' ~ = 5 . 2  x 1@42 set-' gins 2 . 3 ~  10'13 11m3. This energy is 
considcrcd as vinual, since i t  is not nonllally tappahle for work, but is  not physically nonsense just for its 
magnitude. However. does the warp drive nemsariiy need tappa )le energy? The spacetime connectivity scheme 
proposcd below siggests no anon than a minute tappability of this energy sea and gives no insight on how to 
control large variations, k t  it could be a step in thc right direction. 
I s  the mechanism already then for the taking? 
The cascnsus of the Liierature to date is dcarty that truly enonmus amounts of energy are needed to create 
shortcut paths in spacclimc geometry. And even the quite focal mdrk distortion of a warp type drive would seein 
to q u i r e  impxactical amounts of energy, if that distorlion has to be kd through an CnetgyJnomcnturn tensor 
coupM to say Einstein's freld equations. Forcing the distortion this way is practical nonsense. To avoid the 
erronnous energy requirements, consider the possibility that the elements for mating a desired metric distMiioa 
aiready exist as fUndamentai building blocks of spacetime itself. that necd only be harnessed for the pupwe. In 
other words, rhese are rearrangable segments of paths of the 4 sale smclute of @me. The establisbmmt 
of a path linking two spadm points is interpreted to mean that these points then either wholly or partially lose 
their dislinctncss or separation. Enormous energies may still be involved in the same sense as the existence of thc 
zero-point energy of the electromagnetic field. But then: may not be a requirement for macroscopicalty wholly 
tappable energy on a large scale From this p in t  of view, the creation of a macroscopic metric distortion is carried 
out through a process of nconnection to induce a reversion of spllcetime to a more primitive stare and is, in a way. 
a destructive orocess. Regardless of how fanciful and speculative all this may sound, the principle of causality plus 
the argument for the feasibility of geometric transport (e.g., the warp-drive bubble) leads into this current of 
thwght Effecls simulating a macroscopic metric distortion, as needed for transport, must be energclically not too 
hard to come by and Ihe process must involve spacetime elements which arc exceedingly small. A speculative ~dea 
regarding the nature of such elements is proposed below. 
And is the world supported by quantum noise? 
In papen on stochastic electrodynamic l3oyer"' and ~ u t b f f ~ '  argue that on the scale of the Bohr orbit, an 
tleclron bcsins to be sigdicantly M e t e d  by the random fot~cs of the elccuomagnetic field zero-point 
fluchlati~ss. And hence these forces make it difficult for the electron to localize into the nucleus, ending in atomic 
collapse. Thcx authors go on to show that the size of the orbit, the quantization of angular momentum and other 
properties predrcted by quantum mechanics are also correctly predicted by the stochastic electrodynamics. Not that 
quantum mechanics is wrong, but the in~eracwn of charged particles with ZPF is an alternative and physically 
more intuitive explanation of some quantum mechanical effecls. 
The Boycr and Pulhoff papen suppon the interpretation that the EM zero-point fluctuation 'quantum noise' is 
what keeps the world from an atomic collapse. To generalize ttus idea, considcr thc proposal that quantum noise of 
some sort is what keeps spacetimc itsclf from a topological collapse and a reversion to a less structured stale. This 
proposition suggests that spaceiime points themselves are generated by a kind of entity, or 'quantum of action', and 
naturally prefer to get connected. But it appears to an observer that the paths are tom apan by some sort of 
quantum noise. The establishment of a path, or a scries of paths, would picsumably be intcrpreted macroscopically 
as a sudden connci;:ion, or coalescing, of normally spacelike scparatcd points. Thcre is a resemblance here to the 
much more developed idea by R.  enr rose"" on the generation of spacetime by the correlation of elemental 'spins', 
but the action here of noise and paths is &fferent. The mathematically precise description of the proposed 
generators and the action of noise on paths, if the idea is indeed fruitful, may of course turn out to be as different as 
the quantum description is from stochastic electrodynamics. 
The speculatic? above is motivated only by its obvious relation to the notion of the space-time machine that can at 
most rearrange a local, microscopic structure. The paths only need be induced to locally connect for a (very?) short 
time and the machnc then operates like an inchworm in spacetime, digging out a path in front and closing it 
behind. Since the only known manipulable fields arc electromagnetic, perhaps a cooperative alignment of paths 
could be induced by a supcrposilion of sufficiently intcnse steady and high frequency electromagnetic fields: a 
resonance of tkc vacuum itself Othcr metl~ods are dific~llt o suggest, until this Idea of a dynamic connectivity is 
further developed and related to the more precise notions of a macroscopic metric, the quantum mechanical time- 
energy uncertainty constraint, &. . 
Energy from spacetime a dividend to consider 
The realization thatemfgycanbe~fromspacct imt  id'"dntts ,  inprkipie, fromthe timeafdrscrnrery 
of the EM zm-pdat energy ud the Casimir force. Indeed, this k m  may be a contributor to h i o n  kvd 
mnpamms in tiny, collapsing bubbles, as evideaced by tht M i i o n  obstrvcd in sonolumiaesctnca urptrhc&. 
T k  CIsiAlir coaguMon of particles upks dipsable matter or else the operarion is  in a storage battery 
m~dt''~', and is pnsently not a candidate for useful levels of powtr On the other hand, the idea that energy can be 
uttnctcd contiswusly from space with over-unity efficiency is mostly relegated to no,nsensc bv m;ainstrram 
physics,~thercisneirhcradc~t~~~~ce~vetheeoe.gjrztfokvcaofl~space.ordtfinedbytbe 
vacuum fluctuation 'sea', nor an empty kvcl btlow the zero level a d  &ON to inducc a coherency, or rrduction of 
enuopy. in this sea will . m a y  suffer the fate of the Maxwell demor. 
Consider, however, the possibility thst the local zero kvel is not zero everywhere with respect to Spaacime 
locations. Such a aoatrivial d may be a consequenx ofthc fkt tbat the universe is d v i n g .  NomuNy there 
is tho way to connect arbitrary points of spacetime with causal m s  in ardu to exploit di81kmtus in the local zero 
levels of energy associated with evolution. The atiove described short circuiting of normally spacelike separated 
pints may also bring together d a e d  zero lev& causing some photons to spill over and be available br usdid 
work. Since the spact-limt machine operates over a small spacetinre volume, such a spill would nok be expcded to 
be enornous, yet could be practically significant. The source of thc energy releascd is here the slight degewntioa, 
or collapse, of the spacetime structure itself. One can assume that such a dinurbance would be compensated by the 
propagation of a gravitational wave or a wave in the zero-point encrgy sea. This model provides at kast a rational 
starting point for a more serious study of the source of such ene:gy that works around what appears as a gross 
wolat~on of thermodynamics. As a grand scale example of this idea, the energy released by matter falling into a 
black hole could be ascribed to a a m i n  amount of collapse of spacetime sln~cturc. 
With this son of a spacetime mode1 in mind, it may be worth whik to seerch for and examine phenomena in nature 
that appear to be anomalously energetic. The so called ball lightx ing plasmoid could very well contain EM field 
superpositions of the Eon mentioned above (i.e., steady, totoidal magnetic field plus plasma osciUations), mn 
though just atmospheric pressure can not contain steady magnetic fields of any great intensity. Among the 
presently existing, man made devices that may also be worth a l d .  with respect to the ideas presented here, an the 
Methernitha machines0". These well known, but rarely amsible for study, machines are claimed to be 
multikilowatt level, steady extrattors of energy from space that u: e no extemal power. It is easy to relegate these 
claims to the crackpot fringe or fraud, except that the known mctun of these machines and the reports of 
witnesses do seem to admit the presence of intestsling combinatior s of intense EM fields 
Summary 
The supposition that superluminal transport is feasiMe restricts the candidate drives to (he metric warp type, in 
order to avoid causality violations in Minkowski space. Studits within General Relativity have shown that 
unphysically large amounts of energy are likely to be needed to m Jntain the necessary metric distortion , for both 
large-scale wormholes and the Alcubierre warp drive. In additim, these energies arc negative, which implies 
exotic matter in the standard theories of spacetime geometry. In the speculative scheme presented here, the 
reconnection of spacetime paths and consequent topological colla xe of the world is prevented by quantum noise. 
Then ths negativity merely means that the space-time machine is )ut into an energy level below that of the normal 
vacuum. as a consequence of the local spacetime connectivity llanipulation that suddenly coalesces specclike 
separated regions. The vacuum of such regions may well have an energy differential due to evolution of the 
universe. Even so, there is still no obvious way that the relatively ocal alteration of connectivity could produce the 
enormous energy differentials prediacd for :varp drives by classic 4 theory. If indeed the alteration of paths idea is 
a kcy to fast transport, then either Ute metric distortion so induced somehow differs from the classical model, or 
else Lhere exists a more subtle work-aroimd Success could depend oa the discontinuous character of the mating 
and breaking of the paths or on quantum effects. Electromagnetic fields comc to mind immediately as candidate 
tools for connectivity manipulation. A superposition of intense steady and high frequency fields is suggested as a 
first cut, as such combinations produce results in resonance experiments. 
1 he connectivity manipulation idca could also serve as a basis for a closer look at one or two of the so-xilcd free 
=gy machines that have been claimcd to steadily extract kilowatt iwel power from space. if such a machine has 
actually been realized, then surely nothing shor~ of a new concept about the struchrre of spacetime will do to get 
around the apparent blatant violation of thermodynamics. When then is neilirer a reservoir of energy a r d  to 
drain nor an empty lcvel below ihat of the local vacuum, then the source must be the spacetime sVuaure icsclf. In 
closing, the e n e  Swiss Mahnitha M-L Convener appears to admit a field configuration d the type 
mtnliMlcd above and likewise may the naturally occurring ball lightning plasmoid. 
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ABSTRACT: 
We propose a Nudear Magndc Resonance experiment tomcasure Ute influence of electric potentials on clocks 
in the rest frame of a &god particle. The motivation for these experiments rests on a rbcory that describes 
classical etcctrodynamics within the framework of (Psuedo)Rmrmnim geometry including Torsion. 'I'be first of 
two definitive papers dcsaibing the theory has a l d y  baen published [I]; the s e u d  is in tevitw[2]. This is 
rntamount to claiming that a classically unified tbcory bas been developed that correcIty imbeds Classical 
EIeatodynamics in the geometry d Einstein's field equations i-ng propagating torsic*. M c  
solutions to the fidd equations of the thew resdr in the mecl  electromagoetic pmt i a l s  appearing in the 
mctric tensor for several cases iucluding: spherical gravity plus spherical eiewoslatic field, chc line charge 
dectric fieid aud the uniform m c  field. The latter two solutioos arc exact . Sdtdons bave been chekecd 
with "Mathematicaw. 
From tbe solutions. an experimental p r d d o n  is made that electric potentials influence proper time much the 
same as gravitational poteatials. The elfed is expected to generate a line shift on the wdcr of 6 ppm and 
broadening for a sbivp prc~on resonance in the prerretlce of a lOkV eledric field and a fl magnetic Lamor fidd 
If rhc temporal effect is verified. then it is  likely there exist solutions that cotvie lo space and thus to gravlty, 
eitbcr explaining existing effects or predicting new ooes. 
INTRODUCTION: 
The presenl work is a highly condensed summary of a theory lhat is shown to correctly represent both gravity 
and e~u:tromagnctism classically within a ~scudo-R~cmanuian gdoincUy. I t  is grounded upon a new cono~ction 
wngermacber. 1W] which derives from au elstrodynamic torsion acting tipon charged particles in an 
eleclromagnetic field. The geometry is that sam by a charged particle and depends upon thc clectrotnagnccic 
potential at the particle location within a spaw-time that can include gravity. The present thcocy applies to weak 
fields and thcrefare does not m p l e  h e  two fields. Resent gravity experiments remain unaffected and the correct 
elec~omgnctic potentials derive from memcal sdutioas of the field equations. Thus bolh the Einstein equations 
and the Maxwcll equations are satisfied by thc metric solutions 
It is shown. however. that pure electromagnetic geometry should produce efff-s similar to those of gravity. 
These e f f ~  are resnlved wilhrn the pa~c le  reference frame siucc lfiat represents the simplwt solution. 7he 
result is e consistent fidd theory wid1 solutions and an experimental prcdictionl21 
in ref.[l] a tlew w m i o n  is denved from first ~ n c i p l e s  hut can be foutld effwvely from inuoducing an 
elcctrdynarnic torsicn~. 'Ihe sai~lc roonation was found by S&dnger[3] but not identified or reu)gui& as 
such - indeed hc discarded t l ~ c  ar~hsyrlunetic [,art of lus wru~ection(pure tors~on) s111w ~t did iiot w)ntrihute to the 
motion. 
This torsion. given by 
dacJ not d m  contribute to Lhc Llwcotz motivn of a charged pprude. Its p q d y  symmelritsd coa(ributioa to 
the canocdion (cqn. 2 below) docs, however. The pure torsion, t qn. (1) alone, was shown to bc ihe source of 
the well-lmown Thomati Prwemon tam in the "'classical spin'' ejuatioa ol motion. It emnot be physically 
igwueri. It can be said that the ooaaectioa is fully determined by the metric tensor and the torsion as Mi in 
qn.(2). J. Vatgas (41 b iadepmdartly f o d  the same tamion rcnsor from a Differential Forms appro&. 
The electrodynarmc connection is: 
FA, =A,-A, 
A 
u = test puc le  4-velocity 
where K = -el& 
Tmim is uadrtionally identified with angular momentum whch, it seam, hss not borne phy . i d  fruit in the 
present amtext. Ihe p.esent work dcparts from tradition and dearly identitits it with dedr-c objects. 
In a sacood paperj21. the new hnsteio tensor is devdoped from that connectioa. Tkis follows the work of J. 
Schouteo e d y .  The new finstein tensor has both charged am "displacemeat" curmts as sources. Tht 
elsctromagnetic energy density is i g n d  89 contributing d y  highcx order massive effezts on the gcommy in 
comparison to the new current tern. Solutions of the new field equations are presented that yield the classical 
el8c(romagwtic pomtials togaha with gravitational potential! in tbc appropriate cases. Tttcse solutions 
include: (1) sphatcal e l d c  plus g r a v i w i d  field; (2) cylind ical Line charge field and (3). cj!id.rid 
uniform magnuic field 
RIEMANN AND EINSTEIN TENSORS WITH TORSION: 
'k Ricmann teasor is given by : 
t- ' 
Tb~s Riemann tensor satisfies the fdlowing Cyclic Identity upc n alternating idccs : 
In dcriving (3). covariant differentiation was psed though 4..'elmties Thus the identity (4) implicitly 
assumes h s  rqn. (4) citll be &rived from a hfferential forms approach. as sbown in Appedx  A, wrthout 
l b s  m p u o a  'k Lostein t m  is given by: 
llu EkksIein ttnsor separates Into symmetric and antisymmtric piirts(aq.6). .k syamclric part p v i d c s  chc 
metrical f d d  cquntim while its oonscrvA4 ~ields rbt Maxwdl source equatious as our stcoad fidd equation 
Tbe antisynuuetnc part yields rhe bcmqpmw Maxwell equations as a sdution Tor arbitrary u since i t  must 
vsllish. Eg. (4) also )id& tbt homogeneous Maxwell cq t4cms.  
Fd:wing Schnhngc.. tbe bnsctm teasor oo the right d eq (6) i s  taken to vanish since &is i s  purely 
gmv-4 and Ihe dednrmagadic fidd i s  assumed to contribute a ne@ifible energy cbmty c o a p d  to the 
massive souroc f a  this solution. Tius leaves E-tilda m rbe left with w apparent s t r u c t u e  except as decennioad 
by its c l c c m @ c  lorsirm effects on the ngk. Siace we have shown thai tlus tensor is symmetric and 
pacab-wemthariast~cturc.  ;IhetbatofibtuPuaibnsleinicnsothutlbatitmis a 
mort@fuodioodawrrictcosorthatioci&tbt~~deltcrrom;tenetlciajion. Wcc;urdrq,cbc 
tilda W o n  since snd g-tildas w tk right will d y  anHrihuic in d orde~. ibis leads us to the new 
Finsrein equatim. 
FlELD EQUATIOhS AND SOLUTIONS: 
.Be govmng equatims arc chosen to iK. (for vasishtnp charge current w r c c s ) .  
Ibese equations are functions not d y  of the metric and clcctmmagnetic fields hut also (A' the test W c l e  4 
vdocity. Tbc dcpeodenct on the 4-velocity i s  not unexpected since in dassical correspoodLncc the vc'acity- 
dependcat h e n t z  force mu4 k accoulllod for and the conmxtion dcslribes precisel y Uwse forces Tlus has 
bcca a bonr d contenlion. but h s  is a cla~sical thenry and 111at is life '& test c11;trpc rest frame is cbosea fm 
simplicity in the sdutiol~s 
Coosenauan of the trnstcln tensor yddv exactly the wave quaboo for the Dl f~cld  and thus Maxwell's souw 
equations 
Tlus vanishes identically since it can he shown that the wave eq. is 
aad thus the new f at~stelti tcnsor 15 umscrvcd 
Solutions for tk tbnz cases dtsaibal h v e  aw 
Tbe cy!iadncPl ietcrvd is given by: 
2 i 2 2  &- evdt- ecJ~-rd+~-dz~ 
The Sct~~tioos arc: 
A 
e = I  
We have taken u h tc I K is a comt9at of i o t e e t m  A is  du tiat cbrgt h t y .  Tbe temponl eKPric 
d ~ c i c o t  fits the standard dactnc potential form. 1 -%ael . a dopis to tht graviwiod farm. 
whrch was dso tbe case Car cbt spbtncal dacrric field solution. pel ben: i s  precisely thc lime chvgc polartid. 
For rhis case. the cl&c Rotating Frrne metric was fouad to be pn exact solution d tbe ot*v h i s a n  
equation . It can bt s ~ e d  that tbe magnctx field is q v d e n t  tc a rotating spatid framc. Tbc interval i s  given 
by: 
?be solutions ac: 
+-b 
g , = 1 + 2 a r A  
w = -KB i s  thc cyclotron frequency for the orbt Eh4 fidd dutioos arc h w n  h u c  with respect to standerd 
a i t v c d c w .  Bisa-. tkmqockf idd.  N o E c ~ t 8 c d r * i a m ~ ~ v t n w i t h r c s p a c t t o o r m d v d  
vstars? TBt sdmiaas M famd from tht tbaay tr: w i l  nspact to "bast veam". Tbt relation betwear 
a t  ;lad bast vedan i s  ~ V U I  by: 
Ths, for c ~ c ,  in tk nqpeuc sdulwn: 
F,,,/St F,- =it% 
Y ATHEMATICAL ISSUES: 
In ada to obria tBt h e  d t s  wmmt d a i v a l i v a  w a t  parsed dauugb the 4- velocities. Tbt motivaticm 
fa tiis. otbrr fha it p d y  sadifi tbt wink auJ gives pbysidy mrrtd rcsdts, is teY the 4vdocrty is 
apnlldvcccafrddoet8eme ( ~ f h a x m v r i a # t o ~ a i a d K f ~ ~ o a t k r i ~  
~ s w a s 8 0 1 a ~ r r r m r p ~ e r t k t i m c .  justacooqrdlkgcmc. 1baveiodudadarigc~o~sprodlbat4- 
vdocitits dlcaivdy pass dratgB e*w+ differamdm with ~ ~ p e d  lo tkt 0oOrdin;rtc~ in tk Appeodix 
using a M d  Fams 1PPCOQCb. TLw pmOr derives IIIC fadamaacd Marciry (cqa. 3) that Ricmam salifics 
ad M y  shows the  fa^ vdocjties fpll out "a rhoogb dwy ;re oumtpcv-. It W a e  rsscrtcd in h s  
wmk drst diflcrtecirtioo m pas tbmugb the Qvdmttcs . h fdl rigaous appmd~ mi@ use a Finskr Space 
o o a t x t ( J  V q a s  uses suc4 m q m a &  ie his w d s  ) in whtcb ihe 4-vdocitics arc i m k p x h t  vaiabks. But 
t iutisbcyoodtiusmp~dtbtptxlrtrork. 
AN EXPERlMENTAL PREDICTION: 
T L w t b c o r ) . e t h a p r t i d t d h p e e . a e d - m , i m r e a s c d i n a  suiWedearicfiddbutlnshiddcd 
d s q p m d  ni l1  ss, in its r s t  C r a ~ .  a time differing from the pmpcr time of an e x t d  obserra arising 
fran tbc dcumaaic purcerid a W Iocrtim. Sina we h v c  an c x a d  solutiaa for a litx clrPgc demic i ' d .  
it is qpoplre to as tbis field for a test. Ler us s q p w  thac we nave a dtscributim of test Jlarp. f a  
e e  free ~ 0 0 s  (q=+e). b u a  h-o cnaceotric cyiiodncal dccaodts, an imu cytiedtr of radius R, ad 
r r ~ ~ ~ ~ c y t r a d a d r a r b u s ~ .  Wefwhcrsnpposcrcrr:rMetoae4teao~uon~nwhicbcBtpnwomar 
moolcrrtxil> a1 r a t  tr a~ k t  moving stowly wbilc expiaxing a intea* clcctric field. For cxanpie. they 
may be imapasod b a M c d n c  mabun. hut must be a krsr mmnmtmly roglzed with dectroas stnpped and 
m d  to tbc p i t i v e  dcc&~&. Tk rrl&~~ hctwcca proptr tiw d t l a M s  at any two psitioos rl  ad r2 
wkre  A - -e:m and 11 IS rhc line b g e  t h s i t y .  The d : a n  i s  h c  d a s s i d  line chargc poctocial 
Pppearing in the &K) srdution of w Einstan Equ;uicn~s T h i s  equation is exactiy a~alogms to that for rhc 
g r a v l o r t l d  red sbft Ihe ~ e g a ~ v t  dm&- IS tbc rmo putcn~~ai RCeremx for  k fnr proton 
If we cboosc r as the cenier dearodc R , . tbm the laboratory time i s  defined throughout by r2 = R , . whcre 
we may dd~w the am potent14 a~ tk q r i v c  dearodc a R, . We ihus have a time effed d+ng oo 
K = +elm fa tbe polon sn its popm franc Ow pwabie dock for such a test IS h'uciear Magncbc 
Resonance A pram p l d  in an interne decmc fidd w~thtn a do-frequency transvasc field "Hi " a m 1  all* 
o d q o d l y  to a maform magMtlc f~eld. %, IS rcwmmt at the lamor frequency, co = y 14,. whem the 
m c  do, y, fa the potcm spin is p m p w d  to dm We hns b v t  a dock. Fmam aq. 
(12) we expect the pococr's dock Ircqmq to deQcad rm its posiuoo with rsprci to Lb: m pota~ial dcclrOdc 
m: 
Tbe lamor fidd disbitmtioa is  th givcn by: 
F r o m r S r s i t ~ s s o r ~ ~ ~ w r d c ~ ~ t k N M R l l o t s h t p c r u  dvfttha!willns\dtwstarBtdscaicfKMis 
NIlrCd oa ~5 OOOQPYCd to the field off. figwe 1 shows tet d t  tbis d d a a  f a  Rl/R@50. 
Fig. I Normrlizcd NMR linesbapc a, a function d amgmic field for decvlc fieid off 
(sbap Line) and on 0 AH is che li .le half-width. 
With tbc E-fidd off, dl LIK proloas reonate slmulrsnawly at l l ~  Lanwr frequency Pnd a sharp sweep field 
lioe will result - it5 width ammod to be hroadceed by the H,-,- idd inhomogeneity cmd local fidds. With 
the ekdnc fidd oa. praoos at ciiifucllt potentid points will cor tribute to h e  signal at diffexeut times in the 
s w a p  thus furtba broadauag and shifting Ik liot while reducin : the linc intensity. We ;ruume the the m t d  
width is much less thaa the eleclric bmmhing. Pulsed methods nay be necessary to provide for p lms 
momcotanly at rut .  Uadtr ideal c i r a u n s ~ .  for a free proton in a 9 m?gnezic fidd with a lOlrVlcm dacvic 
fidd awl decvans completely nmoved to tht touodariu. a linc shift and broadentag of appmximately six parts 
pcr million is expectad 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: 
Hk brve sbown thpl classical e k m d ~ c s .  d d a g  d & v e  d f e ,  can be em- in a gaamdric 
fratnewark ia a self oonsisicat way fhm@ Ux .solutions of &e fidd eqwrioos far the appopriatc metsical and 
el-c field varieblcs. In tbe process. Maxwell's eqdons fell out naturally ram coasavloo and 
sylllrnevynquirrmeats. ~ t s t s e d l d o a s .  p o t o a l y a r e t h e m r r e c t ~ c f # M s f a m d l o r a  
sphuicd dcaric fidd pius gravity. a line cbage declrie f i d  and a Pnilonn magnetic fidd. but dso tse 
apmed deumqpdc p o d s  appear in the metric knm akmpade gravitational potentials. The pmxdm 
by wbicb &is i s  aaxmpIishcd is partly gmmdd in M a g d s  dlinc &cay though a new "dadrodyaaroic 
d m " .  
All that we have &own hae is aoosistcnt with what is c u m t i y  obaerved. Coexisting d d c  and 
pavitatiad fields i l ~ l  itdepdeady, within tbr scope of present measutemeots, on &ged test partides, y e  
appear to share similar geomc(ries. A classid  parlick caa pass with impunity through an 
d-c field suggesting that dcdromqnetic fidds & rmt innueocc the globd m. in a sase 
we have a "rdaciviry d since test charges with diCTaea( a e x p i a m  a m q m d a @ y  s d e d  
geometries in their rcst frames. laded, el-c farces arc velocity-depmk~t whicb s t .  from tbe 
o a l u n o l i h e ~ ~ ~ o l l .  
Finally, it sbould be stressed that we have made sevad simpi~fic;rtiaos. We have otdy induded order r tenns 
from the start We have ~gnored tbe eaergy-momentum tensor . For the dtxtric fiefd sdutiat we chose the rest 
franc md assumed spherical symmetry which is N strictly amed . We also igoorad weak coupling terms. 
APPENDIX A: 
7%e curvature 2-form for a dJTuattirbie manifold X, r e f d  lo locd cxxmhoates xV codorvcd with a p m d  
nonsymm&c connaaion is given by: 
1 Q:= 5 R, &'A dx" (A]) 
Tk torsion 2-form i s  given by: 
is the torsion tcmsor of tius work. 'l'his torsion, although a dired product d a vector ficld on a m e  io X, 
with a tensor f~eld cm Xn is never~clcss vdid with regard to defining a diflaentishlc manifold since each field is 
itself differentiable on its domatn. I t  can be shown that the exterior wvariant derivative of the torsion 2-form 
is related to thc curvature 2-form from thc well known result (5): 
'Ibc aucial point of ttus result i s  that with differential fonns, the cova iao t  derivative is the absdute derivative, 
so that p a t d  oovariPat dertvativa, relevant in ccxxdi-e repre &as. nred not be considered at at1 rt tlus 
poiat. 
~ t h t v a c t a r u ' i a ~ i ~ k ~ d a p o d t s l c ~ i ~ a d c o m p a r e w a o d ~ ~ c  
coMlibrtioo of otkr r . We can igmrc t& tlammagxiic contribution to he tbt:gmrncrry simx it will cala the 
r i d  aqurtl- rs order rZ. Thus. sioot u' is f k n  a vector oa i gaodtJlc. we may amdude nitbout 
beaimion or grrtstion that 
We now e ~ p ~ H 1  (A4) using tbc above io find: 
Now utilizing :be wvrri.n( pwhd on tk sptial field F yldds: 
Thus Eiq (3) is a vdid result md the fact that &c paNd cuvariart dcnvattvc passes through 3 is m d . c t  d 
tbe cnmpooent rcpsmmion of a possible DiffercMid Forms spprolcb to this rbeory. 1 choose to adhen to the 
anqxma appmaeb d a d g  tbe d c  th covunatu partla1 dihmt&ion with respe# to h a t  coordi~~es .  
xv , in X, will pars thrmgh vector &-Ids dejirrsd on o g&i : in X,. 
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ABSTRACT 
A spinning black hole with bmcting disk of matter and axially directed jet($) of ejecta may promote a catalytic 
process of vacuum energy ertractiun by weak nudear force mxtkm. l h i s  process would havc profound 
c e i c r i  impiications snd offers rationak for a luminosity mechanism in jets, anti-matter emission in jets. 
disrupted rcghs  in lets. and some deep space gamma emission peaks. 
Innovative imupntatioas of three known quanatm kvel effects each offer ratmale for laboratory scale 
maitco'qmxtimc interaction using nuclear magnetic monancc teduriqucs. nK natural model of putative 
vacuum enegy extraction ~ p m c n t e d  by a spinning black hole rmy potentially be mimicked in a latxmtcxy 
setting by e q h € i n g  the sdar neutrino flux, using off-the-shelf equipment, in tire near-term, with no maw 
&sign challenges, and w nlativciy low cost. 
SPACETIME GEOMETRY 
At fmt M o perfcct vacuum appears to be M i n g  at all. However. this largest thy far) of the three compo- 
nents of our universe is a vowl with very real properties. In Max Born's words, (1 %2). "in itself the four 
dimensional spacetime continuum is stru~3ureless. It is only the mutual rclatitms d world points disclosed 
by cxperimen which impress a geometry with a definite metric on it." 
To this srructurckss EMsteinian spacetime getmetry may be added a directional arrow of d m  defined by our 
Rotions of enlropy imcase and causal ordcr. Gravity is the one datlertnt force in that it dis1m.s the directional 
metric to influcxc tk kinematics of those workl points which so impress. in other words, "... gravity shapes 
rhe arena in which it acts." (Hawking and Prnrose, 19%). 
Finally. on Ihe smallest scale of the vacuum. virtual partick poduclh, distribution, rangc and annihilation 
dance tn discordant causal tempos of mass and unccrtainty. cmclatum and charge. (Gribbin. 1984). Examined 
finely. this vacuum is dimensional and directional, and cont~nual and causal, anJ hectic, and me&. and really 
quitc energetic. Hardly "nothing at all"! 
GEOMETRY OF A BLACK H0I.E 
Qmsider now a black hole in spiiccrinle. This is the corpse of a massive star catastrophically collapxd to within 
its Schwamwhild limit when pressure from nuclcar fires rn> longer res~st its self imposed spacetime curvature. 
Thc hoie's gravitational mass overwhelmingly determines the metric of syacctime surrounding its event hori- 
zon. %is, together with the hole's angular mnmcnlurn and net eleclr~c harge, influences the k~nemat~cs which 
order accreting material into a death spiral ending at the event honzon -- clr boos1 into new life along an axially 
d~rectetl jct of ejecta perhaps a thousand ltght years in length. ~Thcme. 1994). 
As accrcting matter rpprortws the distortbd spacetime rzaf the c vent horizon it experiences slowed time 
nte-of-passage. In this region, weak nuclear force coupling increases due to uncertainty relation influence on 
vinwl prartick production and mgc sround accreriag nuclei. AdJitioaafly. accnting masskss panicks 
app~aching the distorted spacetime region experience gravitatio la1 and time blueshifting of thcir energy 
and frcgucncy. 
As an example, ms&r that virturrl partick production md range of intermcdiide vector bosons increase 
mmd accttcing mki near tht event hotitol, whik incident stc tar neutrinos exhibit blueshift of their apparent 
kinetic energy. Together these effects should induced beta- reactions in t h t a  scacoreting nucki. 
FIGURE 1 Induced Beta- Decay in a Slowed 'lime Region 
In figurt 1 an intermediate vector boson mediates the weak nucl :ar force =action between a nucleus and a 
blueshihog neutrino near the event horizon of a black hole, X: v.W) Y!+, . Uncertainty relation influence in a 
slowed time region extends virtual "W' particle lifetimes, allow ng them to range fat beyond their normal 10-15 
cm d~stance from the nu-leus. This essentially increases the cro! s sectional target area for neutrino interaction at 
the same tlme that gravitational and time blueshifting increases lpparent neutrino kinetic energy. 
FIGURE 2 Wcak Force Reactions in a Spinning Black Hole System 
stellar neutrinos (v) 
accretron disk 
axially directed 
--- jet of ejecta 
In figure 2, some of thc proton rich and unstabk nuclides survive to be ejected from the system in a jet due to 
natural half-lives and to time dilation influence on natural half-lives near the event horizon. The decay products 
of subsequent beta+ reactions include positron and ncuainq emission plus secondary gamma emission from 
nuclear transition states and from pos iWek t ron  annihilation. This gamma signature may be modified by rel- 
ativistic effccts from near light speed velocities in entrained matter in the jet, or by Compton scattering of 
gamma photons to longer wavelengths through gamma/ekcuon collisions. 
Disrupted regions in jet5 might be caused by instabilities ahbutable to concentrated internal beta+ and gamma 
radiation pressure initiated by neutrino bursts ftom collapsing stellar cores. kts then visually exhibit an histori- 
cal record of far distant supcmovae while producing a short lived and distinctive gamma emission peak for each 
such event. 
The blueshift of apparent neutrino energy on entering a distorted spacetime region may validly be inter- 
preted by an observer also situated near tbe event horizon as a borrowing of energy from the vacuum. 
This borrowed energy is "trapped," or locked into an a c c d n g  nudeus by the weak nudear force reac- 
tlon and then carried away h m  the event horizon by that nucleus in h jet. Theretore a balance sheet 
accounting of energies into and out of this putative black hole luminosity mechanism suggests a catalytic 
conversion of spacetime energy into radiant and kinetic energy with profound cosmdogical implications. 
Consider a neutrino of 0.42 McV energy commonly produced in the H,p fusion reaction in stars. As its apparcn! 
energy blueshifts near the event horizon of a black hole it may cnter into the following reaction, ~ 1 ' '  (v ,  0') siZ7. 
After transport away from the cvcnt horizon in a jet, si2' releases on average 4.8 MeV through b beta+ decay 
products while returning to its original A I ~ '  ~dentity. (Nuclides and Isotopes, 1989). This catalytic tenfold 
energy surplus is energy drained from the vacuum. 
GEOMETRY OF SELECTED QUANI 'UM LEVEL EFFECTS 
Replacing tht black hok in the process desnibed above with a 1 &oratory scale matterispacetimc interaction 
mechanism similarly abic to distort time in the locfil region sumarnding atomic nuclei might allow catalytic 
vacuum energy extraction here at hame. Those matterlspacetim intc~pction rncdrpnisms commonly cited in the 
literature include ulvadense forms of mattcr, exotic forms of maltr, megatesla elccuomagnetic f ~ M s .  and 
applicalions of relativistic velocities. m s e  might be found in tt coretical cxpioitntion of collapsed stellar bodies 
in deep space, in Laboratory exploitation of the ^Casimir" effect, in attempts to manipulate charged virtual 
pamcle pair distribution and annihilation in the vacuum, or in theontical Tpkr" machines. However, none of 
these would seem to offer near-time doable laboratory approach.% to vacuum energy extraction with practical 
(positive nct return) results. 
Innovative interpretations of thrce quantum level effects each hc~ld promise for a more practical manerl 
spacetime interaction mechanism. For example, maKimurn violation of weak nuclear force parity conservatioo 
may be viewed in a Standard Model light as disappearance of w :ak facc "charge" into the vacuum upon a 
reversal of massive paruck spin handedness. (Georgi. 1981). nth rcaptrnce or &urn of weak f h e  charge 
b y t b e ~ m b P s s d o ~ ~ c h ~ n r s y k h r ~ m a s o r t d ~ ~ i n t c r o d b s  
m c e h s e i s m ~ ~ k c o l ~ l a s a l y c i t d i n t A e ~ t l r r , 9 a d a u d a r * ~ ~ ~ ~ t i o n s r r r  
easily eccmplMd m a Irbontory setting udag nucker magnetic ns#rrm techniques 
A second quantum lcvcl effect having potential for mstter!spacetimc interaction may be visualized in Flatland. 
A Flatland resident cannot manipulate a two dimensionel chimi outline in any way which can produce its 
enantiomorph. However, a three dimensional Solidlander can esily turn over a two dimensional outline in 
his third spatial dimension to produce th: enantim~oqk ( C d r  er. 1964). ?he Flatlander wa:ching this 
extradimensional inversion, since he cannot look "up," would ae only a quantum transition with no 
intermediate state of orientation. 
A thne dimensional chiral particle, such as a left hand spin pro:on, may be similarly invertcd in a fourth spatial 
dimension, if such exists in Nature. This would produce its enarrtiomorph, a right had spin proton. Th~s  
extradimensional inversion will now appear to a Solidlander ob arver as a quantum transition. For us, massive 
partide Inversions in a postulated fourth spatial dlmcasion ;ue Mentiad in appearance to quantum spin 
flips. This n p m e n t s  a sort of msttorhpmxtime interaction necbanism dMhd from those commonly 
cited In the litemtun; and quantum spin manipulations am easily a c e o r n ~  in a laboratory setting 
usiag nuclear magnetic resonance tccbniques. 
Finally, phase cntlnglemeol has been shown by the Clauser/Fre xhnan ard Alain Aspect experiments testing 
Bell's Theonm to s m g l y  and non-locally correlate pdarizatkn angles between phdons created in a comma1 
quantum event. This conntxtion has been described by Herben (1 985). as "unmitigated" (by distance), 
"unmediated" (by any known partlcle or force), and "imrnediatc " (simultaneous anywhere in the universe). It 
is here assumed that phase entanglement can be assigned as a (t :stable) property of spacetime. 
a pprticks created in a cornmon quantum event are also m-locally, though perhaps not strongly 
correlated in their spin orientations, the massive particle analog to wave polarization angles. For example, 
beta- reactions may enrich a working fluid in phase entangled proWelectron partners. Such a work~ng fluid 
may bc produced by n c u m  bombardment of a magnesium iso ope., M~~ (n,$-) A 1 ". 
Elccmns formed in these beta- events and eventually bound in atomic orbitals may now be spin aligned in a 
stationary magnetic field - and electron cloud alignments then nfluence nuclear alignment to "spin up" or 
"spin down" stales. The phase entanglement enriched a spin tligned working fluid can next have a magnetic 
resonance tuned radio frequency field applied to nuclei while e ecuon partners continue to be held spin invari- 
ant on at least one axis by the stationary magnetic field. When the resulting "inesistible" proton spin flips meet 
thcir "immovable" electron spin partners, the assigncd spacetin c phase entanglement property between them 
may "twist" to distort spacetime in the working fluid. This enf~rnxd geometric distortion of an assigned 
spacetime property represents a potential matter/spacetime interaction mechanism distinct from those 
commonly cited in the literature, and the quantum spin manipulations are d y  pccornplisbed In a 
laboratory setting using these nuclemr magnetic resonance techniques. 
MIMICKING BLACK HOLE GEOMETRY IN THE LAB 
All three of the quantum level mattcrlspacetime interaction mechanisms proposed above depend upon oppas- 
ingly chiral nuclear spin orientation manipdations. All thtcc mechanisms may be tested in a spinning nuclear 
magnetic resonance apparatus in which a ring of working fluid is held in a magnetic feld rotating with and 
therefore stationary to the fluid. lh i s  field quantizes the fluid and orders its nucki into spin up or spin down 
states, with one state dominating depending on polarization of the magnetic fiehi. 
Application of a scanning radio frequency feld, properly t u d  for isotopic make up of the fluid and for 
magnetic field strength, interacts with nuclei through photon absorption to cause quantum spin flips. When 
the nuckus later emrts the absorbed photon, (resonance), it returns to its original spin orientation. 'Ihe relative 
proportion of spin up to spin down populations upon initial alignment defines a thermal equilibrium state for 
the working fluid as a whok. (Chadrakumar and Subramanian, 1987). 
Since tht testing program here proposed is concerned not witb resonance return signals. but with demonstration 
of spacetime distortion caused by nuclear spin manipulations. the Z axis of the spinning ring would be aligned 
wit!! the solar neutrino flux. Nuclear spin up and spin down states them present opposingly chiral aspects to 
incident neumnos to take advantage of weak force parity violation temperament. Similariy, spinning the ring 
cyclically reverses random off-alignment-spin nuckar aspects across the X-Y plane to gi\c a uniform 
probability of interaction for the fluid overall. Any spacetime discortion produced in the local region sumd- 
ing working fluid nucki could be expected to induce bcta- reactions through uncertainty relation influence 
and blueshiftinp energies - just as in the spacetime distoned region near a black hole in space. 
The first goal of a laboratory experiment wouM be to maximize the number of quantum spin f l i p  in order to 
locally overwhelm some natural equilibrium state bctween weak nuclear fwce "charge" and the vacuum, &r to 
maximize the number of quantum partick inversions locally crowded into a postulated fourth spatial dimension. 
to maximize tk number of "twists" introduced in the assigned phase entanglement spacetime property of an 
appropriate working fluid. For all three rationales the stationaq magnetic field would be as strong as possible to 
maximally skew aligned spin populations to a sirigk dominant otientat~on, while the scanning radio frequency 
field would be applied at intensity to suddcnly and massively inven thcrmal equilibrium in the fluid. Hopefully 
this results in sufficient distonion of local spacetime ~p.om~ty to induce neumindmatter interaction in nuclei 
chirally aligned with the solar flux. 
Succcss in the testing program for any one of thc three quantum level rationales would thus be indicated by 
induced beta- decay reactions. For all three mechanisms success ;hen also results in enrichment of the working 
fluid by more phase entangled beta- parmr particles. Assuming that phase entanglement is appropriately 
assigned as a spacetime property. then thc potential for a runaway reaction is evrdent for any of the three tcst 
regimens. 
Given induced beta' rextions in thc working fluid, removal of proton rich and unstable nuclei along an axial 
pathway h n  completes the mime with black hole geometry and a!iows release of spacetime energy to the 
environment ar radiant and kinetic encrgy. In the lab. however, this working fluid may be r e n t 4  to thc NMR 
ring to give a closed Imp of catalytic vacuum encrpy extraciion. Perhaps a central black hole with itspts and 
galaxy of stars and gas clouds attendant fo: . IS  a  and son of gravitationally hound closed loop too. 
The proposed test regimcn uses known technology a ~ d  virtually off-the-shelf equipment so planning. assembly 
and start up should he possible on a near-term basis for at ieast two of the thrcc matter/spacetime interaction 
rationales. Preparation and riming for test of a phase entanglement enriched fluid will take longer and require 
standard health physics safeguards in the lab. No major design challenges would sccm to prcsent exccpt for 
consideration of the "runaway" reaction possib~iity. Th~s might dictate a hydrogen atmosphere surrounding thc 
test apparatus andfor very high threshold and very shon lived reverse beta half-life structural materials for the 
test apparatus such as silicon and its oxidc. (Nuclides and Isotopes. 1989). 
Cost of the proposed empirical regimen would not be exorbitani if equipment availability and experiment 
feasibility are considered in comparison a test tegimens for these matterlspacetime interaction mechanisms 
more commonly cited in the literature. Any near-term altemativ.: approach offering practical results and not 
fatally violating physical laws is wMth a fry considering the scak of potential nturns in many fields accruing 
from a successful experimental outcome. 
WHENCE THE ENERGY? 
The Big Bang theocy of cosmdogy p i t s  the universe of all things as origiMting in a beginning point source. 
It is philosophically uncomforting to think of the t h e  c o r n p a t s  of w r  universe as coexisting in stpar;rk 
f m s  in a singularity. Matter, energy. and spacetime may ail hacre been homogeneous universe "stuff" at some 
level of qanization dating back to the one primordial singularity. If so, then not just matter and energy are 
interchangeable; matter, energy, spacetime are all interchangeable under at kasl one set of adminedly 
extreme conditions. 
So whcnce the energy gained in the beta-/beta+ cycks discusseri in this paper? It would not seem to come from 
spacetime within the event horizon of a black hole The theoretcal event boundary isolates "inside" from "rest 
of the universe" rather convincingly. and of course there is no i:olated gravitational well upon which to draw in 
the pmp.,ed empirical test. An event horizon's surface am anyway represents the total entropy of a black hok, 
and by extension it =presents the total number of past histories that the hole could ever have had in coming to 
rest at a single point in space and time, (Hawking and Penrosc, 1996). TO reduce the h e ' s  "imducibk" mass 
energy would in essence be to nsumct entropy and revise history. Furthtr, for a beta-/beta+ cyck drarning 
energy from a black hole's interior. unlike the claim made for Hawking radiation, them would seem to be no 
way to satisfy the HawkingIBekenstein relation that dShOle plu5 dSunivcrsc must always be greater than or 
equal to zero, (Thome, 1986). 
A quite diffetent argument holds that a black hdc's spin angula: momentum, a quantity known to be 
extractable, yet cannot be used to justify energy gained with tht weak force reaction cyck. Simply put. thc weak 
f o n ~  cycle's energy surplus should still hdd for a nucleus pass ng near the event horizon of a =-rotating 
black hole and subsequently escaping its gravitational trap ballistically. 
Energy gain in the beta',beta+ cycle would thus seem to come from distorttd spacetime surrounding the event 
horizon of a black hole and from the distorted spacetime surrounding atomic nuclei in the laboratory ring. This 
violates no envopy law since the source of energy is not countc d as energy or as entropy whilc still resident in 
its spacetime f m  Q@& of an event horizon. Conversion of acuum energy to radiant energy. essentially 
adding "new" energy b a universe then slightly depleted in spa:etime. can only kavc dSholc plus dSuniverse 
unchanged now and increased later. 
It is important to note that a majority of nuclei undergoing beta ' decay in a black hole's accretion disk W b i y  
arc captured by the hole - so the hole too increases in its imdu:ible mass energy as a result of this and from 
blueshift of any other partick energies as particles fall to their tinal entrapment. Black holes must therefore 
swallow spacetimc as they swallow matter and energy - as we1 as conven spacetime into new energy for the 
universe - if the arguments presented in this paper hold m e  un ler critical review and empirical test. 
If so, then black holes in space may increase the universal s t m  of mass energy enough to one day slow to a 
cusp cosmological expansion through pmcess of vacuum energy conversion. This process will be done cln Earth 
as in the heavens. For by mimicking black hole geometry in a 1 iboratory setting and exploiting weak nuclear 
force reactions wc too will conven spacetime into rad~ant encq:y for the great benefit of mankind. 
"For since Ihc creation of th.: world 
God's invisible qualities - 
his eternal power and divire nature - 
klve been clearly seen, 
being understood from wh; has been made ... " 
:Romans 1 :20, NIV). 
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ABSTRACT 
1. INTRODUCTION 
I ) r . E ~ h d k l a i m ~ y ~ ~ ~ : ~ m a p a a e e e c ~ a ~ ,  supaoooledWgO,* dkkqpmiysasa 
a s b i d d b a ~ b r e ~ s ~ ~ f i d d s b a s i t i a m D i o x i d c ~ ~ f I D e S ~ r m O f ; n ~  
b;drrc. ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ r c p n b # 1 R n g i . g h o a , 0 5 % ~ . 3 % ~ c a Q v e l o d t y d ~ a f t b e  
s q m r m .  ~ c 8 c p e r W n i ~ * w c i g h t c f f e d s w a r n a r d e d t b e ~ B a d a r c m p e r P h n  
tligebcrwaeo2lXw7OK. T B e a p a a d u c r c r u ; r s s u s p e d e d ~ a ~ s d e n o i d ~ o p ; r s m a s t a r t o f  
k v i l r r i o n ( B K w & e ~ F f f a x  A ~ g m ; r g n a i c f u i e M w a s p L c e d n o u r d t b e ~ ~ a n d t h e  
frequery was s-aied k t w m ~  50iE and 1CP HZ 7 k  peatrl wci@ d m g c  oGcured at the bigecsl frequency. 
However.tbe atcigbtPdirctiorrsmooarredeves*dKmtaringfreldwatt&aand\be 
uqrerooaductnr sroppad rocliag. FIlnba waghr be8avinr was reported2 using PoQlemov's 
e x p m h a d  desiya. ha wicb signif- s i m p i t l i i c .  
l a c e ~ d e q a c ~ u , d u e B t w b a s i c a l y i d l o m d t b t R D d l d e m o v ~ .  Tbatis usmgawagh 
suspended over rBe cr'rg of& -tor (Xi, nd tbt weight being comected to a balance. Essentially are can 
v k w  dK wcigtu nd the SC as two w e  systems. in sucb an exprimencal arrangemm &?aminmg if 
.. . I  p w t a m d ~ " i s r  wortasqrposed~amrrioa-rea-rionforce. s u d r a s m a p t k a e l ~ f k l d s . i s  verf 
diffnk. M a r e ,  rAc experowetal approadr described herria crtrts a system in whicb tbc adion-reaction 
mmpLmm canocl cachothel. 
'Ibc exprimeotal quatirn n w b h  l t ~  YBa,CqO; SC marcrial aces as a gravitational sbiekl in fhat mass situated 
abwe the SC kms weight whik tte SC is in rlre mpemdd  srre. It must be noted that very little theory 
ex&94".' tbat p d a s  a gravitational -on  wid^ SC's a~ $rc macroscopic kvcl. Most assuredly no 
cnginminp formulas exist that aid in systesr besia. 
11. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
1 % ~  1 T?w decermmnatlon of wcighr m m a l i e c  III a systcm ~vnrsist~ng of magncq. codant SC, and Licrgct ma%. 
Phaw 2 The clctennlnation of whet!er variaricns in the target mass produces a pqwnionare variation in syaem 
welghl. 
Figure(1)showsthctestmodtltrstdbpbpse 1. Itemsistsofa50 ccplasticpesaipuonarediciae~. A m  
wth Cobelt disk magnet (qpcxinurtly 5 Tesla. Edmund Sdc& pam nutnba CS2.867) is stracbed 1.9 an 
below a 2.54 an-by-31 can SC fEdwrd !kicoMic pyt mmbes 07.446) disk. TBe magnet is held in piact by 
sytrofmm and plastic resin is used as a platform for the SC. A d plastic bead is used to provide air space 
beIweentbcSCanddrtresnsufrrcc. ThcSC,beadrdnsiapWcmacgluedqclbcz. Anmher2Nbber 
stopper is glucd to d~ M e ' s  cap to ra as a mga 'Ibis target mass is appmximalcly 10 grams. Four -5 an 
bolts are drilled in Ihe bottle just above the tap sufpce of dre SC. T ltse boles ;blow liquid NiuogeaWJ2) to enler 
andoamtBeooolantduringdreweigbing. T b e b o t t k p k i s ~ S C , t n r g c t , ~ L N 2 w i U b e h a e ~ o r e  
designated as h e  sysiem. Not having my e n g M g  guidelints f a  the cw- of (his test model. tbe 
aiticaIityoftbedimedmspmvidedarctsrcalaia. 
Tht experimental nrelbodolgy is ntcniy to cod drc SC to ?7"K using an LN2 bwb. Somt LN2 entMs the bottle 
through the b. The system is tbm placed m a scnsitivt digital eiecmmic bahxz. la tbe case of lbis experiment 
a Sartorius Morlel1207-MP is d it bss a readability d -1 mg art1 it opdates its reading every second. Thc 
bal;mcth;tsghssslidingdawsatbtwaadbocbsides,sothtmode canberwarpkotlycnclosalformore~ 
weigbig. A six-mmce styrolam cup seprres the b o W s  pan fr m tBt systrm. This disUiDce seems suff~ienr 
w prevent the magnet from iataacting witb tk balance's ekmwm%M.  Howcver, bakas  rre subject to 
magnetic inflw~cts and this is an area of Roisc that awl& not be conrplctely dimired with ctnairi€y. 
A s i b t s ~ s i r s a t t h c ~ t b t ' - H Z L ~ a d , ~ a t , m ; s f i s l e P v i o g t b t s ~ d t h c ~  
rtads a cootinual weight decarse o m  time. 'ibt balance's &gird le;dortt was videom@ dmhg the N1 span of time 
t B a t w i s ~ ~ r s d k p R d m a ~ t b a t ~ t s n ~ r r H a I b e S C r t a r a r s p m r s s a d h c r i W  
tempcratm.T,ofappmmdy908K. T b c v i d c o ~ u s c s ~ ~ a n d ~ o a g i a s a t i m a n d d a c s t r m p s o  
~ r i m e d o w n r o l - s a a n d m a t r v s l s c a a b e t e m d e d a l m g ~ m C ~ e i g b t ~ s .  T,caavarybystvaal&grecs 
f r o o l o a e ~ o f Y B ~ c ~ 0 , t o ; r a a t b c r .  ?beexact VahJCdT, um,notdetamiaeddrrringIbecortrseofrbtse 
e x @ m a ~ ~ .  Thc LN2 in the syshm comphely eMparPtrd after a t x ~  2 mbtcs .  
Atter eacb weighing cydc I& v&mtaped nadings arc mscribad to yr Miaosoh Excd Version 5 speadsheet. Botb 
t k ~ a n d t b t c a m s p d h g w c i ~ a n p h c e d a n t b t ~  TBegm@scontaiatdbacinweegc~d 
using Excel. nK raw dam plots are prrsenld along with a 4-point amage plot. Tbc 4-point average serves to 
smoodw wl  the low kvel noise. but does not disguise tk ananalorls weight behavior. 
The test model in Figure (2) was used for Phase 2 testing. Tbe mag,m and SC ;ire the same as in Phpse 1. Tbc 
magnet. boweva, is glued M y  to the SC, and rttar tbis c o m e  is glued lo tbe boaom of tbe bottle. A nylon 
hohisan;lclwltotbebonk'scap. 2.38cm X .31 an rubber wasbasare then bolted in as requidtovary the 
weigM. To add more weight two washers are used in place of  he washers. Tbis arrangement uea- a rigid, 
but modiftable carget. 
111. PREDICTED RESULTS 
In this experimental design, if tbe SC LC& as a gravi~ioml shield, hen Ibe system should display a gain in weigbt 
as it warms passed T,. Tbis gain in weigbt is expected because whe I tbe twt model is  placed on the balance, it is 
already in tbe suprcooled stace and, tbcrefore, shield'ing shwld be oxwring. In esma the system is lighler wben 
it is piaced on lhe balanced and in tbeoty we would assume it wouk gain weigbt rrs T, is p;usad. 'Ibe weight vs. 
rime curve should show an abrupt slope change at the point of trans tion and then a continuation with the previous 
.dope ctr.l~d~taized by cvaprxating LV2. 
1V. PHASE 1 RESULTS 
F(wfi4) Uials were performed during phase 1 .  Two tnals were with the SC. ?be third and fourth uials used ~ h b e r  
and bras conuols respectively instcad of a SC; yet, no other feature, were changed in the syb:em. 
Trial 1 results arc: shown in Rgirre (3). Using Lbc gnviMonal oaass scale as sbawn we can see a high degree of 
linearity in the evaporation curve until a sharp slope change occurs at a d  46 seconds. Tbis linearity is appiuW 
bwn to the centigram kvel. Tk sbap slope change is unusual, but can be w i l y  explained as king the point in 
which the LN2 bas completely evaporated and the balance's sampling rate is not fine emgb  to caacb Iransirional 
points. 
Nothing particularly unexpected zppcus in tbe weight vs. time curve. BUL the heafity allows us to perf- some 
statistical analysis that could reveal effects to a much lower level. F w  are make h e  assuqha that T, OCCIUS 
soraewfiae benveea 0 lad 45 seconds. !kamL we caiamlc tbe actual evspaation anve as givea in Figure (3). by 
fiuing a line to tbe actual drta This is done simply b; using the slgt  in&mp farmula with tbe fust weight at 
lime 0 and the second might at time 45. The. interoept is tbe point witb tbe weigbt core- 80 time utdo). 
We brow that a curve m two dimensiats can be represerrced by tbe following fonnulr 
W(0 = 10) + n(t). where w is weight. I is the linear part of the curve. n is the nonlinear. and t is W .  
Letting Ht) bt Ihe l k a r  estimate, n(t) represents the nonlinear behavior of w(t) with respect to this line of 
estimation. n(t) measures the deviation of weight from the linear. If Kt) is wr). dose tn d t ) .  then a(t) will display 
very minule v x i a i m t  in the weight. 
n(t) is platted in Figwe (4). Note the linearity is so tight between I(t) and w(t) that a(t)'s scale ranges Ofdy 20 mg. 
Wecaneasilys#tffec(satthemgievel. W e c a n s e e t b c o b ~ 5 m g ~ i n w e i g b i b t ~ ~ n b o u r 1 6  
seconds. 7he target maxs weightd about 10 g r a a ~ s .  Hena, we &mvc a .05% weight imrtase. lhis penrat;yc is 
w f r a c ~ t ~ ~ ) v n o r e d a s t b e ~ & v e l o f ~ a l i o e s b e h a d d m h i s i n i t i a l w o r k . '  ' I b i s b c n % s c ~ t o  
evolve over a period of about 8 seconds. llm a sharp decent occurs to the original slope of ibe "pfe-CVCmt" cuvt. 
Ihe same experiment was rqxakd in trial 2 lo see if tbe nsul ts  could be replicated Figrae (5) sbaws again tbe bigh 
imearity during be  fvst 45 seconds. Figure (6) uses tbe Linear estba th  (echtique as in viPl1. Notc tbe 
of the wight  increase beginning at about 25 seamds and continuing to ahout 33 semnds, ao 8-seoond 
cycle. Also, this wcight increase is again a about the .05% level. The fact tbat it occurs l a m  in tbe warming 
pemd is an interesting variaIion from uial 1. AIsa the concavity of the chart is cowaye down, d x x  tban up as 
in trial I .  
One of the significant challenges in this experimental arena is frnding the right combination of controls to m w  
thc pssihle explanations for the result$ seen in via is  1 and 2. Possibly the e w e s  merely display the nc#mal 
evapraion behavm of LN2. Or, possibly the magnet is interacting witb Ihe b a l e .  Scnne insigbt can be gained 
by using a conuol sampte macerial instead of the SC. Hence, viais 3 and 4 used mbbu and bras respectively. 
Figure (7) shows the evapration cum. for rubber. Note h e  linearity again, so we were immdiatdy able to apply 
the linear estimate technique and plot the tesulu shown in Figure 8. At thc same mg scale as in previous via ls  no 
obvious and anomalous weight effects m &served. 
The experiment wa$ repeated using a brass conaol sample in tnal4. The weigbt vs. time curve is .shown in Figure 
(9). The results here are a hit mcm notdinax. However, we still applied tbe same linear estimation technique where 
the tcsullr are displayed in Figure (10). Again, we see no obvious weigh1 anomalies. 
V. PHASE 2 RESULTS 
Recall that in Phase 2 the rest modcl was redesigned. 'Ihe major change was actually putting thc magnet much 
closer to ihe SC. This hid the effect of increasing the local magnetic f ~ l d  entering h e  SC by a factor of over 1000. 
The Sample SC has a critical magnetic f i ld  much bwcr than .5 tala.  The~fore ,  k SC was king over-sat~~rated 
by tbe magnak fi. ?bc SC. Ikdure,  could sol &vt supaoadtrrivity. Ova-atmbg the SC was aoc 
iMartionalanditwisdiscovendcturing~~2wrpcnmauiricrli~iladm~vasaimswithIltSC's 
mawfa-uaer. Tbe calkaim perfacmed was mencly rhrrlting the rrefcnce d tbe Meistau EfCect r LN2 
€empemurr.m. T b e ~ E f t t a w r s l r e v a ~ W ~ t t ' i s ~ .  
H o , w e v e r . & o i a l s p a f o r m e d i n e b ; w 2 o f f ~ ~ i a t e n s t a g d ~ d i e c r s . l a U  1 dPbe2wcose 
a13grrntugetweigk N o l e f b e ~ e s ~ ~ m a t ~ l 1 7 d b t ~ w d g h v ~ . t i n r e ~ . F y t n  
( l l ) . T k s ~ d e a e a s e s f o r a ~ k g s t t B c a ~ c m v i l s i i s p e v i a v f d o p t .  Usbgthelieeumhaion, 
Figure (12). w t  seetsslatthc 17accoodpoiruwbatmigSt b e ~ ~ u r r v a y ~ ~ ~  wcQ& but& 
rmldbtartrrlyjud&.psnoisc. Figlae(11)EbaMaaobvbusdacn;rstindopc,whkhwodd~a~ 
inaeveinsyacmanrght O f ~ , l b t r e ~ a & d c a s i I ~ b c ~ t o a d r t c Z f e c t s .  Figwet13) 
disphysahPrrhPrtattbe~fr01117 secoadstoZ7 sccdsodtbttriolnm. ThtJbpissimpiy Weigh,- 
Weight,.,. N o t t d r a t o t 1 7 s t a n d s t 8 c s b p c i s m a t c d l y ~ c B a a d ~ i n t 8 t ~ .  ~ ~ i n d o p c  
can be exphined by a system weight iacrease of .W% lo approximately .I%. 
Trial 2 increves the tarbe mass c 27 grams using two brass wa.. rs. F i p  (14) shows the wctgbt vs. time cvve 
and agaun we see tbt slope anooraiy appeat at 16 stconds. Tbe l i w x  estimation a ~ v e  is sbown in F i  (15) Pnd 
Ibcinucaseisdearly seta i l r tw 16-scamdpoia1,nprcsartiogawdgbiacre;rscof~x~arely .05%to .]%of 
h e  m e  weigbl. DouMing Ihe mget weigb~ seems to pmduct: a pqmimw incnase ia syslcm weight m n g  
warming. 
VI. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENT 
T b e e x p e t i m m d ~ f o ~ i s v w y d i f f i f o ~  T o ~ l h r g r a v i ~ d f e a s a e a f w a k i s  
pmmtmc. Otker possibilities srist and wil! be d i d  below. 
1. Thermal conductivity changes in the rupercosdrctor. 
If rbe thermal carductivhy ofthesupacooducw-around r b : c r i t k a l ~ t m ~  then we wauklsee aanges 
in tbe LN2 evaporatiai rptt, did could oocorpt fa sac~c oftbc &saved results. Howtva. thtsc effects couM be 
ruled out because tbe cbaaal conductivity of this p d c u h  type 01 SC a a d y  begins fo isaeuc at T, and a~ 
a b w t  5@K! The ~ ~ C S C  is smaU frola appro-y 3.5 to 4.tJ -I K degree. ?Ire conductivity is 
~ a y f i a t u p t o ~ m l 1 5 0 ~ K .  S o . L b e ~ d t b e c e a n g e L t l ~ ~ v i t y i s m c u p r m t d m p o d u c c  
the observed results. Yet, evm m e  is the faa that tbe tbernd wrductivity inmses. Tbis would cause tbe 
e v a p l a h a  rate to hcrezse, not ckmease. lkrefore, such a change in tbennal coadaaivity wouM be obsavcd as a 
decnase in system weight, rn an increase. 
2. Thermal State Cbrmges. 
Oneof(hemosr~kcau~~~oCtbeweigbtanunaliesistbeptcfaued~gesthar~infheSC's~~: 
heat around its critical tempturc. ?hese tbervrPl changes are par Lcularly proacnmced wben tbe SC is in a mixed 
Hale. which i s  i n d d  by d# external magottic &Ids. If tbt SC b h w s  8bc as o k  high tanperrllire 
supaconducvus in a magnetic field. then a1 some point near Ih9 critical mnpcmturc, the specaftc M sboukl sbow a 
high amplitude spllre. IJrrcter sucb ckunstances the evaporation r& of the LNZ would increase. Such an eveM 
cmW asi ly  explain the bebavior of the evaporation curia. Unfor unately, tbe effects of& lhennal si;lu: dranges 
couid nut be mfumed. 
3. External magnetic fields. 
Such fields are the mosr viable candidates for the observed results ;tnd the most difficult to rule out Tbe 
experimental surroundings wcre not shielded against eiectromagnettc fields. Tbe &I that tbe rubher and aids 
showed none d UR effects observed with tbe SC trials. indimes Bat the magnet auacbcd to tbe s y w m  did aoc 
contribute by itself to the anomalous effects. However. rhe amm-s do not tule mt magnctic effects bfought on by 
the suprmducting material, even though Che SC does not &vc superconductivity in Pbgse 2. ?be observation 
that the proportion of weight incraw remains constant evcn as the target weight is doubled also mdirectly 
diminishes the e x t d  magnetic field possibility, and contribulcs some validity b a gravitational sbiekiing 
expiamtion. However. furlba ttsting is aecessary ro rule out extand f d  ioflucacts. 
4. Effects wltbin the Ekctroalc Baiancc. 
Ibex effects are g d  randies wd must be NW out by rqreating ltrt expaimatl using dim eqeipmmt Tbe 
assumpUrn in these expetimeaa i s  Iha~ effects within tbe b;lhnce w a d  ocfut at randam Init*.t 2nd wauld mX ocar 
in the same places or in che same way during succes.sive aials. Mere. hakrwn effects usodd mt explain dw 
qwatak  mulu; drtained in tbese aperimtnu. 
5. Random Naht 
Wecancpiddy~koutraadomtffcashacauscdtbefad~thccnpaimeoll lbehaviorsbowcd~pd 
similar results during each aial exea#ioa. 
6. Atmospheric effects. 
&cause XN2 is evapmting ins* lhe dosed b r l r t ~  ch;unher, sigeitiGvrt tbemrd effecls afe occlarieg. con- 
mswouldbepvPleataodthtbataacemybeeffecredbybrtElnpaattrtcbrrges. ?Be-mtbese 
experiments a thai a t m m ~ c  clltxts would behave in a random mamer and would $bow up d i d y  drrslg the 
expzimcnral rrpl~cdions. However. hleaUy this cxpxhent couW be greatly unproved by p h m i n g  it m a 
u-. 
7. Rapid condensation of water vapor. 
l k x c  efkm are aauaed to behaw randamly. 
TopwideaByptbesisasmtbccpsedtbtse~psuwmrauistcptptieg.  Ibeeffaclssecnbyvayingrtra 
t q e t o t a s s ~ t o p o b n t t o a g r a v i ~ c a m m i n n .  Hounvcr,rdreiauthatintheexpim%&suproaaduction 
was jmvented by an owz-saturating magnetic field wuld leA cmc lo gwss that tbt materid dqhp some 
t e m ~ d q e n & n t u i t i c a l ~ i n i s n w n g n ~ ~ r v b i d r m p o s s i M y r r d q m d e n t d c b t  
elcamni effeas causing s u w .  Ibe critical knqmawr for thc g n v i t a t h d  invnctim may be 
somewhat diffcmi th hat oC .-uaicm. No viable fbcory at prcseaas expIaim or predicts tbe pbmaama 
okmwl in these exprimen&. Obkicntdy a great deal morc work is requid with rigomus examihlrioo nd 
reflicaiton within Ibe scientific community. 
Since these cffus wwe &saved at rbe maawqk  kvel a useful enjeava migbt be to dwxibc the phenomeaa 
using a Newtmian perspective. Minimally we obsared in Uiese exprimeMs a weight a m d y  a Ibe -05% level. 
Ixt 
Force = GM,M-/R2 
whem G = 6.67 x 10" nr-m21ke', 
M, = mass of the Farth at 5.98 x 10Ykg. 
R = t f ~  radius of the E d  at 6.37 x 10' incters, 
M, = the mass a€ iht e x m d  target. .01 kg fw the first set of uials. 
CrM,/UZ = $.d6 using UIC values provideai. 
Henct,thcfmbetwtenthemrgetmassandtheearthis 
9.N x .01 = .WW, nu. 
Ihe rlnomaiy awared as a dcae;rse in weight of .05%. or 4.93 x 10.' nts.' ' h e  q~i~~tim now arises regarding what 
is really changing to poduce the weight ananaly: target mars, l3nb mass, ihe gravitational field, cr some ocher 
parametcr(s). To asstme that tbe masses have a g e d  w d  immediately open a d d i t i d  qwstions regding 
whether inmial mas. changed equally. is the Principle of Equivdencz violated? Another p p e c u v e  would be to 
assume that the gravitational field is altered b l l y  above the SC and the masses are left unchanged. Tbis would 
imply the gravitational consant ti change. at some p i n t  ~KIUIUI the SC's critical tcrnpef&;ure. 
G h a s & m t n s i D n I m g t b ( L . ) ' ~ ) x T i i .  I f w c r t 9 l m r : ~ ~ d a s m t ~ ( h e a w c ~ k f t w i t b  
length d o r  time. Far simplicity &. assume that time dots m change. M o r e .  we can argue that if the field 
cmstpnlC;duages, it isa~dachra~miwgLmtasure.  0 ; w e c p r r ~ a v n y r e s t r i c s d f ~ o f  
relativity iVitbiP tbt dmuin d sqaambdvity.  
Since all wiables. except length. cue cmducd inrriaal mk a 1-W that occurs ot the SC's critical 
r e m ~ J . ~ ~ i a v n e d i a s e l y ~ ~ r r l r a a ~ n f m m f ~ p b w e d b d o w T , .  
L'/L = (F;'/Fl1", wbcn L' aad F art tbe length md fonx a w m ~ - ~ ~  as okned  below T,. In tbe case of trial 1 
witb a 10 gn targu mass, F/F = -999995. Tbcdom, L'/L = -9 )9998. Or, L' = .999998L. 
W e o n w I b t n f c r m a t i o o d e r e r m i a e d a b o ~ ~ a f c r m o f b o c n d a r y c a d i t i m i r r ~ a ~ ~ ~  
equation. Tbcbebaviordtbtrvei~m~expaimenls~bcclesaibedss~hFig~(16). Nolethesup 
ner the critical rmpaauc oC appmxkudy 90bK. We know cha! sqmm&dq m- behave ebctric;ltly as 
showninIBtfigutinWC)tCtTiCalrtSiStPDfChm~)ma;aslep. Thcfolbvingcqwimisagood 
rqnsawalion d brc exparmtntal beha- 
wbb.r:Tistk~npa;rtoreindcgcaKdvb. T , i s t b t a i r i c P l t a ~ ~ .  B i s t h t q g q x i a ~ s c a l t f r r a  
dewrakredbybnadryamditiom. nisadlrunbatbillisderamhwdbythebrdwidrhdT,. n 9 d B o c e d  
co be ctectmrined experimeMatiy because tbcy sacnr to be manria ckpemht In F i  (16) fa this discussim we 
kt6=.99!B98.T,=90#,andn= 10. ndwsnotnadtobeawbJStmimber. 
Using Equ~uon (1) we can begin asking qrvstfons simiinr tu dr#c !elam! to Special Rehivity. Wbat do obstrvers 
i n a e n f a e a a f n m ~ ~ m m a r i ~ i n  e r n f a a w z f m a e ?  Ld~caseofthest 
e x ~ a n t r c s p r m t a t i n g h t ~ r t f ~ Z r r a t s r e ~ a s a f \ l e c t i o n o f ~ ~ s u c b ' d e E g i g t i m  
(1). Tbemofpbysics-mvriandybecvscm(I)&y ~ 1 ~ a ~ i n d a i M t i v e s o f L  
a n Q L ' ~ ~ t o t i n u .  Thcdis~~re~Plsopre#ncsifs~soMuwcll 'sEga;rt ioosmrdGcoasl 
Relativity transform inmhntly. Tbe amchish of his spccuhtim is tBt obscmrs in lhe above-T, frame will sec 
m e a i d  diffamces in physical pbaromara, sucb as weigbt. ooco in t8e bebw-T, fnmt. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS 
A~&~~ueworlrisItquircd~dttaminetheMtidilyofthiSanomslouswagbtMviar. Tbe-effccts 
in this r e p R  and in othtrs have becn very small, but Mmiltly on k maamqk  kvel and cbcy are detcdaMe with 
simpk q p a m u s .  M m  high dm01 ldmmtoriw could qeat the 4:xpaimeMs dtsaibed in tbis r e p t  Repiication 
of the e x p h e n t  described in tbese pges is encouraged, but the fc Ilowing avenues of & also need fudw 
investigation: 
Test ihe effect of cascding magacts and SC's above one anoriw. Would tbis inaease Ibe gKmaious effects? 
Different configura6~s of magnaic f#lds. bMb static and .?a ying need to be bc. 
Diffennt types of SC materials wed to be mud, such as Bisr wrb canponrds and ocher varieties of high 
temperature SC's. Not all SC P l a w s  m y  hehave as the ore in &ese expabmts. 
Fwrher tests need to be made using inaeasing target mass. 
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weight and mass are used interchangeably throughout this paper. We considcr them related rhrough a constant 
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ABSTRACT 
I briefly review a number of phenomena that mse when static and dynami. hundary conditions arc 
imposed on ihe ekctron~apnet~c vacuum. The statlc efiectz I treat are the zero-temperature and finite 
tentperriture Casimir effccts and chc extraction of energy tionl the vacuum. ?hi dynami 'ffccts tcc1Uik' 
fluctuations of the static Casimir force. the inertia associated with vacuum energy. vacuum induced drag. 
nuss fluctuattons and mass anisotropres of scatterera. and the prcwfuction of photnnc film vibrating quantum 
cavittes. 
INTRODC!CT ION 
Physical conxcquences aristng trom the impos~tion of hundary ccmlit~nns on the vacuum state of the 
clcctromagnetic field wcrc first predicted by Casimir in 1948. Since then these "Castmir effects" have heen 
found ttt  be important in a remarkably diverse r a n g  of physics. from condensed matter and particlc physics 
to atomic physics and cosmology (for rcvicws see 1 I -71 ). Despite the c n o m u s  amount of theoretlcsl work 
reiating to the measurable conscqucnces of the Castmir cffcct, only a few experiments have hetn perfwmcd 
to test the larpc number of theoretical predictions. Furthennore, all experiments to dare havc been directed 
towards maswing the stattc Castrntr effect, wherc thc h,undarles arc: either hcld fixed, or are varied 
adlabatrcally. Slncc I:  ha5 k e n  my experience that few physlc~sts are aware of the riLh range of phenomena 
predtcted for Castmtr-type effects, I have collected toeeiher 3 fcw of the more interesting tdcas and 
predictions regarding static and dynamlc Casimir effect\. sci that the rrltcrc~ed reader might be tnadc awcirc 
of thcrrl. 2nd ~ r ;  the hopcs tl~at hic may ctln~ulate the Inrcstlgalion ut rhc-e ef i~cts  c~perlrnentali). 
STATIC CASIMIR EFFECTS 
The Casimir effect between conductors 
The Cdsirn~r effect 1s u\udlly drscrtbed as the tcmc of attraction hetween two neutral conducting plate, In 
vacuum due t o  the rcductlon in the number of zero-point clccaomagnettc field mode$ within the cavrty For 
a pdtr of pertectl) ~nnducting flat plate\, the forcc pcr un~t  area cxertcd on the platcs 15 
wherc d is the spacing between tht plates. h is Planck's constant !rcduceJ,. and c is thc speed of light I?]. 
In thlr case the Cas: -.- force I \  attractive. In general, howcver, the magnitude and slgn of the hrc: depend 
intimately on the r :,metry of the cavity and, in particuI3r. can he repulsive as wcil as attractive 14-71 For 
Instance. t n  the case of a spherical chcll thc cncrgy dcnsity inside thc cavity 1s posrtive lcading to a rcpulsiw 
Casim~r force 17.81. 
Caslrr~ir's result fc;r thc forcc he~wren conductors Juc to electromagnetic ~'ro-point occillarlons was 
extendcd and pcncral17ed by 1.1fshitz (91 to lnciudc thc fc~rie: betwccn dielectrics in vacuum. Lifshrtz' 
trcatmcnt IS tar more cvmplicrrtr.*l and less r,hviousIy a rnantfestation of 7ero-pornt effects, hnwcver. the 
theory doe\ reprotluie Casimir'\ predlctlons exactly i n  thc lrmit tha: the tiiclcctric constant got\ ~ c t  rnfin*t): 
Btsh Casimir's iuKt Lifshltz' results have k e n  re-derived a great number of times using a wide variety of 
approzchcs [1.2],110-151 
Be~au5e the Casimr force IS exceedingly weak and sttor. rangt d (for conductcrs wilh a plate scparah of 5 
microns the force between the plates a a minute 2 . 0 8 ~  10 ' d y t ~ ~  icm' j. measurements of he  effect are 
difficult. These d~fficulties are further c o m p u n d d  by the necesat? of hringing together macroscopic plates 
to within a few mrcrons of one ancuhcr, rquiring opticalty flat surfsccs free of dust and dirt. Further hurdles 
involve IIW elimtnalicm of electrostatic effects, which can mim c or washout the Caumir f ace .  With 
dtelectrrcs. such as glass or mica, tht above mentinned difficalties arc mon easily dealt wilh than for 
conduct~ng surfaces. and for th1.s reasm. the majMlty of measirements of the Carirmr effect have been done 
using dlekcvlc sufaus. Accurate masmments  of the Castmir force between dreleivics have all been in 
,o(d a g r a m n t  with hmy (see for instance 1 16.171). 
Remarl;aMy, only two expenmcw have been uadertaken to m-xiwe che Casimir effect betucen 
conducti~rs. and thew were pcrfonned nearly forty years apart Thc first attempt was made in 1958 by 
Spamaay, but was inconclusive due tt) a relative error in the mzwremcnl of qproximaicly 100% ( 1  81. 
Thts cnpcnmcnt 1s incorrectly quoted In most of thc literature rs being the first measurement of the Casrms 
force. In 1x1. It was not untti 1% that the Casrmir effect bctvren condilctors was actually measured f 19). 
Finite Gsiuair cfllat 
There are a number of corrections to ihc static Cas~mir PWCC brtween conducting or dieiectric plates. Thzse 
include corrections for surface defects. imperfect cnnductlviiy misalignment of h e  plates, and others. 
Prohably the mou phLb~cally Interesting cmecrtnn is the finitc temperature correction. This takes into 
account thc supplemental radiation pressure causcd by thcnna photons. which mod~ties the zero- 
tempcraturc Casmir force. At high temperatures. i.e. when & characteristic quantity (4dTd/Ac) >> 1 . the 
zero-temperature cxprcssion fcr the Casimir force gtven a b v t  becomes 
uhcrc i 15 Holttmann'~ ~Dnstant. T IS the temperature of t k  p 3:ck and d their separation [20] hoic that in 
thr, caw the fitrcr vuic\ as l/d' . rather than a\ l/d' . as In tk: ~ero-tempcraturc C;1.\tmrr force For low 
ternprctture\. I c uhen (4 td 7 t l / h c  ) - . I . the exprcwon ft 1. he force Ir 1'7 11 
Thc general cffect id rhc temperature correctrcn 15 tro incrca\r the forcc hctwccn the plates 
Extracting h r g y  from the Vacuum 
Forward has suggested that 11 may bc possible to extract cnerg y from thc vacuum using the Casrmr cffect 
[ T ?  i HI*; idea i s  to manufacture microdevices consisting r)f a !arpe number of parallel lcavcs made from 
ultrathin metal foil, which are free tc move along the axis nonnal to thcir su-fnces. Fach of the leaves would 
be conmcted to a bidirtctional power supply, so that a small ;mount of charge could be placed on hem. 
Sensors that autorna:lcally adjust the rnapnitude of the charge on h e  leaves to rnalnlain uniform spaclng 
would monitor the spacing bctween the Icaves. When the spacing betwrrn the leaves was on the ordcr of a 
fcw mtcrons. ulcy would cxpcriencc an attractive force due to the Cas~mir effect. (Initially it is assumed that 
thc devices are manulac!ured so that a sufficient distancc scpi ratcs the leaves b w h  that they do not cohere 
prcmaturcly). By plactnp charpc of the same polartty on each ,f the leaves. an electrostatic forcc of 
repulsion may be maintained that opposes the attractive Casiniir force. Thc charge placed on thc conductors 
could thcn be varied so that the electrostatic force would he It ss than, equd to. or greater than the Casimir 
f o r t .  In the first instance. work would he dune on the devlce by the Casimir force (vacuum) to reduce the 
spacing between the leaves In the second instance, no work is bang done since the contributions from thc 
clectrostat~c and Casimrr forces cancel. In the third instance. the electrostatic field does work on the Jevlcc 
to increas;: the spacing of the places. Used as such. thcsc devices wcwld act as "vacuum batteries", storing 
and retrlevtng minute amounts of charge under the action of the Casinlir force. By allow in^ the conductors 
to coherc. net energy could be extracted from the vacuum. 
Therc is no contradiction between Forward's tdta and the laws of thermodynamrcs 1231. It must be 
rzmernkred, however. that only on the tnifiul "in" sweep of  ihe plates is thc vacuum doing any net work on 
th. system. After the plates have been brought to their minimum distance. work must be done on them (by 
thc bidirectional supply) to puqh them back apm. The amount of work required to separate the plates must 
be equal to or greater than that acquired by lctting the plates c o r n  together under the influence of the 
Casimir force. We can very roughly estimate an order of magnitude for how much net energy might hc 
generated by such a device. Let us assume a device composed of 101 foliations, each foliation separated by 
5 microns and with an area per foliauon of A = 0. lmm' . Since the Casimir energy for a pair of conducting 
plates is 
the total energy generated b} such a device would be approximacly 
E s 3.5 r 10"'  joule.^ 
To reiterate, this is rhc maxlmum enerpy that could he liberated from the vacuum by such a device. 
Subsequent expansions and cor.r-%lions of the system would not generate any further net energy. Also, 
dissipative effecls would cost energy :ach expansion/contractic,n cycle. If wc allowed the device to cohere 
In a millisecond, rhc power generated would be on the order of 
P z 3.5 v 10 " Waffs. 
Obviwsly. t h ~ s  is an cxvemely impractical way to obtain large amounts of free energy. It should be pointed 
out that [his i \  ncN becausc the devlcc steggested by fs'orward is itself intrins~cdlly flawed. rather it is due to 
the fundamental physics of tbc C~qirnir effect. It is hecause the magnitude of the Casimir force is so small 
that appreciable amounts of energy cannnt he extracted from the vacuum. Nonetheless. we can imagine that 
such a drvti*: in the ft~rrn of a vacuum battery may tind futurc use ~n nanomxhlnes 
Muctuations in the static Clsimir force 
As firs1 pointed out by Barton 1241. standard calculations of the Casirntr forcc yield an expectaflon value. 
that is. an average baluc obtained after a large nurnber of mcssurenicnts. In conIrast. individual 
measurements &)f the (rdentrcally p r e p ~ c d )  pound statcs of thr Casimtr plarc system will return slightly 
different values for the Casimir force, reprewnting the fluctuattons of the iorcc about the man.  
Fluctuat~ons of the Castmir force are too small to measure prescntly, however. in the qear futurc i t  may he 
pssihlc t o  measurc them uslng aromic forcc microscopes [251. Indeed. these fluctuations will probably he 
the fundamental limit to force microscopy resolution. Another consequence of thew fluctuations is that they 
lead to dynamisal cffccts buch as the viscous damping of  the motion of a scalterer undergotng nnn-uniform 
accrlerabon. 
DYNAMIC CASIMIR EFFECTS 
Dynamic "asimir effects arise when the boundaries defining the Casimir cavity arc rapldly varied. As 
indtcated In the prcvious sectton. cavities that itn,:.-rgo non-uniform act.-leration arc suhject to dis.\ipativc 
forces. wh~ch lead to 1 number of intercst~c~ phtrlomena. 
Inertia of the Casimir Energy 
The rqu~valenuc o f  energy and mass, E ; m c .  rmpl~es that cnergy obeys the principle o f  fnertia 1261. 
Hcnce a ma5rless box In vacuum will have ascocittcd wtth 11 an inertial mas5 duc to the stored vacuum 
cncrp) and will re\w mollon (The inertral effect of the enerpy \torcd ul~hin the h b x  I \  4eparatc from, 
though related to, the viscous drag associated with bodies mov ng through thc vacuum with non-uniform 
accelerations- discussed below.) Since Ihe inertial mass is inde xndent of the type of field contributing to 
the stored energy of the system. a cavity formed by two rnassle is, neutral, conducting plates will necessarily 
have an associated inertial mass given by the Casimir energy within the cavity dividcd by c2f27]. This 
means that the Casimir energy within a cavity must gravitate in order to satisfy the principle of equivalence. 
Because the vacuum energy density is infinite, it has been arguxl that the zro-point energy cannot be real 
since it should gravitate and there is no cosmological evidence to warpprt this [28,29]. One might hen 
wonder if it is possibk to derive the same inertial effect withoe.[ asxtting the reality of the vacuum 
fluctuations. Of further interest 1s that the energy density withir~ a Casimir cavity depends on the geomctfy 
of the cavity, so that the inertial mass of a cavity formed from IWU flat plates will be different from that 
formcd from two hemispheres (the volumes bang equal). Indad, in the first caw the vacuum energy 
density IS negative, which kads to a negative inertial mass coneclion, indicating that a massive Casimir 
cavity of this type would appear to have a slightly reduced total inertia due to the vacuum energy stored 
within it. It nught thus be possible tn experimentally measure and distinguish the inertial effects of a 
Casimir cavity formed from parallel plates and a cavity f o r m  from hemispheres. Such a measurement 
would be very interesting. 
Friction associated with ~ ~ ~ - u n i f o n n  accefcrail?ion of m i m  rs in the vacuum 
The effect of uniform and non-uniform accelerations on particles in rhc vacuum and in thermal fields has 
been studied extensiveiy in connection with quantum field ttwtr~es in cwvcd spacetimcs . Particles movrng 
with a uniform accekration are known to experience the vacuLm as a thermal slate with a lenwrature 
T = ha/2rrkc. where a is the particie's acceleration, and k is B ~Itzmann's cons:ant. Thls resuli is the well- 
known Unruh-Davics effect. 
Some 20 years ago, Fulling and Davies cdculated the dissipative force on a perfectly reflecting mirror in 
the vacuum stare of a 2d scalar field 1301. Their result may be ~ rox ima ted  to first order as 
H(t) = (116nr2 )&' ( t ) .  
where q 1s the coordinate variable. This indicates that a mirror undergoing non-uniform acceleration in a 2d 
scalar vacuum wtll experience a viscous force that is proportic~nal to the third time dertvatlve of the 
posrcion. It is important to note that there will be no force on r perfect scatterer moving with uniform 
velocity or uniform acceleration through the vacuum as required by Lorentz invariancc. 
The effect of non-unifonn acceleration on scatterers in the (4d) electromagnetic vacuum can also be 
r.alculated, with the resulting viscous force proportional to the fifth derivative of the coordinate. For 
Instance, the transverse oscillation of a pair of conducting plat :s in the vacuum corresponds to an effective 
force qf friction given by 
where o is the frequency of observation, and A is the area of t  IC plate 131 1. This force of friction associated 
with the dissipative action of the vacuum fluctuations on  a xaderer is many orders of magnitude too small 
to observr directly. however. it  may be masirable under rcscnance conditions. 
Braglnsky and Khalili have suggested an experiment to mcasLre this vacuum friction using the resonant 
cnhanccrnent of an oscillator mode in an LRC circuit (3 I ] .  Th: idea is to place a dielectric having an 
acoustic mode resonant with the circuit inside of a high Q (.- 1 3" - 10" ) cavity, and look for the oscillator 
frequency shlft induced by the (resonant) frictional force of th: vacuum. A related shift rn the tiequency of 
oscillat~on of the cavity IS predicted to be on thc order of I pa -t in 10" . 
As an interesting aside, the fundamental nature of vacuum friction ~mplies that any mechanical oscillator or 
clectromagnctic resonator must have a finite Q. Clf course thi: vacuum induced frict~on is w small fbr any 
macroscopic osc~llator that it is essentially negligible. Only when the quality factor involved is extremely 
high that the vacuum friction plays a significant (measurable) role. 
Mass Fluctuations and Anisotropies for Scatterers in Vacuum 
For "rcal" mirrors, i.e. those with finite reflectivities, the scattering of virtual phorons from the boundary 
has an associated time-delay which leads to energy storage in the surface of the mirror. Since the energy 
density of the vacuum is constantly fluctuating, and because of the equivalence of energy and mass, the 
vacuum fluctuations must induce a fluctuating component to the macroscopic mass of a mirror (321. 
Golestanian and Kardar [33] have proposed that the rclative motion of two mirrors with cormgated surfaces 
will induce an anisotropic mass correction, such that the mass in the direction parallel to the motion will bu 
slightly increased whereas the mass in the direction perpendicular to the motion will bc unchanged. For 
macroscopic plates the estimated mass correction is on the order of bin l m = lo-" , and as such 1s 
unobservable. However, the mass anisotropy may be observable by corrparison of the oscillation 
frequencies of (microscopic) plates in perpendicular directions. 
Photon production from oscillating qaurttrm e~irities 
It has bcen repeatedly suggested that dynamically altering boundary conditions should give rise to the 
emission of photons from thc vacuum. This remarkable prediction can be understood in terms of the 
mechanical sqwz ing  of the vacuum by the boundaries. In a sense, the mechanical modes of thc oscillator 
pump energy into the vacuum modes, creating phorons from the vacuum state. Schwinger utilized this 
dynamic Casimir effect to explain the phenomena uf sonoluminescenoe, in which intense bursts of radiation 
are emitted by the rapid collapse of acoustica!ly generated micro-bubbles in a liquid [34]. While the 
mechanism underlying sonoluminescence is still not understood, Schwingcr's theory has led to a number of 
studies of photon production frorn oscillating quantum cavities 1351. 
Lamhrechl. Jaekcl. and Reynaud have recently calculatcd the photon production frorn a high finesse cavity 
formed from two non-ideal mirrors 1351. There are two photon fields associated with the vibration 9f such a 
cavity: an emitted photon field due ro the finite reflectivilies of the mirrors, and a steady-state field within 
the cavity. Assuming the mirrrws to undcrgo harmonic motion at the same frequency R, with amplitudes a, 
and a, .  they find that the number of photons N emitted over an oscillation time T IS 
1 I In thls exprecsion thc cavlty finesse 1s measured by - , where p - - - Inr,r, , and t is the time that a photon 
P 2 
takes to travel from one mirror to the other. The numbcr of photons N, I produccd by the motton of the 
mirrors in a pair of cavity modes is 
where k and k are the wavcvectors of  the pa r  of modes. At exact resonance thrsc expressions tor N and 
Nk, i  simplify to 
QT v 2  1 N z - -  v 2  1 . and N,, - - - 
2n c? p P? ' 
whcrc N,, ~ndicatcs the numher of photons within the cavity, and where v indicates either the sum or 
d:fference of the pcak velocity of the mirrors. 
For a superconducting cavity with a finesse on the order of 10' and a peak cavity oscillation velocity on the 
ordcr of r.= I d s ,  the above equations givc a radiated photon flux of approxirnaiely I0 photons, and a 
sicatfy-state photon number within the cavity of 10. The parameters for thc linesse and peak velocity of thc 
cavity are nor beyond present technology and so i t  may be powible to measure this effect using a suitable 
technique. 
CONCLUSION 
The Casimir effect has continued to interest physicists since its discovery 50 years ago. In this brief review I 
have outlined just a fcw of the more interesting theoretical r e s ~ l t s  of the effect of static and dynamic 
boundary conditions on the electromagnetic vacuum. While th: amount of lheorctical work related to  the 
Casimir effect is enorrncj~~s. the number of experiments that ha-le been performed to test the various 
predictions have been very limited both in number and in scope. Of particular cignificance is the fact that no 
experiment has yet been performed t o  investigate dynamic Castrnir effects. Tty. experimental investigation 
of these phenomena is, in my opinion, a potential source of great impwance  to our further udcrstanding of 
thc quantum vacuum. 
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CUNCE?7' DESIGN: EST PROPUISION SYSTEM: 
Thts seaion describes a pmpdsion systcm using the EST Ccct ndogy. An EST is enchxcd in r clumbr, 
r i n r i h r u a v - m c h v o b c r w b e r c t h t w e ~ m k - . T k i s i s m - i n  
Pig\rrc4. TbcESTisshown~n~tscamtainmad 1. A n m j c r r o r v l l l v e 2 i s P s e d t o ~ ~ g s 3  
imo t5t  chamber There is no cxnnbustion, instead the pmp- is hcsW by cdiisions #ith the EST. 
Tbcbttd gxi movesaroundthr: ESTandm~I~exhawport 4 ,pmvlmnl!ht .  
Figrue 4. The EST Propulsion System 
The resulting pupellant gas empemhm can be up to 116,000,000 "C. For this the 
hating iviil k limited to one tenth that amount, or 11.600 O0OmC. By c x r m p a ~ ,  a h-l cheaucal 
based rocket wiii use roltibcsttoo to heat prctphu to 4000 q: If . l .  
The exhaust veiocity of the pmpeliant such as hydrogen will be in the order of 1.4 x lo6 d s  ,
ampared to i h ~  exhaust docity from rockas of approxim;ttely 4000 ads. of Ckis incrcasc in 
veioaty, th; spc&c impulse will increase from the 300 xccads of a typical rocket to 1.45 x ld scamk 
for tbe EST propulsion system This will transbte into a faass flow d propellant &I is kss than a 
chemical r o d t a  by 476 for the same thrust. Far a &q spac: mission, 99.5 % of a launch vehick is ftcl 
and fuel owt9inment. while the remainder i s  p a y i d  (31. 'hc pottnual is for a r h c t b n  in the 99.5% 
try a fador of to3 with a mnplctc design basal on the EST. 
Several featurts nced to be discussed bricfly Firs, since the propellant will be mpcr heat&, 
contact with the chrmbcr walls or the exhaust m u l e  need lo be nuniminxi. This is possibk with this 
elitern s i n e  the propdlant w1ll5e an ionized gas. If 1he hea ed ions Uy to cdlide with the chamber. thcy 
will be rcpelled since the chnbcr wlalls are at a positive polt:nlial and will repel Lhe p t i v e  ions. At the 
same ttme. the mrls will nol combine w~th the elwtrons In the EST sim the ions me traveling at a low 
e m @  ve4oc~ty to pnc!t~cic rxombinatlon. and In addition, the eiedrons reside in a matnx in whch h e  
Ions w1l1 not find a plae .  
The EST will contain 1 .?6 x 10"  logn nun Wkg) ofamgy, a n q m d  to 1.2 x I@ j/kg tor 
ltqrrid hydrogen. Total cnergy to raise a lOOOkg p a y W  to m h  & is in the r a q c  of 10" pPks. An 
EST to conlain Uus amount of energy would have a tadrus of 1.2 lscters a d  a height of .40 mters. 
CaWaticm show the containment for an EST with this much enefgy would weigh W kilogram. Very 
large vmwrnts of energy can be storcd with low mass and law vdume., as shown in T a k  1. 
Total Enera EST Radius Orbit Rad~us EST Arca EST Nus tkaabmmt Mass 
(Jouks) (meterr) (mas) (m' (Lg) 
CONCEPT DESIGN: EST POWER GENERATION 
Pawu on board a space veh~cie can be genwated using energy from tBc EST. Some of the heated gas 
which is tiscd for propellant can be diverted for USE to generate ekctrical m. Tbere nc many rmhds  
which might be used f i  this. A magwohymoctynarmc (MHD) is a typical system that can be rsed. Ihe 
k4HD system has the advantage of having fm moving parts, and so will have the high nliability requ id  
for space misuom. A schematic dthe MHD systm is shown in Figun 5. An EST is mcd to s t a e ~  
in the &mbcr 1. Gas is insned from a supply 2. i t  is heated by tbc ESf and awms into r hmt 
exchange 3.  Where it heats MHZ) gas. shown as the darker line. A small turbtnt 4. aro\rcs the MHD gas 
through Lhe MHD plates where elcdricity is generated. The MHI) gas is then atoM trdng a rabiaurr, a d  
rrtunaadtcstanthecyde. AtnoreannpktedescripuanisavailaMefromES',Iac. 
Figurc 5 Schematic of an MHD system using the EST as an etlergy SOUKC. 
STATUS OF THE EST THEORY 
M u c h w o r t b b o t a ~ o v u t h c p a s t t h r # y e a r s t o o b t r i n m m d e p l d e e t ~ + s d ~  
oftBcphys#sdtbeEST. Ih ibasbecRlargc lycm@cW,ardt lrearwkb~ I t i samsdBere  
that,whiktktbcoyoftbeESTitstlf hasbetnindepndcattydaiwddbrgeClr~todW%thc 
conccptdts igns~fthepropuis ionsystef f landthc~r~~t ion systun hotrcbm~rrviewedoaty, and 
await a rigorous indcpendcllt dmgm and corrfimation. 
x d q c m h t  Cdlnrrtiolr sr0l.ul.y of* EST: ( E x a c ~ f r o m  rrkrrwe 1.1 
Dr. C k ,  a Senior Rwwch Scientist, at che MIT Plasraa Wlsiaa Ccatff, bas w . 3 b k w O t t ~  
t h e ~ t h n c y c a r s t o i n d e p c n d c n t l y d e ~ a n d c o n f r m I B t ~ h y s i c s o f I h e E S T ~ .  Hccoadudes 
"... t h t E S T e n e r g y - s t o r a p ; e c o n c r g t f a c e s m h ~ ~ ~ i i m i ~  ...". He@csfrather. 
I .  He d m  that a hollow EST with a thin outer shdl ofekdnm is sqpmW by bib w#k. 
2 Hc agrees his analysis ". . supports the exptnmcntal obscMtiow of the EST obstrvcd by Seward . . . ". 
3.  M t p m s c n t s h s u M d u s i o n t b a t t h e d e ~ r o n t c t g ~ ~ ~ ~ l a r v ,  "... whichmays\tggestrht 
eleamasaIesuongly~,aSrhownbyScward." 
4. Htdnnsthat" ... t h c E S T e q u i l i b r i a e x i s t i n t f i t ~ r c c o f a q a p p l l e d ~ ~ c f i d d . "  
5. Hemafirmslhattbttotalamountof~ssorcdintbca;rgrticfidddanESTcznkvery~. 
P r d  of tests have been o o n d d  in tbe hbmatmf of EPS, inc. over the past five years. The 
nsolts have confirmed mud, of tbe theory, and testrng is ctngoing. bpmmutts have created m&qk 
ESTs. Tbse have bees in thc free state., that is, mqtmd. 
Test Apparatus: the test appantus IS an cxtcnsioa crb the qmnhts dailikd in EPS with 
cnha-nas. The beam supply is capable of prdw;ing &srun bums in mnqkxe. It is an asembly 
of bat&* a p d k  of produang 1500 am- at up to 530 VDC. The coil sq@y is also a bataay 
supply, which can deliver 1000 amperes DC Uuougb a a#i d to prodace the iaitisting magnetk field. 
Thedcaroa be;rmandcoilanmntaimdina~Ijlrwhrr hestnrosphtnm kconudfed. 
Test description: An ckctron beam of 750 ampere; was generated at 150 VDC. The eKst was 
mded  on various instnunentation, including video ameras. A test eveat Ws for mdtr 3 d. 
S v c d  hundred tests have bem run and recorded In tbcsc tests, many tcmds havt bees obsetwd a& 
rrmrded on the camera. T!mr size is s-easund to be Smm to 1 can in total drameca, ;md 1 mm to 
3mm in orbit diameter. Duration. > 166 milliscmnds dmmd. A typrcai tomd is &scribed in Flgurt 6: 
Orbit R a d i i  r(cl) I 
Figure 6 .  Drawing of Observed EST 
Discuslop.. 1 .  Dimesions: r~ : 1 .Smm 5.Omm; r ~ ,  : .7Smm to 1.5 mn! 
2. r,, is set by tk amount of charge and the vewity, a d  is absavcd at .7Smm. 
T w o U S p u i c s r s h a v c ~ r s s u e d a a d t h r c t n n w e ~ f o r .  ONuam&od~~1#11brPP1#dfor. 
Licensing af the patents is available. 
NEXT EX?ERIMENT; DEMONSFRATION MODEL 
TBedmomdondthc~ w i i l b e d o a t u s i e g a n ~ ~ d W r e s t t n g l i n d e r w r y t E P S .  
TBaetestswillscektaextcndIheproofdconccptrerultslntaafulisitedESTthtcanbe~ndand 
measured. These experiments u11l seek to duplicate on a larger scale, ibe aondrtiow described in thc 
indialion scam above. The dcamaration will consist of the fdbviag steps: 
I. EstaMish the atmosphere required Tlr electran beam. Previars EPS wd has dctemid this. 
2. Producx: an clearon beam of up to 50,000 A at 200 VDC for 200 milliseconds across a 10 cm gap. 
EPS is p r d y  aanduatng tests with beams >lS.OOOA. 
3. Captwe the beam in a circular magnetic fteld to make rk beam spinl. 
4. Ra;un tbe capued EST around the coil. 
5. Measare tbe properlies of thc EST. 
6. Rcview the results with independent consultants. 
The experiment will require up to three years The schcdulc in nanths from slart: 
I .  6m. Producc a 15,000 ampere beam. 
2. 9m. Capture the EST around a coil. 
3. 12m. RcpMt observations. 
4. 18m. Produce a 50,000 ampere beam. 
5. 21m. Capture the EST. M a r c  its proplnies. 
6. 30m. Add energy. Rqort  mults. 
7. Mm. First portabk prototype 
Cost d tBe Experiment. 
1. Cost of the Powcr Supply: to produce a supply of this magnitude is estimated to be S500,OOO. 
2 Cost of the apparatus: Various componenis need to be bought or manufaund to control the p e r  
supply and to generate the beam and coil. Thee parts am estimated to be S200,O. 
3.  Cost ofthc inslrumcntation Test equipment lo observe the EST is estimated at $140,000. 
4 Cost of Labor. The tcsl wit1 require four p q l e  full time for 36 months. This is estimated to cost 
$1 100K. 
5. Faciltry: Thc space needed must nave an overhead crane, ventilation, climate conuol, and power. It 
is estimated this will cost $ lOOk per vcar, or S30K. 
6. Independent Consultants will review t h ~ s  each n~onth . SI60K. 
7 3verhead Suppon Fundions $300,000. 
8. Cost to build the first pcabic  demonstration 11nil. S.100.000 
Total cost over thrcc vears S300K 
HWECTBD CQST OF EST PROPUWfM AND POWER G~lZEUTIW. 
1. W r c o n d p a W ~ ~ U b e i r n r l r r t o t b t o a s t d k ~ p a e v w s u p p l y r r d ~ d i n  
thcergrenmart,d iscakwala s340,oOo. 
2. T B e c a s t r a ~ ~ ~ m w t d e n c r g y w i l J b t s i m i t a - m t b e c o a t o ~ e w i c r o w a v e p a a n r ,  
o b o a s l k p c r k i h n m t t m ~ .  
3. f b e E S f c o a g i e r n t a t t s s # n t o ~ l o w L ~ a s i t i s s m i h r t o a v w r p l r r ~ i a S  
km. Adlltait~TabfciabovcwoaldkaboutS200,~ontbeoostab~~~~~l~~ 
' F R t r r i s r a d d i t t o a a 1 c w t ~ t h c ~ t o l r d d t k e ~ : t w h i r k w i l l k ~  Tbcpnw~e ior  
~ ~ O r t h i f m ~ i U b e a g u r l d e r l k s s t h a a t b c ~ c a f a r o e L c l ~ i r d w i l l ~ a  
~ ~ ~ p a ~ i n c s , w d f w i t h i n t t r c ~ o f d ~  3hastkast m 
E S T ~ # # l t d b e t s t i n a r t e d t o b c a b o u t ~ l ~ ~ p t r m ~  farTPiMe1rknrc. Tknwaddbcvitvesand 
amtrob amxiatd with this comimea, )Nt m h t g  exotic. 
4. An EST powa genuatioa system would cost about S 500 per kilowatt. This is dctsiled nron pncisdy 
in nftrawr 8. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper discusses the modification of the Casimir Force as a consequcncc! of the spectral 
energy distribution of the ZPF in an accektrated frame. In the leading terms, the ZPF spectral 
energy density in an accelerated frame takes the form: 
The accekrated observer thus sees the ZPF spectrum as ohsrtrved in a Lorentz frame, p,(u), 
enhanced by the additional term, Ap'(u). Applying the equivalence principle then implies that 
the additiond spectral contribution seen in a frame with acccieration a would also be seen ia a 
;ionaccelerating frame with a 1 4  gravitational field g = -a = GM/r2 i (Puthoff 1988) where 
the mass M is the source of the gravitational field. A gravitatiand field therefore produces a 
gradient along i in the ZPF spectral energy density which takes the form: 
The Casimir Force between parallel conducting plates is computed with the additional spectral 
contribution in both a uniformly accelerating frarne and in a gravitational field. It is found that 
in a uniformly accelerating frame, the additional spectral contribution produces a repulsive force 
between the plates. It k also shown that the gradient induced in the ZPF by the additional 
epectral contribution in a gravitationat field produces a net force on the system, which acts in the 
same direction as gravity. Also, by rigidly coupling parallel conducting plates to a gravitating 
mass, it is shown that a propulsive effect is induced which will accelerate the system without 
the use of propellant. The work presented in this paper demonstrates an electromagnetic ZPF 
force which is induced by a gravitational field. 
The existence of electromagnetic Zero-Point Fluctuations (2 'F) is a clear prediction of Quantum 
Electrodynamics (QED) resulting from the quaatieation of harmonically oscillating radiation modes. The 
ZPF can be regarded as a propagating electromagnetic field it !iee space with spectral energy density: 
where thc first factor in parenthesis cornponds to the densit i of normal modes, and the second factor is 
the average energy per m d c .  In this paper, the ZPF will be treated as a random classical electromagnetic 
backgrolrnd. The treatment of quantum field-particle interactions on the h i s  of interaction with a 
background of a random classical electromagnetic ZPF is a ta hnique known as Stochastic Electrodynamics 
(SED). SED is successful in yielding precise quantitative agre-merit with full QED treatinents of Casimir 
forces and related effects (Boyer 1975; P u t h d  1988). The pnnrary difference between SED and QED is that 
QED predicts the existence of the ZPF, whereas SED assume; the existence of the ZPF a ptiori (Haisdl et 
d. 1994). 
The 2PF spectrum in equation (1) is h t z  invariant (Boye. 1975). However, in an acceierated reference 
frame, thc ZPF spectrum takes the f m  (Puthoff 1988): 
This effect was first described by Davies (1975) and Unruh (1376) using quantum field theory and later by 
Boyer (1980) using SED ;ormallsm. 
This paper dtscusses the modification of the Casimir Force a consequence of the spectral energy density 
of the ZPF in an accelerated frame. In the leading terms, the ZPF spectral energy distribution in ,in 
accelerated frame takes the form: 
The accelerated observer thus sees the ZPF spectrum as observed in a Lorentz frame, p,(u), enhanced by 
th t  additional term, Apl(w). Applying the equivalence princi >ie then implies that the additional spectra1 
contribution seen in a frame with ac&ation a would also b! seen in a nomxekrating frame with a I d  
gravitational field g = -a = Ghi/r2 i. (Puthoff 1988) where he mass M is the source of the gravitational 
field. A gravitational field therefore produces a gradient alon.: i in the ZPF spectral energy density which 
takes the form: 
The Casimir Force between parallel conducting plates is camp utcd with the additional spectral contribution 
in both a uniformly accelerating frame and In a gravitation d field. 1: is found that in a uniformly 
accelerating frame, the additional spectral contr~bution prod1 ces a rep iMve force between the plates. It is 
also shown that the gradient induced in the ZPF by the addi:ional spe~tirtl contribution in a gravitational 
field produces a net force on thc system, which acts in the sime direct it;:^ as gravity. Dy rigidly coupling 
parallel conducting plates to a gravitating mass, it is shown .hat a propulsive effect is induced which will 
accelerate the system without the use of propellant. 
2. Modified Casirnir Force 
We are interested in calculating the correction to the standard Casimir Force betwwn t w  infinite plane 
parallel conducting plates in a uniformly accelerating reference frame!. The expression for the standard 
Casimir Force is 
where d is the separatiofi between the plates and the minus sign indicates that the force pushes the plates 
together. Now consider three perfectly conducting plates, with the two outer plates fixed at a separation 
D, and a third movable plate at a distance z from one d the plates (see Figure 1) in the limit D 4 oo. 
Changing r will effect the ZPF energy contained within the volumes between the wails. We can define a 
force ( F )  on the plates as minus the derivative of the change in energy with respect to z:  
where AU'(z) is the difference in energy between the two and threc plate co~tfigurations in Figure (1)  
Fig. 1.- Parallel plate gametry used I evaluate thy force per unit area bet-awn two parailel prfect.ly 
conducting plates with area A at a separation z in a nnifonnly accel~rating reference frame with xceler~t.ic~.~ 
a. We assume that D > z and take the Iirnit I) .-t 03. Wg, Wrl t  and W2 represent the energy of the 
additional contribution to the ZPF spectra! energy densit.? in an accelerating ~.r-fert?rrre frame in the voiunles 
indicated. 
We wili consider a l ly  the additionai term in the ZPF spectral energy density in a uniformly accelerating 
reference framc ( A p l ( w )  in equation ( 2 ) )  because the Lore itz frame ca~~tribution (p,(w) in equation (2j) 
will simply yield the stand& C=imir Force in equation (5). By tnaking the substit,utisn w = ck we obta~n 
the following form for the leading order term m the ZPF spectral energy density in 2 uniformly accclrratirrg 
refcrcnctt frame with acceleration a: 
hko2 Apl(k)dk 2: -2+r7 dk 
The total iultlitional ZPF energy (W) contained within a voiumc tr is then: 
Wc tiler1 niake the silbst~tutions k = (k: +kt + k:)'/* and: 
to obtain the following expression for the additiond ZPF enagy: 
w &,: 
w = ~ l ~ d k = l * d k , , l  dk,--  n3c9 (kl + ki + k,) a -112 
For electromagnetic fluctuations confined between conducting plates separated by a dietance L, we ca;i make 
the substitutioti kz = nn/L where n is an integer frotn 1 to co. The energy confined betwen conducting 
plates of area A and separation L (with All2 > L), as in Figwe [I), then becomes: 
The iliteg~al Jim dn can be repla~ed within the sum CSf=, which yield8 the final expression for the additiond 
ZPF energy confined wititir! the volume between parallel mn<luding piates: 
Le, Wo be the addition ZPF energy originally contained within the volume between the two plate  in Figure 
( I ) .  I R ~  U', be the ZPF energy contained ih the volume between the plates at t = 0 and t = t and W2 be 
tite ZPf t-nelp;~~ c-;lrt;li~ked within the vol~tne betwen the ,k.tes at z = z and t = D in Figure (1). Using 
tqua+ion (12) we Itave the f(:llrtwins exprw,ars for the acidi:runtl ZPF energy in each of the regions: 
The PI e1a .Lffert:rcc ( d W ( t ) t  betwren ;he two t ; 1 4  thrcc plate sccnarluv in pigure (11 :s 
AU'iz) = Wl + \ t i  - Wt, a w  tllt :esult;ng force on b i n  ploL . -*  z uang equation ;6j kecr,mcs: 
atf! ' dl+", 
," = -- - ----I. -- 
dz dz dz (16) 
& l w r i  quatior1 ('1) rt is dbviuus that dl'Jo:',iz - 3, so wv can k;r, xe this term. Tiding the *knval~\ of C., , 
u-i~h rcspwt to z wr ubtain: 
we obtain 
Making the substitution: 
z2r2 x2 
y = - , dr = -dy 
r2 2.22~ 
and doing a little algeb: ; giv.3 us the final expression: 
Taking the derivative of W2 with respect to z Q : obtair.: 
Since !I >> 2 and we are considering the limit 13 4 oo, we (:an replace the summation with thc integral over 
m and make the substitution k, = m?r/(D - z )  and dk, = K f(1) - z)dm to obtain: 
Then by making the subtitotions as in aqxstions (18), (191, and (21) w d  doing, little algebla wc obtain 
Nos by making the additional substitution u = zk,/a wc t,btdn the find cxprrtssion: 
Both dW1ld.z isrrd dW2/dz arc! infinite, but it is only the difference that is physically meaningful. 
Rom cquat1on5 (16), (52). and (26), we have an expr~ssion for the force per uH: u ~ e a  induced on the pi;rtts 
by tthe adduonal %PI. enrrgy 111 a fi~tifc~rxnlq accelor:rSj~~; i-et'elt:tlr*: fialne. 
To extract, a fir. crhys~cal rmulc, we can use a formal aopikztion of tkic I3tli~r-Sl;l~tiru1.,~1 ~tinitxdLlui~ 
:r,rthtz l 12 the finat exprs in>t~  for the ftvce per untt arca ' -n pzxdlel, perfecdy conducting 
I.';atr+ ifidti& by :fit. Aditit uai ctw;tributu>n h the ZPF spectral energ density in an arceierytkg re5x.rm 
Hen. 2 ii the S~-~-~LLL)E hc-t+*ea the plafcs d the faus s~g  t ur&r4xtes that the fwce asts ru push the 
 ME.% *p;ut. =bid; is oppositp tne standard Cssimir Fmc-e ui eqwtwa (5)- TIP bxal forw tbe 
plats i5 r.t;ll attractive. nMvt the amcieration uidusd $or* k msnp ordc* of magnitude ?irrtslk*r than the 
standard C m t u  t'nrm as ckscrikd in the f i ~ W i g  ,s.ectw~ 
3. Modified Chinair Force in a -3ravitatiorraI Field 
Appiyirg &C zqt i ivaie~:~ .  liriiici$c i m p k  i b t  & adttit*m.d spwtrai rmtribotic~~ e n  L". a frame 
n t h  accuier3Ueicjn a d J  also aem iu a nanarc&ratir& ham with a iocai g i ; r u i ~ ~  Wd 
g = -a = GM!r2 i !Yutboff lW3f where the mas? M L thc mrt* ~f the @avlsir'??J fieid. &bst*tutihq 
C !  gre*;itJtkri ~ctfcracm: D ~ O  q u W n  430) yieW;s the !o!,iwing expressleu: 
The d m v e  expressh rt.Frew~s ir repubzre decmmagnetir ZPF f a i e  betvipefr conductmg pi* separ;ued 
by a &stance d icd:iced a unzwce;.onai &fb The fwce h - a m  plates wiin separation d 1 1 ~ z i  a;
the ib t h  Fstn i- only - !(1-' X/n2, w k b  woui l te ~r~,mmible to t o a u z z  wxh chrrcnt 
tpr-b?rkqy. rkeress the stsndard Casimir F ~ r w  is d tk m i t r  I?-' :hijirr2 Em in the L.ense gc,vity at 
tb su,?'xe of a n c ~ t t a ~  sm wterc p - ida2 m i s 2 ,  ~ h e  repui.fw m d i  C a . i r  Fs-me is only - ;0"% 
N/tr,i far R = ?p. kith& tl,? gra=.itatxwd?y induced C a m i r  Form in eguMim (31 t is , ~ t r e n ~ l g  
weak. it ii!ustrft?es w: edcct that iinb g r a ~ t y  art4 e i e c t r ~ h e t k r n  whi* a, at leazt tri th~ory, p h y ~ + a I l ~  
ofacrvablt The d k ~  cfernonst- ..a =I ~ ~ r t ~ ~ ~  2PF i o r k  which is indstced by a p;r;ivltat~,n;i: field. 
H*e,rr, a g r a v i t a t k ~ d  M d  &ies =L repreexst 3 uniiormlj. x~zieratmng Y ~ P E I I C ~  frame Instezd. a 
g~wltatkziaf fieid produrn a ~ a r l k ? t  in ac~eieiatimt abich is exhibited by kdal forces. Cen.i&r the 
exf ?rirriest. ifirrsi- red In F~y;rrre (2), m which two parallel. ~erfettly cdacting plate;, .sya;awd 5~ a 
rftstmce d. are p l d  in a g~avita?ionai ieid, p a ~ r n d i i t i k  ra thc direction d grwitttiond &raic?n. 
'1"ne mv4ified Casimir Fbre himi a!iove acb &o push tk p k c s  wt. Howeverr the gravita%hcd 
irrcelern?.:~n ft;,t by the h r  3 : i ~ t ~ .  at a di-e r from tbe r3ctcr of the grwitatln8 mass, i3 s t s a g e r  than 
the &cxieratit>n felt by ii.e upper plrlte, at, a dis+a.ce r i d f .on r4e cehtcr d th+ gr~i ta~rr ig  n r a .  A s  a 
resuit. there is 2 gradient in thv mhfit3c Casinir F~mc.  'his graiient prcriucas z I??! fnri:t. trp. tibe taw 
p l ~ t e  a&i& tabs the hrzn:  
--- = 
J 1- l.t'-.'. 
,a- . 
Wr asunlr that r > d appic~imate the a b c , ~  expresslor to 55. 
The gradient in the gravitat.iond fidd proauces a net force >n ttba twt) plats  which a c t s  in the w w  
direction a\ gravity Howewr, the net. force on two piatcs with wpwatron R - lum a; thc s u r h  d ti.a 
Earth is ottly - lo-Sg 'J . 'm2. 
One uttbiec;ting .sr>et:t t f  this effect L; that a ~3&i :.~&%xting slsb may bdre the phce d tbe paratid 
u.~dr.tinp j2.x~~ Ekcuoxnagt~tx ftuccutk>a\ h*Je a coi...uctor behwe as 5 y  were mfined 
par*; plates nterefare, a condctflirq sheet ff chicj.rrp.r; d d l  expcncnce a m fume xtiq in *&I= same 
diteatr* as grar!tv. makiltg t k  c-c.s~iuct~-~r appezr "heavk" i r b  a (gravitatmrial k id .  As disccssed above. 
ttrc &tt af Wr-J *md. 
Fig. 2.-- T s o  ;wdW ;-da2.i)' c-lmdt~sLi rg p b *  with area A at. a rjrpa~iit-k?t d in a gra.viaaimd fk-d. 
p = -G.lflr'7 awcf ti> C Y ~ ~ W C  ;iac'gr&ient hi the m;xiifjd Casimjr Fnrr i n d d  :hc gra~+W,ionaJ Fdd. 
4. Propuktion using the Mudified Cssiruir Force in a Cravitat:emt FkM 
T 
A hr prwirs:ls sstic.n 5.3.; r ; b m  that t!rc gra;5ry/ZPF tnditcd rridifiw1 Casimil- Fme 1.a~ be YWC? to 
prw-iucf a eet ~z.ci*kraticm d rwrj yi;rdki; perfrctiy ccina~rct;ng fd- ft cus trr: s k . ~  that h- @!; 
rrsrtplin:: ?he plates ti. ril;. gravirating ma53. *i,c syst~mi ,  inr,liidi~g the ga\?tating irj-. rart be ar:rr?:eratgf 
w ~ t k a :  tiw me trf ;,;cq:1.!imf f-'lgtirr. i::) iilr;$t:;rlr+. ;~1 i*xa:r!ile of t!us sce~~wi:.!. l i t e  s+itifak tt! :fS 
&xt ij ;*+r. small ts .%rived k% Edbws First, the zrttt ax.&-rsi*c of the s y i i t m  mat tr? ddd to tk 
;zcwlrr3::m i t r  gu.5tiw !3?i!fi ?$ :c.c?-eic.rakirn of rhi' y-dem a?..% ?ti; wzk1: *;itrent act.dtzatic* Hi 
ax r e t  is 3 gravitaric;s;ii h!d. irc iha u;r.r a . 2 ~  that acrrlc~a'i~p, (1;Kxc.ard in sn ~ i r ~ ~ t o t .  izi* yt:.~ iec! 
iigbter. Tfn. riet f0 i -c~ 03 tiit* ;*v ~ i . ! ~ t ! s  is +ip>rc: :3j 1:; 
F,-*- -5  ' 3  cnr ; 
-.. -- - - - .?-. - - 
Y! W d 1  r- T <  U*X,.~ 7. i 
The: rlrt 2s c~ietata:~n ran trc~o iw c;f~*%u!wc! hy usifin, &,: S. i,lj r nijn,,,; ~-\-t?p:r Af rs ma5 prajur .sq 
the @ ~ v : ~ L u o ~  ffdd ~ t t d  t f t  15 tb' ! r i e $  i r f  t i e  twt? piah ~ i i h  A! 3 iw %>:i';~.p :X Q,;,~, WP ftnd: 
Themarintna acmk;rtknh.tc;sa b e p r o d d i a d t i s u a y i s a y v e t t u i k e  y a v i M e h  
k r ' t ~ ~ ~ t - m ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ N  T ~ i s i c p p a r m t i t r & f i m i t d + O ~ A + :  
4-C.kl{9. ~ t # @ ~ i i d t ! d C b k ~ ~ u a y s m a i l ; f x u a m p C e . h M = l l . ?  r ffj' k g ( i m 3 d  
M j , d = i ) ~ r a A = 1 m ~ , d r = 2 r n , t h e n ~  ~ ~ d t 8 e a ~ ~ i n F ~ ( 4 ) s d y - 1 0 - "  
mi$. Practid -ks 4 -itre wivam in shiddi ig the e4ectzc1t;agrdk ZPF wing ua& 
fitk than &e r.ataUcJ w63cfias pkag &riW k w  Hmr%-x, this: &f is interesting becase i z  
f ~ 3 r ~ a ~ ~ m ~ ~ p r o p ~ k r i w ~ w i t b a u t t h @ r r s e a f & ~ , v h i c k I s a ~ f o r  
m e Z d y  mtabhng itt.emd!d travci 
F i g  3,- Zl\rsb+~*;ur, cf a ?rq;lPw;l chuin *!wb xtikm t k e  &i&d Castrnrr Form ir. a gtav- 
M I  :? p d -  a nc-- n k ~ b  w i h ~  thr use of y u q d i u a  TM ~uaficl mc:*ltctirrg ~~ are ti@:; 
to ezi& o:k and ta th o;.a~itatinq rn= -3: 
'fk mrs m i  h e is s igSt~1 t  k- it uws k m  jhpic. to -r3ce phc~crilerrer linking 
pa%>ty t3cetr-isc: *&at ;.re. i.n the.-, idi2iy3allj. ahwrvabke. It L, h d  that ir; a t~ l~ i tonnlj  
ac-xk- hamy. tBe dcti~d ZPF Jpectral r4~;tritnrtk.m 1 +-z;a a rephim kt- pivalid 
t d u c i i r ~  la~cs. Thi5 wifl also be ir&.;,i:r?d by a ~ a v i b  .W C1d VG t h e  qdiwkncx principle. The 
rpaJ;icnt i-rj-ic~i :in cb ZPF by the dtjitiond qm,trd cc~ri.ril utim i.1 a gravita:iccd ifeM prduces a wt 
frzrt-P on tbr system, W'&U 3~b  in tLe ,- 3irection as gravity. I?\- t$dly m*:plhg pat-atlei con.?u,xiry: 
3&i .  to a gaxitating m; a propulsilw a t .  is i ~ d u r d  u+ii f wiii ;~:celetatr tfw system without t k  
is )trop3wtt s-hh  I?. a r . e s s i t y  fgr someday enzrj.itling i s t e r s t l l ~  +ravel. 
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Athcaryofdreoutb#swhaeei-(EM)aodp~latioacue~aitedtqr-slbuchotisdad. 
kd#8t dtvdopments on cdepmtlld Euclidean comahs arc h i b e d  Thy point to a geoetebic quaaann 
m e c h i d  sector for this theory., mnonicaity dftarnined by a  subs^ of the diffacatial bmaiam that define TP. it is 
s b o w n c h a t t h t r h e a r ) r s ~ c p s r r c o u M t t l v ~ k a c o k a i n t d b y ~ w h c n a a ~ ~ ~  
bcrcpsnUetisn (TP, or lbsd- peddisn), id he impkmasrtd in his 1929 fidd cquatkm nno ky suggeJtion by 
~ ~ o a s ~ & t b e w u k a f ~ , Y i ~ I n d R t t h o f f r e ~ h j ~ ~ ~ ,  
its unification of gravitahm and (a supme&& dtarodynamics, its promise to reduce quimhnn mechanics to ctsssiclrl 
(tapgent bundle) di&rrntial geommy, and its ccmcahm to FA w xk of o d ~ ~  p a n i w  in this workhop speaks of 
this hory's potential as foundation stone for the development of breakthrough transportation technologies. 
Einstein tried a geometric unifmtion of the physics with TP'.'. We claim that he had the right i n a h ,  but missed rht 
"ri& deSn fof impIemmting than. By not adopthg hw key rules suggested to him by Canan, Eirwcin fkiled to make 
Mntact with both Maxmll's electrodynamics and 1915 gravitation (GR) RetrospcctiveJy, the classical part of ow 
theory is what the Eipstci. system ilvould have became had he fdlowed Cartm's suggestions. Highlights: 
I .  The identification mk appropiate conditions of the Camn-Einstein gunnchic field eqvations with the system of 
Maxwell-Em&. requires tk connection to be Euclidean non-Iinear (i.e. Euclidean of the F i a n  type). The 
retation between the EM field and the torsion then yidQ the R h g m m c k  don 
2. The statemew that the Einstein part of the affmc awa~tre is zao yields gravitational fitid equations a ia Y ~ ~ ~ B P z .  
i.e GR rype field aquations but with g r a v i t a t i d  mms on the right h a d  side (Since thae is no strong qumcm to 
believc that dte menic should be non-RianarPian and since Finslaian ccmnections exist on Riemannian md~ics', 
Fi&.an 6 s  with Riedan-looking gravitation are possible). 
3 TP is a statement abow tti curvatwe. and not just Einstein's tensor This implies that grvitation is switched off 
when one switches off otha fields, which is a Futhofl modification for gravitation of a Sakharov thesis for boson 
fields. The vacuum of this theory is  in-td in making possible the gravitating of wmal matter. 
MODffICATlUi'i SUCGCESTED BY CARTAN OF EINSTEIN'S TELEPARALLEL THEORY: 
Einstein's Field Equations And TBe Cartav Suggestions 
Since .'in Riemannian geometry there is no parallelism at a distancew2, E ic in  postulated TY, his field equations being: 
R ', , = 0 (la) kt,,." + kq,R.", = 0 Ob) 
where thc R', are the cotnponenu of the torsiorr. Semicolon denotes cavsriant differentiation. In correspofi&nce with 
him4, Cartan exnlained that a physicist may assume &at he is fiving m a telepua:fel universe and not reqtlire that his 
%?stern of equations d~.t&es the teteparalltlisnt. But h;" system "wit\ of come contarn the 16 equations 
% s ~  + %)iq t- + &q. J + &IYLiR'qI + &tqRtx ,  + kIliR'j\q = Q" (2 1 
(first CIitrrn q g d o n ) .  Egrr;rtS#! (2) is dre &! B i d  idaviry witt affine arvshn set eq\r;d to zao. C a m  failed to 
mcntiantoEWcin the dl-bnporratrok W d r i s e  plays rssn kaqpWtycondition. fiquatioas(l), onthe 
other hand. arc of the name of rrstriaive coditions rhot $w tbeorirt can chose. 
T h e s c c a r d a t g g e s t i a r L r r i r t e d t o ~ ~ d i d ~ h i s ~ . B e c a \ l s c a ~ l d c o a n e a i a n t r s s m ~  
~ , c o n s t m t  f rrncf#Mtambcbo#novafirrite~arsoft~~manifold. 7 k s h r c h t r e  c a n ~ n b e ~ t t e ~  
s p c ~ d b y t l i l ~ n t ~ h ~ ( a d d a i V r t i ~ ~ f ) r ~ ~ a i x , l s l r a t i r r m e f i d d d a ~ b a & f i e t d  Tbe 
torsion, in pmicular, can be expnt#d m tams of 4, (ad derivaives), which can then be taken to a system S of 
quatiom fix the torsh €0 d c  a sysetm S' kr b, FhStSn &id to Jdvt S', i.e. he tried to soiw for the full 
( t t k p a r ; d l d ) s b u a i r n , T h i s i s n o t t h c t a s L o f w h r t ~ c s f t e d t i r ? p h y s i c i s t , b u t ~ f O t ~ t o r y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b t ~ , b e  
d k d  rtu dcnriwge or tnddw of univas#. The probkm is not tbat E hWn hied b be a demivIp (the ideal physic&- 
geometer), bur r a ~ h i s  Pyitrg to do so witha syskm wbich was i t 1  essence a spkm forjtra rfbc torsion, the mrric 
bctogindcpadcntofdretorsion.TtiisappegstohavepanpleddnC&owiqgCanan~ 
The taws of tfre daaitlrge, Cartan nmd, must "ailow him to ncognipe chat his spaa is aevanre fieew. He wms on to 
-Y that systaa (iH2) is d e m w ~ ~  * * .  f a r h c p u p o d a o f t h c p l l y s c i n , b u t n o t ~  . . .  kthepcaposcsofthe 
dani~,dthstbuynem(lH2)~btpkar~astPltiagp~ha~~vlfftidr~~~acrthe 
garerPlaotionofR' s p w x a d o w c d w i t h a a ~ ~ ~ c d t u ~ s i a n k t t i n o r d a t h a t i t s p h y s i a k ~  .. . 
& r + m m l d k a h & t o b e i n t k ~ e w ( h ~ o v ~ > ~ &  
brietty di#ursed thc cxknsioa (1x2) of his system (1) ad inamS& dirmwcj it. He conskkd extcdw by a 
~ ~ ~ ~ o e t y ~ o n d b r i d f y .  hhne 1936,Eh€&rcpated tohavcBbPndrwredhissyssrm(I)bacuae 
". . .actording to rboJt fidd quatiom, thcrt rrt no gravitational e:fccts . . .n'. In a 1938 Iettcr, Eihein stated with 
n s p m t o W t h a t ( a ) o n t d Q e s n a t w i v c m t ~ ~ w r p r t r s i c n f o r $ w d ~ f i e M a n d f b ) t h t t h t o r y  
leaves loo mu& kccdom for tbc choice of fidd q d t i e s 5 .  In d a  1938 &a, Einstein stated: ". . . teleparallelism 
doesnoilead inany my toanexpres~ionfortheeteetr~nragnetic f ekr". 
Einstein apparently failed to notice that a Euclidean cointeaion qv can always be written in trims of the kvi-Cilita 
object apv, now playing only a m&c role, md the contortion 0,' 
4v = (+v + 8; (3) 
Details on the treatment of this cquatkm in the language of fomis ate given elscwhm6 (The cameUion T,'r, and Ihe 
Chisoffel symbols of the tensw calculus ae nothing but $rt compor-s of yv anci sv rcspcctivtiy). The components 
of the conto~ion. $$. are linear combions of the componmts bv, of the tonion form W : 
*=doc - t O V ~ 0 \ '  (4) 
d is the exterior derivative and the ov's are such that the sum of their squares is brk metric. Had Einstein noticed eq. (3), 
he would have substituted it in the cxpesion f a  the affint curvature in tams of the comection 
iZ.;=da,,v - @,LA aV (5 )  
A fully geometric equation of the type 
G, =T, (6) 
would have err.aged I- iae G,, is the EirrPtein tensor of general d a l  tvity (GR) and T, is a geometric tmsor (details to 
fdlow). as FJinuein had hoped. The c o d  between the geomcu t in T, and the different tams that one puts on the 
right hand side of Einstein's field quations of 191 5 has to wait unt I further development of the fheory allows for the 
different physical concepts to be cxprcsd in tenns of geometric con reyts. 
By findind gravitation in eq. (6), E.instcin wwM be Iefi with the tas< of identifying elec&odynamk in the system (1)- 
(2). He would have linearized this system, as he linearized his sys m for b, consistently with his opinion "But no 
reamble pc*m believes that Maxwll's equations can holc rigmusly. Thcy arc, in suitable cases, fvst 
approximations for wak fields" @ 93 of Ref. 4). Had E i e i n  drttpped the quadratic terms in his equations (2) and 
( 1  b), he would hx-e f o d  
Row.' - 0 (Ib') R*. i> , - j+&kqr+R+q  .a - 3  (2') 
Idauification of Rq5 with the F,, of the EM form gives Maxwell's equations, but this system W d  not be 
m a u d a b o o s t s .  ?his difficutty WshcsifEqs. (Ib')-(Z')arcFinskriancquatMns Thesynem 
L k . + & ‘ + k + ' O  (74 &"=O (7b) 
aws be pictured to d t  in the pnwxss of transforming a purefield F M a n  theory to a partictes-incW-ftd& 
theory. F h I c r h  terms should dso enter the Einstein system in princi;:le, and should vanish in the same process. 
An obvious cotpse of action for Emtin at this point wouid then be to drop Eq. (la) as u n m a s q  and to add a cumm 
temr to Eq. (I b), 
b , + k h u + L ~  +&&'w+&9R;+&.cR'h = 0 &> +Rqr = J, (8b) 
Tlua when lincPiiziag this systaa, one Mwld get a cumnt tam on the right hand side of (tb). The system (8). wbkh 
'LVMllddybevalidudaconditions~aUowoneto~6#ptoperlyF~mtermsofthetotsion,hasrobe 
complemented with either Q. (6) or thc tidl arnmtuff equation ftom which Eq. 6 is derived. 
< X u e p a d y ~ o n r h t ~ o f d i f f a t n t i n l ~ P n d ~ f t i r i s t h e o r y i n p a r t i c u l a r i f ~ ; u a d C a t t a n  
b4d~thesystanofEq.(8)Pnd(6).Am~ngotha~,thefaathat~gravity~mdd~be Wly 
~ c d ~ ~ ~ ~ c r w n e s o u t a o n i i o t r r r ~ h n ~ e t D i d ~ t h s t h i s ~ P b o u t u t l i ~  
vvithTPwlaerigtrt(tndttd,tvar~hegotnott2irrgwtof'fP,Einseinhd~rasayrboutbiserartusi 
abandonmentofthisposhdbte:" ... Idid necdavaylongtimetobtsurcabcndthis.simxIwassowryfiscinotedbythe 
formal naRltalnes of the theory''). He wouid have d i d  that this sZill is an incaqIdc picture, not oni-1 beamx one 
WUM have had to use the still nonexistent theory of Finderian corscctim, but also because the right hand side nf Eq 
(8b) would hz-;e to be brought from everywhae dse in the physics, as with the right hand side of his 191 5 field 
equations (made of base w d )  God's subtlety would have appeared to him to be almost malicious. 
ELECTRODYNAMICS AND FI'NSLER GEOMETRY: 
Let Jd be Minkowski's spacetime and let S(M') denote its bundle of dirrctions (unit vectors). 7he set B'(M) of f"P" I m w a  frames (cdmnomtal bases) at all points of M' can obviously be fibrated over M*, brrt a h  over %Id) , with 
Of3) as goup in the fibers. The refibration B'(M')+ SW) constitutes the Fia bundle. In siqile tams, thc h n c s  
are reorganized ova the base space ~ ( l b f )  as follows. Take a section of B'(M')+ M' as origin of coordinates u' (3- 
velocity) and 4 (angular coordhtcs). Let 4 UJ be any specific point s e w ) .  In the F h l e r  hndle, the fiames &, y 
4) all lie in the fiber over S E S ( ~ .  Since a body ai velocity _u at x is at rest with respect to any &me with coordinates 
&, g, +), the Gvelocity u of this body has components (1,0,0,0) end is rhmfim a= to, both u and e, b e i i  vectors at 
& uJe. Filerian or non-linear connections arc those wfiich live in this bundle. 
Euclidean connections of t'x: Finsiaian or mn-linear type are the connections that live in B'(M') + !$(Id). For 
cofigarison with later developments, we push forward the scalar-valued Zform for the electromagnetic field, 
F,v(x)dxeXdxv, from a section of a regular W i e  of frames L3'(M')+M' lo a section of J3'(M') -. s(M') Since scalar- 
valued Jitfaential forms are insensitive to the aatrc structure (i.e. to any considerations on tangent vector spaces), their 
posh-forward has to be given a meaning, namely the witing of th.: form i~ t e r n  of th: cotangent bases (o" , w,') of the 
tase space ~(1.p) of the Finsler bundle. We would therefore be w i i i  F as: 
F = F 'Ax, U)W'IAO~ (9' 
with F F ,Ax. u)op~o" = F,(x)dxv~dxv. A boost of second degree covariant t#lsors relates I;',,lx, u) and FpV(x). The 
Finslerian torsion whose sole non-vani-hing cornporn6 are \e &,.(x), denoted here as I:,(x), is *!ten as 
flO.- Fdx) ~ " A o ~  Q1=O (10) 
or. more explicitly, 
R = We, = Fdx) o"r\o* q, (11) 
Notice h i t  ?!! coeficient in (9) does not coincide wirh a coefficient in ( I  I) .  Does the Ginsleian version of (8) ~ ~ ~ n t 3 i n  
(8) itself?. General Finslerian tcnions are of th form I Z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ R ~ , , ( ~ , ~ ) ~ ~ A U ~ ~ ~ ~ + S ~ ~ ( ~ , U ~ O ~ A U ~ ' ~  and not just Q 
R',,,(x,u) d"'mVeA. By rnalur.g the terms wiii S factors be zero in tl e Finslerian version of dkd, le obtains (8a). 
In 1989 (published in 19913, one of us f d  that the torsion 
w = (qh)U"F (12) 
an the Minkowki matic gives rise to comechm whose a wqctrnlldr (line of ccmau ctirection) becone! the 
~~~ofmotionofrpeci~irslntiviry~~nnnaforce.~ao~is~~(x)dx'~d~~antheewrpoaentsof 
the 4-velocity veaor. We did not wan. eq. (12) to give the aocsim, but just that mion which a charge with ratio 
~ " s e e s " d w h i & m c k d e s d w t o n i o n ~ $ d s ~ i t s d f ~ T h c V i n E q . ( I 2 ) i s ~ a s y m b o l ~ i s  
manipulatedasifitm$recrmpaamtsof~veaafhM.Itinireatifi#dwiththcRwa~ocityofttlccbargewhobe 
m o t i o n i s b e i n g c o a s f d a c d ~ ~ i t ~ ~ $ r s ~ t o t 8 e ~ f a r t b t ~ ~  
is nonxnsc. Eqt-ation (1 2) aQliCs, hovma, a sMmd int- in F i  gaaaehy, Hlhgt fhC t h c e - d t y  u' (in 
t a a r i o f w h i c h b r r W s a r e o b t n i a e d a s i n s p e d ~ l r e l ~ t i v i t y ) ~ j u r : ~ % r ~ ~ t ~ y b e a w n t ~ o f  
~tlesthtoughtherrahrraltiffin%oooditian~-~'&~=0,~rnekttsaavesinS(M3axrrspondtoa~vtsonM'. 
In 1994, Rhgemdw p d d k d  his eamections, also torai3n (12), t?m@ on s r b ' i  mtrics'. Using Prbitrary 
megicsrathtrthan~&"sis~otmcsscdirldig~forp~sentprrpc#cssinrmctric.ndcocmectioac~nbe 
d e f i n c d ~ y o f ~ a t h a . S i a c e B e h r d f w n d ~ r c s u t t P m r n d  1 9 8 S ( b e f o n r w t ~ a c i c h d $ u s a m e  
question), we use the term anmedon* to rcfb tc an corrnection witb this torsion. 
s h o d  in addition tha: the equstion of motion of the spin vcctw an be wittar as the statement that its c x ) v a h  
derivative is zcro, if spacehe is endowed wi& his d o n .  
~properwayofuayofWungthctonion(12)is 
n = PC,, = (~J~)F,,(x) dho' 6 (13) 
since the umkaian Wep is the 4-velocity u, wbkh is 6 in the F i d e r  bundle. The would-- k t w u a  
(13) sod the torsion (1 1) of the K i t e d  Carm-Eiastein tkeory, admits the following intapittation. The apt ion of 
m o t i o n o f a ~ ~ l e P t h a t o n e v n w M d a i v e ~ t t K : ~ l d e q u a t i o t r s o f t b e ~ ~ ~ ~ c s w w f d  
take the form of arttoparplteis moving in on effectiw fwsion which is not the tnrt tomion that exists at the position of the 
mrtcr of P, m a y  contributed to by P, kit rather q/m times tht torsion that wwld exist if P were not there but tbe 
cxtaiorfietdremaintdthefiddthatthc~~~~cnotewhat~lrre~~,~asttteyOoin~scnralcsse. It 
shwldcotbesurprIsingthatthisfiddooiocideswiththcfwmofdKW-tinfieM.TheaongMdin 
Carcan-Eiein wwld cornspond to high d i s h  energies. whcn tire classical (Loren&) dcscfipkm don ntu work. 
Alternrtivc Approsches To The Cartre-Einstein System For Tdr#ra&lissl 
A sensible path to the (same) field equations for the torsion actual: y pncadcd ow realization of this Cart~n-Eimeir~ 
approach6. it arises &om the assumption that torsion supersedts the FM field in the pdcular relation suggested by bw 
Ringamacher connection Based on it, manipulations with Maxwell' i field equations (dF-l), d+F=j) yield? 
d R = O  ( 14a) d*n  = ju (14b) 
Recognizing the Finslerian charmer in the u factor, thus the loss c f generality by virtue of ju bcmg j ~ ,  one replaces 
deQ=ju by deSl=J, restoring the g d i t y  that this tentative merfiod misses9. It was recently sttown that d*Rif still is 
not quite comet, even for linear oonmaions, as w now qlab..  ' he Kahkr cakulu~'~ extcnds CPrtan's by adding a 
concept of intuior covariant daikativc in a s-l way. The exterior and interior covarianr derivatives arc the 
respective exterior and interior pats of the Clifford product oh&,,, Nhae 4 is the covariant derivative of this calculus. 
Kahkr showed that oh.& can then be written as d* for the LcviCiv ta connection. It is clear how to develop the Kahler 
calculus for teleparalltl conncctim". The interior covariant derii ative  car^ no longer be written as d* in this case. 
Therefore, one should view the original Maxwell equations as dF=O urd 6F=j and their generalization in TP as 
dR = O  (1  Sa) 6 R = J  (15b) 
The expression for 6R in limx TP is'' GQ~Rv,,q+R*,,R'\)cv~K. ' .he system (1 5a,b) wincides with the system (8a.b). 
Consider frnally what rnignt be called Einstein's thesis of "logical komogeneity of geometry and theoretical physics"'2 
(In p. 623 of this refaarce we put tog- this Mi with quotatio ts Eie in ,  who formulated it via the example 
of Eudidean geometry). The thesis states that the field equations of the j h y ~ i ~  shoufd coincide with the equations of 
sbuctue of the space. These equations constitute a d i f f d a l  systan and shwld be acmqmied by the intcmity 
conditions ( B i d  identities). For telcparallel Euclidean connedions, and not just teleparslllet a m ,  stating that the 
aftkc cunwttpe is zero (second equation ofstnrc~ure in TP) takes thc bn: 
of&v = Wp" (1 Sc) 
when Oft,," is the aar~tun of the LeviCivita m m e c t b ~  and whae Q'l is a we l-defined differential fonn (details are 
providcd later). The thesis of iogical homogeneity demands that eq. (15~' rather &an its contraction (6) makes part of 
the system of field equations. To this we have to add q. (1 Sa), Jince it is tiaefirst B h h i  idenfit)'. T k  second Biamhi 
identity becomes 0=0. Since (1 Sa) n k d y  specifies the torsion partially, ?hew equalion ofstruckre nead only provide 
a camp-, p d d  spccifhtion of the tsrsion. The Kahler c&&s states that the ~ f i c p t i a n  of the interior 
cowwim8 deriMtivc dNte  this complancnt. We have thus reached the system of q u a h s  f 15) in a third way. 
This system however has two probkms: the phaomamlo@cal right hand side of (1Sb) and the lack of a coaeept of 
iaerinr covwk t  derivative in F h s k  geometry. We h i l l  now show how one might solve the sccond problem (for TP) 
and $rat, in the process, the fust pmblem might also be dvad. 
A W o r d  strmtwc, which is esehal  for a Kahier calculus, does not exist on S(M'), since it has d i i o n  seven 
whmts the relevant (reduced) tanpent spaas have dimension 4. An alternative stnrcrure &fined by the horizontal 
differential invkants (wp,4) of BY(M')+S(M') exists, however, with tangent and cotangent spaces of the same 
d i i o n .  Since 4 d e f i s  &, which is d u  in the Firrsler bundle, the set of forms (d,d) in essence d e f -  a 
c h o n  of pai-s, made of velocity and point of attachment. In tenns of a fixed fiame a,,, we have du = ode, = o'Jap 
and dP=e,=w"a,,. We have identified five vectors related to the pair (o", o't), namely the basis a,, dual to the o" 
and the vector u. Let M' bc a rnetnc I dimensional differentiable manifold with coordinate s such that the dual tangent 
vector u is of magnitude 1. in M'$M', consider the form d p - wspa,+ ds u. It takes values in the sum of t t ~ ~  associated 
I 2 1R vector spaces to Id and M'. Notice hat ds is a mx differential I - f m  which becomes equivalent to [(a?* - E(w) ] 
through Use natural liftktg codtian dp(.,.)dp = 0. This justifies using the symbols s and u for the coordinate and the 
tangent vector. Notice that physics does not require that u be a lincat combination of the a,,, only tha! du does. Achtaily 
measwed velocities would be integrals of du and thus are appropiate such linear combinations. 
What is tht miaogeomcuy that 'INMLjd cOrrrSpOnd to this shwture? Riemannian gcometry is the thewy of differential 
inmiants determined in an invariant way by a Rianannian ds2 (or c o r r w i n g  a"]. It can be a Eudidean differential 
geometry comprising distance and transport) w just a metric differential geometry Iwithwr w q n ,  as Rieniannian 
geometry was before the Levi-Civiia connection). Euclidean differential geometry is simiMy detemined by (a", R") 
where o< is independent of cop. A general Euclidean differential geometry contains as a subgeome~ the non-afine 
Riemannian geometry mentioned above (identified with gravitation), since it is invariantly determined by the subset (d) 
of invariants of the set (op, w.'). TP aliows us to also idcntify a '~ictogeomeuyn in the subset. Wh) do we use the 
prefix micro? By the absence of the (w,j, we aw removing tht= properly macroscopic aspects of the tiames. Om frame is 
still needed to refer directions to, but we are no longer comparing frames in the rnicrogmby.  
ICA Mkrogzom~~ry Exists: What Does It Have To Do With Micropbysics? 
The issue nov, is whether (d,~p') canonicaliy determines a differential (field) equation (for microphysics). Since 
M'$M' is not a differentiable manifold, a generalized concept of "covariant derivative" is needed. We proceed in 
reverse and get an inkling as to what it might look like. In the Dirac equation with EM coupling, w remove the mass 
tam, charge and other real factors, as they should arise in the process of converting a deterministic pure-field QM into a 
probabilistic, particle-in-external-field QM. The Dirac equation expressed in terms of the KBhler calcuius" then reads 
where S is the sum of the interior and interior covariant derivatives in 4  dimension^, A is the potential I -form, i is the 
unit imaginary, and yr is a scalar-valued inhomogeneous differential form or ciifform. Because A is  scalar-valued, both 
sides me taken to k scalar-valued If A is now replaced by the pouatial tor the torsion, dP, the vduednw of both side 
of Eq. (16) is difkmt, ratless tq is a Clifford-v&cd difform. 
We now hve to take care of the fector i. In a C l i W  algch, we bvc sevad objects which can play role of the 
wit imaginary, one of them king the unit p s d ~ ~ & .  'lhac is a Rarh better condidnte b. S i  the math dictates 
a real Mrac equation in 5-dimszrPiosls, a spxxhe Dinc cqrPtion w h  as (16) must be viewed as tht complexification 
of an actual 5 - m m l  h c  equation, 'This lea& t d v e l y  to a Dirac equation of the h 
@f' = bPd8, , f l  (17) 
ubce the &vector psR of odsvdP m d d  give rise to tbc Cdimensid dP (with an dogy ,  the trait vectors of $K 
sprrcc Plgebn are the Rtuli matrices a,, nw to k iddfied with the spatial w i t  vtctors of the spacetimc a lpha ,  the t;). 
The Ciiiord pmhcts rrc dl mcrrnt to be double Ctiffotd ~KM%KG, rm in each of tbe tangart and wrmgmt algebras. 
~ofthe~~ofLieopac#lwsrrsbi~ofr.~ialgebra,theDitacequPtionofdrephypicsHloUM 
&sts~that~"Kiihtgdiflt;aentinl"ofdrc~~bcdKqtraltothe~of~spinotbyaninfinitesia~ 
b o o s t o r ~ ~ h b ~ ~ ~ ~ w a r e ~ t h o ~ b L t h e ~ i o a r d p ( . , . ) d p = O P U o w s u s t o ~  
boos& with translations, aad that these bowts rar the d o m  with generator adsvd'rr,. 
Inthistheory,theima~~~~lbasmQMshould~~rs~fiomthe~fiedspeCetimepictute 
of a teal fi- pichge (Kahtn-Wein) U(1) then emages as the conversion factor bavKtn the Kaiuz&KIdn 
and spac&mc d f d d s .  Similarly, SW2) cmqm as tbe ccmwmio(1 factor betw#n the bundk of dirtctiorrs and the 
. Kaiuza-Mi manifdds. SU(3) does not appear anywhen at this po nt. There is trnnendwJ ridmess, however, in the 
field equations. Thc question dses  as €0 HRndrer there is room in this scheme for SU(3) as a dpmical synirr.eC y. 
CRAWTATION AND TELEPARALmLISM: 
Uaivcml Form Of Eacrgy-Momentum Teasots And PseudO-TCn~. 
Densities of scalar and vectot-valued mtphudes are scalar and vectt~r-valwd 3-fonns respectively. The cotangent dual 
to a vector-valued j-form is a vector-vahed 1 -form, which becomes :I two-indicts tensor in the tensor caiculus. h terms 
of forms, the left hand side of Einstein's equations (i. e. the Einstein 3,ector-valued 3-form) is l?e6 with I? defined as: 
all fwr indices a, p, y and S being diffaent. If the p m p t i d i t y  cmstmt 8mr/c2 is &Sotbed in the energy-momentum 
3-fonn 7". Einstein's equations read: 
lP=*?b (19, 
(sign depending on conbation). Define W =(I R ) O C ~ & ~ A ~ ~ . T ~ ~  c m n t  3-form on the left hand side of Einstein's' 19 15 
field equations then is: 
n%, = ~P(A,  .).a (20) 
wherr the star to the left of 9l denotes its dual in the tangent space. T K first product (A) refers to the exterior product of 
forms and tht second product is the interior product of tangent vectc rs. This construction applies to m y  anlisymmefric 
2-tensor-valued 2-form. The antisymmetry of the 2-tensor is requhed SG that zhe right hand side of expressions that 
pardllel the right hand side of (1 8) \\ill be antisymmetric with respect to all three indices. 
Energy-Momentum la TcleptaUelism. 
Substituting Eq. 3 in the expression for the curvature, one gets: 
A A do,'-@, ~ w ~ " = d a , , " - ~  A ~ ~ ' + ~ ~ , ' - P , ~ A P ~ ' - ~ ' A P ; - P , ' A ~ ~ '  ( z ! )  
We now assun:< teleparallelism. The afftne curvature is zero and we nay rewrite the cquation as 
d< a,,'/\ a; = PC ! 4 (dPi 1 + [%'A PC 4. P ~ A  a~V)3 (22) 
It is imponant to notice that the contents of the two square brackets are not tensors, but the contents of the parentheses 
are. These two tensors are w o  in Riemannian geomew. The identification of the two pseudotensors respectively with 
the nor,-gravitational and gravitational interaction is dictated by what the different teams depend on. 
For cutnprison {left to the reader) with bhrt Yilmai: themy", denote d u . -  U,?AU\', oa,,' am 5A,~a; as '3. U' mi u'. 
FIKther decote the forms in the squrvc brackets as U and -u, and k s e  in the p ~ c n t k s s  3s: z and t. Eqs. (22) *then yeid: 
f f = y s - u * r - ~ - U =  T+[ (23a) 
Notice that %, U', u', U. u, t and t are ail mtisytm~xic in t e r n  of M h i ~ n ~ W  W e  fie:& We &sipate as 9t, iL", 
u', U, u, z and t the respecti* contractions Hlih tPh4. Aahg c?n thrn ~4th WA, .)' on the left yield$ seven vector- 
valued 2-foms and pseudo-2-forms. in pmllel to i23a), fheu caangcnt duals 2, E, -&. &, 2. ; and ! satisfy: 
B = y - & ' = g - ~ =  t + t  123hl 
The components of 91 and of g' constitme Einstein's lmsor an3 pseudo-tensor, except that g' refcrs to orthonormal 
fi.ames (this pseudo-tensor is usually presented in tam of the coorclhta basis fields of the tensor ca;cula, wtriclt, not 
satisfying &=O, the antisymn~try promy co,,,,+w,XO is  not conbplicd witti., om has to move the dg,,, around i? order 
to achieve the same pqxxes  as for orthonarmal be). From the definitions, it follows tha! 
U = I. - dP(n, .)*dp,'eM~e, 
- (24 t 
We now name -dp,*e'~t, as z and the cotangent dual of -WA, . ) * d p l e " ~ t ,  as 5. We th, obtain: 
Q= r + z  (25a) - u=++E  (2 bb) 
CRAWATION AlW THE DYNAMICAL VACUUM OF TELEPARALLELISM: 
Stochastic Electrodynamics And The Puthoff Modification Of ']The SaW~arov Conjecture. 
Sakharo'~ developed the conjecture & i t  the "Lagrange function of bosctn fields (gravita:ionat, electroma~letic and 
meson) is generated by vacuum polarization effects of fennions"". In Putlioff s version of this conjecrure "grmitcrtion is 
nor nfirnrj~nentol intemcliomz UI all, but rat~ler an induced effect brought about by changes in the quantum-fluctuation 
energy of the vacuum when rnanu is present"'6 (our emphasis). In the emphasized part o: the statement, gravitation has 
parte4 ways with the electromagnetic and meson interactions. Finally, Puthoff states that gravitational theory is 
recognized to be essentially phenomenological in nature Here we think that Puthoff goes too far, as we now explain. 
Puthoff formulates his thesis in the contex! of Stochastic Elech.oDynx.lics (SED). In SED one takes for granted a 
classical EM radiat~on field with divergent energy density (w2/x2c')(hru/4n)do. Whereas d divergent density constitutes 
no problem in QM (evevtking goes provided N e  find a rule to subtract i~rfmities), an infinity i s  a difficulty to be 
removed in classical physics. Is the zero point itself not as phenomenological or more than gravitational theor)'? 
A Model Of The Vacuum In Non-Linear Eleclrodynaml~ 
We shall use the term dead vacuum to refer to a region of space where there is no non-gravitational fields, shetiler 
background field or cot. If there were regions of dead vacuum in a teleparallel world, the torsion and not only the 
c w a t a e  would have to he zcro. But this is Minkowski spacetime. Hence, bodies irmncrscd in sucb vacuum wwald not 
gravitate. TP would not exptsm that the earth goes around thc wn. TP thus complies wit11 the Puthoff versiori of the 
Sakharnv thesis, in that switching off the con-gravitational fclds switches off the gravitat~onal fieid also 
Fortunately, dead vacuum may be inconsistent with the field equations of TP, as we now explain. In a unified classical 
theory, the equation for the physical microscopic field should be one and Ihf: same at all points of spacetime (including 
within a f e d o n  and within a boson). This is ronsistuit with the Dirac equation amountiig to a statement as general as 
in our itrterpretation of (1 7). 'The Kahler calculus gives the recipe for the DUGC current in t e r n  of 'Y and thus the 
current to feed into the right hand side of Eq. (1 5b). Of course, for solutions one would have to integrate the full system 
of couplcd microscopic and macroscopic equations. The different "options" (matter, radiation, vacrtun) wo~ld  
correspond to regions where the same solution of this full system exhibits different propflies those of fermjons, bosons 
or of vacuum. 'The bosons and the vacuum correspond to regiot;~ where the generalized Dirac current bc or;,cs zcro. 
No study has been performed of any solutions of any of our still tentative field equa:ions. Muraskin, however, has 
studied a system o f  cqdations that bear rcscmblance to ours. it transpires that boson> would ernerne as soliton solutions 
in a moarda!ed b'4ckg~od whi& me way refer to w the v j c ~ m "  (thc present authors recatty rq)rkled'' ttic most 
d e w ) t  pi uf the Jhdv). lil ps17riple, the torsion &wlb r.ot hr zac in this MJ gravitatior v.>uid be restored. 
Of c o w ,  this criW&mnt v a c ~ ) ' m - b o m  pnpagam i n t ~  an a2atplrmetl wiculun-fmioos due to the fact tha: tile 
bosm 'bnselves tue dceply cnratlgted wit& fdm in % natunl i ucrt.'&ttion Sbosons atid fermior~ in the KlNer 
~al~illlts. Controlst bdwm f h ~  h i b w  t ~ ~ 1 c m e r . t )  prtd telepsrsllel Lrcf,*mgIcmmr) Kahh cal~al; ;s voy 
~!lut&nat;ng": for (NCdk b s m  he&, k. &l~p~nl l c I  rcghte looh Ric mamian, and dise~tlu~gierncnt f ~ l l o * ~ .  
The Ringwmwber ConsccYsn As A Crs tc !~  Far The Nontincar : tcccbastic Vacuum, 
Vacuum ths  appears as the shsrcd extension oid1 nlaker evcrywhe!r, s f  we warr to picirnc matter as a caL at agent I t  
will thrsefom be, b;r nam, st*chastic. Frail the rnacmxqir: mmpfdve (i.c. of& MS~W itxlf. rsther &!at of thr Y' 
from %4-dch the lr -sim's current is d e ) .  the wed! E~id a?p\r&tatjcn is @.en oy ti.e ihar cmls ' r f ; :  nor,-li:~:ar 
temq are the ca lowever for the cxhcwce ofqol&$aa). rime lintat tams rxlntitute k Ringenr~ackr torsLon 'i i i s  
mGiorr has the nicc ptopmy tha: i t  @ves a nor.-mo wn~ibution tu thr aow-cr oi tbe metric ctiiieture rrgardlcs.; of any 
nrs~&.ptior~ abu: ebswx oicomliXions of the sroc!mtic CMck,'cni~fti. Fur :imp:rcity, negien t .  c~y.llsibl;tion of 1,' tc 
the c ~ c r i c m  Tk Ringm~w~w contortion is &iff :atr,u!md': 
p j = 0: = -E,oU + (I 12) ( ~ , q l '  - Ed) 91' - -Fa' = !lf;7,i B ~ ~ O '  
ir  then foilow thsrt: 
pop4: ( - ! j 4 ~ [ f ~ , ) ~  + (&]2fw'~~9  + (1/4)!3,iI3,0? + Bk~h,b\$ 
13: = - ( 1  J Z ~ B , & @ A ~ W ' + E , &  + o0fi&1~.~,i !2,B,)j + ilrc)d~Fkpi wrk+~,rr)fio' + k3 j i f i ~ d ;  
The prew.ce sf the B'B, :m ptlarenters t !  existence of d ~ro;l-mo tcm undcr af:y w q t l c n  &ow coneblion 
propexics of a background nxhastic Getd. Ir ensures that ?he slrcmg EM field at close proximity :c rn,>trr- \\t.,ch 
wome5 r\eaker and w&er AT mt' recirbs h m  i;, Will also contrikltr: v;th sr I # t .  ore surviving tern, ori the rigit 
hand side of tbc curvature equations. Notice @at one ii mt clnkning that tie .:a& iie'rel is the qrintx o; the c1uuoturc of 
spacetbic; it is  used here only as evidence. The source of thp m a t  ue of spa~x!he, tc L'le extent !hat . w b  picture: kt 
terms of sources pxe valid in dea l i i  sbith these qhsticate~ +srens of diffmcntial equrtiions. wi:: be " k ? r ~ ~ d '  t!estb
the vacwm slrongly couples with ithe not so neuiral) matter. 3hc mfonna:ion, b ~ \ ~ v = r ,  apF.ars ta popagate in ihc 
moddated backgnwnd field, if we may d m  implications EOIE Mu; d m ' s  su!u?irto 
A Remark On Tbc Zero Point Fizld Of Stucbartic f lcctro4ynsmas. 
Let 12 return tc XI). It is not sensible to think that there is more tha~t one classical backgro~nd radiation in the universe 
m d y  the cosmic background and the zero-point fields (the latter t ehg out of the qimtion because of its diverdence). 
Since the tor-io.1 equations are non-linear, it is possible in princrple t I have a I1acuum wfiase tail is t i r ~  2.70 radiatiw and 
with a head at each piece of maner, which it hugs as if were a zero-point field. The non-lir~r~~ty of Ute Celds has (a be 
presumed to be associatnd with the hardness of nucleu matter, harhess which is in turn cr>nnected with the effective 
wvelengths for the cut-off of the gimmick laown as the zero-pokt field. 
CONCLUSION: 
'Ihe postdate of Finslerian TP has been shown to yield a very mph sticatea geometry x h c h  increasingly looks iike the 
physisics it should take the effort of may a physicist to make it uscable (just tlink of the development of Q44, or ever, 
starti:.g around 1960). Could we safely leave this theory undevelopei? 
Since there are 110 physical magnitudes in this theory and since the 1 ~eld equations mimic the closed gstem of M m l l -  
Einstein-Dirac, at1 t ?  physical magnitudes car1 in principle ?K pulfec. from this theory. This should happen in tile process 
OF trawforrning this deterministic quantum theory that reters to a ~on-dualistic (pure field, w particles) world hto a 
practical, dualis!ic quantun, theory h e r e  one separates cliunps of ield d identifies them as matter (This process has 
311 the limitations that t !  nantre of the fieid equations and the abse~tce of precise botindwy conditio~ts in soin ciumnping 
i~nposc.) All this in adddon to the characteristics of this theory whi :h w e  emphasized in the abstract and introduction. 
Wha, eisr .:o !.d we want? If not this, what? 
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It order to dcm~nmate that it is possd3e far tbe speed of light to be exceedcd the first aad only tachyon model 
to ajpe with expen- is ~Wned here. This produots udcasive lgreemeat with experiment for the 
ekcaon. tbcprotonthemuaon,thelightcrrmckr,andthemcsons. Thedatathtisdtovcnfyttusmodei 
is well known fram the standvd @Y~KJ m. No source that is c o n t m v d ,  or possrMy bogus, LS used. 
Thismodelis, inshort,a ~t ionofenstrng~cledatathat isacccptedbyandusedbythephyscs  
ammtnity. A p o s s b k m a h o d o f ~ y ~ g ~ h y o r \ s i s ~ p o p r s e d .  
~ s ~ l ~ a a t g P t i v e n r ~ s s m h y o n a s o p g o s e b t o ~ m U ~ m m ~ m a ~ * s r c h y o n  The 
uMginary mass model bas ncva pbduced agreement wth experiment Note that ? negat,ve mass parhcle IS 
an antlgranty pemcle 
Thrs model is emmeiy sunp&. it is a unified Bohr-like nvo1vlng partrde model \hal ubhm the aegahve 
mass lachyons to generate mapeoc moments. Thc tachyons, btlng unaWe do drop below the speed nf lit&, 
cause the pomt charge rn ekctrons, m u m ,  protons, etc . to revolve m relabvely lax: ohlts, thus generaung 
magaetlc moments. 
To nunmante the electron model. a pon apurrs a newve mass tachyon and becomes. overall, a kss 
massive muon. The muon captures strll another negative mass tachyon, and becomes an even hghter electron. 
The &tal velocibes of the revolving charged paNcles are constant at tbc speed of light, with only the orbrtal 
Q m e ~ n s  and the overall energy of the system changing &nag the transluon from one part~cle gstem to 
another. Based on Ihts, an ekdmn and a muon are fundamentally revolving systems of pions. And based on 
the meson equation's oripn in resonating pons (see Eq. 27). when high energy elmn-positron collisions 
produce tbe meson energies. we can conclude that they an due to resonating pons 
Further, W. on tius model, i t  i s  mandatory that the bypoducts of lugh wrgy electron-postton cdlisions 
incluck muons and pons. Thts is observed to be the case expenmentall?. 
Neutrinos have been d ~ e b  so therefore. they exist. However, estimates of the of the electron's neutnno 
masses ma Kurie amsuemats pve upper limits of about 10 - 20 eV, so it cbes saem rather strange that it 
could be believed that the shape of the p -> e curve (up to 52.6 MeV) can really be detemuned by such small, 
non-photonic particles In any case, there is more than enough residual energy in this model to account for 
these arufacts. 
2. A Dtrivatiom of tbc BQbr Magatma for Hc Electma md tk Mvoe 
We will m w  p r r s ~  a sketch of thc &rimion d the -c motneat of rrvdving chq& point pan~cks, 
n a d y  the Boht nupaon.. h4my neccmary j d c a ! h s  will no. be ~IVCI here, but more dm11 is mwlablc 
to the i n m d  nader in The J%ydcs d Tacbyou and in tbe pa XIS referenced below. 
The masses of the muon's and elcctm's tachyons are 
MT, = M, - Y, = -33.9091 MeV. (1  
Next, we will aecd to utibze half of thtse masses as b d n g  aer~jts 1.e.. 3tu: hiwe 
&* = - 16.9546 MeV. 
be = - 52.573694 MeV 
E, + Ge = - 69.5283 MeV. 
Non,examraeFig. I .  I t isammpomtoftwopamckoomersion~ Thefi~earrveontbckftiswell 
known ad is a m r d  in moa pert& physrcs books. The right m e .  the d i m  x -> e conversion 
cum,isksswdlknown, kLnacoavtrsionofapionintoantiecvonisrel~rart, ltbart~in lo4 
ponowvasions. 
TbeintcfpfUationustdhenis~QtaPfbrtbcV-Atheary. Tktheradioaduringtbecsptartofataclym 
byamuonhoransib.lentrl~y~drstrikttroaisdwcribdb) the)(-seame. Hawlever,ifthemctkm 
energy is grwtn tban that of tbc biad~ng eaagv of the elearon's tachyon to the charged per&cle. thue will 
be no copun and bence, no elecbons will be poduced Tbe pin1 at which th~s hsfflens. 52.6 MeV. is the 
caoffeaergyofthe p->eturve. T h i s o o ~ n i a l y w r t h t h e ~ n e r g y o f E q  4 
Then -> pcap\lrt, oathtother banQpoQlcff-mcm~onsaancaergy4.119McV, sothattben 
isnocutoffenergy Thadon, anotbcrapproachmustbclakm. Sc~cotnpareEq. SwrUlt.he69.5McVcutoff 
energy of*& x -> e awe. Tbe cbubk tachyon capurt imphes Ltut tbe tat.l binding CBMU of tbe muon and 
ekcrron's tachyom is half d sum of tbtir mossg, and hence, the himding energy of the muon's tachyon is also 
half of its mass eaergy. Note. inci&a~Ify. that the diffaa#x in hc two cutoff c o q m  as 16.9 MeV, which 
a half tbe muon's tachyon's mass energy as given in Eq 3 .  
Becouge of its q p t m  mas, a mdving tachyon Hnll bave an im rPrdly Q t d  force, not an outwady 
dueclcd force. wiuch will balance the amwdly Qndad force of be orbiting charged p m d e ,  thus 
mammmg the panrcle systems in Ughtly bound oats .  The b d  ism ~ o n s  of a negatrve and posltive 
mass paruJc are illusmtcd by a ma:hamcal analog in Fig. 2 
Based on tbc above, in p a a l ,  the magrutude of the U n g  cncrgy of the tachyon, which is the same as the 
grvund aae cnwgv, is given by half thc urchyon mass, or 
ConsiQring thc above. the de Broglie wavelength for the tachyon. in very simplislic tcnns, is  given bq 
where h a Planck's constant. M; IS the mass of the tachyon tn grams. and E, ts the energy of the tachyon 
Using Eq 6 for the enera III Eq 7, we have 
If we assumc a single de Broglie wavelength, A. for the circumference of the tachyon's odnt amund the 
charged pamcle, we may c b &  cqultron 8 by 2% Thrs gives us the tachyon's orhtal raclius, r,,, as ~t o h t s  
the chatgad particle in the chorgcd pmficle 's/iame of reference That is, 
Here. the subscript AT refers to the & Broglle wavelength, and b = ht2x. ' l lus bume shape is shown in Fig. 
3.  Note that beer &scussions ate provided in the book, Tk Pbysies of Tachyoas, listed in the r&erem;es. 
The balance codtions for a negative mass pmcle that 1s coupled to a positive mass is illustrated In Fig. 2 
For the electron. we define 
For the muon. 
1 nc equation dcscnb~ng the halance of this system for the electron model IS 
M,r, + NJT~ = 0.
where we used the faa that r,, = r, + r,,. Using Eq 2 (for MT3 i I Eq. 12. we have that 
y r ,  + (me- q H r R  + r,,J = 0. 
$rm + % + v 1 ~ e  - %lo. - M r r ~ ~ e  = 
The M,r, terms cancel, so that Eq 13 becomes, after a iirtk rearrangement, 
r A  = (M,, - %MAT=. 
hvidrng both sl&s of 14 by m, and then using Eq. 10. we obt;un 
Umng Eq. 9 Eor CAT, Eq. 15 Wmes 
Using M, as f i n e d  by Eq. 16. we eliminate (R, - 1) and KC fron Eq. 17 so that 
for the electron 
Using an ~denuca) q m c b  for the muon model, the ortntal radius of the muon's plon is 
The ma@c moment of a current loop ts, in general, 
where I IS the current m the loop, and A 1s rts area W e  that the letter (I IS not to be confused wth the 
subscnp p rcptsennng the muon ) 
Current is. in general. p e n  by the number of charges passing a pint. 1.e. 
where f is the frequency of the panicle's rotation, and for a tight spced particle is gwen by 
where c is the velocity of the charged particle and r, is its orbital d u s .  Hence. thc nugnetic moment of o 
single. revolving chargad m c i e  is cWmed from Eqs. 20.2 1. and 22, as 
where m: is used for lhe area. 4 of the m n t  loop of Eq. 20. Eq. 23 then becam 
Using equation 18 in Eq 24, the magnettc moment of the electron is 
Using Eq. 20 in Eq.24, the magnettc moment for the muon is 
These are the Bohr magnetom for the electron and muon mpemvely These values for the m a w c  
moments agree wth experiment to wtJun 0 17 % for the electron and 0 12 % for the muon No particular 
s~gmf~cance a attached to the plus and mlnus keruons of the magnetrc moments at this tlme 
Using the above configuration and the ma-c moment of the pmton to calculate its dtmensions. the 
dimensions of 11s outer diameter (the tachyon's ortnt) and the smaller Lmemons of the charged pmcles o h !  
are calculated. The m u s  of the C hyperon's revolving charge is 0.58736077 fin. and the orintal raLus of the 
tachyon is 2.782 fm Both agree with experiment to within 3 %. 
A&ng a simlarl) ohtrng. but smaller negaUvely charged pon to the center d the proton produces a 
neuron. That is to say, it is a coaxla1 model with the orbits sharing the same plane Using the magnetic 
moment of the neutron to calculate the pion's &mensions, the ortntal radrus of the revolving pion's charged 
particle, while it is in the neutron is 0.18503077 fin. Its energy levels are found to be 
with values of the indcx, n, taaging from 1 through 9. This wdl pnwk the energy kveis of moa of the 
mesons from tk: pu mesons on down, and will bc referred as the meson equation from here on. These levels 
and h r  vrnstions are shown -ly in Fig 5. The medons dwt arise from the transitions are shown in 
Fig. 6 - Fig. 8 
Note, however, that that is a group of maom with masses above i 100 MeV that are not included in tlus 
model. Thest pmb&y arise ftom tbe upsilon remunw, but this us not been explored at thrs time. 
Now consldcr the annction of namns and protons to form a dcrtroa. If a pruton agprwches a neutron, its 
sigma hyperon will attnd the muon's pion, thus axially d e f ' t g  the neutron and causing it to behave as a 
dclorma#e &ple. W e  the s i g ~  hyperons eleclrostaucally n p l  ore other, they arc both altraacd to the 
pon, tbus causing this modd to be somewhat similar to the Yukaw a W l .  l h s  produces a lughly nonlinear 
attradve force. so that an expmnuntal evaluation of the force wortld caw it to appear to haw no relationshp 
to sunpk el- forces. Fig. 9 illuar?tes tbc lpaMdry of thc dnacron. Using the dimasion shown 
here, the sum of thc calculated ckdmWic and mapeto static bdmg energies is 2.381 MeV, as cwrpared 
with the measured dtutaon's b&ng energy of 2 2246 MeV. a 7.0 % diffennct. 
If we subam Eq. 18 into Eq. 22. we firtd that the rota- fracptency 9f the elcUron or muon is gven by 
If we treat the tcvdvlng charged piirwle as a photon and use the Eimtein photoelectric w o n  with Eq. 28, 
we 6ind that its energy is 
In tius, we find that tbe ciacbon (& other spnning piuhclc~) may be viewed as photoas that are troffrtd in 
quadzed ;&its. As w u  pMoosly noted this is pmbably source ofthe quantization of Eq 8, t h ~ ~  
quanuzation being mogpbd onto the tacbyon. Note that Eq. 28 is 'yllf the Dirac Zittcrkwegung frequency 
5. Nan Rddior ud Ekctrodymreies d a Rtdv%rl( UgM Speed Cbugtd Putick 
N o d l y ,  one would expect that a nvolving charged partrck wovld radiate its energy away. However. as a 
particle with a lrneat velocrty m k s  the speed of light, the eisctric fields lines been to converge to a 
plane that is p e w -  to tbc dvecbon of motion. T lus  is als+ me of a revoking pamcie. so that there is 
no eltdnc field psrallel to the &redion of motion. a condttion oe;essary for mbation. See Fig. 4 
Note that a marby otxsencr would detect an electric field pllse as the charged pamcle passes on the near side 
of the orbit, and a pulse as i t  pesfcs on the far srde, i.e.. he would experkme pulses at twice the f qucnq  of 
Eq. 28, a b t  with altcmasing sbongn and weakr pdprlses. Ovmll he w d  experience puim at the mrac 
Zxtterbmegung hrquency. Just how this propagates out Into an. ltom ad relates to the Duac model is noc 
clear at thrs time, but it is not unlikely that this has an effact on a omic phenomena. 
Note also that Gauss' law still bdds fix an imaginary spberr: sunnmding the ekcbon, but it is a dynarmc 
phenomena. not a staw W m c n a .  Furthermore, the field wwld sweep wer a nearby, finite s m d  otgea at 
hyperfuminal velocities 
If a hgh energy charged particle is injected into a hgh intensity magnaic field, it will be forced into a highly 
curved trajectory. In a regton near the Mtnt but outside of it. the velocity of the extended o h t  will will have a 
velocity greater than the spted of Bght. In th~s regon, time will  be reversed, so that the radiation enutlcd here 
will have a negative value 
Two detection methods are proposed. Tbc first is to carefully measure the shape of the electrons traJectory and 
detemne if a balance b e e n  the negative mbation and the cyclotron radiation affects ~ t s  hape 
The second &Section method is to &tcmne if tbe tachyons, after being allowed to ~mpinge on a source of 
decaylng muons. will decrease the decay rate of tbe muons 
Wall, Ernst L., "Induecl E v i b c e  for the Ercisteace of Tachyons: A Uillfied Approach to the mu->e 
and the p->mu Conversion Roblem", Hadronic Journal 8,3  11 (1985). 
W s l .  Ernst L., "On Tachyons and Hadmns", Hadroluc kwnal9.239 (1 9116). 
Wall. Emst L., "Untesdvcd Pmblems of the Tachyonic Models of the Electrons and the Muon", 
Hadronic Journal 9.263 (1984) 
Wall. Enrst L., "On Pian Resonances and Mesons, Time Canallation, and Neutral Part~clcs", 
Hadronic Journal 12.109 ( 1989). 
Wall. Ems L., Igc P b y h  oC Tachyoas, The Hadronic Press, Palm Harbor. FL, 1W5. 
Fig 1. The cutoff enngres of t h a  awes delanriae 
that the rpdil of the revotvq cbgcd ~~IIIcI~s of the 
muon and e b n  are tbeir Compton radii. 52.6 MeV 
a half the mass of tbe elearon's tachyon and 16 9 MeV 
is half the mass of the muon's tachyon. 
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ABSTRACT: 
Itus paper challenges rhe ~xrnntly believed lunilatlon of parhcle and infcmatmn speeds to thc speed of light r . .  It 
does so by expbnng a new model for iight that un.olves a two-step propagation process. a penod d 
expamnle.ute.mmn from a some, followed by a p o d  of contraciion/colhpsc. to an absorber. Such a model turns 
out to be cxtmodl*mly rich with implications. it repdues the pmhcuons that are ttre main obscrvatw>d 
c o d i n s  for GRT. 11 captm tbc main kirremauc fe;nrres of SRT. a d  it Zuposes wha! may have been a 
coltceptual missstep In the ongnal development of SRT that led to the IIOH d y s ~ t m f f i I  bekf that c is a real. 
physical Iimlt. 
1. WHY START OVER? 
Space travel to &stant aar systems srems now to be ~mpracbcal k a r s e  of the huge &stances mvohd One of the 
several probkrtu tnvolbed is that huge &tance rmplres hugc tlme unless wc can meet or exceed the appa~ruly 
fundamental l~mlrn~on to thc specd of hght r implied b\ illmtern's special relabvlty theor). (SRT) Beforc NASA 
can hope lo meet or sutpass L. 11 must undertake to rcii?mme the ongin and rncamng of the speed llmt 
'o thts end. cjbsene that then: IS a cm-d &@emre between cbsslcal Wlean speed, nhch  IS unlirmted, and 
E m t e r m  speed. uhch IS llrn~ted to r B81t at Eq I I )  ln I WS. Emstem could not yet foresee thc outcome. and so 
did not makc such a drstinctlon He began hiz dcwlopment of SRT from thc Galllean mnsfonauon equanon 
I r - h r  , with being coodmte-frame v e l ~ i h  At that polnt he intcrpretcd I- to be Galdean velocrh Rut 
then v later tuned out to be lunlted to c That mcalts that from the very outset. Elmtern muoduced a confusmn 
Oetween classical Galllean sped whch rs unlunited and E~nsteiman speed, which 1s luruted to c 
In retrospect. it is clear that thr Gnsteinian dzvelopment does not make sense Afkr all. a coor&natc frame is 
inthing bur a menhi construct. W h  should it bc speed-lmted iike a massivc particle 8s m SRT" .It the ven. 
last. the linutwon v r c excludes all rotation. because for largc enough r ,  one has classical Galdean spx3d 
1.: -. rcl) > (. But rowon IS essenual for meaningful phystcs Furthermore. rotation is incvitabie in SRT beaux 
thc mmp~latlon of non-collincar Lorent! tmformatkns lcads to Thomas rowon. So limiting coordinate frames In 
SRT to non-i~t~t~snal motion and speed v 2 r is fataily selfcontradictory 
Out pnitcsr:, about such lasues have so far rarely been taken seriously At the piascnt juncture, we have a very odd 
sllwlmn rn Science The two nlatn p11)ars of twenueth cenluv an. relat~vity theory and quantum me~harucs Both 
;LT tImught to be asentlall!, L O ~ R C ~  In numend prebchom of obscnable phenomena Bur only In the casc d 
qrwntum mcchamcs have parallel dlscuss~ons about the phllosoptucal rurderpinntngs and mtcrpretauons of f o d e  
beer1 m r c  or less acceptable in the case of rclatlvtty tire05 . the \c~ent~fic commuruo IMZ becn reluctant to do other 
!!mn accept the whole package equations vid words w ithut scnou? cnuque 
So He need to stan U \ L I  011 sK I. in part fcr practical reasons how else will NASA ever get to the stars7 Rut a e n  
morc ~rnporcantlj we nccd lo apply a morc conslstcnt anlnide about &hat 11 IS to do sclcncc We need to resunect 
thc most basrc cntcnon no matter how much data is In pla~c, a rrrpnt~-fic theon. IS m e t  "confirmed Expcnment 
can onl? dr.\-conIim. Science rcmalns a h a \  s open for IEV expnnxnts and/or ~rnpmved theoret~cai comructlonr 
2. WHY START FROM A TWO-STEP PROPAGATION MC-DEL? 
Delving a bit iwincr. note that SRT fundamentally derives from asst mpuoas aboa the speed of tight, about it being 
indeptndent of swnt d o n  and 11 bemg frame-invsriant. But the very plrr;rse "the sped of light" assumes 
alnady a great deal more tbao cm actually be confinned "Tbe" i q h c s  just ow, with no drrcction deptrdtnce, no 
sourrx: dcpclrdEnce. dc But those should be ppnies  to ddCIbiK mt  WIWS pmsumd by the language. 
"Tk  S p d "  unplies some -able dung that, any defirau timc, has a definrte position, and it moves 
cootinuousiy. But we cannot actually t d  light. "Tbe !+ad of U*t" implies somc d - r c f d  pa! to 
measun light speed. But in fact we do bol have such a method. till of these unfortunate hrddcn assurnpoons ae 
good candtdales for nevision Here gocs: 
The ~ u m n t  concep~ of -'wavet@amclc duality" is applred to lqht imase mitber of those models proves entircly 
saQsf;u;tor). by itself. L~ght pmpaga4on exhibits rnlakrrrra -, which suggest cootintous, oscillaung wavcs. 
bul emission and absorptxan appeg to be &mete and quantized. .d IW suggests indivrdual, k d i r e d  photon 
bullets So is propagating light an inhnitely extending wave3 Or a collectton d compact panicles'' The 
con\cnl~onal twelvlethcentq response has been "both a wavc - expiding sphcical. plane. or comrergmg 
spherical. as nccdcd - or a photon buikt as neded. 
Rut some quantum dkds display m-, and seem to disqualifj both the waves ad the phototom. on 
immnt of apparently dinite pqagabon spcad. So perbaps out poblem las ken in looking to much twkward, 
and saying "both". when we should have been looking forward and avutg "aclther'' 
T l u s  paper explores a dep- from the exlstlng models for light. ~t looks at hght n~ as a "thing" (e g a nave or 
a photon). but raLhcr as a "pmess" (1.e the W e t  of e n e r ~  from c ne mas-beanng part~ck to anotkr) 
Thc model prescribes two steps for h s  propagation pr-ss a peri.31 of e ~ o d c x t c m i o n  from a socrce. followed 
bv a period of concr;rcl~~dcoU~ to an absorbtr If Ultre n no ~el.uivc Won buween rourcc and absorber, then 
each step takes half the t d  time involved. The process progresses as if two sigrrals traveled in sequence. each GY 
at speed 2c From hs porn all else follows. 
'The propod  modci is essenually Galilean in nature, but 11 turm ~ u t  to be exuaordinanly rich wli? unplications 
that are reiatwistic in nature. But the GaWuur model is W w i h n  thc scopc d Maxwell's equations, so does 
not mandact Einstein's historical path of development. going from . Jlaxwell's equations to spaial relau. ~ t y  ihoor). 
to general rclativit) (GRT). 
Wc can stan lnstcad with GRT. The imin observmnal con'irnair~rs of GRT (gravitational red shift:. Iiglr-ray 
deflemn'. deviauon fm Ke- phnetar?r orbtr3. and radu-r;@ng signal &la)') are cxpla~rred simply and 
cxactly with a two-step light-propagation -1. Tbe interprdatior of ihe ltsults is. howcver, compldeb d d h m  
Where GRT repds Lhest effects as mandestations of somtrbing ma and physical happening to the SU~JCCW (e-g a 
clock slowing. a puihclion a d v v ) ,  the plscn Wry ~gards .hem as esstnlrally opcd illusioi~s. c m  by 
two-step light propagation to an observer who expects only ox-stei I light pmpagation. 
Then by elinunahng the grav~tabonal effects of mass. we have onl: the,iunerna~cs usually de~nbed bj SRT T hc 
main features il~ghtspecd manance'. time diiaaod, length c o w  tlon . pmk-speed lmutatmn* and ib ancrdanl 
apparent mas mncrwe) follow from a two-step hgh-propagatron modcl TIE match to SRT is bmever not exact 
A tln) bscrcpanty allows prellmmy evqcnmcntal tests to stc if t us theory works better than SRT 
3 MATCHING THE OBSERVABLES OF CRI: 
The man obsenatlonal results that are sad to validate Emstem's (iW I' are. 
1 ) The g m  ltauonal red shrft of light erniaed by a source in f m  f; U in a strong gravitational field 
2) 'lhc dcflccuon of light etnined by a d~stant star into a path ;ha! grazes a nearer star. such as the Sun 
3 I I h c  apparent sccular advance of thc perihelion of the ell~pucal ohit of a planet hke Mcrcur). close w to its Sun 
4) The slowing of a radar ranLpng signal sent on a gmong path p; st the Sun to Mercury on the far s~de of its orbit. 
AU of these e f f m  can bc prcdtcted equally well with the two-step propagation model for light signals Two-step 
propagabon mcars light is always attackd to an anchor panick ttral expemnm gravitational accek&. The 
implications in each case are -led below 
3.1. On the Gtrvitatieaal Red Sbift: 
lmagm c star of mass Af. radius X. at z = 0. obstrvcd fnwn earth "below" a z + - L ~ g b  travels from the 
.- 
star sufaoe at :, = d ~ '  -- r2 to the obsecvtr Dunng pnpgataon over XI tncrtmental pmpagabon pth  -&. the 
anchor parbcks accelerate "up" b! 
O\ cr the wholc ~~III the anchor parucles have accelerated b! 
Ttus c a m  a Doppkr-like red shift 
u k h  IS m fact obsencd 
GPT also predicts ROI just tlus red sNt at the clbscner. but also an ad clock sioaing at the s o m  The 
Galllean thoon &fiiuteiy says thc red M is real. but suggests that the clock slowing may be an lllusion The 
mechzrusm creaong the illusion 1s dr accelerat~on of anchor pamdts tn rhe propagatton path wluch the #ma@ d 
a clock reack a &stan1 obsener If a falling ciock could be obsenzd. ~t would appear to mn slow by the same 
f a r  i, wit') 
So h r c  cxlas a potnt of cortccnbon by wtuch obsenafmn could eventuall? dtscnnunate between GRT and the 
presentl! proposed theon Thc qw-n 17 do clocks reallv mn slow just vli luc of their posltlon an a 
grim ~tahonal ftcld3 Possibly the GPS mstcm coukl rcsdve rhts To kep qnchruzahon wrCh an obsener on 
Earth salcl11k-mounted clocks do seem to rcqwre a rate adjusmml But the amount of djustment requited c a m  
be accounted for ned! from j t a t  the grav~tatlonal slow ing pnxhcted bv GRT Then: is an addmonal adjustmen4 
rcqu~rcd Whrk strnlla to the clock effects prcd~cted b, SRT. the non-gm~taoonal residual here IS not rdenllcal lo 
that 'O So at pnsenl. the stmrton LS unclear 
in an! e\ent. the sloumg of a clock Image IS a spcclai caw of Ik slowing of i~ght. w k h  leads tc? dcflccbon 9d 
d a t ~ n m n  of images gcncrally. discussed next 
3.2 On the Grrritatioaal DcRectisa of Star Urn: 
Let a m r c e  star be above at : -+ =. a defkmng star of mass .\I bc at 7 = 0. and an obscwer be at : + --a 
Conslder a ray passing tr.- dcflectlng star af sllphd! pos~twe x Dunng propagatron o ,  er an incremental propaptlon 
path - & . the anchor m~cit: accelerate ~ l d e w a y s  h? 
isshowRby Fig. 1 , t h c a n g u l a r ~ i s  
Sun 
W~tbtuaageofaplPaetolbi@acMnlrarss;rsvimediroatdrrr,i .e. ?Itink Pbour Mtrarry orbithg tk 
Sun s viewed fnwn Evtb Figme 2 shows that tight fras .hc cxmmc ofbit exarrsiors is dcflecred by 
t I 1 2 = 2 1 ~ l l c 2 .  S o a n c P m * c o f t k o a b i ~ ~ r  W o n  Ih: inmgeis m b y  a ~ d ( 1 + 2 1 0 1 1 c ~ ) .  
Kepicr's LAW says tbt orbit period T mkiii ~ ~ = r ~ ,  SO OR csba& d T is &rge by 3 fEQ)C d 
( 1 + 2 l ~ l l c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = ( 1 + 3 1 ~ 1 / r ' ) .  A l r ~ ~ u l t t h m r d p r o d h c * . * a f b . n i b e - e d p e M b y  an 
incrcmed p m p o w  to the nominal penod and 3 1 @ l /c2. 
Coocd idnot t cnowlboutrhf~d io tor t ionud~es t i rrr l i onern# ,ontwou ldooackde t sa t t lwMbi t  
p e n h c l i o n s b u l d e d v a m x a a o ~ m l i z e d t a t c  3 l 9 l 1 c 2 .  IXs uBtradpcfklionahameisthcsameas 
that p d a d  by GRT. But the present theory does not mandate the the perihelion ahmx be real. w.trere~ GRT 
dCKs SO again there is a point of contention lha~ could dislinguish the two theories. 
?here exist centuries of obmvational data on pIact Maftlry ,  ad i~ defitely shows pmhtlion dtmce. A lot d 
IIMS perihelion advance is aibuWc to Newtonian pawbatm from tbt o t b  ptanels. But it is g m d y  claimed 
Wktther it is orbitpwiod e s h a t b n  e m  c d  by image diswkm or d pai8diorr-sdv4ncc prcdiaed by GRT, 
Eiastein's-kit, 3 1 0 1 1 ~ ~ ( 1 - ~ ~ ) ,   orbit^^. TLeCidiitaetbeoey b r r w  yet kar 
devebptdtotkpoiaofiactudbgttwcfiectd~. ForMercwy, tbt E is very nmrarr,d phys l i t t le Ide in tLc 
b c k v e d c r t ~ d G R T .  Gcuqttie 3 1 ~ i / c 2  partrighwasearrridcr#fabiglritllnpsforGRT, d i t  
sbotadbecoasidmd~hweaoo. 
Tlw deflection is comisttnt with a "slowiag" per unit path kllgth 
That i m m m d  sbwieg lmpiies Wai a slowrag over a path 
Radar signals sent to Merwr)i or Vaws as thcy pass awr tbe sun sppcar to rehun to Earth late by such an amount 
This is kmwn as "the fOItRh test Of GRT'. But if the observed wdrv delay validates GRT, then it vahkes 
Galikan just as well. 
4. MATCBMG FEATURES OF SRT: 
lmagt first a nst sccnarb, a no dative motion between swrct aid Pbsorba. Assurac that tk two prop;rgdon 
steps. exparsion from the sorace ud cohpsc to the absorber, coasuaw equal time. They nrtn then p r d  as if at 
speed 2c. In an at-- scenario with a propagation path length L, each of the two pmpa@on step is axompi~shcd 
in lime LI2c: 
step 1 : expansion from source to absorber. 0 to I ,  = L I 2c 
step 2: collapse fmm source to absolber, r, to t2 = 2 L 12c = L 1 r 
Now W n e  itlserting a moving relay parlick between the swrce and absorber. Now there can be a compound 
scuwio: 
step 1 ': expamian from source to abso*r. 0 to t ,  ' 
step I": expanston from sowe to hsorber. 1, ' to I," 
step 2': d a p e  from m m  to absotber, t," to r2' 
step 2": coUopse from mwce to abdlw, t2' €0 I*" 
Uaoneacgmodel x, =&,+Vr, IC i s f o r a - f t b d b & ~ : t ~ C ' = c I ( l + v / & ) .  So 
two-S&pa i s 1 P d q l t t d # l ( O f ~ ~ t e t ~ ~ '  isgll. TbiS ~milkesthtGsttleastbwryg&*a 
from SRT. 
T h e ~ I @ ~ r a o d d i s a e w a I P . P s r r l H l . d a t b k d e s i n o r r i n t 8 t w y d e ~  it 
shows why SRT has proMemE such as !bps d o w .  Einstein mmgmd i p i i  symAtm&d docks 
w i t s r t d i r n e d y ~ o b a r v c r s d e p b y e d ~ a n ~ y c r r ~ c o o r d i a 3 s e f a m c .  Ewresbtylmuuy 
p M c s o n t y o a c c b c L t a d o o e o b s t m t , b o t B ~ a t a ~ t ~  T i m e a m ~ o f e u e n t s ~  
i r r c m k d b y ~ W t b t i r n ; y e o f t b t e v c n t o c a t n w c e g r o p @ u s p e d c  to theobserver. But if* 
" e v e # n i s t b e ~ o f a  moving sauce tluwgb agiven qmal p d ,  then coma idkmxof t imc  raqdnsc*, 
mtc. Soisfemdtimc~~~rdimtescanbewrong. & i o w i c i s s b o w 1 ~ ~ t h i s 6 # c a n ~ t i x t h e w d l - k m w n  
pandolra in SRT. 
4.1. Exupk:  Tbe 'him Pambx: 
SRT says a movlng ctodr Looks slow to an observer at rest. But i s  s ~ c h  a clock no& ~ ~ ~ i r r g  slow? K so, thtn 
of two clodts with r t h e  motion between them, wbich one is real[# moving? This question Lies at tbe htllt d 
the sodled Twim Paradox. OE win nmaim on Earth whik the cther makes a p\UBCY to outer spmx and back. 
WebelicvcthcdifXu#rdyuwdisgtwins ; r g e ~ ; w e b c l i e v l : t k ~ c k r w i U  k y a r ~ g e r ~ p o a  k imtm. 
We Witve a h  Qitfaedal rging is a z t d y  dd by expaincatal obstwatioas mch as t c n  M k t h s  a 
Ptaraic ckdr d n g s  - not gamally sedcing ?I#nrrtive bkqe&tjcns. Mon on tbis belaw. 
Rednth  for tk Wi: 
A c b c k p g ~ s i n g h g h x  at T is Rcorrlcdat r , = T + x l c '  aad nCdladocaua 1 = ~ r , - x / c = ~ + ~ x / 4 c 2 .  
With x=VT.wehave T = ~ I ( I + v ~ / ~ c ~ ) .  SOT pmglt~~~~slowtrthanr, butonlybemseiderredtfrtf is  
simply wrong. 
SRT says a moving rod coauacts. But is such length contradon d? The pe-er of a r o t w  disk is  like a 
sequence of d s  So does the rotating disk shatter at the rim? For this at leasl hen: is  no bclkved expanned 
data. 
I t i s w d e b y b t f i c v t d t h a d ~ ~ ~ i n f i m i t t d t o ~ t h a n c .  F o r c x a m p k , w b e l i t v t t h s t ~  
~ i n a ~ ~ a r e c i ~ a t k s s t B P n c .  Whc duysatnmttodacayas much aseqcUc4 
we aite t b  m cvidencc that tk iifuime is afk?d by motioq or accderatioa or soarething Exactly what and why 
is mt c h .  
A l h g h  straight-line motion rmb Galilean spccd V umbseMaMe and ody Eimleinian sped v can be 
~~ci~Rto(ionexaatyreversesthesituatioa:Vbecorna:tasrlyobberva#taadv beco~iaconvenled 
to observe. 
Clem recogrriuon of thc diffenlrce betwear V a d  v suggests that super-lunaieal spseds arc mt redly impossible fir 
physral parbcks. l b s e  aresotls may age less than cxpeded because they lnvel f* taan bcliend 
As is so o k n  the case. the ptoblem lies not with the equations, but rstbcr wllk the k q m m i o n  d the symbols in 
tbe quatiom. Applied in a panidc acakntor, the Lorem force iaw says 
when: m, is rest ms, a, is circulPtion f ~ n c y ,  e is charge, and R is mgnek fxkt. In botb theorits. SRT ad 
G?lrkan, spced V is bigger than speed v, so the frequency o has to be "chupedn down to a q m s a k .  
InteewiieofSRT, V = y v i s c o v ~ v e b c i t y , a a d v  isW&vekcity .  They iswpu@Wjl)L at,, to 
fwrntbemssparamckr m = p o  t b a t ~ w i l b s p e e d .  T h e m w m i s p r e s ~  to travel at v, and i t  lhcRCat 
seernsto agesknnly. IntkecaseofCWkantheory, V is the G P l r k a n v c ~  Rw wbich is rurlislittb, and 
v = ~ ~ ( f + ~ ~ / 4 c ~ ) i s t h e ~ a ~ e v d o c i t y l i t n i t e d t o c .  Tkparbd isknowntotravelat V. wrbcreistm 
n a b a u t i t s l l f k .  
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: 
Light propagation has been modeled here ss a pmxss involving two s e q 4  steps: expaasion from a soace. 
follavcd by collapse to an absolber. The two-step modcl far light pmpa@or fa wen with QM; for exampie. 
beawe of its non-locafity. so the two-step model for light propagation mrry actualty be ri@. In &tion, the 
model is so simplc that it allows the major ideas of twclrticthc%ntury physics to be mdtxd hm the historicd 
sequence we all experienced in school tnto a new ad possibly more appropriate order. 
The two-step model for light propagation frrsr reproduas the "trophy" rcsults from GRT: gravitational red s M ,  
light-ray bemhg apparenl non-Newtonian ohit permrbation and slowing of radar rangmg signals. But it offen the 
results with different intcrpretatiotrs, and so suggests i w s  for future investigation. 
A vcrsioadtlris work- . . i l s p b J o s o p b i c P l a s p c u s w l s p r e P o e l b d r o ~ N a t I w l ~ ~  
& t h c t i t k u ~ i s t h e S I l b j c d a o t t b c ~ t " ~ h i P s e i P i 7 ~ # W C f .  Awrdmtlwaad 
7 k b h s s a ~ ~ w  . . ~ ~ ~ ~ i s t b b e p r e a r e d a t t k ~ s y a r p o s i r t r s  
- ~ u l ~ a ~ ~ r d ~ : O p . c ~ r d P o d r * ~ n , m b c ~  
ia Boaw af J.P. Vigier a York U a i v w ,  Tomam, CANADA, with Roc&diqgs to be pblided by K h u  
AcdermcPubtisbttJ 
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Hach's priaciple and focal ~orentz-invariance together yield the 
prediction of transient rest mass fluctuations in accelerated ub- 
jects.  These restatass fluctuations, in both principle and priac- 
t i e ,  can be quite large and, in principle at least, negative. 
They suggest that exotic epicetime transport devices may be feas- 
ible, the least exotic being *iatpul se enginesu, dewices that can 
produce accelerations without ejecting any material e-ust. A 
scheme of this sort is presented and issues raised relating to con- 
servation principles are examined. 
Aerospace propulsion technology to date has rested firmly on simple 
applications of the reaction principle: creating motion by expel- 
ling propellant mass from a vehicle. We can do better. A pecul- 
iar, overlooked relativistic effect makes it possible to induce 
large, transient rest mass fluctuations in electrical circuit com- 
ponents [Woodward, 1990; 19921. Such fluctuations may be combined 
with a synchronized, pulsed thrust to greatly increase the acceler- 
ation attainable from a given amount of ejected reaction mass. A 
yet more innovative implementation of the effect suggests it may be 
possible to make engines that accelerate without tne expulsion of 
any material whatsoever. These "impulse enginesH are achieved 
without any moving parts (in the conventional sense) . The concepts 
involved are supported by experimental results already in hand. 
Moreover, due to the nonlinearity of the effect, Morris and 
Thorne ' s [I9881 traversable wormholes and Alcubierre s [ 19941 *warp 
driven may be attainable with known technology (while remaining 
fully in line with the established laws of physics, despite their 
"Star Trek* nature). Here, however, I deal only with impulse en- 
gines. 
2 .  AN ZNERTIAL REACTION tFFECT 
The effect to be derived is predicated upon two assumptions. 1. 
Inertial reaction forces in objects subjected to accelora t i o n s  are 
produced by the in t e rac t i on  of the accelerated o b j e c t s  w i t h  a f i e l d  
- - they are not  the immediate consequence only of some inherent 
property of the object.  And 2 .  Any acceptable  physical  theory 
must be locally Lorentz-invariant; that is, in sufficiently small 
regions of space time special rela t iv i  ty theory (SRT) must obtain. 
We ask: In the simplest of all possible circumstances - -  the accel- 
eration of a t es t  particle in a universe of otherwise constant mat- 
ter density - -  what, i n  the siqlest poe.3ible approximation, is the 
field equation for inertial forces implied by these propait ions? 
SRT allows us to stipulate the inertial reaction force ? on mr 
test particle stimulated by the external accelerating force P,, as: 
with @ = (y%c, p) and y = (1 - $12) ' I f 2 .  Bold capital letters 
denote four-vectors and bold lower-cast letters denote three-vec- 
tors, P and p are the four- and three-momenta of the test particle 
respectively, r is the proper time of the test particle, v the in- 
stantaneous velocity of the test particle with respect to us, and 
c the speed of light. 
specialize to the frame of inetantar-eaus rest of the test par- 
eic le .  In t h i s  frame we can ignore the difference between coord- 
inate and proper time, and ys since they are equal to one. f We 
w i l l  not recover a generafly v a f i d  fie13 equation i n  th is  way, but 
that is not our objective. f In t h i s  frame l3q. (2&11 becomes F = 
- d P / d ~  = - idm,,cfdt, t f  , w i t h  f = d p j d r .  Since we  seek the equa- 
tion for the field ( i .e . ,  force per mi: massf that produces F, we 
normalize F by dividing by 4. D e f  i n i r g  f = f/s, we get, 
To recover a field equation of standarci form we let the test par- 
ticle have some small extension and a proper matter density p,. 
Eg. ( 2  - 2 )  then is F = - f (c/p,)  (ap, /a t )  , f l  . From SRT we kncw that 
p, = E J ~ ,  EO being the  proper energy Scnsi ty ,  so we may write: 
To get the field equation that corresl>onds to F i n  terms of i t s  
local source densiry we t a k e  the four-ciivergence of F getting, 
We write the source density a s  Q, l ezv ing  its physical identity 
unspecified for  the merit. f is irro,:ationaf in the case of our 
translationally accelerated test particle, so w e  may write f = 
- V4, # being a sca;ar f i e l d  (or t h e  timefike part of a vector 
potential field), and Eq. ( 2 . 4 )  is 
Now we must write E in such a way that we get  a wave equation that 
i s  consistent with focal ~orentz-invariance. Given the coefficient 
of d 2 ~  /at2, only one choice i s  possible : fi0 = p,$. This choice for 
% 
f f we ignore the terrae of order and thosle involving derivatives 
of p, we have in Eq. (2.6) the usual wave equation for # in tcms 
of a source charge density Qp. Since 4 is the potential of a field 
that acts an all matter in dlrect proportion to its mass and is in- 
sensitive to direct interaction with all other types of charge, iz 
follows that the source of 4 must be mass. That is, O, = GpQ. 
Thus the field that produces inertial reaction forces is the gravl- 
tatfonal field [as expected in general relativity theory (GRTIJ. 
Considering the stationary case, where all terms invctlving time de- 
rivatives vanish, Eq. ( 2 - 6 )  reduces to Uplaceis  equation, and the 
soZution for 4 is just the sum of the contributions to the poten- 
tial due to af 1 of the matter in the causally connectee part of the 
Universe, tEat is, within the particle horizon. This t u n s  out to 
be roughly G E ' R ,  where M is the m a s s  of the  Universe and R is about 
c tirnes the ase of the Universe. Using reasonable values for # and 
R, GM/R is about 3. In the time-dependent case we ~tust  take ac- 
count of the terms involving time derivatives on the RHS of Eq. 
( 2 . 6 ) .  Mote that these terns either are, or in some circumstances 
can become, negative. It is the fact that these terms can also be 
made very large in practicable devices with extant technology that 
makes them of interest for rapid spacetirne transport. 
Although standard techniques are used to obtain Eq. { 2 . 6 ) ,  one may 
be suspicious of the transient source terms. After all, they are 
unusual to say the least. Acceleration-dependent transient rest 
mass fluctuations are not commonplace, especially when they are po- 
tentially so large. Indeed, they seem almost too good to be true. 
Remark, however, that they have a well-known counterpart in stand- 
ard GRT: the Nordtvedt effect. In the Nordtvedt effect the masses 
of the constituent parts of accelerated extended bodies are tran- 
siently changed (due to the dragging of spacetime by the body) 
[Nordtvedt , 19881 . The magnitude of the mass-shif t in each part of 
the body is proportional to the product of the acceleration and the 
Newtonian gravitational potential of the rest of the body at its 
location. In the case of our accelerated test particle, in its in- 
stantaneous rest frame the remainder of the universe appears as an 
enveloping accelerated body. Accordingly, we might expect it to 
induce a transient mass fluctuation in the test particle. Eq. 
(2.6) , nevertheless, is not validated by the occurence of analogous 
effects in GRT or other theoretical speculations. Its validity is 
a matter of fact determined by experiments. 
3 .  PULSED TXRUST 
Since the predicted mass shift is transient, large effects can only 
be produced by very rapidly changing proper matter (or energy) den- 
sities. This means that the duration of any substantial effect 
will be so short that it cannot be measured by usual weighing tech- 

It seems, on the face of i t ,  tkt impulse engines should be pos- 
sible. Consider, for example, the case of a kid on a skateboard 
with a brick. The brick's mass magically fluctuates periodically, 
The kid throws the brick in the direccion opposite to where s/he 
wants to go when its mass is enhanced, and an attached Bungee cord 
returns the brick to him/her in t h e  mass reduced state. The kid- 
brick-skateboard system accerates in the desired direction. You 
may be inclined to think that even if transient mass fluctuations 
can really be induced, if the power source driving the fluctuation 
were loaded onto the skateboard, mass fluctuation effects occurins 
in it would cancel the acceleration produced by repetitively throw- 
ing the brick. Were this not the case, it would seem that we would 
be Confronted by a violation of the canservation of momentum. 
Since we have introduced no "new physicsn, violations 02 momentum 
conservation shouldn't occur. 
The acceleration revealed in the magic brick heuristic, nonethe- 
less, should happen. This is easily shown by making the system a 
bit more comp-licated: using two magic bricks instead of one. Our 
magic bricks will represent either two capacitors, or b e t t e r  yet a 
capacit~r fC)  and an inductor (L). We drive mass fluctuations in 
these circuit elements that have 180 degrees relative phase. {This 
phase relationship is what makes a capacitor and inductor desire- 
able.  They can be made components of a resonant circuic. Since 
the phase of the instantaneous power [the voltage times the cur- 
rent ] in these components differs by 180 degrees, the mass f luctua- 
tions will automatically have the desired phase relationship.) 
Note that the mass fluctuations in the L and C elements sum to zero 
fat least when the mass fluctuations are small so that the coeffi- 
cients of the transient terms on the RHS of E q .  (2.6) can be taken 
as constantsf, so energy conservation in this circuit per se isn't 
violated. We interpose a force transducer ( a  PZT say) between them 
that expands and contracts at the mass fluctuation frequency. A 
device of this sort is shown schematically in Fig. 6. 
When a device like that dis- 
c: 
EXPANSION 
played in Fig. 6 is activated, 
a stationary force is produced 5 1 
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by each of the mass-f luctuat - 
ing elements on the ends of 
the force transducer. Each r l !  
the forces will be git+.- 
roughly by Equation (3.5 1 . 
(Even were we to assume that 
the mass of the force trans- 
ducer to be effect ive ly  inf in- 
ite - -  as we assumed the en- 
@ closure of Figure 1 to be i n  
F i g .  6: Impulse Engine Opera tion calculating the acceleratron 
of the CA in obtaining Equation (3 - 5 )  - -  a factor that reduces 61,, 
and thus c F > ,  must be included to allow for the fact that t h e  dis- 
placement involved in the acceleration of each of the elements is 
only a fraction of b l , . )  We now remarl: that the phase difference 
i n  the mass fiuctuations of the L ar.d C circuit elements compen- 
sates for the fact that their acceler~tions induced by the force 
tr~nsducer are in opposite directions. Accordingly, the stationary 
forces produced by accelerating L and 13 as their masses fluctuate 
are both in the same direction; the L/C/PZT system - -  an impulse 
engine - -  experiences a steady, unidirectional accelerating force 
[which can be estimated with Equation (11.5) 1 Should we now attach 
the power sources to our device, they too will be carried along by 
our impclse engine, even if they contain fluctuating masses. 
It seems that we have constructed a device that blatantiy violates 
the conservation of momentum. Perhaps we have ignored something 
important. For example, consider an ob: ect (a capacitor, inductor, 
magic brick, whatever) , moving with som? velocity v with respect to 
us, whose mass can be made to fluctuat-e. When the mass changes, 
does the velocity change too? Ostensibly no external force acts to 
chzzge the nomeriturn. So cor,servation c f  momentum s;.ems to suggest 
that the velocity must change. If the local momentum conservation 
implicit in this inference is true, then we can solve o w  problem. 
Local mosentirn conservation gaurantees that momentum must be con- 
served samehow point -by-_ oint throughont our impulse engir~e. Thus 
i: may wiggle a lot, but it goes nowher.?. The assumption of point- 
by-point mornenturn conservation in this case, however, violates the 
princrple of relativity, so it must be wrong. 
Ler as suppose that, viewed in our iner.:iai frame of reference mov- 
ing with respect to the brick, when the: mass of the brick changes, 
its vefoci2y changes too so that its momentum remains unchanged. 
!The cause cf the velccity change is m)-sterious. After all, driv- 
ing a power fluctuation in the brick ts excite a mass fluctuation 
need not itself exert any net force on the brick. But we'll let 
tha i  pass.) We see the brick accelerate. Now we ask what we see 
when we are located in the rest frame of the brick. The mass fluc- 
tuates. ~ u t  in this frame the brick d>esn8t accelerate since its 
mc.,tentam was initially, and remains, zctro. This, by the principle 
of re;ativity, is physically impossiblt?. If the brick is observed 
to accelerate in any inertial frame ~f reference, then it must 
accelerate in all inertial frames. Ae thus conclude that mass 
fiuctuations result in violations of lozal momentum co-~servat ion  if 
the p r i n c i p l e  of relativity is right. 
The appearance of mcrnentum conservation violation in our impulse 
engine doesn't mean that momentum isn't conserved. It means that 
we can't treat the inpulse engine as an isolated system. Since the 
effect responsible for the apparent violation of the conservation 
principle is inertial/gravitational, f;his should coae as no sur- 
prise at all. As Mach's principle makes plain, anytime a process 
involves gravity/inertia, the only meaningful isolated system is 
the entire universe. Slnce inertial reaction forces appear instan- 
taneous [see Woodward, 1996a and Crame r, 1997 in this c~nnection] ,
evidently our impulse engiae is engagirg in some wnon-local" momen- 
tum transfer with the distant matter jn the universe. With suit- 
able choice of gaLge, this momertum transfer can be envisaged as 
transpiring via retarded and advanced disturbances in the gravita- 
tional field that propagate with speed c. 
Gauge 'freedom muddies up discussions of inertial reaction effects 
[woodward, 1996al. Choosing .1 gauge where all physical influences 
propagate at speeds s c has the advantage that lightcones i n  space- 
time have an invariant meaning, whereas the surfaces of simultan- 
eity that appear in other gauges ( e - g . ,  the Coulomb gauge) do not. 
As just mentioned, in the Lorentz [or Einstein-Hilbertl gauge the 
inertial reaction effect, and thus our impulse engine, consiscs of 
a retardedi'advanced coupling between the engine and the discant 
matter in the universe that lies along the future light cone. The 
introduction of the force transducer in the engine allows us to 
extract a net momentum flux here and now frm the potectially 
largely thermalized matter in the far future. The net momentum 
flux is accompanied by a net energy flux, so although o u r  impulse 
engine, considered locally, appears to violate energy conservation, 
that need not necessarily be the case. The extraction of useful 
work from matter that may be completely thermalized raises inter- 
esting questions. Boosting, rather than borrowing, from the fc- 
ture, however, seems to be the nature of the process involved. 
Is any of t h ~ s  really right? Well, one way tcr get a fix on this is 
ro run the experimental apparatus described above when it is rotat- 
ed by 90 degrees - -  that is. oriented horizontally rather than ver- 
tically. If the observed e f f e c t  is somc spurious local effect or 
coup les  t o  local gravity fields, the observed effect should change 
when the local orientatioc of the 
apparatus is altered. But if the 
effect is caused by the proposed 
non-local interaction with cosmo- 
logical matter, it should be icde-  
10 pendent of the local orientation 
of the apparatus. Results obtain- 
ed with the apparatus oriented 
hor izonta~ lyaredi spfayedinFlg .  
7. At the level of experimental 
accuracy there is no significant 
d i f  f e r e n c e  i n  the magnitude of t h e  
0 10 20 effect for the two orientations. 
Fig. 7 :  Horizontal Results 
5 .  CONCLUSION 
I c  seems that at least one part of the physics of Star  Trek - -  im- 
pulse engines - -  may lie within our grasp. Indeed, the transient 
Machian inertial reaction effect that makes impulse engines pos- 
sible nay also make @stargatesN and time machines based on travers- 
able wormholes feasible [Woodward, 19971. This is a consequence of 
the strong nonlinearity of the total proper matter density as i t  
approacnes zero and negative values. (Negative mass has Lnterest- 
ing properties. See: Forward (19891 and Price I19931 . 1 The feas- 
ibflity of such schemes, however, also depends on the magnitude of 
the bare masses of elementary particles and the nature of the vac- 
uum. These matters are, at the very best, conjectural. Accordifig- 
ly, t he  schemes are a good deal more s=>eculative than impulse en- 
gines. But they, along with impulse engines, can be explored ex- 
perimentally with present technology a t  reasonable cost. 
Argu~ents and questions posed by Thomas Hahood and James van Meter, 
and John Craner's recent Analog f 1997; article have been most help- 
ful in developing the ideas relating ta impulse engines presented 
here. TM also suzested stylistic imprc~vements (including the sup- 
pression of a tasteless remark or two). The experiments described 
here were supported in part by severzl C W  Fullerton Foundation 
grants. The impulse engine method described herein is a specific 
implementation of the general method cf U.S. Patent 5,280,864. 
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Tk Ekchic Jb..ecm# Journal is a fonnn where mdegcnded resevchers in fields ~latcd lo pmpuka al?anatives 
may share (hw discoveries end thoughts Some a h b u t i o n s  are stand-abone efforts, but stvenl others, with diverse 
aiginr, tie into a single propulsian coooept: the dweioprneot of intaadive tlectrodynamtc fields f a  prqdson. 
Aacarting to this ameqt, pulsa! dednxlatic potartid waves cm be genefated and tramnittad in kmpbdiul finm 
from the surface of ehtrodts. In~enst non-linear polarizing waves are thatby e?nended into the s u m d m g  space. and 
fne d i c e  charges can be developed on n w b y  ~ 0 ~ s .  There is the possrbility that a precision systan of pulsing, 
p b m g  md dmctmg such electrostatic pulses cwfd dtveiop reaction forces on surroundmg objects, media and space 
fields. The rde ofrnqpetmm in the mar-kld  effects being investigated has yet to be considered, but will be once a 
certhin kvel of clarity has been scheved rcgarcbng the electrostatm involved. 
INTRODUCTION: 
Since i 990, several cuimities, raising queshm .bwd ~cccpted thaxics, ham been rqmkd in the E1ecb.r~ Spacecrafr 
Jouml. For example, ~erak (19%) has shown that keely-floatmg soap bubbles will he attracted to the terminal of a 
Vao & Gfsaffgcoeretor until the &st bubble touches the termha1 and expiodts. Then. ail the other bubbks will turn 
around end migrate away tiom the terminal. In Motha case. Dr. T.S. Lee d lus cdlcagws have shown that h 
wpasm of a iugh-voltage pmt over an oil film smeared on a glass plate will cnste a perfectly circular, expanding 
wave hnt.  ' T k  same phenomenon has also bben generated in powder media (Lee- 19% d 1997). Conuibutims to 
W r m ~  from a repon b t  air knimm slow the b fall of dropped Nckels ( H m a n -  1993) to vdeotspes; and 
docrtmcntatian, of the random levitation. thrush& extreme deformation and disintegabon of a variety of objects 
subm to utmmntrolled combinations of electrostatics, in- trdoimer discharges, microwaves, capacitor 
discharges, and more (Hutchson- 199 1.1992a, 1992b. and 1993). Tius pht.nomtnan has been called the Hutchison 
effect, and has been rigorously studled by Hathaway ( 1 93 I ). 
APPROACHES: 
Ahion (1 994) perfmd experiments with sophsticated laboratory equipment that provide encouraging results in 
support of his l h e q  that gravity can be regmnally mcdlfd In etfect, a mass specinen was placed in a urufonn 
m a w c  field and exposed to pulsed, tuned, hgh-frequency microwaves This caused the subaromic constituents of the 
atoms in Ihe mass to realign their nuclear spin orientations. According to Abofon's theory, which is modelcd with a 
conservation of momentum model for collisions in an Ideal gas, this would directly affect the symmetry of the mass 
gravrty field. Ths asymmetry would ihen be manhsted as a gain or los  in the measwed weight of the mass. Accord~np 
to Ahofon's theory, the gavity field change can oniy occur dunng the electrdnuclear orientation and disoricntabon 
transition pen&. 
Regarding the speed of light, Ptupps (1 986 and 1997) has pointed out how Maxwell's equations d electrodynamics are 
only spec~alcase formulae of more general& equations pblished in 1892 by Heinrich Hertz Maxwell's equations 
were derived for scenarios involving a stationary detector Consequently, only a partial time derivative waq taken When 
the total time denvatlve 1s taken In deriving the equations of electrodynam~cs, allow~ng detector motion, the .speed of 
light is no longer required to remain anstant, and the velocity of space vehicles is no longer limited The seriousness of 
the implicat~ons h s  has for special relativity md space-time symm&y ccmnoi be mkstatd.  Many dhas (Wdton- 
1997 and Jdknadco- 1997) how cakm issue with the scientific methods and trains of bgw that have been involved in 
interpreting special relativity theory with respect to limitlng velocities and space-time dilation. 
C d l ( 1 9 9 7 a  md b), lrkmg a totally a t  mrihcmotd rpptorch, calculsQd that the vdocity of light unda the 
influeme of a gravitational ficld is not restricted to c. Fmm this cmclusioq he Psrertcd that space exists solely by virtue 
of the mrss and encrgy contained in n object and its associated fields. Hs cakdations indicate lhal the aragy darslty of 
s p ~ f d l s O t r r s ~ i n v e r ~ e f ~ p o w n o f t h c d r s l a n c e h ~ . n K ~ a t i o a s h i p b e C w a a r s p # x m r g y ~ ~  
d the limitation on the velocity of ligbt is anslogrn~s to atmqfmz pressure md dK sonic velocity limit. In less dense 
media, rcsiscanCe hctm w less influential. Accofdtng to Carroll, docilies arc tberefixe only iimiled by the eaagy of 
the power supply .&hen ustd in regiars ofzero enagy density. He has calculated that meson energy drives have the 
potentid to achieve spads twenty million times fasttf than the sped of light. 
Fronmg (1997) also suggests a way in which propulsion and faster-h-light travel mi@ be possible. AccaQng to  IS 
caw@, the energy density of s p a  itsdfcrn be changed around m object Ifhs is possible. thcn d& fidd pulsing 
may pro& a means of changing the id energy density around a craft. 
In the earlm publications of W, much atlention wns d e d  to investigatq T.T. Brown's claims of a d o n  
between ekctricity ad gravity. Expaimerits cmxbcted by T.T. Brown indicated that suspended capsitars undawent 
linear thrust when a voltage was appl~ed (Brown-1 991 a). In other experiments, Brown showed that aluminum s e w ,  
1% -2' in diameter, suspended from Whers on opposite ends of a rotatable bar, would move rapidly when c o d  to a 
5Ct - 1 50kV source (Brown- 1 99 1 c). Brown and Bahnsaa did not find an dectropvitics carnection. and s k u p n t  
testing of Brown's dcvics (Brown-1 99 I b end Hall- 1995). which tncd to eliminate d o m b  forcts and ion wuds, have 
led to two definitive conclusions: (1) The coulomb foms and ion wlnd were all but impossible to negate. but wbcn they 
were nearly eliminated, little or no force m a d .  (2) Transient discbarge of the high voltage rcrminais resulted in 
uKxMsed thnrrt kvets, indicative of an ekcbical phenomaron and not the ektrogravitics interaction that Brown and 
Bdrnson had sought. 
The use of a motorhi. sectorless Wunshurst generator (Yost-1 994s) fail~trtcd the duplication of historh1 
e l c c t r ~ c  pkmmema. Aluminum foil could easily be kvitated in e vatkdlyaicnced field between c* ofthe 
Wirnshurst. A polypropylene shed placed over one electrode shifted the p t i o n  of the levitating objects nearer to the 
other elabode in orbits coinctdmg with the theoretical locations of maximum feld intensity. Levitating objects always 
floated lengthwise, with their pcwntiest end down, and orbited b a n t a l l y  with their rotational axis aligned with the 
theoretical lines of force. A c b .  p l d  on a dielectric sheet and attached to the positive terminal of an electrostatic 
generator. whppcd around violently when the negative terminal sparked neerhy (Hall and Kulba- 1996). 
Schlieren imaging of the region behueat Wimshurst clectrodes (Yost-1 995a and b) has shown how electrostatic forocs 
alter the density of the moundiig air. Sparks product curnuloform pressure bursts &om bth terminals When the 
negative terminal is fitted with a point or a ranall ball, a coherent thnad-like s h a m  is emitted. A sin* thread could also 
be made to emanate Fran the positive Lerminal, but Ihrtads 6om the positive terminal were substantially weaka than 
threads with negative origms. The dual threads do not socm to interact with tech oiher. Subsequent expenmeats 
revealed that the movemcnt of thc fhrcnd was not tnfluenced by he location or movement ofthe other electrod-, g. ..A, 
or a neodyrmum mapet moved in close proximity. A wuc probe connected to e DC microammeier registered a cur,ent 
of 50 PA ul the stream, and nothing mrnediately outs& it. A mechanical wind vane, similarly, remained stationary 
except in positions intercepting the stream, w k e  it would spin rapidly. While the stream had momentum and cwent. it 
seemed to be electrically neutral. It showed slight perturbations when a small steel bell placed near waq suddenly 
whpped away. 
Electrical beams with different properties have been gcncratcd by other means. Morton (1 99 1 ) created a bcam hy 
placmg a glass lube hevmg a metal end plate an a charged Van & GraalTtcnnu~I. He observed thet a spark jumped 
from the Van de Graaff to the end plate, which then mined a beam. The bcarn charged a metal target at which it waq 
aimcd, as; well as everythtng else in its path Leta, based on Morton's observaticms. Schkcht (1992) recreated the 
phenomenon with a more sophasbcatcd device at h e  Univers~ty Kadsnihc. Germany. This pulse &vice has gemrated 
energy beams wtuch have been able to kvilate talcum powder for brief instmas. These beams were accompanied by 
el-tic fieid &ats and an obvious change in air prcssure noted by mpcrhmters at a distance of4 m. This beam 
was mt believed to be an ion wind because a neon lamp was 25% igmted and test bails exhbited attraction-repulsion 
behavior when placed in irs path, and ~ t s  ignition spark was nat ofthe charpc~stic dor lsld fam of conventiond ion 
propulsion sparks. The Wardtnclfle Towcr, umstmctcd by Tesla (c. 1905) was deslgned to oscillate high electrostatic 
charge un its dome-shaped eiecuode, wh~ch ad a hok it; its top fot the projection of a  bear^ toward the ionosphere. 
The -ts suggest possibk new avenues for propulsion research. 
It is reasonable that hybrid eked energy systems thot use throw-away mass and enhanced ion thmshg systems may 
prove to be viable in (he short-term. In such qstems, the snvings and advantages are atinbutable to the fact that 
eledrical energy can be obtained from solar or nuclear resources, thereby reducing the quantity of throw-away mass 
requwed. Recent developments have kd to rhe construction of a hgh-ilylng, solar-powered, earth-atmosphere c r d  with 
wiog loadings as light rs 0.7 1W (Aaoviroclment-1997). With wing loadings of 2 1Wft2, ultra-light cr& powered sdely 
by ion-typc histing devices may be able to fly directly into orbit. Power and velocity profiles ~ndicate !hat this is 
feasible Craft of a large, circular, rotating disk design or of a tubular wing dcsigr. look most promising 
Okress has patented (Okress- 1 966 and 1991) a pulsed, i d  gas thnrsting tedmqw wtuch is believed to be more 
powerful &an ion propulsion systcms now in we by several ordcss of magmhtde. The quesi-corona propulsion ystcm 
would make ion thrusting competitive with conventional jet aircraft and make possible high-thrust electrical rockets for 
sp~cccratl. -' technique uses the principle of repid, hi@-elecErostatic-Md pulses on the order of two nanosewnds 
The short duration of the pulses prevents electrical breakdown from progressing down a chain of molecules. By 
controlling breakdown, very intense electrostatic fields, with potentials @rater than 100 kVfcm, arc produced for the 
acceleration of ionized molecules Typical pressure differentials have been calculated to reach 30 Iblft2. 
Cox has patented (Cox- 1 982,1992a, 1992b d 19%) a non-ion thrusting tccbnrquc whcrcby alternating electnc and 
magnetic fields can eccelaate a spinning polarized molecule or particle. Potanzed moltcuks may be rmted. much like 
motor rotors, if placed in a rrvasing efectrical field. The application of a phased pulse 6om a magnetic field, 
perpendicular to the axis of rotation causes the resulting LorrmQ fwccs on both poles to act in the same dinc\ion for a 
net thrust. It is believed that this technique could provide a mar1 of accelerating eleclricslly neutral gases to produce 
thrust. The majw drawbacks will he dfliculties in ovacoming the tendencies of m o l ~  to ionize. and diwulties 
g w g  a mEicient number of molecules to align willrout thermally rondomizing each others' oricntat~ons. 
An eloctncity-related propuIsion prospect is the water arc explosion (Ilull, Cirmeau, Graneau, and Hathaway- 1995a. 
1995b and 1997). Careful expenmentation has demonstrated that when 30 joule arc discharges horn a 0.5 pF capacitor 
occur through I cc of water, energetic, explosive thmtmg results. The output from the reaction is so energetic, 
conventional oonsavalion of energy equations indicated that the ourput energy was greater than the input. The latest 
information released tndicetes that the energy may be accounted for as the dIffizence m the letent heats of vaporizat~m 
for fog and water. It is theonzed that so much energy is delivered to the water in so little tune, the water does not have a 
chance to change the electricity to heat, but, more expediently, uses it to transform into an explosion of fog Water arc 
explosions suggcst that water may he used as a propellant for reaction ma., with electricity as the energy source 
hagitudind Wave Generation and Traovmirsion 
The oonccpt of elcctrostat~c waves (otherwise known as Imptudinal, icmization, potential, or scalar waves) has been aH 
but forgotten since Maxwellian transverse e:ec(romagnetic waves hecame the focus of electrical research Although 
much experimentation is still required l o  understand thc propcrlies of these waves, a few fundamental notions have beer) 
established (Jefimenko- 1992). The well-known electrostatic field that exists betwem separated ctiargcs exerts repulsion 
and athctiaa fanxs mi pduns oerdral media and ob-. It has w m q @ ~  field associated with it. This fidd is 
dared b as a lmgihrdinrl field be- vardi0119 in the intensity of an d e c e  fieM are transmitted 
(Yost- 1 9921). h@&d dectrostati ~ ~ ; t h r l i s , i n t h e s r m c d u c c t i a n o s b K d M u b u x  c waves cm be 
autGd by a n y v U i . l i o o i n t b c d e c b ~ f ~ .  V O t i a l i o a s m r y b c & b y ( l ) o s c i U r t i n g m ~ ~ a s I n t i c  
chuge. (2) p c m h d y  vcuying the Pnoud of chuge on M abject, ar (3) suddaniy changing the charge on an object, as 
with c pulse or qmk dischus.  Lmgihrdaul ckctrostalic waves transmit only electrost~tic potential energy. md art not, 
strictly speaking, physical ion trader mecburisms. 
The transmission of a m t i d  wave may be illustrrtcd by chtrgurg a plm rod Pnd moving it to and fro several feet 
bom a ball aWm, wkich is conncdsd duactly to an osciiioscopc (Yost- 1992. md 1994b, Hall- 1995 d 19%). The 
variations in the eledric field, caused t y  the motions of (he chargad rod, or wiggle wad, creak rm tlcctrodyrumic wave. 
When the w n d  is wiggled vay near the mtama, luge vdt.ge fluc&ationr rrr induced; sixteen feet away, f l u p . ~ o n s  
of several rmllivdts re dl debad.bk (Be field &en& falls off as 1 6 .  The ~ ~ M R U C  wave farm on the oscibsqx 
cornsponds with great Wty to tbc mdioa of tbt rod. 
Additronat wig& wand cqmimmts (Yost- 19%). with r 300-foot Ic@ ofpolyc€byiamxakd 8 18 wire .ttrbcd to 
tbe oscilloscope, curstd flucturliars which have ban attributed la polirjzstiar V a l  varirtioos, simx the cifcuit was 
open~~,currclitffomdbeyoodtbtwhichmigbtbe~irieadby~cLsp~cumnts.PemspSmost 
&resting was tbe fact tbrt o a c i l l w  ofthe ckdml~tic w a d  could k prcked up by an rnreana sixteen feet away, m 
the other side of a dostd woaden door (Yost- 1997.). Wben the Qor wss o p e d .  ttrc q n d  reotptton was much 
weaker; the wand had to be Was far m order to creak siws of similar istendies. It would scan that intmming 
solid dielectric obj- tramnit ekdmsUk force with kss dispersioo, just AS metal caductars transmit curnot with 
w y  little IOSS. In air d vacuun, tbe electrwt.hc forcc fdis damurding to the inverse squarc law. in 90id d r e h c s .  
howeva. chsrges polarize, facilitating the transmission of el& klds, much like conducting materials hax been 
pesumed to conducl tkchic cbarge. Davenport (1997) also showed th.1 r light bulb wwld oscillate in response to an 
electrostatic field on tbc othn side of either a 114' thick Plexiglasm plate. a a 1W duck glass dome. 
These expenmen& suppal erriy clauns mrde by Tesla tha & c b d  caergy can be transmitted by mesms of hgitudinal 
dectrostatic ~OTCCS. Ule groMd scrvmg as tbe current conductoc, and the air aehq as a d i e h  f a  the displacement 
current. Tbe ddmtatic field has Iht ability to poirnzt dl  atoms (metallic aad d r d d c ) .  k, the case of conductors, the 
polarkbon will cause a cumeat to flow if tbc conductive mmataial is ia the form of a closed circuit. Thus, es Teda said, 
potartids utn be d c v e w  AS s t d m g  wave9 on h e  en&, d power can be tappad by putting up a metal an€uma. 
Electrostatic lonphtdd forces rrc believed to be dogous to ecoudic iongitudurel fofcts. Hartman (1992) showed 
how strumming the low E stnng on an mplified gujtar, with appximattly 25 watts of power, cwld cause e speaker, 
placed on the grouad, to levitate f a  five seconds. Highn hquencies only v i b r d  the spcaka, whereas distorted, lower 
frequarcles could kvitate the speaker as much as onc: centimeter above the ground. In a similar experiment. Yost 
(1 992b) danonstratcd the wwstrcrlly-induced motian of a pendulum-suspeaded speaker. No molion was detected with 
a steady. intense 20-40 Hz signal However, careful pulsing of the signal caused the woofer to swing, and the amplitude 
of the swinging could be increased by delivering the pulses at times coinciding with thc swing p a i d .  Zn other 
expcnmcnts, Harbnan (1 996) florted a speaker in a tub of water and observed that certatn tones would scoot it moss 
the surface of the water, if it was initially tilted to make the force against the water a m c .  Hertman reported that 
the speaker would either jump, sit still, spin, or scoot, depending on the bequency delivered These expeiunenk have 
led to speculations h t  electrostatic longitudinal forces might he modulated similarly 
Higb-Intensity Ekctmstatii Fi ld  Generation 
Testa's in.;istcnce that the towr  at his C013cado Springs laboratmy was transmitting longihadinal electrostatic waves has 
not been well-accepted Nevertheless, in a working malogue of Tesla's tower, created by Kovac ( 1  931 ), the parrial 
conversion of the lugh-voltage output of a Tcsla coil to static electricity was demonstrated. By sending high voltage RF 
from a Tesla coil secondary through a mercwy vapor rectifier tubc surrounded by a steel pipe. Kovac waq able to 
accumulate un cbrostatic charge on a ball ekcttodt. Tnis static field was, in tum, modulated into a waveform, 
reprtsentmg the combination of .n 8 Hz component and a 100 Hz umpanent, by means of mechanical switches. The 
RF reclifia tcchruque allows for hi@ power outputs inm an electrostatic wave trmsmirter. This technique also 
penntts the potmtid on an mtenna to be modulnkd, lndicatlng that it might be possible to set up resonant waves. 
Tiffling the ebctrosWic waves in a closed system sucb as on the eerth sphere, allows transmitted, ~ l u d i n a )  
ekctrosetic pdmut ions  to be reflbcted and to rccUm to ranfame the excitrtion. 
Rcseerch with Tesla coils (Hull- 19938) has been a constant source of fascination for expcnmarters. Hall (1 992) 
&sand attmdive and repulsive respanses fa a v d y  of pla~ric end metdlrc objects suspended near a T a l a  w i l  
stcoadary that kd him to conclude thal the objects wae aquiring a stntic charge. As early as 199 1, H d l  and his poup. 
known as the Tesla Coil Builders of l2lchmond, noticed a buildup and m t i m  ofekctroaattc charge on insulated coils 
md metallic abpcls bated neu an operating Tesla coil (Hull- 19%). Controlled eKpefltnenls w a e  thcxeiiate devised to 
quant@ the chmgc buildup on a distant, msulated. conduct~ve tar@ @lull-1993~). Charges of 20 kV were daccbblc at 
d s h w s  up to nine feet away. Experiments set up with a fan positioned so as to blow the air-bomc charges toward, and 
then away from, the cdiec(01 showed that charging was at least parrinlly due to the flow ofions. hut that perhaps 
anotha, faster chargulg mechanism was operotkg as well. 
Hull repeated the expaiments. replacing the Teda coif with a Van de Graaff gemrator. The &ant the Van de GraOtr 
was hnnad on, a voltage of I5  kV a p p e d  on the remote cdlactor. But, it was d i s o o ~  that in a steady statlc field, 
the cdledor barely picked up a charge. It was then thmt a spark a atha rapid fieM variation might be 
responsible f a  settmg up a wave of charge &Msmissim. Ektrkal  waves pmpagating with speeds far in excess of those 
nttainabk by ionic mobom have been resestched in-dqh (Lagsrlcov and Rutkevich- 1993). An expenmart m 1930 
(Lagrrkov and Rutkevich- 1993) revealed thst a !minous wave, created by w i n g  180 kV across a long vacuum tube 
at 20 torr, moved with a speed of 5 x 109 d s .  Because ions minot move this rapidly, the high velocrty was amibuttd to 
the propagetioa of an electric potential wave. A Russian patent application (AvrPmcnko and Avrmmko- 1994) refers to 
the oscillations of tire charges as the displacement current or longitudinal electrical wave, capable of efficiently 
transmining power Jackson ( I  942) devotes only two sentences in h s  classic electr~xiynrunics text to longitudinal 
eiectrostatic fields. 
Damm (1  995 and 19%) has speculated that Tesla lncorporatcd acoustic resanant cnteria in the design and rnoduiation 
of tus tower at Shorehem, Long Island. The dimensions of the lower's components and therr ~CQUSUC resonant 
freguencies arc well-matched to the d ' s  eleclnd resonant frequencies. Tcsla's note mention that an electric pulse 
would traverse the earth's diameter and rclum with a penod of 0.08454 stconds. He also claimed that lightning could 
resonate the earth electrically In an investigation of muhiple-stroke lightning, Yost discovered, as Tesia suggested, that 
the periods betwcca flashes corresponded to sunple lmmonm of the d ' s  diameter, 1/4-, %-, and 314-diameter time 
periods being most prevalent (Yost-1992c and Ogawa-1982). h s  suggests that the earth behaves as a giant dipole 
antenna, and that the elcctmstatic resonance ofthe tertb was indeed a possibility. Tesla intended to transmit potentla1 
d ~ ~ s  over the tarth and build them up as resonunt standing waves. 
The spark discharge method of producing pulsed electrostatic waves IS stmplc, most promising, and little understnod It 
is in this pulsed wave form that T.T. Rrown's electrogravitic effects were thought to be enhanced. Recent developments 
with spark discharges have been made possible by enpcenng  advancements with the Tesla ma@~n made by Hull 
( 1  993b) The Tesla rnagrufier is a third coil, whch Tcsla used with .come of his traditional coil setups The rnagnlfier 
serves as a free-resanancc: transformer for creating extremely high voltages at very low arnpcrages. The rnagrdier coil is 
dnven by the Tesla mil secondary Very small magdier coils, on the order cif 4' in diameter by 12' long, are capable of 
producing 10-foot spakc, without heating ur shorting, &om a 6000 watt power wwce Their output consists &rmnan!ly 
of an alternating electrostatic potential field. 
Hull (1 996) conducted a series of expcnmenfs involving the capacitive loading of Tesla co~ls. In one experiment, a coil 
was loaded until no sparhng would occur. When the wil was turned on, a distant toroid used to collect electrostatic 
charge remained electrically neutral. while a neon tube at rhe same distance glowed ~ntensely. When a thumbtack waq 
placed on the tcrnlinal of the transmitting coil, sparks hroke out, the collector toroid registered an immediate increase in 
charge. end the nam tube rannined d t .  It became evident that spark discharges wen ntccssary if the eleclrostahc 
dfects wat to be obmved. it is now belitvcd that the Teslr coil can serve as s field emitter of pulsed potential to its 
surroundings. It is not to produce by Ulis rncurs mcgavolts of potenlid and megawatts of impulse energy. 
Furtha expenmcnts with cepacitivc h d m p  (Hull-i 9%) s u m  thet capacitive coupling might be occurnag. A coil 
system was set up SO as 1Mt to spa%. Nearby, a similarly-lorded, grounded coil, tuned to the frequency of the 
trammi- coil, was passively placed as a receiver and made to produce large spPrks. RotPtiog h e  resonator Uuougb 
Wresultcdinnochragciniatensity,tharby~thatrhespakmgwrsndduetod~kioduction. 
It was finthcr noticed that h e  c~prcitive loading on tbe 4 s  had a d h d  bcsriap oo the dcgree of sparking. Ttus 
mdkxkd that hnwd radio cormmarimtion was not the sde mt.rrs of enezgy trwmission between the coils. In yet 
rndba cxpenmcnt. two sepPrrta4 ungou&d, prsran, crpscitiwly-lorded coils were 4 u c t i v e l y  connecled at tbeir 
h. When tbe rctivt coil was opaoted nearby. ~~g took plece between the passive coils, which were ectiag as 
receivers. and an allemaling current flowed through their connecting base wire. These pbcnomena demonstrate a 
potential for ranote charging, whrch might .k clppliclble to a craft and its h a t e  surroundings. 
Experiments by Yost (1 996). designed to explore the nature of the combined fields of a Wmshurst gtnerator and a 
Tesla coil, revealed that when the output 6.am an ektr& generutof was sprayed onto the bail tenninel of a Teda 
coil, the ehroaatic field d i n g  the Tesla coil was gnatfy arhnrced and extended. In later expaimcnts (Yost and 
Hull-1 997), points were uad to form a 0.01' spark gap. This gap Joined the positive t e r m ~ ~ I  of the Wimshurst 
generator to the base cfan ungrorndtd coil which had a Iarp metal bowl c;lpocitor on top. Whcn Ihe system was 
operating, tiny sparks wac obsaved to jump the gap. Four feet away, an antema picked up strong signals f '  ?hebowl 
with bgh fidelity. O s c i l ~  readmgs indicated thw the antenna was pulse charging in Ins  than 1 ps, with a posttive 
cbnrgc that took 500 ps to decay. In other wds ,  eltc!rosfAc V t i a l  was being impulsively transmitted. Electrostatic 
oscillations of600 kHz, genaated by the LC circalit, were sup%@ on the e x ~ a l l y  decaymg potential The 
bowl on top ofthe ma@er cod had a;cumulated an intense static char&, which it retained even after the power swrce 
was shut off. 
METHODS: 
The ekctro& fwld variations are proj& of longitudinal electrostatic forces, and aot e l e c ~ c  waves 
(Yost- 1 997b and Jefumnko- i 992). There ore ao curreats trensmitted, nor any need for conducton in o r d ~  for such 
farces to transmit. Instead, a displacanart cwcnt develops within the conf~ne~ of individual atoms, as polarizatian. 
Spark discharge expaimats hmt lhst it mi& be posstbk to design a craft that could be launcbcd by garantmg p t i v e  
or negative pulses, provided it can produce a repulsive fore m its surroudmgs. Tbe danonslntcd lechnriqucs will need 
to be enhanced in order to develop a high-power, polarized, phased wave capable of tbrusttng a a&. The electrwtatic 
coulomb fofce is understood to fdl off as the inverse quare of distmcc. Ttus relationship applies to the f ~ l d  around 
point static charges. The pulse discharging of large, dielectric surf8ces seems to provide greater latitude for the 
development of coulomb forces which do not deteriorate acmrdmg to an inverse squrue law. It is speculated that pulsed 
potentials cenying frequencies on the orda of 100 MHz may allow electrodynamic longitudmal forces to be directed by 
a practical sized craft 10 meters in diameter. 
It is not possible to focus a static force field (analogous to a constant pressure field). However, as with sound waves, it is 
thought possible to transmit and focw variations in the eledmstatic field. Meens of intenstfymg, transmitting, and 
pulsing oscillating electrostatic field variations have been demonstrated. The successful eleamtatic propulsion sy-m 
will need to have the ability to set up an intense clcctrodynamic field around the craft. This field will have a sharp, 
transient electrostalic field gradient capable of being propagated. In some instances, the intense charging of remote 
objects might be used for action-reaction force. PeRinent craft components will need to be sized so as to be resonant 
with each other and the surrounding fields. A means of adjusting the field on the craft must be employed to maintain 
resonance at differing velocities and Mering distances fmm the craft. Thus, a method of pulsing. phasing, and directing 
electrostatic urfluence may be possible; and is preferable to forcing motion of the atmosphere at large, as is typical of ion 
propulsion. In any case, care must be taken to prevent voltage breakdown &om shorting out and defeating the intense. 
oscillaimg field. 
If the earth were to be oscillated at its resonant f i e q m y ,  fhcn a craft might be propelled by sclf-modulating its polarity 
to interact with thc earth's alternating coulomb attrvct~ons and repulsions. The ability of air to behave as a conductor for 
high-voltage, high-fiequtncy fields might assist in this endeavor (Yost- 1996). Sliurdmg wave resonant fields would need 
to be developed, somewhat in the fastuon described by Tesla in his emly experiments to produce earth electrical 
resonance. This technique might be limited to altitudes wihn the extent of the earth's atmosphere. 
In another means of propulsion (Yost- I%), an ambient eleckoslatic field of an osciliaiing polarized nature might be 
developed in the medium surrounding a craft A ground transmitter might establish such an ambient field, which would 
be w t r a t  fa most purposes, but propulsive close to a craft capable of alternating its polarity in proper phase with the 
sunamding longitudinal polar oscillation (Yost-1992a). It may also be possible that the craft itself could induce a 
resonant polari7ation on its swoundings, with which it would react repulsively (Yost- l997b). 
Another propulsion mechmusm would involve intense static potenbal transients built up on Ihe craft (Yost- 1997b). The 
pulses could be of the same or dtematig polarities. The craft would be powered by discharges that would polarize its 
lower side. A series of pulses would set up a train of pradually-dissipating potential waves. Should the waves be ncar the 
ground, they would set up a polarization field in the ground molecules. It may be possible that shifted-phase polarization 
of boundary surface mdecules in the d a r e  vicinity of the stup will provide a repulsive thrust. There appears some 
possibihty that a d1cientIy-intense pulse of nonlinear dectroststic fields will cause nearby molecules to assume an 
invated polarity. opposite to the polarity they normally would assume in response to the charge on the bottom of the 
craft. If this is the case, intense pulsing may simply produce a repulsion force against the sunoundings. 
CONCLUSIONS: 
Even with field propulsion techiuques, the prin~iples of actionlresction and consemfation of momentum dill apply. 
However, with field propulsion techruqucs, it is not necessary to throw away mass to acheve action and reaction. To 
develop fields, generators still require the expenditure of large amounts of energy. The energy must be convnted into an 
electric force field which can reaci against the d i n g  medium or objccts. Thus, masses arc moved relative to one 
another in accordance with eslablished Newtonian principles, which state that h e  center of mass of a system remains 
wrtqtant. 'fhc only way to move, according to this hypothesis, is to react against the sumomding medium (objects. 
fields). The motion of one object in this space requires the rearrmgcmt of orher objects. 
For 11Roff, a repulsive force is requird to act agairist the ~mmcdiatdy surrounding objects. lilic the earth or the 
atmosphere The criticat issue is w M e r  or not the electnc fields (charges) can be manipulated in order to produce an 
interacting repulsivelattractive force at a distance to propel a craft. This might be accomplished by chargmg Ule craft and 
sunoundings with like charges. Repulsion might also be accomplished by polarizing the craft out of phase with its 
surroundings using oscillating fields. The latter t h q u e  is most desirable. 
The pro.spective system will require a lightweight craft with a large surfece area to a m d a t e  electrical storage and 
interact~ons. Some nleans of on-board capacitive discharge will be employed to transfer a large potential ddTerence 
(energy density gradient) to and from the shtp's surface. Thc d i u m  surrounding the craft will require an electrostatic 
field against which the ship may react. The field in the medium may be generated hy the craft or a ground transmitter. 
Strong, pulse discharges will prubably be the best technologically fasible method of creating the necessary field 
intensities and gradlents The frequency of the dc pulses will need to be brief to prevent the propagation of electrical 
breakdown. 10 overcome inverse-square energy l o s s ,  the field interactions will need to occur in close proximity to thc 
ship. It is possible that focusing techniques may be developed with the ability to direct intensities over extended 
distances At lcast one field must be oscillated to be continually pulled by the polarities of the other field. The phased 
oscillation of the fields must be continually modulated in order to wlordinate all the constantly-changing, interactive 
variables involved in this attract~ve/repulsive thrust mechanism 
Individual components of the envisioned electrostatic propulsion systems have hcen demonstrated to work on a small 
scale. These include the generation of electrostatic fields capable of levitating .mall objects and thrusting with snlall 
fi)rces, thc existence of a barn of elwtrioty capahic of producing mechanical force. the transmission of charge to 
conductively isr~lntcd objects in the laboratory. the intens~fLation of longitudinal electrostatic fields hy mans o1'Tesl:i 
magruf~ers, and the oscillation of these fields by various meam The next step in experimentrttitm will be to perform tests 
on a larger scale with more pow*fil equipment. Ttic implementation of Ill-sc ale potential field propulsion systems is 
dependent an the d lba t i ve  answers to the fo)lowing questions: 
Can the conversion of Tesla coil magmfier oscillations to elecaostotic charge be made sufftcialtly efticient? 
Can the longitudinal electrostatic fonm be intensified, directed. and extended? 
Can they be rsymmctndy dirccled? 
Can polar fields W e e n  4eparatod objects be phased to set up continuous mutual repulsion against mundtng  
objects. fluids, gases. or space fields? 
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The idea of "hyperspace" is suggested as a possible approach to faster-than-light (FTL) motion. I 
A brief summary of a 1986 study on *k Euclidean representation of spas:-rtmc by the author is 
presented. Some new caicula~ions on the relativistic momentum and mrrgl of a iree panicle in 
Euclidear, "hyperspace" are now added and discussed. h e  superimposed Energy-Momentum curves for 
subiuminal particles. tachyons, and panicles in Euclidean "hyperspace" are presented. It i s  shown that in 
Euclidean "hqperspace" , instead o i  A relativistic time dilation mere is a time "compression" effect. Some 
fundamental questions are presented. 
In the Gccage Luca and 70'' Century Fox Production of STAR WARS. Ilan Solo engages a drive 
rnechan~un on the Milienniunl t ~ l t u n  to attaln the "boost-to-light-speed". Tht: star ~ I C M  visible from 
the bridge streaks backward and out of sight as the ship accelerates to light speed. Science fiction writers 
have fantasized time and time again the existmce of a special space into which a space ship makes a 
rransrtron. In this special space, objects can exceed the speed of lighr avd then makc a transition from the 
special space back to "normal space" Can a special space (which I will refer to as hjpenpacei exist? Our 
first inc!ination is  to cmphaticali~ say no! ffowever. what wc have ieamed from areas of research such as 
Kaluza-Klein theory-( I ]  . Grand llttified supersyrnmetr) theor). 121, and Heterotic string theory 15 j i s  that 
there indeed can be mariy types of spaces. Quantum i;eometrodynamics indicates (as a theory) thzt space- 
time yeometr). may be fluctuating at distances within the Planck length [dl. Moreover, not only can space 
have different geometries bur 11 can have enormous virtual energy conrent as a result of the zero-porn! 
quantlrm fluctuations of the eiectromagne~ic field of the vacuum. [51 mus, it is not unreasmebic to at 
& a t  q l o r e  the possibbY@ that namre may provide o f o u r - d ~ i o n o l  or highcr ~~ spce- 
time which ants rhroughour the universe and is ph~~icoll j ,  accessible for the m o t h  of particb (such 
as electrons, protons, photons, or neutrinosj ar speeds beyond rke speed of lighr This subject would 
tantamc?uct to an investigation of cnormous scope. but here the al~thor will present a brief discussion of 
.mc. oftht simplest space-time gc.ornetr1c.s in which he is partliularl interested. 
2 THE EUCLIDEAN-FOUR SPACE 
Consid~r a f,uclidear! four-space geometry [6J expressed by the tine elemcnt: 
The coordrnates of a space-tlme point In tiits space . (\".x',\',xl), are defined as cartesran cmrdtnatcs 
( I ,  x y.7) liere. the temporal coordlnatc \" . is rcall) ct where t 15 tlme as measured on a clock b!, an 
~ h c c : . , ~ *  In an ~nertinl refcrcnce frame S, and c (the s p e d  of Itgilt) has been set equal to one We can ask 
thc quesiloll I5 thcrc a set of ccwrdlnatc tran$formatton\ S + S' (where S' IS mmmg at a speed relatrw 
t o  S )  that leabes (dsj' invdriant3 The answer 15 yes Such a sct of transformattons I< glven b) 
Here \ is really the relative speed of S' with respect to S expressed as a fraction of the spmd of li:'.t. 
Aititcwgh the above transfunmiam equations look very shilac to the Lorrrttz trimsformatiom they uc 
not. Equation (2 I Ms a plus sign wherc tbe c ~ p o n d i n g  Imcntz t r a n s f m  has a minus sign. The 
factor y has a plus sw . whereas Loreou transformations would h v e  a mmus sign. Noce rlut the sct of 
h-ansfm.atiocls ( 2) through ( 5)donsrgo UnGfbred as v-+c. 
3. ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDTHEORY IN EIXLIDEAN FalR-SPACE 
%ow. f6] hzs found &at a complete xt of covsriit ekctromagndtc fie!d cqu+tmms can be formulated for 
this EuciKitan four-space nprescntrtnm of Minkowdt space-tune It appcm s u p a f ~ i a i l y  on the surface 
as though there a a pualkl spaa w~th Manwell-i&e fnMs But we can mite the "new" fwM equauoas m 
h t r  3-space pkts time rcpresentai~on and get the follow mg 
V e E  Lnp 
r e B  = O  
T I E  - =:a 
'7 x B = 4xJ + C.Fa;cA 
The oLvwus change is in (9) where that is a sign modifi- on the diffkattd equation that expesses 
"Faday's law" This sign modifmion k all-imporlmt. I t  changes ail of ekcbodynanics as we know it. 
Firstly. there n a reverse of Ltnz's Law. The magnetic fwM produced by an induced aurrnt is in a 
direction such as to r&fme rhe original change in rnlgnetic flux tbat poducts it Tbu wouid Pas# 
thc total magnetic flax through a loop. which. in hrm. would u#xase tk emf. This would lead to a "run- 
away" magnetic flux and a f .  Secondly, it is shown in 161 &at therr will be a s t t i h p m g  of mono- 
chromaiic etectmmagnttic waves n the m u m .  Thirdly. the e-~k wave-equations m the 
presence of sources (charge density or cumnt density vector) have a geatnl sdt#ion dttt looks like an 
"advancaf" and "rctardtd" t h e  solution. tiowever, this is  a Euclidean-four sprc of classical 
electrodynamics since rt contains imaginary tcrms Spcriftcally . the two soiutkms are- 
' Y ( ~ t i - a  (d3x' f I' 1 - 1  x - s ' !  
! w 
where V( x. t i  is either the scalar potential or a componen? of the magnetic vector potentlai. 'Ihe " f " 
t';ti.rctmn represents the source dens~ty. (e1~1er charge denslt? or the current density vector respectiiely) 
The factor u IS a constant 
@estIon 1 : The E and B felds do not appear to be the electric and magnetic fields we know Could we 
-'fix-up" the Maxwell-ltke equations ( 7) through (10) so that the difficulties are surmounted but the 
tuclidean four-space retaiticd9 What type of elcctrod~namics would emerge" This is a formidable problem 
and is j e t  to bt solved. 
Quect~on 2 What equatmns of reiat~vrst~c dynam~cs W O U ! ~  hold fo; panlcies moving w~thln E u c l h n  
four-space" %me progress can be made OF yuest~on ( 2  t 
4. EFFECT ON TliWE MEASUREMENTS IN EUCLIDEAN FOUR SPACE 
Consider a par of events such as the emission and detection of an ~ornic puucle. Suppose that an 
observer in a reference frame S' moves along with the particle at the same velocity so that the particle is  
observed to be "a! rest" with respect to the observer in S'. We can re-introduce "c" in the line-element 
! I j, so that dx" 13 given by cdt. For the observer co-moving with the h e  S'. v'--0. and the observer may 
define a proper rime so that c d~ ds This kads directiy to the result that . 
This result is snangc ~nSeed slnce there is now a the cwrqpress&m effect fiom relative rotion rather than 
a time dilation effcct as In Special Relativity. Equation ( i3)  means the following: 
The u p p e w  tmc mntei l  dr (the irtlmof k t w c n  t k  tna er.erit.y as mt~surcd bi an observer in the S 
r&rence frame) appms tcr be shortened with respect to tire rrme rntervul (ch ) as measured in the S ' 
from~. rhar ts ctmmov;ng n ~ t h  the pmricle Another w q  to fnterrxet this re.~u!t rs ro sms that clocks cappear to 
speed up when they are' in rularfiv morton wtthur E~#'lr&an mprssp3fe 
5. MOMENTC'M AND ENERGY 
We can derive the formulas for total Relativistic Momentum and Energy o f  a free panick tn "Hypmpce" 
by calcufitting thc components of the covarian: four-momentum vector. 171 If m is the rrn mass, 
E - c?' = mc (daC;dtM dt'd~) 
- 17 
- mc- ( i + L -  c - ,  (IS) 
The qped of iight has been explisdly represented as c to show sim~brrty to the formulas of Special 
Relatrv~Q Note that the momentum and encrgq analogs m Euclidean hyperspace do not p 
unbounded at the mint v=c Moreover. E and P rcmaln real and bounded as v - w .  specificalfy, 
P -+ tiac and f -+f! Uo h>pothe-,ls of Irnaglcar) rest mas5 (as m tachyor! the- (81 ) IS nqulred 
f o r  P and E to remain real as \ t z  
At this point the ruder may ask what is the graph of equation i i6) 7 For the purpose of easy 
comparisons and graphing ease, once again.we set c equal to one. Equation ( I  6) becomes: 
wh~ch 15 the equz:lon of a c~rck Where IS thls circle found? 
Graphs of F2 - p2 = m' Minkowski space-time version (massive particle) (I  8) 
E' - p2 = -m' (m-+im) Version of above relation for Tachyons 
E= + p2 = m2 
(19) 
Euclidean Representation of space-time ("Hyperspace") (20) 
~2 - p2 - 0 Minkowsk~ space-time version (for photons) (21) 
Ihe  diagonal asymptotes (dotted lines [9] j are the graphs of the energy-momentum equation for photons. 
since for photons, W "rest mass" is zero, or m=O. leaving us with the equations of lines. 
For photons, 
Which ~mpiies, 
and. 
The graph for E in the two quatiom intersects the origin at a 45 degree angk. There are four 
hyperbolas. The upper hyperbola represents particles of positive rest mass and positive relativistic energy 
moving at subluninal speed.. The hyperbola to the right rrpttsents tachyons of e i k  positive or negative 
relativistic energy . w h a s  the lower hyperbola (on the bottom) represents particles of negative 
relativistic energy at sublurninal speeds. The hyperbola to the left represents tachyons with either positive 
or negative relativistic energy. The tachyons are a class of particles that must always move 31 a speed 
greater than the speed of light in order to exist and have imaginary rest mass. However, at the center of the 
graph is the circle which is the plot 3f equation 17. It touches all of the E vs. P hyperbolas at exactly one 
point. Imagine sub-atomic particles moving in Euclidean "hyperspace". Such particles will have strictly 
bounded relativistic momentum and energy for each value of proper mass m. (rest mass) However. 
panicle speed is free to assume values anywhere within the mterval [O, rn ). 
The particle speed can exist anywhere within [O, a, ) without creating infinities in the coordinate 
transformations. relat~visrit momentum or relativistic energy. Moreover. when v i c, momentum 
and energ) remain real valued. There is, however, a notable exception to the rule, namely the case 
of photons. 
Note the interesting property of Euclidean four space when m 4 .  This leads to the solutions for E given 
by: 
and 
Photons (particles ~ i t h  zero rest mass) would have imaginary total relativistic cncrgy in Euclidean four- 
space . 
6. FIKAL REMARKS 
More study is needed in "supexluminal physics" to understand it at a level deeper level. Profound questions 
await an answer. Can we re-formulate the theories of electromagnetism and gravitation to be consistent 
with the Euclidean representation of space-time? Would major paradoxes remain or could they be 
eliminated? What physical principle would have to be opcrable in nature so that particles could make 
transitions into and out-of hyperspace? The following hypothesis is put fonh by the author: 
I t  is believed &at there exists a "uniped theory" ofsuperlumhalphysics in jlar space-time wbkh can 
contain the theory of Tachyons, complex speed [IOI, and Euclidean four-space. But what is it? 
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